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This thesis contains a history of Bethany Fellowship Missions
against the background of developments n the North American Protestant
missionary enterprise from 1945 until 1993.
In chapters one and two I present the history of North American
Protestant organizations and of post-World War II missions. In chapters
three through five I discuss the history of Bethany Fellowship, its theology,
and major changes that have occurred in the organization since its inception.
In chapters six through eight I discuss Bethany's missionary outreach in
Brazil, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico. In chapter nine I discuss
developments in post-World War II missions and how those developments
have affected Bethany's missionary programme. In chapter ten I discuss
Bethany's missions theory. In chapter eleven I draw my conclusions.
My hypothesis in this thesis is that Bethany Fellowship Missions is a
useful window into the world of conservative North American evangelical
missions for two reasons. First, as a member of the Evangelical Foreign
Mission Association, Bethany is an example of North American evangelical
missions confessionally. Second, because of its distinctives it is also an
example of the extraordinary complexity to be found among such missions.
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PREFACE
None of us are free from personal bias and no study if it pretends to
any honesty can claim absolute neutrality toward its subject. Hence, in the
interest of fairness to the reader, it seems proper to me to provide a clear
statement of those prejudices I have that may have slanted my research in
particular ways. This seems especially important since I have relied so
heavily on interviews.
I was converted to Christianity by Bethany missionaries while I was
a beneficiary in the Salvation Army in Puerto Rico from December 1978
until February 1980. While alone I made a specific confession of Christ on
5 May 1979. Prior to that I had been an atheist, consciously so since 1965
or 1966. The first church to which I belonged was the Wesleyan Church in
Guaynabo, Puerto Rico, and it was through that church and through
Bethany missionaries that I became interestedin missions.
I was a student at Bethany Missionary Training Center in
Minneapolis from September 1981 until March 1982. My decision not to
complete the course offered by Bethany was my own but was occasioned
by problems that developed between one of the instructors and myself.
However despite this unpleasant incident, I have remained in touch with
many people in Bethany over the years. In part this continued contact has
been due to my wife Salma who is a graduate of Bethany's College of
Missions.
This project was born one August afternoon in 1986 when Prof.
Walls, then with the Centre for the Study of Christianity in the Non-
Western World in Aberdeen, remarked to me that little systematic research
had been conducted on interdenominational North American evangelical
missions. I told him of my connection with Bethany and wondered if it
might be appropriate to use Bethany as a window into this kind of mission.
Prof. Walls encouraged me and I began to make inquiries but the project
took six years to get off the ground. Bethany at the time was going through
a difficult period of adjustment, a period we will discuss in Chapter Five of
this thesis, and did not feel that under those circumstances they could be as
open and cooperative in such a project as would be required.
In the absence of any positive response from Bethany I left
Aberdeen and eventually went to China to teach English. However, while
in Fularji in Heilongjiang Province in the autumn of 1988 I wrote to
Bethany again to ask if they had reconsidered their original refusal. Cathy
Brokke, the head of the missions department at Bethany, had suggested to
t
my wife Salma when Salma had visited Bethany that summer that such an
inquiry might be fruitful, but the answer when it arrived was again no.
However, in November of 1989 as we were preparing to return to
China, an unexpected letter arrived from Alec Brooks, then the president of
Bethany, saying that Bethany had reconsidered and that if I was still
interested, they were open to the idea. I contacted Prof. Walls who was
then with the relocated Centre in Edinburgh and asked him if the project we
had discussed in 1986 was still feasible. He said yes and I began to make
arrangements to pursue it from Edinburgh in 1992 after I had returned from
China.
This story illustrates my own excitement for the project as well as
Bethany's reluctance. However, once Bethany overcame its reluctance, its
staff and missionaries, many of whom I have known in some capacity for
fifteen years, were very forthcoming.
Because I was uncertain about what I would uncover, I tried to
pursue this research in as open-ended a way as possible. When conducting
interviews I was often quite content to let people reminisce, though as they
did so I would ask them questions to clarify their recollections. A few of
these interviews were conducted in August 1992 but most were carried out
over a two-and-a-half month period from July until September 1993.
During these months I travelled to the United States, Brazil, and the
Philippines and talked with anyone who would talk to me. Upon returning
to Edinburgh I began to stitch these interviews together and to supplement
them with such documentation (letters, unpublished papers, newspaper and
magazine stories) as I had been able to find. What appeared at the end of
this process was a remarkably consistent account of the organization's
history. Over and over again interviewees corroborated one another, often
down to specific details, even though some of these interviews were
conducted weeks apart and with people separated from one another by years
and thousands of miles. While there was some disagreement over specific
dates, there was none over the order of events, a consistency which makes
it possible to eliminate certain suggested dates as probably incorrect. A
historian might be criticized for relying as heavily on interviews as I have,
but the obvious coherence that emerges as Bethany's history unfolds should
go far toward confirming the basic accuracy of what is being related.
Besides due to the dearth of published material on Bethany, I had little
choice but to employ interviews. As I already mentioned, I am entering
territory here that has received scant scholarly attention.
However, although I did pursue this research in an open-ended
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fashion, there were certain broad questions I was interested in exploring.
One often hears North American evangelical missions described as though
they were active not only in Christian evangelism but also in spreading far-
right political ideas. 1 was curious about whether or not Bethany might be
involved in such activity and, if the organization was, to what extent. Also
I knew that Bethany in an effort to generate funds for missions was engaged
in business enterprises of various sorts. Hence, I wondered how
successful and efficent this means of raising money for missions was as
well as how Bethany's involvement in the business world had affected the
organization itself as both a missions training centre and a sending body. I
was further interested in Bethany's theological position and wanted to try to
determine how Bethany had developed its particular theology as well as to
determin how that theology had been affected by Bethany's involvement in
missionary outreach. Finally, I wondered how resilient Bethany was and
what was the likelihood of its enduring into the twenty-first century as a
viable missions fellowship.
I believe that in the course of this study I have been able to answer
each of these questions, but because the study was open-ended, I have also
made some discoveries I did not anticipate and which are, I believe, as
interesting and as useful as any of the answers I found to my original
questions.
I should also at this time make several qualifications and
explanations. First, in this thesis I have included three brief national
histories: one of Brazil, one of the Philippines, and one of Puerto Rico.
These histories are not intended to be any more than abridgments into which
a missions history has been slotted. The primary focus of this thesis is not
Brazil, the Philippines, or Puerto Rico, it is Bethany, and my purpose is not
to analyse the development of the various countries in question but to
analyse developments in Bethany brought about by its presence in these
countries. Accordingly I have relied primarily on tertiary sources in
constructing these general historical overviews.
This caveat holds true as well for Chapter Two. The fifty years after
World War II was a complex and critical period not only for nations
generally but for the Protestant missionary enterprise. The field for research
afforded by this period is practically inexhaustible. Again all I have tried to
do is to sketch out what seemed to me to be key events in the world and in
the United States with an eye on how those events might have impacted
Bethany.
Finally, it is my sincere hope that much more study will be
conducted in this field. Conservative North American evangelical missions
with a charismatic dimension like Bethany are a major presence in the world
of missions today, yet very little beyond banal generalities is known about
them. This is a situation which needs to be corrected if our knowledge of
missions history in the second half of the twentieth century is to claim any
kind of completeness. This study is a first small step on the road to that
goal.
CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
Section 1: Characteristics of American Religion
In terms of land mass the United States is the fourth largest nation in
the world. Only Russia, China, and Canada are larger. With a population
of over 250,000,000, the United States ranks third in the world behind
China and India. In 1992 the median family income in the U.S. was
$36,812, one of the world's highest.1 In short, America has vast
resources in terms of manpower, space, and finances upon which its
citizens can draw, and this means that the U.S. can afford to encourage
diversity. Its sheer capacity for diversity coupled with a metaphysic that
emphasizes individual autonomy and attempts to maximize personal
freedom assures the proliferation of a heterogeneity that can seem
bewildering. Often concealed beneath a superficial veneer of homogeneous
modernity, social phenomena in the United States can express such dynamic
variety that one almost despairs of identifying those elements that make
them indigenous. Religious phenomena are no exception; indeed religious
movements in America seem peculiarly prone to diversification.
Furthermore, Americans may believe in anything from the Amida Buddha to
Zoroastrianism. However, for all its variety, there are factors consistent
enough to have created a religious expression that is identifiably American,
and over the centuries these factors have shaped American Christianity.
In this section we will be looking at eleven of these interrelated
factors. Because the focus of this thesis is Bethany Fellowship, a
missionary organization that has emerged out of American Protestantism,
Protestantism is the form of American Christianity we will be considering
here. These eleven factors are: ethnicity, regionalism, individualism,
voluntarism, entrepreneurialism, restorationism, revivalism,
confessionalism (of two types), Common Sense Realism, devotion to the
Bible, and a tendency to develop doctrinal systems that bear the impress of a
scientific worldview. These eleven factors can themselves be grouped
under four headings: diversity itself which we have already begun to
discuss, the problem of identity which diversity creates, the rejection of
historical precedent, and an ethic that has evolved in a democratic
environment which stresses the importance of free enterprise.
1 The Wall Street Journal Europe. Vol. XII. No. 30. Friday-Saturday. 11-12 March
1994, "Illusions about Wages" by Bruce Barlett, p. 6
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A. DIVERSITY
On the one hand, as suggested above, diversity creates a problem
for those who wish to generalize about American's religious character. On
the other hand it is also a characteristic of American Protestantism. A large
part of this diversity has been created by immigration (something we will
discuss further in Chapter Two). Because immigrants did not settle evenly
across the nation but tended to locate in specific areas, and because these
immigrants often brought their religious convictions with them (an aspect of
confessionalism we will discuss below), American religion has ethnic and
regional characertistics which endure to the present. An exhaustive
description of this is not necessary here but two examples will suffice.
Throughout Michigan, northern Illinois, and Iowa where many Dutch
settled after 1847, the Reformed Church is strong despite the failure of the
denomination to move west from its original American home in New York
and New Jersey during the migration after America's independence was
confirmed by the Treaty of Paris in 1783.2 Also Lutheranism is a
pervasive presence throughout the midwest due to German and
Scandinavian settlers who arrived in waves during the course of the
nineteenth century.3 However, ethnic and regional variety was not shaped
only by voluntary immigration. The slave trade, too, played a very
significant role as blacks from west Africa were brought into America,
particularly the American south, to labour on rice, tobbaco, cotton, or sugar
plantations. Many of these slaves became Baptists or Methodists.4 The
Amerindians also contribute to this diversity. While most prevalent in the
western states, Amerindians also have a significant presence in states like
Wisconsin (the Menomonee) or Florida (the Seminole.). And of course
Oklahoma, which during the nineteenth century became the dumping
ground for a great variety of American tribes, is densely populated with
Amerindians. These tribes evidence tremendous variety within themselves
and in their religious expressions.
America's emphasis on individualism has also contributed to its
diversity. Generally unrestrained by the influence of extended families or
by clearly delineated class structures, Americans are free to make their own
2 Dictionary of American Christianity (Daniel G. Reid, coordinating editor), "Reformed
Church in America" by E.J. Bruins, pp. 985-986
3 Ibid.. "Lutheran Churches in America" by M.E. Marty, pp. 670-674
4 Hatch. Nathan P.. The Democratization of American Christianity. Chap. 4
"Thundering Legions", pp. 102-110
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religious decisions. It is not at all uncommon for Americans to move from
denomination to denomination or even to start their own churches, a
phenomenon we will refer to frequently throughout this thesis. This
individualism can be seen as both a strength and a weakness. It is a
strength insofar as it means that conviction is the primary motivation for a
person's joining a church, and people who join from conviction tend to be
highly motivated and dedicated. It can be seen as a weakness insofar as it
means that discipling members is difficult (it can lead to a loss of personnel
and open a church to lawsuits) and continuity within congregations is hard
to maintain. Diversity, too, creates a problem of identity which leads us to
our second main heading.
B.THE PROBLEM OF IDENTITY
Revivalism has been an important element in moulding the character
of American Christianity. The "Protestant empire" which dominated the
United States at the end of the nineteenth century was the fruit of
revivalism. In the absence of a state church, revivalism predisposed the
American church to embrace confessionalism and also imbued it with an
entrepreneurial quality. We will look at that entrepreneurial quality under
sub-section D, but because the confessional quality answers to some extent
the problem of identity created by American diversity, it is appropriate to
consider it here. Confessionalism has two aspects: it is a codification of
revivalist preaching, and it is an aspect of the religious heritage immigrants
from Europe brought with them when they came to the New World. Let us
look at the revivalist aspect of confessionalism first.
Revivalist preaching contains a message, and messages embody
ideas. Such a reality in an environment which, like the one in America,
provided few social supports for a strong sense of personal identity,
encouraged the emergence of churches which were eager to distinguish
among themselves and at the same time provide their members with short
formal statements of doctrine which would enable them to orient themselves
within the religious spectrum. By joining a church, one chose a side to be
on. Yet the unstructured egalitarianism of American society militates against
formalized doctrines. These two apparently contradictory tendencies have
been picked up nicely by sociologists Roger Finke and Rodney Starke on
the one hand and historian Nathan Hatch on the other. Describing "the
eclectic character of popular faiths" that emerged out of the Second Great
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Awakening which began at the turn of the nineteenth century and lasted for
almost thirty years. Hatch writes:
Apocalyptic themes long resonant in the popular culture reappeared
laced with Jeffersonian political thought, even heavy doses of
Jefferson's prose; traditional resistance to elite positional codes and
to local religious taxes took on the ideological imperative of
Enlightenment attacks against a state religion and against the use of
all religious creeds.5
And in discussing the way such preaching impacted the preacher's
audience, Hatch argues that a general conviction arose which began to
conceive divisions in the church as caused by theologians who interposed
systems between the reader and the Bible. This was coupled with a
conviction that private judgment was the one sure way to unity and
harmony. In fact, private opinion encouraged spiritual arrogance, a
proliferation of systems, and considerable disintegration and confusion
among churches. Hatch writes:
The most telling evidence of the revolt against history and against
Calvinist control is the distinctive way that many populists chose to
read the Bible. Any number of denominations, sects, movements,
and individuals between 1780 and 1830 claimed to be restoring a
pristine biblical Christianity free from all human devices.6
However, a reaction against history and Calvinism, if it is
ideological as early American preaching clearly tended to be, cannot be a
reaction against theology as such. Despite their efforts to free themselves
from all human devices, what these populist leaders were doing was
developing a theology, and theologies tend to be expressed in some formal
way. Roger Finke and Rodney Stark argue forcefully that:
[RJeligious organizations can thrive only to the extent that they have
a theology that can comfort souls and motivate sacrifice.7
They believe that
5 Ibid., Chap. 21 "The Crisis of Authority in Popular Culture", p. 36
6 Ibid., Chap. 6 "The Right to Think for Oneself", p.-179
7 Finke. Rodger, and Stark. Rodney. The Churching of America. 1776-1990. Chap. 1
"A New Approach to American Religious History", p. 5
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[T]he primary market weakness that has caused the failure of many
denominations, and the impending failure of many more, is
precisely a matter of doctrinal content, or the lack of it.8
Their analysis leads them to conclude that
[T]he more individuals sacrifice on behalf of their religion, the more
benefits they receive in return.9 ...IRleligious organizations are
stronger to the degree that thev impose significant costs in terms of
sacrifice and even stigma upon their members.10
Costly demands strengthen a group by helping to eliminate those who are
there simply to exploit the group (this they see as a special problem for
voluntary organizations as churches in America tend to be), and by
heightening the sense of group identity and group involvement.11 Though
Stark and Finke develop their thesis with an eye on prohibited activities,
creeds defining belief are clearly an aspect of the process they are analysing.
Furthermore, religious organizations in the United States generally
incorporate, in part because incorporation allows them to enter into contracts
and limits financial liability among church members for debts accrued by the
organization, and as a rule articles of incorporation would require that the
organization define itself in terms of its beliefs. (See Bethany's Certificate
of Incorporation in Appendix C as an example.)
In other words, the situation that Hatch described was a temporary
and liminal one. As he says:
The democratization of Christianity...has less to do with the
specifics of polity and governance and more with the incarnation of
the church into popular culture.12
He is recounting the process of that incarnation, but once the incarnation
had reached a certain point, the varieties produced had to define themselves.
Formal statements of faith were then required. The kind of statements
developed by fundamentalists in the early part of this century and still
defended by fundamentalists today are examples of this trend.
Confessionalism also has its European strands. As we observed
8 Ibid., pp. 17-18
9 Ibid., Chap. 7 "Why 'Mainline' Denominations Decline", p. 252
10 Ibid., p. 238
1 1 Ibid., pp. 253-255
12 Hatch. The Democratization of American Christianity. Chap. 1 "Introduction:
Democracy and Christianity", p. 9
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above, immigrants often brought their churches and ecclesiastical
confessions with them, and immigrants continued to arrive long after the
Second Great Awakening had become a memory. Confessionalism was a
very real part of the Reformed and the Lutheran church traditions to which
we referred earlier. The various branches of the Presbyterian church require
as a matter of course that prospective members affirm either the Barmen or
the Westminster Confessions. And the Episcopalian Church is firmly
committed to the ecumenical creeds.
Considered purely as a historical issue, we can say with confidence
that American churches whether rooted in European traditions or incarnate
in new American ones have tended to be strongly confessional. However,
it is fair to ask whether this will continue. David Wells, for example,
argues that confessionalism with the advent of a post-modern disposition
may be breaking down. Confessionalism in America as described by Wells
is an attempt "to define evangelical belief in terms of biblical doctrine."13
As such it seeks to delineate "a core of central belief" and to find "unity in
commonly owned, commonly confessed truth."14 Yet, as Wells stresses,
such confessions do not necessarily give rise to "any theology, any
fashioning out of what life looks like from the viewpoint of one who stands
within that circle of belief."15 Not that theologies are not being written.
The American academy has produced many. But there is a disconnect
between the professional academic and the believer in the pew. What
happens in the seminaries often has little bearing on the church in general.16
Wells sees this phenomenon as an expression of the post-modern mood that
has affected Western society, a mood which rejects "overarching
interpretive themes or ideologies" and emphasizes "what is local, common,
and everyday." Post-modernism "sees no value in continuity" and seeks "to
elevate the reality of disjunctive experience."17 And, Wells believes, post-
modem reality has made transconfessional Christianity not only possible but
dominant in the United States.18
While Wells has doubtlessly identified a developing trend, and while
13 Evangelicalism (Mark A. Noll, David W. Bebbington, George A. Rawlyk, editors),
"On Being Evangelical: Some Theological Differences and Similarities" by David Wells,
p. 391
14 Ibid.
13 Ibid., p. 406
16 Ibid.
17 Ibid-, P- 407
1 8 Ibid., p. 406
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his insight may be helpful in understanding why Americans can change
denominations so easily, his concerns about the demise of theology in
American religious life, particularly among conservative Protestants, are, I
believe, premature. As we shall see in Chapter Four, attempts at
constructing biblically based theologies are not confined to the seminaries,
and while many seminaries may not exercise the influence they would like,
others, such as Dallas Theological Seminary with its emphasis on
dispensationalism, have gained a wide audience among the laity. As David
Bebbington notes, premillennialism during the interwar period became the
normal eschatology among conservative evangelicals,19 a reality that
became even more accentuated during the post-World War II period as we
shall see in the next chapter. Even among Pentecostals, a tradition one
might not expect to be congenial to such scenarios, dispensational theology
became quite popular. Indeed, as Bebbington observes, dispensationalism
along with the doctrine of biblical inerrancy, encouraged attempts to enforce
doctrinal purity and fed tendencies toward separatism.20 Separation over
ideas remains a fundamental reality in American Protestantism, and ideas
over which groups divide generally find formal expression in confessions
of faith. While transconfessional Christianity is a growing phenomenon
among Protestants (we shall see evidence of it in this thesis), it is still too
early to describe it as a dominant reality or to proclaim the dawn of a post-
theological era.
Because America's religious impulse rests on such a broad base,
many theological traditions have contributed to the formulation of the
various confessional stances of American churches, but the most influential
and quintessential^ American expression of these theologies was
doubtlessly Princeton theology as it developed throughout the nineteenth
and into the early twentieth century. As Mark Noll points out, this theology
was forged within a matrix that included
devotion to the Bible, concern for religious experience, sensitivity to
the American experience, and full employment of Presbyterian
confessions, seventeenth-century Reformed systematicians, and the
Scottish philosophy of common sense.21
19 Amazing Grace (George A. Rawlyk, Mark A. Noll, editors), Part 11: The United
States and Britain: Modern History, Cha p. 7 "Evangelicalism in Modern Britain and
America" by David W. Bebbington, p. 192
20 Evangelicalism. Chap. 18 "Evangelicalism in Its Settings: The British and American
Movements Since 1940" by David W . Bebbington, p. 373
21 Noll. Mark A.. The Princeton Theology. "Introduction", p. 13
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George Marsden underlines the extensive influence that the Princetonians
exercised over American Protestantism when he writes:
This old order [of American Protestantism] correlated faith,
learning, and morality with the welfare of civilization. Two
premises were absolutely fundamental - that God's truth was a
single unified order and that all persons of common sense were
capable of knowing that truth. The implications of these
assumptions were carefully worked out by the philosophical school
known as Scottish Common Sense Realism.22
Scottish Common Sense Philosophy, according to Marsden, had by 1870
been influential in America for a century and had been dominant in
American universities for fifty years. It had become the American
philosophy.23 According to Noll this philosophy largely defined the form
Princeton theology would take from 1768 when John Witherspoon assumed
the presidency of that seminary until 1888 when James McCosh stepped
down.24 Educated American evangelicals were committed to both science
and religion and believed that naturalistic science if pursued objectively
would confirm the truths of Scripture.25 They were, as Mark Noll said,
"full partners in the great American infatuation with Lord Francis Bacon and
Sir Isaac Newton."26
This fascination with Thomas Reid (the formulator of Scottish
Common Sense Realism), Francis Bacon, and Isaac Newton has given
much of the theology written in American an inductive scientific cast and
has meant that the Bible has been approached as a text of propositional
statements which can be structured in such a way as to illumine principles
which inform both the world and our lives in it. And because the science
formulated by Bacon and Newton is ahistorical, this has meant that
American approaches to Scripture have tended to be ahistorical as well.
Such an ahistorical hermeneutic coupled with a national spirit that has
tended to reject the precedents of history as applicable in the American
context has created religions traditions that often seem strangely unaware of
their debts to tradition, an observation that leads us to our third general
heading.
" Marsden, George M.. Fundamentalism and American Culture. Part 1: Before
Fundamentalism, Chap. 1 "Evangelical America at the Brink of Crisis", p. 14
23 Ibid.
24 Noll. The Princeton Theology. "Introduction", pp. 31-32
25 Marsden, Fundamentalism and American Culture. Part I, Chap. 1. p. 20
26 Noll. The Princeton Theology. "Introduction", p. 12
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C. THE REJECTION OF HISTORICAL PRECEDENT
A nation of immigrants committed to the proposition that one can
always begin anew, America has been prone to ignore the forces of history
in the belief that they do not really apply in the American context. The spirit
of America is stirred by the conviction that America is the place where
something new can be created or something old can be restored to its
original purity. An example of this is the Restoration Movement.
Beginning at the dawn of the nineteenth century, restorationism sought to
unite frontier churches around a common commitment to biblical authority
and the belief that the Bible should be the only standard for faith and
practice. Hence, those who identified with this movement believed that the
prototype for church polity could be uncovered in Scripture and that the
form of the early church, like the pattern of the temple given to David by
God, had been divinely ordained. Primarily associated now with the
Churches of Christ,27 restorationism has had an impact on the shape of
American Christianity that goes far beyond those institutional forms.
This rejection of historical precedent rests easily in a society which
emphasizes the autonomy of the individual as vigorously as American
society does, and is expressed in aphorisms like "that was then, this is
now" which, if not as pointedly disparaging of past models as Henry
Ford's more colourful "history is bunk", nevertheless express the same
idea. It is also one of the reasons why the theory of evolution was not
embraced as warmly in the United States as it was in other parts of the
world. Evolution, rooted in the deep structures of history and rife with anti-
egalitarian implications, strikes many Americans as anathema. This coupled
with the fact that the theory was used for so long to demonstrate
"scientifically" the inferior status of blacks (making it immediately
unpopular with a tenth of the American population) helps to explain the
enduring suspicion of evolution among so many U.S. citizens. It also helps
to explain why social or literary theories like Marxism or modern biblical
criticism which stress historicity and contingency have not been warmly
received in the States.
This rejection of history has a deep ideological basis and has fuelled
27 Dictionary of American Christianity (Daniel G. Geid, coordinating editor),
"Restoration Movement" by J.B. North, pp. 1005-1008
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much of the acrimony of the "culture wars" which have erupted periodically
in America during the twentieth century. It lay behind the
fundamentalist/modernist controversy of the nineteen-teens and nineteen-
twenties and it powers the conservative/liberal split in American society
currently. As a consequence it has done much to structure American
religious life. How to understand the God of history in light of
philosophical approaches to history which fundamentally reinterpret history
and, by implication, the work and nature of God is perhaps the single most
important theological dilemma confronting American Christians today.
This reference to ideological splits and culture wars brings us to our
fourth general heading after which we will close this section.
D. THE AMERICAN ETHIC
While discussing the problem of identity in subsection B, I referred
to the entrepreneurial quality in American life which had been encouraged
by revivalism. Let us begin this subsection with a discussion of that
quality.
The revivalists who have done so much to shape American religion
have generally been preachers who were able to project great authority and
who expected immediate results from their efforts. They intended that those
who heard would respond and that the response would produce lasting
effects. Revivals swept people into churches. Hence churches in the
United States have tended to assume the nature of voluntary societies,
something we shall discuss in greater depth later in this chapter and in
Chapter Two. Revivalism has also stamped American Christianity with a
strongly entrepreneurial character and has left plenty of scope for the
emergence of charismatic leaders who have been able to found and shape
movements. Using an economic model to apprehend the nature of religious
life in the United States, Finke and Stark write:
Religious economies are like commercial economies in that they
consist of a market made up of a set of current and potential
customers and a set of firms seeking to serve that market. The fate
of these firms will depend upon (1) aspects of their organizational
structures, (2) their sales representatives, (3) their product, (4) their
marketing techiques. Translated into more churchly language, the
relative success of religious bodies (especially when confronted with
an unregulated economy) will depend upon their polity, their clergy,
their religious doctrines, and their evangelization techniques.28
28 Finke and Stark. The Churching of America. 1776-1990, Chap. 1, p. 17
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Defining sects as religious bodies existing in tension with society
and offering an intense faith that has a profound sense of otherworldliness,
and defining churches as religious bodies that exist more comfortably with
society and offer a more secularized version of faith, Finke and Stark
describe how in a society like the United States where government
involvement in religious affairs is minimal a process is at work in which
churches spawn sects and sects develop into churches. They conclude:
[T]he sect-church process is always under way, and the less
regulated the religious economy, the more rapidly and thoroughly
the process will occur.29
A prospective church-planter and/or revivalist to be successful in such an
environment must be aggressive. Furthermore, if churches and movements
are to endure beyond the life of their founders, or if they are to grow to any
significant size, they must develop the necessary institutional structures to
become self-perpetuating. Hence, successful church-planters in America
have tended to be skilled at managing organizational bureaucracies and/or at
fashioning institutional complexes.
The American ethic, then, informed by a society that is results
oriented and that, because of its emphasis on individualism, stresses
accountability, is one that demands productive work done in a responsible
and reliable way by professional experts who can demonstrate their value
through consistent preformance. This ethic has had a profound impact on
all aspects of American life not excluding its religious life. It is important to
keep this in mind as we examine the growth of Bethany Fellowship and the
expectations expressed in Bethany's theology of sanctification.
However, despite their accent on individualism, Americans are not
unaware of the value of cooperation. The vastness of the nation and its
internal diversity often accentuated by ethnic and regional differences
demand that those who want to have a nationwide impact organize.
Consequently networking, that is establishing contacts with other like-
minded people, has become increasingly important. In order to maximize
results it has been incumbent upon those who wish to affect social agendas
to develop agencies which encourage communication among groups with
similar goals.
We have in this section discussed some of the primary factors which
29 Ibid., Chap. 7, p. 237
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have made American religion, and especially American Protestantism, what
it is. We have seen how the Christian faith imported from Europe was
indigenized and transformed into something recognizably American. But
the missionary demands of the faith meant that it would not stay within the
confines of America. Those same demands also meant that when the faith
moved beyond America's borders it would confront a situation which it
might influence but which it could not control. For Protestants, whether
American or not, a common solution to this problem has been intermission
cooperation with other Christians from all over the world. Ecumenism has
been the result, but many Americans, suspicious of internationalism in all
forms, have looked on the ecumenical movement with scepticism and
sometimes open hostility. This is something we will look at in more depth
in Chapter Two, but because it is important to the background of our story,
we should pause briefly to examine the origins of the ecumenical movement
and the World Council of Churches.
Section 2: Ecumenism and Its Impact on American Missions
In many respects the development of missionary societies and the
ecumenical movement that eventually emerged from it was a British and
American affair, and because Americans played such an important role in
the evolution of these societies, the societies embodied many of the
characteristics discussed above.
Prof. Walls beginning with the British side of the story traces the
origins of voluntary societies (which missionary societies certainly were) to
the last years of the seventeenth century.30 He points out that the
motivations and goals of such societies were pre-eminently practical,31 and
that though the societies emerged without any clear theological justification,
nevertheless they had profound theological implications.32 One of the
implications was that a new age of cooperation among Christian
denominations was beginning. Because the societies did not fit comfortably
into any of the classical forms of church government and yet were so
successful, they suggested that the time when questions of polity had
dominated ecclesiastical debate had passed.33 This perception coupled
30 The Evangelical Quarterly. Vol. 88, No. 2, 1988, "Missionary Societies and the
Fortunate Subversion of the Church", by Andrew F. Walls, p. 141




with their pragmatic character made them powerful vehicles for
ecumenism.34 This ecumenical current was further encouraged by the fact
that through voluntary mission societies lay people, though they had less
professional commitment than the clergy to traditional church polity,
nevertheless could have input and influence which rivalled that of the
clergy.35
To understand how this happened it helps to realize that it was not
initially clear to Protestant leaders in Europe that missions had any particular
place in their churches. The words mission and missionary do not appear in
the Bible. Nor was there any ecclesiastical machinery immediately at hand
in Protestant churches for missionary work. Catholic orders were the first
to take the gospel into the newly discovered continents which meant that
missions had a Catholic appearance many Protestants found suspect.
Furthermore, theologies had developed during the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries which strongly emphasized the local nature of the
church and the sovereignty of God in the process of conversion, which as a
consequence discouraged evangelism. Although as early as 1705 Frederick
IV of Denmark was sending German missionaries trained in the traditions of
German Pietism to evangelize Danish colonies, and although the Moravians
throughout the eighteenth century were committed to worldwide
evangelism, this state of ecclesiastical inertia was not broken in the
Protestant church generally until the revials of the eighteenth century and
with the emergence of the evangelicals. Because this revivalism was a
genuinely new thing and because so many involved in the movement were
very demonstrative, there was much initial opposition to the revivals,
opposition which Jonathan Edwards answered in his now classic Some
Thoughts Concerning the Present Revival of Religion in New England in
1743, and it took much of the century for the evangelicals to organize and
launch what would become one of the defining moments of the Christian
faith. But having become engaged in missionary outreach, the evangelicals
quickly dominated it, and the movement which might have developed a
Continental Pietistic texture evolved with a British and American one
instead.
D.W. Bebbington traces the origins of British Evangelicalism to
Wales where Howell Harris, a young school teacher who lived near
Brecon, experienced in the spring of 1735 a conversion to Christianity
34 ibid. p. 149
35 Ibjd-, PP- 150-151
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which convinced him of the certainty of his own salvation. Joined a few
weeks later by Daniel Rowland, a curate at Llangeitho in Carmarthenshire,
who also had a conversion experience that created in him the same
conviction, Harris began to travel around South Wales proclaiming to
growing audiences that they like him could know for sure that they were
truly and eternally saved. At the same time Jonathan Edwards in
Northampton, Massachusetts, was leading a similar kind of evangelistic
crusade. On either side of the North Atlantic people were being stirred by
this new message. The Eighteenth Century Revival, a movement which
would sweep Britain and which became known in the American colonies as
the Great Awakening, had begun.36
The word evangelical, although originally associated with
Protestantism generally, was applied to this movement specifically because
the word was associated with the proclaimation of the gospel or evangel.37
Evangelicalism, although it has changed much, endures to the present and
has been perennially associated with four characteristics which Bebbington
indentifies as conversionism, activism, biblicism, and crucicentrism 38 By
conversionism Bebbington means the belief that lives need to be changed by
conversion to the person of Christ through the evangelical message, a
conversion that may be either instantaneous or gradual. By activism he
means that the gospel, once it converts the hearer, will transform the
hearer's life and that the new believer, from a sense of gratitude, will
become highly motivated in efforts to overcome personal sin or win others
to the evangelical position. By biblicism he means that evangelicals have a
very high regard for the Bible and see it as a more important source of
doctrine than either church tradition or reason. And by crucicentrism
Bebbington means that evangelicals stress the centrality of the sacrifice of
Christ on the cross as the One who died both as a representative of sinful
humanity and as a substitute for the believer.39
This revivalistic faith, as Nathan Hatch points out in The
Democratization of American Christianity, formed the core of what became
the great Protestant empire dominating North America in the nineteenth
century. It was also the source from which Protestant missions would
36 Bebbington. D.W., Evangelicalism in Modern Britain. Chap. 2 "Knoweldge of the
Lord: the Early Evangelical Movement", pp. 20-21
37 Ibid., Chap. 1 "Preaching the Gospel: the Nature of Evangelical Religion", p. 1
3^ Ibid., Chap. 9 "Time and Change: Evangelicalism and Change", p. 271
39 Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 3
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spring.40 Valentin H. Rabe describes the process as it developed in
America this way:
During the decades after independence, foreign missions
were an aberrant cause.,..[T]he missionary societies addressed no
immediate national objectives or problems. Their proponents could
not even count on purely religious and evangelical motives for
support from other Protestants, because the absence of a clear
theology of missions, and authoritative objectives to overseas
evangelization dating back to the Reformation, provided comfortable
rationalizations for continued disinterest.41
However, rather than inhibiting those who were concerned with reaching
unbelievers overseas with the gospel, this state of affairs actually freed
mission advocates "to select and emphasize the texts or interpretations that
supported their own convictions."42 This interpretative freedom coupled
with voluntary societies concerned with either home missions or reforming
society against the background of the Second Great Awakening was to give
pre-Civil War American missions a very promising start. Men like Samuel
Hopkins began to develop a theology of missions which stressed the duty
of the elect to serve God without expectation of future reward (a position
which is still affirmed by Bethany Fellowship's missionary staff today) and
which reinterpreted the Kingdom of God as manifesting itself in a visible
form on earth as the gospel message spread and lives were transformed 43
Inspired by such a vision a few pioneers working through a handful
of foreign missions societies began to sail into the world but particularly to
Asia. However, after the trauma of the Civil War there was a decline of
interest in missions which lasted into the 1880s.44 Describing the spirit of
pre-Civil War American missionaries, Henry Warner Bowden writes:
[Ojn the whole they were less assertive of a single cultural standard,
less insistent on Americanizing variant forms of human existence
than their stay-at-home counterparts. Judged in terms of the national
setting in which they emerged and developed strength by means of
40 Ibid., p. 12
41 The Missionary Enterprise in China and America (John K. Fairbank. editor!.
"Evangelical Logistics: Mission Support a nd Resources to 1920" by Valentin H. Rabe,
pp. 56-57
42 Ibid,, p. 57
43 Ibid-, pp. 57-58
44 Ibid., pp. 59-60
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voluntary support, foreign missions constituted the purest form of
missionary altruism...45
Distracted after the war by national building and rebuilding as well as by
rapid westward expansion, Americans did not begin to concentrate on
foreign missions at anything like pre-Civil War levels until the last decade of
the nineteenth century. Much of the new interest was kindled by groups
like the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, the Missionary
Education Movement, and the Laymen's Missionary Movement.46 There
was also the inevitable bureaucratization which, as Rabe explains it, had by
World War I transformed missions into "a unique form of big business."47
This further encouraged the organizations to employ laymen whose interests
were practical and whose specialities lay outside the traditional fields
associated with missions work 48 According to Rabe:
Protestant laymen [who became involved in missions
administration] were more representative of the native-bom, socially
conservative nouveaux riches than of any social or political
aristocracy that had inherited a common tradition of trusteeship. The
single common factor which united [them] was the primary role that
religion played in their lives 49
Those in the field often felt estranged from such administrative
specialists,50 something which may have affected developments during
and after the 1910 World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh. Rabe
concludes his essay by observing:
The dynamism of a spontaneous movement based on religious
conviction and compassion for nonChristians eternally damned had
by the last quarter of the nineteenth century become interred in
denominational agencies paying perfunctory obeisance to the old
spirit. Stirred by the idealism and enthusiasm of youth enrolling as
Student Volunteers, an effort was made during subsequent decades
to transcend the bureaucratic and creedal restraints and to relaunch a
true movement. Instead, the existing agencies absorbed the new
dynamism in their drive to become bigger and more powerful, while
45 American Missions in Bicentennial Perspective (R. Pierce Beaver, editor), Chap. 3
"An Overview of Cultural Factors in the American Protestant Missionary Enterprise" by
Henry Warner Bowden, p. 49
46 The Missionary Enterprise in China and America (Fairbank, editor), "Evangelical
Logistics" by Rabe, p. 61
47 Ibid., p. 63
48 Ibid., pp. 64-65
49 Ibid., p. 67
50 Ibid., p. 68
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an interdenominational superstructure developed, which became
equally bureaucratized and antithetical to the unrestrained and
uncalculating enthusiasm that characterizes a true movement.5'
The tendencies to which Rabe points would eventually culminate in the
establishment of the World Council of Churches.
Bureaucracy is not necessarily a bad thing. As we have already
suggested, it provides a framework which will endure long after the original
founder of a movement or church has passed away. Cooperation among
missions is important, and having a bureaucratic structure in place can
facilitate that cooperation. It can also make the work of independent
organizations more efficient. Among the "cogent arguments" William
Richey Hogg lists for uniting existing national boards under the
Continuation Committee which was intended to carry on the work begun by
the Edinburgh Conference are the lack of long-range effectiveness among
the smaller groups, their "unwieldiness and huge expense", and the fact that
so many of them represented so few.52 Finally there is a tendency among
like-minded people to organize, and this tendency itself encourages the
formation of a bureaucratic edifice. Unrestrained and uncalculating
enthusiasm has its place, but a bureaucracy can help to insure that the vision
which provoked that enthusiasm will continue to direct people's action long
after it and the enthusiasm have faded.
It was this last factor, the tendency among like-minded people to
organize, that was the impetus for what would eventually become the
ecumenical movement. As early as May 1806 William Carey in a letter to
Andrew Fuller suggested, that missionaries might find it helpful to meet
together periodically to share their insights and to encourage one another,
and proposed South Africa as a possible venue. At the time most people
considered the suggestion impractical but as the decades moved on
conferences on a smaller scale than the one dreamed of by Carey were held
and began to do their ecumenical work. As W.R. Hogg points out in
Ecumenical Foundations, conferences among missionaries in North India
had by the end of 1862 created a desire among both missionaries and their
converts for the eventual establishment of a united Church of India.53
Because denominational divisions which had been created in a European or
5 ' Ibid., p. 90
52 Hogg, William Richey, Ecumenical Foundations. Chap. 4 "From Edinburgh to
Crans, 1910-20", p. 149
53 Ibid., Chap. 2 "Nineteenth-Century Missionary Co-operation", p. 20
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American context often seemed out of place on the mission field, a reaction
to such divisions similar to the one expressed in North India was voiced in
Japan in 1872.54 Indeed, reactions against denominational divisions
became a common theme among late nineteenth-century missions
Conferences generally.55
However, although many missionaries in the field, like the
representative of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel who had
during the first South India Conference held in Ootacamund in 1858
condemned denominationalism on the field as a source of '"nothing but
evil'" 56 might vigorously deplore those divisions, mission administrators
based in the sending countries were more sanguine about denominational
distinctives. The General Conference on Foreign Missions which met in
London in 1878, while approving of the emerging sense of unity among
Protestant missionaries, also affirmed denominational variety as a source of
richness since it did allow for diversity 57
It was up to the World's Student Christian Federation founded in
Vadestena Castle, Sweden, in 1895 to resolve this inevitable tension
between the forces of unity and those of diversity. Seeing itself as the
servant of all and the master of none, this organization sought to encourage
national and racial variety within the context of spiritual partnership 58
Such an affirmation of creative tension within the overall framework of
Christian fellowship was at the heart of the World Missionary Conference
when it met in Edinburgh in 1910, a meeting the Student Christian
Movement had been most instrumental in bringing about. Calling the
Student Christian Movement the most important of the four developments
that made the conference at Edinburgh possible 59 Hogg writes:
Edinburgh deliberately sought to bring together people who
disagreed with one another and to help them establish cooperation
without compromising any of their own fundamental beliefs.60
54 Ibid., p. 25
55 Ibid., pp. 31, 33
56 Ibid., p. 20
57 Ibid., p. 41
58 Ibid., pp. 90-91, 93
59 Ibid., p. 81
60 Ibid., Chap. 3 "The World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh, 1910", p. 139
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Hogg argues that this tolerance coupled with shared worship at Edinburgh
created "a desire for an inclusive togetherness unknown before."61 This
desire did not fade as the Edinburgh conference came to an end but grew
stronger and was key among the elements that made Edinburgh such an
important moment in "the metamorphosis from 'ecclesiastical colonialism'
to global fellowship. "62
The administrative vehicle which made such cooperation possible
was the working conference. Pioneered by field conferences like those in
Madras in 1900 and 1902 or in Shanghai from 1877 until 1907, working
conferences were able to maintain an atmosphere of theological
inclusiveness by restricting the participants' attention to common problems
and common goals and by excluding questions involving matters of faith
and ecclesiastical polity over which participants might disagree.63
However, while such inclusiveness inspired some participants like Charles
H. Brent, the originator of the Faith and Order Movement, to become
apostles of Christian unity 64 it also frightened others away. Some of the
"faith" missions and some strongly individualistic societies had not become
involved in the field conferences,65 and many nondenominational societies
which had attended found themselves theologically alienated from the spirit
of Edinburgh, believing that the World Missionary Conference of 1910
evidenced too pronounced a commitment to denominational inclusiveness as
well as to liberalism, modernism, and the social gospel.66
Consequently two types of associations emerged out of Edinburgh.
The one, represented by the Continuation Committee, would eventually give
rise to the World Council of Churches. The other, which lacked a central
umbrella organization, was nevertheless able to secure a degree of
cooperation among its various elements by founding several associations
which, although distinct from one another, were still able to find common
ground sufficently broad to allow significant cooperation. Ecumenism was
6' Ibid., p. 130
62 Ibid., p. 101
63 Ibid., Chap. 2, p. 24; Chap. 3, p. 133
64 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 134
65 Ibid., Chap. 2, p. 32. Faith missions are those missions which rely on private
donations to support their missionaries. Typically missionaries must raise this support
themselves, relying on churches or individuals for the funds. These funds are turned over
to the faith mission which either designates them for the missionary's private use or puts
them in a common kitty from which all missionaries associated with the organization
draw.
66 Frizen. 75 Years of IFMA. Part I: The Rise of Nondenominational Protestant
Missions, Chap. 4 "The Context: 1910-1917", pp. 95-96
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simply too strong a force to be denied. Let us look briefly at these two
streams.
On 15 September 1909 Dr. Theodore Oehler at Basel, chairman of
the German missionary society Ausschuss. sent a memorandum to the
Edinburgh preparation committee suggesting, as one speaking for the
missionary societies of Continental Europe, that an International Committee
to deal with international missionary issues be formed at the Edinburgh
conference.67 This proposal was the seed for what became the
Continuation Committee. While not the international agency some of the
Continentals had hoped for, the Continuation committee as an advisory
body68 was expected to further the goodwill and cooperation among
missions presaged at Edinburgh.69 The World Missionary Conference
ended on 23 June 1910. The first meeting of the Continuation Committee
was held from 24 to 25 June. During that meeting Dr. John R. Mott was
elected chairman and Eugene Stock and Dr. Julius Richter were elected vice-
chairmen. At the request of the Continentals and the Anglo-Catholics J.H.
Oldham was appointed as its secretary. The positions of chairman and vice-
chairman were held on a voluntary basis but Oldham's post was full-time
and salaried.70 According to Hogg:
Edinburgh...appears to have been the first conference to create a
continuing body and to invest it with a full-time, paid secretary.71
Although the Continuation Committee officially lasted until the
International Missionary Council was formed in 1921 72 its last meeting
was held on the week of 14 November 1913 at the Hague. World War I
effectively killed it.73 However, during the four years of its active
existence under Oldham who worked out of offices at 100 Princes Street in
Edinburgh74 the Continuation Committee did its intended job well.
Oldham edited and published the Edinburgh commission reports in nine
volumes 75 began to publish The International Review of Missions (the
67 Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations. Chap. 3, p. 117
68 Ibid., Chap. 4, p. 144
69 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 128
70 Ibid., Chap. 4, p. 145
71 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 141
72 Ibid., p. 144; Chap. 4, p. 162
73 Ibid., Chap. 4, pp. 160-162
74 Ibid., p. 146. In May 1913 the offices were moved to 1 Charlotte Square (p. 160).
73 Ibid., p. 146
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first number came out in January 1912), and sponsored a series of twenty-
one regional and national meetings in Asia to encourage further cooperation
among missionaries.76 These conferences were themselves the stimulus
which inspired national bodies across Asia to develop their own
continuation committees. The National Christian Councils which were to be
so instrumental in creating the International Missionary Council were almost
without exception born from these continuation committees.77
Two parallel programmes of significance to our story were also born
out of the Edinburgh Conference of 1910: the Life and Work Movement
which held its first meeting in Stockholm in 1925, and the Faith and Order
Movement, associated as we have seen with Charles H. Brent, which
convened in Lausanne in 1927 78 These two movements attracted keen
interest among the churches and over the years became increasingly
ecclesiastical as those who were directly involved with the work of the
movements tended to be delegates sent by the churches. The two bodies in
1937 proposed that a World Council of Churches be formed and that it be
an organization in which only churches, not independent missionary
societies, could be members. The International Missionary Council
approved of the idea although under the provisions of its constitution it
could not take a direct role in the plans which would create the WCC.79
However , from the beginning the IMC did enjoy close cooperation with the
WCC and after the World Council of Churches became a reality in 1948
initiated negotiations with WCC representatives which eventually opened
the way for the International Missionary Council to become incorporated
into the WCC as its Division of World Mission and Evangelism. This was
accomplished at the New Delhi conference of 1961.80
In this way through men like Mott, Oldham, and Brent, the
Edinburgh Conference in 1910 led directly to the establishment of the World
Council of Churches. Through them the cooperative spirit of Edinburgh, as
uncalculated and enthusiastic as it was, had been incarnated as a
bureaucracy and reborn as an international organization. But as we
observed earlier there was a second stream which flowed from Edinburgh
and which generated results that, though less well known, were to prove
76 Ibid., p. 152
77 Ibid., p. 156
78 Neill, Stephen, A History of Christian Missions. Part II, Chap. 12 "From Mission
to Chruch", p. 410
79 Ibid., p. 41 I
80 Ibid., p. 142
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very significant. This second stream expressed the interests of missions
that for whatever reason did not feel at home in the environment nurtured by
the Continuation Committee, the International Missionary Council, and the
Life and Work and the Faith and Order Movements.
Of particular interest here is the Interdenominational Foreign
Mission Association (IFMA) of North America which as the first
association of mission societies in North America would in Edwin L.
Frizen's words "provide a framework for cooperation among
nondenominational missions."81 As this is precisely what the
Continuation Committee intended to do, it is worth pausing a moment to
consider the rationale behind this move.
According to Frizen the organizers of the IFMA saw two principal
justifications for their decision. First, during the end of the nineteenth and
the beginning of the twentieth centuries the work of the nondenominational
societies was slowly being assumed by denominational ones,82 a
development which led to a sense among nondenominational leaders that
their work was being denigrated by the denominational missions.83 This
perspective was heightened when in 1898 and again in 1911 the Foreign
Missions Conference of North America adopted constitutional provisions
which had the effect of limiting membership in the FMCNA to
denominational missions officers and reducing nondenominational
representatives to the category of "corresponding members" 84 Second,
many of the nondenominational societies had concerns about the theological
direction being assumed by many of the denominations. These were after
all the decades that are remembered for the growing rancour that was
beginning to characterize the fundamentalist/modernist controversy in a
large number of North American churches. Frizen says:
[SJome of the denominational leaders were against the conservative
evangelical position of the nondenominational agencies regarding
biblical inerrancy, the premillenial position of the second coming of
Christ, and other scriptural truths held by nondenominational
missions. These were viewed as limiting the desired cooperation on
the broadest possible level, including Roman Catholic and Eastern
Orthodox participation, especially after Edinburgh 1910.85
x 1 Frizen, 75 Years of IFMA. Part II: The Beginning and Development of IFMA, Chap.
5 "The IFMA Organized", p. 103
x2 Ibid., Part 1: The Rise of Nondenominational Protestant Missions in America, Chap.
4, pp. 90-91
83 Ibid., p. 89
84 Ibid., p. 91
85 Ibid., p. 90
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In response to such concerns the Interdenominational Foreign
Mission Association was formed in 1917. Growing out of a meeting held at
the Philadelphia School of the Bible in Philadelphia on 31 March 1917
which had been called by a Wall Street stock broker named Paul H. Graef
who, as a Presbyterian layman was a member of the board of the South
Africa General Mission, the IFMA was created on 29 September in the
prayer-room of the First Presbyterian Church of Princeton, New Jersey.86
The doctrinal basis of the new organization as described in its Articles of
Agreement was as follows:
(1) The plenary inspiration and divine authority of the Scriptures; (2)
The Trinity, including the Deity of Christ; (3) The fall of man, his
moral depravity and his need of regeneration; (4) The atonement,
through the substitutionary death of Christ; ( 5) Justification, apart
from works and by faith in Christ; (6) The bodily resurrection of
Christ, and also of the saved and unsaved; (7) The unending life of
the saved and the unending conscious punishment of the lost; and
(8) The personal premillennial coming of Christ. 87
How much less detailed was the basis ofmembership in the World Council
of Churches as described by W.A. Visser't Hooft and as formulated at
Utrecht in 1938! Churches could become members provided they accepted
"our Lord Jesus Christ as God, and Saviour." This basis was adopted from
the Faith and Order Movement of Charles H. Brent88 which was
intentionally as broadly inclusive as possible. In 1961 at the third Assembly
which met in New Delhi that basis was somewhat refined to read:
churches which confess the Lord Jesus Christ as God and Saviour
according to the Scriptures and therefore seek to fulfil together their
common calling to the glory of the one God, Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.89
Apparently circumstances had vindicated if only in a limited way some of
the theological concerns of the nondenominational missions.
The African Inland Mission, the China Inland Mission, the Inland
South American Missionary Union, the South Africa General Mission, the
Sudan Interior Mission, and the Woman's Union Missionary Society were
86 Ibid., Part II, Chap. 5, pp. 103. 107
87 Ibid., pp. 109-110
88 Concise Dictionary of the Christian World Mission. "World Council of Churches"
by W.A. Visser't Hooft, p. 658
89 Ibid.
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all represented at the IFMA's first organizational meeting.90 These were
joined in the confirmation meeting in 1918 by the Central American
Mission 91 and by the Bolivian Indian Mission and the Evangelical Union
of South America in 1919 at the third annual meeting 92 However,
although the Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association saw itself as
the champion of "faith" missions, and although it has over the decades
played its role well, it had two important limitations. First, it did not allow
Pentecostal or charismatic missions to join. Explaining the position
assumed by IFMA in this respect, Edwin Frizen writes:
As an association, the IFMA is not anticharismatic; it is
noncharismatic. IFMA respects the theological stance of
Pentecostals and Charismatics, and does not try to force a
noncharismatic position on them. Individual member missions with
IFMA may accept as missionaries those who are Pentecostal or
Charismatic if they desire. But no mission that is considered a
Pentecostal or Charismatic mission is accepted into IFMA
membership.93
Second, although some of its founders were leaders in
denominational churches (Graef as we saw was a Presbyterian layman), the
IFMA was primarily rooted among independent churches, and this was to
create a second problem for it. As Arthur F. Glasser puts it:
The IFMA people...often came from an independent church
background that placed relatively little value on traditions and
denominational structures...94...one can also see in its [theological]
posture some reflections of the dispensational school of theology.93
90 Frizen, 75 Years of IFMA, Part II, Chap. 5, pp. 107-108. Hogg in Ecumenical
Foundations. Chap. 3, p. 131 writes that Edinburgh "touched not at all upon women's
work" and that "[t]o many, Edinburgh's most important omission was Latin America."
The exclusion of Latin America was done to win Anglican cooperation. Although Hogg
says that the omission of women's work "produced little or no repercussions" and
although he points out that a rump session was held at Edinburgh to discuss Latin
America's needs and that this was followed by a two day conference on missions in Latin
America in New York in March 1913, (p. 132), the presence of several Latin American
missions as well as the Woman's Union Missionary Society during the early meetings of
the IFMA seems significant.
91 Ibid., p. 11 1
92 Ibid., p. 1 13
93 Ibid., p. 276
94 Mission Handbook: US/Canada Protestant Ministries Overseas (14th edition). W.
Dayton Roberts and John A. Stewert, editors, Chap. 4 "That the World May Believe" by
Dr. Arthur F. Glasser, p. 36
95 Ibid., p. 35
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Indeed, though this was not the case in the beginning, the IFMA currently
has no societies with denominational sponsorship among its members.96
Such limitations meant that evangelical missionaries needed a more
inclusive organization than the IFMA. The Evangelical Foreign Mission
Association (EFMA) founded in 1945 answered that need. For two years
prior to 1945 the EFMA had functioned as a commission of the National
Association of Evangelicals, with which it is still affiliated, and its
headquarters in Washington, D.C. were opened by Clyde W. Taylor in
1944. The EFMA's statement of faith which emphasizes the deity of Jesus
Christ, the inspiration of the Bible, the work of the Holy Spirit in the
regeneration and sanctification of the believer, and the spiritual unity of
believers in Jesus Christ, is identical to the statement of faith of the National
Association of Evangelicals (formed in 1942 by conservative
denominations). Its origins among conservative denominations means that
the EFMA attracts denominationally sponsored missions. It also welcomes
missions which are Pentecostal and charismatic. It welcomes
noncharismatic missions, too, which means that some noncharismatic
missions belong to both the IFMA and the EFMA. Such dual membership
has encouraged cooperation between the two organizations, and even led in
1962 to the opening of a jointly sponsored office in Africa.97
The IFMA and the EFMA are not the only two associations of
missions in the United States. In addition to those two there is the Division
of Foreign Missions of the National Council of Churches of Christ, U.S.A.
which is the direct descendent of the Foreign Missions Conference of North
America which first met in January 1893 and which became the
NCCCUSA's division of foreign missions in 1950. There is also the
International Council of Christian Churches formed in 1948 under Dr. Carl
Mclntire whose Mission Commission in 1952 became known as The
Associated Mission. The ICCC/TAM which is intended to serve
fundamentalist churches has had a history marked by much internal discord.
This discord in 1972 produced the Fellowship of Missions which is a
breakaway movement from The Associated Mission. The FOM
membership is dispensationalist and largely Baptist. Finally, there is the
Association of International Mission Services which was founded in 1985
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.: Goddard, Burton L. (editor). The Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Missions.
"Evangelical Foreign Missions Association" by Clyde W. Taylor, pp. 256-257; Frizen,
75 Years of IFMA. Part III: Expanding the Effectiveness of.Ministry, 1950-1992, Chap.
10 "Relationships", p. 256
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and which hopes to provide mission services to independent churches that
have emerged in North America since the end of the 1950s.98
However, a large number of important evangelical missions do not
belong to any of these organizations. Such missions include denominations
like the Lutheran Church Missouri Synod and the Southern Baptist
Convention, organizations like Wycliffe Translators International and the
Summer Institute of Linguistics which were formed in 1942 and which,
though initially associated with the IFMA, eventually withdrew, and Youth
With A Mission which though it showed some interest in the late 1980s in
joining the EFMA chose not to do so.99 Nor has Christian Missions in
Many Lands formed in 1921 and associated with the Plymouth Brethren
joined any of the six.100
This admittedly brief overview of the development of Protestant
missions societies and interdenominational missions associations serves two
purposes. First, it illustrates the phenomenon we discussed in Section 1 of
this chapter: the wide diversity that characterizes life and institutions in the
United States. Second, it will also help us to locate Bethany Fellowship
along the spectrum of American Protestantism.
Section 3: Classifying Bethany
Bethany is a member of the Evangelical Foreign Missions
Association (EFMA). Using the classification schema J. Gorden Melton
has constructed we can place Bethany within the family of holiness
churches while admitting that it shares certain distinctives one associates
with Pentecostals.
The Protestant figures with whom Bethany identifies most closely
98 Mission Handbook: US/Canada Protestant Ministries Overseas. (14th edition). Chap.
4 by Dr. Glasser, pp. 36-38
99 Writing in the 14th edition of the Mission Handbook in 1989, Dr. Glasser notes (p.
43), "For several years YWAM has been negotiating with EFMA for membership, but
the relationship has yet to be consummated." At 11:55 A.M. on Monday, 31 July 1995,
I called John Peachy with YWAM in the United Kingdom and asked him if YWAM had
ever decided to join EFMA. Mr. Peachy explained to me that each national chapter of
YWAM is autonomous and that the U.K. chapter had never been interested in
membership in EFMA although it is a member of the British Evangelical Missionary
Alliance. Howevert he agreed to contact the American chapter and inquire for me
concerning their status. At 5:37 P.M. Thursday, 3 August, Mr. Peachy called me to tell
me that the American chapter had, as Dr. Glasser said, negotiated with EFMA about
membership but had decided a couple of years ago not to pursue it. The American chapter
of YWAM felt that the membership fees required by EFMA, fees based on the size of the
organization.were simply too high.
'00 Mission Handbook. Chap. 4 by Dr. Glasser, pp. 39-42
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are Martin Luther (reflecting Bethany's Lutheran origins) and John Wesley.
To these one could also add Charles Finney. And of course John Wesley
and Charles Finney are both identified with holiness teaching.101
Although as we shall see in Chapter Four Bethany's doctrine of
sanctification is peculiarly its own, it nevertheless shares much with the
holiness tradition. It stresses a "sanctification experience [that] is the
culmination of a process...that begins with...justification."102 It defines
holiness in terms of morality and seeks to enforce a high moral standard
among its members as an intrinsic part of their Christian witness.103 And
in the mould of holiness churches though not of Lutheran ones, the
sacraments play a subordinate rather than a primary role in Bethany's
theology.104
However, Bethany also shares some characteristics with
Pentecostalism. Some, though not all, of Bethany's staff, and missionaries
evidence glossolalia in their prayer lives.105 Healing is also an important
part of Bethany's belief system.106 And Bethany allows room in its
worship service for an element of charismatic spontaneity.107
As we shall see in Chapter Four, Bethany is in no sense
dispensationalist, which means that it would not be comfortable in missions
associations like ICCC/TAM or FOM. Its charismatic side would exclude it
from the IFMA. Nor would Bethany as an interdenominational missions
organization fit in the NCCCUSA's mission division. While AIMS could
provide a slot for Bethany, it was formed forty years after Bethany came
into being and is not focused on the generation of missions organizations to
which Bethany belongs. Therefore when Bethany decided in the 1960s to
join a missions association, the EFMA was its natural choice.
Incorporated in 1945, Bethany Fellowship is a post-World War II
mission. From any perspective World War II marks a major watershed in
Christian missions. The last fifty years have witnessed the rise to
101 The Encyclopedia of American Religions. J. Gordon Melton (editor), chap. 7 "The
Holiness Family", pp. 199, 202
102 Ibid-, P- 200
103 Ibid-, P- 201
104 Ibid.
105 Ibid.. Chap. 8 "The Pentecostal .Family", pp. 243-244. Following the linguist
William Samarin, Melton defines glossolalia not as a true language but as "a verbalized
religious experience. Only a few vowels and consonants are used, not enough to make a
language as we know it."
106 Ibid., p. 245
107 Ibid., p. 244
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dominance of North American evangelicals of both charismatic and
noncharismatic persuasions. This rise has been accompanied by the
reappearance of nondenominational missions societies as prominent players
in the world of Christian missions within a global environment fractured by
competing ideologies and theologies that have all too often resorted to war
or other forms of violence in their attempts to secure for themselves the
power to configure the future. This new world, as J.F. Ewing has
observed, has often been disconcerting for missionaries and has made
unprecedented demands on them.108 For organizations like the World
Council of Churches as well as many U.S. mainline denominations the
entire nature of missions has been substantially redefined. Non-Western
Christian missions have become major contributors to missionary ranks ,
and the entire centre of Christianity has shifted from Europe to sub-Saharan
Africa and North and South America. Christianity in these regions as well
as in some Asian nations is transforming those societies and is itself being
transformed.
In Chapter Two we will look at some of the post-World War II
changes in more detail, focusing on both secular and religious developments
in the world and in the United States. Then in Chapters Three through Ten
we will examine Bethany Fellowship, and in Chapter Eleven draw our
conclusions. My hypothesis in this thesis is that Bethany Fellowship
Missions is a useful window into the world of conservative North American
evangelical missions for two reasons. First, as a member of the Evangelical
Foreign Mission Association, Bethany is an example of North American
evangelical missions confessionally. Second, because of its distinctives it is
also an example of the extraordinary complexity to be found among such
missions.
108 The New Catholic Encyclopedia (19671. Vol. IX, "Missionary Formation" by J.F.
Ewing, p. 921
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CHAPTER TWO: A Historical Overview of the Period: 1945-1993
Section 1: International Political and Economic Developments and
Their Impact on Missions
World War II exploded in the midst of a global depression that
had been accentuated though not caused by the collapse of the Wall Street
stock market in 1929. The war itself engaged every inhabited continent
except South America which actually enjoyed a rising level of prosperity
during those years.1 And because it occurred in the midst of a severe
depression and because it left the economies of Asia and Europe shattered,
many expected the post-war years to find both victors and vanquished
returning home to hard times. That this did not happen was due in part to a
programme of monetary regulation devised at Bretton Woods in 1944, in
part to the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade (GATT) signed in
Geneva in 1947, and in part to the Marshall Plan which went into effect in
1948. Taken together these strategies were to lay the foundations and
define the parameters of a period of unparallelled prosperity that was
dominated by the United States, that saw the organization of the European
Common Market, that restructured West Germany and Japan into economic
giants with controlling interests around the world (in 1994 the U.S., Japan,
and Germany together produced 40% of the world's GNP),2 and that
lasted until the early 1970s.
The first of these programmes was born of United Nations activity.3
In July 1944 the United Nations Monetary and Financial conference met at
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, in the United States. Known as the
Bretton Woods Conference or simply as Bretton Woods, the meeting
resulted in the creation of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to promote
monetary co-operation, and the establishment of the International Bank of
Reconstruction and Development (the World Bank) which opened its
1 World Christian Handbook (first edition, 1949), "Evangelical Work and Influence in
South America" by George P. Howard, p. 91
- Nixon, Richard, Beyond Peace. Part II "A New World Beyond Peace", Cha p. 4
"America and Europe: New Missions for Old Friends", p. 89
3 Intended to replace the League of Nations, the United Nations had its origins on 1
January 1942 when 26 countries joined in a declaration to affirm that none of them would
seek to make a separate peace with the Axis Powers. The United Nations charter was
drafted in San Francisco and signed on 26 June 1945 by the 51 particpants who attended
the conference. It was ratified by the U.S. Senate on 28 July and by 24 October (U.N.
Day) had won ratification by the required number of signatory nations. The first meetings
of the General Assembly and the Security Council were held in January 1946. The
organization moved into its New York offices in 1952.
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headquarters in Washington, D.C. in 1945. The purpose of the IMF was to
secure currency stability and convertibility by seeking to control
international exchange rates and by assisting countries which had balance-
of-payment difficulties. A nation which wanted to draw on the fund could
sell an equivalent amount of its own currency to the IMF in exchange for
foreign reserve currency or for gold.4 This formalized a practice which had
become common after World War I. Subsequent to that conflict, foreign
central banks began to accept some foreign currencies - primarily U.S.
dollars and British sterling - instead of gold.5 Bretton Woods
representatives had hoped to re-establish the gold standard that prevailed
prior to World War I but in the end settled for a modified version of the
post-World War I situation. Foreign currencies were to be valued against a
gold standard fixed at US $35 an ounce.6
This mixed system was the child of Harry Dexter White of the U.S.
Treasury Department and was intended to secure some level of order in the
international money markets.7 However, because no free market in gold
existed, the U.S. Federal Reserve was not required to adjust its currency to
fluctuating gold supplies. This meant that the dollar was not moored to gold
even though the dollar was to be Bretton Woods' reserve currency. Wayne
Angell, Federal Reserve governor from 1986 to 1994, has argued that this
divorce between the dollar and gold was the flaw that eventually led to the
collapse of Bretton Woods in August 1971.8
Its planners hoped that the IMF, imperfect as it was, would
nevertheless provide a means for curbing inflationary pressures, but in the
post-World War II era, in part because of the vast social welfare systems
put into place by Western governments at the close of the war and in part
because of the military spending which remained high throughout the Cold
War, those pressures were intense. AJ. Brown points out that the global
inflationary rate between 1953 and the 1970s was the highest peace-time
rate in history.9 Rising at an average annual rate of 3.2%, consumer prices
4 Encyclopedia Americana (1977). "Banks and Banking", sec. 25 "International Monetary
Fund" by Miroslav A. Kriz, pp. 198 199
5 The Wall Street Journal Europe (1 Uulv 1994),Vol. Xll, No. 112), "Redeem Us With a
Cross of Gold" by Lewis Lehrman and John Mueller, p. 10
6 Ibid.. (25 July 1994, Vol. XII, No. 122), "As Good as Gold', by Wayne Angell, p. 6
7 Ibid.. (18 July 1994, Vol. XII, No. 117), "How to Save the Dollar., by Judy Shelton,
p. 6
8 Ibid.. (25 July 1994, Vol. Xll, No. 122), Angell, p. 6
9 The New Encyclopedia Britannica (19811. Vol. 9, "Inflation and Devaluation" by
Arthur Joseph Brown, p. 564
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more than doubled between 1944 and 1971.10 The collapse of the Bretton
Woods system in the summer of that year forced the United States to
devalue its dollar throughout the 1970s and again in the 1980s11 under the
pressure of its role as reserve currency. And because the dollar was the
international reserve currency, such devaluation fuelled the global
inflationary surge. However, there is little doubt that Bretton Woods during
the 1950s and 1960s was an effective vehicle for slowing inflation and that
it did help nations, particularly the British after 1956, overcome currency
crises. This bailout of the British pound was accomplished again under the
new system in the 1970s.
The second of the programmes, the GATT, was concerned to reduce
the high tariffs which had resulted from the passage of the Smoot-Hawley
Tariff by the U.S. Congress in 1930 and Britain's decision a year later to
abandon its own free trade policy. Originally signed by twenty-three
countries the GATT by the end of its eighth round of negotiations completed
in Punto del Este, Uruguay, in December 1993 represented the trading
interests of one hundred-and-fifteen nations. Under its provisions world
trade boomed. Even the United States, which in the 1950s had conducted
relatively little international trade, had by 1990 seen exports rise to make up
10% of its gross national product.12 The GATT itself was superseded
when an agreement of its own making was signed in Marrakesh, Morocco,
on 15 April 1994 to create the World Trade Organization.
The third factor, the Marshall Plan, was revealed by President
Truman's Secretary of State George C. Marshall at Harvard's graduation
ceremony in 1947. It began to function in 1948 with US $13,000,000,000
(a staggering sum at the time) to capitalize the rebuilding of Europe and to
integrate the continent into a trading bloc that could act as a rampart against
Soviet expansion. By 1957 when the Common Market was formed by the
Treaty of Rome, the Marshall Plan could count itself among the most
successful exercises of economic power in America's history. It was also
one of the most intrusive.
This post-war transformation of the world's economy was
accompanied by a political transformation just as sweeping. Europe was
ceding centre stage to two new international powers. The Soviet Union
The Wall Street Journal Europe (1 1 July 1994, Vol. XII, No. 112), Lehrman and
Mueller, p. 10
1 1 Ibid. (5 January 1993, Vol. X. No. 236) "The Curse of Being a Reserve Currency "
by Lewis E. Lehrman and John Mueller, p. 6
12 Ibid. (1 March 1994, Vo. XII, No. 22), "Competitiveness, a Dangerous Obsession"
by Paul Krugman, p.6
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would champion an economic and social idea articulated the century before
by Karl Marx. The United States would defend an economic theory
developed by Adam Smith in the eighteenth century and a political standard
raised by John Locke in the seventeenth. In one sense the Cold War pitted
the British version of the Enlightenment as it had come to be expressed in
North America against nineteenth century German historiography as it was
interpreted in Asia. During the struggle between these two nations, a
struggle which would dominate the rest of the century, Europe's empires
would be disbanded as European treaties drawn up in European parliaments
became the charters which lifted European colonies to the status of nations,
nations whose boundaries reflected not indigenous realities but colonial
constructions. Western educated elites, justifying their positions by appeals
to European philosophies and securing their governments by means of
European weapons, were left to preside over these new countries and lead
them into the future. It was a future divided into three parts: the Soviet
bloc, the Western bloc, and the non-aligned or Third World.
Spanning much of Asia and Africa, Central and South America, the
Third World became the proximate theatre for the conflict between the
Soviet and Western blocs. Because much of that conflict was waged by
economic means, the Third World began to be thought of in terms of an
economic standard that presupposed some level of industrialization. To be
less industrialized was to be less developed. And because lower levels of
development suggested higher levels of poverty, Third World over time
became synonymous with poverty. But the conflict was not only economic.
Cold War friction could make local situations very hot, particularly in Asia.
Although the bulk of the fighting occurred in Europe, World War II
began and ended in Asia, and it was Asia that would see the bulk of the
fighting between the Free World and the Communists. Hardly had the
Japanese retired from China than the armies of Chiang Kai-shek and Mao
Zedong turned on one another, sparking one of the major land wars of the
twentieth century. Vietnam under Ho Chi Minh declared itself independent
of France in 1944. The fighting lasted until 1975 and spilled over into
Cambodia and Laos. Kim II Sung's invasion of South Korea pitted the
United Nations against the Chinese. It was a conflict that helped Mao
Zedong secure his hold over the mainland. In the early 1960s China had
grown strong enough to flex its own military muscle, striking at both India
(1962) and Indonesia (1965). Later the Chinese would themselves become
embroiled in a long jungle conflict against Vietnam. The Philippines, which
had stood with Japan in the early 1960s as one of Asia's premier economic
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powers, saw its promise drained away as its government under the
leadership of Marcos became locked in a debilitating struggle against
communist guerrillas. And as the Cold War slowly ground to a halt, the
Soviet Union found itself baffled in the mountains of Afghanistan.
The years immediately following World War II were years of
phenomenal expansion for the Communists. Soviet armies occupied eastern
Europe behind what Winston Churchill called an "iron curtain", and the
election of Communist governments looked possible in several Western
countries including Italy and France. By October 1949 the Nationalist
Chinese fled across the Formosa Strait to Taiwan and a "bamboo curtain"
fell over the Chinese mainland. Rather than bringing peace, the defeat of
the Axis Powers had been the prelude for a more protracted struggle.
Marxist theory had originally envisioned revolution within
collapsing capitalist systems as the vector for Communist advance . The
proletariat, generating capitalist wealth but denied a satisfactory share of it,
were expected to rise up and establish their own dictatorship in preparation
for the final stage of history. In fact, capitalism tied to democratic
governmental institutions spawned a prosperous middle class with no
interest in revolutionary politics. Instead it was the populations of pre¬
capitalist Asia who marched to victory under red banners. Communism
reinterpreted (especially by Mao Zedong), by forging a link between the tiny
urban proletariat and the vast peasant populace, put class struggle on a new
footing in Asia. This was rural not urban Communism, Communism
associated with agrarian reform. Marx thought that farmers as property
owners would be in league with the bourgeois. Mao saw the peasants as
natural allies.
Such a reinterpretation gave Communist rhetoric a tremendous
appeal in the Third World where land ownership was a far more immediate
issue than was the distribution of non-existent, locally produced industrial
wealth. But because such wealth was non-existent, it meant that when the
Communists won, there was no wealth to distribute beyond the land itself.
Agrarian reform meant farming cooperatives with the Party as the new
landlord. Party cadres believed that the natural evolution of social and
economic structures could be accelerated under the guidance of the Party.
Such a belief was the legacy of Bolshevism. Collective farms were to be
the first step toward a transformed society. But behind this rhetoric were
three realities. First, rather than abolishing feudalism, the Communists
restructured feudal society around the Party instead of around the czar or the
emperor. Loyalties among Party members took the place of old feudal
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obligations. In China particularly, the effort was made to break down
traditional family relationships and re-focus people's ultimate allegiance
toward the state. Second, in order to generate industrial wealth, the Party
had to lay the foundations of a state-run capitalism since the societies where
the Party had dictatorial power had not yet had their capitalist revolutions.
This attempt proved coercive, even murderous, as well as wasteful and
corrupt. Third, Communist states were effectively isolated from the larger
global economy, practically guaranteeing that they would not be participants
in the economic expansion planned by Western powers during and
immediately following World War II. And behind the iron and bamboo
curtains the church was isolated as well.
George Kennan, a junior diplomat at the American embassy in
Moscow, was among the first to realize that, if it could be contained,
communism would eventually disintegrate from its own internal
contradictions. In 1946 in what became known as the "Long Telegram",
and in an article signed "X" in the July issue of Foreign Affairs. Kennan
made his case for containment of Communism as the keystone of American
policy during the Cold War. His arguments convinced President Truman
who set the containment machinery in place, and for the next eight
administrations containment defined the overall purposes of America's
policy overseas.13
World War II left the United States as the defacto leader of the
Western bloc. European-Americans had always mythologized their
purposes in terms of destiny. This destiny was derived from a Calvinistic
understanding of providence and eventually assumed a national focus. John
F. Wilson has argued that this transformation of Calvin occurred as
European metaphysical assumptions were reordered into assumptions that
were distinctively American.14 Using the theology of Johnathan Edwards
as his starting point, Wilson says:
As in no other society, the Holy Spirit, or its cultural equivalent, has
become the animating principle of American corporate activity. The
cultural outcome is that change (movement) is accorded primacy
over form (order) as the foundation of life in this world.15
1 3 Kissinger, Henry, Diplomacy. Chap. 18 "The Success and the Pain of Containment",
pp. 447-449, 454-456
14 Altered Landscapes (David W. Lotz, editor), Part III "Reflections on Religion in a
Changing America", Chap. 20 "Religion at the Core of American Culture" by John P.
Wilson, pp. 372-373
15 Ibid., p. 373
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Because Americans have tended to view the golden age not as something
lost in an irretrievable past or available only in some future world but as
something achievable in this world,16 Wilson believes that it has been
linked in the American mind to American culture's commitment to change
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit to give America "a consistent
commitment to modernity."17 Of course modernity in this context is
viewed as progress. The Communists and the Americans were both intent
on building a better world. For the Communists the mechanism which
would power history into a new age was dialectical materialism. For the
Americans (or at least for most of the ones we are concerned with here) it
was the Holy Spirit.
In the American myth the white settlers originally thought of
themselves as founders of the New Jerusalem, as lights on a hill. Later, in
the words of the poet-essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson, they fired a shot
heard round the world. Still later they fulfilled their manifest destiny by
moving across a continent until they washed up on the shores of the Pacific.
Theirs was a march away from Europe and its complexities. If there was a
theme that defined their foreign policy beyond the theme that "the business
of America is business", it was the principle of no European entanglements.
As Henry Kissinger remarked of nineteenth-century America, "[T]he
foreign policy of the United States was not to have a foreign policy."18
Yet Americans were of European stock. Their forebears,
language, and culture were European, and, because they were immigrants,
Europe was always just a generation away. It was France which helped the
colonists make their break from Britain, and it was Alexis de Tocqueville, a
French nobleman, who articulated more clearly than could the Americans
themselves, the nature of their experiment and the promise it held. Sir
Walter Scott furnished the Old South with its romantic ideal, and it was to
Britain that the Confederacy turned in the War Between the States. The pull
of Europe was strong enough to draw America into its wars twice in this
century (although Asia was America's preferred battle ground). So it is
understandable that with the end ofWorld War II the mantle of world
leadership would shift from Europe to the United States, and that the United
States, if reluctant to assume that mantle, would from within its own
mythology of destiny be able to justify wearing it.
16. Ibid., p. 374
17 Ibid., pp . 375-376
18 Kissinger, Diplomacy. Chap. 2 "The Hinge: Theodore Roosevelt or Woodrow
Wilson", p. 36
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The assumption of this new role created a situation alive with irony.
The nation that sought to avoid foreign entanglements found itself
confronting the post-war tar baby. The nation that had prided itself on its
Wilsonian idealism had to learn the language of Realpolitik. (Friction
created in that diplomatic shift is a major reason why Richard Nixon, the
most adept student of raison d'e'tat since Theodore Roosevelt, is also the
most maligned of U.S. presidents.) The European colony which two
centuries earlier had been the paradigm of successful revolt became the
bulwark against revolutionaries. It was the kind of situation that could turn
a French colony in southeast Asia into the theatre of the most socially
divisive foreign war in America's history.
In January 1973 the North Vietnamese and the Americans signed a
peace agreement in Paris and the United States began to withdraw from a
conflict that had stretched along the perimeter of Asia from the Yalu River to
the Mekong Delta, had lasted over twenty years, and had cost the lives of a
hundred thousand U.S. soldiers.19 Partly as a result of this withdrawal,
the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) which had come into
existence just six years after the NATO treaty was signed in Washington,
D.C. was dissolved in 1977. 1973 was a turning point in other respects as
well. Britain, Ireland, and Denmark joined the Common Market that year.
Worldwide inflation which had undermined the Bretton Woods system of
monetary cooperation had begun to create a significant drag on global
19 Figures of this sort vary depending on how one counts. The two largest wars the
United States fought during the period under consideration were Korea and Vietnam. The
Korean War was "hot" between 1950 and 1953. U.S. involement in Vietnam was most
intense from 1963 to 1973. Yet in both of these places U.S. military personnel under
orders were killed prior to and after the dates in question. However, those are the dates
generally used to define the wars. According to The Encyclopedia Americana
(International edition, 1978), 33,629 GIs were killed in Korea (Vol. 16, "Korean War", p.
528L) while 46,397 were killed in Vietnam (Vol. 28, "Vietnam War", p. 1 12B; here
33,870 are listed as killed in the Korean War). Michael Clodfelter in Warfare and Armed
Conflicts (Vol. 1 1 1900-1991) gives the figure 33,692 as the one for American GIs killed
in Korea ("Korea", p. 1216) but in a footnote to the main text, says that based on a
recount the figure has been revised to 33,870. Time International (4 April 1994, Vol.
143, No. 14) in an article by J.F.O. McAllister "Threats of War", p. 14, says that 54,246
American soldiers died in the Korean War. I wrote to Time asking them where they had
obtained that figure. Their reply is in Appendix F. Michael Clodfelter says that the U.S.
suffered 47,356 battle deaths in Vietnam ("Vietnam", p. 1323). If we take the figure for
Korea as 33,870 and the Clodfelter figure for Vietnam (47,356), then we get 81,226 GIs
killed in those wars. However, we must remember that GIs were killed in both those
places prior to and after those dates and that they also died in smaller conflicts that spread
from the Dominican Republic and Granada to Lebanon. In his last book Bevond Peace.
Richard Nixon writes: "Over $12.7 trillion in defense spending, $1.1 trillion in foreign
aid, and more than one hundred thousand lives were the price the United States paid to
ensure victory in the forty-five-year war against tyranny." (Part II "A New World Beyond
Peace", Chap. 2 "America Must Lead", p. 33). For a variety of reasons I have decided to
go with the Nixon figure.
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economic expansion, a slow-down that was accompanied by a monetary
crisis in February and March. In 1973 oil producing states increased prices
for crude by 70% to 100%, precipitating an oil crisis that continued through
1975. This situation was exacerbated in the autumn of 1973 when Arab
producers, in response to the Yom Kippur War, declared an oil embargo.
Despite some indications in 1975 that the recession might be over,
unemployment around the world continued to rise until, by 1978, it had
become a major concern. Inflation fed by soaring oil prices, by the collapse
of Bretton Woods, by the cost of maintaining the militaries of those nations
engaged in Cold War confrontations, and by the expense of maintaining
extensive social welfare programmes, began to gallop. Gold, an attractive
investment during periods of high inflation, reached $300 an ounce in 1974
for the first time in history. In January 1980 it was trading at $875 an
ounce, a record.20
The 1970s also saw the emergence ofWest Germany and Japan as
major international economic competitors. And it was during this decade
that Third World economies began to sink into a morass of debt, fed partly
through the profligacy of their own governments, partly through IMF and
World Bank policies which often proved ill-adapted to the particular needs
of specific nations, and partly by the economic nature of the Cold War
struggle. Third World countries in their bids for aid quickly learned to play
the superpowers off against one another. It was not a situation that
encouraged responsible use of the aid received. Yet despite their ability to
manipulate the superpowers, Third World descent into debt meant that it
was dominated by the great powers in ways that were reminiscent of
colonialism.
In the context of the Cold War this domination of weak nations by
strong ones and by the international financial interests became known as
neocolonialism. Because of America's position as leader of the West, many
in the Third World began to regard the United States as a neocolonial
power. Considering the colonial past from which so many of these weaker
nations had so lately emerged, it was perhaps understandable that they
might view the U.S. with some suspicion. Certainly the U.S.presence
often brought with it the trapping of colonial status: foreign aid and the use
of that aid to influence the foreign policy of weaker nations, foreign
20 The Wall Street Journal Europe f 15 August 1994),Vol. XII, No. 137, "Help
Greenspan, Commit to Gold" by Jude Wanniski, p. 6. Since he became chairman of the
Federal Reserve in 1987, Alan Greenspan has been able to keep the price of gold around
$350 an ounce though it has occasionally climbed higher.
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business interests, on occasion a foreign military presence, and of course
missionaries, for since the Communist world was generally closed to
missionaries, and since most Americans still considered the West
sufficiently Christianized to take responsibility for its own evangelization
locally, it was to the Third World that the American missionaries flocked.
Many Americans who had always prided themselves on being the
champions of freedom found this identity as neocolonial exploiters
awkward, uncomfortable, and even outrageous. The identity, whether
deserved or unfair, posed especially profound dilemmas for patriotic
missionaries who, though they might deplore any specific policy adopted by
their own government, often viewed America as God's special ally against
godless Communism, and had, as we saw in John Wilson's critique of the
distinctive qualities of American metaphysical assumptions, ample cultural
justification for their position. If one's own nation boasted of its trust in
God, if it even conceived of the Holy Spirit as the underlying power behind
its corporate activity, and if that nation then found itself the leader against
nations who boasted of their atheism, was it not obvious on which side the
missionaries should be? And yet, there was a prejudice among many
missionaries against some of the institutions the Communists opposed. The
term "neocolonialism", however inadequate, was an attempt to define the
nature of a new kind of international relationship. E.J. Bingle, as he
surveyed the mission of the church in 1952, saw no problem in listing big
business among the forces of evil.21 In the highly politicized environment
of the Cold War world any identification ofWestern interests and the gospel
was to be avoided if at all possible, yet as R. Pierce Beaver pointed out in
1973, people in other countries did tend to "identify missionaries with
general American political and economic policies."22 And when in
November of 1975 a U.S. Senate committee headed by Sen. Frank Church
revealed that the CIA had indeed been using missionaries for gathering
intelligence, the disclosure did not help the missionaries resolve their
quandary. But the policies of the American government were not the only
source of missionary dilemmas. There was also the World Council of
Churches.
Founded in 1948 the World Council of Churches had heralded its
21 World Christian Handbook (second edition, 1952), "The World Mission of the Church
- A Survey" by E.J. Bingle, sec. 4, "South-east Asia", p. 10
22 Mission Handbook: North American Protestant Ministries Overseas (tenth edition.
1973) Forward by R. Pierce Reaver, p. xi
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formation at Utrecht in 1938, only to see it interrupted by World War II.
When its delegates representing 147 churches finally met in Amsterdam in
1948 they finalized a process which had begun at the Edinburgh Missionary
Conference in 1910. Missions have always been an integral part of the
WCC's vision, but the form missions should assume became a problem,
particularly as that form had to take into account the new political realities.
Of course since the first century, missionaries have had to be cognisant of
the political sphere. Christ himself recognized a legitimate role for Caesar.
Such realities had been addressed quite specifically at the World Missionary
Conference in Edinburgh in 1910. Commission VII, one of the eight
commissions set up prior to the conference to address relevant questions,
concluded:
Missions aim not merely at securing the spiritual enlightenment of
the individual, but also at promoting the healthy social life of the
community.23
This meant that missionaries had legitimate concerns about policies
governments adopted and enacted. The commission noted with interest that
missionaries often became champions for those among whom they
worked,24 and consequently argued:
[Missionaries] claiming...justice for themselves and for their
converts, and having a deep interest in the welfare of all the people
[may] from time to time, fall into difficulties with the civil power or
its subordinate agents...[but their protests against unjust policies
should] not be attributed to disloyalty or hostility to the
administration.25
This provision seemed straightforward enough in 1910 but in the years
following World War II when the West's confidence in itself had received a
blow perhaps more devastating than the one its suffered after World War I,
and the Communist critique ofWestern failings seemed to many to ring
true, opposition to, or support of, the policies one's government pursued
could involve fundamental issues of loyalty.
From 1948 until 1968 the WCC held three conferences: one in
Evanston, Illinois, in 1954, one in New Delhi in 1961, and one in Uppsala,
Sweden, in 1968. During these years five editions of the World Christian
23 World Missionary Conference. 1910. Report of Commission VII: Missions and




Handbook were published. An examination of those handbooks reveals
some interesting trends.
The first edition of the World Christian Handbook (1949) conceived
and discussed the world in terms of geographic regions, but in 1952, when
the second edition came out and the contours of the post-war world were
more clearly discernible, the economic and Cold War realities we have
surveyed provided the framework for the analyses presented. E.J. Bingle
in his introductory essay to the second edition described several global
factors which he conceived as having a significant impact on missionary
work, regardless of where that work was being done. Those factors were
population growth, particularly among people where rising expectations,
coupled with systemic poverty, created a potential for revolution; rising
nationalism, particularly in Asia and Africa; and the vastly increased powers
of Government.26 He also saw Latin America and Africa as "the continents
of tomorrow"27 and of Asia he wrote in 1957:
The most fundamental change of the last five years, and possibly of
this century, is in the relations of Asia and the rest of the world.28
In the 1957 edition, the third edition of the Handbook. Sir Kenneth
Grubb presented a list similar to the one EJ. Bingle had made in 1952,
although Grubb's list was somewhat expanded. For him "dire poverty" had
become "the prevalent feature of world civilization", a poverty that was
exacerbated by over-population and the politicisation of economic needs.29
Nationalism remained on Grubb's list but to it he added "the race or colour
question," particularly as it related to Africa, though he did refer to the Civil
Rights movement in the United States.30
The issue of race was to win an entire section in the fourth edition in
1962, an edition which followed the WCC conference in New Delhi. In the
1962 Handbook the Japanese Daisuke Kitagawa tied racism to the
industrial revolution which, he wrote, made mobility on a vast scale
possible, and hence, was a key aspect in breaking down the homogeneity of
communities.31
26 World Christian Handbook (second edition, 1952), Bingle, sec. 1, p. 2
27 Ibid, sec. 9, p. 24
28 World Christian Handbook (third edition, 1957), "The World Mission of the Chruch -
A Survey" by E.J. Bingle, p. 3
29 Ibid.. Preface by Sir Kenneth Grubb sec. 1, p. xiii
30 Ibid., p. xiv
31 World Christian Handbook (fifth edition, 1962), "Christianity and Race" by Daisuke
Kitagawa, p . 25
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In 1968, the same year that the World Council of Churches met in
Uppsala, the fifth edition of the World Christian Handbook came out.
Before we discuss the fifth edition and draw our conclusions, let us pause
for a moment to discuss the Uppsala conference.
Uppsala was the first conference in which the Roman Catholic
Church was present. 704 delegates from 235 member churches gathered in
Sweden to participate in the conference which saw the "Faith and Order"
emphasis of the earlier decades shift to a "Life and Work" emphasis that
often expressed a radical agenda. Writing of the conference, Philip Potter,
General Secretary of the WCC in 1975, observed:
When the Fourth Assembly met at Uppsala in 1968, there was an
acute consciousness of a world in which the inequalities of rich and
poor, the injustices meted out to people because of their race, sex or
class, and the confrontation of nations in wars which threatened the
whole human race, had become intolerable.32
Describing the ethical themes that dominated the critique of America by
churches outside the U.S., especially at WCC conferences in 1966, 1968,
1975, and 1983, Donald W. Shriver, Jr. writes:
The ethical counsel of extra-American churches...seems to be: The
time of your [America's] dominance of the world was brief; let it
be over! Your share of the world's resources has been
disproportionate; let it decline! Your national affluence was bought
in some measure by your ability to buy cheap and sell dear in world
markets; let others buy cheap and sell dear for a change! Christians
among you experience guilt because they live in an island of
affluence amid a sea of poverty; let Asian competition be a sign that
even through markets God can bring justice to nations other than
your own! For long you have been proud to be a generous nation;
now be content that economic justice, however painful, is better than
charity, however great.33
There are several things we should notice about this critique of
America by non-Americans in the World Council of Churches from Uppsala
on. First, it assumed that America had actively sought its position of world
dominance rather than assuming that America had had its leadership role
thrust upon it by events not of its own making. Second, rather than seeing
American affluence as a testimony to the superiority of the American system
and therefore as a reason for emulating that system, the critics saw it as
32 Uppsala to Nairobi 1968-1975 (David Enderton Johnson .general editor), Introduction
by Philip Potter, p. 16
33 Altered Landscapes.(Lotz. editor), Part III, Chap. 19 "The Biblical Life in America:
Which Past Fits Us for the Future?" by Donald W. Shriver, Jr. p. 357
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oppressive of other nations and as having been acquired in some illegitimate
way. This meant that America's wealth, rather than witnessing to
America's goodness, was a sign of its guilt (as Christians among the
Americans were assumed to know) and that America's charity to others was
not an expression of national benevolence but an inadequate expiation for
that guilt. It also meant that equality was America's to give and that
America needed to be urged to give it. Not only did such a judgment sound
to many Americans suspiciously like Leninist propaganda, it was also
levelled at America during the most difficult period of the Cold War. And it
was not, as many Americans well knew, representative of the view of many
millions of non-Americans who still viewed the United States as the
exemplar of what was great and good among nations.
However, the concerns expressed by the delegates of the WCC from
Uppsala on had, as we have seen, been pioneered in the World Christian
Handbook. In the fifth edition of that publication that came out in 1968,
variations of the themes developed in earlier editions still dominated
missions' social and economic concerns. Max Warren identified four broad
developments defining global mission realities: (a) rising problems in newly
independent states, coupled with an increasing difficulty in shifting the
blame for those problems; (b) rising conflicts in the Communist world; (c) a
rise in the gap of prosperity between developed and underdeveloped
nations; and (d) the population explosion.34 Secondary realities which
helped to shape these dominate patterns were: (a) rapid urbanization; (b)
resistance to change in the traditional church; (c) a drop in the missionary
vocation; (d) coexistence and dialogue as new realities in the missionary
encounter; (e) an urgent need for Christian unity; and (f) the emergence of
more indigenous churches.35
The perspective of the missionaries as expressed in these
publications is an interesting one. There seems to be a tendency to ignore
the divisions that characterized the Cold War as well as to ignore the
political realities that were expressed in those divisions. What causes
concern is not the conflict between the Eastern and Western blocs but
conflict within the Communist world itself, not the choice that new nations
might make between the great alignments but nationalism itself. Beyond
initial remarks about the fall of China to Communist forces and the isolation
of the churches in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union little is said about
34 World Christian Handbook Cfifth edition, 1968), "Protestant and Anglican Churches
and Missions" by Max Warren, pp. 1-2
35 Ibid., pp.2-4
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Communist aggression or Communist violations of human rights. Indeed,
as we shall see, in the early years following World War II, the Catholic
Church got as much or more criticism as the Communists did. A moral
equivalency between the Soviet and Westerm blocs seems to be assumed, as
though Communist dictatorships and capitalist democracies were both
seeking comparable forms of justice . Indeed, one suspects an anti-
capitalist bias among these missionaries, for they seem blind to the potential
capitalist enterprises might have to solve the problems of poverty. No
reference is made to the tremendous economic expansion going on during
these decades, an expansion that, as much as anything, was eventually to
win the Cold War for the West, though in this respect it is worth noting that
the "dire poverty", which so concerned Sir Kenneth Grubb in 1957, had
under the eye of Max Warren in 1968 become distress over the rising gap in
prosperity between developed and underdeveloped nations. E.J. Bingle's
listing big business among the world's evils is pertinent here. Even
industrialisation, which in the rhetoric of the Cold War was viewed as the
key to prosperity, tends to be seen by the missionaries not in terms of the
problems it can solve but in terms of the problems it might create. In
Daisuke Kitagawa's opinion it is even responsible for the upswing of
racism. This implies that racism is primarily a problem in the industrialized
West, a point Grubb subtly suggests by referring only to black-white
conflicts in Africa and the United States.
Missionary bias, because it is anti-big business and anticapitalist,
also tends to be anti-American. This comes out clearly by the time of the
Uppsala conference. American political and economic policies are assumed
to be exploitative in the sense that they are interpreted as neocolonial. As
Dr. Franklin Woo of the East Asia and Pacific Office of the National
Council of Churches of Christ USA wrote of the 1970s:
[T]he complicity of the U.S. government in shoring up repressive
regimes abroad to assure the expansion of a prevailing international
economic order was more evident.
A few lines later he refers to "the ambiguities and contradictions in all
societies."36 The use of such terms reveals the underlying assumption that
"shoring up repressive regimes" (whatever they are in our ambiguous
world) is wrong and that somehow the evil is accentuated by the fact that it
is done "to assure the expansion of a prevailing international economic
36 China Notes. Summer/Autumn 1992, Vol. 30, Nos. 3 & 4,"The China Program -
Forty Years in Review"by FranklinWoo, p. 684
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order." There is nothing ambiguous here. There is no suggestion that this
prevailing economic order might provide extensive human benefits. Nor is
there any suggestion that the fundamental issues that underlay the Cold War
revolved around a conflict between economic systems, each seeking to
prevail. Instead the inference is that this prevailing international order is
neocolonial, an inference which, given the general rejection in the twentieth
century of colonialism, would mean that the U.S. government was
reactionary. And of course such statements as this one by Dr. Woo abound
in the mission literature of the period.
Such a unified perspective has a history. Due in part to their
enthusiastic support of the Allies in World War I and their subsequent
disillusionment in the post-World War I decades, American Protestants as
represented by the Federal Council of Churches were much more sceptical
about the justice of their national purpose when the United States entered
World War II.37 Throughout the 1920s many mainline leaders of
Protestant churches in America had called for a reorganization of the world
order. They wanted to end imperialism and colonialism, racism and
immigration quotas. And not surprisingly, given such goals, they saw
Western nationalism as one of the most powerful forces frustrating their
programme.38
On 3 March 1942, an FCC Conference was held at Ohio Wesleyan
University in Delaware, Ohio. It attracted almost four hundred leaders from
across the mainline denominational spectrum. At the end of three days these
leaders revived a vision of a post-war world not so different from the one
that had been articulated at the end of World War I. Again nationalism was
viewed as the primary source of international discord. Nationalism along
with unregulated capitalism was to be opposed. In place of the kind of
international competition which they believed led to war and human misery,
they proposed the establishment of a world government which would
mediate between countries, harmonize economic interests, protect cultural
diversity, and defend basic human rights. The men who organized this
conference and published its Utopian vision later became leaders in the
World Council of Churches.39
It is their vision which informs the critique of international events
37 Brauer. Jerald C.. Protestantism in America. Chap. 17 "Depression, War, and
Aftermath", pp. 272-273
38 Between the Times (William R. Hutchison, editor), Chap. 6 "The Reform
Establishment and the Ambiguities of Influence" by William M. King, pp. 124-125
39 Ibid., pp. 125-126
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which appears in the World Christian Handbooks and which began to
dominate WCC conferences from Uppsala on. Reading the handbooks, one
finds it easy to suspect that the authors were seeking missionaries who
would either act as agents to help implement this new world order or at least
defend the moral vision that gave the programme coherence. It is not
surprising if large numbers of American missionaries found such a
programme alien, especially given the anti-American rhetoric in which its
aims tended to be couched. Hence, it is quite likely that this agenda was one
of the factors behind the move of missionaries away from Council bodies
and into more conservative agencies.
In 1979 David Stowe looking toward mission in the 1980s remarked
on the decline of personnel in mission boards that were related to the
NCCC.40 He also noted that reduced incomes for many boards had
lowered the capability of mission programmes, although by 1980 the
Europeans (particularly the state-supported churches in Germany) had been
able to make up some of these funding deficits.41 Naturally such problems
were a direct reflection of world economic realities. He believed the
prolonged economic crisis was encouraging revolutionary and pre-
revolutionary situations which would confront missionaries constantly in
the 1980s. Describing the governments of Zimbabwe and Nicaragua as
"populist regimes", he saw them as evidence that all over Africa and Latin
America people were rising up to demand "a significant say about the
conditions of their life and a fair share of the resources which make life
more secure and comfortable."42 Pointing to the theme developed by the
World Council of Churches world mission assembly in Melbourne in 1980,
he saw preaching the gospel to the poor (i.e. the economically poor) as a
"prerequisite for relevance."43 And he suggested that through endowments
which gave them a voice at shareholder meetings, mainline mission boards
might be able to influence international business to benefit Third World
communities.44
However, despite having articulated an agenda which most
evangelical mission boards would have found distressingly political, Stowe
believed that liberal and conservative boards had awakened to the virtues of
one another's approaches to the gospel and what the gospel was. He wrote:
4(1 Mission Handbook: North American Protestant Ministries Overseas (twelfth edition.
1979), "An Assessment of the Future" by David M. Stowe, p. 9
41 Ib]d. PP- 9-10




Evangelism in a 'holistic' form, including deeds of mercy and social
justice as well as words of faith, is 'in.'45
And coming to his conclusion he wrote:
[Wjith a heightening social concern and relevance, missions will
have to express an equally heightened and sharpened theological and
spiritual concern. 46
This development, he believed, would occur among both evangelical and
ecumenical agencies.
In fact, the 1980s were marked not by revolution and the rise of
"populist regimes" but by a global economic boom that contributed to the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, and the end of the Cold War. China,
which after Mao Zedong's death in September 1976 began to move in the
direction of free markets, was awarded most favoured nation status by the
United States in 1979, enabling it like most of Asia to participate in that
boom. By the end of the 1980s even some Latin American countries were
beginning to prosper again. The result was not the spread of revolution but
the spread of the charismatic church. Civil wars in El Salvador and
Nicaragua which raged through much of the decade had by 1990 begun to
sputter out.
With the creation of the Provisional Irish Republican Army in
December 1969, and the massacre of eleven Israeli athletes by Black
September terrorists at the Olympic Games in Munich on 5 September
1972, international terrorism during the 1970s had gained new momentum.
Political terrorism was magnified in the 1980s as militant Islam, fuelled in
part by huge oil profits and in part by the transformation of Iran after the
ousting of the Shah in 1979, became a major international force.
During the 1980s as well, OPEC's control over the earth's oil was
broken. Too many major oil producers refused to join the cartel, and wars
like the one between Iraq and Iran that lasted from 1980 until 1988 (the
ceasefire became a formal peace in August 1990), created financial needs
among the combatants that made cheating endemic.
Africa for much of the decade remained racked by civil war, national
45 Ibid., p. 10
46 Ibid., p. 13
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hostilities, and famine, but with the advent of the 1990s, peace began to
settle in places like Angola and Mozambique. Apartheid was in its death
throes. The new state of Namibia was born.
The collapse of the Soviet Union and the implosion of Yugoslavia
left a series of regional wars burning across a swath of eastern Europe and
southwestern Asia as nations began to calve from the dying empire.
Suddenly that region was opened to missionaries again. Another immediate
consequence of the demise of the U.S.S.R. was that liberation theology,
which had seemed to promise relevance in the sense that Stowe meant, was
being called seriously into question in light of Marxism's obvious failures.
Yet despite the massive international transformations that had
occurred between the end ofWorld War II and the end of the Cold War,
when the fourteenth edition of the Mission Handbook was issued in 1989,
the original factors affecting mission work as identified by Bingle and
Grubb in the early 1950s, and before them by the world-transforming
vision of the FCC, were still recognizable though in modified form. In the
first chapter of the handbook William A. Dyrness listed five "ongoing
concerns." They were: (a) world hunger and environmental abuse; (b)
barriers, either urban social isolation, or national policies, barring traditional
missionaries; (c) the rise of Muslim fanaticism; (d) the oppression of
women, children, castes and racial minorities; and (e) deep-rooted disunity
in the Christian community, a disunity which many felt hampered the gospel
message.47 Poverty had been linked to environmental abuse. Nationalism
had become generalized as barriers. Racism had expanded to include
women, children, and castes. The only new thing was Muslim fanaticism.
Islam had earned itself a place on the list in a way that Communism never
had. Ironically, though barriers and deep seated disunity in the Christian
community were interpreted as factors hampering the spread of the gospel,
the decades of the Cold War had seen an explosive growth of Protestants
around the world.
Conservative Protestant missions get a good deal of credit for this.
In 1952 Bingle wrote:
A spur to evangelism has undoubtedly been the arrival of many
new, largely fundamentalist groups whose purpose is evangelistic
and often nothing more.48
47 41. Mission Handbook: USA/Canada Protestant Overseas Missions (fourteenth
edition, 1989), Chap. 1 "A Unique opportunity" by William A. Dyrness, p. 14
48 World Christian Handbook (second edition, 1952), Bingle, sec. 4, p. 1 1
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However, he also gives mainline churches due credit, noting that in Brazil
Presbyterian churches are among the fastest growing in Latin America.49
This was because as Dr. Elmer Homrighausen pointed out in the same
volume, there was a "resurgence of concern for evangelism everywhere", a
recognition among churches generally that "evangelism is the very essence
of the Church."50
Coupled with this growing emphasis on evangelism was a huge rise
in the number of North American missionaries on the field. By 1957 over
two-thirds of the missionaries were either American or Canadian.51 In
1955 these missionaries received over $130,000,000 for their work, much
of this money provided by missions that were "strongly conservative and
traditionally fundamentalist."52
In 1968 Kenneth Grubb wrote about "The considerable progress
made by the 'conservative evangelical groups'...bodies which often do not
fit any denominational pattern" 53 and Max Warren had expressed concern
about a drop in the number of missionaries coming out of the
denominations. Warren said:
It is perhaps no accident that at this moment there is reported from
almost every Church a serious drop in the numbers of those who are
prepared to commit themselves to any kind of missionary
vocation....Commitment of this kind is uncongenial to the temper of
the age and to much of the climate of Christian opinion.54
Hence, the increase in the number of conservatives in the mission
field was to have long-term impact not only theologically but also in terms
of how missionary work was organized and administrated. S.H. Moffett
wrote:
In 1953, 56% of North America's Protestant career missionaries
were connected to national councils of churches (U.S.A. and
Canada), while 44% were more independently related. But in 1985
the figures had been startlingly reversed. Only about 12% were
denominational mission boards represented on the national councils,
whereas the percentage of independents had doubled from 44% to
88%. If the emerging "tent-making missionary" movement is
49 Ibid., sec. 9, p. 25
50 Ibid.. Chap. 2 "Trends in World Evangelism" by Elmer G.Homrighausen, sec. 1, pp.
32-33
51 World Christian Handbook (third edition. 1957), Grubb,Preface sec. 2, pp. xviii-xix
52 Ibid.
53 World Christian Handbook (fifth edition, 1968), Grubb, Preface, p. 9
54 Ibid.. Warren, p. 3
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factored in, the momentum toward individualism is quickening yet
faster.55
He pointed out that this shift away from mainline agencies and toward
conservative parachurch missions and independent denominations was
already a reality by 1960 56
While it would not be fair to say that the Council was actively pro-
Communist during the Cold War, it is fairly clear that it opposed much the
West and particularly the United States had rallied to defend. Through most
of the twentieth century the Council had pursued a political agenda of its
own by which it sought to make the gospel relevant, an agenda whose
socioeconomic dimensions in the context of the Cold War were to the left of
centre, often far to the left. Couple this situation with the perception in
other countries that America was a neocolonial power and that American
missionaries were agents of American interests and one can understand how
Council churches might be tempted to adopt more vigorous anti-U.S.
positions than they might otherwise have adopted when opportunities
presented themselves.
Andrew Walls has pointed out that the greatest missionary
achievement of the nineteenth century was the Christianization of the United
States.57 As citizens of a Christianized society that strongly maintained its
theism even as other technologically advanced societies were being
secularized, American missionaries themselves might be tempted to confuse
the heavenly Jerusalem with Washington, D.C., and might occasionally
need to be reminded by the NCCC that since the fall of the earthly
Jerusalem, God had not chosen to identify with any particular national
programme. But as Walls has also pointed out, American Christianity has
been organized around the principle of a voluntary society rather than an
ecclesiastical one.58 It has also been highly entrepreneurial in character,59
all of which means that American Christianity cannot easily be contained
within a council-like hierarchy. For many Americans the political
pronouncements of the NCCC (if they even heard them) would seem
unpatriotic. For many Americans the gospel understood in terms of
55 Mission Handbook: USA/Canada Protestant Overseas Missions (fourteenth edition,
1989), Chap. 2 "The Sending Body" by Samuel H. Moffett, p. 24
56 Ibid., p. 26
57 World Order and Religion. "World Christianity, the Missionary Movement and the
Ugly American" by A.F. Walls, pp. 149, 156
58~ Ibid., pp. 156. 159
59 Ibid., p. 157
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individual sin and redemption seemed quite relevant. It was in their view
Bible-based, fitted well within a political theory which posited the
separation of Church and State, and was existentially valid for them. And if
in this particular international conflict their own nation happened to be on
the side of the angels, so much the better. Hence, when the Cold War was
at its height and while the political agenda of the WCC/NCCC was most
antagonistic to the ideals held by the general American population (which
was, after all, the source for missionaries), the number of conservative
missions within the United States swelled.
Section 2: Political, Economic, and Social Developments within the
United States, and Developments in U.S. Protestantism and their
Effects on Missions
In two generations, between 1945 and 1993, America became a
different country. The national mood of self-adulation that followed World
War II was soon tempered by Cold War paranoia. The advent of nuclear
weapons, coupled with the emergence of the state of Israel three years later,
gave a powerful impetus to millenarianism. With the sighting of "flying
saucers" at Mt. Rainier, Washington, on 24 June 1947, UFOology was
born. Personal bomb shelters became items of purchase.
In August 1948 Whittaker Chambers accused former State
Department employee Alger Hiss of having transmitted government
documents to the Soviets during the war. Though never convicted of
treason, Hiss was found guilty of perjury in January 1950 and sentenced to
five years in prison. He was released in November 1952. The case,which
generated tremendous public discussion at the time, remains controversial
today. When the Soviet Union exploded its own nuclear device in 1949, it
was revealed that during the war, U.S. scientists Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg had betrayed atomic secrets to the U.S.S.R. They were
convicted in March 1951 and executed in June 1953. These two spectacular
cases helped to create an environment ripe for demagoguery. Wisconsin
Senator Joseph McCarthy filled that role, dominating the political arena in
the early 1950s with charges that Communist agents had infiltrated the U.S.
government at even the highest levels.
But there was also a national sense that the future, though haunted
by cataclysm, held unlimited promise. As immigrants, Americans were
deeply instilled with the belief that self-improvement and relocation were
closely interrelated. A mobile people, Americans had a special love for the
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automobile. Despite the depression and the war, the number of motels and
motor courts in the forty-eight States rose from 10,000 in 1935 to 30,000 in
1955.60 Many of these were privately owned but already huge chains were
incorporating to cater for travellers. Inspired by the autobahn. President
Eisenhower initiated and signed the Federal Aid Highway Act which
became law on 29 June 1956. The legislation created the interstate highway
system and fed the already growing demand for cars. But the soaring
number of automobiles on the road also meant that the country was growing
more dependent on imported oil, a dependency that by the 1970s would
increase the nation's sense of vulnerability.
Always an expansive nation, the United States admitted both Alaska
and Hawaii into the union as the forty-ninth and fifieth states in 1959.
Surely the benefits of union and full participation in the body politic were
obvious to everyone. And yet Cold War rhetoric had heightened America's
awareness of social injustices that had festered within its borders for
centuries. The appointment by Eisenhower of California governor Earl
Warren as fourteenth Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in 1953 marked a
moral watershed and inaugurated an era of unprecedented judicial activism.
By the time Chief Justice Warren stepped down in 1969, the courts had
become de facto legislative bodies.
Though tracing its roots to the establishment of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in 1910 and
the National Urban League in 1911, the Civil Rights movement was
galvanized by the rise of the charismatic Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., during
the Montgomery, Alabama, bus-boycott in 1955-56. Inspired in part by the
example of Gandhi, Dr. King also drew support from the Congress of
Racial Equality which, organized in 1942, was the incubator for some of the
ideas and tactics employed after 1956. Together Dr. King and Chief Justice
Warren worked to transform America.
Brown v. the Board of Education, the school desegregation
decision of 1954 which declared, based on psychological and sociological
evidence provided by Kenneth Clark and others, that separate schools were
inherently unequal, typified the direction the change would take. The
thirteenth and fourteenth amendments to the Constitution would be used by
the courts to undercut the tenth amendment. Interpretation would turn the
Constitution against itself. It was a move that would allow the Congress to
override the States in protecting civil liberties. What followed was an
6° Trager. James. The People's Chronology, p. 952
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unparalleled period of Civil Rights legislation: the Civil Rights Bill of 1957,
the Civil Rights Bill of 1960, the Civil Rights Bill of 1964 (the same year
Dr. King won the Nobel Peace Prize), and the Voting Rights Bill of 1965.
The federal government was demanding a new standard of conduct from
American citizens. No longer would racial discrimination have legal
sanction. Contemporary feminism and gay liberation would also be born
from this new national spirit.
The Eisenhower years ended in 1960 with the election of John F.
Kennedy. War hero and Pulitzer Prize winner, Kennedy was expected to
bring glamour, vigour, and creativity to the White House. Eisenhower's
golf would be replaced by touch football. In fact, the one thousand days of
Kennedy's presidency signalled a transition toward violence both in
America's policies abroad and in American society. When Lyndon Johnson
assumed the presidency after Kennedy's assassination in a Dallas parade in
November 1963, he was shocked to discover that the United States under
Kennedy had employed assassination of foreign leaders as a vehicle of
foreign policy. Johnson pledged that never again would the U.S.
government use such tactics. It is a pledge that every president since him
has renewed.
The presidential campaign of 1964 began in the summer with two
race riots, one in Harlem in July and the other in Philadelphia in August. In
November Lyndon Johnson was elected with 61% of the popular vote, the
largest plurality in U.S. history. Barry Goldwater's defeat was not
unexpected, yet the race between the two men secured the Republican Party
for the conservatives and laid the groundwork for the "Reagan revolution"
of 1980. Goldwater's supporters within the party had used his candidacy to
build for the future rather than to win for the present.
But if the spectre of violence had shifted overseas from
assassination to war, in the States it shifted toward riots and assassination.
Built upon the idea of civil disobedience, the Civil Rights movement
elevated individual conscience, cast the law in a repressive role, and
undermined confidence in the processes of government. These tendencies
over time and despite the rapidly improving legal status of Afro-Americans
provoked whole communities to violence. The Watts riot in Los Angeles in
the summer of 1965 was a prelude to the race riots that exploded across 127
cities in "the long hot summer" of 1967. June saw rioters battling police in
Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, and Tampa. In July the violence
spread to Birmingham, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Newark, and New
York. The riots in Detroit and Newark were the worst. An anti-war march
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on Washington, D.C., in October 1967 indicated a shift in the national
mood. The new standard would be not Civil Rights protest but anti-war
resistance.
The violence continued into 1968, the year in which Robert
Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr., were assassinated. The Democratic
convention in Chicago that summer is remembered, not for the nomination
of Hubert Humphrey, but for the clashes between Chicago police and
hippies that turned the convention into brutal guerrilla theatre. Tagged
"days of rage" by the radical student group Students for a Democratic
Society, the tumult was broadcast into American living rooms, a chaotic
counterpoint to the images of Vietnam that appeared nightly. Richard Nixon
the Republican challenger won in November.
During the 1960s a second moral revolution as sweeping as the one
that underlay the Civil Rights movement was occurring. With the marketing
of "the Pill" in 1960, sex without pregnancy became easily and widely
practicable. This in league with automobiles and motels initiated the "sexual
revolution". Virginity began to represent bondage and repression,
promiscuity or "free love" liberation. This was a revolution particularly
among the young who, because of the general level of prosperity, had an
extraordinary amount of discretionary income, making them a powerful
force behind the burgeoning entertainment industry. Film and music
legitimized and glamourized a cult of self-gratification that was luminously
larger than life, that could celebrate itself with electrified rhythms and catchy
lyrics, that could draw on deep pools of talent, and that fed on the darker
musings of romantics and existentialists. The precept of Thomas Aquinas
that pleasure is God's blessing on the good metastasized into the maxim "if
it feels good, do it." Psychedelics, especially LSD, a compound discovered
in 1943 by the Swiss chemist Albert Hofmann, provided instant access to
powerful visionary experiences that were authenticated by novelists like
Ken Kesey, intellectuals like Aldous Huxley, and poets like Allen
Ginsberg. The "youth culture" grooved to sex, drugs, and rock-'n'-roll. It
was the politics of ecstasy, Thoreau and Geronimo under strobe lights.
Subsequent to World War II, U.S. immigration policies became
more liberal and the nation opened itself to the most prolonged period of
rising immigration in its history.61 In addition to regular allowances to
immigration quotas, the "War Brides" and "Fiancees" Acts of 1946 allowed
61 There were years during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century when
immigration rates were higher but during no other period of U.S. history have
immigration rates risen for such a long period.
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150,000 wives and 25,000 children to enter the U.S. from Europe from
1946 to 1950. Amendments in 1947 allowed five thousand Chinese and
eight hundred Japanese wives to come as well.62 The Displaced Persons
Act as passed in 1948 and amended in 1950 allowed 400,000 refugees into
the country between 1948 and 195 2.63 In 1952 the McCarran-Walter
Immigration Act reaffirmed old quotas but did allow for expanded
immigration from Asian countries. These immigration quotas were
abandoned in 1965, limiting immigration from outside the Western
Hemisphere to 170,000 per annum. Further legislation in 1968 limited
immigration within the Western Hemisphere to 120,000 per annum.
However, both acts exempted immediate relatives and special immigrants
which meant that the actual total of immigrants entering the country was
higher than the 290,000 maximum allowed by these new laws.64 And of
course there were Cold War loopholes. In 1966 the Cuban Adjustment Act
allowed Cubans who made it to the United States to become permanent
residents after a year in America and it eased the way to citizenship. This
encouraged an influx of Cubans which has transformed the demography of
Miami, Florida. Under the provisions of the Act 125,000 Cubans entered
the U.S. in five months in 1980 alone in a wave of immigration known as
the Mariel boat lift 65 By the time the Immigration and Nationality Act of
1990 was passed, half-a-million legal immigrants a year were entering the
country. The 1990 legislation allowed that number to rise to 700,000 from
1992-94, then drop to 640,000 66 By late November 1994 The Wall Street
Journal Europe could report:
America's third great wave of immigration - its largest yet in sheer
numbers - has brought more than 10 million legal and illegal entrants
since 1980 67
During these post-war decades there was a shift in the source of
62 Jones, Maldwyn Allen, American Immigration. Chap. 10 "The Consequences of
Restriction, 1924-59", p. 284
63 Ibid., pp. 285-286
64 Encyclopedia Americana (1977), Vol 27, "United.States", sec. 5 "Population Origins"
by Rowland Berthoff, p. 530
65 Time International. (29 August 1994, No. 35), "Dire Straits" by Nancy R. Gibbs,
pp. 39-40
66 Britannica Book of the Year 1991, "International Immigra tion" by Louis Kushnik, p.
282
67 The Wall Street Journal Europe (28 November 1994, Vol. XII, No. 212, "Latest U.S.
Immigrants Face Job Challenges" by Frederick Rose, p. 1
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immigrants away from Europe and toward Latin America and Asia. By
1978 and partly as a consequence of an expanded definition of what
constituted Hispanic, there were twelve million legal Hispanic Americans in
the U.S., more than nineteen million Hispanics if one counted the illegals.
Hispanics had become the nation's fastest growing minority.68 John T.
Kenna wrote that by 1980 there were 14.6 million Hispanics in the U.S.,
making them the nation's second largest minority and the most under-
represented one. The United States had the sixth largest Spanish population
in the world.69
By 1990 Time reported that if present trends continued, Americans
of European descent would by the middle of the twenty-first century have
themselves become a minority.70 Describing this shift in population as "the
browning of America". Time quoted Molili Asnate of Temple University in
Philadelphia to the effect that America had become "a microcosm of the
world."71 The collapse at the end of the nineteenth century of the
Protestant empire forged within America's borders by revivalistic churches
had by the end of the twentieth century resulted in a society where pluralism
dominated on an unprecedented scale.
America as a microcosm of the world was reflected in American
churches as well. Shriver writes:
[In 1985] Presbyterians in New York acknowledged that the fast-
growing congregations in their local presbytery were Korean;
Lutherans in New York, that their two largest congregations were
black and Chinese, respectively; Methodists in Los Angeles, that
their church services, on any given Sunday in the metropolitan area,
used a total of twenty-four languages; Roman Catholics in Chicago,
that in some neighborhoods no priest could function without a
knowledge of Spanish; and Missouri Synod Lutherans in Peoria,
that the Gospel and recent American history required them to open
doors to refugee families from Vietnam.72
The 1990 article in Time quoted demographer Ben Wattenberg as
saying:
There's a nice chance that the American myth in the 1990s and
beyond is going to ratchet another step toward this idea that we are
the universal nation. This rings the bell of manifest destiny. We're
68 Time (16 October 1978), '"It's Your Turn in the Sun", p. 48
69 Britannica Book of the Year 1983, "The Latinization of the U.S." by John T. Kenna,
p. 586
70 Time (9 April 1990), "Beyond the Melting Pot" by William A. Henry III, p. 28
71 Ibid., p. 29
72 Altered Landscapes (Lotzt editor). Chap. 19, Shriver, p. 361
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a people with a mission and a sense of purpose, and we believe we
have something to offer the world.73
That sense was to become a perception that if America with its democratic
heritage, its egalitarianism, and its prosperity could not make pluralism
work, no one could.
In fact, prosperity was to be the foundation upon which this
successful experiment in pluralism would be constructed. The Cold War
had provided ample opportunity for contrasts between the living standards
of East and West, Nixon's "kitchen debate" with Khrushchev in 1959 being
a prime example of this kind of rhetoric. A certain standard of living began
to be perceived as the right of every American. The American Dream began
to be defined in terms of possessions. The world-wide economic boom that
lasted from 1950 until 1973 gave credibility to such a scenario. From
World War II until the end of the 1960s the United States enjoyed
supremacy in the world economy and prosperity at home. It was a nation
powerful enough and rich enough to hold the line against Communist
aggression, fight two major wars in Asia, build an interstate highway
system, make several trips to the moon, and launch its own social welfare
system while engineering a massive political and social realignment and
nurturing an ever rising standard of living. Companies expanded their
middle management teams and labour became increasingly organized and
increasingly powerful. In 1955 the American Federation of Labor united
with the Congress of Industrial Organizations to form the AFL-CIO. Under
the leadership of George Meany, the AFL-CIO expelled the Teamsters along
with two other corrupt unions in 1957. In 1958 James Riddle Hoffa
(known to his friends as Riddle) succeeded Dave Beck as president of the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters. By 1964 Jimmy Hoffa brought all
U.S. truckers under a single contract, making the Teamsters the most
powerful union in America. In spite of the union's ties with the Mafia and
Hoffa's conviction for misappropriation of union funds, the union remained
important enough to be actively courted by Richard Nixon in his 1972 bid
for re-election.
In the early 1970s, however, the edifice upon which this prosperity
was built began to crumble. 1973 through 1975 and 1980 through 1982
were periods of recession, while the economic rebound of 1975 was weak.
In the first of these down turns, gross domestic product after having been
73 Time (9 April 1990), William A. Henry III, p. 31
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adjusted for inflation fell 4.3% and unemployment rose to 9%. Inflation
and interest rates both rose over 10%. In the second down turn, gross
domestic product after adjustments for inflation were made fell by 2.8%
while unemployment hit 10.8%. Again inflation and interest rates rose into
the double digits.74
The Reagan presidency saw a significant reversal of these trends.
The gross domestic product increased by 28%.75 Fifteen million full-time
jobs were added to the economy between 1979 and 1990, nearly 60% of
these paying more than $6.10 an hour. Between 1980 and 1992 the number
of people working at minimum wage jobs fell by 1.9 million.76 Union
membership plummeted. Describing the Reagan phenomenon, Richard
Nixon wrote:
Reagan's tax cuts and deregulation stimulated an economic boom,
seven years of uninterrupted growth during which the American
economy grew by nearly a third - or by the size of the entire West
German economy.77
As Robert L. Bartley, editor of The Wall Street Journal, pointed out,
from 1950 to 1973 the U.S. economy grew at an average rate of 3.7%.
Between 1973 and 1994 the average rate of growth was 2.4%, despite the
fact that during the Reagan boom (1982-1989) growth averaged 3.7% as it
had in the decades immediately following World War II.78
Minimum wage itself has gone up significantly. When first
established by the Fair Labor Standards Act (also known as the Wages and
Hours Act) in 1938, the minimum wage was 25 cents per hour. By 1956 it
had risen to $1.00 per hour, a four hundred percent increase in eighteen
years. Over the next thirty-six years it continued to rise until by 1992 it had
reached $4.25 per hour.
From 1983 to 1989 (a period that has been dubbed "the seven fat
years") after tax income, subsequent to adjustments for inflation were made,
rose 16% for Americans, with women gaining 11% more in median income
than men. According to studies conducted by the Treasury Department and
74 The Wall Street Journal (21 October 1992), "The Worst Lying About the Economy
in the Past 50 Years" by Alan Reynolds, p. A16
75 Ibid (28 October 1992), "Voter Beware the Delusions of Clintonomics" by John
Rutledge, p. A16
76 Ibid. (28 October 1992) "Perot Exaggerates the Truth to Make His Point in Straight-
Talking TV Spots" by David Wessel and Gerald F. Seib, p. A20
77 Nixon. Bevond Peace. Part III "America Beyond Peace", sec. 5 "Myths of
Government", p. 198
78 The Wall Street Journal Europe (14 September 1995, Vol. XIII, No. 158), "Giving
Up on Growth?" by Robert L. Bartley, p. 8
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the Urban Institute, 86% of Americans in the lowest quintile of the
population moved up during those seven years. 60% of Americans in the
second lowest quintile moved up as did 47% of Americans in the middle
quintile.79
However, there was a general decline in wage levels during the
1980s and into the 1990s. Using the value of the dollar in 1982 as a base,
the average hourly wage of workers in private, nonagricultural sectors fell
from $8.55 per hour in 1973 to $7.39 per hour in 1993. In large measure
this decline in wages reflects the shift from a manufacturing to a service
economy. In 1953 58% of American workers were in service industries,
35% in manufacturing. By 1993 79% of the American labour force was in
services, 15% in manufacturing. But simply looking at wages fails to take
worker benefits into account. Such benefits comprised 39% of a working
person's total income in 1992. A look at wages also fails to take into
account the changing purchasing patterns (a significant shift toward
discount stores, for example), improvements in the quality of goods and
services available, and the like. In fact, increased productivity among
American workers has kept prices down while, using the value of a dollar in
1992 as a base, median family income has gone from $30,661 in 1967 to
$38,812 in 1992.80
The recession of 1991-92 was mild by earlier standards. Inflation
and interest rates remained low, unemployment never exceded 7.8%, and
the gross domestic product fell by only 2.2%.81 The recovery beginning in
1992 means that President Clinton has inherited a promising economic
future. But there is a darker side to this prosperity. For whatever reason, it
has been accompanied by social decay and crime. Professor David
Rubinstein, sociologist at the University of Chicago, noted:
In 1961, the unemployment rate was 6.6% and the crime rate was
1.9 per 1,000. By 1969, unemployment had dropped to 3.4%
while the crime rate nearly doubled to 3.7 per 1,000. The incidence
of robbery nearly tripled.82
Kurt Anderson writing for Time reported in January 1983:
79 Ibid. (18-19 December 1992, Vol. X, No. 226), "It's Capital Formation, Stupid" by
Lawrence A. Kudlow, p. 6
8" Ibid. (1 1-12 March 1994, Vol. XII, No. 30), "Illusions About Wages" by Bruce
Bartlett, p. 6
81 The Wall Street Journal (21 October 1992), "The Worst Lying" by Alan Reynolds, p.
A16
82 Ibid. (9 November 1992), "Don't Blame Crime on Joblessness" by David Rubinstein,
p. 14
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Between 1960 and 1973, the U.S. homicide rate doubled, from 4.7
murders per 100,000 people to 9.4. The rate has leveled off
considerably and stands at 9.8 per 100,000 today.83
William Bennet, secretary of education under Ronald Reagan from
1985 to 1988 wrote:
Since 1960, the U.S. population has increased 41%; the gross
domestic product has nearly tripled; and total social spending by all
levels of government (measured by constant 1990 dollars) has risen
from $143.73 billion to $787 billion, more than a fivefold increase.
Inflation-adjusted spending on welfare has increased by 630%,
spending on education by 225%. But during the same 30-year
period there has been a 560% increase in violent crime; a 419%
increase in illegitimate births; a quadrupling in divorce rates; a
tripling of the percentage of children living in single-parent homes;
more than a 200% increase in the teenage suicide rate; and a drop of
almost 80 points in SAT [Scholastic Aptitude Test] scores.84
The 11 September 1992, issue of CO Researcher listed the top
problems in American public schools as identified by teachers in 1940 as
talking out of turn, chewing gum, making noise, running in halls, cutting in
line, dress code infraction, and littering. Problems listed by American
public school teachers in 1990 were drug abuse, alcohol abuse, pregnancy,
suicide, rape, robbery, and assault.85
Despite the promise that has always been an intrinsic part of the
American scene, and despite the prosperity of the post-war years, the huge
changes that have swept across the country have been difficult to absorb and
contain. Many Americans feel that their society has lost its traditional
moorings, that fewer individuals exercise self-control and that liberty is no
longer crowned with law. Modernity has not produced Utopia, instead it
has seemed alien and alienating. People feel tremendously powerful and
personally helpless. In a society uncertain of its unifying principles, time
and chance seem more and more determinative. The belief that hard work
will be rewarded with success has dwindled. Growing numbers are no
longer sure what constitutes success. The media portrays young people
who, wealthy without apparent effort, seem to live as gods, while
competent, well-educated, middle-aged professionals watch mercurial
83 Time (14 January 1983, No. 4), "An Eye for an Eye" by Kurt Anderson, p. 14
84 The Wall Street Journal (15 March 1993), "Quantifying America's Decline" by
William J. Bennett, p. A12
85 Quoted in The Wall Street Journal Europe (26 November 1992, Vol. X, No. 210),
"Notable and Quotable", p. 8
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economic currents snatch their security away. Families fall apart. Children
are seduced into the worst kinds of vice by social forces (and often glitzy
ones) that seem to be beyond all accountability. The difference between
local, national, and international concerns is increasingly blurred, eroding
people's sense of control over their personal destinies in a society which
celebrates such control as a cardinal virtue, if not as a citizen's right. And
the loss of a clearly defined centre gives extremists credibility. The social,
political, and economic forces unleashed after World War II transformed the
nation, yet after almost fifty years of vast alteration there is no general
consensus as to whether or not the journey has been worthwhile.
In the first edition of Kenneth Grubb's World Christian Handbook
(1949), Kenneth Scott Latourette, describing the realities of life in America
between 1939 and 1948, saw a church that was both vigorous and under
threat. Dr. Latourette began by observing that World War II had lowered
the general moral tone of American life,86 that drinking was on the
increase87 and that, although there had been a rise in church membership
among Protestants, there had been a decline in church attendance and a rise
in religious illiteracy (an interesting observation which he does not
develop).88 He noted also that expanded defence industries had created
new communities and a subsequent need for churches which had only been
partly met, that population shifts which had occurred during the war and
had been caused in large part by the multiplication of jobs in the defence
industry and had aggravated the race problem, and that labour unions had
grown rapidly, a development which Latourette believed could encourage a
drift away from the church since labour union membership had in the past
been inimical to church membership.89 However, he also noted that
Protestant relief agencies had grown and that the supply of ministers in the
country had not been affected by the war.90 The supply of missionaries
which had fallen during the war was being replenished, though interest
among students had yet to reach pre-war levels.91 And he observed that
evangelism within America was being emphasized.92 All of which led him
86 World Christian Handbook (first edition. 1949), Grubb, ed.,"The Religious Situation
in the United States Since 1939", by K.S. Latourette, p. 78
87 Ibid., p. 79
88 Ibid-, P- 84
89 Ibid- P- 79
90 Ibid- p. 79-80
91 Ibid., p. 86
92 Ibid., p. 85
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to conclude that despite the challenges, "Christianity is a growing, not a
waning, feature of the life of the United States."93
In its fourth edition issued in 1962 the World Christian Handbook
again presented an analysis of Chistianity in the United States, this time
written by Henry P. Van Dusen. Van Dusen observed that the church was
growing much faster than the population and that it was characterized by
much diversity even among the major religious groups.94 At the time he
counted 226 individual denominations in the country, but he noted that over
eighty percent of all American Protestants could be found within seven
"confessional families": the Baptists, the Methodists, the Lutherans, the
Presbyterians, the Protestant Episcopalians (or Anglicans), the United
Church of Christ, and the Disciples of Christ.95 The American church
was, he said, strongly missionary in outlook, determined to make
Christianity an effective force in social reform (the Social Gospel, he noted,
was begun largely in the U.S.) and strongly supported ecumenicalism 96
This latter characteristic meant that ecumenicity was advancing though in a
peculiarly American way which he called "conciliar ecumenicity."97
Against the background of the eighty percent he also noted that churches
within the Adventist, Holiness, and Pentecostal traditions were growing the
most rapidly and that Roman Catholics were enjoying healthy growth.98
All this meant that among technologically advanced, industrialized
nations the prosperous United States was somewhat unusual: it was
enjoying a religious Renaissance99 although it was a Renaissance that did
not seem to have reached very deeply into the moral lives of its participants.
Personal morality, Van Dusen lamented, was steadily declining.100
The religious Renaissance was to continue. At the end of 1977
Time Magazine reporting on evangelical growth said:
There are an estimated 45.5 million [Evangelicals] on the U.S.
church rolls after a generation of steady growth. They are
outnumbered only by the Roman Catholics (49 million).101
93 Ibid P- 87
94 World Christian Handbook (fourth edition, 1962), H. Wakelin Coxill and Sir Kenneth
Grubb, editors "The Church in the U.S.A." by Henry P. Van Dusen, p. 49
95 Ibid.,.p.50
96 Ibid., p. 51
97 Ibid., p. 53
98 Ibid., p. 52
99 ibid., p. 51
100 Ibid
101 Time (26 December 1977), "Back to that Old Time Religion", p. 53. While
admitting that it is difficult to define Evangelical precisely, Time, grouping both
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Time also noted that, "The real progress of the faith...goes on at the grass¬
roots level from one convert to another..."102 In other words, the
Renaissance which Van Dusen had described was the beginnings of an
Evangelical revival in the churches, a revival which had and is having a
profound impact on missionary outreach and which continues down to
today.
George Marsden, one of the more sympathetic observers of
American evangelicals and author of several books on their movement, has
pointed out that Fundamentalism, the bedrock upon which Evangelicalism
had been built, had itself been born from "a patchwork coalition" of anti-
modernists who in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries united to
oppose the attempt by liberals to mould Christian thought along more
contemporary lines.103 Marsden also pointed out that this
fundamentalist/modernist controversy with its roots in the nineteenth
century had been formulated by people who were "Victorians".104 In the
culture war that shaped up between these two factions:
Fundamentalism appealed...expecially to the 'respectable' Protestant
and northern European working class, whose ideals were essentially
middle-class Victorian.105
These Victorians, as Timothy Smith has shown, had been involved in a
variety of successful social campaigns, including those against slavery and
alcohol. Yet the War Between the States which had been the culmination of
the anti-slavery campaign in America, profoundly shook Protestant
postmillennialism,106 creating an ambivalence among fundamentalists
toward American culture.107 However, as they had been drawn between
the modernists and the fundamentalists, the lines of demarcation meant that
Fundamentalists and Pentecostals under the heading, does point to the following
indicators to identify the movement: "Evangelicals...are basically conventional
Protestants who hold staunchly to the authority of the Bible in all matters and adhere to
orthodox Christian doctrine. They believe in making a conscious personal commitment
to Christ, a spiritual encounter, gradual or instantaneous, known as the born-again
experience."
102 Ibid., p. 55
103 Marsden, George M.. Fundamentalism and American Culture. Introduction, p. 4 97
104 Ibid., Part I "Before Fundamentalism", Chap. 2 "The Paths Diverge", p. 22
105 Ibid., Part IV "Interpretations", Chap. 22 "Fundamentalism as a Social
Phenomenon", p. 202
106 Smith, Timothy L., Revivalism and Social Reform. Chap. 14 "The Gospel of the
Kingdom" pp. 229-230
107 Marsden. Reforming Fundamentalism. Introduction, p. 5
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the battle, when it was joined, would be a battle for the soul of America.108
The battle was fought and lost by the fundamentalists in the decade
following World War I. Many considered this campaign as the last hurrah
of a Victorianism long since gone to seed. But the defeat of the
fundamentalists was not ultimate. For the next forty years they founded
schools, publishing companies, radio stations, periodicals, their own
denominations, their own missions organizations, and even their own
television network. Their faith remained strong and their apologetic became
more sophisticated.
Meanwhile fundamentalism, always a coalition movement, had
developed in a variety of directions. Old-time fundamentalism with its
exclusivist agenda was still part of the conservative Protestant mix.
However, it had given birth in the 1940s to a more sophisticated child
which claimed the title "evangelical" for itself. Represented by institutions
like Wheaton College (founded in 1860) or Fuller Theological Seminary
(founded in 1947), these evangelicals, while affirming the theological
positions defended in the "culture wars" of the 1920s by the
fundamentalists, rejected the anti-intellectualism and the militant separatism
that had been associated with fundamentalism.
The holiness tradition constituted another strand in the conservative
tapestry. Represented by denominations like the Wesleyan Church or the
Church of the Nazarene, the holiness tradition reached back to the post-Civil
War revivals of the nineteenth century and had been much influenced by
early Methodism as well as the Keswick Movement.
The Pentecostal-charismatic movement created an even more
dominant pattern within conservatism. Like the holiness movement
Pentecostalism was rooted in revival, specifically to a revival in Topeka,
Kansas, in 1901, and to the Azusa Street revival in Los Angeles which
lasted from 1906 to 1909. Within Pentecostalism itself a renewal movement
began in 1948 at Sharon Bible College in North Battleford,
Saskatchewan.109 Calling itself the Latter-rain Movement, this revival
based its name on Joel 2:23 which refers to the early and the latter rain, and
understood itself as a fulfillment of that prophecy. It gave birth to the
Independent Churches of the Latter-rain Revival.
In the 1960s the charismatic movement itself began to shake
103. Marsden. Fundamentalism and American Culture. Part III "The Crucial Years: 1917-
1925", Chap. 17 "Fundamentalism and the Cultural Crisis: 1919-1920", p. 164
109 Melton. J. Gordon. The Encyclopedia of American Religions (third edition. 1989),
"Latter-rain Revival, Independent Churches of the", p. 406
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mainline denominations from United Methodism to the Presbyterian
Church. Roman Catholicism and the Eastern Orthodox tradition were also
significantly effected by this revival. The charismatic movement, which like
the Pentecostal movement, stressed glossolalia or speaking in tongues as a
normative experience for those "baptized in the Holy Spirit", was followed
by the Third Wave which did not. Also a movement within the mainline
churches, Third Wavers are described by Vinson Synan in this way:
Beginning about 1980, these are mainline evangelicals who exercise
spiritual gifts and emphasize signs and wonders, but who do not
identify with either the Pentecostal or charismatic movements. This
tendency may have started in California, in John Wimber's classes
at Fuller Seminary. Third Wavers do not teach a crisis experience of
baptism in the Holy Spirit, and they see tongues as only one of the
many gifts of the Spirit.110
Hence when fundamentalism/evangelicalism re-emerged into the
national spotlight during the 1970s and the 1980s, it had an audience both
inside and outside the Protestant mainstream. It had a message and an
institutional framework in place for putting that message across. With its
aura of traditional morality, an aura inherited from the Victorians and before
them the Puritans, and with its ties to a more stable past, the movement for
all of its internal variety had great general appeal. As Time suggested:
[Dissatisfaction with American life and a general decline of faith in
science and rationality may be making a religious conception of the
world more acceptable than it has been for more than a
generation.111
As Roger Finke and Rodney Stark put it in their seminal The Churching of
America 1776-1990. it was the sons and daughters of the secular humanists
who were the most likely to convert to these more intense and otherworldly
expressions of Christianity.112
And when they converted, they would have plenty of variety to
choose from. Indeed, the very diversity within the Evangelical movement
served to insulate it from its own excesses and from the failures of some of
110 Synan, Vinson, The Spirit Said 'Grow'. Chap. 1 "A global family: size and scope of
the movement", sec. Third Wavers, p. 9
111 Time (26 December 1977), p. 57
112 Finke, Roger, and Stark, Rodney, The Churching of America. Chap. 7 "Why
'Mainline' Denominations Decline", p. 252 In fact, the exact quote here is, "And it is the
sons and daughters of secular humanists who are most likely to convert to a cult or sect
movement." But as is clear from the context, what Finke and Stark mean by sect is a
religious body that exists in tension with society and offers an intense faith that has a
profound sense of otherworldliness.
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its leaders. A Bakker or a Swaggert might fall, an Oral Roberts stoop to the
crassest hucksterism, but that did not reflect on the nature of one's own
church.
What has emerged from this brief overview of a complex and
volatile period of American history is a society convulsed by rapid change,
yet a society in which the church, particularly in its conservative Protestant
varieties, has continued, despite the predictions of its many detractors, to
play a key role. In this role the church has not responded woodenly to
economic or social factors but has evidenced both creativity and adaptability
even as it has maintained the integrity of its witness. Latourette's concern
that the growth of labour unions might impede church growth does not
seem to have been warranted. Even as unions consolidated their power,
Billy Graham was becoming a national figure. Eisenhower himself was
baptised on 1 February 1953, and joined the National Presbyterian Church
in Washington, D.C. During his administration the phrase "one nation
under God", was added to the Pledge of Allegiance (1954) and "in God we
trust" was adopted as the national motto (1956). Nor has the rapid decline
in union membership over the last two decades spurred church attendance.
In fact, economic cycles do not seem to have affected church rolls much.
Science and technology do not seem to have had any lasting impact on this
over-all pattern, and political affiliations do not seem to be important.
Jimmy Carter (a Democrat) and Ronald Reagan (a Republican) both
appealed successfully to Evangelicals, and born-again believers of
prominence can be found in either party.
Religion is simply a basic part of American life. Whether it
expresses a commitment to modernity under the guidance of the Holy Spirit as
suggested by John F. Wilson, or whether it serves those who are alienated from
modernity as George Marsden said, religious concerns are intrinsic to
Americans' interpretation of their role in history and the world. Destiny
constructed in terms of divine providence has always informed America's
vision of itself. In spite of the profound secularizing pressures of the twentieth
century, Americans have remained a religious people. It is from such people
that North American Protestant churches have recruited their missionaries. In
the chapters to come we will examine the history and missionary outreach of
one North American group: Bethany Fellowship in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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TIME LINE FOR BETHANY'S HISTORY (MINNEAPOLIS
COMMUNITY) UP TO 1994
1935 T.A. Hegre and Lucile Conely, his wife-to be, commit
themselves to the service of God during a revival meeting at
the Rosedale Lutheran Church
1936-1943 Ted Hegre works as youth pastor and organizes Bible
studies at home and at the grocery story where he worked.
Toward the end of this period he first met Norman Grubb.
16 April 1943 Bethany Chapel chartered as an Independent Lutheran
congregation. First service held on Easter, 25 April
31 Dec. 1944 Bethany congregation agrees with Hegre to send and
support one hundred missionaries.
1 Oct. 1945 Five families move into Blaisdell House
17 July 1945 The community becomes a corporation and a constitution is
drawn up.
April 1946 57.3 acres purchased on Auto Club Road.
1946-1947 First buildings constructed on Auto Club Road property.
1947 Print shop opened. Harold Brokke joins. Bethany
Fellowship Bible and Missionary Training Institute opens in
October.
19 July 1948 Entire community moves from Blaisdell House to Auto
Club Road.
Feb. 1949 Marie Bakken, first Bethany missionary, goes to
Portugese Guinea under WEC. Harold and Cathy Brokke
marry and Cathy Brokke moves to the community.
15 Jan. 1952 Auto Club community incorporated.
13 June 1952 Barn burns down.
30 Oct. 1955 Last meeting at Bethany Chapel.
1956 Bethany publishes its first books. Charismatic revival
comes to Bethany in summer.
1957 First teepee Camping Trailers constructed.
1960 T.A. Hegre's book The Cross and Sanctification published
(original title Three Aspects of the Cross). Alec Brooks
comes to Bethany as a student.
1963 First overseas outreach opened in Brazil. Alec Brooks and
Joan Hegre married on 11 October.
1964 Harold Brokke's A Guide to Understanding Romans
published (original title Saved by His Life).
1965 Bethany opens work in Puerto Rico. Internship year for
students begun.
1967/68 Internship year becomes mandatory.
1970 Larry Christenson's The Christian Family published,
becomes Bethany's first "best seller".
1973 Bethany opens outreach in the Philippines.
1975 Printing and Publishing split into two departments.
1976 Stan Harder, Bethany's one hundredth missionary, goes
to Mexico in October.
1980 Janette Oke's Love Comes Softly published. Teepee
Camping Trailers discontinued. Leadership of Bethany
reorganized on 8 October: T.A. Hegre remains President but
Alec Brooks becomes Executive Director and Harold Brokke
becomes Principal of the Missionary Training Centre.
27 Oct. 1984 T.A. Hegre dies of a heart attack in Singapore. Alec
Brooks becomes President.
1987 Bethany adopts "Indigenization" as policy.
1989 New By-Laws adopted. Bethany Fellowship and Bethany
Missionary Church consolidated.
1990-1991 Alec Brooks takes sabbatical year and goes to England
where he becomes pastor of an independent Baptist church.
Presidential responsibilities are assumed by Harold Brokke.
June 1991 Alec Brooks returns to Bethany briefly. Preaches sermon
"The Presence or Absence of God" in Bethany Missionary
Church on Sunday morning, 16 June.
Jan. 1992 Harold Brokke elected President.
1993 Publishing separated from the community.
1994 Paul Strand elected President.
CHAPTER THREE: An Overview of Bethany: Its Origins, History,
Publishing Arm, and College of Missions
Introduction
Bethany Fellowship, Inc. is a Christian community situated on
73.8541 acres overlooking the Minnesota River valley in the Bloomington
township of Minneapolis, Minnesota. The community was quite isolated
when the original 57.3 acres were purchased in April 1946 but is now
surrounded by suburban sprawl. It is comprised of residences both for the
individuals and families who have joined the Fellowship, for guests, and
for students at Bethany's missionary training centre. That school is part of
a large central building that also houses a library, a bookstore, a dining hall
and kitchen, and the main administrative offices. The compound also has a
church, a missions centre, a garage, a publishing complex, a laundry, some
of the original farm buildings, and other smaller structures. A self-
supporting community, it relies primarily on the profits of its publishing
division.
The primary purpose of the Fellowship is to send and support
missionaries around the world. As of 1993 Bethany operated centres in
Brazil, Pakistan, the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, France, Germany,
Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, Singapore, Spain, and the
United States.2 They were also developing plans to open new outreaches
in eastern Europe and in some of the break -away states from the old Soviet
Union. However, their outreach extends beyond these countries for
Bethany missionaries have served and are serving in a variety of agencies
including WEC, Operation Mobilization, Youth With A Mission,
Continental Interior Mission, Missionary Revival Crusade, World Mission
to Children , the Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission in India, and
Christian Fiterature Crusade. Bethany-trained missionaries have even gone
' This information was provided by Jim Dalhen on Friday, 15 July 1993, at
2:30 P.M. It was surprisingly difficult to find someone who knew the acreage
of the compound, and those I asked gave figures that ranged from the original 57
acres to 80 acres. Even Jim Dalhen, who everyone said was supposed to know,
took three days to come up with an exact figure though when first questioned he
said he thought it was "about seventy." This uncertainty about exact figures
highlights a central problem in doing this research. Records have been kept only
sporadically so that a great deal of reliance has been placed on the memories of
Bethany personnel. However, I have been very careful to cross-check the details
related in this thesis and am reasonably confident as to the accuracy of the figures
given.
- Pamphlet, "Bethany Fellowship Missions"
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out with mainline churches affiliated with the National Council of Churches
of Christ USA.
The Fellowship's original goal was to send and support one
hundred missionaries. Their first missionary, Marie Bakken, went to
Portuguese Guinea under WEC in February 1949. Their one hundredth,
Stan Harder, went to Mexico in October 1976.3 By May 1986 Bethany
was supporting 184 of its own missionaries around the world4 and is still
growing, although at a slower pace than formerly.5 In October 1989
during meetings at Lake Pokegema cabins (Bethany owned), Bethany's
missionary staff developed their 3-2-1 plan to establish 300 churches, send
200 missionaries, and reach 10 people groups by the year 2000.6 As we
will see in Chapter Six much of this growth will probably occur in Brazil
where Bethany as of 1990 had established its own denomination.7
Besides planting churches, Bethany has founded schools, set up
vocational training centres, missionary training centres, Bible institutes,
publishing houses, bookstores, community development centres, and has
one home for unwed mothers. It also becomes actively involved in the
work of local churches and, though its members generally view the work of
the church as evangelism,8 Bethany personnel, as we shall see in Chapter
Six, have sometimes become involved in campaigns for social change.9
Some of the centres established outside the United States have
become self-supporting or are almost so. All are working toward becoming
self-supporting and some have themselves become sending organizations.
Meanwhile the Bethany centre in Minneapolis, through its own publishing
and fund-raising operations, has proved itself to be an efficient means for
generating mission funds as we shall see in Chapter Nine. The level of its
giving has gone up consistently and since 1986 broke the one million
dollars a year mark. As of 1991 Bethany was giving more than two million
dollars per year.
3 Unseth, Ben, unpublished history paper on Bethany prepared for St. Paul
Bible College, 24 May 1989, p. 10. Paul Strand in his thesis on Bethany gives
the year 1974 as the one when the hundredth missionary was sent (p. 18). Lucile
Hegre in my first interview with her remembered it as 1975.
4 Unseth, B., p. 10
5Strand, Paul. Renewal of Vision and Commitment at Bethany Fellowship (MA
thesis presented May 1993 at Fuller Theological Seminary), introduction, p. 2
Brokke, Harold, first interview
7 Bezzero, Cicero, interview
8 Foster, George, first interview
9 Darby, Larry Mark Lee, first interview
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Section 1: Bethany's Early History
Bethany Fellowship traces its origin to one man: T.A. (Ted)
Hegre.10 He was born on 16 March 1908, on a dairy farm near
Woodville, a small town in western Wisconsin.11 He died from the second
of two massive heart attacks he suffered within hours of each other on 27
October 1984 while conducting his Victorious Christian Life Seminars in
Singapore.12 Bethany Fellowship was his life's work and its message of
victory over sin through the cross of Christ was the message he preached
until quite literally the day he died .
The son of a Norwegian immigrant, Hegre did not learn English
until he began to attend the community's one room school. The family
belonged to the Norwegian Lutheran Church which after a series of mergers
over the years has become part of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America (Eielsen Synod). Because of his father's death in a train accident
when Ted Hegre was thirteen years old, he had to quit school before
finishing the eighth grade in order to help his mother and three sisters run
the dairy farm.13 In 1928 the family sold the farm and moved to
Minneapolis14 where young Hegre took a job as a department manager at
Lunds, a grocery chain.15
In 1935 while he and Lucile Conley, the woman he was to marry,
were attending a revival meeting at the Rosedale Lutheran Church, a
congregation within the Lutheran Free Church, in Minneapolis, Edwin
Gillman who was with the missionary organization Worldwide
Evangelization Crusade (WEC) came to preach. Both Ted and Lucile as
they listened to him committed themselves to the service of God.16
1(3 In the April, May, June 1995 issue of The Message of the Cross. George
Foster writes: "His given name was Theodore, but no one called him that. He
had no middle name, but borrowed an initial from his father, Adolph, so that in
print he was known as T.A. Many who were touched by his ministry called him
Pastor Hegre. But those who knew him well just called him Ted." ("T.A.
Hegre: The Man, the Message, the Mission", p. 5)
11 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 3; Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 8
12 Bloomington Sun-Current (29 October 1984, Vol. 1, No. 31), "Bethany
Fellowship Founder Dies in Singapore" by Frances Berns, p. 1
13 Strand, P., MA thesis, p. 8 To drop out of school at that age would not
have been considered unusual. Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray in The
Bell Curve point out that before 1940 less than 50% of all 18 year olds in the
United States received a high school diploma (Part II, Chap. 6 "Schooling", pp.
143-144)
14 Strand, MA thesis, p. 8
15 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 3
16 Lindsay, Lowell A., interview
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Maurice Sand, who was to play an important role establishing Bethany's
mission in Brazil, led the meeting.17
Shortly after the couple married on 1 October 1935, Hegre began to
serve as a youth leader in the church.18 He also began to conduct two
Bible study groups. The first, comprised primarily of choir members from
the Rosedale Lutheran Church, met in Hegre's home.19 The Rev. Ernst I.
Dahle, a Lutheran pastor who was a friend of Hegre's, acted with him as a
discussion leader in this group.20 Even at this early stage when people
were studying the Scriptures, group members were required to evangelize.
A member who had not testified to someone during the week about faith in
Jesus could not attend the Bible study.21
The second group was organized at the Lund's grocery where Hegre
worked. At the invitation of the store's manager, this group met on
Tuesday evening in a room on the property. As time passed, some of those
who attended the Lunds group also began to attend the classes in the
Hegre's home.22 Bethany Chapel, established in 1943, grew from those
meetings.
Initially the pastor of the Rosedale Lutheran Church supported
Hegre's ministry and even encouraged him to consider enrolling in
seminary.23 However, though he loved books and read widely,24
seminary was not where Hegre believed God wanted him. Eventually
the pastor began to become concerned about aspects of Hegre's teaching
and discouraged people from attending the Bible studies. During this period
of increasing tension, Hegre and Dahle attended a series of Lutheran Bible
Conferences held at Medicine Lake in Minnesota. There they met Norman
Grubb, General Secretary of Worldwide Evangelization Crusade, who had
been invited to one of the conferences as a speaker. Grubb's message on
world evangelization and the believer's union with Christ galvanized Hegre,
and the two men became close friends.25
Hegre's Bible study began to attract people from other churches in
17 Hegre, L., third interview, Harder Willy, interview; MacKinnon, Mary, first
interview
18 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 3
19 Strand, P., MA thesis, p. 11
20 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper p. 3
21 Freeman, Tim, first interview
22 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 11
23 Ibid., pp. 11-12
24 Unseth, B., St Paul papers pp. 4, 17-18
25 Strand, P., MA thesis, pp. 12-14. For more on Grubb, see Appendix A.
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the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, people who were dissatisfied with the level
of commitment in their own churches and who wanted spiritual instruction
not provided by their own leaders. At this time a missionary in Mexico who
had heard of the work Hegre was doing wrote to inform Hegre that the
church in Minneapolis from which the missionary had been sent was for
sale.26 Located on the cornor of Nicollet Avenue and 57th Street, the
building was only two years old.27 The asking price was $7000. After
several weeks of discussion Hegre's group decided to make an offer. It
was agreed that the down payment could be deferred for three months after
the group took possession of the building.28 On 16 April 1943 sixteen
people, many from the Lutheran Free Church tradition, signed the charter
for the new church and called Ted Hegre to be their pastor 29 The church
was chartered as an Independent Lutheran congregation30 and was named
Bethany Chapel.31 The first service was held on Easter, 25 April.32
Within two years the building was paid for.33
In this part of the United States it is not unusual for those whose
religious interest has been quickened to decide to form their own church or
even their own denomination. Vinson Synan, describing the rise of the
holiness-pentecostal movement in America, notes that as the nineteenth
century was drawing to a close:
[TJhe most radical elements of the holiness movement were in the
rural South and Midwest.,..[M]ost of the holiness denominations
began in those regions from 1895 to 1900....Never before in the
history of the nation had so many churches been founded in so short
a time.
26 Ibid., p. 14
27 Treece. James. Sociology of the Bethany Fellowship (June 1967), pp. 2-3.
Bound paper found in Bethany archives.
28 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, pp. 14-15
29 Message of the Cross (May-June 1960, Vol. 12, Chap. 3), "History and
Development of Bethany Fellowship" (no author given), p. 16; Strand, P. MA
thesis, p. 15; Unseth B., St. Paul paper, p. 4. The MOC article and Strand give
the number of charter members as sixteen. Unseth gives it as seventeen.
30 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 16
31 Minneapolis Star (Thursday, 29 July 1954), "Fellowship Pools Earthly
Goods" by .John Nyberg, p. 31. Nyberg writes, "Remembering that Bethany
was a place Jesus liked to visit, the group named the place Bethany." As a
student entering the school in September 1981,1 heard Rev. Harold Brokke in
his welcoming address give the same reason in almost the same words for the
Fellowship's name.
32 All sources in Bethany agree that the first meeting was held on Palm
Sunday, 25 April 1943, but according to Whitaker's Almanack (1995)"Time
Measurement and Calendars", p. 84, 25 April 1943 was Easter.
33 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 15.
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He observes that in the seven years between 1893 and 1900, twenty-three
holiness denominations were formed.34 Anti-Modernist sentiments also
run deep in these regions. William Bell Riley, a Baptist and one of
fundamentalism's leading clerics in the 1920s, rose to prominence in
Minneapolis.35
Bethany Chapel was a church in the fundamentalist tradition and
stressed "holy living" by which was meant adherence to a strict moral code.
Those who were members of the new church believed that Christianity to be
vital had to culminate in personal moral elevation. One needed to be a
disciple and one's discipleship had to be transforming. From its inception
church leaders offered classes in discipleship. These classes were held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.36 The instruction offered contained the seeds of
what Hegre would eventually expand into a book The Cross and
Santification (see Chapter Four). However, a mimeograph of the 1943
Christmas issue of The Message of the Cross, an early version of what was
to become the organization's bimonthly periodical, demonstrates
convincingly that the basic aspects of Hegre's doctrine were in place by that
time (see Appendix B).
Hegre as Bethany Chapel's full-time pastor was given a salary of
$175 per month and quit his job at Lund's. At first things were difficult in
the new church, the size of the congregation stagnated after reaching thirty-
five members,37 and Hegre was tempted to accept Lund's offer to hire him
back at a better position 38 Then one Sunday afternoon while he was
praying, Hegre had what he believed to be a breakthrough experience with
the Holy Spirit. Though there was no outward manifestation of any change
in Hegre,39 he did feel empowered by the Holy Spirit to be a more effective
minister. As a consequence the church began to grow again.40 The
identification of spiritual power with effective ministry and effective
ministry with rising numbers of members is of interest. So, too, is the idea
of a crisis experience and subsequent empowerment by the Holy Spirit.
Both of these points are leitmotifs in Hegre's thought, and the latter point
34 Svnan. V..The Holiness-Pentecostal Movement in the United States. Chap.
2 "Echoes from the Forest Temple - the National Holiness Association 1867-
1894", pp. 52-53
35 Gatewood, Willard B.. Jr.. Controversy in the Twenties. "The
Fundamentalist Credo", p. 74
36 Brokke, H., first interview
37 Strand P., M.A. thesis, p. 16
38 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 4
39 Telephone call from Alec Brooks, Monday, 15 August 1994, 8:30- 8:50
P.M.
40 Strand. P., M.A. thesis, p. 16
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particularly was to have significant repercussions in the development of his
theology (see Chapter Four).
When church attendance reached about fifty, Hegre, again at prayer,
felt that God was calling the congregation to send and support one hundred
missionaries.41 Because of Norman Grubb's earlier preaching, many in
the church were already interested in missions and many of those believed
that God might be calling them personally to go.42 Therefore, at the close
of their New Year's Eve Nightwatch service in 1944 when Hegre
challenged the congregation to accept as its goal sending and supporting one
hundred missionaries, his challenge was accepted. Everyone in the room
rose after his presentation to signify their agreement with the vision.43
Ten months later on 1 October 1945, five families - Ted and Lucile
Hegre, Rich and Carol Dahlen, Halvard and Helen Strand, Duane and
Virginia Lovestrand, and Morry and Betty Johnson, along with their
children - moved into a 25-room house at 2302 Blaisdell Avenue, near
downtown Minneapolis 44 Three of these families, the Lovestrands, the
Dahlens, and the Hegres, had been close friends for years.45
The group's inspiration for the move was Haggai 1:1-6, especially
verse 4: "Is it a time for you yourselves to dwell in your ceiled houses,
while this house lieth waste?" and the end of verse 6: 11 "... he who earns
wages earns wages to put them into a bag with holes." Another important
passage was Luke 14:33: "So therefore whosoever he be of you that
renounceth not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple."46 As Lucile
Hegre said:
We were putting our money in a bag with holes. We never had
extra money. Four of us had our own homes but it took everything
41 Ibid., p. 17
42 Hegre, L., first interview
43 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, pp. 4-5
44 Concerning the number of rooms in the house: Treece says the house had
thirty rooms (p. 4). Strand also puts the number at thirty (p. 29). Ralph Hines
(power. 21 December 1957, "Basic Training at Bethany", p. 4) says the house
contained "about thirty rooms." Willmar Thorkelson (The Minneapolis Star
Saturday Magazine. 1 December 1979, "Bethany Fellowship", p. 10) also says
the house had thirty rooms. And the MOC "History and Development" article
also says "about thirty rooms" (p. 17). Phyllis Alsdurf (Charisma & Christian
Life. April 1990, Vol. 15, No. 9, "A Christian Publishing Community", p.
101) says the mansion had twenty-three rooms. Unseth (p. 12) says it "had
more than 25 rooms." The figure I am using is a compromise though
admittedly a somewhat arbitrary one. The discrepancies point to the continuous
difficulty in establishing with precision the truth about particular details.
45 Hegre, L., first interview
46 MOC.. May-June 1960, Vol. 12, Chap. 3, "History and Development", p.
17; Hegre, L., first interview
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we had to keep them going....We had no money to give to missions
because it took everything we had to live.47
The five families believed that the move would enable them to conserve
finances so that there would be more money left over for missions. As Alec
Brooks put it:
We didn't enter into community to have a community or to be a
model for something. The community was a means by which we
could fulfill this object, this vision God has given us, of in some
way reaching the unreached world for Christ. 48
How successful the plan has been we shall examine in Chapter Nine.
When it came to purchasing the house, Haggai was once again a
source of encouragement. Early in the negotiations the owner of the
property decided that he did not want to sell after all. While the families
waited on the Lord for instructions, Duane Lovestrand informed Ted Hegre
that God had revealed to him through Haggai 2:1 "On the twenty-first day
of the seventh month" that the house would be theirs by 21 July.
Lovestrand was right for on that date the property was signed over to the
Fellowship 49
Even then, however, the problem of paying for the house was not
solved. The contract stated the amount the owner was asking for the
property as $21,000 but it did not stipulate the time frame for making the
payments.50 Selling their own homes (all of which sold quickly), the
families raised $11,000, but still owed $10,000 when a second party
offered $28,000 for the property. The owner told the Bethany families that
if they could not raise the rest of the money in a week, he would return their
$11,000 to them and sell the house to the other buyer. The following day
Lucile Hegre and Lillian Carlson, a long-time friend, were painting in the
Blaisdell mansion when Lucile began to tell Lillian about this new difficulty.
Mrs. Carlson went to her husband Don with the problem and the two of
them arranged an interest-free loan for the Fellowship. Bethany was able to
repay $5000 within thirty days and the remainder within three months.51
Tales like these have become part of the "Bethany story" and serve to
47 Hegre, L., first interview
48 Alsdurf, P., Charisma & Christian Life. April 1990, Vol. 15, No. 9, "A
Christian Publishing Community", pp. 9-10
49 Unseth. B., St. Paul paper, p. 12
50 Treece. Sociology of Bethany Fellowship, p. 4
51 Ibid., p. 4; Hegre, L., first interview
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remind the Fellowship of God's faithfulness in the past even as they
reassured early members that what they were doing was truly in God's will.
At first the men kept their jobs and put their salaries into the
Fellowship treasury. Like the church in Jerusalem as described in Acts
2:45, which they saw as their model, "They sold their possessions and
parted them to all, according as any man had need."52 But over time all
except Duane Lovestrand, who eventually became a vice-president for
Green Giant, Inc., left their positions to devote their full attention to the
Fellowship.53
Bethany Fellowship filed certificates of incorporation on 17 July
1945, and again on 15 January 1952. Copies of these certificates are found
in Appendix C. The Fellowship thus became an officially recognized
religious society and could enjoy tax exempt status. However, as Halvard
Strand, the Fellowship's treasurer, points out, Bethany has always paid
some real estate taxes. After the Fellowship acquired 57.3 acres on Auto
Club Road in 1946, it paid taxes on 48 of them54 and in 1979 Bethany paid
taxes on all but ten of its sixty acres. The ten acres exempt from taxes were
where the dormitories were built.55 And Bethany pays taxes on its
publishing property.56
Through local churches or by word-of-mouth people began to find
out about the community on Blaisdell Avenue which had dedicated itself to
sending and supporting missionaries, and others began to apply for
admittance. The growth in numbers fomented at least one crisis which
almost destroyed the young community. An older woman named Minnie
Hove,57 who was a member of Bethany Chapel and who often prayed with
and counselled members of the Fellowship, began to cast doubt upon Ted
Hegre's spirituality, saying that he was no longer preaching the message of
the cross.58 In time her criticism grew into a serious attack upon the
general character of the Hegres. Consequently the Hegres became objects
of suspicion and began to find themselves increasingly isolated within the
community. In an attempt to correct the situation, Ted Hegre invited Edwin
Gillman, the WEC evangelist who had preached the sermon at which both
Ted and Lucile dedicated themselves to God, to come and speak at a
52 MOC..May-June I960, "History", pp. 17-18
53 Hegre, L., first interview
54 Strand, Halvard, interview
55 Star. 1 December 1979, Thokelson quoting Halvard Strand, p. 10
56 Strand, H.. interview
57 Name established by a telephone call to one of the original members. The
call was made from Paul Strand's office during my second interview with him.
58 Hegre, L., second interview
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conference Bethany organized in early 1946. After preaching for a few
evenings, Gillman suggested that Don McKaughn, also ofWEC, be
brought in. Once invited, McKaughn through preaching and private
counselling was able to facilitate reconciliation among group members.59
In April 1946 Bethany acquired a 57.3 acre melon farm for $16,500
on Auto Club Road in Bloomington, a non-incorporated community about
seventeen miles from Minneapolis.60 A1 and Elaine Linder's application to
join the community was the catalyst for the decision. There was simply no
more room at the Blaisdell House.61 The Linders, who had heard both Ted
Hegre and Ernst Dahle on the radio, were invited to join the community
through correspondence with Ester Chilson, herself a new member.62 The
Linders and their six children moved into the farm house on Auto Club
Road. They were the first members to settle on the new property.63 This
house was eventually torn down in the final months of 1955.64
In 1946 the Fellowship, in an effort to become more fully self-
supporting, decided to go into manufacturing.65 The first item the
community produced was a tear-drop shaped sleeping trailer. Four units
were built. Of these two were sold and two were given away. Then
production was discontinued66 and the community at a cost of $25,000
converted the barn into a three-floor woodworking shop where they made
children's toys and furniture.67 These articles were sold through
department stores like Sears, Dayton's and Montgomery Ward.68
59 Unseth. B., St. Paul paper, p. 14
60 Alsdurf (p. 102) says it was a 70-acre melon farm that the group purchased
for $18,000. 70 acres is certainly incorrect. Thorkelson in the Star (p. 10) gives
the price as $16,500. Because of its greater specificity, 1 have chosen to go with
that figure. An article appearing on the third page of the August 1951 issue of
the Minneapolis Posten. a Norwegian language newspaper, says that Bethany
was located seventeen miles southwest of the city. Both Thorkelson on page 10
of the Star and Ralph Hines in his 1957 article in power (p. 5) give the date of
purchase as 1948. This is certainly an error - 1948 was the year the entire
community moved from Blaisdell Avenue to Auto Club Road. Both Hines and
the MOC "History" article published in 1960 (p. 18) say the the Fellowship was
located ten miles southwest of the city. One assumes that by 1957/1960
Minneapolis had grown beyond its 1951 boundaries.
61 Hegre, L., first interview
62 Linder, Elaine, interview
63 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 15
64 MOC. July-August 1955, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 28-29; January February 1956,
Vol. 8, Chap. 1, pp. 28-29
65 Unseth, B.. St. Paul paper, p. 15
66 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 38
67 Christian Life (December 1956), "Dwelling Together for Missions" no
author given; MOC. May-June 1960, "History", p. 18
68 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 16. The wooden items included rocking horses
described by Strand (p. 39) as very successful, step stools, sand boxes, Scripture
wall plaques, stairway guard gates, bread boards, portable high chairs, a line of
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The Fellowship was beginning to prosper until the barn was struck
by lightning and burned down in the early hours of Friday morning, 13
June 1952. Everything was lost, yet within forty-five days production
resumed.69 What could have been a disaster helped instead to forge bonds
between the Fellowship and the rural community. Prior to the blaze the
farmers and the Fellowship had not become acquainted. The fire as it
consumed the barn also destroyed the reserve of the surrounding families.
The conflagration, rather than destroying Bethany, secured its acceptance in
the larger community.70
Here we see both the strength and the weakness of the community
approach which Bethany adopted. On the one hand, when the community
is enjoying internal harmony, the resulting cooperation provides great
solidity and a resilience which enables its members to overcome disasters
quickly. On the other hand, the arrangement by its nature tends to isolate
the community from its surroundings. The tendency toward self-isolation
underlies George Foster's observation that, although the community in
Brazil has achieved self-sufficency, in general the model of a self-sufficent
community has not worked very well overseas. Yet he believes that the
unique thing about Bethany is the dynamics of group living. A small group
of people committed to a task can exert a major influence on the world if
they join together sacrificially.71 We shall look at this problem more
closely when we consider Bethany's outreach in Brazil.
During these years Bethany, having purchased a farm, tried its hand
at farming. A1 Linder was put in charge of the operation.72 The
community raised sweet com, milk cattle, and sheep (as many as one
thousand head one year), and they kept chickens which were Betty
Johnson's particular responsibility.73 As late as 1961 they raised hogs,
end tables, and record cabinets, (see also Thorkelson, Star, p. 10; Christian Life,
p. 37; MOC "History", p. 18)
69 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, pp. 39-40; Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, pp. 14-15;
Hegre, L., first interview; Nyberg, Star, p. 31; MOC,-May-June 1960,
"History", p. 18
70 Hegre, L., first interview
71 Foster, G., first interview
72 Brokke. H., first interview
73 Hegre, L., first interview. Ms. Johnson's job was not a small one.
According to the MOC. September-October 1956, Vol. 8, No. 5: "We have also
had space problems in the chicken house. It takes dozens of eggs every day to
supply the kitchen, and in order to meet the demands, more chickens had to be
added to our flock. To house them a new section has been built to the chicken
house which doubles the space." (p. 19) It is worth pointing out in this context
that chickens have become a major source of income for the community in
Altonia, Brazil.
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chickens, oats, rye, and tomatoes on seventy acres (some of them rented).74
However, though the woodworking shop and the farm provided enough for
the community to survive, little was left over for missions.75
From 1946 through 1947 the members of the Fellowship built the
first community buildings on Auto Club Road.76 It was in 1947 as well
that Harold Brokke, who had graduated from St. Olaf College with a major
in art and a minor in English, joined the organization. His wife Cathy
joined two years later when they were married in 1949 77 Both of these
people were to become important leaders in Bethany, Harold Brokke
holding the office of President from 1991 to 1994 and Cathy Brokke
becoming Head of Missions in 1986.78
The first building constructed was the Longhouse. It was a
residence hall and later became the men's dormitory to accommodate the
growing number of students. After the Longhouse was finished, the chapel
was built. This was followed by the administration building 79 On 19 July
1948, the entire community moved from the Blaisdell House and settled into
the Longhouse.80 The Blaisdell House was later sold to a Baptist
organization and still later became a hippie commune.81
In October 1948 Bethany Fellowship Bible and Missionary Training
Institute opened.82 Twelve students were enrolled and met in a room
above the chapel on Auto Club Road. Ted Hegre and Harold Brokke were
the teachers.83 It had become clear that if one supports missionaries, one
would like some part in shaping the message they carry. Consequently
missionary training was beginning to be perceived as an essential
component of the project. To facilitate this Bethany decided to build its
training centre. In Lucile Hegre's opinion, the training centre is the
Fellowship's most significant accomplishment. Describing her belief about
74 The Lutheran (July 5, 1961, Vol. 43, No. 40), "There Are Some Unusual
Christians" by Wilimar Thorkelson, p. 17
75 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 16
76 Brokke, H., first interview
77 Ibid.; Cathy Brokke's letter dated 16 February 1995 (see Appendix F)
78 Brokke, Cathy, second interview
79 Hegre, L., first interview
80 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 15; Hegre L., first interview
81 Hegre, L., first interview
82 See Cathy Brokke's letter dated 16 February 1995 (Appendix F)
83 Hegre, L., first interview; Hines, p . 5, Thorkelson, The Lutheran, p. 18;
MOC "History", p. 18; MOC May-June 1955, Vol. 7, No. 3, p. 18; Jackson,
Dave and Neta, Living To aether in a World Falling Apart. "Bethany
Fellowship", p. 288. Lucile Hegre gave the number of students as eleven but she
is alone in that. Everyone else gave it as twelve. Unseth (p. 24) refers to a
disagreement among Bethany staff as to whether or not the number of students
was eleven or twelve. Again we see the difficulty of verifying precise details.
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its importance she said, "That's the main object, to prepare people for
missions."84 An organization might be able to support a hundred
missionaries, but it could train thousands.
In the midst of farming, woodworking, teaching, construction, and
sending missionaries, Bethany still sought a product lucrative enough to
provide long term support for their mission programme. One idea was
electric lefse grills.85 An older man named Even J. Rohne, a Norwegian
inventor, began to visit the community.86 Originally a minister, he came to
America in 1920 but knowing only Norwegian found it impossible to
support himself by preaching. Therefore he turned to inventing. In the
years that followed he neglected his religious calling but had become
convinced that God was going to use his invention of an electric lefse plate
to prosper Bethany's work. He constructed a demonstration plate in his
garage and took it to Bethany,87 informing the staff there "that he had seen
a vision of people with white buildings who would build the electric lefse
plate he had designed."88 Bethany was unimpressed. The grill was
crudely constructed89 and the Bethany staff believed that well built or not
the potential market for the device was too small to make manufacturing it
profitable.90 Even Rohne then resolved to market the plate himself and set
up production in his garage. Advertising in a local paper, he was able in a
few months to sell eighty of the electric plates 91 In September 1951 Even
Rohne returned to Bethany with his sales slips to demonstrate the product's
marketability.92 He brought a lawyer with him and told the Bethany
leaders, "I will give you my house, if you will take on the manufacture of
the lefse plates. I have brought along a lawyer to handle the transfer of the
84 Hegre, L., first interview
85 Treece describes lefse as "a thin bread-like substance made from potatoes,
flour, salt.and butter and considered a delicacy by Norwegians. It is rolled into a
large thin slab and then fried on the lefse grill. It is still quite flexible after
cooking and is then spread with butter and sprinkled with sugar and rolled up for
eating." (pp. 17-18) Thorkelson in The Lutheran ("p. 16) says it is "something
like a pancake, but eaten cold with butter or sometimes rolled up with hot
lutefisk-and melted butter inside." Hines (p. 5) describes lefse as "a large potato¬
like pancake" and says the grills can also be used for frying eggs, pancakes, and
steak. He says that the traditional way to cook lefse is "on a large cast iron grill
heated on top of a kitchen stove."
86 MOC. May-June 1956, vol. 8, No. 3, "Obituary", p. 12
87 Treece. Sociology of Bethany Fellowship, p. 18
88 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 16
89 Treece. Sociology of Bethany Fellowship, p. 18
90 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 40
91 Treece. Sociology of Bethany Fellowship, p. 18
92 Ibid., p. 19. Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 16, says the year was 1950 but
this is almost certainly an error.
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property!"93 He also offered to assist the Fellowship in setting up
production.94 Under those circumstances Bethany found it difficult to
refuse his offer so the Fellowship decided to produce fifty of the plates on a
trial basis 95 The experiment was successful and Bethany continued to
manufacture the plates, selling more than 10,000 a year in some years until
1984. In that year the product was transferred to Bethany Housewares , a
division of Bethany Corporation. Bethany Corporation, which also
managed Alpha Video, an audio-visual equipment wholesale and retail
distributor, was Bethany's profit-making arm.96 A year later Bethany
Housewares was sold off.97
This story illustrates what seems to be an uncharacteristic caution on
the part of Bethany staff. Here were people who had (some would say
recklessly) given up all they had to form or join the community and had
shown or would show that they were willing to try to market anything from
rocking horses to rye, and yet they could not see the potential in a product
that would prove to be one of their most successful. What is more, the
inventor of the plates told them he came to them in obedience to a vision he
believed came from God. Only after he had demonstrated the item's
marketability, and offered the Fellowship a substantial financial inducement
(his house) and promised to help them set up production, could he convince
Bethany to test market the plate. Among Bethany's older staff this story is
well known, yet no one seems to have reflected on its theological
significance. The event occurred, after all, during the early years of the
community when things were still fluid and when spirituality (at least in
people's memories) ran high. It would seem, given their own assumptions,
and their own beliefs about the incident, that God was speaking to them and
yet they were very slow to hear.
Despite farming, the woodshop and lefse plates, Bethany still felt
that insufficent funds were being generated for missions, so was constantly
on the lookout for new sources of income. Thorkelson writes:
In trying to decide what other things to make, the fellowship turned
to prayer. "Finally," Hegre said, "someone noted that the Apostle
93
power, Hines p. 5
94 Strand, P, M.A. thesis, p. 40;
93 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 16
96 Ibid.
97 Lindsay, L.A., interview
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Paul made tents, that the trailer is a modern tent." So Bethany began
making trailers.98
This time the product was a fully aluminium travel trailer called the
Crusader. It could sleep four. Twenty-three of these Crusader house
trailers were built between 1948 and 1951 and all were sold, but the
Fellowship decided to abandon the project since so much time and skill
were required in building the trailers that they did not prove to be an
effective means of training students.99
In 1957 Bethany began constructing a simpler trailer which they
called the Teepee camping trailer. In the spring of 1958 representives from
the Fellowship took three units to a recreational show and sold them all.100
The MOC newsletter describes the process this way:
Those who have been acquainted with the Fellowship from its
beginning will remember that we used to manufacture small house
trailers in our factory. During the time of material shortages we
discontinued them and went into wood toy items. Now God has led
us to discontinue the toy items and has brought back our attention to
trailers. During the last few months staff men have been making
plans and models have now been completed. The week of April 7th
saw two beautiful camping trailers on display at the Northwest
Sportsman's Show in Minneapolis and one in Chicago at the
National Holiness Convention. The following week one was at the
National Association of Evangelicals Convention, also held in
Chicago.101
Because all the trailers at these conventions sold, the community
decided to manufacture fifty more of which forty-eight sold. Bethany
manufactured Teepee trailers in several models until 1980 when the line was
discontinued.102 Strand writes that over 23,500 trailers were sold during
these years but that the oil crisis in the 1970s to which we referred in
Chapter Two ruined the market.103
However, Bethany saw possibilities in the ruined market, and from
98 Star Saturday Magazine (1 December 1979), "Bethany Fellowship" by W.
Thorkelson, p. 10
99 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, pp. 38-39; Unseth B., St. Paul paper, p. 17; letter
from Cathy Brokke (18 November 1993), see Appendix F; Hegre L., first
interview. Unseth gives the number of Crusader trailers built as twenty-one but
both Strand and Hegre say it was twenty-three.
100 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 17
101 MOC. March-April 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 2, p. 27
102 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 17
103 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 41; also see Alsdurfs article in Charisma &
Christian Life, p. 102
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1978 to 1982 attempted to cash in on the energy crisis by making solar
panels.104 The idea was first broached in a meeting in Hegre's office in
mid-1975. Norman Carlson, Willy Harder, and Jim Pickett, a former
Westinghouse electrical engineer, convinced Hegre that there was great
potential in solar energy. By early 1978 Bethany had begun testing hot air
collectors and producing hot water collectors for Solargizer Inc.105 But
after four years the Fellowship decided to leave the market. Bethany leaders
were becoming concerned that Bethany was too diversified, that it was
stretching too far into projects that were neither central or vital for
missionary training. A series of classes taught to Bethany's leadership by a
management expert named Steve Holborck were instrumental in leading
Bethany to the decision. Among other things, Holborck taught that before
one makes a decision, one should define what the job is. Bethany's leaders
decided that manufacturing solar panals simply did not fit in to Bethany's
job description, that the Fellowship needed to become more focused in its
quest for financial security.106
Printing and publishing proved to be the most successful enterprises
in answering Bethany's needs for cash and focus. Lucile Hegre described
the origin of the ventures this way:
The print shop started in a little back bedroom in the farm house. All
they had was a little press which Helen Wallen operated. At first
they took any job they could get but wanted to get to the place where
they would do only Christian literature, for that, they believed was
to be their main ministry.107
Under Ted Hegre's guidance printing-publishing was eventually to
reach that point. Though he lacked formal education, Hegre , as we have
already observed, was an avid reader, particularly of books on Christian
sanctification. Early after he and Lucile committed their lives to Christian
service at the evangelist's meeting, Hegre began to sell Christian books out
of his home and later ran a booktable.108 He believed in the power of the
written word and saw tremendous possibilities in the little press. Under his
encouragement and direction, Hellen Wallen began to print tracts and later
The Message of the Cross. But it was not until 1956 that Bethany tried its
104 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 17
106 Twin Cities Christian (15 December 1979, Vol. 2, No. 4), "Bethany Beats
Slump with Solar" by Nathan Unseth, p. 12
106 Telephone conversation with Alec Brooks on Saturday, 15 January 1994,
between 3:35 and 5:10 P.M.
107 Hegre, L.first interview
108 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 18
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hand at publishing books. The first was a small booklet by W.J.
Pethybridge which was entitled The Lost Secret of the Early Church. Its
success encouraged Bethany to try a second book. Published in the spring
of that year, it was written by Arthur E. Bloomfield, who conducted yearly
conferences on Prophecy for Bethany, and was entitled The Changing
Climate. The first "real book", that Bethany published, it voiced some of
the concerns later associated with the ecology movement.109
At the end of 1959 Bethany published another book by Arthur
Bloomfield called All Things New.110 This was followed in early 1960 by
Leonard Ravenhill's Why Revival Tarries111 and later that same year by
Hegre's book The Cross and Sanctification. But Bethany had to wait until
1970 for its first "best seller".112 That was Larry Christenson's The
Christian Family. Since then Bethany has handled a wide variety of best-
selling authors. They have also printed books for other Christian
publishing companies and have printed a variety of journals. Though it is
currently working under the name of Bethany House Publishers, it began
publishing as Bethany Fellowship.113 However, because Bethany's
printing and publishing venture has been so successful and hence so
formative of what Bethany has become, it is better to consider it in more
detail in the next section.
Before bringing this section to a close, we should look briefly at two
other aspects of the Fellowship's early history: the fate of Bethany Chapel,
the church that was in a very real sense the genesis of the entire community,
and at the missionaries themselves.
First, the chapel. According to The Message of the Cross. 30
109 MOC. March-April 1956, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp. 33-35
110 Ibid., November-December 1959, Vol. 11, Chap. 6, p. 41
111 Ibid., March-April 1950, Vol. 12, Chap. 2, p. 37
112 According to Andy Unseth (telephone conversation , Tuesday, 13
December 1994, 3:25 P.M.) the Christian Booksellers Association and Christian
Retailing compile book-sales statistic for Christian publishing companies.
When a book sells 20,000 copies in a month it becomes a best seller. The
secular press tends to ignore the Christian market entirely when reporting on
best-sellers. George Marsden in Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism ( Chap. 2
"Evangelicalism Since 1930: Unity in Diversity", p. 77) observed that " ...
during the 1970s the best-selling book in America (though never on the New
York Times "best-seller" list) was Hal Lindsey's The Late Great Planet Earth."
Nor have secular bookstores shown much interest in handling Christian authors
which is why evangelical chains like the Family Bookstore have been started.
This ostracism has its roots in the Fundamentalist/Modernist controversy of the
early twentitieth century and is an example of the deep bifurcations that run
through American society.
113 Unseth B., St. Paul paper, p. 18
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October 1955 was the date of Bethany's last Sunday meeting in Bethany
Chapel although prayer meetings were scheduled to continue until the sale
of the property.114 Bus service as far into the city as 8th Street was
arranged for those who could not get to the meeting on Auto Club Road
themselves.115 In the spring of 1956 the chapel was sold to the Bethel
Assemblies of God. They held their first meeting at the church on 13 May
of that year.116
Second, the missionaries. In 1963 Bethany opened its first overseas
outreach in Brazil about five kilometres outside Altonia. This signified a
change in the entire nature of Bethany's mission, a change we will look at in
more detail in Chapter Five. Prior to this change, the Fellowship's goal had
been to send and support missionaries through other missions. By the
spring of 1960 they had forty missionaries in foreign fields. The countries
where these missionaries were serving were Austria, Brazil, Canada, Cuba,
Dominica, Ghana, India, Jamaica, Japan, Liberia, Portugal, Portuguese
Guinea, Taiwan, Thailand, South Vietnam, and Zaire.117 A large portion
of these missionaries served with WEC but Continental Interior Mission,
Missionary Revival Crusade, World Mission to Children, the Good
Shepherd Agricultural Mission in India, and Christian Literature Crusade
were also represented.
We should note also that Bethany was involved in outreach in the
United States. In part this was due to a student training programme called
Trek (of which more in the section on Bethany's school) or it was
consequent to door-to-door "witnessing" done by students. But Bethany
also did Christmas "witnessing" with its choir118 or in the Salvation
Army.119
Finally in the summer of 1960 Bethany acquired an inflatable tent
which they saw as "a revolutionary approach to tent evangelism" and which
they named "The Travelling Cathedral." Fire and insect proof, it could seat
five hundred people along with the worship leaders, musical instruments,
and choir.120 During the summer months from 1960 until 1966, the
Travelling Cathedral was used in evangelistic campaigns throughout
Minnesota. However, in the end it had to be abandoned, partly because the
114 MOC. September-October 1955, Vol. 7, No. 5, p. 28
"5 Ibid.. January-February 1956, Vol. 8,, Chap. 1, p. 27
116 Ibid., March-April 1956, Vol. 8, Chap. 2, p. 35
117 Ibid.. May-June 1960, Vol. 12, Chap. 2, "History", p. 17
118 Ibid.. November-December 1960, Vol. 12, Chap. 6, p. 30
119 Ibid.. November-December 1962, Vol. 14, Chap. 6, p. 42
120 Ibid.. July-August 1960, Vol. 12, Chap. 4, p. 31
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Fellowship often had difficulty getting a permit to erect it, and partly
because it had begun to leak.121 Though the tent proved of limited use, it
does stand as one more example of Bethany's innovative spirit. The
community remained willing to try new things, willing to take risks as it
sought ways of spreading the gospel message. It is a willingness that
illustrates their confidence in God who they believe will lead them if they
are obedient to him, and that underlies the success they have enjoyed.
Bethany's annual conferences have been a more enduring form of
outreach. Originally there were four per year: a May conference on
prophecy, a summer conference on victorious living or "the deeper life", a
fall conference on missions scheduled to coincide with the school's
opening, and a New Year conference on Christian living. Over the years
the conferences on prophecy and Christian living have been abandoned,
though the conferences on missions and the victorious life are still held.122
And, as we shall see, conferences modelled on the ones held in the States
are an important part of Bethany's efforts to present all aspects of its
message in the Philippines.
Section 2: Printing and Publishing
Bethany House Publishers, which by any measure has become the
most successful of Bethany's various enterprises, traces its origins to the
opening of the print shop on Fellowship grounds in 1947.123 As we saw
this originally consisted of a small press which Helen Wallen operated and
which the Fellowship used to print tracts. The next year Bethany opened its
missionary training centre and soon the Fellowship was using students to
help with the printing. Bethany also began to take on other printing jobs.
Hence early on the issue of Bethany's non-union status had to be faced124
so the community agreed with representatives of the publishing industry that
Bethany would concentrate on the religious market.125 As a consequence,
the printing industry grew slowly. In the summer of 1957 the print shop
acquired through government surplus an offset press with four times the
printing area of the one they were then using. The acquisition of this single
121 Information established by a telephone call from Halvard Strand's office to
Rich Dahlen who was in the hospital. The call was made during my interview
with Halvard Strand.
122 Brokke, Cathy, first interview
123 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 18
124 Strand, P., M.A..thesis, p. 42
125 Treece. Sociology of Bethany Fellowship, p. 20
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piece of equipment meant that Bethany would have to construct a new
building126 which they completed and occupied by mid-1958.127
However the press allowed them to expand the printing services they
offered. By the end of 1957 they reported in their "Newsletter" that they
were printing three mission magazines including their own Message of the
Cross and Worldwide, the magazine published by WEC.128
With the move to the new building Bethany purchased a larger
camera, a folding machine,129 and the largest Davidson press then on the
market. This in addition to two offset presses and two platen presses
brought the number of their presses to five.130 Then in October 1958 they
purchased three more presses as well as an Intertype, a second folder, and a
gang-stitcher.131 They also had plans to add a bindery department.132
Hegre's dream of turning Bethany into a major centre of Christian printing
and publishing was beginning to bear fruit. By 1959-1960 Bethany
through its MOC newsletter could report that the print shop was a main
source of income for the Fellowship.133
By the beginning of 1961 the print shop moved its quarters for the
fourth time.134 In 1962 book sales were up 300% over 1961.135 Gary
Johnson, publishing's current manager, took over that year.136 By 1966
Jim Huffman could report that Bethany presses "have turned out more than
a score of religious books in recent years and ... regularly produce some 30
denominational magazines."137
In 1975 printing and publishing were split into two departments
with Gary Johnson as head of publishing and Lowell A. Lindsay as head of
printing.138
In 1980 Bethany had two best-sellers: Free to be Thin by Nova
126 MOC. July-August 1957, V ol. 9, Chap. 4, p. 20
127 Ibid.. March-April 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 2, p. 25
128 Ibid.. November-December 1957, Vol. 9, Chap. 6, p. 27
129 Ibid-, March-April 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 2, p. 25
130 Ibid.. July-August 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 4, p. 42
131 Ibid.. September-October 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 5, p. 31
132 Ibid., p. 32
133 Ibid.. March-April 1959, Vol. 11, Chap. 2, p. 36; Sepember-October 1960,
Vol. 12, Chap. 5, p. 41
134 Ibid.. January-February 1961, Vol. 13, Chap. 1, p. 37
135 Ibid-, March-April 1962, Vol. 14, Chap. 2, p. 33
136 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 18
137 Minneapolis Tribune. Monday. 16 May 1966, "Center Turns Out
Missionaries Trained in Crafts and Electronics" by Jim Huffman, p. 16
138 Lindsay, L.A., interview. Lindsay moved to sales in 1981.
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Cole and Love Comes Softly by Janette Oke.139 Ms. Oke, a member of
the Missionary Church,140 is a writer of women's fiction. Bethany's
decision to handle her work transformed its publishing arm from a
respectably successful enterprise into a phenomenon.
In the late 1970s Bethany ran across a study published in
Christianity Today which summarized American book buying habits. The
study noted that of people who went to church 7% frequented bookstores
and that of that 7%, 85% were women looking for good women's
literature.141 Bethany realized that the study pointed to a significant and
unexploited market among the Christian reading public. Janette Oke whose
Love Comes Softly was Bethany's first entry into the field has written many
sequels and averages 800,000 sales per title.142 The move into women's
fiction has been so successful that Bethany has decided to try to break into
the secular market under the heading Hampshire Books.143
To market its books Bethany uses two approaches. First, it
maintains a sales staff which vends the books through various ministries or
represents the publishing house at book fairs. Second, an independent
company, Genesis Marketing, sells Bethany's books, along with the books
of several other Christian publishers, to book stores.144
In terms of sheer volume Bethany House Publishers enjoys one of
the highest levels of sales of any Christian publishing company in the
world.145 Each year they publish between four and five million copies and
introduce sixty to seventy titles,146 approximately thirty-five new titles in
the spring and thirty-five new titles in the fall.147 As of June 1993 nine of
their titles have won gold awards from the Christian Booksellers
Association for 500,000 volumes sold, and two have won platinum awards
of a million volumes sold. Cornerstone, an evangelical magazine with its
roots in the Jesus movement of the early 1970s, has awarded one of
Bethany's titles with Cornerstone Book of the Year, and Campus Life,
another evangelical publication, has given two others the Campus Life
139 Unseth, B., St. Paul paper, p. 19
140 Unseth, Andy, second interview
141 Chatterton, Mike, interview. Mike Chatterton owns several companies. A
successful businessman and a member of the Bethany Missionary Church, he has
since 1990 been contracted by Bethany as their Chief Operations Officer on a
year by year basis. Alec Brooks provided me with the source of the study.
142 Ibid.
143 Ibid.
144 Lindsay, L.A., interview
145 Chatterton, M., interview
146 Unseth, A., interview
147 Chatterton, M., interview
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Award of Merit. The C.S. Lewis Foundation in Wheaton has given
Bethany House Publishers the C.S. Lewis Children's Book Award: Best
Series. And between 1983 and 1993 the Evangelical Publishers Association
has awarded Bethany titles with fourteen Gold Medallions.148
Bethany has bookstores in Indonesia, Brazil, and Mexico and
publishes in Portuguese. They once had a publishing outreach in Spanish
but sold it to Loren and Rolf Garborg. This was later resold to Thomas
Nelson Publishing. However, Bethany still publishes a Spanish edition of
The Message of the Cross.149 Related to publishing was a tape distribution
centre which Bethany ran under Dave Anthony.150 Dave and his wife
Darlene left on 11 June 1979 to join ORAMA Fellowship in New
Zealand.151 With their departure the department lost its vision and finally
closed in 1982.152
Writing in Charisma & Christian Life. Phyllis Alsdurf could report
in 1990 that "the publishing arm of Bethany Fellowship finances 95 percent
of the organization's operating costs and pumps thousands of dollars into
missions."153 In publishing Bethany finally found a long-term and
lucrative vehicle for financing their community and its projects. However,
success on this scale has introduced its own problems in part by
exacerbating tensions that lay for many years just below the Fellowship's
surface.
Bethany has had since the early days a focus on both literature and
training missionaries.154 But unlike the training and sending of
missionaries, publishing was driven by market forces that could not be
contained within the Fellowship. As a consequence publishing tended to
distort personal and departmental relations within the community.155 As
early as 1981 Gary Johnson wanted publishing recognized as a ministry in
its own right and not just as a means to generate financial support for the
community and the missionaries.156 By 1989-90 a definite tension had
developed between publishing, which felt that its potential as a ministry was
not sufficently recognized, and Bethany's missions department, which
148 Information provided in two telephone calls, the first to Jeanne Mikkelson
on Wednesday, 21 July 1993, at 4:25 P.M., the second to Lance Wubbles,
Friday, 9 December 1994, at 7:00 P.M.
149 Foster, G., first interview
150 Lowell, L.A., interview
151 Strand, H., interview
152 Lowell, L.A.. interview
153 Charisma & Christian Life. Alsdurf. p. 101
154 Brokke, C., second interview
155 Chatterton, M., interview; Brooks, A., interview
156 Brokke, H., second interview
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tended to view publishing primarily as a source of money for missionaries.
Alec Brooks who was president of Bethany at this time insisted that the
leadership at Bethany had always recognized the ministry aspects of
publishing,157 but for whatever reason this recognition does not seem to
have been adequately communicated to the publishing staff.158 Perhaps the
failure in communication lay in part with the Fellowship's increasing loss of
control over publishing.
The only reason the Fellowship had been founded was to train,
send, and support missionaries.159 Like trailers and lefse plates, printing
had originally been conceived as a means of supporting missionaries.
However, as successful as trailers or lefse plates were in their time, Bethany
had always realized that its purpose was not simply to build trailers or lefse
plates. But unlike trailers or lefse plates, printing as it developed into
publishing began to present Bethany with a perfectly legitimate Christian
option. Bethany could have become primarily a publishing and literature
distribution ministry as its experience in Puerto Rico showed, and
publishing had begun to develop its own vision and needed personnel (sales
people or editorial staff) that Bethany could not provide. But because so
much of publishing's focus was outside the community, there was a
significant degree to which the community could no longer control
publishing.160
By 1988 there was growing evidence that some families in the
Fellowship, many of them associated with publishing, were growing less
committed to missions and to the community itself. Some families wanted
to move off-compound and live a more "normal" life. Others, even if they
lived on-compound, were no longer attending Bethany Missionary Church.
At first Bethany attempted to accommodate both groups. Those who
wished to move off-compound were allowed to do so though they lost their
right to vote in community meetings called to determine Fellowship policy.
And in 1992 those families who desired to attend other churches were given
an official release by Brokke (then the president) to attend whatever church
they chose.161 According to Brooks, many of the families who moved to
other churches did so because worship at Bethany Missionary Church had
157 Part of a discussion I had with Alec Brooks over the telephone, Saturday,
15 January 1994, 3:35 to 5:10 P.M.
158 This seems clear to me consequent to conversations I had with several
members of the publishing department.
159 Brokke, H., second interview
160 Brooks, A., interview
161 Brokke, H., second interview
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become too charismatic and they were uncomfortable with that.162 In 1994
another group left the Bethany church because they felt that services there
were not charismatic enough.163
In giving families release to attend the church of their choice ,
however, Brokke laid down two stipulations. First, Brokke insisted that all
Fellowship personnel attend commissioning services for missionaries.
Second, he required them to attend all mission conferences. Yet many of
these same families still did not attend these meetings. Bethany's leadership
became very concerned about this, seeing it as evidence of lower
commitment among Bethany staff to the community's original goals. They
felt that jobs for some of these people had become more important than the
Fellowship itself.164 If true, this attitude among the newer Fellowship
members would have been in sharp contrast to the attitude of the earlier
Fellowship members who had considered the integrity of the community
and its purpose of sending and supporting missionaries paramount.
Finally in 1993 a decision was made to move publishing outside the
community.165 It was hoped that the split between the Fellowship and
publishing would underline Bethany's commitment to missions and at the
same time help to keep publishing focused. Indeed, the split was in part a
recognition of the validity of the concerns expressed by Gary Johnson back
in 1981. The division assured that publishing would be recognized as a
ministry in its own right. Though Bethany House Publishers now operates
outside the Fellowship, Bethany still owns the publishing house and has the
final say over what is published.166
Elaine Linder observed that the division had created some hard
feelings at first but she thinks it will ultimately prove beneficial for
everyone. Having made this comment she went on to say that she believed
that a lot of the people who joined the community in later years had simply
not understood the depth of commitment to Bethany's vision that was
required.167 We will discuss this further when we discuss changes in
Bethany in Chapter Five.
Harold Brokke, reflecting on the difficulties that economic success
162 part 0f a discussion I had with Alec Brooks over the telephone, Saturday,
15 January 1994. 3:35 to 5:10 P.M.
163 Part of a discussion I had with Alec Brooks over the telephone, Monday, 15
August 1994, 8:30 to 8:50 P.M.
164 Brooke, H., second interview
165 Brooks, A., interview
166 Brokke, H., second interview
167 Linder, E., interview
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had created for Bethany, noted that Bethany was not unique in having gone
through such problems. Operation Mobilization had experienced a similar
crisis which Brokke studied closely as it unfolded, and both he and Michael
Chatterton read and discussed at length William J. Danker's Profit for the
Lord, a study of the consequences of the financial enterprises of the
Moravians and the Basel Mission Society. Brokke found the Moravians
and Operation Mobilization of particular interest as he considered how best
to resolve Bethany's own problems.168 Assessing the results of the
Moravian enterprise, Danker writes:
The Moravians recognized, of course, that missions and economic
activities each have their own inner dynamics and follow their own
laws. But they did not take the easy way of resolving the tension by
cutting off all connection between the two poles. Their Christian
maturity revealed itself in their willingness to live with the tension.
True, they occasionally learned through sad experience that it was
damaging to both missions and economic activities, if these were
mixed indiscriminately. But they had also learned that it could be
equally bad for missions, if economic power was in unfriendly
hands....Dedication to the Savior's cause helped them to distinguish
missions from economics without separating them.169
Given Danker's appraisal, it is difficult to be too critical of the
decision of Bethany's leaders to separate the Fellowship and publishing.
They distinguished between economics and missions but kept final control
over their publishing enterprise. And within the broad parameters of that
control, publishing has been allowed to expand and develop its own vision.
However, as Elaine Linder pointed out, not all Bethany personnel viewed
the decision with so sanguine an eye. Sue Shetler, for example, who has
worked in publishing since 1991, plans to quit her job in order to remain
with the Fellowship where her husband Tom teaches. She sees the change
as necessary and ultimately positive.170 But Randy and Carmen Benbow
who have been on the staff since 1979 working productively in publishing
feel they are being forced out and fear for the future. They tend to blame the
younger members for a lack of commitment to the Fellowship and the
leaders for not enforcing discipline. They feel betrayed.171 And many in
publishing share the Benbows' sense of outrage.172
168 Brokke H., second interview; Chatterton, M., interview
169 Danker, William J., Profit for the Lord. Part I, Chap. 10. p. 75
170 Shetler, Tom and Sue, interview
171 Benbow, Randy and Carmen, interview
172 When 1 visited the Minneapolis community in 1992 before the decision to
separate publishing and the Fellowship had been made official, people in
publishing were eager to talk to me, keen to tell their side of the story and
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Section 3: Bethany's College of Missions
Bethany Fellowship Bible and Missionary Training Institute opened
in October 1948 with eleven or twelve students as we saw in section 1 of
this chapter. In the mid-1940s Dr. Morris from WEC while preaching at a
Bible camp near Mound, Minnesota, where Bethany people were present,
said that the three basic things a Bible school should have are Bible study,
evangelistic outreach, and work for students to do with their hands.
Bethany took these remarks as the pattern for their own school.173
From the beginning the Bethany programme for student training
included all three of Dr. Morris's recommendations. Students were
required to become familiar with the Scriptures and to be able to apply their
knowledge while involved in evangelism. Plenty of opportunity was given
for the students to evangelize, both in the immediate community and in the
wider region. And the students were required to pitch in and work to make
the community successful. The regimen was highly regimented and the
days, punctuated with regular periods of prayer and worship, were long.
Ten years after the school opened, The Message of the Cross "Newsletter"
recorded:
Students here...work in our own shop, on the farm, on building
activities, or housekeeping duties. This way they get a balanced
training in working with their hands as well as with their heads.
Someone said that Bethany should be called a Bible Institute and
College of Human Engineering. Perhaps that would be a good
name, for besides learning to work with their hands, they learn how
to work with others.174
Indeed, Bethany's programme is designed not only to impart
knowledge necessary to missionary work but to form a spirit conducive to
effective application of that knowledge. As expressed by The Message of
the Cross later the same year:
[A] spirit of willingness and cooperation for any duty...is a basic
qualification for good missionaries.175
express their dismay. When I returned to the community in 1993 after the
decision had been made official, few in publishing wanted to say much, and only
Andy Unseth and Sue Shelter, who were friends from earlier years, and the
Benbows gave me a good interview.
173 Brokke, H., second interview
174 MOC. July-August 1956, Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 17-18
175 Ibid.. November-December 1956, Vol. 8, No. 6, p. 33
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Orville Helgeson, executive director of King's Herald, wrote after
visiting the Fellowship in 1960:
Bethany's purpose is to train young people to live victoriously for
Christ....Students at Bethany are in class during the forenoon hours
but are placed on work program in the afternoons. In this way,
students are not only trained in Bible and Christian work, but they
also learn to work with their hands...176
According to John Nyberg quoting Harold Brokke, there are three
reasons for the work programme.
Students have an opportunity to earn their way; they learn how to
work with their hands - an absolute essential to missionaries, and it
serves to underline spiritual values - learning how to live in harmony
with others, how to submit to authority and how to take leadership
responsibility.177
Nyberg also notes:
Students spend eight months in classroom and shop; one month in
outside Christian work such as tract distribution and house-to-house
visitation; 2 1/2 months solely in shop and farm work and the
remaining two weeks on vacation.178
Like Helgeson, Nyberg tells us that the student's day revolves around study
in the morning, work in the afternoon, and study in the evening. And he
observes:
Because students for the most part are serious in preparation for
missionary service, the need hasn't arisen for fixing any rules of
social behavior.179
However, like so much else in Bethany, this absence of rules was not
principled but pragmatic and would be abandoned when it no longer served.
Three years later Ralph Hines described Bethany's training in
evangelism this way:
Student training in presenting the Gospel includes an annual two-to-
four-week summer trek for vacation Bible schools, evangelistic
meetings, house-to-house visitation, personal evangelism, tract
176 King's Herald September 1960, "Missionary Training Program Works",by
Orville Helgeson p.4




distribution, and street meetings. During the winter the men take
part in street and tavern evangelism on Saturday nights. 180
In 1961 Willmar Thorkelson reported that training in Bethany
consisted primarily of "practical work" and "intensive studies in the
Scriptures."181 To begin the three year course the student paid $150 "seal
money" which "is the indication that God 'seals' the student's decision to be
a missionary by providing the funds."182 This was up from the $100
entrance fee required of students in 1956.183
Thorkelson also describes how as early as 1961 the Bethany student
body was acquiring a very international cast. Not only did students come
from all over the United States, Scotland, Norway, Mexico, and Canada
were represented as well.184 One of the Scottish students, Alec Brooks,
who arrived in 1960, married Ted Hegre's daughter Joan on 11 October
1963, and eventually rose to become president of the Fellowship.185
Thorkelson says that the students "are mostly high school graduates,
although a few attended college."186 According to Cathy Brokke students
heard about Bethany at first through Ted Hegre's travels, then later through
word of mouth as graduates began to network through other missions.
Bethany's conferences were also a source of students as were the practical
training assignments.187 In recent years the school has begun to advertise.
In 1966 the student population had risen to 107 and the countries
represented were Brazil, Indonesia, New Zealand, Algeria, and of course
the U.S. The candidates were from "conservative churches" and rules were
now firmly in place. Huffman writes that the social life of the students
is nearly as regimented as the schedule. Freshmen are allowed
absolutely no dates, juniors get one a week and seniors may date
twice a week.
The seal money remained the same: $150.188
1811
power. Hines, p. 5
181 The Lutheran. Thorkelson. p. 18
182 Ibid., p.17. quoting Halvard Strand
183 Christian Life (no author given), p. 37
184 The Lutheran. Thorkelson p. 17
185 MOC. November-December 1963. Vol. 15, Chap. 6, p. 36
186 The Lutheran. Thorkelson. p. 18
187 Letter from Cathy Brokke dated 1 February 1994 see Appendix F. Her
remarks fit exactly with my own observations. All the students I know who
went to Bethany, if they were not born there or had parents who joined the
Fellowship after they were born, heard about it in just these ways.
188 Minneapolis Tribune. Huffman, p. 16
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Cathy Brokke explained that stricter rules had to be adopted as the
Fellowship grew.189 Such rules applied to both staff and students though
of course the staff was not bound by student dating regulations. Also the
rules sometimes reflected changing fashions and Ted Hegre's taste. For
example, when beards began to become more popular Bethany made a
decision not to allow them among students or staff, although moustaches,
sideburns, and even burnsides were allowed. The reason: Hegre did not
like beards.190
It is of some interest to look at student numbers as reported from
1954-55 until 1964 in The Message of the Cross. In the academic year
1954-55 the school had 43 students.191 Twenty freshmen began in the
autumn of 1955, raising the number of students to 53.192 Indeed, there
had been so many applications over the summer that, due to a lack of
accommodation, the Fellowship had been unable to accept them all.193
This lack was quickly remedied and by autumn 1956 there were 74 students
enrolled in the school.194 Three more students joined in January 1957
bringing the number to 77.195 The autumn of 1957 saw a net increase of
one student so that the school had 78 enrolled.196 But by 1959 the
freshman class boasted 39 new members and the school had a total of 106
students.197 The autumn of of 1960 had the biggest freshman class to that
date: 40. The student population was "well over 100."198 The following
year there was a drop in student numbers with thirty freshmen and 95
students in all.199 In 1964 the school had thirty-four new students.200 It
is quite possible that not everyone in the freshman classes enrolled for the
full three year programme. For many years Bethany has offered a one year
special course. Though not an option opened to many, it is referred to as
early as 1958.201
By 1979 the student population had swelled to 225 and the training
189 Brokke, C., first interview
190 Ibid.
191 MOC. May-June 1955, Vol. 7, No. 3, p 18
192 Ibid.. September-October 1955, Vol. 7, No. 5, pp. 26-27
193 Ibid.. July-August 1955, Vol. 7, No. 4, p. 28
194 Ibid.. September-October 1956, Vol. 8, No. 5, p. 18
193 Ibid.. Jaunarv-Februarv 1957, Vol. 9, Chap. 1, p. 22
196 Ibid.. November-December 1957, Vol. 9, Chap. 6, p. 27
197 Ibid.. September-October 1959, Vol. 11, Chap. 5, p. 37
198 Ibid.. September-October 1960, vol. 12, Chap. 5, p. 39
199 Ibid..September-October 1961, Vol. 13, Chap. 5, p. 32
200 Ibid.. September-October 1964, Vol. 16, Chap. 5, p. 23
201 Ibid., May-June 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 3, p. 30
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programme had expanded to four years.202 The added year was an
internship year in which students were to work away from the school as
missionaries. It was first offered in 1965 and was voluntary but became a
formal requirement in 1967 or 1968,203 The internship year for Bethany
students was LeRoy Dugan's inspiration. The idea came to him while he
was on a summer trip to Mexico in 1953. Ted Rye, a pressman who had
helped Bethany get their printing operation started, had gone to Mexico to
do missionary work and invited Dugan to join him and teach English.
Dugan accepted the invitation but instead of working with Rye he ended up
spending the summer working with an independent missionary from
southern California named George Pugh . Dugan learned so much from the
experience that he came to believe that similar opportunities would benefit
Bethany's missionary candidates.204
During internship year students are sent as workers with various
mission bodies to posts around the world. There they get in-depth exposure
to mission work as it is actually done. Originally Bethany would pay the
students' fares to their destinations and would send them an allowance
throughout the course of their year. Under that arrangement the
organization for which each student worked was expected to provide room
and board and to pay the student's fare back to Bethany at the end of the
year. Now each student is expected to raise the funds necessary for the
venture independently though Bethany helps them with this. The new
policy is considered a way to train students to raise their own funds as
missionaries.205
Summer "trek" at the end of their freshman year is the other
programme Bethany offers to provide students with practical experience.
WEC, too, has a "trek" programme and because WEC had such an
important influence on Bethany during Bethany's formative years one might
expect that Bethany borrowed this part of their curriculum from WEC.
However, such is not the case. While the name may have been suggested
by WEC's programme it is nonetheless a common description used by early
missionaries to describe their journeys and could have been suggested to
Bethany in that way. And the programme itself was designed without any
specific reference to WEC's work.206
202 Minneapolis Star. Thorkelson, p. 8
205 Steiner, Nita, interview
204 Dugan, LeRoy, interview
205 Brokke, H., second interview
206 Information established by a telephone call to Cathy Brokke Friday, 9
September 1994, 2:15 to 2:25 A.M.
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The primary focus of Bethany's "trek" programme today is to train
men and women for cross-cultural missions. Indeed, both the "trek"
programme and the internship year are intended to be cross-cultural
experiences.207 But originally the goal for "trek" was more modest.
According to The Message of the Cross "Newsletter" in the spring of 1955:
The policy of the training school for years has been to send students
out to do personal work once a week. They visit taverns, hospitals,
rest homes, bus and train depots, and other public places and hold
street meetings when possible. This last year we have placed more
emphasis on home visitation. 208
This requirement for weekly personal work also involved a summer
programme. The following spring the newsletter described how:
All of our students must do some practical Christian work during the
summer. We have received many more requests for D.V.B.S.
[Daily Vacation Bible School] teachers, Bible camp counsellors,
etc., than we can possibly fill. In fact, some of the requests came in
early last fall. Those who want our students for such work must
make their arrangements early.209
To illustrate the nature of the programme further, the subsequent
issue of the newsletter reads:
Most of the students are away on what we call "trek," which means
teaching Daily Vacation Bible School or other Christian work. All
students look forward to this time of service and experience. It has
a vital part in our training program. 210
In the July-August issue the same year we read:
All the students go out on "trek" for two to four weeks. In most
cases this means Daily Vacation Bible School with preaching at
various services. This year, however, we have been doing
something new to us, but which really isn't new, for it is as old as
the gospel. We are sending out some of the men two by two giving
them only the general direction in which they should go with
instructions to preach the gospel, pray for those in need, and to
minister as they are led by the Holy Spirit. This is proving highly
successful, and blessings are reported as well as very valuable
experience acquired 211
207 Brooks, A., interview
208 MOC. March-April 1955, Vol,..7o, No. 2, p. 23
209 Ibid-, March-April 1956, Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 35
210 Ibid.. May-June 1956, Vol. 8, No. 3, p. 23
211 Ibid.. July-August 1956, Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 18
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While such a use of personnel may seem lavish given the high
demand for Bethany students in more structured summer schedules, it does
serve to highlight the constant willingness among Bethany staff to try new
things and to strive to be as biblical in their models as they can. However,
despite its reported success, there is no further reference to the experiment.
In 1959 trek appears in the newsletter again:
Many of our students left immediately after conference for "trek" - a
period of practical Christian work, either teaching Daily Vacation
Bible School or counselling at a camp or some similar Christian
service. These assignments take our students to many parts of
Minnesota, the Dakotas, Wisconsin, and even into Montana.212
As there is no reference here to students working among the Amerindians,
the experience could hardly be considered cross-cultural, but by 1962 we
see an expansion of the programme which, though not cross-cultural, does
show that "trek" was a vehicle through which Bethany was able to multiply
its contacts.
We felt the pinch of trek when most of our students left immediately
after conference. This is that period of practical training when our
students work with the American Sunday School Union
missionaries on various fields teaching, preaching, singing and
visiting, or filling in any place they are needed.213
Thus "trek" has developed over the decades from a more limited
programme of street evangelism and camp counselling to a full-fledged
attempt to provide students with the sort of cross-cultural experiences they
might find useful in their subsequent missionary careers.
As should be obvious by now, Bethany demands a great deal from
its students. Though the institution is not accredited, the academic level is
fairly rigorous, especially for students whose achievements in high school
have been too modest to encourage them to consider university training.
The work programme takes up a great deal of a student's time and much of
the work is hard, even bordering on drudgery. Both "trek" and the
internship year, though generally very popular with students, can also be
highly stressful. Yet Bethany defrays fewer and fewer of the students'
costs while the entrance fee which Bethany has always charged has gone up
212 Ibid.. May-June 1959, Vol. 11, Chap. 3, p. 45
213 lb]d., May-June 1962, Vol. 14, Chap. 3, p. 33
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considerably.214 What is more, there is no guarantee that one who has
completed Bethany's missionary training will be accepted as a Bethany
missionary. Indeed, though almost everyone on Bethany's staff is a
graduate of the programme, very few of those who graduate are actually
able to join Bethany's staff. Furthermore, if one goes out on the mission
field with another organization after completing Bethany's training, one may
find that the organization may require its own candidacy training (as for
example both WEC and YWAM do) or that specifically missionary training
is not a prerequisite for joining (as is the case with many mainline church
missionary programmes). Therefore it should not surprise us to discover
that in an environment like America's where such a wide variety of
educational opportunities are offered, enrolment in Bethany's school should
have started to flag. However, it seems to surprise Bethany.
By 1983 student enrolment had dropped to 176 and the registration
fee had risen to $250. Jim Adams, who reports this information, also
reports, quoting Alec Brooks, that by that year the school had a 25%
dropout rate with approximately 60% of its graduates going to foreign
missions.215 Paul Strand observes that student enrolment has been
declining since 1978, a trend he feels has been exacerbated by the growing
internal dissension marked the community during the 1980s 216 We will
discuss this in Chapter Five. When asked about lower student registration,
Harold Brokke said that enrolment had peaked in the early 1970s at 85 to 86
new students per year but had dropped to as low as 50 new students per
year during the 1980s. Recently it has risen to around 60 new students per
year. Brokke went on to say that many Bible schools and even some
secular universities have experienced similar trends. Among the causes for
Bethany's decreasing enrollment, Brokke suggested the end of the baby
boom and the waning of the Jesus Movement which, during the late 1960s
and early 1970s, had attracted many people into missions 217
Also of note is that coupled with the decline in student enrolment
there has been a rise in the number of internationals in the student body.
From 1984 unitl 1993 the following nations were represented at Bethany's
missionary training centre: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, the
People's Republic of China, Columbia, Denmark, the Dominican Republic,
England, the Fiji Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Guyana,
214 Brokke, H., second interview
215 Minneapolis Star and Tribune. Thursday. 7.1 January 1983, "Third
generation of Bethany families taking over in field" by Jim Adams, pp. 14-15
2'6 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, p. 50
217 Brokke, H., second interview
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Haiti, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Japan, Malaysia, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad
and Turkey. (For a breakdown of these students by name, years in
attendance, and country of origin, see Appendix D.) Attending Bethany's
College of Missions in Minneapolis has itself become a cross-cultural
experience.
The Bible has always had a central place in Bethany's educational
curriculum though no particular translation is required. Indeed, because
Scripture memorization has such an important role to play in Bethany's
evangelism training, there is a preference for the more familiar English of
the modern translations than there is for the King James Version.218
Harold Brokke pointed out that many students come to Bethany specifically
for the Bible training, training he feels is the most important aspect of the
programme offered. He said by way of example that Bethany draws a lot of
people who have had some missionary experience in Youth With A Mission
and who have been through YWAM training but who come to Bethany for a
better grounding in the Bible.219
However, it would be a mistake to believe that the Bible is the sole
text Bethany employs. Bethany requires its students to read from a variety
of devotional, apologetic, biographical, cross-cultural, and self-help books.
Course syllabi for 1993-94 can be found in Appendix M. But these
example syllabi do not exhaust the student's requisite curriculum. Special
projects and reports assigned to students each semester assure that they will
be exposed to a fairly wide spectrum of thought. Bethany's library though
small has a remarkable variety of texts ranging from Augustine of Hippo to
Hans Kung. Paul Strand describing Bethany's education policy said that
some of the teachers wanted Bethany students to "read on the edges" in
order to understand better why Bethany believes what it does. Naturally
some students do not like this policy, either because they are intellectually
lazy or because they find it threatening.220
During the 1980s Bethany began to consider seeking accreditation
through the American Association of Bible Colleges.221 In 1990 Alec
Brooks made the decision not to pursue accreditation further.222 Harold
Brokke and LeRoy Dugan had become increasingly concerned about
218 Cliff Dalhan made this point when 1 attended his course on evangelism in
the autumn of 1981.
219 Brokke, H., second interview
220 Strand. P. first interview
221 Ibid.
222 See staff letter from Alec Brooks dated Aug. 7, 1990, in Appendix E.
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changes in Bethany's education programme which would be necessitated by
accredited status and in meetings shared their apprehensions with Brooks.
Over time Brooks began to agree with the substance of what they said and
simply announced that Bethany was abandoning the effort.223 Because the
decision was so sudden, because it was announced from the top down,
because so many people who had been involved in the process supported
accreditation for the college either because they thought it would be
attractive to students or because they associated accreditation with quality,
and because so many of these people had fully expected Bethany's school to
become accredited 224 the decision caused a great deal of turmoil. Some of
Bethany's instructors even quit the Fellowship in protest.225 However,
according to Brooks, the school, to become accredited, would have had to
become more broad-based, more like a liberal arts college. There was
concern that if the school took this step, it would to some degree lose its
missionary focus. Brooks also pointed out that to win accreditation, 80%
of the faculty would have had to have a master's degree or better but that of
the nine core instructors only four have master's degrees and only one (an
anthropologist who comes in from off-campus to teach) has a Ph.D.
Brooks further argued that because education is changing so rapidly as
people return to school for various reasons, accreditation is not as important
as it once was. Finally, Brooks observed that some accredited institutions
will already accept some Bethany credits though with qualifying provisions.
Examples he gave of such institutions were Northern Bible College,
Northcentral, Crown College, Azuza Pacific, and Wheaton College.226
As pointed out at the beginning of this section, Bethany modelled its college
on remarks made by Dr. Morris from WEC. That model has met Bethany's
needs for almost fifty years. Bethany demands much but those demands
appeal to a special kind of person. Through the ebb and flow of enrolment
statistics, Bethany has succeeded in attracting a sufficient number of the
right calibre to ensure its growth so far and seems likely to continue to do so
well into the future.
223 Part of a discussion I had with Alec Brooks over the telephone, Saturday,
15 January 1994, 3:35 to 5:10 P.M.
224 Strand, P., first interview
225 Jack Holman, a Bethany graduate, pioneer of the failed Haiti outreach, and
teacher at Bethany's training centre, was one of those who left. A copy of a
letter in which he expresses some of his concerns regarding the decision not to
seek accreditation appears in Appendix F.
226 Brooks, A., interview
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CHAPTER FOUR: Bethany's Theology
Bethany Fellowship's statement of faith as found in the constitution
and bylaws of Bethany Missionary Church, Article III, section B (see
Appendix C) and often reproduced in its pamphlets is as follows:
1. We believe the Bible to be the only inspired, infallible, authoritative
Word of God.
2. We believe that there is one God, eternally existent in three persons:
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
3. We believe in the deity of our Ford Jesus Christ, in His virgin birth,
in His sinless life, in His miracles, in His vicarious and atoning death
through His shed blood, in His bodily resurrection, in His ascension to the
right hand of the Father and in His personal return in power and glory.
4. We believe that for the salvation of lost and sinful man,
regeneration by the Holy Spirit is absolutely essential.
5. We believe in the present ministry of the Holy Spirit by whose
indwelling and empowering the Christian is enabled to live a life of
godliness and effective service.
6. We believe in the resurrection of both the saved and the lost; they
that are saved unto the resurrection life and they that are lost unto the
resurrection of damnation.
7. We believe in the spiritual unity of believers in our Ford Jesus
Christ.
Occasionally this is varied. One pamphlet, for example, though
reproducing points one, two, three, five, and six, alters point four by
adding the phrase "repentance toward God, faith in Jesus Christ" as being
absolutely essential to salvation along with regeneration by the Holy Spirit.
That pamphlet's confession drops point seven and substitutes
WE BELIEVE that the believer is called to sanctification through
identification with Jesus Christ in His death and resurrection. 1
In the 1960s Bethany began to dispute with Norman Grubb over Grubb's
ideas about the union of Christ with the believer.2 Harold Brokke
explained Bethany concerns by saying that in his magazine Union Life
' Bethany Fellowship Missions pamphlet, back page
2 Foster, G., first interview
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Grubb used "new manifestation of Christ" language which Bethany
questioned and which Grubb himself later withdrew.3 However, by the
mid-1960s Bethany began to distance itself from Grubb because of
concerns that he had taken his ideas about the union of Christ and the
believer too far.4 The changes in the pamphlet reflect Bethany's further
reflection on the issue. The Bethany/Grubb relationship is an interesting
one and is covered in some detail in Appendix A.
The pamphlet adds two more points of belief not found in the
constitution of the Bethany Missionary Church. They are:
WE BELIEVE in prayer for the sick as set forth in James 5:14-15.
WE BELIEVE that all Christians should be committed to the
fulfilling of the Great Commission as set forth in Matthew 28:18-20
thus making it possible for the Gospel to be preached to all the
peoples of the world.5
We should note that point seven in the constitutional confession is
ecumenical in tone. We will discuss this further in Chapter Six. Also
Bethany upon further reflection would seem to have qualified at least
implicitly the addition in the pamphlet that all Christians should be involved
in the Great Commission. This will become evident as we discuss
Bethany's mission theory in Chapter Ten.
The first three points of Bethany's statement of faith are the stuff of
standard fundamentalism. The remaining points, whether one counts four
or six of them, tend, with the exceptions of points six and nine, to focus on
the Holy Spirit. Here Bethany's theological distinctives lie. These
distinctives are developed in two books: T.A. Hegre's The Cross and
Sanctification and Harold J. Brokke's A Guide to Understanding Romans.
T.A. Hegre's The Cross and Sanctification was published by
Bethany Fellowship in 1960. Its original title was Three Aspects of the
Cross. The material in the text was an expansion of a series of classes
called "The Three Aspects of the Cross" which Hegre taught at homes and
in churches. In an attempt to remedy his lack of formal education, Hegre
had completed a correspondence course "from some college in California"6
for which he was awarded a Ph.D. The Cross and Sanctification was his
3 Brokke, H., first interview. See, too, Brokke's letter dated 5/12/1995 in Section C of
Appendix F.
4 Foster, G., first interview
5 Bethany Fellowship Missions pamphlet, back page
6 Hegre, L., first interview
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thesis. Versions of many of its chapters had in previous years appeared as
articles in The Message of the Cross. Norman P. Grubb, who at the time
still had a positive relationship with Bethany, wrote the foreward to the
book. In it he said:
His [Hegre's] central theme - the threefold message of the Cross - is
a basic emphasis rarely presented in this form and so it may properly
be called the special revelation given to Ted Hegre.7
That Ted Hegre was a man of great spirituality and empowered by
God in a special way is a thread that runs through the book. The problem
that originally perplexed Hegre was the inconsistency between the level of
Christian living he and others experienced and the level he believed was set
forth in the Scriptures.8 Though Hegre states that the book is "only an
attempt to answer the problem of how to live a holy and fruitful Christian
life"9, and though Norman Grubb after giving the book a wholehearted
"amen" adds, "I don't cross every one of his t's...and I doubt that we are
meant to...",10 yet to read the book is to discover a reality very different.
Hegre's experience of God's empowering grace and his understanding of
that experience as illuminated by Bible study is in Hegre's mind definitive.
The book is far more than an attempt to answer the question that haunted
Hegre, it is a definitive resolution of the problem in absolute terms.
Though both Grubb and Hegre insist that we are called to the person
of Christ and not to a set of doctrines,11 yet to be called to the person of
Christ suggests the central role doctrine plays in Christianity. It is after all
what one believes about Jesus that is definitive. Recall, too, that doctrinal
issues eventually led to a parting of ways between Bethany and Grubb.
Hegre also believes that since the first century the church has slowly
lost its vitality.12 This dwindling spiritual potency has continued to the
present. Today, Hegre says, the "crying needs" in the worldwide church
are for "holiness and power." He writes:
7 Hegre , T.A., The Cross and Sanctification. Forward by Norman P. Grubb, p. viii
8 Ibid., Preface, p. xi
9 Ibid., p. xii 10
10 Ibid., Forward by Grubb, pp. viii-ix
11 Ibid., Forward by Grubb, p. ix; Hegre, Chap. 1 "The Three Aspects Introduced", p.
13, Chap. 2 "Christ Crucified for Us - Our Substitute, p. 34
Ibid., Chap. 14 "The Daily Application of the Cross - Sacrifice", p. 175; Chap. 20
"Redemption and Its Claims", p. 261
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Never has there been a time when professed Christianity has been so
void of that moral quality which results in great ethical changes in
both the church and the business world.13
The equation between "moral quality" and power is important because
morality, holiness, and power to salvation are very much linked in Hegre's
mind.
The issue for Hegre is not the number of people claiming to be
Christians, it is the quality of life experienced by professing believers.
What the church seeks is not nominal Christians but disciples.14 Since
commitment and discipleship define the quality of a Christian's spiritual life,
Hegre can assert, though he does not say how he arrives at the figure, that
today "only about two percent of the world's population is vitally
Christian."15 There is among believers a distinction between wheat and
tares and the overwhelming number today are tares. What accounts for this
crisis? In a word: doctrine. Hegre says:
[Ojur lack of Christian vitality can be traced directly to a faulty
presentation of Christ's Gospel.16
It is a sad fact that simply because the majority of Christians do not
know the truth of their deliverance, they still are dominated by their
former manner of life.17
The Church today needs the message of sanctification. For lack of
proper instruction on this subject, converted people have not gone
on with God; therefore we must make known this truth. 18
We must not water down the gospel. Not at all. Some of us are
afraid that the gospel usually presented today is "sodden in water."
It is not the gospel of Jesus Christ nor the gospel of the Apostle
Paul.19
Nor is it only the gospel of redemption and sanctification that has
not been well taught. Teachers in evangelical circles have failed to explain
adequately the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers.20 Such failures
are most serious because:
13 Ibid., Chap. 16 "The Daily Application of the Cross - Intercession", pp. 204-205
14 Ibid., Chap. 14, p. 183
15 Ibid., Chap. 16, p. 198
16 Ibid., Introductory "Have You Lost Your Bible", p. 6
17 Ibid., Chap. 3 "Christ Crucified as Us - Our Delieverer (1)", p. 46
18 Ibid., Chap. 13 "The Daily Application of the Cross - Discipline", p. 159
19 Ibid., Chap. 20 "Redemption and Its Claims", p. 255
20 Ibid., Chap. 16, p. 202
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To conquer the enemy, the soldier of Christ must know the Word,
know his place, know his position, and know his authority.21
Because the church's doctrine has become corrupted, it fails to
minister life. As a consequence most of its members are worldly, carnal,
defeated, nominal Christians who, through the fault of their teachers, are in
danger of losing their salvation. Interpreting "the mind" in Romans 8:6-8 as
"the minding", Hegre renders the passage as follows:
The mind [the minding] of the flesh is death;...because the mind [the
minding] of the flesh is enmity against God; for it is not subject to
the law of God, neither can it be: and they that are in the flesh cannot
please God.
He then observes:
The word is plain enough so that it needs no explanation...As
clearly as possible, this passage states that the end result of
continuing in this wretched state of minding the flesh, is death! 22
Hegre's understanding of the Romans passage reveals much of what
he means by spirituality and how spirituality should impact the Christian's
life. Faith itself is insufficent for salvation if by it the Christian is not
delivered from carnality in this life. Describing such deliverance, Hegre
says:
[U]nless the flesh has been deposed, the Holy Spirit can not have
His way completely, for the flesh insists on ruling.23
He even argues that knowing oneself to be a Christian, even knowing
oneself to have been genuinely saved, makes no difference if one remains in
this "state of duality", a dangerous state in which one risks not only one's
salvation but also one's sanity.24 Later he writes:
A man living on the carnal level by choice is not saved. The
salvation of a man who lives on the carnal level through ignorance is
dependent upon faith in Christ and full obedience to the light which
21 Note here that it is not Jesus who defeats or has defeated the foe, it is the task of the
believer to conquor the enemy though the believer can rely on resources provided by
Jesus.
22 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 47
23 Ibid., Chap. 4 "Christ Crucified as Us - Our Deliverer (2)", p. 56
24 Ibid., pp. 56-57
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he has. He who refuses to surrender fully to Christ is rejecting and
despising the provision God has made for his full salvation. 25
Hegre believes that a sinner can know complete redemption now, not only
through a standing with God secured by faith in Christ but also evidenced
by an absence of sin in his or her daily life. If one does not walk in the
victory of this complete redemption now, it can only be because one still
harbours rebellion or pride in one's heart.26 A believer can be saved if his
mind is impaired or his body is sick but a believer cannot be saved if his
heart is impure.27 In a 1980 editorial in The Message of the Cross
Bethany's position is stated this way:
No experience of the grace of God...will in itself be a substitute for
moral responsibility and the choice of thinking right. 28
As should be clear, sin so conceived is a habit to be broken or is an
expression of an ignorance which can be dispelled. There is no sense here
of sin as an innate inability to do otherwise than sin. Sin may grow from
rebellion and pride (more of this later) but rebellion and pride are under¬
stood solely as impure thought processes which lie in the sinner's power to
correct. There is no sense here of Paul's anguished discovery that"... it is
no longer I that do it, but sin which dwells within me." (Romans 7 :20,
RSV) Instead we are fully responsible for such sins as we commit. Such a
doctrine of sin has a very Pelagian appearance. When asked about this,
Harold Brokke responded that Pelagius was more nearly correct about sin
than was the position adopted by the church. However, Brokke insisted
that Bethany was not semi-Pelagian. Pelagius, he said, had been judged a
heretic and Bethany does not wish to be identified with a heretic.29
Misunderstanding the nature of sin, the church has lost its vitality,
its holiness, its spiritual power. This state of affairs is the result of Satan's
having perverted the believers' understanding of the Bible,30 making "the
Church as a whole reluctant to accept the teaching of Scriptures."31 Satan
Ibid., Chap. 5 "God's Eternal Purpose for Man", p. 75
26 Ibid., p. 77
27 Ibid., Chap. 19 "The Cross and Healing (2) or 'I am Jehovah That Healeth Thee'", p.
236
28 MOC January-February 1980, Vol. 44, Chap. 1, Editorial, p. 4
29 Brokke, H., first interview
30 Hegre, The Cross and Sanctification. Introductory, p. 2
31 Ibid., Chap. 19, p. 238
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is accomplishing his purpose through two approaches to the Bible: higher
criticism and dispensationalism. We read:
His [Satan's] masterplan took the form of "higher criticism."
...Believing that at best the Bible "contains" the Word of God,
[many believers] lost the assurance that comes by believing "thus
saith the Lord." In this master-stroke, the devil destroyed faith in
the major doctrines [note that faith in these doctrines is important
after all] which had been believed for hundreds of years. ... such
people began to magnify the word of man. [Note, too, that the
important doctrines are not to be identified with the word of man.]
Fortunately, many in the Church did not accept these false
conclusions of "higher criticism."...Then the arch-thief planned to
rob even such saints of their Bible, for he introduced next a system
of Bible interpretation known as "ultra-dispensationalism."...[B]y
dividing the Bible into various dispensational periods and applying
its truths only to its particular dispensation, the enemy partially
accomplished his purpose of stealing the Bible from us. [Note that
higher criticism ends with an attack on the doctrines while
dispensationalism is primarily an attack on the unity of the Bible.]
But a great number in the Church could not accept the extreme
teaching of ultra-dispensationalism. Satan...now advanced a much
more modified form of dispensationalism [called] fundamentalism
[I]n its tendencies, fundamentalist dispensationalism is...
dangerous...robbing us of much of the Bible, especially the words
of Christ. Their teachings imply that there are two gospels: the
gospel of Christ, and...the gospel of Paul; and that in our times the
gospel of Paul has the higher authority.32
I have quoted at some length here because there is a great deal in this
passage which indicates some of the directions Hegre's thought will take.
First, we notice that doctrine is important and that modernist approaches to
the Scriptures are corrupting in part because they erode the traditional
doctrines. Second, we notice that these traditional doctrines are not to be
confused with the word of men. In some way they express the word of
God. Yet these doctrines were formulated during those centuries when the
church was sliding into spiritual vacuity. How a church enervated by Satan
could define the canon, formulate the creeds, and convert the Mediterranean
world, Hegre never says. Indeed, Hegre shows very little awareness of
history. (He ingenuously tells us that higher criticism is destroying faith in
doctrines which the church has believed "for hundreds of years.") There is
a profound dilemma here which is never addressed. Bethany's theology
stresses the work of the Holy Spirit but seems to have no idea what the
Holy Spirit was doing for eighteen hundred years.
This brings us to the third point. For Hegre the devil is anything but
32 Ibid., Introductory, pp. 2-4. In the document master plan is one word and master
stroke is hyphenated.
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a defeated foe. He is master of a plan which has successfully weakened the
church and destroyed hundreds of millions of souls. It is a plan which
attacks the Bible and, through the Bible, attacks traditional doctrines in an
attempt to sap the believer's sources of spiritual power. And it is a plan put
into effect primarily through false teaching.
Fourth, we notice that both higher criticism and dispensationalism
are related by an approach to the Bible that leaves it fragmented.
Interestingly enough James Barr in Fundamentalism published seventeen
years later makes much the same point. Barr says :
The whole dispensational framework is in a certain mad way an
attempt to cope with problems and facts that were being dealt with
by critical study at the same time in a completely different mental
world. Dispensationalism gives some sort of recognition, however
distorted, to the fact that what Jesus says in not the same as what
Paul says, that the gospels have a different theological role from the
epistles, and that the idea of the kingdom of God does not easily fit
into the customary structures of Christian doctrine. It recognizes
that there are basic differences here.33
Higher criticism resolves such differences by appealing to human agency.
Dispensationalism understands them as expressing distinct stages in God's
plan for the ages. But the end result in either case is a fragmented Bible.
This fragmented Bible is what concerns Hegre. What is important for him
is that the Christian should be able to draw strength from the whole Bible.
"Nothing," says Hegre, "is unimportant in Scripture, not even
names."34 Hegre never claims that everything in Scripture is equally
important but he does insist that it is important that Scripture be taken as a
whole. The issue he is raising is one of authority, authority which an
inadequate or false hermeneutic can undermine, authority which has a deep
spiritual dimension. According to Hegre:
Authority is only for those who do not seek to save themselves but
who, embracing the Cross, die to sin, to self, to the world, and to
the devil. Thus, to have authority over Satan, it is absolutely
imperative that one have the complete realization that he is a new
creation in Christ Jesus.35
The completeness of this realization rests on proper doctrine and the whole
Bible, both rightly understood.
33 Barr, James, Fundamentalism. Chap. 7 "Variations and Conflicts", p. 198
34 Hegre, The Cross and Sanctification. Chap. 4, p. 60
35 Ibid., Chap. 17, p. 209
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Finally, Hegre is not writing to liberals. Having censured higher
criticism, Hegre has little else to say about it. Not so dispensational
theology. We read:
Christian leaders today will readily admit that in the last generation
of those who profess to be born-again Christians, something is
definitely lacking. We are not now thinking of the results of
modernism, liberalism, or neo-orthodoxy, but we are thinking of the
product of evangelical churches. [There are] many conversions [but]
little change in the lives of the converted.36
In 1956 in an editorial "Shall We Continue in Sin", Hegre voiced
similar concerns:
Modernists question the deity of Christ, but fundamentalists
question His power to save from sin. They believe that Christ can
save from the consequences of sin, but not from its power.37
As Hegre will argue in his presentation of the three aspects of the
cross, changed lives require the power of the Holy Spirit, yet:
Many have robbed themselves [note this insistence on our personal
responsibility] of this wonderful experience of the Baptism with the
Holy Spirit by accepting non-scriptural, dispensational teaching.38
Hegre has already said that it is not a confession of doctrine which
saves us but a personal relationship to Jesus. However, information about
that relationship is mediated through the Bible. Therefore, by perverting a
believer's understanding of the Bible, Satan is, through false doctrine, able
to disrupt a believer's relationship with Jesus and in so doing weaken or
even destroy that believer and also attack the community of the faithful.
Hence it is somewhat misleading for Hegre to say that we are called not to a
set of doctrines but to the person of Christ. It is misleading because it
suggests that doctrines are somehow unimportant, but in Hegre's mind
doctrine is very important because doctrine dispels ignorance which is a
source of sin. Thus doctrine acts as a mediator for the power of Christ.
True doctrine is inspired and is one of the primary vehicles through which
God works. To be adequate doctrine must be accurate and accurately
known, understood, and applied.
36 Ibid., Chap. 2, p. 25
37 MOC January-February 1956, Vol. 8, Chap. 1, Editorial, p. 1
38 Hegre. The Cross and Sanctification. Chap. 12 "Too Much Emphasis on the Holy
Spirit?", p. 153
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We are, Hegre states, unitary beings.39 By this he means that
Christians do not have two natures, one sinful and one redeemed. Rather
"...we have our human nature related either to the devil or to God."40
Sanctification is an expression of our proper relationship to Christ while sin
is the result of our being in relationship to Satan.41 Hegre views human
beings as having an essence dwelling in flesh and whose spirituality is
created in relationships.42
However, Hegre does not view our flesh as being merely a passive
shell. Recall Hegre's interpretation of Paul's use of mind in Romans 8:6-8
as minding. The flesh is one's physical life and as such struggles to control
all of one's existence.43 But to allow the flesh to control one's life is to
surrender to anarchy.44 Instead one must radically deny to the flesh the
dominion it seeks in order that the spiritual side of our existence can rule.45
Hegre tends to associate the spiritual with good and the flesh with evil. The
flesh is the vehicle the devil uses to get control of a person. A person's
spiritual side is the theatre where God works. It never seems to occur to
Hegre in any clearly articulated way (although it is a fair inference from his
concerns about proper doctrine) that Satan as a spiritual being could seduce
people through their spiritual side as easily as through their fleshly side.
This awareness is not totally lacking in Bethany. It underlies, as I will
argue later, their view of non-Christian religions, but the possibility remains
unarticulated for Hegre. For him the flesh is the primary problem. In each
of us flesh struggles against spirit for control. We are not dealing with
Original Sin here. Original Sin is an idea neither Hegre or Brokke likes.
But while, as we shall see, Brokke does seem to make some room for the
possibility of Original Sin, Hegre's view of the struggle is far more
Manichean. God may have created the flesh but God also created the devil.
Now the two of them, devil and flesh, are in league against the spirit. To
enlist on the side of God, one must crucify the flesh, and one must perform
this crucifixion one's self.
39 Ibid., Chap. 7 "Does A Christian Have Two Natures?", P. 95
40 Ibid., p. 103
41 Ibid., p. 104
42 At times Hegre describes human beings as though they were bipartite beings
comprised of flesh and spirit (Chap. 7, p. 105; Chap. 8 "Sinless Perfection?", p. 115) and
at times as though they were tripartite beings made up of body, soul, and spirit (Chap. 9
"Cleansing the Temple", p. 124; Chap. 13, pp. 163-164). While this is an inconsistency
in Hegre's thinking, it seems of no consequence in his scheme of salvation. Nothing
changes for Hegre whether we are bipartite or tripartite.
43 Ibid., Chap. 7, p. 106
44 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 47
45 Ibid., Chap. 13, pp. 161, 167
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In this regard Jesus, who acts as our example, also had to struggle
against his own fleshly inclinations. We read:
Christ himself had to bear a daily cross to keep His body under the
control of the Holy Spirit....He did not have a sinful nature, yet He
had to stay under the discipline of the Holy Spirit. 46 [Note that
Christ had no sinful nature but had to struggle against the flesh.
This is not Original Sin.]
This is the way of the Cross, the way which Jesus himself walked.
The Spirit led Him and He obeyed the Spirit in all things....He had
flesh like every other man....The only difference was that His flesh
was not sinful; it was not ruling. Only ruling flesh...must be
rejected and deposed. Only when the flesh rules is it sinful. 47
Christ struggled successfully, Adam unsuccessfully. Hegre writes:
[OJur Lord had no sinful nature and He too was tempted (though he
did not sin)....Adam, fresh from the hands of God, had no sinful
nature, yet was tempted (and sinned).48
This should serve as a powerful warning that sanctification like justification
can be lost.
In the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve did not have any lack either
in their endowment or their environment....We are mistaken,
therefore, if we think that in a soul cleansed from indwelling sin
there is nothing for the devil to tempt. Before the Fall Adam and
Eve were tempted, even though neither had any sin....(So was
Jesus Christ, the last Adam, temptable.) 49
[S]anctification...is not a state of grace from which we cannot fall. It
may be lost. It is necessary therefore to live a disciplined life...50
A clean heart is not the end but only the beginning. The experience
of sanctification can be lost, and one can fall from grace.51
There are two key points to note here. First, as we shall see shortly,
Hegre is talking of sanctification as the result of a crisis experience, a
specific event that occurs at some point after justification. Second, having
denied that we have a sin nature, Hegre must relegate sin to the level of
46 Ibid., Chap. I, p. 18
47 Ibid., Chap. 13, p. 168
48 Ibid., Chap. 7, p. 104
49 Ibid., Chap. 6, p. 81
50 Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 17
51 Ibid., Chap. 5 "The Daily Application of the Cross - Brokenness", p. 186
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deeds only. Deeds are the primary reality in determining one's spiritual
status. The fruit of a relationship with God is good deeds. The fruit of a
relationship with Satan is bad deeds. He says:
Only when thought reaches the point of consent is it sin. 52
Sin is a transgression of the law; sin is disobedience; sin is
selfishness (a preference of self to God); sin is a crime.53
This means that there is no place in Hegre's scheme for concupiscence, for
inordinate desire. Each person is born as pure as Jesus was himself and
only later becomes sinful by forging evil relationships that allow the flesh to
rule rather than the Spirit. Even our Lord had to struggle constantly against
the tendency toward anarchy which raged in his own flesh. We can now
see why right thinking is so important for Hegre, not because wrong
thoughts are sinful (of themselves they are not because they have not moved
beyond thought and become actions), but because wrong thoughts can
undermine one's will. And for Hegre will is paramount.
However, though born sinless, we are not born unfallen. Adam's
sin means that we all inherit depravity which Hegre defines as "a weakened
body, an impaired mind, and disturbed emotions"54 as well as depravity of
the will.55 There are two points to note here. First, Hegre has defined
depravity solely in terms of weakness, impairment, disturbance. As such it
has no moral dimension. (Recall Hegre's contention that a believer can be
saved though his body and mind are impaired, but not if his heart is
impure.) Second, like Charles Finney and others in the New Life
movement in the last century, Hegre believes that human will is free because
God's justice requires it. Therefore, when he says that human will is
depraved, he does not mean that it is perverted. He means only that it is
weak. Consequently, though he can talk of "inherited depravity", and even
refer to our fallen nature as entirely contrary to holiness,56 he does not
mean to denote by using such language anything essential to us as
individuals. He is referring only to nature as expressed in relationship. He
says:
52 Ibid., Chap. 6, p. 90
53 Ibid., Chap. 6, p. 90
54 Ibid., p. 98
55 Ibid., Chap. 5, p. 70. In Chapter 7 on page 96, Hegre is careful to state that by
depravity of one's free will he does not mean what the Reformers meant by "a fettered
will."
56 Ibid., Chap. 8, p. 114
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The old nature is the human nature tainted by sin; the new nature is
the human nature purged from sin - the very same nature in a
different relationship. As we see it, sanctification is not the
eradication of a nature at all but the cleansing of the whole
personality of sin.57
This is not pure Pelagianism. After all, Hegre does make room for
weakened humanity as a result of the Fall. But there are strong Pelagian
tendencies here which Hegre's traditional sounding language barely
disguises, and these tendencies will have a profound impact on Hegre's
view of sanctification.
According to Hegre, sactification is predicated upon a choice the
believer makes during a crisis experience that follows regeneration58 and
results from the prodding of the Holy Spirit as the believer discovers that
despite being justified his walk of faith is still marked by a tendency to
sin.59 In preparation for this crisis we come to
a full consciousness of what we have in Christ, a complete reliance
on Him, and a receiving of the upsurge of new life.60
The resulting sanctification
is not only a proper relationship to Christ but identification with Him
in a full and complete union.61
This is a definite crisis experience and not merely a matter of growth
in grace.62
In this crisis experience it is not enough to confess one's sin, one
must slay one's own self will.63 In doing this the believer must experience
a death to self as real as was Christ's death on Calvary64 but God will
sanctify the one who meets God's conditions here 65
Hegre is very explicit that what he describes is based on his own
57 Ibid., Chap. 13, p. 158
58 Ibid., p. 160
59 Ibid., Chap. 4, p. 59
60 Ibid., Chap. 7, p. 104
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid., Chap. 15, p. 186
63 Ibid., p. 191
64 Ibid., Chap. 8, p. 116
65 Ibid., p. 1 14
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experience.66 And while he seems to leave open the possibility of different
experiences leading to the same result 67 yet the language that he uses in
describing this crisis experience suggests universality. From his particular
experience he is generalizing an archetypal encounter in the human psyche
between God and Satan, an encounter from which after great anguish one
emerges as either victor or vanquished. Yet because sanctification can be
lost, this is an experience one might have to endure again and again. And
lest we forget, there are three aspects to the cross described by Hegre. This
is only the second.
These three aspects of the cross are as follows:
Christ dying for us - our substitute
Christ dying as us - our representative
Christ dying in us - our indweller 68
In each aspect of the cross a deeper work of salvation is performed. In the
first aspect of the cross Christ dies for the sins of the one dead in sin and so
mediates life. In this way the unregenerate one is delivered from perversity.
In the second aspect of the cross sin, carnality, the "old man" is
slain in Christ's death and we are made alive to God.
In the third aspect of the cross we die with Christ daily, keeping the
natural spirit or humanity of the "new man" in submission to the Spirit of
God.69
The first two aspects of the cross are appropriated by the believer as
definite crisis experiences. The third aspect must be appropriated
continually. Because each aspect of the cross makes the next possible, each
must occur in its proper order. There is no place here for the simultaneous
experience of all three aspects or of two aspects together. To make this
requirement even plainer, Hegre stresses that the second aspect of the cross
is not to be understood as a daily dying, the third aspect is.70 This means
that when one emerges from one's crisis experience, one cannot know
immediately if it has resulted in genuine victory. Only a victory tested by
time is genuine.
The third aspect of the cross is derived from the words of Christ in
66 Ibid., Chap. 12, pp. 153-154
67 In chapter 10 on pages 138-140 Hegre quotes at length F.B. Meyer's description of
his own experience of sanctification though that experience is quite different from the one
Hegre presents as standard.
68 Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 10
69 Ibid., based on a graph on page 8
76* Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 16; Chap. 4, p. 54
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Luke 9:23 about taking up one's cross daily. This daily bearing of the cross
is necessary
for the control of the body; for sacrificial living; for a spirit of
brokenness; for intercession for others; and for warfare against
Satan and the spiritual hosts of wickedness.71
Hegre tells us that this bearing of the cross is
a third kind of dying - the death of the new man. [This death deals]
with cleased humanity and the physical body....To maintain the
decision made in the crisis of sanctification, there must be a daily
handing over of the new man to God that He may plant it and
thereby bring forth fruit.72
Of course the new man like the old man must die for all flesh, even the flesh
of Jesus, harbours rebellion. Also notice that before effective Christian
living can take place, this third aspect of the cross must be appropriated. It
is our failure to reach this level of consecration that has left the church in
such a weakened state. Only at this level of consecration can a Christian
truly live and give sacrificially.73 One is to become a worm for God, never
retaliating, never making a defence.74 Hegre writes:
Someone said, "I don't mind people using me for a door mat and
wiping their feet on me, but I wish they wouldn't scrape so long."
Such are not words from one with a broken spirit.75
He also writes:
[I]f in obedience to the Word of God we are not submitted to those
over us in the Lord in our different relationships here on earth, then
it is a definite indication that we are not submitted to God 76
To sharpen the point, LeRoy Dugan once told a class of missionary
candidates of which I was one, "You must get over the idea that you have
rights. You have no rights." Then, referring to the Bethany leadership, he
went on, "These men are the voice of God to you." In this regard Hegre
finds the communists good models to emulate. He writes:
7 1 Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 17
72 Ibid., Chap. 14, p. 174
73 Ibid., p. 176
74 Ibid., Chap. 15, pp. 187-188
75 Ibid., p. 192
76 Ibid., p. 191
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The strength and the appeal of communism lies in the call to the
crucifixion of self. It copies more of the Christian principle of the
Cross than present-day Christianity. The human instinctively
recognizes the sign of the Cross as the sign of God. Self-sacrificing
Communists today find their power in the principle of a cross.77
...It is humiliating for us Christians today to contemplate the fact
that godless communism makes deeper claims on the person than
present-day Christianity....We preach the blood...but we do not live
the blood.78
Robert B. Fowler has pointed out that one of the criticisms leveled
against Marxism by evangelicals is that by failing to take full account of
human sinfulness, Marxists believe in the perfectibility of human
behaviour.79 The Marxists were talking about perfecting human behaviour
by perfecting human society. The American holiness tradition of which
Bethany is a part would not affirm such a possibility. A human being
might, if fully consecrated to Christ, win daily victory over acts of sin, but a
perfect society must await the coming of the Lord. The thesis that imperfect
human beings could construct perfect societies and then from within those
perfect societies nurture generations of people untroubled by the grosser
manifestations of sin would be considered a dangerous delusion. Hence it
might seem somewhat peculiar that Hegre would use the Communists as a
role model. But we must remember that The Cross and Sanctification was
written during the late 1950s as the Cold War was striking sparks from
Korea to Hungary to Suez. Hegre's reference to the Communists should be
seen in that light and recognized for what it is, a rhetorical flourish intended
to embolden those missionaries that Bethany was sending into the fray.
There is one more point to consider before we attempt to summarize
and evaluate Hegre's ideas and that is the role personal responsibility plays
in Hegre's doctrine. As already indicated, a great deal is required of the
individual at each stage of the cross before God is able to act definitively,
even though God does prepare the way for the individual at each stage.
Before God can truly deliver us, we must fully comply with all
preconditions.80 We must die to ourselves by which Hegre means we
must "deny ourselves and forsake all that we have, giving ourselves with
77 Ibid., Chap. 14, pp. 180-181
78 Ibid., p. 182
79 Fowler. R.B.. A New Engagement. Chap. 11 "Evangelical Christianity,
Communism, and Vietnam", pp. 216-217
80 Hegre, The Cross and Sanctification. Chap. 2, p. 32; Chap. 4, p. 59; Chap. 8, p. 114
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full abandonment to God."81 We must make this sacrifice of our own free
will without bargaining, otherwise God cannot act.82 Jesus demands all.
If we hold back anything, Jesus will accept nothing.83 Hegre even goes so
far as to say that it is Christ's will to heal everyone who comes to him and
that if a supplicant is not healed, it is either through weakness of faith or as
a result of unconfessed sin.84 It is unclear why this should be for Hegre
has already told us that we can know salvation even though we have sick
bodies and an impaired mind.
To summarize: Hegre is speaking from within a lifechanging
experience, an experience that can even be considered revelatory. On
several occasions he says that what he is writing of must be experienced to
be understood.85 He speaks his truth to a church that prides itself on its
orthodoxy but whose orthodoxy in Hegre's view has been corrupted by
Satanic schemes. So serious is this situation that the ultimate salvation of
church members who are believing Christians is at stake. To correct this
problem the believer must die to self and be filled with the power of the
Holy Spirit. Dying to self is what the sinner does. Being filled with the
power of the Holy Spirit is the gracious consequence and lies with God.
Both acts are registered in specific experiences and the results of both are
provisional. One can through persistent sin lose one's sanctification and
ultimately one's justification. Flesh and self are the principal factors that put
the believer at risk because the flesh tries to rule the spirit which, if the flesh
is successful, produces anarchy, while the self is where sin is rooted, for
sin grows from the belief that one has rights to one's self. However, sin
takes place only in the act of sinning. Despite ambiguities he introduces and
his use of orthodox language, Hegre insists we have no essential sin-nature.
Instead we have wrong relationships which give rise to sinful acts. The
solution to the problem of sin, the flesh, and the self is the cross in its three
aspects: Christ dying for us (addressing the problem of sin), Christ dying as
us (addressing the problem of the flesh), and Christ dying in us (addressing
the problem of self by putting to death even the new man). The end result
leaves the believer submitted both to God and to those God has placed in
authority over the believer. The believer must initiate each of the three
aspects of the cross although God will help prepare the way. But there is
81 Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 15
82 Ibid., Chap. 4, p. 61; Chap. 8, p. 116
83 Ibid., Chap. 9, p. 127
84 Ibid., Chap. 18, pp. 225, 229; Chap. 19, pp. 233, 235
85 Ibid., Chap. 1, p. 10; Chap. 4, p. 59; Chap. 5, p. 78; Chap. 16, p. 204
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only so much that God can do and the believer can at any point frustrate
God purposes and make it impossible for God to heal, sanctify, or save.
Amazingly Hegre thinks he is offering the anguished believer a way
to peace of heart.86 After all, he believes he is pointing to a path that will
result in victory over sin in the believer, and it is sin which destroys the
believer's peace of heart.87 However, by putting so much responsibility
upon the believer, and by warning the believer time and again that any
victory may be lost, Hegre's schema offers little peace. Indeed, by making
God's power to act so contingent upon our (weakened) will, Hegre
compounds the believer's dilemma. On the one hand, salvation,
justification, sanctification, and healing rest with God. On the other hand,
the ability to access those blessings rests with a depraved will. In this
context Christ's temptations act not as a comfort but as a warning. Sin is
something that unfallen Adam in a perfect environment failed to avoid. Sin
is something Jesus himself struggled daily to overcome. Satan is so wily
that he has corrupted and seriously weakened the church. Yet in this titanic
struggle and despite so much failure, each individual is required to forge a
personal victory based on a relationship with God that the believer can in a
moment of weakness fumble. Failure or success rests with the believer, for
God's role, though supportive and forgiving, is not truly empowering.
Indeed, God's forgiveness itself seems contingent on the believer's
constantly meeting conditions in order to merit that forgiveness. The
believer is always threatened, never secure. For Hegre, salvation remains a
constant struggle of uncertain outcome and against very powerful foes.
For Hegre there is nothing final about the sinner's pardon. It is
always provisional. One might even call it probationary, and probation is
exactly the word Harold Brokke uses to describe it in his A Guide to
Understanding Romans, first published by Bethany in 1964 (original title:
Saved By His Life). Brokke writes in a letter:
Earlier in the book (page 27) I used a quotation from a man who
wrote about "the missing note in present day preaching" by R.
Sheldon. I can't give you anything about his background. He
makes a contrast between a reprieve, that is a delayed sentence, and
a man who is set free but lives in the condition of a probation. He is
no longer held in prison. He is free but he must be proven. I don't
take that idea as being the essence of justification but it does explain
the warnings the Bible directs to believers through scripture.88
86 Ibid., Chap. 4, p. 57; Chap. 8, p. 110
87 Ibid., Chap. 4, p. 58
88 Brokke, H., letter dated 6 November 1992. See Appendix F
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Brokke received the Sheldon material in the mail in the early 1960s. When
he wrote Romans he knew nothing of documentation and did not give
Sheldon credit for the idea. He has long since thrown the material away.89
Probation itself has its roots in Anglo-Saxon custom but first
assumed its present form in law in Great Britain in 1861. Massachusetts,
consequent to a successful experiment begun in 1841, followed the British
example and enacted similar legislation in 1878. The first federal probation
law was passed in the U.S. in 1925 90 Given its roots in the Anglo-Saxon
tradition and its late enactment into law, it is doubtful that Paul, whatever
else he meant by justification, meant that believers are put on probation.
However, the word does appear in some theological literature. Originally it
referred to testing generally and might be applied to a candidate for monastic
orders or to angels. Edward H. Jewett in his Diabololoqv (1889) uses the
term in this latter sense. But the word in that sense has nothing to do with
the testing of someone already convicted of a crime. And that is the sense in
which Brokke and before him Sheldon used the word.
However, we do find that other holiness writers at the end of the last
century also used the word in the sense that Brokke uses it. Daniel Steel,
for example, peppers the word throughout his Mile-stone Papers originally
published in 1890-91 as a sequel to Love Enthroned which came out in
1875 and in which the word does not appear at all. Brokke was not aware
of this. (I asked him.) For him probation was simply a useful idea that
crossed his desk in a mailing. He borrowed the concept and threw the
mailing away. It did not occur to him to wonder if the word conveyed the
message intended by Paul. It was a convenient way of disposing of a
theological dilemma: the warning the Bible directs at believers, and hence he
adopted it. Rarely do we get such insight into how theology is done.
Brokke's A Guide to Understanding Romans is in many ways
intended to be an exegetical verification of Hegre's position and experience.
Brokke understands Romans as presenting "the subjective gospel" as
opposed to I Corinthians which describes "the objective gospel."91 By
subjective Brokke means primarily the effects of the gospel. He writes:
The main emphasis through all the book of Romans is not on the
historical act of Christ's redemption but rather on its effects on the
89 Brokke, H., second interview
90 Wright. Roberts J., "Probation". Encvcolpedia Americana. Vol. 22, p. 635
91 Brokke, H.J.. A Guide to Understanding Romans. Introduction, p. 7
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believer....It was not the objective gospel that Paul was explaining
but the subjective effects....92
Referring to the eighth chapter of Romans, the chapter from which Hegre
drew so much, Brokke says:
No chapter in all of Scripture so throughly describes the inner
experience of the Holy Spirit's fullness...93
He ends his book with the assertion:
The book of Romans declares the infinite value of the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ and our union with Him in His complete
victory.94
Because the book of Romans is concerned with the effect upon us of
Christ's sacrifice and the value of his victory for us, Brokke describes the
gospel presented in Paul's letter as a subjective gospel.
For Brokke a primary aspect of Christ's victory is action. Sin is
transgression of God's law95 and hence is discrete acts of disobedience.
Love and hate in their biblical senses, Brokke tells us, are to be understood
not primarily as feelings but as actions.96 Hence like Hegre, Brokke makes
a distinction between thought and deed when identifying sin, and like Hegre
tends to identify holiness with morality. The decalogue is the moral law of
God which gospel grace does not exempt us from obeying.97 Because
love as action reveals our spirituality, spirituality reveals itself in moral
action.98 The gospel as described by the Apostle Paul is, in Brokke's
words, not "a mere abstinence from evil, but a dynamic adventure in doing
good."99
Simply doing, however, does not result in righteousness but rather
increases our depravity and independence,100 for the law, although it can
diagnose sin,101 aid the Holy Spirit in convicting a person of sin,102
92 Ibid., Chap. 14 "The Law of the Spirit of Life", p. 132
93 Ibid., p. 139
94 Ibid., Epilogue, p. 211
95 Ibid., Chap. 17 "Lord of All", p. 160
96 Ibid., Chap. 19 "The Church's Testimony", p. 182
97 Ibid., Chap. 17, p. 165
98 Ibid., Chap. 20 "The Church and the Individual", pp. 188-189
99 Ibid., p. 192
100 Ibid., Chap. 9 "The Law of Faith", p. 72
101 Ibid., Chap. 6 "All the World is Condemned", pp. 47, 49
102 Ibid., Chap. 7, p. 160
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condemn sin, require freedom [what is meant here is moral freedom],103
and demand spirituality,104 is itself sterile105 and has no power to produce
righteousness.106 The law can describe righteousness,107 give knowledge
of sin,108 prepare us for grace by disciplining us,109 and point us to
Jesus,110 but righteousness can only come from God via the dynamic of
the gospel.111
Obedience to the law cannot produce righteousness because human
beings are selfish. Like Hegre, Brokke roots our depravity in selfishness,
and, as Brokke says:
Self has no innate qualities of true holiness apart from God.112
Selfishness is evidenced in two primary ways: spiritually and physically.
Spiritually human beings are without God if they do not believe. Physically
we have been dominated by the flesh since infancy. Brokke writes:
[M]an is born of the flesh....This means that a little baby's first
inward resources are the sensibilities of the flesh. After that, a
child's will and his reason are developed. [A]t birth a child is
influenced first of all by the automatic inclinations and appetites of
the flesh rather than by the voluntary choices of his will and reason
,...[A]s a child's will consciously operates, he yields to the
insistence of the fleshly desires....Self-gratification becomes the end
for which he lives. This is the beginning of moral depravity. This
produces in man the conception of sin and the spirit of
disobedience.113
Brokke seems to be closer to the idea of Original Sin than does
Hegre. He makes explicit the spiritual root of sinfulness and, when
discussing the fleshly origins of sin, employs the figure of a newborn
infant, an illustration also employed by Augustine in his dispute with
Pelagius. However, Augustine found in the extreme helplessness of infants
103 Ibid., Chap. 19, p. 183
104 Ibid., Chap. 3 " The Condition of the Condemned", p. 28; Chap. 14, p. 13
105 Ibid., Chap. 1 1, "The Believer's Freedom", p. 99
106 Ibid., Chap. 2 "Paul's Introduction to the Epistle", p. 15; Chap. 7 "The Sinner's
Reconciliation", p. 53; Chap. 11, p. 99; Chap. 13 "Joined to Another", p. 116; Chap.
14, p. 131
107 Ibid., Chap. 19, p. 183
108 Ibid., Chap. 6, p. 45
109 Ibid. Chap. 7, p. 55
110 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 29
1 1 1 Ibid, Chap. 6, p. 47; Chap. 7, pp. 55-56
112 Ibid., Chap. 9. p.69
113 Ibid., Chap. 6, pp. 44-45
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an evidence of Original Sin. Hence, he was able to go from a description of
what occurs to an explanation of why it occurs. Brokke does not do that.
Instead his description of what occurs serves only as an explanation of our
condition. It is as though our tendency to sin was found in our limitations
and written into the very fabric of creation. Indwelling sin appears to
develop quite naturally as one matures! Such a concept rests far more
comfortably with Plato than it does with Paul.
Because Brokke notices the spiritual side of selfishness, he does not
stress "the flesh" as much as Hegre does. In his view the unsaved person
has two problems: the independent self and its consequent indwelling
sin.114 A God-centred faith in Jesus Christ frees the believer from both
problems115 and empowers the believer for a life of "practical holiness and
righteousness" which is God's revealed purpose for humanity.116 Thus,
after "a spontaneous act of faith",117 a process of regeneration begins and a
person can come to know Christ.118 One's surrender is an act of free
will119 which requires no special power from God120 (one can only
receive the Holy Spirit as a believer).121 Instead one's surrender is
inspired by fear when one realizes the direction one's sinful life is
leading.122 This suggests that the seventh chapter of Romans is written not
to the believer but to the unbeliever. Only then as one is regenerated does
one learn to love Christ for who he is123 and through such love "begin to
lay hold of the full inheritance of sanctification."124
To begin the process of regeneration, repentance must be total.
Brokke writes:
[RJepentance in the heart must be total. Tears, lengthy confession
of sins, worldly resolutions, despair, desperation, even radical
reformation, may not be scriptural repentance. True repentance...
must include a renunciation of all self-established righteousness and
entail a total subjection to the righteousness of God....Only when
1 14 Ibid., Chap. 13, p. 118
1 15 Ibid., p. 126
116 Ibid., Chap. 9, p. 70
1 17 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 28. Given the rigorous requirements, one can only wonder at the
word "spontaneous".
1 18 Ibid., Chap. 12 "Love Slaves of Righteousness", p. 108
119 Ibid., p. 109
120 Ibid., Chap. 14, p. 130
121 Ibid., p. 133 122
122 Ibid., Chap. 17, pp. 159-160
123 Ibid., Chap. 12, p. 108
124 Ibid., Chap. 9, p. 79
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repentance is total and sincere will the confession of sin and self-
righteousness be acceptable to the Lord Jesus Christ. 125
Remember that no special power from God is required for this. Such an act
of faith is "spontaneous" and inspired by fear. This act of renunciation is
only a work (indeed, in some respects it can be considered the final work)
of the unregenerate self. Hence it remains selfish to its very core. And
tears, worldly resolutions, even radical reformation do not constitute
genuine repentance. What does? Brokke writes:
[A] sinner must turn absolutely and unconditionally from all sin.
His intention to turn from his own self-gratification must be
complete. He must decide that he will never offend his holy Creator
intentionally from this moment on. 126
Having freely and sincerely promised never to sin again, the penitent
enters the state of probation. During this probation which will last for the
rest of the penitent's earthly life, the sinner will be regenerated and
sanctified.127 Probation means testing. It involves the process of
evaluating the conduct or qualifications of a person to determine whether
that person is eligible for something or is genuine in some way. A
probationer is a person under supervision, a person undergoing a trial. A
probationer has been found guilty and is enduring a modified form of
punishment. This, Brokke tells us, is the life of the redeemed.
It is against this background of probation that we can understand the
role temptation plays in the life of the believer. Hegre helps us here.
Temptation in his view is not altogether evil for it proves whether or not our
faith is genuine and whether or not we love God above all else. Hence, it is
used by God as a means of grace.128
We see then that the purpose of probation is to test the strength and
sincerity of one's love for God. The possibility to sin is the means by
which one is tested. And since sins after justification can cost one one's
salvation, justification being no more than a period of probation, what
counts supremely is not the object of one's faith but the purity and depth of
one's love. What is really important is not the love and faithfulness of the
one believed in but the love and faithfulness of the believer. Temptation is
the crucible that tries the quality of one's faith and love and shows that one
125 Ibid., Chap. 17, pp. 161-162
12^ Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 27
'27 Ibid., pp. 27, 29; Chap. 14, p. 136
'28 Hegre .The Cross and Sanctification. Chap. 6, pp. 79, 80, 89, 91
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merits the gracious attention of Jesus. Brckke tells us that unfallen Adam in
a perfect environment and enjoying all the benefits of direct fellowship with
God sinned through a weak inclination.129 Temptation gives the believer a
chance to demonstrate a stronger inclination than Adam. Christ's grace is
only his graciousness in making salvation possible at all, not in actually
saving the believer. The gospel message is only that one has a chance. In
the struggle toward the prize, God will offer the believer aid and allow the
believer to be tested but in the end the prize is the believer's to be won or
lost. Hence it will only go to spiritual heroes.
Arthur Wallis in a poem "The Law of the Kingdom" modelled after
Robert W. Service's "The Law of the Yukon", a paean to those strong
enough to survive the brutal demands of the sub-Arctic frontier, captures
this spirit perfectly. It is found in The Message of the Cross. July-August
1966, Vol. 18, Chap. 4, pp. 39-40, and is reproduced in Appendix H.
According to Brokke, salvation comes not from an exercise of faith
alone but from an exercise of faith coupled with a sincere promise never to
sin knowingly again. However neither of these acts is an evidence of
spirituality. Though both require sincerity, such sincerity can be mustered
naturally by the sinful and terror-stricken self. To simply mouth the words
of faith and adopt the most demanding resolutions even with complete
sincerity would fall under the category of self-righteousness. However,
faith, resolve, and sincerity together allow the Spirit to enter and begin via
the true righteousness of God to regenerate the sinner and lead the sinner
toward that second crisis of faith described by Hegre, a crisis which will
empower the sinner to avoid all intentional sin in the future and commence
upon a dynamic adventure of good works. This is a life-long process of
probation which in the end will result in one's salvation but only when this
life with all its tests is over.
It should be clear by now just how far Bethany has drifted from a
traditional Lutheran understanding of justification. Paul Strand records that
when Bethany Chapel was formed, the congregation applied to the Lutheran
Free Church Synod for membership but that their application was
rejected130 because in the opinion of the board Hegre had strayed too far
'29 Brokke. A Guide to Understanding Romans. Chap. 10, p. 83. Interestingly Brokke
attributes Adam's sin to a weak inclination thus implying that Adam was flawed from the
beginning. This suggests again that Brokke views our tendency to sin as being written
into the very fabric of creation. Remember, too, that while Adam failed in a perfect
environment, Jesus (who Hegre says struggled daily to stay under the discipline of the
Holy Spirit), succeeded in a fallen one. It may be that strength of inclination is, in
Bethany's view, a defining difference between Adam and Jesus in his humanity.
13® Strand, M.A.thesis, pp. 15-16
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from Lutheran doctrine.131 Though Strand characterized Hegre as a
progressive theologian who was willing to change his mind about
things,132 it is quite clear (see Appendix B) that very early on Hegre had
developed his ideas on justification, sanctification, and salvation and did not
change them in any substantial way for the rest of his life. We can also
understand why Bethany missionaries were not always comfortable
working with other mission organizations and felt that the message they had
was not always welcomed. And we can see how Hegre's view of salvation
worked from the inception of Bethany Chapel and the Fellowship to move
Bethany in its unique direction. Though Bethany's shift from a service to a
church planting mission with growing denominations overseas took two
decades to be bom, it seems, when one examines the theology behind the
enterprise, that such a birth was almost inevitable.
Finally, Bethany's theology seems to have no clear idea of the social
dimensions of sin. There is no sense in Hegre's book that cultures or
social-economic-political systems under which believers live can embody
sinful principles. Instead sin is seen in purely autonomous terms. It is
rooted in the selfishness of the believer or in the rebelliousness of the
believer's flesh. This is not to say that Bethany is entirely divorced from
social issues, but their work to transform the world is generally pursued one
convert at a time. This position has led them into an anomalous situation
with their printing policy. For years Bethany printed the Journal for the
Evangelical Theological Society, yet this journal frequently features articles
by dispensationalist scholars. Hegre believed dispensationalism, even in its
modified forms, was one of Satan's most successful deceptions. Yet
Bethany does not seem to feel that it shared in spreading this deception by
printing the journal. Bethany makes a clear distinction between what it
believes as an organization and what it prints as a business. Lowell A.
Lindsay said that there was no necessary connection between what Bethany
actually believes and what Bethany prints, though of course Bethany would
not print cultic material.133 LeRoy Dugan echoed these sentiments saying
that there is no high degree of correlation between what Bethany prints and
what Bethany believes, though of course Bethany would not print
something for Roman Catholics or liberals. In this context Dugan observed
131 Strand, P., second interview. See, too, P.A. Strommen's letter from the Sharon
Lutheran Church dated 31 March 1944, a letter from Cathy Brokke dated 24 June 1994,
and a letter from Harold Brokke dated 19 July 1994, all in Appendix F.
132 Strand, P., first interview
133 Lindsay, L.A., interview
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that he considers Roman Catholicism to be "the world's biggest cult."134
Paul Strand also said that printing is a business not an endorsement, and he
noted that Bethany printed a magazine for the Minnesota Baptists which was
very dispensational.135 Harold Brokke said that he had not thought much
about the content of material printed for other organizations. His primary
concern was that it should be Christian. He even said that Bethany might
publish something by a Catholic so long as it was not theological but
expressed a personal burden and needed to be said. He suggested books on
abortion or divorce as examples of issues taken up by Catholics but with
which Bethany felt real sympathy.136 Bethany's willingness to publish
material not congenial to its own understanding of Scripture so long as that
material is Christian reveals an ecumenical side to Bethany's thought which
is worth investigating.
Hegre despite his rather jaundiced view of the contemporary church
considered himself a loyal churchman. He had strong Lutheran roots and
did not want Bethany to be thought of as nondenominational. Instead he
regarded Bethany as an interdenominational organization. Both the Bethany
Missionary Church and Bethany Fellowship had been incorporated as
churches and Bethany Missionary Church retained its affiliation as an
Independent Lutheran Congragation until the church and the fellowship
consolidated in 1989 (see agreement of consolidation, Appendix C) at
which time the Lutheran designation was finally abandoned.137
In Bethany's theology Christ is the one who secures our salvation.
There is no other way by which we can be saved. And as we have seen,
Bethany also believes that doctrines about Christ are of central importance.
Hence, Bethany is not predisposed to cooperate with non-Christian faiths or
with faiths which, though they may have emerged from within the Christian
family, have developed theologies that in Bethany's view verge too widely
from traditional confessions (as expressed in the Apostles' Creed, for
example, a creed which is often recited as part of the service at Bethany
Missionary Church in Minneapolis).138 Heresy is still a useful concept for
Bethany.
134 Dugan, L., interview
133 Strand, P., first interview
136 Brokke, H., second interview
137 Information established in a conversation over the telephone with Alec Brooks on
Monday, August 15, 1994,.at 8:30 P.M.
138 Bethany Missionary Chruch employs the Apostles' Creed in its traditional form
except that the creed has been amended to read "the holy Christian Church" instead of "the
holy catholic church", an amendment not uncommon in the Lutheran tradition. Brooks
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In Bethany's view non-Christian faiths are not preparations for the
gospel, nor are adherents to those faiths "anonymous Christians" in Karl
Rahner's sense. Instead Bethany views those faiths with a distinctly hostile
eye. Non-Christian faiths are creations of enemy spiritual forces rather than
being expressions of an inspired longing in the human soul. As such they
must be uprooted and replaced. To my knowledge it is nowhere spelled out
in Bethany's literature or taught in Bethany's classrooms, but it seems fairly
clear that Bethany assumes that culture and religion originate on very
different planes. In Bethany's view, culture is a human construct. Its
religious dimensions are secondary and hence culture may be adapted to any
religious form. But religion itself, though its expressions may be cultural,
comes from beyond, from spiritual realms. One can judge it only by what it
points to, and if it does not point to Jesus as he is portrayed by the New
Testament (as Bethany interprets the New Testament), then religion's
origins are demonic. Satan in Bethany's cosmology is a powerful and wily
foe who has through his subtle machinations been able to corrupt the church
at its very heart. Surely those beyond the witness of the church are easy
prey for him. Consequently it is the task of Bethany missionaries to rescue
people from the demonically inspired faiths into which they have been
seduced and snared.139
Bethany missionaries are keen not only to win souls but to nurture
those souls once they have been won, and a great deal of this nurturing
involves up-rooting wrong ideas about God and replacing them with right
ideas about God. Christianity in the believer finds no easy accommodation
with earlier beliefs. Conversion marks the beginning of a radical reshaping
of the believer's concepts about the world, humanity, history, God, and so
forth. Christian faith is not natural to the world but alien to it. Bethany
belongs to the church militant.
However, Bethany's attitude to various faith expressions within the
traditional family of Christian belief is more ambivalent and, hence, more
fluid. Satan has been at work corrupting the various Christian expressions
as well but his influence, though pervasive, is more subtle. The witness
has grown cold, believers may find themeslves betrayed into various
theological culs-de-sac, but the confessional bedrock of most of those
believers has remained sound. They are genuine Christians but unaware of
told me during the 15 August 1994, telephone call that Hegre used the Apostles' Creed in
part to stress its identification with the historic church.
139 Bethany would understand Zechariah 11 and John 10 as well as Christ's own
warnings about false prophets (Matt. 24:11) and blind guides leading the blind (Matt.
15:14) as providing scriptural basis for their position. Also see Revelation 1-3.
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their full heritage and full responsibilities. They may be nominal Christians
whose ignorance of their status puts their salvation in jeopardy, but
salvation is theirs to be lost. We should remember here that Hegre, as
Brooks pointed out, considered himself a loyal churchman. Bethany's
attitude toward the Catholic Church, an attitude that has evolved
significantly since Bethany was founded in 1945, is very revealing here.
Let us examine how and what that attitude has changed and see what the
change says about Bethany.
Writing in 1949 about the religious situation in the United States,
Kenneth Scott Latourette observed that the increasing wealth and influence
of the Roman Catholic Church was creating apprehension in the Protestant
community, an apprehension that had been exacerbated by Catholic
opposition to Protestant missions in Latin America.140 1949 was also the
year when Paul Blanshard's American Freedom and Catholic Power was
published. The book was a warning to Protestants that the Catholic Church
was beginning to dominate America and that such domination put
democracy at risk.141 Robert Wuthnow points out that among many
Protestants democracy and freedom were viewed as distinctive
characteristics of Protestant polity and that the genuine devotion to God that
such political conditions encouraged was therefore a more generally
Protestant than Catholic virtue. He says:
Popular discussions of Catholics characterized them as blind
followers of a totalitarian system, apparently not unlike the Nazi or
Soviet regimes. The distinguishing feature of Catholicism, in these
portrayals, was its subjection to papal authority. In Protestant eyes
the Catholic laity had no voice in running their church. They were
taught to believe in papal infallibility, had to accept without
questioning everything their church taught, and rejected all churches
but their own as false religions.142
E.J. Bingle as he surveyed the world mission of the church in 1952
noted that the Roman Catholic Church was closely aligned with the
economic and political status quo in the Philippines, thus making that
church part of the reactionary, repressive, and entrenched social order.143
In 1957 Sir Kenneth Grubb in his preface to the third edition of the World
14(3 World Christian Handbook 119491. Kenneth G. Grubb, editor, "The Religious
Situation in the United States" by Kenneth Scott Latourette, p. 83
141 Wuthnow. Robert. The Restructuring of American Religion. Chap. 5 "Decline of
Denominationalism", p. 74
142 Ibid., p. 75
143 World Christian Handbook G952-). E..T. Bingle and Kenneth Grubb, editors, "The
World Mission of the Church - A Survey" by E.J. Bingle, p. 11
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Christian Handbook asserted that despite the many problems created for the
church by the Cold War, "a kind of paralysis of power has been
achieved."144 Consequently, though China and the Soviet Union
presented real problems, those in Catholic dominated Latin America also
loomed large. He argued :
Some of the most serious hindrances to religious freedom are those
encountered by evangelical churches in the lands of Roman Catholic
predominance. Recent years have been years of intense difficulty
for the small evangelical community in Spain....In Columbia there
has been much violence, often in remote towns and valleys
[reflecting to a significant degree] the combative prejudices and
illiberal outlook of the dominant church. Even in Argentina...the
evangelical community has found itself under certain disabilities in
its witness and work. 145
Concerning such "illiberal and combative prejudices" David Howard
in The Costly Harvest writes that in the two decades between 1948 and
1968 when the book first came out:
[S]ome 120 evangelical Christians in Colombia were martyred
because of their faith and witness. They died by shooting, by
machetes, by beatings, and in other ways.146
Howard traces the origins of this persecution to a relationship that
developed in the latter part of the nineteenth century between the Roman
Catholic Church and the Conservative Party.147 Hence it was a
relationship unique to Colombia. Not all of Latin America was uniformly
antagonistic to Protestant missionaries. Samuel Escobar writes concerning
the general openness of Latin American liberals to the presence of Protestant
missionaries:
Liberal forces during the 19th century were at the same time hostile
to Catholicism and open to Protestant penetration, but only at the
end of that century Protestant missions saw definite progress and the
beginnings of national Protestant churches.148
144 Ibid. (1957), E.J. Bingle and Sir Kenneth G.Grubb, editors, Preface by Sir Kenneth
G. Grubb, Sec. 1, p. xi
14^ Ibid.. Sec. 2. p. xxii
146 Howard, David M., The Costly Harvest. Chap. 6 '"We Don't Want Protestants", p.
74
147 Ibid., Chap. 7 "God and Caesar", p. 91
14^ Escobar, Samuel, "The Church in Latin America After 500 Years: Understanding the
Past" (unpublished paper), p. 13
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Brazil as we shall see in Chapter Six is a nation that despite its Catholic
heritage was officially tolerant of religious pluralism and remained quite
opened to Protestants.
However, as should be evident, at the end ofWorld War II a deep-
seated prejudice and animosity existed among Protestants toward Catholics.
In the Philippines, in Spain, across much of Central and South America,
and even in the United States, Roman Catholicism was associated with
intolerance and oppression. Such associations reached deep into European
history, reflected local realities, and had doubtless been enflamed by
Rome's cooperation with the Axis powers. Whether or not they were
justified, anti-Catholic conceits were pervasive and could claim a respectable
heritage. Therefore, it should not surprise us if these same prejudices appear
in Bethany's early literature, especially if we consider that Bethany's
founders were Lutherans who had initially intended to go as missionaries to
Spanish-speaking Latin America. In fact, Bethany's anti-Catholicism is
completely unoriginal. When Hegre, writing in The Message of the Cross
in the autumn of 1958, stated that from the standpoint of the gospel the
threat posed by Roman Catholicism "may be far worse than
communism",149 his concerns sounded little different from those expressed
a year earlier by Sir Kenneth Grubb. Such misgivings were common
among Protestants, particularly those Protestants involved with missions.
Nevertheless, since the 1960s there has been a significant shift in
Protestant opinion, and evangelicals generally have become, if not open to
Catholicism, at least more ambivalent toward it. Vatican II has made the
Catholic Church seem less threatening while the charismatic movement
suggests that the Spirit of God can inspire similar ecstacies among both
Catholics and Protestants. John F. Kennedy's election has demonstrated
that a Catholic in the Oval Office will not automatically make Washington,
D.C., an appendage of Rome while the Reagan presidency has shown how
cooperation between Rome and Washington, D.C., in foreign affairs can be
a powerful force for human liberation. Furthermore, Catholics and
Protestants have since the early 1980s frequently found themselves on the
same side in national controversies. Originally pioneered by groups like
Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority, the surfacing political realignment
expressed in this last development has only grown stronger and has far-
reaching implications. According to an editorial in the 4 April 1994 issue of
The Wall Street Journal:
149 MOC September-October 1958, Vol. 10, Chap. 5, Editorial by T.A. Hegre, p. 1
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One of the most significant political developments of the past year or
two is the emerging alliance between Roman Catholics and
evangelical Protestants (joined sometimes by Orthodox Jews). Last
week a group of prominent clergy from both groups issued a
statement pledging to cooperate on political issues of common
concern such as abortion, school choice, and strengthening the
traditional family. The statement cites "a growing convergence" on
such issues.150
On the other hand, real theological differences remain between the
two halves of the Western Church and many evangelicals view the
conversion of Catholics to their form of Protestantism as doing the work of
God.
In the second part of a three part series '"What Think Ye of
Rome?"1, the Christian Research Journal, an American-based publication
dedicated to the defence of evangelical orthodoxy, observed that:
[Cjommon areas of doctrinal aggreement between classical
Catholicism and histroic Protestantism [are] summarized in the
ancient ecumenical creeds. [Hence] no matter how theologically
deviant Catholicism might be...it certainly does possess a structure
of foundational orthodoxy. ...As such, it should be considered at
least provisionally a Christian church body.151
Then addressing the charge by Protestant fundamentalists that Catholicism
"is an anti-Christian cult", Kenneth R. Samples, who wrote the article, went
on to list ten reasons why Catholicism is not a cult, though he observed:
In agreement with most evangelical scholars...the Christian
Research Institute regards Roman Catholicism as neither a cult (non-
Christian religious system) nor a biblically sound church, but a
historically Christian church which is in desperate need of biblical
reform.152
The stance adopted by the Christian Research Institute captures precisely the
nuances of the modified position evangelicals in America have adopted
toward Catholicism, and it is beginning to make itself felt in Bethany.
Some in Bethany still view Catholicism in the same way that they
would view Jehovah's Witnesses or the Latter-Day Saints: as a development
within Christianity so aberrant as to no longer be considered Christian. Yet
150 The Wall Street Journal (4 April 1994), Review & Outlook editorial, "Church and
State", p. A12
'51 Christian Research Journal. Spring 1993, Vol. 15, No. 4, '"What Think Ye of
Rome?'" (Part Two) by Kenneth R. Samples p. 34
152 ibid-. PP- 35-37
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as Brokke pointed out, Bethany House Publishers would not reject out-of-
hand material submitted by a Catholic. Of course this would not be the case
with material submitted by a Jehovah's Witness or a Mormon no matter
how closely the material reflected Bethany's own social view.
Furthermore, Bethany missionaries have occasionally shown some
willingness to work with Catholics overseas, something they would
certainly not do with JWs or Mormons. And, as we might expect, it is the
charismatic movement that has provided the common ground for such
moments of cooperation.
LeRoy Dugan who teaches a class on cults153 at Bethany calls
Roman Catholicism "the world's largest cult" and for years included it
among the other non-Christian religious systems covered in the course.
Some years ago the administration at Bethany asked him to eliminate that
section of his course but in the autumn of 1993 he again included
Catholicism among the faiths he presented as cults. However, Dugan also
believes that there is often a significant difference between what is preached
in the pulpit and what is believed in the pew. Hence, one can belong to a
cult but still be a Christian due to one's ignorance about the true nature of
cultic doctrine.154 This sounds surprisingly close to Karl Rahner's ideas
about "anonymous Christians."155 By adopting such a position, it is easy
for Dugan to account for charismatic phenomena in the Catholic Church,
and of course Dugan's position can accommodate Hegre's belief that despite
inadequacies in Catholic doctrine, one can still be a born-again Christian and
a Catholic.156
Sometimes exposure to Catholicism can re-enforce negative
impressions. Heidi Schuna who did her Bethany internship year in Poland
in 1992-93 came back with a more critical opinion of Catholicism than she
had when she left. She was very disillusioned by what she perceived as
153 Walter Martin, founder of the Christian Research Institute, wrote a major Bethany
seller called Kingdom of the Cults. Because Martin's book has had such a profound
influence on Bethany's view of non-Christian faiths and because Martin and the institute
he founded define cults as "non-Christian religious systems", this is the meaning that has
been assumed for the word cult in the following pages.
154 Dugan, L., interview
155 Rahner. Karl. Theological Investigations. Vol. 5. Part II. Chap. 6 "Christianity and
the Non-Christian Religions", see particularly theses two, three, and four.
156 In my second interview with Lucille Hegre she said that despite what he might have
wirtten, T.A. Hegre was not especially critical of other religions, that while he felt
Catholic doctrine was wrong in many ways, one could still be a born-again Christian and
a Catholic. Her observation was one of many made by others who knew T.A. Hegre well
that suggest that there might have been a significant difference between what Hegre wrote
in The Cross and Sanctification and what he actually believed by the end of his life.
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anti-Protestant activities sanctioned by the Catholic Church and described
Catholicism as "pure idolatry."157
Douglas Kojetin, who has worked as a Bethany missionary in
Matehuala, Mexico, since mid-March 1983, considers Catholicism as he has
seen it in Mexico to be a cult both because Catholics do not in his opinion
follow biblical principles and also because they have adapted their faith too
closely to pagan religions, a practice he believes leads to idolatry.158
George Foster sees Catholicism in Brazil in very similar terms. He
described Brazilian Catholicism as generally syncretistic and thinks that
Catholicism as a system lends itself to syncretism. He summarized the
process as he believes it ocurred in Brazil this way: slaves who came mostly
from Angola and who were "spiritists" or "animists" accepted Catholicism
but continued to practise their traditional religious forms alongside it. In
one sense he believes the Africans deceived the priests but in another sense
he believes the priests allowed themselves to be deceived because in their
eagerness to get people into the church, they were overly tolerant of beliefs
and practices that did not match the Catholic standard. Hence through
deception and tolerance Catholicism developed as a syncretic blend of
faiths. However, he observed that there was also later borrowing from
other "spiritist" traditions. He noted that a belief in reincarnation is very
common in Brazil and is held by many practising Catholics. He traced this
belief in reincarnation to Alain Kardec, a Frenchman who last century
brought that brand of "spiritism" to Brazil.159
Larry Darby believes that "spiritism" rather than either Catholicism
or Protestantism is the dominant religion in Brazil and that "the black
nannies" used by wealthier European Brazilians have been the primary
vectors for spreading it among Brazil's upper classes. In Darby's opinion
Catholicism has provided a convenient mask for this activity since Catholic
names were often given to African spirit entities. However, he observed
that over the last fifteen or twenty years as "spiritists" have become more
confident of their strength, the Catholic names have been abandoned and the
African names openly employed. The examples he gave were Ezu for St.
Antonio and Ibamaja for the Virgin Mary.160
Yet both Foster and Darby have been willing to work alongside
157 Dinner discussion with Ms. Schuna, Tuesday evening, 6 July 1993
158 Kojetin, Douglas, interview
159 Foster, G., second interview
1611 Darby, L.M.L., interview
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Catholics in Brazil. For both men it is the charismatic element in the
Catholic Church that has provided the link. Darby for his part believes that
the charismatic movement in the Catholic Church is beginning to wane, in
part because so many charismatic Catholics are being drawn into charismatic
Protestants sects.161 Foster, who claims to be open to working with any
Christian group and has found the Presbyterian Church in Brazil particularly
congenial, believes that the charismatic movement has been a way to
renovate the Catholic Church despite the fact that so many Catholics have
through the charismatic phenomenon been drawn into Protestant
churches.162
Thus we see that Bethany's position on Catholicism has become
more nuanced since its hardline opposition in the 1950s. Then Catholicism
was a threat more serious than Communism. Today, though still viewed as
deviant, Catholicism is seen as a possible ally in some circumstances. One
might without qualms of conscience worship in a charismatic Catholic
service on occasion. One might publish a book by a Catholic author if that
book addressed common social issues upon which Bethany and the
Catholics agreed. On a purely professional level one might print material
for a Catholic organization, though one would never print material for a
group like the Mormons.
From one perspective these may appear at best small
accommodations between two branches of the historic church. But from
another perspective they represent the beginnings of what could prove to be
a sea change in Protestant attitudes toward Catholics. Robert Wuthnow
argues in the ninth chapter of The Restructuring of American Religion that a
growing cleavage between liberal and conservative believers within
denominations is creating a situation in which adherents of either faction are
discovering that they have more in common with related factions in other
denominations than they do with opposing factions within their own.163
He writes:
[T]he issues that divided religious people in 1968 cut in different
ways; the issues that divided them in 1980 reinforced one another.
In the earlier period people within a particular denomination might
agree with one another on Vietnam but were likely to be internally
divided over race relations. And people who were themselves
theologically conservative (or liberal) might agree with kindred
161 Ibid.
162 Foster, G., second interview
163 Wuthnow, R. The Restructuring of American Religion. Chap. 9 "Fueling the
Tensions", pp. 219-221
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spirits over race relations but were more likely to be divided
denominationally over Vietnam. Thus it was less likely that a single
cleavage would emerge as a major basis of religious differentiation.
In the 1980s, in contrast, most of the major issues that animated
religious leaders seemed to divide the theological world neatly into
two opposing camps.164
Such a division, in part through the vehicle of missions, has been translated
from the national to the international scene. It is creating
interdenominational alliances that exist in fact if not yet in name And it is
slowly transforming the way in which a conservative Protestant group like
Bethany views some of the emerging factions within a traditional antagonist
like the Roman Catholic Church. It is not surprising then if such
interdenominational ties which have been able to create a spirit of co¬
operation between two such entrenched competitors as Catholicism and
Lutheranism have grown even faster and are proving even stronger across
Protestant denominations.
Though growing out of Lutheranism, Bethany has from its inception
drawn its members, students, and missionaries from across the
denominational spectrum. Originally intending to send its missionaries out
under other organizations, Bethany joined the Evangelical Foreign Missions
Association in the mid-1960s after having made the decision to begin its
own operations overseas. Hence Bethany showed that even after deciding
to strike out on its own, it was still willing to work with other conservative
Protestant missions. As we have seen earlier, Bethany has had a
particularly close connection with WEC, Operation Mobilization, and Youth
With A Mission.
In one sense this is not at all surprising. Ecumenism is firmly
rooted in the Protestant missionary movement. Realities on the mission
field have encouraged co-operation between Protestant groups since the last
century. By 1910 when the Edinburgh missionary conference was held,
interdenominational conventions had become the norm, and, as mentioned
in Chapter Two, the World Council of Churches traces its origins to that
conference. Furthermore Hegre originally conceived of Bethany in
interdenominational terms. But viewed from another perspective,
Bethany's ready adoption of the ecumenical spirit might seem very
surprising. Hegre's theology had a militant edge and could have effectively
isolated Bethany from other Protestant groups. It lay behind the decision of
the Lutheran Free Church Synod to reject Bethany's early application for
164 Ibid., pp. 224-225
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membership, and, as we shall see, Hegre's theology was a very real factor
behind Bethany's decision to become a church-planting mission, a decision
which ultimately led to the development of Bethany's own denomination
overseas.
There was from the beginning a tension within Bethany between
Bethany's missionary vision and its founder's prophetic voice. On the one
hand, Bethany's goal was fairly straightforward: to send and support one
hundred missionaries and to do this through organizations already
established by other missions. However, that goal was quickly amended
with the addition of a training programme because Bethany through its
founder did have a particular interpretation of salvation and sanctification as
well as an understanding of church history which enabled Hegre and his
followers to account for the general misunderstanding of these doctrines
extant among Christians. In their view the historic church, though right in
many ways, had fallen into fundamental error here, and as a result was
corrupted by sin and almost dead, had been dying for centuries. To address
this crisis Hegre raised his prophetic voice, preached his message of the
cross, and did so without faltering for half-a-century. But the intent was
never to start a new tradition. The intent was to renew existing traditions.
Bethany then was both a service mission and an agent of
confrontation and purification. Over time, as we shall see in the chapters to
come, Bethany's ecumenical spirit began to triumph over its prophetic
voice. Bethany's desire to co-operate with other missions required some
level of theological adjustment on the part of its missionaries and such co¬
operation muted the prophetic urgency of their message. Publishing, too,
acted as an ecumenizing force, especially in Puerto Rico and Brazil.
One of the consequences of missionary work as it has been
conducted by Protestants has been the development of an ecumenism which
has contradicted Protestantism's innate propensity to fragment. As
representatives from the various denominations confront the world of
unbelief, they begin to recognize just how much they share with one another
and how deeply their shared traditions go. Confronted with unbelief, core
beliefs tend to come to the fore among those who preach different sides of
the same message, and these can recreate a sense of common heritage. In
this way core beliefs provide a nucleus for unified action. The urgency of
the prophetic voice takes a backseat to the need to create belief. The
process, which is integral to trinitarianism, allows for both variety and
oneness, encourages the formation of cooperative associations, and
sometimes even leads to mergers. This process, which we will look at from
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another direction in Chapter Ten, was at work long before Bethany entered
the scene and its currents have used Bethany's willingness to serve as a
means to smooth the edges of Bethany's uniqueness. If revival divides,
then mission unites. Before the prophet cries "Repent" the prophet must cry
"Believe."
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CHAPTER FIVE: Developments in Bethany in Minneapolis
This fellowship is a return to first century Christianity as recorded in
the second and fourth chapters of Acts. However, the Bethany
Fellowship is not patterned after the early church; rather it is a
spontaneous expression of the life of Christ today as theirs was
then.1
So wrote an anonymous reporter in the Minneapolis Posten. one of
Minneapolis^ Norwegian language newspapers, back in 1951. As should
be clear from our account of the organization's early history in Chapter
Three, there is a great deal of truth to the reporter's assertion that Bethany's
formation was spontaneous. Bethany grew out of a Bible study which
began meeting in a private home and a grocery store (circa 1935/36). These
Bible studies eventually organized themselves as a church in 1943 from
which developed the commune on Blaisdell Avenue in 1945 and the
community in Bloomington between 1946 and 1948. However, despite the
extemporaneous nature of the fellowship's origins, the commune and the
community which grew from it had a very specific goal in mind: to send and
support one hundred missionaries. This meant its members expected to be
responsible for a fair amount of money, an expectation that required them to
draw up a legal organizational framework. This requirement was satisfied
by a constitution adopted in 1945, a copy of which can be found in
Appendix C. Appendix C also contains a modification of the Constitution,
a copy of the Restated Bylaws which were adopted in 1989. Two changes
are of particular interest to us.
First, in the bylaws a section has been added to Article IV stipulating
which procedures to follow in case of vacancies or in the event that officers
should need to be removed. This change reflects some of the Fellowship's
unhappy experiences after Hegre's death in 1984, a development we shall
discuss later in this chapter.
Second, it is of some interest to note that the references to I Timothy
and Titus in Article IV, section B of the original constitution have been
eliminated from Article IV, section 4 of the bylaws. In the intervening
years, as we saw in Chapter Two, gender with the re-emergence of
feminism had become a major social issue in the United States, a
1 Minneapolis Posten. August 1951, "Bethany Fellowship Missionary Training
Center", (no author given), p. 3. Although the newspaper was printed in
Norwegian, this particular article was published in English. The newspaper
explained, "Please pardon, dear readers, that the above is in the English language
- because that is the language used at the Bethany (sic) and might inspire some
young person to get his or her missionary training at Bethany Fellowship."
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phenomenon which would make those Bible passages sound anachronistic.
In this regard notice the results of the questionnaire in Appendix J.
Questions 2 and 8 concerning feminism produced some disagreement
among the respondents. This is not surprising as nationwide feminist
concerns have produced disagreement among conservative evangelicals
generally. Stuart Rothenberg notes:
A 1984 survey by the free Congress Foundation's Institute for
Government and Politics found that Evangelicals overwhelmingly
support voluntary school prayer and oppose government funding of
abortions, but also back the Equal Rights Amendment and support
the availability of birth-control information in public schools. 2
Robert Fowler also observes that in 1971 Christianity Today, the leading
evangelical magazine in America, endorsed the Equal Rights Amendment.
Their endorsement, he says, was not the result of any conversion to
feminism but reflected their belief that "in Christ there is no male or female."
However, he goes on to say that by the mid-1970s the magazine, though
never formally retracting its endorsement, had, due partly to concerns over
the bill's fuzzy wording and partly to the strong evangelical opposition to
the bill, backed away from its endorsement.3
Bethany in Minneapolis has not been reluctant to assign women to
leadership positions. Cathy Brokke, for example, has been the
organization's Head of Missions since 1986 despite her lack of overseas
experience, and was on the Board of Trustees of Evangelical Fellowship of
Mission Agencies (a division of the National Association of Evangelicals)
for two consecutive terms (that is six years).4 There is no reason in
principle why the President of Bethany could not be a woman, although as
yet no woman has led the organization. In this regard note the use of "he or
she" to describe the President in the 1989 bylaws. Nothing of real
substance has changed here but the tenor of the times has made the
organization more careful in its use of language.
Bethany like any organization which endures has passed through a
variety of changes. These changes have not been of one kind. We have
already looked at theological shifts that occurred and seen how those shifts
affected Bethany's relationship to other missions and its development
2 Piety in Politics (Richard J. Neuhaus and Michael Cromartie, editors),
Chapter 12 "Evangelicals Are Political Diverse" by Stuart Rothenberg, p. 324
3 Fowler, Robert Booth, A New Engagement. Chap. 10 "The Family Under
Attack", pp. 205-206
4 Brokke, C., second interview
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overseas, and we have seen how the publishing arm of the organization
grew until it began to destabilize the whole community and eventually had to
be separated from the Fellowship. And there have been a host of other
changes.
Most of these changes occurred after Hegre's death in 1984, but two
important changes (Bethany's decision to establish communities overseas
and the introduction of a charismatic element in Bethany) took place during
Hegre's lifetime. Also many of the post-1984 changes had been developing
within the organization for some years prior to Hegre's death.
As Hegre grew older there seems to have been a tendency for
Bethany members to leave more and more of the Fellowship's decisions in
Hegre's hands even while, from the 1970s on, shielding him from a full
knowledge of the extent of the problems that had developed. This happened
even as the organization was growing larger and the decisions required
became more complex. The organization's expansion should have
encouraged people within Bethany to take greater responsibilities for their
various tasks and departments but in fact there was a tendency for people to
abnegate their duties and to rely more heavily on Hegre. There also seems
to have been a tendency in Hegre as he grew older, toward greater
exclusivity as regards Bethany's relationship with other organizations. And
there was a marked tendency in Hegre to identify himself with the
community. All of this created a host of unresolved tensions within the
organization which, coming out after Hegre's sudden death in Singapore,
plunged Bethany throughout the middle and late 1980s into a divisive period
of rapid, even turbulent change, change which undermined the presidency
of Hegre's successor and set the Fellowship on a soul-searching quest
concerning the fundamental nature of itself as a community.
However, before we discuss the post-1984 crisis, let us look at the
pre-1984 changes. Because in Chapter Six we will discuss in some detail
Bethany's decision to open communities overseas, we will consider here the
introduction of the charismatic element into Bethany. I draw special
attention to it because it was to make Bethany's work in Brazil easier than
that work would otherwise have been.
As we have seen, Bethany, in the tradition of much of American
Christianity, has a strong emphasis on the Holy Spirit. This emphasis was
to have notable charismatic implications. Le Roy Dugan traced the
pentecostal phenomenon in Bethany to a revival that took place in 1956.5
5 Dugan, L., interview
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Recounting their summer conference that year, The Message of the Cross
says:
This year we had a special session each day on prayer, besides a
period of prayer preceding each service. The challenge to prayer,
the responsibility of prayer, the opportunity of prayer, and the
privilege of prayer were all wonderfully covered, and the result was
greater conception of the prayer link to God. All in all, I believe that
this was our best conference. 6
Alec Brooks recalled that Hegre had received the gift of tongues at a Full
Gospel Businessmen's meeting (probably in 1957, though Brooks was not
completely sure of the year).7 Whatever the case, by 1962 Hegre was
writing in The Message of the Cross:
Speaking in tongues is a Scriptural manifestation of the Holy Spirit.
[But] speaking in tongues does not make one a member of a
"tongues movement." Believers are members of the body of Christ.
We are to "be filled with the Spirit" (Eph. 5:18). He exalts Christ,
not the gifts. 8
The tone of the editorial is irenic and Hegre is obviously concerned about
the divisive potential of the charismatic phenomenon. Though he himself
has received the gift, he does not flaunt it. One can almost hear St. Paul
say, "I thank God that I speak in tongues more than you all; nevertheless
..." (I Cor. 14:18-19).
Bethany's acceptance of tongues means that Bethany has a
charismatic side, but its insistence that too much importance not be attached
to the phenomenon meant that the charismatic element did not define
Bethany or become the sole standard by which the Fellowship evaluated
other missions. Hence in 1979 Thorkelson of The Minneapolis Star who
had reported on Bethany before could write:
The church and the fellowship have been described as "fundamental,
evangelical and mildly charismatic."9
6 MOC July-August 1956, Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 15-16
7 Part of a conversation 1 had over the telephone with Alec Brooks on Monday,
15 August 1994, between 8:30 and 8:50 P.M.
8 MOC September-October 1962, Vol. 14, Chapt. 5, editorial "Gobbledygook"
by T.A. Hegre, pp. 1-2
9 The Minneapolis Star Saturday Magazine. 1 December 1979, "Bethany
Fellowship" by Willmar Thorkelson, p. 10. In light of Hegre's own scepticism
about a certain kind of fundamentalism, this reference to Bethany as
"fundamental" might seem a bit odd. However, in 1961 in an article in The
Lutheran Thorkelson had written: "Bethany people are 'strictly evangelical and
fundamentalist, with a strong emphasis on sanctification and the deeper life,'
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In 1990 Alsdurf in her article in Charisma & Christian Life made a similar
comment:
While there has always been an openness to the leading of the Spirit
at Bethany, there is less interest in the working of the Holy Spirit as
a "movement" than in how God is using the charismatic gifts to
equip His people for service....Bethany's interest with regard to the
charismatic movement has been on how it will affect world
evangelization10
It is worth pointing out that Bethany became "mildly charismatic" in
the late 1950s and early 1960s, several years before Hegre decided to open
Bethany's first overseas outreach. As Bethany's first outreaches were in
Latin America and the Caribbean, and as the charismatic church spread
rapidly through these regions from the 1960s on, Bethany's acceptance of
ecstatic worship could be considered providential. It was certainly a
positive factor for Bethany although at the time there was no way Hegre or
anyone else in Bethany could have foreseen that it would be. We will
discuss this further in Chapter Six on Brazil.
It is also worth pointing out that Bethany's emphasis on death to self
and personal service had the effect of moderating the charismatic
phenomenon in Bethany. Bethany's incorporation of glossolalia while it
seems to evidence a quiet spiritual maturity was in part an expression of the
very structures of Bethany's theology. It is not surprising that Bethany saw
in the charismatic movement a potentially valuable means for augmenting
personal service.
The 1960s and 1970s were decades of prosperity for Bethany at
home and expansion for Bethany abroad. During the 1980s, however,
Bethany was to pass through a very difficult time. The decade began
auspiciously enough as Hegre, in anticipation of a well deserved retirement,
turned control of the Fellowship over to his son-in-law.
On Monday, September 8, 1980, Rev. T.A. Hegre, Founder and
Director of Bethany Fellowship for thirty-five years, passed the
leadership of the Fellowship to Rev. Alec Brooks. Pastor Hegre
will remain active as Founder and President as Pastor Brooks
assumes his responsibilities as Executive Director."
Pastor Hegre explains." (p. 16) We see then that despite his aversion for some
forms of fundamentalism, Hegre is willing to use the term to describe Bethany.
10 Charisma & Christian Life. April 1990, Vol. 15, No. 9, "A Christian
Publishing Company" by Phyllis E. Alsdurf, p. 107
11 MOC September-October 1980, Vol. 45, Chap. 5, editorial "The Mantle is
Passed", p. 1
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So began the editorial "The Mantle is Passed" in the September-
October 1980 edition of The Message of the Cross. At the same time
Harold Brokke was appointed principal of the Missionary Training Center.
This passing of the mantle, as the editorial termed the event, was intended to
be more than symbolic but because Hegre remained active as Founder and
President, it was not until his death in Singapore in 1984 that significant
changes were possible.
By the time Hegre died he and Bethany had become so closely
identified that they had become one. What touched Hegre touched the
Fellowship and what touched the Fellowship touched Hegre.12 Hegre was
a strong leader, but, Brooks believes, his leadership came more from his
personality than from his theology. What saved Hegre from being too
autocratic was his great and genuine concern for people. He had much
compassion and kindness.13 Therefore, to understand what Bethany
became and to understand the nature of some of the changes that have
occurred since Hegre's death, it is necessary to attempt to come to some
understanding of the man himself.
Everyone who knew Hegre well agrees that he was a humane and
caring man. An important part of this observation is that they knew Hegre
well for Hegre was also very quiet and unassuming and it was easy for the
casual observer to fail to see the extraordinary power that lay beneath the
man's personal reserve.14
Halvard Strand who was one of the original founders and who
worked closely with Hegre for almost half a century described him as kind,
compassionate, and caring. In Halvard Strand's opinion, Hegre was a man
of God, a man close to God, a man to whom God had given wisdom, a
man who was seldom wrong about anything.15
Paul Strand, Halvard's son who was raised at the Fellowship and
12 Dugan, L., interview
13 Brooks, A., interview
14 This was certainly true in my case. I knew Hegre only slightly and was not
much impressed with him. He seemed an almost wooden figure and gave me the
impression of a man whose self-discipline had gone rigid. His preaching could
be described as monotone and I do not recall ever having seen him smile. I often
wondered how such a colourless man could have inspired so many. Nor was I
alone in this. It was unheard of for anyone to criticize Hegre but while 1 was a
student at Bethany (for only a few months and just a couple of years before
Hegre died) I did hear one of the younger missionaries home from the field make
an observation not unlike the one I have made.
15 Strand, H., interview
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who in 1994 became its President, said that because Hegre was not
"splashy" and lived a consistent life, he generated trust. "Faith in Bethany
was faith in him," Paul Strand said.16 Hegre had the ability to inspire
confidence in others. He was just, gracious, and fair. Indeed, Paul Strand
pointed out that the fact that the original five couples who had begun the
community were still together fifty years after the community was founded
was a testimony to the humaneness of Hegre.17
The story of Doris Holmlund provides an example of this
humaneness. In 1952 Mrs. Holmlund, who lost her husband to
tuberculosis in November 1946, was herself almost completely paralysed in
an accident. She left the hospital a quadruplegic in the summer of 1953 and
was taken to Bethany to visit the compound for a few weeks. During her
visit Hegre became very concerned that she should be healed and invited her
to stay. She accepted and that autumn began classes, eventually completing
Bethany's three-year course. Because her favourite high school subject had
been grammar, Hegre in 1957 made her Bethany's proofreader. It was the
job she had until her death on 6 July 1994. She worked from 10:00 A.M.
until 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday and sometimes worked at night.
Her salary was sufficent to enable her to pay her own room and board at the
compound where she had her own apartment. In 1978 she acquired her
first power chair, an event which gave her a great deal of independence.
George Ann Rowell, her next-door neighbour, looked in on her for her
other needs. She was never healed, having "given back to God," as she put
it, God's promise to heal her as that was the most precious gift she had to
give, but because of Hegre's concern for her in the summer of 1953, she
was able to live a life of dignity and usefulness and to minister to people
from all over the world.18 Hegre had the ability to see the best in others
and to help them express it.
But there was another side to Hegre's leadership. He was, as
Dugan said, a strong shepherd, and strong shepherds tend to attract sheep¬
like people and make them more sheep-like.19 Ann Brown noted that a
kind of welfare mentality had developed in the fellowship over the years.
Many of the younger staff members had never worked at other jobs before
16 Strand, P., first interview
17 Ibid., second interview
18 Holmlund, Doris, interview. Concerning Holmlund's decision to give back
to God his promise to heal her, Soren Kirkegaard in Purity of Heart is to Will
One Thing describes this kind of consecration on Chap. 10 "The Price of
Willing One Thing".
19 Dugan, L., interview
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coming to Bethany. Instead they had come from high school to the Bible
school, then joined the staff. Hence, they had never learned the value of
work and of doing extra things and were not as aware of other people's
needs as were the older members. The younger staffers had become too
dependent and had developed a "you owe it to me feeling."20 As we saw
in Chapter Three Elaine Linder made a similar observation. Discussing the
hard feelings generated by the division between Publishing and the
Fellowship, she remarked that a lot of people who had joined Bethany in
later years simply did not understand the depth of commitment to Bethany's
vision that was required.21
Faith Matters, who went to Bethany after graduating from high
school in 1967 and became a missionary for Bethany upon completing their
training programme, eventually left the Fellowship after working in Puerto
Rico for more than a decade. She views realities in the organization from a
somewhat different perspective:
[Tjhere is just as much selfishness inside Bethany as anywhere else
in the world. People did not put the needs of others above their
own. After a person's 8 hours of daily work was finished,
everyone retreated to his own private quarters. Of course,
individuality was stifled. We were expected to conform, not to
question authority. The persons with leadership abilities could not
last long in that kind of environment, so eventually the good leaders
left, and all that remained were autocratic leaders and followers just
looking for a secure life. Instead of producing mature, responsible
adults, Bethany produced people unable to think for themselves,
lacking confidence in their own abilities.22
Matters' remarks are reminiscent of Dugan's observations about
strong shepherds attracting sheep-like people. However, FeRoy Dugan's
view of Hegre is a bit more nuanced than that, incorporating elements of all
of those we have quoted. Dugan agrees with the Strands that Hegre was a
man of faith, an enabler who was a real encouragement to others. Dugan
said that there was something infectious about Hegre's faith, that Hegre
could inspire faith in others and also inspire others with the power of his
own ideas. Dugan remembered how Hegre once said, "I don't get ideas,
ideas get me." And through Hegre ideas could get other people. Hegre
could rally people. His "I think" became "we ought to" in others.23
20 Brown, Ann, interview
21 Linder, E., interview
22 Matters, Faith, letter written 5 November 1993, Appendix F
23 Dugan, L., interview. In one of our conversations in Brazil Joan Mcleod
quipped that if Hegre read an article that said red pepper was good for you, there
would be a shaker of red pepper at everybody's dinner table the next day.
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However, Dugan also agrees in some measure with Ann Brown.
He observed that fellowships tend to become welfare states and that a
welfare mentality undermines one's sense of personal responsibility.
Dugan went on to say that Hegre's emphasis on personal responsibility in
the process of santification should have been a counter to that tendency and
in the early days it was, but as time went on Hegre's ability to inspire new
members waned.24
And Dugan touches on some of the points Faith Matters raised.
Hegre's native generosity coupled with his weakening powers of leadership
meant that in the later years Hegre was not discriminating enough about
who joined the organization. As a result many people were allowed in who
had mixed motives. They were attracted to the Christian environment they
found at Bethany. They were looking for security. But they were not
primarily concerned with missions.25
Dugan summarized his remarks with a very touching illustration.
By the late 1970s tensions had built to the point that Hegre began to fear that
Bethany would fall apart. Then on 11 June 1979 three couples left the
Fellowship. They were David and Darlene Anthony to whom we have
referred in Chapter Three, David and Nancy Carlson who took a one year
leave of absence and never returned, going instead to the Philippines with
Far East Broadcasting Company, and Mike and Karen Beard who left
without giving a reason. Dugan said that the decision to leave made by
these couples left Hegre "panic stricken." He saw in their departure signs of
Bethany's possible collapse 26
Dugan remembered that Hegre kept a reserved distance between
24 Dugan, L., interview. Andy Unseth in our second interview referred to
Hegre's emphasis on personal responsibility but in a more negative way. He
observed that as a self-made man Hegre thought everyone should be able to lift
themselves up by their own bootstraps. Unseth saw this attitude as having
become pervasive in the Fellowship and as undermining the community's
commitment to counselling students. It is interesting that Dugan is one of the
older and Unseth one of the younger members and that Unseth eventually left
with the Publishing Department.
25 Dugan, L., interview. Paul Strand touches on similar concerns in his MA
thesis: pp. 60, 105.
26 Dugan, L., interview. Names of the couples were provided by Halvard
Strand during my interview with him. Alec Brooks, Hegre's son-in-law, on
reading this account objected to the phrase "panic stricken". He said that he
could not imagine Hegre panic stricken about anything and suggested that I
substitute the words "deeply troubled". I almost complied with Brooks' request
for I too found it difficult to imagine Hegre in a panic stricken state, but in the
end decided to use Dugan's words. After all, Dugan claimed to have gone into
Hegre's office just minutes after the couples' decision had been communicated to
Hegre whereas Brooks could make no such claim. And both men knew Hegre
very well.
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himself and others because Hegre believed that good leaders "should project
an image of certainty", and "should sound sure of their ground." Hegre did
not like sensationalism (a point corroborated by Paul Strand). He was
much given to understatement, a characteristic Dugan believed saved the
Fellowship from superficiality. He had no confidence in himself and
would, Dugan believed, have made a good hermit but he forced himself to
reach out to others.27
Indeed, there does seem to have been something lonely about the
man. The Rev. Forrest Gearhart writes:
I remember [Bethany's] founder, the Lutheran who was filled with
the Holy Spirit, Dr. Hegre, well. I often sat and talked with him at
N.A.E. [National Association of Evangelicals] banquets for he was
often by himself. A kindly scholar who took few hard and fast
positions. A godly saintly man (as I viewed him).28
Because of Hegre's projected confidence, because he maintained a
distance from others, because of his benevolence, and because he was so
often right about things, more and more decision-making power devolved to
him as the years went by, power that should have been exercised by the
Board of Trustees.29 A reading of both the Constitution and the Restated
Bylaws found in Appendix C will show that a great amount of power is
concentrated in the Board of Trustees, at least if everything works as it is
intended to. The Board sets Bethany's direction, controls the Fellowship's
property, and is the first entity to decide which applications for membership
to consider. There is nothing unusual about the Board enjoying this level of
power. The structure is required by federal law. Because Bethany is a non¬
profit organization, it is to the federal government rather than to Fellowship
members that the Board is ultimately responsible. Indeed, the Board's
powers cannot legally be turned over to the Fellowship members. Those
powers are a direct consequence of the Board's accountability to the federal
government.20
However, over time an administrative imbalance emerged in
27 Dugan. L., interview
28 Gearhart, Forrest J., letter written 7 October 1993, see Appendix F.
Interestingly the Rev. Gearhart refers to Hegre as Doctor. Few people in the
Fellowship knew that Hegre had been awarded a doctorate. According to his
wife, it was not something he took very seriously, and when I mentioned it to
Cathy Brokke, she was surprised and at first denied that it was so. But
apparently Hegre found the title useful at N.A.E. conventions.
29 Dugan, L., interview
20 Information established in a telephone conversation with Alec Brooks on
Saturday afternoon, 15 January 1994, between 3:35 and 5: 10 P.M.
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Bethany. The Board began to abnegate its powers not on paper but in actual
practice by constantly deferring to Hegre and rubber stamping all his
decisions. In fact, as we noted earlier, though the organization was
growing, Hegre was having to do more and more himself. Joan Mcleod
described how people would not even select the colour of lamp shades
without first consulting Hegre. She also noted that with this imbalance
came more doctrinal exclusiveness. She said:
Hegre wrote us a letter, must have been between 1970-1975, in
which he said, "You are drinking from other fountains." But there
is only one fountain [Jesus], Bethany is not a fountain. That's how
closed Bethany was.31
That Hegre had so much actual power regardless of constitutional
provisions and that he enjoyed great authority based on his status as
Bethany's founder, visionary, and doctrinal genius, gives us an idea of just
how much Hegre and the organization had been identified. Paul Strand
credits Hegre's humaneness with keeping the original founding families in
the organization for fifty years, even though Hegre had been dead for ten of
those fifty. It was not the families' commitment, not their spirituality, not
even the extent of the financial sacrifice they had made, it was Hegre's
humaneness that kept them there. Halvard Strand viewed Hegre as close to
God and remembers him as being almost never wrong. LeRoy Dugan
believed that Hegre's attitude rather than anything in the organization itself:
its purpose, the level of its commitment, the quality of the people it
attracted, saved Bethany from superficiality. Indeed, it is tempting to
believe that in their commitment and depth of vision as well as the decisions
they made, Bethany staff members were little more than extensions of
Hegre. Hence Hegre's death caused a lack of focus and created in Dugan's
words "a very obvious sense of vacuum."32 And it marked the beginning of
major changes in Bethany.
31 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, second interview. This move toward exclusiveness
was apparently a marked contrast to the Hegre of earlier days. For example, in
the MOC "Newsletter" of September-October 1957 (Vol. 9, Chap. 5, p. 15) we
run across the following passage which, if not written by Hegre, must certainly
have reflected his views: "Many, not seeing the spiritual unity [of the Christian
church], are trying to bring about an organizational unity which will never work.
There is a mad rush for all churches to join under one common organizational
head these days. This is absolutely unnecessary and unessential since we have a
Head already, even Jesus Christ, and he brings about a spiritual unity which is
most precious." Though what is being described here is efforts to enforce
organizational inclusivity, what is being said is just as applicable to efforts to
enforce organizational exclusivity.
32 Dugan, L., interview
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According to Cathy Brokke, Hegre had some strong opinions on
things like beards, opinions not universally shared among the other
members of the Fellowship. Therefore, after Hegre died the community
conducted a poll and encouraged discussion about the rules. This more
open atmosphere allowed the members to decide what changes they wanted.
Some prohibitions were dropped, among them the prohibition against
beards.33
But not all the changes were so cosmetic. There was also an
administrative shift of wrenching proportions, a shift that would fill the
vacuum Dugan described as being left after Hegre's death and would re-
focus the community. This shift, however, was not only administrative, it
was accompanied by a debate about the very nature of what Bethany had
become and should be.
As we observed in Chapter Three, Bethany adopted a communal
lifestyle because its founders thought such a lifestyle was the most efficient
means toward fulfilling Christ's Great Commission. However, to establish
a community cost its founders all they had or would have and defined to a
very large extent what they would become. Hence, in terms of sheer cost
and commitment, the community ideal became basic to Bethany's identity.
From its inception Bethany was equated with community, so much so that
when Bethany elected to move into overseas work on its own, the model it
initially chose was the communal one. As Cathy Brokke said, community
life is central to what Bethany is 34 Alec Brooks during his presidency
expressed similar sentiments in a letter to the staff dated 15 March
1990:
Some have suggested that the community is a means to an end and is
therefore not essential. I say that the divisions are the community's
means to its end, and if the community ceases to exist, so will the
means.
I don't believe we should have a place where people are trained to be
missionaries, from which people are sent and supported as
missionaries and where literature is published. Rather, I believe we
should be a place of training, sending, supporting and publishing or
whatever else God may lead us to adopt as a means of fulfilling the
Great Commission.35
Naturally not everyone in the Fellowship as it was then constituted
33 Brokke, C., second interview
34 Ibid.
35 Brooks, A., letter dated 15 March 1990. See Appendix E.
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agreed with Brooks, which is why he wrote the letter. Indeed, comparing
Brooks' letter to his remarks as they were quoted by Phyllis E. Alsdurf in
her Charisma & Christian Life article in Chapter Three where he describes
the community as being only a means, it would seem that Brooks himself
had yet to settle fully the issue in his own mind. The conflict is apparent
when one realizes that the letter came out in March and the Alsdurf article in
April of the same year.
Obviously the unresolved tensions of the latter 1970s which had
begun to cause Hegre such concern ran very deep. However, the debate
which they provoked, as traumatic as it was, proved beneficial, for it
allowed the members of the community to reassess themselves and their
commitment to Bethany while at the same time allowing Bethany to
evaluate, modify, and affirm what it was. This was important not only for
Bethany's development at home but also in terms of the direction Bethany
was to take overseas. Initially the attempt was made to reproduce Bethany
communities in other countries but the Fellowship, partly as a result of its
own experience with conflicting ideas about its own community in the
States, came to see that such an effort was not always practical or desirable.
Brooks himself felt that Bethany should not be in the habit of reproducing
communities.36 However, even in the Philippines where community living
has been largely abandoned most of Bethany's missionaries still remain in
almost daily contact with one another and are a tightly functioning team.37
In order to understand something of the tensions that emerged over
the years and resulted in Bethany's reassessment of and reaffirmation of its
community ideal, we must understand that those tensions were in part the
product of the growth of two communities: Bethany and Bloomington, the
township where Bethany is situated. When Bethany purchased the acreage
upon which it built, Bloomington was a township of six to seven thousand
people on thirty-eight square miles. There were few regulations and no
police.38 Even as late as 1978 the township had no regulations regarding
how Bethany housed its students, allowing the Fellowship to be very
innovative in its arrangements to house the 258 students that were enrolled
that year.39 However, by 1981, suburban development in the form of
neighbourhoods and shopping malls was beginning to arrive and with it
planning regulations. Often Bethany had to change its way of doing things
36 Information conveyed in a telephone conversation with Alec Brooks between
3:35 and 5:10 P.M. on Saturday 15 January 1994
37 Freeman, T., first interview
38 Strand H., interview
39 Strand, P., second interview
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in order to comply with these regulations. Directives were issued, because
no discussion was necessary. And such directives, because community
members did not always understand the reasons for them, were sometimes a
source of tension.40
Part of what made such directives so galling was that the staff was
accustomed to being included in the decision-making process for almost
everything. Hegre tried to see to it that they were, but the growth of the
Fellowship made general staff meetings increasingly cumbersome.41
Bethany's staff would meet every Monday night to discuss the affairs of the
organization and to vote on any decisions needed. Major decisions, such as
large expenditures of cash or the acceptance of a missionary candidate,
required a unanimous vote.42 Even when the staff numbered 125 members
Hegre still tried to reach decisions via unanimous agreement at these
Monday night meetings, but by then the process no longer worked.43
Finally, beginning with Brooks' presidency, the Board began to exercise its
power to make decisions apart from staff meetings. Even though Brooks
still put significant emphasis on group decisions when the changes
proposed would have a profound effect on life in the Fellowship, for
example, the decision to abandon the policy of a common purse (something
we will discuss shortly) or the decision to close Bethany Academy (a
compound school where children of Bethany staff were educated),44 the
new prominence of the Board was in sharp contrast to Hegre's management
style, for Hegre had always believed in and practised group guidance.45
Under Brooks, policy directives would often appear with no discussion,
just like the directives issued because of changes in Bloomington. Though
Brooks insisted that this was a direct consequence of Bethany's efforts to
live up to its obligations to the federal government, that as a non-profit
organization Bethany was ultimately responsible to the federal government
and could not turn those responsibilities over to the Fellowship members,46
the apparent suddenness of the decisions, as we saw with Brooks' decision
to abandon the effort to win accreditation, often roiled the community.
Hegre had simultaneously been president of the Fellowship,
40 Strand, H., interview
41 Ibid.
42 Unseth. B., St. Paul paper, p. 19
43 Brown, A., interview
44 Telephone conversation with Brooks, Saturday, 15 January 1994
45 Brokke, C., second interview
46 Telephone conversation with Brooks, Saturday, 15 Janaury 1994
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principal of the training centre, pastor of the church, and director of the
mission.47 Many decisions which should have been made by the Board of
Trustees were in fact made by Hegre alone, often under the guise of
unanimous agreements at Monday night meetings.48 Even before Hegre's
death, Alec Brooks as Executive Director and Harold Brokke as Principal of
the college began to work toward bringing the Board more fully into the
decision-making process.49 Many in Bethany interpreted this change in
management style as a sign of weakened leadership. Brooks became a
special target for such criticism for, as Halvard Strand said, it was easier for
the younger staff members to criticize Brooks than it had been for them to
criticize Hegre.50 The criticism directed at Brooks was exacerbated by the
fact that Brooks, who was Hegre's son-in-law, had been appointed to his
position by Hegre rather than being elected, as stipulated by the bylaws of
the Fellowship (see Art. IV, sec. I of the restated bylaws).51 Even though
Brooks was later elected as president,52 the rising criticism of him
contributed significantly to the changes brewing at Bethany.
This is not to deny the significance of what Brooks was able to
achieve. Two accomplishments are of particular note: Bethany's decision to
abandon its original policy of a common purse, and the union in 1989 of the
Fellowship and the Missionary Church.
Concerning the switch from the original common purse to an
employee-employer relationship: several developments converged to
produce the change. Alsdurf points out that the success of the publishing
wing of the Fellowship raised the question of minimum wage laws and
required the community to define more precisely its economic relationship to
its individual members. Issues of paternalism and family integrity were
involved and tipped the scale strongly toward the decision to adopt a
minimum wage policy.53 Such a decision was something some of the
missionaries had wanted for a long time. According to Matters:
Paying everyone equal wages for unequal work and responsibility
produced little motivation to do a good job since you weren't
adequately rewarded for your efforts. It would have been better to
47 Brokke, C., second interview
48 I say "under the guise of unanimous agreements" because it is my
impression that Hegre's power was such that he was able to shape consensus
around decisions he had privately reached before the meetings.
49 Brooks, A., interview
50 Strand, H., interview
5' Unseth, A., first interview
52 Telephone conversation with Brooks, Saturday, 15 January 1994
53 Charisma & Christian Life. Alsdurf, p. 104
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pay normal wages and then see if people would voluntarily live
sacrificially and contribute their excesses to the Lord's work.54
Also some of the staff no longer wanted to live in community but
desired to maintain their jobs with the community 55 A shift to an
employee-employer relationship between the community and its members
more easily enabled them to do that. Auto insurance was also an element in
the consideration. To curtail liability for accident-prone drivers, Bethany
decided that everyone must have their own cars and insurance. To make
that possible the Fellowship had to pay its members a wage.56 Bethany
had considered charging members for their use of Fellowship cars but
discovered that such charges would have been in violation of IRS laws.
Bethany as a religious organization was exempt from most taxes. To own
cars which it rented out for personal use would have made Bethany a
taxable entity.57
Concerning the merger between the Fellowship and the Missionary
Church: In 1989 Bethany Missionary Church and Bethany Fellowship,
which until then had been distinct entities, were united. With that union
Bethany's last official link with the Lutheran church was severed. Until
then the church had been classified as an Independent Lutheran
congregation, a designation it had inherited from Bethany Chapel, while the
Fellowship had been recognized as an interdenominational religious
organization, but with the union Bethany Missionary Church also became
interdenominational. It was simply more expedient to exercise that option
than to attempt to reorganize the Fellowship as a Lutheran church. Hegre
himself, though identifying strongly with his Lutheran roots, was not a
strong Lutheran theologically, as our consideration of his doctrine of
sanctification has shown. Though the Apostles' Creed, as we have seen,
had been modified to reflect a certain Lutheran perspective, there is nothing
Lutheran in Bethany's view of communion (the elements symbolize but do
not coexist with the body and blood of Jesus), nor was Hegre's view of
baptism Lutheran. He saw baptism not as a regeneration, which is the way
Lutherans understand it, but in terms of covenant, which is a more
Reformed position 58 Hence Bethany's final abandonment of its Lutheran
54 Matters, F., letter, Appendix F
55 Unseth, A., first interview
56 Carlson, Charles, second interview (Beverley was absent).
57 Telephone conversation with Brooks, Saturday, 15 January 1994
58 As explained to me in a conversation I had over the telephone with Alec
Brooks on Monday, 15 August 1994, between 8:30 and 8:50 A.M.
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identification was in theological terms of little consequence. But it is
significant in signalling a final break with the tradition from which Bethany
had sprung.59
Such changes, important as they were in the process of transforming
Bethany into the organization it has become, were insufficent to alleviate the
mounting strains within the community. Pressure continued to build until,
after returning from a visit to Pakistan in mid-1990, Brooks decided to
resign his office as Bethany's president and requested a year's leave of
absence. However, the Board did not accept his resignation, turning it
instead into a year-long sabbatical.60 This decision, which allowed Brooks
to continue to draw a salary while he went to pastor an independent Baptist
church in England,61 was the Board's decision alone and unanticipated by
Brooks.62
In June 1991 in the middle of his sabbatical year, Brooks briefly
returned to Bethany and on Sunday morning, 16 June, from the pulpit of
the Bethany Missionary Church preached a sermon entitled "The Presence
or Absence of God." Using a theological approach that was vintage Hegre,
Brooks suggested that Bethany, lulled by its economic success, might be
growing cold to its original vision. Rather than inspiring the soul-searching
and repentance Brooks had intended, the sermon shocked and outraged
many in the Fellowship who understood Brooks to be saying that God had
left Bethany.63 The sermon had the unintended consequence of further
polarizing opinion in the Fellowship. Hence when Brooks returned to
59 This change also helped to eliminate confusion in the public mind about
whether or not Bethany was Lutheran or independent. The weakness of Lutheran
theology in defining the Fellowship's position also influenced the church and
sometimes caused confusion among people who were looking for a church with
more identifiably Lutheran viewpoints. Strangely this public confusion about
Bethany's identity was even reflected in the telephone book which during the
1980s sometimes listed Bethany Fellowship along with Bethany Missionary
Church as Lutheran organizations.
60 See Brooks' letter dated 13 November 1990, and the letter from the Board
dated 26 November 1990, both in Appendix E.
61 Unseth, A., first interview. Brooks identified the kind of church he pastored
during a telephone conversation I had with him between 11:30 and 11:,40 A.M.
on Saturday, 29 September 1994.
62 Telephone conversation with Brooks, Saturday, 15 January 1994
63 A tape of the sermon is included in the appendices. In our telephone
conversation on 15 January 1994, Brooks expressed surprise that anyone would
have thought he had said that God had left Bethany. Brooks said that he did not
believe it was possible for God to leave something without that thing God left
ceasing to exist, a remark that seems far more theological than biblical (see
Romans 1:24 as an example). Whatever the theological niceties of the question,
when I visited the Fellowship in August 1992,1 talked to a variety of people,
both members of the Fellowship and members of the Bethany Missionary
Church, who, having heard the sermon, understood Brooks to be saying that God
had left Bethany.
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Bethany in December 1991, he came not to fill the role of president but only
to teach. Harold Brokke, who during Brooks' absence had acted as
president, was elected to the position in January 1992. He was succeeded
by Paul Strand in 1994.
Distortions had grown up in Bethany's administration during the last
years of Hegre's presidency. While he was alive the full extent of these
distortions was not apparent, due in large measure to the authoritarian, albeit
benevolent, nature of Hegre's leadership. But in the years following his
death it became obvious that corrections had to be made. The transition of
power in the organization from the presidency to the Board was not smooth
but as a consequence of the turmoil, the role of the president was limited
and became more ciearly defined. Mike Chatterton, an outsider and a
businessman of considerable accomplishments (as we saw in Chapter
Three), was brought in to administer the major divisions of Bethany Inc.
Also the Board of Trustees was forced to assume its proper responsibilities.
That Bethany came through this difficult period strengthened is a testimony
not only to the firm foundation Hegre and the original members laid but also
to the commitment of the Bethany staff in general.
Many of these changes were brought in by a management plan
presented by Don Imsland, a hired consultant, to a meeting of Bethany's
staff on 21 May 1990. The purpose of the plan, as Don Imsland makes clear
in his cover letter, was "to improve communications and lines of
responsibility" among leaders and general staff members of Bethany. A full
copy of the text can be found in Appendix C. As the footnote to the page
entitled "Individual Meetings of the Presdient and Division Heads" tells us,
Bethany was for administrative purposes divided into five parts: Bethany
College of Missions, Bethany House Publishers, Bethany Fellowship
Missions, Bethany Fellowship Services, and Bethany Missionary Church
which as we have seen was consolidated with the Fellowship in 1989.
Since then the publishing division has been severed from the community
itself though the Fellowship still owns the publishing division and
ultimately controls what it does. The Chief Operations Officer (who since
1990 has been Mike Chatterton) is in charge of these divisions. He chairs
the board meetings, but is not a member of the board and does not vote.
The President is the national and international representative, provides
spiritual oversight, motivation, and vision.64
When Mike Chatterton was hired, the Fellowship wanted him to
64 Chatterton, M., interview
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cover three areas:
1. The format of leadership,
2. The method of government,
3. The nature of the community.65
As Brooks' letter of 13 November 1990 makes clear, the new administrative
structure bears the strong impress of Mike Chatterton and Don Imsland.66
Both of these men are businessmen. In my first interview with him, Andy
Unseth remarked that Bethany had been founded by businessmen but was at
the time being run by people whose training was theological and whose
business experience was formed by Bethany. He believed some of
Bethany's difficulties could be traced to this situation.67 It is apparent that
with the management plan Don Imsland presented and with Mike Chatterton
having been hired as the Fellowship's Chief Operations Officer, Bethany
has taken very positive and effective steps to deal with that problem as well.
In this chapter we have examined changes that occurred in Bethany
Fellowship in Minneapolis. We have seen how the charismatic element was
introduced into Bethany in the mid-1950s and have noted that the new form
of worship did not overwhelm or radically redefine Bethany. We have seen
how growth in the Fellowship and in the surrounding community of
Bloomington created tensions in Bethany, how by 1981 regulations in
Bloomington were forcing Bethany to modify its own practices, and how
Hegre's growing authority contributed to the increased tensions in the
Fellowship by introducing distortions into the process of administration.
We have seen how all this came to a head with Hegre's death in 1984. We
have seen how under Alec Brooks (1984-1990) some regulations were
relaxed, how the Fellowship abandoned its long-standing policy of having a
common purse and adopted an employee-employer relationship between
itself and its members, how the restated by-laws adopted in 1989 attempted
to make the administration more responsive to the rank-and-file, and how in
the same year the Missionary Church united with the Fellowship. We have
seen how under Brooks' presidency the Fellowship began a debate over its
commitment to the community ideal, a debate that though painful clarified
the nature of Bethany's commitments and resulted in a reaffirmation of
community in Minneapolis. We have seen how under Harold Brokke's
presidency (1990-1994, though he was elected officially in 1992)
65 Ibid.
66 Brooks, A., letter dated 13 November 1990. See Appendix E.
67 Unseth, A., first interview
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publishing and the Fellowship were divided in 1993 and how a
reorganization of Bethany was accomplished in response to a management
plan drawn up by Don Imsland. We have also noted that Harold Brokke
stepped down in 1994 as Paul Strand assumed the presidency. And finally
we have observed that despite all these changes Bethany has been able to
preserve its vision for missions and its community ideal.
Considering the various sources of the challenges Bethany has faced
and the success it has enjoyed in resolving them, it is striking how often
older staff members attributed Bethany's problems to tensions created by
younger staff members. Time after time older members during the
interviews I conducted claimed that the younger staff lacked maturity and
were limited in experience (a common failing of youth), lacked financial
awareness and responsibility which led to the development of a "welfare
mentality" among them, had mixed motives, or failed to understand the level
of commitment required by Bethany, contributed to the turmoil that occurred
after Hegre's death by their incessant criticism of Brooks (criticism they
would not have dared to level at Hegre), and so on. The sum of such
impressions is that younger members were spiritually underdeveloped.
While the older staff do seem willing to accept some responsibility for the
low spirituality of the younger staff (the older staff did not provide sufficent
mentoring, for example, or Hegre was not selective enough in choosing
who could join the community), there seems to be a general agreement
among many of the older members that newer members were somehow
weaker and consequently a serious source of problems. This attitude seems
to go beyond the normal tendency of the older generation to bewail the
calibre of the younger. As Forrest Gearhart suggested (see Chapter Eight),
it may reflect changes in American culture, changes we described in Chapter
Two, which really have crippled the young. But it could also suggest a
perception that life outside the community nurtures a more robust spirituality
than does life within the community. Certainly comments by Elaine Linder
or Ann Brown could be read that way. The latter possibility reveals a
marked tension in Bethany's sense of its own role. On the one hand, one
purpose of the community has been to create a situation where sin could in
some measure be controlled and eliminated. Bethany's vision of itself as a
sanctified Christian community that stands apart from, and witnesses to, the
world is one expression of that conceit. Tim Freeman's support groups
referred to in Chapter Nine are another. On the other hand, community life
can by its nature be limiting both to a person's spiritual development and to
the community's ability to interact effectively with the outside world. The
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self-limiting side of community life, a side we have touched on in Chapter
Three, was something Bethany had to face directly as it began to move
overseas and explore the way that move defined its new witnessing role.
As we shall see in the next three chapters, Bethany has tended to abandon
the community ideal overseas, partly because its success in establishing
self-supporting financial centres has been limited and partly because
community living has not facilitated witnessing and church-planting.
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Maurice Sand acquires land in Parana and begins to sell lots
to people in the U.S. He plans to grow coffee and use the
proceeds to fund missions. This is the start of Co-Laborers
de Brasil.
Co-Laborers moves from Santa Fe to Altonia.
Hegres visit Brazil. Ted Hegre decides to purchase land
from Co-Laborers and to prepare to develop Bethany's
property.
18 Oct. 1961 The Cravens and the Harders go to Brazil to help Co-















The McKaughans leave to join the Cravens and the
Harders.
Bethany begins to plan its Brazilian development, clear its
land, and build upon its property. In December the three
families move into their new home.
Bethany begins to issue The Message of the Cross in
Portugese: Mensagum da Cruz.
A constitution of the Bethany community in Altonia is
drawn up and the community is registered with the Brazilian
government. The community opens an academy for
educating its children and also opens a clinic to care for the
medical needs of the people in the surrounding area.
Bethany builds and opens a church on its Altonia property.
Bethany opens its seminary at Altonia. Bethany also opens
its publishing company in Belo Horizonte: Editoria Betania.
Bethany clinic becomes a hospital.
Angus Plummer begins Recanto Joven in Altonia.
Bethany closes its Altonia hospital.
Plummers move to Curitiba to start urban-based ministry.
Plummers start Recanto de Pas in Curitiba.
Recanto de Pas purchases a five-acre farm.
Bethany under Alec Brooks initiates "indigenization
programme". The Brazilian government under the terms of
the Homestead Act awards Co-Laborers any of the
remaining acreage they still manage.
Bethany begins to charge a subscription rate for Mensagum
da Cruz.
1991 Larry Darby begins work among the surfers.
Bethany's church on their Altonia property closes and the
congregation moves into Altonia proper. The Mcleods begin
their counselling programme in Maringa.
CHAPTER SIX: Bethany in Brazil
Section 1: Historical Background
On 7 September 1822, on the plain of Ipiranga near Sao Paulo, Dom
Pedro, the regent of Brazil and son of Portugese King Joao VI, declared
Brazil's independence. On 1 December of the same year he was crowned
Pedro I, emperor of the First Brazilian Empire. The Portugese, after a brief
resistance, were expelled in 1823. On 26 May 1824, the United States
became the first nation to recognize the new government. Portugal, partly
as a result of British influence, followed suit in 1825.
Pedro I proved to be an arrogant, despotic, and extravagant monarch
and his reign was turbulent. He was able to put down revolts in the south
and the northeast, but a war with Argentina (1825-1828) resulted in the
Brazilian province Cisplatina (present day Uruguay) declaring its
independence. Finally, in part because of his flagrant infidelity to his wife,
Maria Leopoldina, he was forced to abdicate. No longer able to trust his
army and with a civil war raging in the provinces, Pedro I on 7 April 1831,
formally turned his government over to his five year old son.
From then until 23 July 1840, when Pedro II on his sixteenth
birthday became emperor of the Second Empire, a regency governed Brazil.
Under the regency Brazil experienced what was perhaps the most unstable
period of its history to date. By contrast the reign of Pedro II which lasted
almost half-a-century was one of the nation's most stable and productive. A
patron of education and a conscientious steward of good government, Pedro
II also forged an alliance with an Argentina he had helped to transform and
with the now independent Uruguay, and fought a successful though costly
war against Paraguay (1864-1870). He was also careful to cultivate
friendly relations with Europe which he visited three times (1871, 1876,
and 1888) and with the United States which he visited once (1876).1
Although under the empire the government and the Catholic Church
were united,2 Pedro II initiated Brazil's long standing policy of allowing
Protestant missions to operate relatively freely in Brazil, a policy which was
not altered until 1978.3 Under Pedro II's rule two groups arrived. The
1 The Encyclopedia Britannica (1974) Vol. 3, "Brazil, History of" (no author given), pp.
144-145; The Encyclopedia Americana Vol. 4, "Brazil: History and Government" by
Harry Bernstein, pp. 471-473.
2 World Christian Encyclopedia (David B. Barrett, editor). "Brazil". P. 189
3 Ibid., p. 190
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Presbyterians were the first. In 1855 Scotish Presbyterians with the
London Missionary Society landed, to be followed by the American
Presbyterians in 1859. By 1888 the Presbyterian Church in Brazil was a
fixture in Brazil's religious environment. The Southern Baptists came next,
arriving from America in 1881. By 1907 the Brazilian Baptist Convention
was organized.4
Slavery was another issue resolved under Pedro II's regime
although its resolution ultimately contributed to the collapse of the empire.
Largely because of British pressure, the regency in 1831 had agreed to
abolish the slave trade but the agreement did not really become effective
until 1853. In 1871 a bill for gradual emancipation was passed and in 1884
two provinces, Ceara in the northeast and Amazonas in the northwest, freed
their slaves. A year later all slaves over 60 years of age were freed. Full
emancipation was decreed on 13 May 1888 by the unpopular Princess
Regent Isabel who acted in the absence of Pedro II. This affected
approximately 700,000 slaves. Uncompensated for the loss of these slaves,
the great planters whose coffee, cotton, tobbaco, and sugar cane were
mainstays for the economy withdrew their support. Dissatisfaction in other
quarters along with a military revolt on 15 November 1889, forced Pedro II
to abdicate. He and his family retired in exile to Europe.5 Two more
missionary groups arrived in the midst of this growing political turbulence.
In 1885 the American Methodists disembarked. They were followed in
1889 at the very height of the turmoil by the American Episcopalians.6
The issue over slavery in Brazil was further complicated by the Civil
War in the United States. After the defeat of the Confederate States of
America in 1865 many slave holders fled the C.S.A. for Brazil. Although
some of these refugees returned to the United States within a fairly short
period, their presence in Brazil embroiled the Presbyterian missionaries in
Brazil's dispute. Representatives from the New York and Nashville Boards
published articles in a variety of journals condemning and defending
slavery.7
Marshal Deodoro da Fonseca ruled Brazil until he resigned on 23
November 1891, allowing his vice-president Marshal Floriano Peixoto to
assume power. Under Marshal da Fonseca a constitution similar to the
4 Ib]d., p. 188
5 Britannica (1974k Vol. 3, p. 146; Americana. Vol. 4,, p. 473
6 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 188
7 Read. William R.. New Patterns of Church Growth in Brazil Chap. 2 "The
Presbyterian Church", p. 52
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U.S. constitution was adopted and Brazil became a republic: the United
States of Brazil. This republic is called the First, or Old Republic. The
constitution, in effect until 1934, institutionalized the separation of church
and state,8 a move that was the consequence of a growing conflict in the
1870s between the state and the Roman Catholic Church. Barrett points out
that during that decade two bishops were imprisoned and Brazilians were
even forbidden to enter religious orders.9 This separation of church and
state has, except for a twelve year period between 1934 and 1946, remained
a judicial reality in Brazil. Indeed, the constitution adopted in 1967
explicitly guaranteed freedom of conscience and religious liberty.10
However, Barrett also points out that despite the difficulties in the
1870s and despite constitutional provisions, change in practice was quite
gradual and for many years after 1889 cooperation between the Brazilian
government and the Roman Catholic Church remained close.11 In 1927
Kenneth Grubb while writing about the Amazonian tribes noted that Roman
Catholic missions in Brazil were subsidized by the government.12 And as
in Columbia in the twentieth century, the Roman Catholic Church in Brazil
in the nineteenth was quite capable of resorting to violence. Read points out
that during the last quarter of the nineteenth century Presbyterian
missionaries who had before concentrated their efforts on urban areas began
to enjoy significant success in more rural regions. He says:
From this time on, the missionary pattern seems to change from
concentration in the larger centers to concentration upon the rural
areas surrounding these cities.13
This shift in strategy provoked a sharp Catholic reaction. Read writes:
The Roman Catholic Church was awake to the progress of the
Presbyterian Church [in the last decades of the nineteenth century]
and manifested its disapproval in the wave of counter-attacks which
registered twelve violent persecutions in different states in 1886.14
1893 saw a revolt in both the army and the navy and an uprising in
8 Britannica (1974) Vol 3, p. 146; Americana Vol. 4, p. 473
9 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 188
10 Ibid., p. 189
11 Ibid.
12 Grubb, K.G., The Lowland Indians of Amazonia. Chap. 7 "Brazil", p. 91
13 Read. New Patterns of Church Growth in Brazil. Chap. 2. p. 49
14 Ibid.p., 54
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Bahia Province. The Bahia uprising led by Antonio Maciel was not
successfully quelled until 1897 but the military revolt was put down by
1894 and opened the way for a civilian president, Prudente de Morais, a
lawyer from Sao Paulo, who took office that same year. He was followed
in 1898 by Manuel Ferraz de Campos Sales whose policies enabled the
nation to return from the brink of economic collapse. Campos Sales'
successor was Francisco de Paula Rodrigues Alves who served until 1906
and is generally regarded as Brazil's best civilian president.15
By 1910 Brazil had through treaties expanded to its present
borders.16 Between 1822 and 1910 the nation had moved from being a
coequal partner with Portugal in the United Kingdom of Portugal (an
arrangement unique in the history of European colonialism) to a republic:
the United States of Brazil. It had passed through an imperial phase, fought
two wars, one of which it lost, freed its slaves, suffered a series of civilian
and military revolts, languished under some of its worst leaders and enjoyed
some of its best. The wrenching nature of such change could well have
fragmented the country or caused it to attempt to fortify itself against change
by forging a union with the Catholic Church as so many Latin American
countries did, and becoming a socially reactionary society. Instead Brazil
held together, continued to experiment with governmental forms, and
remained opened to Protestant missions, even when those missionaries
became involved in the country's political debates. With the exception of
some violence against Protestants in 1886 Brazil evidenced remarkable
religious tolerance, a tolerance of which Protestant missionaries took full
advantage. In 1902 the Seventh-Day Adventists entered the country and in
1910 missionaries from the Assemblies of God landed.17 By the first
decade of the twentieth century Lutherans who had first arrived as
immigrants in 1823 and established the first Protestant church in Brazil in
15 Britannica (1974) Vol. 3, p. 146; Americana Vol. 4, p. 473
16 Americana Vol. 4, p. 473
17 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 189. Carl Brumback in Suddenly ... From Heaven,
a history of the Assemblies of God, describes how the first organizational meeting for the
church was held in Hot Springs, Arkansas, on 6 April 1914, and says that the
constitution of the church was not drawn up until 1927 (Chap. 13 "The Secret
Committee's Report", p. 175). Burton Goddard says that foreign missionary outreach for
the Assemblies of God predates the official organization of the church. By the time the
General Council was operative missionaries from many churches which would in time
join the Assemblies had already gone out into the world. In the case of Brazil, two
Swedish ministers from Chicago established a church in Belem in 1911. That was the
start of a national church which would eventually become part of the worldwide
Assemblies of God. (Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Missions. Burton Goddard, editor,
"Assemblies of God Foreign Missions Department", p. 42)
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1837,18 Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, Seventh-Day
Adventists, and the Assemblies of God were all represented in a nation that
had explicitly guaranteed through its constitution that the institutions of
church and state would be separate.
Brazil participated in World War I on the side of the Allies. The
1920s was a period of growing industrialization and urbanization for Brazil
but the country was hit hard by the global depression of 1929. In 1930 the
country held an election in which the candidate who represented the long¬
standing dominance of states like Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais was declared
winner. This provoked a revolt led by Getulio Vargas, governor of Rio
Grande do Sul, a state which was becoming more important as the influence
of states like Bahai and Pernambuco declined. The revolt was successful
and marked the end of the First Republic.
The period from 1930 until 1954 was dominated by Getulio Vargas.
Under a new constitution in 1934 that initiated the Second Republic or
Estado Novo (New State), Vargas encouraged agricultural diversification,
eliminated subsidies for coffee, and worked to expand Brazil's industrial
base, but he also became increasingly authoritarian and from 1937 until he
was overthrown on 29 October 1945 acted as a virtual dictator.
From 1945 until 1950 Brazil was run by General Enrico Gaspar
Dutra, a loyal friend of Vargas. In elections in 1950 Vargas won a
substantial victory in a four-way race but because he was unable to secure a
clear majority, he was unable to dominate Brazil as he had during his first
term in office . Frustrated by economic difficulties and by revelations of
corruption in his government, Vargas committed suicide on 24 August
1954, after resigning as president earlier that day.19
The Estato Novo ended with the overthrow of Vargas in 1945 and
the adoption of a new constitution in 1946, a constitution which was to last
until the seventh was adopted in 1967. During the intervening years Brazil
fell deeper into debt and began to experience severe inflationary pressures.
Juscelino Kubitschel de Oliveria (1955-1961) borrowed foreign capital
again and again in an effort to finance hydro-electric projects, an
interregional highway system, and a new capital Brasilia in the interior of
the country. Though he enjoyed some success (Brasilia was dedicated as
the new capital on 12 April 1960, and under Kubitschel the nation's gross
national product soared, rising 6% to 7% a year), the average Brazilian's
18 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 188
19 Britannica (1974).Vol. 3. pp. 147-148: Americana Vol. 4. p. 474
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income remained unaffected or actually declined. His successors, Janio
Quadros and Joao Goulart, saw growth stop. The worsening economic
situation and Goularf s controversial measures to correct it provoked a
revolution on 18 March 1964 led by the Brazilian army. Goulart fled into
exile on 2 April and Castelo Branco was elected as president on 11 April.
On 22 July Congress extended Branco's term to 15 March 1967. The
inauguration of his successor Costa e Silva on that date was the occasion for
a new constitution. Under the new charter the country's name changed
from the United States of Brazil to simply Brazil.20
The sweeping economic reforms planned under Castelo Branco
proved partially effective and were continued under Costa e Silva's
administration.21 Under Emilio Garrastazu Medici who held office from
1969 until 1974 the nation enjoyed a major economic boom22 but tensions
were growing which under Ernesto Geisel who assumed office in March
1974 would bring the government and the missionaries into conflict. Let us
sketch briefly the background for this conflict.
Writing in 1949 George P. Howard pointed out that Portuguese
people were free from the religious fanaticism that characterized Spain, that
"the first Protestant churches in Latin America were erected on Brazilian
soil", and that Protestanism's greatest success in Latin America had been in
Brazil.23
In 1952 Dr. Elmer G. Homrighausen wrote:
It is common knowledge that the evangelical Church in Brazil is the
fastest growing church in the world. Between 1911 and 1938 the
Evangelical strength in South America increased 88 percent, but in
Brazil it increased 624 percent. No mission field can match it.24
In 1957 Kenneth Grubb in the Preface to the third edition of the
World Christian Handbook observed:
In 1916 the population of [Brazil] was 24 million, and today nearly
60 million. The number of evangelical Christians in 1916 was
123,000; in 1925, 251,000, and in 1952,3,600,000. There are
those who reckon the evangelical community today is not far short
of 5 million. But Brazil is a vast under-populated country with a
20 Ibid- Vol. 3, pp. 148-150; Vol. 4, pp. 474-475
21 Bntannica (1974), Vol. 3, pp. 159-160
22 Americana Vol. 4, p. 475
23 World Christian Handbook (19491. "Evangelical Work and Influence in South
America" by George P. Howard, p. 98
24 Ibid. (1952), "Trends in World Evangelism, sec. 5: Latin America", by Elmer G.
Homrighausen, p. 40
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constantly moving frontier and a lightly held allegiance to the
dominant ecclesiastical culture.25
The evangelical church was growing faster than the population. This
"lightly held allegiance to the dominant ecclesiastical culture" was
particularly notable in rural areas, and there, as we might expect, the
evangelical church was doing especially well. By 1962 Adam F. Sosa
could say that the Catholic Church in rural Brazil was dying while Brazil
boasted the fastest growing Protestant community in the world.26
In the beginning little of this Protestant missionary outreach had
occurred among Brazil's Amerindian population. In 1927 Kenneth Grubb
reported that with the exception of work being done among the
Nyambikware in Matto Grosso by Assemblies of God missionaries from
Great Britian and Ireland 27 no Protestant work of significance had been
begun among the tribes of the Amazon basin.28 However, after World
War II that began to change and Barrett says that several conservative
evangelical missions which entered Brazil subsequently worked exclusively
among the Amerindian tribes of the interior 29
By the mid-1960s about 70% of the Protestant missionary staff
worldwide were North Americans. Prior to 1967 the majority of these
North American missionaries went to Asia. Indeed, as Edwin Frizen points
out, the first five missionaries sent out by The American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions (founded in June 1810 as America's
first organization to focus on overseas missions), went to Calcutta, India in
1812.30 But after 1967 Latin America displaced Asia as the focus of North
American efforts, and by the end of the decade Brazil was attracting the
lion's share of North American missionaries.31 As we saw in Chapter
Two, the great majority of this new wave of Protestant North Americans
were conservative evangelicals.
The oil crisis of 1973-74 brought an end to the rapid economic
25 Ibid. (1957), Preface by Kenneth Grubb, sec. 2, p. xvii
26 Ibid. (1962), "Latin America" by Adam F. Sosa, p. 47
27 Grubb. The Lowland Indians of Amazonia. Chap. 7.pp. 116-117
28 Ibid., pp. 102-103, 114
29 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 189
30 Frizen, Edwin L., 75 Years of IFMA. Part I: The Rise of Nondenominational
Protestant Missions in America, Chap. 3 "Protestant Missions in America", pp. 55, 65-
66. They were Adoniram and Ann Judson, Samuel and Rosanna Nott, Samuel and Flarriet
Newell, Gordon Hall, and Luther Rice.
31 Evangelical Missionary Quarterly. Spring/1971, Vol. 7, No. 3, "Open doors and
closed borders" by William L. Needham, pp. 134-135
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growth Brazil had enjoyed through most of the 1960s. By the end of 1976
Brazil's trade deficit had risen to US $6 billion and inflation had reached an
annual rate of 45%. The darkening economic picture was exacerbated by
political problems. Costa e Silva, who from 13 December 1968, had ruled
Brazil by decree, suffered a massive stroke in August 1969. His successor
Gen. Medici, employed police death squads to pursue the government's
enemies, and political prisoners were tortured. 1970 and 1971 saw the
kidnapping of government officials by militants. When elected in 1974
President Geisel no longer enjoyed the economic prosperity that had
benefited Gen. Medici. The crisis the new president faced was both
political and economic.
Hoping to develop the vast wealth of the Amazon in an attempt to
address the nation's economic problems, and hoping to institute judicial
reforms in an attempt to address the political ones, President Geisel found
himself obstructed on the one hand by groups who wanted to protect the
Amazon tribes, and on the other by the growing power of the newly elected
opposition in Congress.32
In April 1977 after Congress failed to pass a reform package he had
proposed, President Geisel dismissed the legislative body and, exercising
his rights under the Fifth Insititutional Act which Costa e Silva had used,
ruled by decree.33 President Geisel also adopted a policy intended to
integrate the Amazon tribes into Brazilian society as rapidly and as totally as
possible. To this end he threatened the removal by 1978 of all missionaries,
whether Catholic or Protestant, who worked with the Amerindians unless
those missionaries agreed to cooperate fully with the Brazilian
government.34
In 1977 eighty-four Wycliffe Bible translators were ordered out of
Amerindian areas by the end of the year, and between May 1977 and May
1978 only sixty-five visas for Catholics seeking to enter Brazil to do
missionary or other religious work were granted and only six to Protestants.
In the years previous to the crack-down as many as five hundred visas a
year had been issued for missionaries.35 For once missionaries and
anthropologists found themselves united as they opposed the president's
32 Britannica (1981). Vol. 3. "Brazil. History of" (no author givent. p. 150: World
Christian Encyclopedia, p. 189
33 Britannica (1981). p. 150
34 Evangelical Missionary Quarterly. January/1977. Vol. 13, No. 1, "Spot Checks", p.
76
35 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 190
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policy.36 The policy was formalized by a new law which went into effect
on 10 December 1981. The law grants religious workers a one year visa, a
one year renewal of that visa, and after these two years residency in Brazil,
the possibility of transferring to a permanent visa status.37
The 1980s saw the Brazilian economy spiral downward under the
pressure of massive debt. In 1981 the economic outlook brightened and
Brazilian industry grew rapidly.38 Encouraged by the upswing and
seeking funds for expansive development projects, Brazil in 1982
negotiated access to $4.5 billion from the International Monetary Fund
(monies to be made available over a three year period) and with an option to
borrow an additional $1.5 billion. It also borrowed $1,230,000,000 in
short term loans from the U.S. government and, under a separate agreement
with the U.S. government and three European governments, Brazil was
loaned another $1.5 billion. It also turned to commercial banks in an
attempt to borrow another $2.4 billion.39
At first Brazil's economy continued to expand. In 1984 the country
boasted a US $11 billion trade surplus based primarily on exports of coffee,
soybeans, and steel. Yet over half of its export earnings went to service its
huge debt.40 According to George Philip this worsening economic
situation actually undermined the military government, since military leaders
had boasted that they were better economic managers than were civilians.41
By 1985 Brazil was again listed among the partially democratic nations42
and was attempting under its new civilian leadership to renegotiate its
repayment of the $45.3 billion of borrowed capital that was coming due
between 1985 and 1989.43
In 1986 against the background of a general economic slowdown
throughout Latin America, Brazil's performance was still listed as
satisfactory 44 in part because steel production was up, enabling Brazil to
capture a larger share of the international steel market.45 But Brazil's other
36 Evangelical Missionary Quarterly. January/1977, p. 76
37 For full details see Diane M. Becthel's letter from the Missionary Information Bureau
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in Appendix F.
38 Britannica Book of the Year (1982), "Industrial Review" by G.F. Ray, p. 438
39 Ibid. (1983), '"You Can't Foreclose a Country", by F. John Mathis, p. 64
40 Ibid. (1985), "Economic Affairs: International Trade" (information contributed by the
Economist Intelligence Unit, London), pp. 216-217
41 Ibid. (1986), "The Swing Toward Democracy" by George Philip, p. 568
42 Ibid., chart on page 567
43 Ibid.. "Latin American Affairs" by Ron Chapman, p. 569
44 Ibid. (1987), "Economic Affairs: National Economic Policies" (no name given), p.
186
45 Ibid.. "Industrial Review: Iron and Steel" by Ian D. Matthews, p. 251
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industries were weak, particularly logging where mahogany production had
fallen.46
In February 1987 Brazil suspended interest payments on its debt.47
Its economy was in an increasingly critical state and steel production had
slowed.48 The following year Brazil agreed to resume interest payments,
rescheduled payment on its medium term loans and borrowed another $5.7
billion.49 It also adopted its eighth constitution which went into effect on 5
October 1988,50 and which blocked financial institutions headquartered
abroad from entering Brazil's financial markets.51 However, despite its
decision to resume interest payments, Brazil's lack of even token payments
on its US $117 billion debt coupled with the protectionism of its new
constitution, complicated its efforts to renegotiate the terms of repayment
after Fernando Collor de Mello became the nation's president in March
1990.52
A move toward privatization led to a partial recovery for Brazil's
economy in 1991 but Brazilian steel was still suffering serious difficulties
and steel production had declined 20% in 1990.53 Then in 1992, despite
exporting goods valued at US $26 billion and earning a US $11.6 billion
trade surplus for itself, Brazil slid back into recession after it had reached an
accord with the IMF for a $2.1 billion stand-by loan in January and
renegotiated debt repayment with various creditors.54 The impeachment of
Collor in September 1992 on charges of corruption and perjury did nothing
to lighten the national mood. In 1993 the economy remained sluggish
despite brightening prospects in much of Latin America. There was some
improvement in 1994 but by then people had begun leaving Brazil. In 1994
for the first time in Brazil's history more people left the country than
immigrated to it,55 despite a 5.7% growth in Brazil's gross domestic
46 Ibid.. "Industrial Review: Wood Products" by Jean Clark Cameron Kloos, p. 260
47 Ibid.. "Economic Affairs: International Exchange and Payments" (information given
by the International Economic Information Services, London), p. 174
48 Ibid. (1988), "Industrial Review: Iron and Steel" by Ian D. Matthews, p. 222
49 Ibid. (1989) "Economic Affairs: International Exchange and Payments", p. 174
50 Ibid.. "Latin America and the Caribbean: Latin American Affairs" by Robin
Chapman, p.491
51 The Wall Street Journal Europe. Vol. XIII, No. 114, 14-15 July 1995, "Tough Guys"
(editorial), p. 6
57 Britannica Book of the Year (1991), "World Affairs: Latin America and the
Caribbean" by Susan M. Cunningham, pp. 492-493
53 Ibid. (1992), "Industrial Review: Iron and Steel" by Ian D. Matthews, p. 190
54 Ibid. (1993), "World Affairs: Latin America and the Caribbean: Brazil" by Susan M.
Cunningham, p. 479
55 The Wall Street Journal Europe. Monday, 10 October 1994, Vol.XII, No. 177,
"Brazil Set to Wake Up From a Bad Dream" by William Perry, p. 10
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product that year and significant steps by the government to bring inflation
under control.56
In terms of land area Brazil is the fifth largest country in the
world. It is also thinly populated and has vast natural resources. It has
attracted large numbers of immigrants from economically successful nations
like Germany, Italy, and Japan. Its dominant culture is European and its
governmental institutions, though frequently commandeered by the military,
are relatively democratic. Unlike many nations in Latin America, Brazil
from the beginning has been a relatively open society and tolerant of
religious pluralism. It has fought only two wars (its involvement in World
Wars I and II was minimal) and both of those were in its early imperial
period. One would expect such a nation to stand among the world's
economic giants, and yet Brazil's economy has never fulfilled its huge
promise. Throughout its history Brazil has lurched from economic crisis to
economic crisis. These crises over time have tended to become worse and
have contributed significantly to Brazil's political instability. In many ways
Brazil's current difficulties can be attributed to its failure to recover fully
from the global recession sparked by the oil crisis in 1973-74.
When Bethany entered Brazil in 1963 the country was enjoying its
last prolonged period of economic prosperity. Yet despite Brazil's flagging
economy over the last twenty years, Bethany in Brazil has been able to
achieve a high level of economic independence and has been fairly
prosperous. It has also developed several successful enterprizes in the
southern part of the country. In the pages that follow, one of the factors we
shall be considering is how Bethany was able to perform this feat.
Section 2: Bethany in Brazil
Section 2A: Altonia
Writing in 1982 Barrett observed:
Protestantism [in Brazil] may be classified in 3 categories: (1)
traditional mainline denominations [Baptists, Lutherans, Adventists,
Presbyterians, and Methodists] owing their origin to the missionary
out-reach of North American churches beginning in the second half
of the 19th century; (2) Pentecostal groups which began with the
arrival of the Assemblies of God (USA) in 1910; and (3)
Conservative Evangelical bodies from the USA which have
56 Ibid.. Vol. XIII, No. 58, 24 April 1995, "New Oxygen Revitalizes Brazil's Stagnant
Economy" by David Asman, p. 6
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proliferated since World War II. Of these Pentecostals are the
largest and display the greatest growth and vitality. Professing
Evangelicals as a whole have increased from 2.6% of the population
in 1940 to 5.2% in 1970.57
Bethany as we saw in Chapter One shares qualities with both the
charismatic and evangelical traditions.
Although Bethany first began to establish itself as an organization in
Brazil in 1963, it was involved in Brazil earlier through a company called
Co-Laborers de Brasil.58 Despite Getulio Vargas's elimination of coffee
subsidies during his first presidency, the government under Juscelino
Kubitschek decided to sponsor coffee production in western Parana, the
northernmost of Brazil's three southern states and part of what William
Read calls "the new lands" of Brazil.59 In the process of opening the
region, Byington Land Company, an English concern, was contracted by
the Brazilian government to build a railroad for the area and was given land
in return. Byington offered options on this land to the general public60 and
Maurice Sand, who had led the meeting at which Ted Hegre and his wife-
to-be Lucile had consecrated their futures to the service of God, heard of
Byington's offer.61
Maurice Sand had an idea for starting a company whose sole
purpose would be raising money for other missions, and he believed
Byington's options could be the means to realize that vision.62 In 1958
Sand acquired lots from Byington and began to offer shares privately to
people in the U.S. The proceeds from the coffee raised were to be divided
annually among the investors and, because the enterprise was Christian,
among those missions which applied for funding.63 The company was
given the name Co-Laborers de Brasil.64
Co-Laborers was originally centred at Santa Fe but because it had
57 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 189
58 In Portuguese the preposition de or do, the masculine and neuter forms of the English
of, are interchangable. Hence, when referring to names where this preposition is used, I
have not tried to standardize the prepositional forms but have simply recorded the form as
it appeared in the documents.
59 Read. New Patterns of Chuch In Brazil. Chap. 1 "An Italian People Movement in
Brazil", p. 19
60 MacKinnon, Mary, second interview
61 MacKinnon, M., first interview
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., second interview
64 Ibid., first interview
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acquired substantial amounts of land around Altonia, it moved permanently
to Altonia from Santa Fe in 1959.65 While some Americans invested in
Co-Laborers, others more strongly committed to Maurice Sand's dream,
went to work on the plantation.66 The operation, however, was to run into
serious difficulties. Co-Laborers had been told that the land was good for
coffee but it proved marginal, this being one of the reasons that private
investors had shunned the project and government funds had been used.
Also occasional frosts during the winter made the crop undependable 67
Worse, the coffee Co-Laborers produced was low-grade quality because the
bushes had been improperly planted and maintained 68 Originally lots were
to be harvested individually and a percentage of the returns sent to the
investors but this proved impracticable. Instead, it became necessary to
harvest all the land as a single unit, then attempt to divide the proceeds from
the sale of the coffee among the investors, basing their return on the number
of lots or the percentage of a lot each investor owned. Naturally not all the
investors were pleased with this arrangement.69 Also the investors turned
out to be more interested in profits than in supporting missionaries. And
there were personality conflicts among some of the investors.70 In other
words, just about everything that could go wrong did go wrong.
Then in the 1960s the Brazilian government began to take steps to
prevent money from leaving the country. This evolving policy made it
increasingly difficult and finally impossible for owners in the States to get
any return at all on their investments 71
Finally in 1970 Co-Laborers began to buy back lots from the U.S.
investors, a buy-back that was arranged somewhat surreptitiously through
the Caixa de Brasil (Bank of Brazil) and continued until 1974 when the
purchases finally came to a halt due to the growing number of monetary
restrictions which the government devised. In fact, though most of the
investors did receive some level of dividend until 1968 or 1969, and though
some of the land was redeemed by Co-Laborers, a few of the original U.S.
investors never received payment. Then in 1987 the Brazilian government
simply awarded the acreage to Co-Laborers under the terms of the
66 Plummer, Angus, first interview
66 MacKinnon, M., first interview
67 Plummer, A., first interview
68 Clower, James, interview
69 MacKinnon, M., second interview
70 Clower, J., interview
71 MacKinnon, M., second interview
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Homestead Act.72 Though Co-Laborers still raises some coffee, the
enterprise has expanded to include oranges, beef cattle, and silk worms.73
From the beginning Ted Hegre was interested in Sand's project and
in May 1960 went to visit Brazil himself.74 Very impressed with the
possibilities presented by a venture like the one in which Co-Laborers was
involved, Hegre decided to purchase land from Co-Laborers75 and to send
missionaries to work with Co-Laborers so that the missionaries could get
experience in Brazil. Two families, the Cravens and the Harders, went,76
setting sail on 18 October 196 1 77 Sand himself was eager to co-operate
with Hegre in getting Bethany missionaries involved. Invited to the Spring
Conference in 1961
Rev. Morry Sand of Co-Laborers Do Brazil presented the urgent
need of missions in Brazil with the aid of a color film 78
On 7 December of that year Paul and Joanne McKaughan were
commissioned to join the Cravens and the Harders and planned to leave for
Brazil in January.79 They sailed on 26 January.80
These three families were the first to be involved in Bethany's
original overseas outreach. Prior to this Bethany had always sent the
missionaries it trained and supported out through other missions 81 In part
this change was encouraged, as we saw in Chapter Four, by tendencies in
Bethany's theology. Bethany saw itself as a movement of renewal within
the broader church but many of the agencies through which Bethany sent its
graduates did not feel their theology needed to be renewed. Hence Bethany
graduates working in other organizations could feel compromised or
frustrated. However, in an even larger measure the reasons for the change
rested solely with Hegre. As we have seen, ideas got him, and when they
did, he communicated his enthusiasm to others. He had been friends with
72 Ibid.
73 Plummer, A., first interview
74 Message of the Cross. March-April 1960, Vol. 12, Chap. 2, Itinerary-for the Hegre's
West Indies trip, p. 39
75 MacKinnon, M., second interview. Mike Linder said the land was purchased directly
from the railroad. However, David Craven confirmed that the purchase was of land owned
by Co-Laborers.
76 Ibid., first interview
77 MOC. September-October 1961, Vol. 13, Chap. 5, p. 35
78 Ibid-, May-June 1961, Vol. 13, Chap. 3, p. 41
79 Ibid.. November-December 1961, Vol. 13, Chap. 6, p. 32
80 Ibid.. January-February 1962, Vol. 14, Chap. 1, p. 43
81 Goddard. Burton. Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Missions. "Bethany Fellowship",
p. 78
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Maurice Sand for years and had followed his work in Brazil with interest.
When he visited Brazil in 1960, the idea of opening a compound in Brazil
"got" him, and the Fellowship in Minneapolis, as they usually did, followed
along.
The Norwegian freighter aboard which the Cravens and the Harders
had booked their passage arrived in Brazil in November but the voyage was
rough and Judy Harder, who suffered from severe sea-sickness, took a
plane for the last leg of the journey, getting there a week ahead of the other
three.82 A1 Smith, himself a Bethany graduate, ran a language school for
WEC in Belo Horizonte in the state of Minas Gerais, the largest of the four
states that comprise the southeast region of the country. He opened the
school's facilities to Bethany's missionaries83 and for the first six months
in Brazil the Cravens and the Harders studied Portuguese there. Language
study in Belo was to become a standard first step for Bethany personnel.
Finally in April 1962 the four of them went to work on the Co-Laborers'
plantation.84
In 1963 two days after the Winter Conference was over, Ted and
Lucile Hegre left Bethany for a two month sojourn in Brazil in order to visit
the sixteen Bethany missionaries serving there.85 They returned home on
10 March.86 While in Brazil the Hegres met with the three Bethany
families at Altonia and, with his encouragement, they began to clear the land
across the road from Co-Laborers, the land Hegre had purchased earlier.87
The group planned the work on the front porch of Co-Laborers' living
quarters.88 Hegre described those meetings this way:
[I]t was a real thrill to sit down with the charter members of this new
Bethany...and talk over the matters of organization and the future.
It reminded me of our pre-organizational meeting here in
Minneapolis about twenty years ago. The enthusiasm, dedication
and the faith of our young missionaries seemed electric and
contagious.89
The July-August issue of The Message of the Cross reported:
82 Harder,Willy, interview
83 Clower, J., interview
84 MacKinnon, M., first interview; Harder, W., interview
85 MOC. January-February 1963, Vol. 15, Chap. l,p.42
86 Ibid.. March-April 1963, Vol. 15, Chap. 2, p. 24
87 MacKinnon, M., first interview; Harder, W., interview
88 MacKinnon, M., first interview
89 MOC. May-June 1963, Vol. 15, Chap. 3, editorial by Hegre entitled "Betania do
Brasil", p. 1
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Plans are progressing on the building program for our new work in
Brazil, Betania do Brasil. The ground is cleared, and groves and
gardens are being planted. Our missionaries there are considering
what to manufacture. At present we want to help financially with
the building program and also with getting the land and factory
producing. Then we expect the work to be largely self-
supporting.90
Finally in December 1963 the families moved from Co-Laborers where they
had been staying and onto their own acreage across the street.91
Their plans for the Altonia community were big from the beginning.
Hegre writes:
The program will be larger than that of a language school and a
Bible Institute. It will follow very much the same pattern as
Bethany Fellowship in Minneapolis 92
Though Hegre fully expected the community to have a school, he also
envisioned it as a conference centre, as a counselling centre, as a centre for
regional evangelistic campaigns, and as the site of a publishing house 93 It
was truly to be a transplanted version of the Minneapolis centre.
Behind this dreaming, though, there was a sense of caution. Hegre
notes:
Some believe that our ministry will be limited because our location is
too far inland - in the frontier 94
But Hegre believed that with the centre's location so near the planned
hydro-electric project at the Sete Quedes or Seven Falls, Betania would
soon be in the midst of expansive developments as the towns in the area
turned into cities.95 However, Hegre, who was right about so many
things, was wrong about this. Though the community has not had the
problems that have plagued Co-Laborers, they have not become the
evangelical centre that Hegre hoped they would. Bethany's work in Brazil
has spread across the southern part of that country, a region which in Larry
Darby's words is "very European", and the middle of Brazil which has
90 Ibid.. July-August 1963, Vol. 15 Chap. 4, p. 29
91 MacKinnon, M., first interview
92 MOC. May-June 1963, Vol. 15, Chap. 3, editorial "Betania", p. 1
93 Ibid., p. 2
94 Ibid., pp. 2-3
95 Ibid., p. 3..This formation was eventually covered by water backed up when the much
larger dam near the Foz de Iquacu was completed.
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become the nation's industrial heartland,96 but these projects are centres in
their own right and not extensions of the Altonia community.
In one sense this is a consequence of local realities in Brazil.
Perhaps had the sort of economic base that Hegre envisioned been laid in
the region, Bethany would have had the infrastructure necessary to enable it
to exercise the sort of role Hegre planned. But in another sense it is a result
of Bethany's own managerial style in Brazil. While Bethany is capable of
applying a great deal of authority over individual lives, it has not done that
consistently, not even in Minneapolis, and on the mission field it has been
quite happy to adopt a generally laissez faire approach, even when such an
approach has caused Bethany a great number of problems as it was to do in
the Philippines. George Foster, the Area Director for South America, is
himself not very keen on micromanaging the affairs of the various centres.
Indeed, he encourages administrative and economic autonomy though of
course Bethany does require doctrinal compatibility among its outreaches.
When he first got the job Foster found that it came with a great deal of
potential power, so he asked for and received authorization to set up a
national council in Brazil. Policy decisions are now made by this group
under his supervision. In 1993 the council was comprised of eleven
people. The heads of the institutes in Brazil are automatically members of
the council. The remaining members are elected at conferences held every
two years. Prior to the formation of the council, the original groups were
autonomous from one another and directly answerable to the director. The
council has allowed for integration of the groups' efforts, making them
more co-operative and facilitating the exchange of ideas. It also encourages
fiscal responsibility by the groups and helps them to keep abreast of labour
laws.97 Hence Bethany's diversity reflects its operational needs while its
unity tends to be doctrinal.
On 25 January 1964, the Hegres left again for Brazil 98 returning
on 10 March.99 They met first with Brazilian church leaders, then went on
to Betania "to help establish and organize the Fellowship."100 Much of the
missionaries' energy in the first years was spent in trying to become self-
supporting, so when the Hegres went to the community one of the items
they looked into was Betania's economic progress. Initially Betania
96 Darby, L., first interview
97 Foster, G., second interview
98 MOC, January-February 1964, Vol. 16, Chap. 1, p. 26
99 Ibid.. March-April 1964, Vol. 16, Chap. 2, p. 40
100 Ibid.. January-February 1964, Vol. 16, Chap. I, p. 26
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manufactured two-wheeled horse carts.101 And since they owned two
hundred and twenty-eight acres of land, and farming seemed like a very
promising means of supporting the mission, they also raised soybeans in
the summer and wheat in the winter as cash crops. Over the years farming
has also become a major source of the compound's own food.102
The two-wheeled horse carts were soon abandoned in favour of
camping trailers of the kind Bethany also built in the States. In addition
Bethany over the years has manufactured furniture, boats, amplifiers, and
deco-art plaques. Willy Harder who has a natural gift as an inventor was
deeply involved in developing these products, but it was David Haase in the
early 1970s who opened the deco-art factory. It is still operating today
though the boats and amplifiers were eventually discontinued. In 1983,
three years after the fellowship in Minneapolis had ceased production of
them, Betania also closed down its line of camping trailers.
From 1990 through 1991 Betania ran a very profitable enterprise
dredging sand from the Parana River and selling it to concrete
manufacturers, but extreme competition between two brothers in one of the
region's dominant families who were also in the same business made it
impossible for Bethany to preserve its position so the fellowship sold that
company in 1995.103
Bethany also receives generous support from Co-Laborers. In some
years as much as 30% to 40% of Co-Laborers' giving goes to Bethany.104
Much of Co-Laborers' generosity to Bethany is due to Hegre's loyal
support of Co-Laborers during the years they were having such serious
financial difficulties with their investors.
A great deal of the compound's current income is based on the sale
of eggs. Betania chickens produce an average of 133 cases of eggs per
week, thirty dozen eggs to the case. These are sold in towns around the
area.105 While it cannot be said that Betania in Altonia has achieved full
economic emancipation from Minneapolis even at this late date, it is the case
that Betania is almost self-supporting. It has achieved this in a region that,
with the collapse of coffee in the 1970s, has gone into steep economic
decline. There is little manufacturing in this part of Parana, and coffee,
101 Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview
102 Harder, W., interview
103 Harder, W„ interview; Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview; Craven, D., interview;
Linder, Mike and Terry, interview. I visited the deco-art factory and the dredging
operation on the Parana River.
104 MacKinnon, M., first interview
105 Linder, Mike, on tour of Betania's chicken farm while walking through compound,
9:30 to 11:25 A.M. on Monday, 9 August 1993
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which is labour-intensive, provided many of the jobs. However, since the
late 1970s coffee has been largely replaced by cattle which is not labour-
intensive. As a consequence employment opportunities plummeted and the
region was drained of population as people migrated in search of jobs.
90,000 people lived in Altonia in 1975. In 1993 only 22,500 did, and the
number was still dropping as individuals and entire families moved away to
Sao Paulo, Rondonia, and Mato Grosso looking for work.106 Betania is
committed to the community, however, and in any case with its acreage, its
school, and its community ties, the fellowship is hardly in a position to
move. Hence it has relied increasingly on agriculture, and with the
exception of decorative plaques has all but abandoned its manufacturing
enterprises. Instead it sells eggs and raises much of its own food and has
begun to examine the possibility of exploiting raw materials like river sand.
If the future of a region lies with the people who stay, then Betania is poised
to make a significant contribution to Altonia in the future even as it has
made, as we shall see, a major contribution in the past.
In 1965 the constitution for registration was drawn up for the
community, a move which opened the way for Bethany to begin to develop
a variety of programmes, one of which was a seminary.107
As we recall, part of Hegre's dream for the Altonia community had
been the establishment of a Bible institute. The idea was that, after the
pattern of the fellowship in Minneapolis, Brazilians could come to Betania
to be trained in Bethany's doctrinal position. The seminary was opened in
1967. Allan Mcleod was its first director.108 The first class had three
students.109
The purpose of the seminary is to train men to be pastors and both
men and women to be missionaries. From the beginning Betania has
accepted both men and women students in approximately equal numbers.
While the school does not train women for ordination, they do offer
programmes for women who are pastors' wives or who want to go into
social work or literature work. And in the next few years the seminary
hopes to offer a course in women's ministries.
Betania requires that its student applicants have completed their first
series of grades in Brazil's public schools, that is grades one through eight.
Bethany's course is equivalent to Brazil's second series of grades, grades
106 Vargas, Antonio, interview
107 Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview
108 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, interview
109 Harder, W., interview
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nine through twelve. However, because the seminary offers no
mathematics or science courses, it is not registered with the Department of
Education. Neither are Catholic seminaries and for the same reason. But
Betania has been associated with theological training by extension for fifteen
years and is gradually getting accreditation through the Brazilian
government. Also the Brazilian government offers many hands-on training
courses, and Bethany has sent some of its instructors to government centres
to learn how to teach these courses. Hence the seminary is able to give
students a pre-professional diploma from the government in skills like
farming, woodworking, raising chickens, electrician work, sewing, and
cooking. Students are also given grades for this kind of work. Like
Bethany in Minneapolis, Betania in Altonia runs a work programme for its
students in the afternoon, a programme intended to build character in the
students as well as teach them good work habits and skills. Richard Linder,
the American leader of the Altonia community, noted in this regard that
Bethany maintains close links with Youth With a Mission (YWAM) in
Brazil and that a large number of Bethany's graduates who go into missions
work with YWAM become team leaders. Their success gives him
confidence that the seminary's character building programme works.
Bethany assumes 50% of the cost of each student attending the
seminary. 25% is earned by the student through work done in the
afternoon, and 25% is paid by the student. Brazil for decades has had a
very high rate of inflation (in 1993 it was running at about 1000% a year),
so tuition can rise considerably from one year to the next. However, the
Brazilian government has determined that a basic salary for a Brazilian is
US $65 per month. Bethany charges five months' salary for ten months of
school or US $33 per month.
School enrolment has dropped from a high of 121 students in 1983
to 80 in 1993. Richard Linder attributed this in part to Brazil's faltering
economy and in part to the low level of commitment to the Lord found
among Brazil's youth, but also claimed that enrolment in seminaries
generally has been declining all over Latin America. To help reverse this
trend, Betania is advertising more, is encouraging teams of young people to
go to churches to tell about the seminary, and is encouraging students to talk
to their companions in their churches and home towns. As an inducement,
every student who successfully recruits another student for the school
receives a reduction in tuition. In addition Bethany has scheduled an
interview with some of its people on national television. (This interview
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had not yet been conducted when I was there.) It is hoped that this kind of
exposure will also quicken interest in the seminary.110
A committee comprising both Americans and Brazilians decides
what is to be taught at the school. Their decision is based on two
considerations: (1) what the Brazilian church needs, and (2) what the
abilities of the teachers at hand are.111 In 1993 the committee included
Leni Vargus, Cicero Bezzero, Daniel Acevado, Moises Suriba and his wife,
and Karen Craven.112
Moises Suriba was a student at the seminary from 1982 until 1985.
He did his internship helping the pastor of Bethany's church in Altonia and
from 1986 to 1990 was himself the pastor of that church as well as a teacher
in the seminary. From 1990-1993 he concentrated solely on teaching,
living on the compound as a full-time volunteer but not as a member of the
community. He hopes eventually to teach at Bethany's school in
Singapore. As a teacher at the seminary he began by instructing students in
geography, hermeneutics, and methods of Bible study. In 1993 his
teaching schedule had expanded and he was teaching classes on the minor
prophets, mission and evangelism, church history I (the book of Acts),
church history II (the second century through the Reformation), church
history III (the Reformation to the present), as well as a class called "sects".
Besides being a member of the school council, Suriba is head of the library,
the head of public relations, and also helps Daniel Acevedo who is the dean
of the seminary.
Clearly the Altonia fellowship is pleased with Suriba, and has
entrusted him with a great deal of responsibility even though he does not see
a long-term future for himself there. According to Suriba, three things
impressed him about Betania when he came as a student to the school in
110 Linder, Richard, interview. Richard Linder is highly respected among both
Brazilians and the American missionary staff. He has been in Brazil since 1964, raised
his family there (his children have dual citizenship), and speaks Portuguese more easily
than he does his native English. While I was at the compound he treated me in the most
gracious way, drove me into Altonia on several occasions, and was always available to
answer my questions, this despite a schedule that kept him busy from before dawn until
well after dark. However, I should note that, like most people who have poured their
lives into something, Linder was hardly unbiased when it came to seeing problems. To
me it seems significant in this regard that whenever difficulties emerged (falling
enrolment or high drop-out rates) Linder saw them in terms of failings among the
students themselves and not as a reflection on the seminary's programme. Interestingly,
when George Poster was shown this material he said that a major factor in declining
enrolment is that many Brazilian churches are now establishing their own training
programmes, a circumstasnce to which Linder never referred.
111 Leni Vargus who as acting as a translator during my interview with her husband
Antonio Vargus volunteered this information.
112 Suriba, Moises, interview
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1982. First, when he was growing up in the Assemblies of God in the
1960s and the 1970s he was aware of a great deal of conflict in Protestant
denominations generally. He thought such conflict was basic to Christianity
but when he came to Betania, he found people from many denominations
who got along well. "This was," he remembers, "very important to me at
the time."
The second thing he noticed was the dining arrangements. He said,
"The students ate the same food as the missionaries and we ate together.
This also impressed me very much."
Third, although he has three brothers and seven sisters, he was the
first boy to leave his family, yet "in the students and the missionaries 1 have
found another family."113
Not all the students have been as positive about the school as Moises
Suriba. Richard Linder said that the drop-out rate is high. He attributed
this to a lack of discipline in students' lives or to their inability to handle the
academic work Betania requires.114 However, Richard and Bernice
Knowles, Bethany missionaries who have worked in Brazil in various
capacities since the mid-1960s, believe that the seminary attracts more
dedicated students than it formerly did. They cite two reasons for this
higher level of commitment. First, tuition costs in real terms are higher.
This means that often students must appeal to home churches for support,
and churches under the circumstances are selective about whom they send.
Second, the education Betania offers has been up-graded over the years so
the education level of the students who enrol is higher.115
Since the school opened with its original class of three, it has
graduated 301 regular students and eleven special students as of August
1993. According to a survey conducted in 1986, fifty-nine of Betania's
graduates were working with Betania. One hundred-and five were
pastoring churches or involved in literature work or social work. Fifteen
were working in foreign countries including Angola, the Dominican
Republic, Germany, Mexico, Paraguay, Portugal, Senegal, Spain, the
United States (with WEC in Texas), Mozambique, Israel, and Japan.
Another survey conducted in 1988 showed that 82% of all Bethany's
graduates in Brazil were involved in full-time Christian work.116
Besides the school in Altonia Bethany has opened two other
113 Ibid.
1 14 Linder, R., interview
115 Knowles, Richard and Bernice, interview
116 Linder, R., interview
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schools, one in Coronel Fabriciano just northeast of Belo Horizonte, the
other at Camaqua in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil's most southern state.117
Bethany also attempted to open a school at Porto Velho in Rondonia in
northwest Brazil. In 1985 the fellowship acquired property at Porto Velho
and began to renovate it. For two years, from 1988 through 1989, they
operated a school there. Then in 1990 they turned the property over to
Youth With A Mission.118 The schools in Altonia and Coronel Fabriciano
are classed as seminaries. The school in Camaqua is a missionary training
centre. Originally Bethany planned that each school would be regional but
because each school has developed so differently, the schools have not
become regional centres but instead attract students from all over Brazil.119
Although Betania at Altonia has over the years pioneered other
projects, the seminary today defines the fellowship's purpose. Without it
the compound would have nothing to justify its existence for even the
church which was maintained there for twenty-seven years has been moved
into town. Indeed, some of the missionary personnel not directly associated
with the seminary have taken up residence in Altonia to develop other
outreaches or have left the area entirely. Hence the Altonia community has
not fulfilled Hegre's dream of becoming the Bethany centre for Brazil in the
way that the fellowship in Minneapolis is the Bethany centre for the United
States, nor is it probable that the centre in Altonia ever had such potential.
Unlike Bethany in Minneapolis which is near a large and prosperous urban
multiplex with an expanding population, Betania in Parana is tied to Altonia,
a community in steep economic decline. The region did not boom as Hegre
anticipated and its stagnation has left Betania in a backwater, making
inevitable Bethany's decision to develop a series of centres throughout
Brazil rather than to concentrate their work on one major centre.
However what is apparent now was not apparent then and Hegre's
hopes for a region known in 1963 as Rainha do Cafe (the Queen of Coffee)
were not unreasonable. Between 1965 and 1966 a church was built on the
compound and was used until 1992.120 The church was started by taking
over a Sunday school class for adults that Gordon and Mary MacKinnon
held on their front porch at Co-Laborers just across the road from Betania.
117 Linder, R., letter dated 20 May 1993. See Appendix F.
118 Discussed with Richard Linder over breakfast, 7:30 A.M., Wednesday, 18 August
1993.
119 Linder, R., interview
129 Clower, J., interview. Thelma Harder gave the date as 1967 and said the Bible
school was started a year later in 1968 but information given by others and even later by
her (she recalled that the academy which originally met in the back of the church was
begun in 1965) would suggest that these dates are incorrect.
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The first pastor was Allan Mcleod, the second Richard Linder. It currently
meets in Altonia itself and is pastored by Antonio Vargus.121 Originally
people in town were bussed to the seminary to attend church,122 but now a
bus runs seminary people into town.
The seminary has always helped the church. One way has been by
setting up home Bible studies in town. Angus Plummer's work which has
since moved to Curitiba started from such a Sunday school in the Panarama
suburb of Altonia.123 Plummer, who was raised in Brazil but who attended
Bethany in Minneapolis and graduated in 1966, arrived in Altonia in
1968.124 He took over the Bible study in Panarama which had already
been meeting for two-and-a-half years, and after some years persuaded
Betania to help him expand the work by purchasing an old cinema in
Altonia. Plummer renovated this building and turned it into a meeting house
for young people, naming it Recanto Joven (Oasis for Youth).125
Somewhat to Plummer's dismay this project, which he had originally
envisioned as an outreach peculiarly adapted to young people, developed
into a church.126 Once this happened, it was no longer necessary to bus
people from the town to the seminary, so for several years services were
held in both locations.127 However, in 1992 the two congregations joined
and the church at the seminary closed.128
Antonio Vargas, the current pastor, said that in earlier years the
church on the compound and the church in Altonia conducted their
respective services in a somewhat Lutheran style but that over time their
worship has become more charismatic. He observed, "If you want to grow
in Brazil, you must be charismatic." He noted that over the years more than
fifteen hundred people have joined the church but that many of these people
have moved out of the area looking for work. He hopes that these families
which have migrated to eight different states will be able to act as catalysts
for other Betania churches.129
It is worth noting here that Betania's church in Altonia was not
planned. It was created almost spontaneously from the convergence of
neighbourhood Bible studies and a youth outreach. Indeed, its appearance
121 Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview
122 Clower, J., interview
123 Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview
124 Plummer, A., first interview
125 Clower, J., interview; Plummer, A., first interview
126 Plummer, A., first interview
127 Clower, J., interview
128 Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview
129 Vargas, A., interview
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caused dismay to the man who had brought the Bible studies and the
Recanto Joven together. The power of this "accidental church" was such
that it eventually absorbed the planned church on the mission compound. In
a very real way the story of the church in Altonia expresses in microcosom
the establishment of Bethany's church in Brazil.
One of the consequences of Bethany's seminaries in Brazil has been
the creation of a new denomination. The three schools had by 1993 trained
six hundred graduates. Most have gone to work for other denominations,
especially during the first twenty-five years of the mission's work,
reflecting Bethany's original purpose as a service mission. However,
Cicero Bezzero views the development of a particular denomination as the
natural result of the seminaries' function. Many of the students had been
converted by Bethany's outreach, had no loyalty to any particular church,
needed a church, and understandably looked to Bethany as the agent of their
conversion to provide one. Some students found that they were unhappy in
established denominations because they did not have the liberty to preach
their convictions, convictions they had gained in Bethany's seminaries.
Also a lot of the established churches through which Bethany graduates
worked did not have a strong chain-of-command and clear plans. Their
administrative structures were weak and this weakness often frustrated
Bethany's graduates.130
Because of tensions created by such circumstances, Betania
graduates sometimes felt they could function more effectively if they started
independent churches. Eventually after six such churches had been
established in Brazil, Bethany decided to expand its focus and concentrate
on church planting rather than defining themselves primarily as a service
mission.131
To be classed by Betania as a church, a congregation must be able to
support itself and its minister and have four designated leaders. By 1988
twenty such churches administered by Betania had been established. These
churches wanted to be associated with Bethany but the mission still
considered that its main job was training pastors rather than administering
churches. However, the mission eventually decided that the churches could
be identified with Bethany but that they must remain administratively
independent. The denomination, Bethany Evangelical Church, came into
being with the independence of these churches. The process took two years
130 Bezzero, C., interview
131 Darby, L., first interview
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and was completed by March 1990 though as late as 1993 some details were
still being hammered out.132
The churches themselves were closely involved with the formation
of this denomination. Three representatives from the churches and three
representatives from the mission sat on the commission that supervised the
formation of the denomination. This commission met with all the pastors
several times a year, meetings in which other members of the church also
took part. Legally the property in which the congregations met belonged to
the mission but with independence this property was signed over to the
churches. Separation was very amicable and the churches, though
independent, still maintain a close working relationship with the mission.133
Bethany Church has a clear-cut chain-of-command, an
administrative structure that Bezzero described as a kind of episcopal and
congregational mixture in which the president oversees the regional
supervisors and the regional supervisors oversee the churches. Besides the
twenty fully recognized churches, there are fifteen congregations being
formed, eleven of which have been created since 1991. Cicero Bezzero,
who is both the president of Bethany Evangelical Church and president of
the seminary in Altonia, claimed that by August 1993 four thousand people
were meeting every week in these thirty-five assemblies and that the
denomination was experiencing a growth rate of 20% a year.134 Though
Bethany began its work in southern Brazil, the bulk of its growth is
occurring in the industrialized middle region around Minas Gerais where
Bethany runs a printshop and has one of its Bible schools.135
Bethany Evangelical Church is planning a major outreach in Sao
Paulo, the largest city in the southern hemisphere. In August 1993 thirty to
forty people were meeting weekly with the BEC in Sao Paulo and the BEC
hopes to establish sixty churches in the city in the next twenty years. They
also have a plan to have formed a church in the capital of every state and to
reach out from the capital cities into other cities.136 In this way they hope
to have eighty churches planted by the year 2000.137
Antonio Vargas,who teaches in the seminary in Altonia and since
1981 has pastored the church in town, believes that the church has grown
more rapidly since it broke away from the mission. It has in his opinion
132 Bezzero. C., interview; Foster, G., first interview
133 Bezzero. C. interview
134 Ibid.
135 Darby, L., first interview
136 Bezzero, C., interview
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become more Brazilian, and, he notes, the Americans who are members
have easily accepted being under the authority of Brazilians. However, in
his particular case, because of the great prestige of the mission, the church's
association with the mission has made it easier to reach people. But he sees
a down side to the relationship as well. Rev. Vargas described it this way:
because at first so much money came to the mission from the States, people
in town think the mission "is swimming in dollars." Weekly giving to the
church is strong but when money is needed for special projects or to
support Brazilian missionaries, the people tend to say, "Get the extra money
from the mission."138
Cicero Bezzero considers the work of the Bethany missionaries in
Brazil to have been largely successful. The message they presented, he
says, was balanced and did not interfere with indigenous culture.139 This
made it, in Antonio Vargas's view, easily adaptable to Brazilian culture. As
Brazilians began to teach at school, they did not have to struggle with
translating the message into Brazilian terms but instead could illustrate it
with Brazilian examples rather than the American ones the missionaries had
used.140 And what was the message? "Why," Bezzero considers the
question a moment before replying, "the message of the cross."141
Before summarizing Bethany's work in Altonia and drawing this
section to a close, we should mention briefly two other projects which
engaged the attention of the missionaries, especially during the early years:
the academy for educating missionary children and medical facilities which
operated on the compound from 1965 until 1978. The academy, which is
still in operation, had by 1993 graduated a total of twenty-three students.142
Originally intended specifically for the children of the Americans, the
materials it used were provided by Accelerated Christian Education (ACE)
with headquarters in Texas.143 Over time this education regimen was
augmented by ABEKA material and courses from Houghton-Mifflin.144
For a while Brazilian children attended the academy but because the
Brazilian government does not recognize ACE certificates, the Brazilians
138 Vargus, A., interview
139 Bezzero, C., interview
140 Vargus, A., interview
141 Bezzero, C., interview
142 Thelma Harder's notes given to me by Gary Harder on Thursday morning, 12 August
1993. According to these notes three of those graduates are on the mission field, one is
on home staff with Bethany in Minneapolis, one is training for missions, one is a
pastor's wife, one is teaching school in Guam, two who are Brazilians are working in
Brazil, and the rest are either working or studying in the United States.
143 Clower, J., interview
144 Linder, Mike and Terry, interview
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wanted their own school. However, due to the poor quality of education
offered in Brazilian public schools in Altonia, the Brazilians on the
compound did not want to send their children to those.145 Hence, in 1992
a school for Brazilian children was begun146 in two vacant Bible school
buildings behind the church. The ABEKA material has been translated into
Portuguese and is used to instruct the Brazilian children.147 There are now
two children's schools on the compound, a smaller one for the children of
the American missionaries and a larger one for the children of the Brazilians
who live and work there.
In 1965, the same year the academy opened, Betania also opened a
clinic and Joan Mcleod who with her husband Allan came to Altonia in late
1964 began to work there as a nurse and midwife. The clinic operated until
1970 when the compound opened a hospital.148 A dentist office was later
added.149 At the time the hospital opened there was only one doctor in
Altonia and one, a Dr. Ana, at Betania. Dr. Ana was later joined by Dr.
Fransico and Dr. Maria Celia, and at one time as many as six nurses worked
at the hospital. However, by 1976 the number of doctors in Altonia had
risen to eight so the Fellowship decided the hospital was no longer
necessary. As Thelma Harder put it, "We didn't want to compete with the
doctors in town."150 Betania closed the hospital in 1978151 and converted
it into a dormitory for girls and later for married couples. In 1992 it became
a boys' dorm.152
In 1987 Alec Brooks, then president of Bethany in Minneapolis,
embarked upon a programme of what Bethany calls indigenization but what
might better be called, as we shall see in Chapter Nine, a nationalization of
the work. Under the programme American families were defined as those
who got their support from the U.S. As of 1993 there were six American
families and three American singles living at the compound. In addition
there were three Brazilian families on staff plus two Brazilian families who
had volunteered to work on the compound on a year-by-year basis. The
compound also had five single Brazilian volunteers. According to the
145 Clower. Jinterview
146 Harder. Gary and Thelma, interview
147 Linder, Mike and Terry, interview
148 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, interview. Willy Harder said the date was 1966 but he did
not work at the clinic while the Mcleods did. Naturally I have chosen to go with the
Mcleods' recollection.
149 Harder, W.. interview
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seminary's policy, all such staff and volunteers must be graduates from
Betania or Bethany in Minneapolis.153
When the original three families began to clear the land and build,
they employed local help. However, a total of nine more American families
arrived between 1963 and 1964, so, while three or four Brazilian families
were retained to work on the farm, most were phased out and the
missionaries did the building themselves. The Clowers were among these
new arrivals and were brought in specifically so that James Clower could do
maintenance work thereby freeing other missionaries to preach and
teach.154 As Antonio Vargas put it, the original missionaries came to help
wherever they were needed, a willingness which in time created a large
maintenance force that has proved increasingly expensive.155 The process
of indigenization has meant that more Brazilian labour is again being used as
the mission has found it cheaper to employ Brazilians than to import and
support American missionaries.156 In 1993 the compound had eighteen
hired hands and paid them the equivalent of US $4 a day, about twice what
the Brazilian government has determined to be a basic salary.157 The
nationalization process has produced a situation where Brazilians are
teaching and in administration while Americans work in maintenance.158
And of course Brazilians who spend several years in the seminary studying
for the ministry do not wish to go into maintenance work when they
graduate. This helps to insure that the maintenance crew remains American.
The Americans are expensive but despite the cost Bethany in Minneapolis
has remained loyal to them and has not insisted that they leave.159
By August 1993 there were, counting farm construction, thirty-two
buildings on the Altonia compound. Sixteen of these including the
dormitories were residences.160 Originally the Fellowship used electric
generators that operated from 6:30 A.M. until 10:30 P.M., but today the
entire compound has been connected to outside power. A radio shack from
the days when radio was Betania's contact with the outside still stands and
is sometimes used but today Bethany conducts most of its long distance
153 Linder. Mike and Terry, interview
154 Clower. J., interview; Harder, Gary and Thelmat interview
155 Vargas, A., interview. David Craven also made the same point.
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voice communication by telephone.161 Asphalt roads have replaced the
original dirt ones, making access to the compound easier and significantly
increasing the life-span of Betania's fleet of alcohol-powered automobiles.
As the earlier dirt roads had caused such tremendous wear on automobile
engines, the cars often had to be replaced every year. Therefore, as
Brazilian-made vehicles are very expensive (45% of the cost, is comprised
of taxes), asphalt roads have substantially decreased the expense of running
the compound.162
In short, life on the compound has become quite comfortable and
increasingly self-contained, so it is easy for long periods to pass without
Betania personnel having direct contact with the people who live in Altonia.
Ironically it is the American missionaries who have been most sensitive to
this development. Partly due to their growing concern about its tendency
toward self-isolation, Gary and Thelma Harder left the compound and
moved into Altonia in 1982. While Gary continues to work at the
compound during the day, Thelma has begun teaching English as a means
of Christian outreach and as of August 1993 was instructing sixty people
per week.163
Mike and Terry Linder teach separate Bible studies in the outside
community and Terry is involved on a weekly basis with Richard Linder
(Mike's father) who leads a prison ministry.164 In fact, all the Linders are
actively involved in various outside evangelistic outreaches and are well
known in Altonia. One cannot go to town with Richard Linder without
stopping every few minutes to chat with people who hail him on the street.
Indeed, people in Altonia joke that Richard Linder is so popular that were he
to run for mayor, he would win by acclamation.165
Other American missionaries are less involved in community
outreach166 and the Brazilians who have moved onto the compound tend to
neglect evangelistic outreach almost entirely although they have been active
161 Nielsen. Dan, interview. The Message of the Cross. September-October 1963. Vol.
15, Chap. 5, reports: "Bethany's newest venture is a ham radio station. Our call letters
are WAOHBR. Our licensed operator is Ken Craven. We believe that this radio station
will help keep us in contact with our missionaries, especially in our own project in
Brazil." (pp. 31-32)
162 Clower, J., interview
163 Harder, Gary and Thelma, interview
164 Linder, Mike and Terry, interview. I accompanied Richard Linder on a visit to the
local jail where he was obviously well known to both the guards and the prisoners.
165 Personal observation. Richard Linder shared the joke with me
166 Mike and Terry Linder did point out that many of these Americans provide good
discipleship and guidance for the Brazilian students who work with them in the
afternoons.
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in the church in Altonia as Sunday school teachers, and have through the
church become involved in discipling some family study groups.167
The psychological mechanism at work here seems fairly obvious.
The Americans have come to Brazil to reach Brazilians and even after many
years in the country retain a primary commitment to that end. On the other
hand the Brazilians who join the compound are in a sense separating
themselves from Brazilian society. As in the case of those younger staff
members who joined Bethany in Minneapolis well after the fellowship was
a successful concern, the Brazilians are not making a sacrifice by joining the
mission but are taking a step up the economic and social ladder. Hence
while their commitment to spreading the gospel is strong, they tend to see
their role in the process in rather different terms from the way Americans
see their own role. However, if asked directly about this phenomenon,
both American and Brazilian leaders will express concern about the need to
get Brazilians more actively involved in community outreach even as they
take pains to point out that the seminary itself is a form of outreach.
Section 2B: Belo Horizonte: Editoria Betania
Almost due north of Rio de Janerio, Belo Horizonte is the largest
city in Minas Gerais and one of the principal cities in Brazil. It was here in
1967 that Bethany opened a publishing company that was in time to become
one of its major forms of outreach in the country.168 In 1964 Bethany had
begun to issue its magazine The Message of the Cross in Portuguese:
Mensagum da Cruz.169 Rather than continuing to ship in copies from the
States, the Fellowship decided to test the feasibility of publishing in Brazil.
It has proved difficult because publishing equipment is not manufactured in
Brazil and importing equipment is expensive and complicated, although
import restrictions began to ease somewhat under the presidency of
Fernando Collor.170
When Bethany began operations in 1967 it had a 25" press, one
multi-lith press, one medium sized paper-cutter, one perfect bind
"minibinda", and one folder. In 1975 they added a 36" press, and since
1985 have purchased a second "minibinda", a second folder, and a second
167 Vargas, A., interview
168 wheaton, Tom, interview
169 Goddard. Encyclopedia, p. 78
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cutter.171 With this equipment Editoria Betania has become one of Brazil's
significant publishing companies.172
Literature has always been an important part of the Bethany vision
which means that it has found itself in a peculiarly favourable position to
take advantage of the evangelistic opportunities offered by the growing
middle class and by rising literacy rates in Brazil. In 1973 Douglas C.
Percy of the Ontario Bible College writing of the future role of literature in
missions observed:
Much more [than the present level of Christian literature] is needed if
anything comparable to the need of new literates and increasing
levels of education is to be met. Perhaps the greatest weakness
shows in the production of literature with a Christian perspective ....
The great Missionary triangle has long been considered to be
evangelism, education and medicine. But the failure has been in
noting that the basis for all three is a strong literature program...for
the building of a strong indigenous church.
Now that education and medicine are becoming more and more
the responsibility of local governments...evangelism and church
planting must be accelerated by continuing down the broad highway
of literature.173
One can imagine T.A. Hegre nodding his approval.
Originally Mensagum da Cruz was distributed free, but since 1989
Betania has had to charge a subscription price to cover postage. As a
consequence of the charge the magazine's circulation has dropped from a
high of 150,000 to between four and five thousand subscribers. Tom
Wheaton who has worked with the publishing house in Belo since 1968
believes that one reason for such a steep plunge in the magazine's
subscription rolls is that many people did not understand that they would
have to pay for their subscriptions and, when the magazine stopped coming,
assumed the publication had been cancelled.174
While Mensagum da Cruz is based on The Message of the Cross, it
is not a reproduction of it. Articles from the parent magazine frequently
appear but the Brazilian publication also runs articles from other periodicals
and occasionally prints stories from Brazilian contributors.
171 Ibid.
172 Bethany personnel in Brazil commonly remark that Bethany is far better known for
its publishing work in Brazil than for any other activity. I myself have noticed over the
years that when talking about Bethany to missionaries who work in Brazil, those
missionaries, if they know of Bethany, almost always identify it with publishing.
173 Mission Handbook: North American Protestant Ministries Overseas 10th edition,
1973, (Edward R. Dayton, editor),"Major Functional Ministries in Mission: Literature"
by Douglas C. Perry, p. 55
174 Wheaton, T., interview. The 150,000 figure comes from Cicero Bezzero.
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Besides Mensagum da Cruz. Betania also publishes Sunday school
circular quarterlies called "Gospel Light". These issues run from preschool
to adult. And as of August 1993 Betania had 185 book titles on the
Brazilian market.175 These books are sold through four Bethany
bookstores: one in Belo Horizonte, one in Rio de Janeiro, one in Sao Paulo,
and one only recently opened in Curitiba. Their books are also handled by
Brazil's growing number of evangelical bookstores (there are three in
Maringa alone, none of them Bethany's) and also by Adventist and Catholic
outlets. Among Catholics, two of Bethany's best-sellers have been Merlin
Carothers' From Prison to Praise and David Wilkerson's The Cross and the
Switchblade.176
Betania tries to publish a minimum of twelve new titles a year,177
choosing those books they believe best address Brazil's needs and which
are not overwhelmingly American in their focus. Bethany uses books from
U.S. or British publishers, particularly Baker Book House, Zondervan, the
Word, and Bethany House itself. They have yet to publish any books by
Brazilian authors as no manuscripts of acceptable quality have been
submitted.178
Despite the care they exercise in selecting material, some Betania
titles simply do not sell. Editoria Betania issued Finnev Aiva Ainda (Finney
Still Lives), a collection of Finney's sermons and writings, but most of the
copies have gone unpurchased. Finney is not a well-known figure in Brazil
nor is his systematic approach particularly effective there. But A.W. Tozer
is starting to become popular and Lettie Cowman's Streams in the Desert, a
book of daily devotions, has sold well.179
Occasionally translating material proves quite difficult. While
working at Editoria Betania between the years 1983 and 1987, Allan Mcleod
spent three years with several other people redoing a translation of Oswald
Chamber's My Utmost for His Highest (Tudo Pare Ele - literally All for
Him). Both he and George Foster, who was also involved in this project,
found the translation of Chambers' book very difficult. Foster observed
that perhaps as much as a third of the book is very muddy in its expression,
that one could never be sure of Chambers' meaning. Since the book was
published posthumously from Chambers' notes, that is perhaps not too
17:" Ibid, interview
176 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, second interview; Foster, G., first interview
177 Wheaton, T.. interview
178 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, first interview
179 Ibid., second interview
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surprising. However once issued the Chambers book has done very
well.180
For several years Betania printed books for a schoolbook publisher
and often runs material for other evangelical organizations. They have even
printed some material for charismatic Catholic groups. Betania's policy is
very like Bethany's policy in the States. As Tom Wheaton said, though
Betania would not print spiritist material, anti-Christian material, or
anything immoral, the publishing company does not consider doctrinal
questions as such too important. He observed:
It hasn't got our name on it so we're not concerned. We don't
threaten people. We are not extreme. [Through printing] God has
used us as a uniting factor among evangelical missions in Brazil.
[We know that] none of us alone can do the whole job.181
We have discussed Bethany's ecumenical tendencies already in
Chapter Four and we have seen in Chapter Three how Bethany's policy on
printing material for other organizations implicitly encourages that
ecumenism. Here, however, we see an explict statement of it. In Brazil
where printing facilities are more scarce than they are in America, Bethany
is very clear about its use of its presses to further the ecumenical spirit.
In the early mission in Belo Horizonte there were ten to twelve
American couples in residence. Now there is one American couple (the
Wheatons), an American man married to a Brazilian, and one single
American woman. The rest of the staff is Brazilian. This shift from a
largely American staff to an almost entirely Brazilian one has occurred in
twenty-five years. Discussing the indigenization of Editoria Betania, Tom
Wheaton observed:
Bethany has invested a lot of money in Brazil but if we don't have
confidence in the Lord and his effect on people's lives, we haven't
completed the cycle.182
Such sentiments are not unique to Tom Wheaton in Brazil. One frequently
hears Bethany personnel in Minneapolis, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines
saying much the same thing. While in Bethany's theology of sanctification
the power of God to change people's lives is left very much in the hands of
the people themselves, it is divine power upon which Bethany's hope for
180 Ibid., first and second interview; Foster, G., first interview. I am indebted to Prof.
Andrew Walls for the information about Chambers' book being published posthumously.
181 Wheaton, T., interview
182 Ibid.
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the success of its indigenization programme ultimately rests. In the mission
field Bethany obeys, plants, and waters, but their missionaries have learned
that their presence is only temporary and that ultimately the increase rests
with God. It is too early yet to know how this realization will impact their
doctrine of sanctification but it is not too early to observe that the realization
should.
Section 2C: Independent ventures
Besides the schools and a publishing house, Bethany in Brazil has
developed several other outreaches as Bethany missionaries have sought
greater independence from the organization itself and attempted to pioneer
their own work. In this section we will look briefly at three examples of
Bethany missionaries who have with Bethany's blessing and occasional
support begun their own ministries. They are Angus Plummer's home for
unwed mothers in Curitiba, a counselling programme for pastors run by
Allan and Joan Mcleod in Maringa, and a work Larry Darby is creating
among Brazil's athletes.
Section 2Ca: Recanto de Paz (Oasis of Peace) in Curitiba
This work was developed by Angus Plummer, an American raised
in Brazil. He married Karen MacKinnon, daughter of Gordon and Mary
MacKinnon of Co-Laborers, graduated from Bethany in Minneapolis in
1966, then went to Belo Horizonte in 1967 where he became ordained.
After a year in Belo, he went to Bethany's seminary in Altonia and there
started the Recanto Joven or Oasis for Youth which was to become the
centre for Bethany's Altonia church as we have already seen. However,
disappointed that the youth centre had become a church and feeling that
community life was hampering the compound's outreach, the Plummers
moved into Altonia in 1978 and then to Curitiba in 1982 looking for an
urban based ministry.183
During their first year in Curitiba, the Plummers were unsure just
what ministry to pursue though they began to become burdened for the
unwed mothers and prostitutes with whom they had contact.184 There is a
strong feeling in Brazil that sex is necessary to maintain the health of men
from adolesence on. Hence there is a marked lack of sexual discipline in
183 Plummer, Angus, first interview
184 Ibid., second interview
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Brazil, a casual attitude toward intercourse that encourages the wide-spread
practice of keeping a mistress (although this is not as common in the
evangelical church as outside it) and the proliferation of prostitutes.185
Barrett reported that in 1993 there were half-a-million prostitutes younger
than sixteen working in Brazil.186 The Plummers noted that this problem
has been growing progressively worse, and they increasingly saw the need
for some kind of centre from which to minister to these women. However
they owned no property nor did they have money for acquiring property.
Indeed, their circumstances in Curitiba had grown so difficult that at one
point Angus had to sell his wedding ring. (They have since purchased
another.) Then in October 1983 Angus saw a property that he thought
would serve as a centre for ministry and he and Karen claimed it in prayer.
In November of that year three Bethany families from Minneapolis,
Alec and Joannie Brooks, Mike and Nancy Chatterton, and Ron and Sharon
Asmus, were touring Brazil to visit Bethany's work there and stopped in
Curitiba to see the Plummers for a night. During that visit the Plummers
took their guests to see the property about which they had become so
excited. Ron Asmus, an experienced assessor, looked the property over
and assured everyone of its value. Alec Brooks was enthusiastic, seeing the
work the Plummers envisioned as providing an alternative to abortion. The
land and its original house cost US $40,000. The home for unwed mothers
took two-and-a-half years to build and cost US $260,000.187 Bethany
gave the money for the purchase of the house and land, and for the
construction of the home. Minneapolis is also willing to help with
occasional projects but they do not provide monthly support.188 Many
things including food and medicines are donated by local businesses and at
one point the city government even presented the home with funds for the
construction of cupboard and cabinet space in the kitchen and for rooms for
the workers.189 Plummer also noted that since 1988 local churches have
become interested in social work and that two local churches invest monthly
185 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, first interview
186 International Bulletin of Missionary Research. January 1994. Vol. 18, No. 1,
"Annual Statistical Table on Global Mission: 1994" by David B. Barrett, p. 24
187 Plummer, A., second interview
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189 Ibid., second interview. Angus noted that in ministries of this sort the workers on
staff started to burn-out after about two years. He believed this was because they had no
private space. Hence one floor of the home is just for workers. Angus said that as a
result, worker burn-out has not been a problem.
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into the home. And women from those churches come to work and provide
support.190
The home is conveniently located one block from a hospital. During
the time I visited, the hospital was closed for renovation but was expected to
open in mid-1994. While the hospital was closed, Angus Plummer
arranged for unwed mothers who go into labour to receive free ambulance
service through the local public service centre to another hospital.191
Job.28:6-7 reads:
Its stones are the place of sapphires,
and it has dust of gold [or its dust
contains gold].
That path no bird of prey knows,
and the falcon's eye has not
seen it. (RSV with reference to ASV)
Angus Plummer, because the verses suggest treasure unseen by the predator
(that is the men who hire prostitutes), has chosen them as the motto for the
home.192
The home has five permanent staff members: the Plummers, Richard
and Bernice Knowles, and a Brazilian cook named Palmira Santos. They
also use four to five Bethany interns from America and Brazil every
year.193
The Knowles left Altonia in 1987 to join the Plummers' work in
Curitiba. Richard Knowles and Karen Plummer work primarily in
administration. Bernice Knowles leads a Bible study for the women twice a
week, teaches them to paint on cloth, and with Rachel Renich (a Bethany
intern from Minneapolis) leads a Bible study in English among some
Brazilian women not assoicated with the centre. This Bible study meets
once a week and helps the women practise their English skills. She also
bakes bread for the women in the home, cooks jellies to sell, and
supplements the home's supply of medicines with herbal remedies which
she prepares herself.194
All the unwed mothers in the Recanto de Paz are given tasks to
190 Ibid., first interview
191 Ibid., second interview
192 Ibid.
193 Ibid., first interview
194 Knowles, Richard and Bernice, interview
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perform during the morning. Two of the unwed mothers who went through
the programme stayed in the home to work for a period of time and one of
them eventually married one of the Bethany interns.195
The women who come to the Recanto de Paz stay for three to four
months on the average. While there they attend a vocational school where
they are instructed in domestic skills like sewing or cooking (taught by
Richard Knowles), and where they prepare a kit for their baby. The
vocational school is held in a room which for seven years was a nursery run
by the Recanto for abandoned infants but which it closed in 1992.
The Recanto also runs a small community library of Portuguese,
Spanish, and English books. The English books which are the easiest to
get are often checked out by foreign missionaries. The unwed mothers have
access to this library and are encouraged to use it. Some of them leam to
enjoy reading.
The home has facilities for up to forty women but because of limited
staff they choose not to house more than twenty-five. They also have cribs
for up to eight babies.
20% to 30% of the women who come for help are from evangelical
backgrounds. This is down from 40% in earlier years, an indication,
Angus Plummer believes, that the evangelical church is starting to look after
its own.196 In this regard Richard and Bernice Knowles believe that
Brazilian society generally does not attach the stigma to unwed motherhood
that it once did.197 Angus Plummer does not interview the women who
come to the home for help, having found that because they have been
rejected by their fathers, their lovers, and (they believe) God, they harbour
negative images of men generally, images that involve judgment and
rejection. It is an image that Angus during the time the women spend in the
home tries to change. Karen Plummer conducts the entry interviews, a task
in which she is helped in the afternoon by Palmira Santos, the Recanto's
cook.
The Recanto de Paz holds church services on Thursday evening and
conducts Sunday school for an hour on Sunday. Though the Plummers
come from a Baptist background, the home is officially associated with no
church and staff members can attend any church they choose, though the
195 Plummer, A., first interview
l9f) Ibid., second interview
197 Knowles, Richard and Bernice, interview
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Plummers admitted that if staff members went to a Catholic Church service
other than as visitors, they would want to know why.198
Of the 530 women who by August 1993 had been through the
programme, about half received monthly letters or bimonthly letters. Most
of those have retained their Christian profession.199 Some of the women
who have been through the programme do come back a second time but the
Recanto does not get a lot of repeaters.200
In 1986 the Recanto de Paz purchased a five acre farm outside
Curitiba for US $5000. There were a hundred fruit trees on the land from
which the home gathers some of its food. Vegetables are also raised here
and the farm is experimenting with raising tilapia. a kind of fish. As there is
plenty of room on the acrage for more trees, the staff at the Recanto has
begun a tradition of planting a tree on the land for every baby born in the
home, and naming that tree after the baby. It is one of the many ways in
which the missionaries demonstrate their long-term care and concern for the
women who come to them for help.201
Section 2Cb: Ministerial Support Group in Maringa
Like Angus and Karen Plummer, Allan and Joan Mcleod began their
missionary careers in Brazil under the aegis of Bethany but have since
struck out on their own. Though he left high school in 1954 shortly before
he would have graduated, Allan Mcleod brings a broad range of experience
to his counselling ministry. A Canadian with the Christian and Missionary
Alliance, he went to Bethany in 1958 after a three-year stint in the Canadian
airforce where he studied electronics. He graduated from Bethany in the
summer of 1961 having returned from a round-the-world trip with Leonard
Ravenhill which lasted from November 1960 until May 1961. From 1961
until 1962 he worked in a store in Lynn Lake, Manitoba, to pay for his trip.
While in Lynn Lake he lived with Richard Linder who was doing his
second missionary tour in Canada with Continential Interior Missions. In
the summer of 1963, having spent another year working in Brandon,
Manitoba, he married Joan Linder, then, after six months in Bethany in
Minneapolis preparing for the trip, took his new wife to Brazil in January
1964.
198 Plummer, A., second interview
199 Ibid., first interview
200 Knowles, Richard and Bernice, interview
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They worked in Altonia until 1980, were lent to Co-Laborers until
1982, then returned to Altonia for several months. From 1983 until 1987
Allan worked at Editora Betania in Belo while Joan worked in the English
school there. Then from 1987 until 1990 they both worked in a Japanese
holiness church in Pompeia. In 1990 they returned to Altonia to teach, then
in January 1992 went to Maringa where they set up their counselling
programme and support group for ministers.
The programme consists of weekly meetings on Thursday
mornings. The meetings are intended to provide both fellowship and a
forum for the discussion of current problems and issues the ministers face.
The one I attended on 19 August 1993, addressed the subject of extra-
Biblical revelations claimed by some Christian leaders engaged in spiritual
warfare ministries. The programme also involves a three-day retreat every
year and individual counselling. In August 1993 Allan was getting together
every week on an individual basis with four ministers from various
denominations. He also conducted monthly counselling for a married
couple.
The Mcleods often host dinners for pastors and their families and
open their home to families, some of whom have stayed with them for
months at a time. Many of the people who come to stay with them are
looking for a stable environment while they work through problems they
have and attempt to regain control over their lives. During this time the
Mcleods provide counselling and may encourage their "guests" to visit other
Christian counsellors. While I was with them they were providing a home
for a young man who had lived for an extended period on the street and was
trying to emerge from a life of petty crime and drug use. In addition to all
this, Allan is occasionally invited to functions where he is expected to give
an address, and he sometimes is needed to provide service as an interpreter.
Many of the pastors Allan works with are graduates of Betania in
Altonia and former students of his. The Mcleods keep in touch with a lot of
Betania graduates and find that those graduates often contact them at
important points in their lives. As Joan Mcleod put it, "A big part of our
ministry is to students who have graduated from our schools."
Allan has put together a network of about thirty pastors who come to
these Thursday meetings and attend the yearly retreats. Pastors in this
group are encouraged to support one another and to form friendships.
However, though there are about twenty Betania graduates in the Maringa
area and despite the contact the Mcleods maintain with them, only six are
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members of this group of thirty.202 Some of these thirty people are
women, either women involved in ministries or wives of pastors 203 The
Mcleods strive to cultivate an ecumenical environment. Allan said:
The neutrality of our position -1 do not pastor a church and there is
no Bethany church in Maringa, the ministry does not run afoul of
denominational lines - facilitates our work.204
Section 2Cc: Work with Athletes
Larry Darby graduated from Bethany in June of 1960. After taking
Richard Linder's church in Lynn Lake, Manitoba, for six months so that
Linder could return to Bethany to resolve some family matters, Darby spent
1961 in the WEC candidate training programme at Camp Hill in
Philadelphia. He went to teach in WEC's Bible school in Brazil in January
1962 but his years with WEC were not happy ones. He felt that WEC was
embarrassed by his Pentecostalism (he had been Pentecostal since 1956)
and he disliked WEC's policy of presenting various doctrinal positions at
their Bible school. He believes education should be more focused, that
rather than allowing students to choose among doctrinal alternatives as
WEC did, a school should teach that a single position is true.
In the summer of 1967 David Cornell, a WEC representative,
accompanied Darby to visit Hegre at Bethany in Minneapolis and the three
men discussed Darby's situation. In October of that year with Hegre's
encouragement, Darby resigned his position at WEC and joined Bethany's
work in Corenel Fabriciane in Brazil. He stayed with the seminary until
1990, then left to work as a preacher and Bible teacher at a Methodist
church in Guarapari in Espirito Santo. He took this position at the invitation
of several members of the Methodist church who were concerned because
the church's leaders in their view were theologically very liberal and
politically hand-in-glove with the Communists. These concerned church
members had been students at Bethany's seminary in Coronel Fabriciane
where they had known Darby. Darby counts his work at the church as
successful because partly as a result of that work the church experienced a
revival.
In 1991 Darby left this church and got involved working with
202 Mcleods, Allan and Joan, first interview
202 Ibid., second interview
204 Ibid., first interview
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professional surfers, work which was to prove hugely and unexpectedly
productive. In the fourteen month period between November 1991 and
December 1992, more than two thousand surfers made decisions for Christ.
Eight hundred of these men were never visited and Darby has no idea what
happened to them, and one hundred and fifty of the remaining twelve
hundred went to other churches. But one thousand and fifty remained in
Darby's care. He organized them into cells and commissioned eight men
from among them to work directly under him as heads of these cells. He
also organized a Bible study in his home for twenty-five of the surfers.
Even so between five and six hundred of the men drifted away in the
months that followed. But about a quarter of the original two thousand have
remained. In 1993 they opened their own church building.205
George Foster, Bethany's Area Director for South America, also
does some work with athletes. He is a counsellor in Athletes for Christ, a
group first organized among soccer players in 1978 and which by the
summer of 1993 had three thousand members. The group has a
constituency in every major city in Brazil and exists in Portugal as well.
The athletes meet every week. Their wives meet monthly.206 Hence
Bethany's work among athletes is not limited to those missionaries who,
though still affiliated with Bethany, have "gone independent". It is also
conducted by leaders who have major responsibilities within the
organization itself.
Section 2Cd: Political Action
Though Bethany generally operates on the assumption that society
can best be improved one convert at a time, the headquarters in Minneapolis
does not forbid its mission personnel in the field to get involved in political
and economic stituations. As a consequence Bethany missionaries have
sometimes worked to empower the exploited either through economic
training or through social protest. Two examples, one from each category
and both from Larry Darby's work in Brazil, will suffice to illustrate this
point.
First, an example of social protest: In 1992 in Guarapari where
Darby had worked with the Methodist Church, people using an open market
were being forced to pay a "tax" of up to 50% of their gross take if they
205 Darby, L., first interview
206 Leite, Eliana, interview
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wanted to operate in the market.207 The people demanding these "taxes"
from the merchants were political people headed by the secretary to the
mayor, a man Darby described as having a great deal of local power.208
Betania organized the merchants and encouraged them not to pay the "tax".
This was done at great personal risk to the missionaries. Darby himself was
threatened with death. The protest lasted three months but was ultimately
successful and the merchants were absolved from paying the "tax".
Second, an example of economic training: Betania's schools support
themselves through a variety of enterprises. Among them the schools run a
saw mill, a stone quarry, and a shop for making steel windows. They
produce bricks from concrete and clay, cut slate, and manufacture detergent,
soap, and shampoo. They also farm. Students at the schools provide the
labour for all these enterprises. In the process they learn a variety of skills
including entrepreneurial ones. One graduate trained by Darby and with
whom Darby stays in touch operates a farm where he raises earthworms to
produce humus using a technique he first learned as a Betania student.209
We have seen in this chapter how Bethany has moved into Brazil
under the impetus of Hegre, how the original plan to establish in Brazil a
community modelled after the one in Minneapolis was modified over the
years by realities in Brazil which were different from those in the United
States, and how Bethany in Brazil has taken on a life of its own and
expanded far beyond what Hegre and the staff in Minneapolis had
envisioned. Because Brazil was Bethany's first overseas venture, it was
significant to Bethany in three ways. First, Bethany's success in Brazil
encouraged the organization to attempt to replicate that success in other
countries. Hence, Bethany in Brazil rather than Bethany in Minneapolis
became the prototype for Bethany's subsequent ventures. Second, the
purpose of community in the United States was to encourage members of
the community to pool their resources in the support of overseas missions.
However, overseas community living did not serve that purpose. Bethany
saw the Brazilians not as people to support missions but as people to be
reached by missions. In Brazil community living became not a means to an
end but a factor which impeded the missionaries. Community living tended
to isolate the missionaries. And this was especially the case when the
missionaries lived in an area as rural as Altonia. Hence, Brazil was the one
country to which Bethany attempted to export its community ideal and it
207 Darby, L., first interview
208 Ibid., second interview
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was the country which transformed the ideal. When Bethany opened
outreaches in other countries it would continue to try modified versions of
communal living but it would never again attempt to transplant the
Minneapolis community as it had done in Altonia. And in some countries
like the Philippines Bethany would abandon the community concept
altogether. Third, Bethany's experience in Brazil was the principal factor in
overcoming Bethany's parochialism. Prior to Brazil, Bethany was
exclusively northern European in its outlook. But Brazil, by opening
Bethany up to Latin cultures, opened Bethany to the world. The
transformation has been a quiet one but is no less significant for that.
Through organizations like Bethany, North American fundamentalism-
evangelicalism has broken out of the British-U.S .-Canadian axis which
once defined it and has gone global. The ways this will affect the message
these groups bring has yet to be determined, but in Bethany's case there
would seem to be a definite move in the direction of Christian
ecumenicalism coupled with a softening of Bethany's conception of itself as
the vector of revival within an apostate church. Instead Bethany has tended
to put its own soteriological concerns in the background and is working
with the broader church in getting the gospel message out. Brazil marked
the turning point for Bethany in this regard.
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TIME LINE FOR BETHANY'S HISTORY IN THE PHILIPPINES UP TO 1994
1968 Arsenio Eniego graduates from Bethany in Minneapolis.
1972 Eniego invites T.A. Hegre to Mindoro.
1973 Bethany under Eniego begins work in Mindoro at San
Jose.
1975 Bethany school opens on Mindoro.
1979 Idea for missions team discussed in LeRoy Dugan's
Missions III class in Bethany in Minneapolis.
Jan. 1981 Tim Freeman accompanies Hegre on a visit to the
Philippines.
3 Sept. 1981 Team under Freeman arrives in San Jose but quickly
moves to San Juan, La Union, on Luzon.
June 1982 Freeman's team sets up headquarters at Creekside in
Cauayan.
1982-1984 Freeman's team members take up residence in barrios,
Bible study groups begin.
1986 Freeman's team buys land for school.
1987 In January Eniego meets with Alec Brooks in Minneapolis
and is told of plans to indigenize the work at Mindoro. Paul
Strand visits Mindoro in March only to find that Eniego has
not told his people of the plans. In August Tim Freeman
sets up and is put in charge of Betania Christian
Foundation and creates Yaman Dagat, Inc. Prawn
hatchery is opened at Mindanao in December.
1988 "Ti Nawadwad A Bing" is published. In October the duck
hatchery opens in Laguna on Luzon. Toward the end of the
year Eniego flees to Manila. On 31 December Bethany in
Minneapolis cuts off funds to Mindoro.
1989 Rev. Emilio Baltion joins Bethany.
1990 Ilokano concordance, Bible dictionary song book and
tapes, and "Ti Lubong Dagiti Es-espiritu Iti" are published.
The duck hatchery closed in mid-year.
1991 Prawn hatchery closes. Victorious Life Training Center
(Bethany's Cauayan school) fully operational.
April 1992 Bethany Fellowship, Inc. in the Philippines officially
turned over to a governing board comprised mostly of
Filipinos.
1994 Tim Freeman returns to the U.S. Steve Fliason becomes
leader of the Cauayan team.
CHAPTER SEVEN: Bethany in the Philippines
Section 1: Historical Background
Named after Philip II of Spain, the Philippines is the only Christian
nation in Asia. It is also the only nation in Southeast Asia to have been
colonized before it had developed a centralized form of government. Prior
to the arrival of the Spanish in the sixteenth century, the islands were the
home of fishermen, hunters, and subsistence farmers whose slash-and-burn
methods did not enable them to settle long in any one place. A Chinese
attempt to incorporate the archipelago under Ming rule in the fifteenth
century failed, but a Muslim invasion of Mindanao and Sulu, also in the
fifteenth century, gave Islam a presence on the islands which continues
today.
Allocated to Portugal in 1493 by Pope Alexander VI whose papal
bull "Inter caetera" divided the globe between Spain and Portugal, the
Philippines were first reached in 1521 by Ferdinand Magellan who though
Portuguese sailed in the service of Charles I of Spain. He anchored off
Samar on 17 March, claimed the islands for Spain near Leyte on 31 March,
and was killed on the beach in an invasion of Cebu later that year.1
Spain based its claim to the Philippines on Law 29, Title XXVIII, of
Partida III which granted legal possession of newly discovered lands to
whoever first took possession of them, but the exact nature of Spain's
authority remained in doubt. Did Spain have political sovereignty or only a
special commission to preach the gospel?2 This question remained an
important issue throughout the sixteenth century and was only finally
resolved when a series of town meetings were held in the various dioceses
of the country in which the native residents led by their chiefs freely chose
to submit to the King of Spain.3
Under Spanish rule development on the archipelago was stagnant.
Between 1580 and 1815 when the last ship sailed, Manila, established in
1571, became the centre of a lucrative galleon trade which brought silver
from Acapulco in Mexico to China in exchange for pearls, silk, diamonds,
1 Encyclopedia Britannica (19811. Vol 14, "Philippines, the History of," by David O.D.
Wurfel, p. 241; Encvcolpedia Americana (1977), Vol. 21, "Philippines, Republic of the:
History" by Leonard Casper, p. 759i
2 Studies in Philippine Church History (Gerald H. Anderson, editor), Part I, Chap. 1
"The Controversy over Justification of Spanish Rule in the Philippines" by J. Gayo
Aragon, pp. 3-4
3 Ibid., p. 19
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porcelain, iron, and cotton goods, but this trade by which a few became
wealthy discouraged the growth of industry and agriculture. Despite its rich
volcanic soil and tremendous agricultural potential, the first shipments of
tobacco and indigo were not exported until 1783.4
Because the Philippines were administered from Mexico until 1821
and because there was no indigenous centralized regime to build upon, local
government languished as well. Between 1806 and 1898 the islands saw
sixty-one different governors-general, a turnover rate that reflected the
unsettled political climate in Spain which itself went through six
constitutions between 1812 when Ferdinand VII was restored to the throne
and 1869, the year after Isabella II had been forced to abdicate. The first
newspaper was not published in Manila until 1822.5
By the mid-nineteenth century this maladministration of the islands
had begun to create significant levels of discontent. In 1840 Apolinario de
la Cruz founded "The Confraternity of St. Joseph", an independent
religious brotherhood which attracted thousands of followers in Tayabas,
Laguna, and Batangas. As head of this movement, Apolinario declared
himself "King of the Tagalogs" but was captured in 1841 and executed.6
By 1863 the islands had a public education system but the quality of
the education offered was poor and controlled by the hated friars. By the
1880s it was common for the sons of wealthy islanders, both Spanish and
Filipino, to be sent to Europe to study, a practice which was to help
introduce liberal ideas into Filipino society.7
Led by the Filipinos themselves, these ilustrados or intellectuals in
Europe formed a group, the Propagandists, which campaigned not for
Filipino independence but for the Philippines to become a province of
Spain, something that would have required Spain to adopt yet another
constitution. Their leader, Jose Rizal, a physician, poet and novelist, upon
returning to the Philippines in 1892 was arrested and exiled on Mindanao.
Refusing to join the Patipunan, a secret organization which wanted
independence for the Philippines, Rizal enlisted as a military surgeon and
4 Britannica (19817 p. 241: Americana tl977~). p. 759j
6 Americana (1977). pp. 759i-759k
6 Elwood, Douglas J., Churches and Sects in the Philippines. Chap. 2, sec. "Historical
Sketch", p. 9
7 Britannica 119811. pp. 241-242
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sailed for Cuba. He was arrested in Barcelona, Spain, returned to the
Philippines, tried for treason, and executed in December 1896.8
This incident sparked the Revolution of 1896 which, after a year of
fighting, ended in December 1897 with the truce of Biak-na-Bato.9
According to Peter G. Gowing this was a struggle against the friars as much
as it was a revolt against the colonial government. He writes:
It was one of the major objects of the Philippine revolution to expel
the Spanish friars from the islands and confiscate their huge estates
for distribution to Filipino tenants who had tilled the soil for
generations. There was also concern about advancing the status of
the Filipino priests .J°
Within months of the truce war broke out between Spain and the
United States. The American consul in Singapore contacted Emilio
Aguinaldo, one of the leaders of the Revolution exiled in Hong Kong, and
promised that in exchange for his support the U.S. would grant the
Philippines independence if the U.S. won the war. Instead with the signing
of the Paris Peace Treaty in December 1898, the U.S. purchased the
Philippines for $20 million and set about to transform Filipino society in
preparation for recognizing its independence. This led to the Philippine-
American War which lasted from 1899 until 1902, which required the
deployment of 56,000 American troops, and which cost more than 200,000
Filipino civilians their lives.11 Gowing points out that part of the problem
that sparked this conflict was that under the terms of the Treaty of Paris the
United States became the protector of the Catholic Church on the islands
including the friars and their vast properties.12
Under Spanish rule Protestant missionaries were blocked from
entering the islands but with the coming of the Americans the door was
opened to Protestant churches. Even as the Philippine-American War
raged, the first Protestant missionaries came ashore. Presbyterians and
Methodists entered the islands in 1899, American Baptists and
Episcopalians in 1900, the United Brethren and the Disciples of Christ in
8 Americana (1977), p. 759k. For an excellent discussion of the various controversies
surrounding Rizal's excution see Studies in Philippine Church History, Part II, Chap. 7
"Rizal's Retraction: A Note on the Debate" by Eugene A. Hessel, pp. 133-151
9 Americana (1977). p. 759k
10 Studies in Philippine Church History (Gerald H. Anderson, editor), Part II, Chap. 10
"The Disentanglement of Church and State Early in the American Regime in the
Philippines," by Peter G. Gowing, pp. 204-205
11 Americana (1977). p. 759k
12 Studies in Philippine Church History (Gerald H. Anderson, editor), Part II, Chap. 10
by Peter G. Gowing, p. 207
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1901, and the Christian Missionary Alliance in 1902. The Seventh-Day
Adventists entered in 1906 and the Assemblies of God appeared in the
1920s with the return of Filipino converts from the U.S.A.13 However,
Protestant church growth prior to World War II was slow. Filipino society
lacked the fluidity of Brazilian society and Catholic roots were deep.
The Filipinos were the first Asians to try to throw off European
colonialism.14 In 1907 under the Americans they also produced the first
elective legislative body in Southeast Asia.15 In 1900 the Americans set up
a civil service which by 1916 was run almost entirely by Filipinos.16 With
the passage of the Jones Act in 1916 the franchise in the Philippines was
expanded to include all literate adult males.17 The Americans began to
introduce measures to improve the health and education of the people, and,
less successfully, to breakup the estates of the landed gentry and to
encourage industrialization.18 Gowing notes that as early as 1902 the
Americans began a series of negotiations that by 22 December 1903 allowed
the Philippine government to purchase friar land and to recoup the cost of
purchase by selling that land to the tenants and others on long-term
payments. This arrangement involved 410,000 of the claimed 420,000
acres owned by three religious orders.19
Another important change brought about by the Americans under the
Treaty of Paris was the separation of church and state which is mandated in
Article X, section 15 of the Philippine Constitution adopted in January
1973.20
Yet despite the extensive and genuine improvements brought to the
Philippines by the Americans, resentment of American presence remained a
palpable underlying reality. This resentment was engendered in large
measure by the Filipino sense of having been betrayed by the Americans
who had promised them independence at the end of the Spanish-American
War. And it was nurtured by the suffering of the Filipinos during the
Philippine-American War. In short, American status in the Philippines
13 World Christian Encyclopedia (David B. Barrett, editor),"Philippines", p. 564;
Elwood. D.J., Churches and Sects in the Philippines. Chap. 2, sec. "Historical Sketch",
p. 12
14 Britannica (19811. p. 242
15 Ibid.: Americana (1977). p. 759L
16 Americana (19771. p. 795L
17 Britannica (1981). p. 242
18 Americana (1977). p. 759L
19 Studies in Philippine Church History, (Gerald H .Anderson, editor). Part 11 Chap 10
by Peter G. Gowing, pp. 215-217
3(1 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 564
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remained ambiguous. At the end of the Spanish-American War the
Americans, instead of leaving, had begun to restructure Philippine society
with the intent of preparing it for democracy, so they could not really be
considered liberators. Yet they did not intend to stay, were working toward
the establishment of an independent Philippines, and improved life on the
islands in the process, so they were not quite conquerors. World War II
was to change American status significantly in Filipino eyes.
The Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941. On the
same day they also bombed Clark Field north of Manila. General Douglas
MacArthur who served in the Philippine Army from 1937 when he retired
as U.S. Chief of Staff until 1941 when he was recalled to active duty in the
U.S. Army, had begun a build-up of Filipino forces in anticipation of a
Japanese attack, but the build-up had hardly begun when the Japanese
landed in Lingayen on 21 December. Filipino and American forces were
overwhelmed. By 2 January 1942 Manila, which had been declared an
open city before Christmas, was in Japanese hands. Manuel Quezon, the
Philippines' president since 1935, and General Douglas MacArthur retreated
to Corregidor from which they were evacuated on 21 February 1942.
Bataan fell in April and Corregidor under General Jonathan Mayhew
Wainwright surrendered in May. On 9 June General Wainwright ordered
the Filipinos to lay down their arms but 10,000 guerrillas who controlled
much of northern Luzon and almost all of Mindanao refused to capitulate.
For the next three years they kept the Japanese contained and provided
MacArthur with intelligence, some of which was to prove decisive in the
Battle of Midway.21
The Americans returned in 1944, liberating Leyte in October. On 9
January 1945 they landed on the beaches of Lingayen and kicked off a
campaign which in terms of numbers of troops employed was exceeded
only by the campaign in northern France. 120,000 civilians trapped in
Manila died as the Japanese refused to surrender and the city was reduced to
rubble, sustaining more damage than any other world capital with the
possible exception ofWarsaw. By the time the city fell, 80% of it had been
destroyed.
By the end of the war in August 1945 the Filipinos had sustained
21 Britannica (1981), pp. 243-244; Americana (1977), pp. 759L 759m
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almost a million casualties. Agriculture had been ravaged, their inter-island
fleet entirely destroyed, and 75% of their railroad rolling stock was gone 22
E.K. Higdon writes:
During the war about seventy five per cent of the public school
buildings, equipment and books were destroyed. Many teachers
and administrators were killed, and no additional ones trained.
Children could not or would not go to school during Japanese
occupation ,..23
This latter circumstance meant that after the war missionaries would have a
significant role to play in rebuilding the educational infractructure on the
islands.
When the Americans returned in 1944 they looked far more like
liberators than they had in 1898 when they had taken the islands from
Spain. Because the United States could have used the war as an excuse to
delay Filipino independence but chose not to do so, this perception of the
U.S. as liberator was encouraged and then sealed when the Philippines
became a republic on 4 July 1946. Hence the Communist-led Hukbalahap
rebellion of the early 1950s did not provoke another Philippine-American
War and was put down by 1954. Land reform, a principal demand of the
Huk rebels, was begun under Ramon Magsaysay. However, Communist
insurgents have remained active in the Philippines, particularly in northern
Luzon where the Hukbalahap forces were concentrated. The constant
presence of insurgents has cast a dark and destablizing shadow over
development in the Philippines. It has also provided a challenge to
missionaries. E.J. Bingle wrote in 1952:
There are Christians definitely not Communists who, as in the
Philippines, see only too clearly the evils on which Communism
thrives and are keenly aware of the failure of Christian Churches to
do much about it - or even the association of some Churches with
big business and feudalism.24
Not surprisingly missionaries in the Philippines remained concerned
about the Communist guerrillas throughout the Cold War. While some
sympathized with the Communists' goals, others, especially among the
evangelicals, saw the guerrillas as a threat. Reporting on the All Philippines
22 Americana (1977). p. 759m
23 World Christian Handbook 1949 (Kenneth Grubb, editor), section Asia, "Frontiers in
the Philippines" by E.K. Higdon, p. 157
24 World Christian Handbook 1952, "The World Mission of the Church - a Survey" by
E.J. Bingle, sec. 4 South-east Asia, p. 10
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Congress on Evangelism held at the Faith Academy in suburban Manila
between 12 May and 20 May 1970, Ralph Toliver wrote for the Evangelical
Missions Quarterly:
The fact that the Philippines shares with other Southeast Asian
countries the threat of a Communist take-over was another
undercurrent that ran through the congress. However, more than
one speaker reminded the assembly of the miraculous events in
Indonesia in 1965 which aborted the Communist coup and ushered
in unprecedented receptivity to the Christian message in that
neighboring land.25
The insurgents menaced not only the government but also, as we
shall see, the missionaries themselves. Guerrilla warnings were to have a
direct impact on the Bethany story in the Philippines.
American aid to the Philippines in the first five years of its
independence topped $2 billion. Throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s
the new nation experienced impressive economic growth and began to
establish political links with a variety of countries, becoming an increasingly
important centre in the region. In 1954 the Philippines hosted the
conference of nations which forged the SEATO alliance. In 1966 it hosted
the Manila Conference on Vietnam and also became the nation the Asian
Development Bank chose for its headquarters. And the following year
when the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was formed to
encourage the development of regional trade, the Philippines was a
founding member.26
Against this background of expanding political influence for the
Philippines in Asia and an expanding economy, Protestant expansion
remained sluggish. Douglas J. Elwood reported that as late as 1965:
[T]he total non-Roman Christian community in the Philippines is
only twelve per cent of the general population ,..27
When the All Philippines Congress on Evangelism met in May of 1970 only
3.9% of the Philippines' 37 million population was Protestant, despite
almost three generations of Protestant missionary effort, but the 1970 figure
did represent a marked rise over the 1960 figure of 2.9 percent. In 1970
25 Evangelical Missions Quarterly, Fall/1970, Vol. 7. No. 1. "Five-year evangelism
plan adopted for Philippines" by Ralph Toliver, p. 50
26 Americana (1977), p. 759n
27 Elwood. Churches and Sects in the Philippines. Chap. 3 "Implications, Trends, and
Prospects", p. 33. Muslims are included in this twelve percent.
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eighty-four percent of the population remained Catholic.28 Elwood points
out that such progress as was being made by the Protestants was the result
of the work of independent missions. He writes:
[Ejighty-four per cent of all Protestant missionaries in the country
represent independent mission agencies....whereas prior to the
Second World War only twenty-five per cent represented such
agencies.29
Many of these independent agencies were represented at the conference by
the national Fellowship for Philippine Evangelism (NAFE).
NAFE proposed a five-year programme of evangelization to run
through 1974, a proposal the conference adopted. The plan was outlined as
follows:
During the first year, 25 regional seminars will be held throughout
the archipelago to aquaint the entire evangelical constituency with the
program. Afterward an in-depth evangelistic program will run for
one and one-half years. Hopefully, this will be climaxed by a Billy
Graham-type crusade in January, 1973, in Manila and other cities
of the republic. Nurturing and teaching will round off the program
in 1974,30
Though in numbers gained the immediate results of this programme
were not particularly striking, it did serve to galvanize the churches in
preparation for a remarkable period of growth between 1975 and 1985.
When three hundred church leaders and missionaries met in the city of
Baguio in February 1985, they could look back with some satisfaction on
the previous decade's work. James Montgomery, writting in "Global
Church Growth" observed:
[T]he entire body of Christ in this land has grown at least twice as
fast each year in the past 10 years as it had in each year of the
previous decade. With perhaps 12,000 evangelical churches now in
existence, it appears to be well on schedule in growing from about
4,000 congregations in 1974 to 50,000 by the end of this century.31
The Evangelical Missions Quarterly which covered the Baguio
28 Evangelical Missions Quarterly. Fall/1970, Vol. 7, No. 1, "Five-year evangelism
plan adopted for Philippines" by Ralph Toliver, p. 47
29 Elwood. Churches and Sects in the Philippines. Chap. 3. sec. "Post-War Trends", p.
41
311 Evangelical Missions Quarterly. Fall/1970, Vol. 7, No. 1, "Five-year evangelism
plan adopted for Philippines" by Ralph Teliver, p. 47
31 Ibid., October 1985, Vol. 21, No. 4, "Gobal Report" by Robert Niklaus, section:
"Philippines; rewards of deliberate growth", p. 435. Mongomery's work quoted.
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meeting reported statistics on four of the fifteen church groups known to
have carried out growth programmes during the period in question. They
write:
It took the Christian and Missionary Alliance 75 years to
plant their first 500 churches. They instituted a five-year plan in
1975 that resulted in almost as many churches as the first 75 years.
[A second and larger program ended in 1983.]
The Conservative Baptists adopted a 10-year program in
1972 that realized an annual growth rate of 20 percent....
The Southern Baptists began a church growth drive in 1972
that recorded a 17 percent increase. This is about 10 times faster
than their Stateside denomination is increasing.
The Association of Bible Churches of the Philippines grew
from 1,252 members in 1974 to 8,454 in 1981. At that time they
launched "Expansion 100," which anticipates adding 100 new
churches to the 106 already existing in 1981 ....[T]hey are well on
their way to achieving their goal by the end of 1985.32
Indeed, so explosive had the growth of the Protestant Church in the
Philippines been in the years between 1975 and 1985 that other churches
around the world took notice. Guatemalan church leaders were particularly
interested and in 1981 invited James Montgomery to give a presentation on
the Philippine phenomenon. The Guatemalan leaders were so impressed
with the consultation that they drew up their own plan of evangelization
based on what Montgomery had told them.33
In the twenty years from 1946 when the Philippines became an
independent republic until 1966 when Ferdinand E. Marcos (elected in
November 1965) took office, the nation had five presidents: Manuel A.
Roxas, Elpidio Quirino, Ramon Magsaysay, Carlos P. Garcia, and
Diosdado Macapagal. For the next twenty years it would have one:
Ferdinand Marcos himself.
The Marcos regime began promisingly enough. The economy,
though burdened with serious problems (the average annual per capita
income in 1967 was US $140), did show reassuring signs. In 1967, the
year after Marcos took office, the goods and services produced on the
islands increased 5.6%. Particularly striking gains were registered in the
mining and manufacturing sector (7.3 %), construction (12.7%), transport
and communication (6.6%), and commerce (7.7%). Gains in this last
32 Ibid., pp. 435-436
33 Ibid., p. 436
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sector reflected in part the Philippines' new status as the home for the Asian
Development Bank as we noted in Chapter Two. Agriculture had increased
7.2% and, partly as a consequence of Marcos' decision in 1966 to subsidize
rice production, the islands in 1967 and for the first time in their history
became self-sufficent in rice. 1,480 miles of new road were constructed
that year and five thousand prefabricated schools were built.34
In 1970 the Filipino people in an election generally considered to be
among the most peaceful and honest in Filipino history chose a
Constitutional Convention that was genuinely representative. However,
despite this promising start the decade of the 1970s marked the beginning of
Philippine decline. During the next two years the political situation became
increasingly unstable. Violent urban crime rose sharply along with the
number of unregistered firearms. Between 1970 and 1972 anti-Marcos
student demonstrations became more common and more violent. The
Communist Party had been illegal since 1931 but had nevertheless built an
extensive underground network on the islands. Though quashed in 1954
communist forces remained restless and had by 1972 reignited an
insurrection on Luzon that was creating serious problems for the
government. Then in 1972 Muslim separatists rose in revolt on the island
of Mindanao and the Sulu archipelago. Finally in an attempt to re-establish
public order, Marcos on 23 September of that year declared martial law and
used the occasion as an opportunity to arrest political opponents.35 The
islands would languish under military rule for the next eight years.
Martial law was lifted on 17 January 1981 in preparation for the
five-day visit, beginning 17 February, of Pope John Paul, but by then the
islands had developed grave economic problems and were heavily burdened
by debt.36 These economic difficulties were exacerbated in 1982 by a
decline in demand for Filipino exports like coconut oil, mineral ores, fruits
and vegetables. 1982 saw a record balance of payments deficit for the
Philippines of $1,140,000,000. The peso was devalued 7.3% on 23 June
and 21.4% on 5 October.37
On 21 August 1983 opposition leader Benigo S. Aquino, Jr., was
34 Britannica Book of the Year 1969. -"Philippines" by Rafael Pargas, pp. 600-601
35 Britannica (19811. p. 244; Americana (1977), p. 759m
36 Britannica Book of the Year 1982, "Religion" by Peter Hebblethwaite, p. 602;
"Philippines" by Henry S. Bradsher, p. 573
37 Ibid. 1983,"Philippines" by Bradsher, p. 566
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assassinated while disembarking at Manila's international airport. Marcos
was widely believed to be behind the killing and the islands seethed with
violent protest.
1984 saw a decline of 4% in the Philippines' Gross National
Product. Inflation was running 40-50% and unemployment at 25%. The
peso was devalued again on 6 June, this time by 22.2%. Though the
Muslim revolt among the Moro in the south was generally under control, the
communist insurgency was gaining momentum and was believed to
influence as many as 20% of Filipino villages.38
Between the first half of 1984 and the first half of 1985 the average
person's income in the Philippines dropped 6.8% and the Communist-led
rebellion escalated.39
Sparking a popular revolt after winning (allegedly by fraud) a
sudden election he had called on 7 February 1985, Marcos fled the country
and Corazon C. Aquino, wife of the assassinated Benigo Aquino, became
president. Struggling to create much needed political stability, Aquino
concluded three truce agreements: two in September, one with Muslim
separatists on 5 September and another with a rebel force on Luzon led by a
renegade priest on 15 September, and a sixty-day truce with the Communist
New People's Army (NPA) on 27 November.40 While the September
aggrements were effective, negotiations with the Communists failed and
1987 saw a rise in guerrilla activity. The year was rocked as well by three
attempts by disaffected army units to seize power, one in January, one in
July, and one in August. The nation's foreign debt in 1987 topped $26
billion but the moribund economy, because of a construction boom and
higher world prices for coconut products and sugar, showed signs of life.41
During 1988 circumstances continued to improve for Aquino.
Though the Communists remained strong, eight senior NPA officers were
captured in February and March. On 10 June Aquino signed the
Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program which, by setting limits on the
amount of land a person could own, was widely expected to achieve
signficant land redistribution targets. Although 30 million people remained
mired in poverty, the economy grew by 6% and the U.S. government
38 Ibid. 1985, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p. 519
39 Ibid. 1986, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p. 513
40 Ibid. 1987, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p. 483
41 Ibid. 1988, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p . 441
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agreed to allow some of the aid money it provided to be used to pay the
Philippines' national debt.42
1989, the year Marcos died in exile in Hawaii, saw further
improvements. The economy continued to grow though some of the gains
were eaten away by an inflation rate that rose to 10.3%. Dissension in the
Communist ranks coupled with government successes against NPA forces
whittled away at the Communist power base. A major coup attempt from 1
December until 7 December was met by Aquino and put down.43
However, the discontent in the military did not go away and by
1990 rebel factions in the army were considered potentially graver threats
than was the NPA. The communists, though weakened, remained active to
the extent that U.S. Peace Corps authorities did not believe the Filipino
government could guarantee the safety of Peace Corps volunteers when the
NPA threatened those personnel. On 27 June the Peace Corps decided to
withdraw all its people from the Philippines 44
Because so many Filipinos worked in Kuwait and sent money
home, the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 was a blow to the
Philippine economy.45 By early 1991 inflation was running at 22.6% but
dropped to 12% during the course of the year 46
In June and July 1991 a dozen guerrilla leaders were captured, a
serious blow to NPA forces. In that year, too, the U.S. agreed to withdraw
from Clark Air Force Base and Subic Bay.47 Subic Bay was turned over
on 30 September the following year.48
Fidel V. Ramos, a Protestant, became president on 30 June 1992,
winning 23.6% of the vote in an 11 May election.49 Early in his term he
legalized the Communist Party and opened negotiations with the leaders of
the weakened insurgency, and he reached a peace agreement with the
Muslim secessionists, enlisting the aid of Muammar Gaddafi in the
process.50 In 1993 with the Communist threat dwindling, Ramos turned
his attention to eliminating corruption and revamping the Philippines'
42 Ibid. 1989, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, pp. 440—441
43 Ibid. 1990, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p. 457-458
44 Ibid. 1991, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p.440
45 Ibid-, p. 439
4(> Ibid. 1992, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p.412
47 Ibid.
48 Ibid. 1993. "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, p. 417
49 Ibid., p. 416
50 Time International. September 20, 1993, Vol. 142, No. 12, "Smoke, but No Fire"
by Sandra Burton, p. 55
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debilitated electrical power system.51 While it is still too early to evaluate
his administration, it does look as though Philippines is well on the way to
putting the Marcos years behind it.
Section 2: Bethany in the Philippines
Bethany entered the Philippines in 1973 during the first year of
martial law under Marcos. Bethany's outreach began with a Filipino
student named Arsenio Eniego who with his wife Pat graduated from
Bethany's training centre in 1968. (While in Minneapolis they had a child
and named her Bethany.) Eniego returned to the Philippines after
graduation to work with the Church of Christ but he wanted to work with
Bethany, so in 1972 he invited Hegre to Mindoro to discuss the possibility
of setting up a centre there. He even offered part of his family property as a
site on which to begin work.52 Hegre agreed to work with Eniego. In
1973 development began53 and a Bible school which as of the summer of
1993 had eight buildings and one chapel on five acres in San Jose was
opened in 1975.54 Students were originally charged only a one hundred
peso registration fee.55
At this point the work in Altonia, Brazil, had been operating for just
over a decade and Bethany was apparently still thinking in terms of
establishing Minneapolis-type centres. Its experience in Mindoro became
one of the factors which contributed to Bethany's decision to develop more
diverse programmes overseas.
In time Eniego was joined by several American families: the
Mc Cleans, the Smiths, the Mclntoshes, the Thoruds. The school tried a
variety of means to make money. They purchased a fishing trawler, opened
a carpentry shop, started a poultry farm, but each venture failed.56 In one
sense this is hardly surprising, since the Filipino economy had begun its
long decline, but it served to make the Bethany community in the
Philippines more dependent on the one in Minneapolis. In the process
Eniego discovered that if he took more people on staff, Bethany in
51 Britannica Book of the Year 1993, "Southeast Asia: Philippines" by Bradsher, pp.
416-417
52 Freeman, Tim, second interview
53 Ibid.
54 Flores, Rey, interview
55 Ibid.
56 Freeman, Tim, second interview
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Minneapolis would increase the subsidy automatically, so Eniego began to
add more personnel even if they were unnecessary and inexperienced.57
Under Hegre Bethany's accounting practices were not always as
meticulous as they might have been. The integrity of the people working in
the Fellowship was assumed, so there was a high level of trust in the
organization, and it was Hegre's practice to send all excess funds to the
mission field at the end of each fiscal year so that the Fellowship would
begin each new fiscal year with a zero balance. This practice was intended
to be faith-building and to re-enforce the organization's reliance on God.58
But of course it could also lend itself to serious abuse. Though Bethany
personnel were uniformly reluctant to the point of reticence to cast any
doubt on Eniego's honesty, it is difficult to imagine that events in Mindoro
would have evolved as they did had Bethany not been so liberal with its
support monies and had Eniego been less content to draw upon those funds.
Originally Bethany planned to use the school to train church
planters. The training was to be free apart from the registration fee. The
candidates came from a variety of denominations. In order to give the
students an internship experience, the school was closed during 1982-83
and the students were sent out to get practical training planting churches. In
all, eleven churches were begun between 1972 and 1983.59
While the work in Mindoro was developing its own momentum,
Bethany in Minneapolis sent a team of ten missionaries, headed by Tim
Freeman, to the school there on 3 September 1981. Once they arrived at
San Jose, Mindoro, the new team moved to San Juan, La Union, on Luzon
to begin language study. This team which consisted of Tim and Carol
Freeman, Paul and Toni Auble, Paul and Theresa Hartford, Greg and Denis
Stynsberg, Lauren Stilwell, and Jeff Stutsman, was joined in January 1982
by Joyce Stanfield and Cynthia Barron.60
Tim Freeman had first come to the Philippines in January 1981,
accompanied by Ted Hegre, for a five week visit. He paid his own way
during the trip and left Hegre in the Philippines when his five week visit
was over. Back in Minneapolis Freeman presented his findings to the other
members of the team during a weekend retreat and by the close of the
57 Ibid.
58 Unseth. A., second interview. According to Carol Dahlen, who served as Bethany's
bookkeeper during these years, the practice was abandoned in the mid-1970s, Bethany's
financial success having made it impractical (telephone conversation between 2:20 and
2:25 P.M.. Friday, 17 February 1995).
59 Freeman, T.. second interview
60 "A Brief History of the Bethany Philippines Team" provided by Steve Eliason, p. 1
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meeting the group had decided to concentrate their efforts on the Ilokano
people in northern Luzon. They had considered evangelizing among the
Muslims, but decided that the situation in the Muslim south was too
dangerous. This was the first time that Bethany had tried a team missionary
approach.61
The idea for a team of missionaries originated in the autumn of 1979
when LeRoy Dugan in his Missions III class, a class which Freeman and
several other members of the team attended, began to talk about the
possibility of putting a team in place and having everything ready for
evangelism "just before the harvest was ripe." Of course the concept as
originally conceived was impractical but it acted as a catalyst for Freeman
who in one of Dugan's subsequent classes suggested that those students
interested in exploring the possibilities inherent in a team get together for a
discussion about it one evening. A date was set and twenty-three people
showed up at the first meeting. Of these twenty-three, ten eventually
decided to go together. They established three criteria for whatever country
they would choose: (a) they had to be able to get ten visas; (b) the country
had to be responsive; (c) their outreach had to involve largely unreached
people.
They approached Harold Brokke with the idea, and then, when he
returned from an overseas trip, Hegre. Hegre was very excited by the
proposal, telling the students that originally Bethany's founders were
committed to a team concept and were all planning to go together to a
Spanish country (possibly Ecuador) but had finally decided to stay back and
anchor the home front. Hence he saw in these students the fulfilment of an
old dream. Because Bethany had not processed ten applications before, the
organization was not sure how to proceed, but eventually decided to handle
the team as a single petitioner.62
Not only was the Philippines the first time Bethany had tried a team
approach, the Philippines team was the first time Bethany had sent
missionaries specifically to plant churches.63
In La Union the team employed the LAMP (Language Acquisition
Made Practical) method for learning Ilokano. They also invited Mrs. Jessie
Velasco from the Christian Language Learning Center in Quezon City to
instruct them in grammar. By March 1982 the team was sufficently
confident in their new language skills to begin to conduct surveys of the
61 Freeman, T., first interview
62 Ibid.
63 Eliason, Steve, interview
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Ilocos region and the Cagayan Valley in an attempt to determine where best
to begin church planting. They chose to work in the Cagayan Valley in
Isabela province primarily because it had the least Christian witness of the
two areas.
In June 1982 the team moved into an unused restaurant along the
national highway in Cauayan. Known as Creekside, this building would
serve as the team's headquarters for the next ten years. However, the team
members did not live at the headquarters. Instead they divided into three
groups and set up house in the municipalities of Ilagan, Cauayan and
Santiago. At first they worked in the central part of these communities but
found that ineffective and so decided to relocate to the barrios. The
Hartfords and Joyce Stanfield moved to Aggassian, Ilagan; the Freemans
and Cynthia Barron moved to San Antonio, Cauayan; the Stynsbergs and
Lauren Stilwell moved to Benito Soliven and San Antonio; the Aubles
moved to Singawanan Sur and Aggassian, and Jeff Stutsman moved to San
Isidro in Cauayan. These moves were made between 1982 and 1984.
During this time the first barrio Bible studies were begun: in Aggassian in
August 1983, in San Antonio in September 1983, and in San Isidro in July
1984 64 qq,js decision to move to and evangelize the barrios was to set the
direction for Bethany's work among the Ilokano.
By 1984, the year of Hegre's death, the American missionaries in
Mindoro were gone and the school there was run and staffed entirely by
Filipinos; yet Bethany was still subsidizing the operation to the tune of
S4800 per month. Alec Brooks, who was Bethany's new president,
wanted the school to become financially independent. Therefore during a
major leadership conference in Minneapolis in January 1987, he called
Eniego into his office and explained that Bethany wanted Betania in
Mindoro to assume full responsibility for its own support, that the parent
organization could not indefinitely send such substantial funds. Eniego
seemed enthusiastic, so it was agreed that Bethany would provide Mindoro
with start-up capital to begin a business. It was assumed that when Eniego
returned to Mindoro after the conference he would inform his staff of this
decision but when Paul Strand, then the director of Bethany's operations in
Asia, went to Mindoro in March 1987, he discovered that Eniego had told
his people nothing about the plans. As a consequence Paul Strand put Tim
Freeman in charge of making the school financially independent. To
achieve this independence Freeman set up the Betania Christian Foundation
64 "A Brief History", p. 1
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which would oversee the new business. In August 1987 he was elected
chairman of the board, a post he held for two consecutive one year terms.65
During these years as chairman of Betania Christian Foundation,
Freeman developed Yaman Dagat Inc. (the name in Tagalog means
"treasures from the sea") which was intended to be the support arm of the
new institution. With $100,000 of Bethany money they began a prawn
hatchery in Mindanao. It ran from December 1987 until it was finally
closed in 1991. As of the summer of 1993 Betania still owned the property
and occasionally leased it.
With $50,000 of Bethany money Betania in October 1988 opened a
duck hatchery in Laguna, about two hours by car south of Manila. The
intent was to produce balut or fertilized duck eggs, a Filipino delicacy. This
was finally sold in mid-1990. Both projects had failed. Betania's start-up
money was exhausted, and in accordance with the terms of the agreement
made when the $150,000 had been provided, Minneapolis refused to
support the Mindoro operation further.66
By this time Eniego was no longer involved with Betania. In late
1988, the year that eight senior officers of the New People's Army were
captured and government pressure on the guerrilla force was growing, a
mid-level Communist leader contacted Eniego to request his aid in
defecting. Eniego helped the man to defect but when Eniego's role became
known to the NPA they sent him a black ribbon, a sign that he was a target
for assassination. Eniego fled to Manila, then after three months returned to
Mindoro, packed his belongings and moved to Manila where he went to
work for the Church of Christ (his former denomination) as a Bible school
teacher. From Manila Eniego sent his wife and daughter (who, being born
in America, was an American citizen) to California and eventually followed
them. From California he petitioned to rejoin Bethany. Instead, Bethany
recommended him to the Christian Missionary Alliance as a pastor to
Filipino churches in California.67
Discussing the failure of the two financial projects, Freeman said
65 Freeman, T., second interview
66 Ibid
67 Ibid. Tim Freeman as he told this story explained that he personally did not believe
that Eniego was in any real danger. Instead he suspected that Eniego was using the threat
as a face-saving device to avoid assuming his share of responsibility for the project's
failure. Given the general tone of Eniego's behaviour, one can understand Freeman's
scepticism. However, the NPA as pressure on it increased did resort to assassination and
terrorism, and were a significant presence in Luzon at the time. While Eniego, who was
stationed in Mindoro, may have been safer there than he would have been had he been part
of the team in Isabela, it is also quite possible that the NPA could have assassinated him.
Despite Freeman's doubts, Eniego may have been in real danger.
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that the original project he had envisioned was harvesting sea salt. Bethany
had the know-how to remove heavy metals from sea salt and could have
produced a top-rated product but, although suitable land was to be had, the
Mindoro people seemed unable to find it. Also the Betania staff wanted
high returns and wanted them quickly and with their demands forced
Bethany into a high-risk venture like prawns.68 Prawns were high-risk
because Bethany did not know how to control the diseases that could ravage
prawn hatchlings nor could they discover how those diseases could be
controlled. In fact, only recently have prawn farmers begun to find ways to
curb the infestations that threaten prawn hatchlings.
Freeman went on to say that the ducks should not have been much
of a risk at all but that about half of the three thousand birds Betania
purchased in the belief that they were three months old turned out to be a
year-and-a-half old. Betania's buyer simply lacked sufficient knowledge
about ducks to detect the swindle.
Freeman also observed that in setting 31 December 1988 as the date
on which all future funding would be cut off, the staff at Minneapolis had
intended to goad Mindoro personnel into action. However, he has come to
believe that the approach was a bad idea. Instead a business should have
been developed before the funding was cut. In this regard he noted that the
project was being managed by the Yaman Dagat arm of Betania Christian
Foundation but that only one member of the seven-member board of BCF,
Arsenio Eniego, was part of the Mindoro staff, and Eniego during much of
this period had been effectively removed from the project because of the
threatened assassination. The other six board members were outsiders
running their own ministries.69
However, Freeman also believes the failures have had a positive
consequence. He said:
68 Steve Knudtsen, the director of Bethany's school in Isabela, having listened to this
interview with Tim Freeman, told me later that in his opinion there had been no pressure
at all put on the board of directors of the Betania Christian Foundation by the Mindoro
people. The real problem, he suggested, lay with the board themselves. However, when
I asked Emilio Baltion who sits on the board, was made its treasurer in 1986 and its
president in 1991, if there was pressure from the Mindoro people to go into prawns, he
corroborated Freeman's account. He laughed on hearing Knudtsen's version and said that
there was no way Knudtsen could know this as he did not sit on the board. Baltion said,
"There was pressure from the people in Mindoro for high-return investments. They
wanted 100,000 pesos a month. This required high-yielding investments. Prawns were
the only place we could get that high a yield." Also Rey Flores pointed out that although
only Eniego of Mindoro actually sat on the board, five of the members of the Betania
Christian Foundation were from Mindoro and did have input into the board's decisions.
69 Freeman, T., third interview
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It seems that the businesses almost had to fail to wake up the
Mindoro community to how dependent it had become. But since the
failures, Mindoro has changed incredibly. They have taken
ownership, become more mature. 70
Emilio Baltion, president of the Bethany Missionary Church in the
Philippines, has a similar opinion. According to him:
We tried our best but the business failed. I told the local church
leaders in Mindoro that the failure was probably because the Lord
wanted the local churches to participate in church planting. If the
local churches wanted the work to go on, they had to contribute.
After the prawn business went bankrupt, they gave 40% of their
church's income [to the central fund]. Now in 1993 they give 60%.
If Bethany in Minneapolis had stopped funding Mindoro little by
little, it would have provoked an anti-U.S. reaction, but because the
business failed in the Philippines and Filipinos were part of the
failure, they could accept it though it was hard.71
Concerning the American perception that Mindoro was too
dependent, Baltion also agreed in terms reminiscent of some of the criticism
older staff members in Minneapolis used to describe the commitment level
of newer staff members, or of the way Americans evaluated the commitment
of Brazilians who moved to the community in Altonia. He said that as a
rule Filipinos who joined Betania raised their income and improved their
lifestyle so that joining the community was not a sacrificial step. He
described them as being "committed but dependent."72 It is a telling phrase
and one to which we shall refer when we draw our conclusions in Chapter
Eleven.
The Mindoro school closed after the last class graduated in
November 1991, but reopened a night school in June 1993. The Mindoro
group currently operates a vinegar, soy sauce, and bogoong (a kind of
fermented shrimp) plant on the school property. The proceeds from the sale
of these products help support the eight member staff left over from the
school. They themselves work full-time in the production unit 73 The new
business is run by Samuel Morante who said of its prospects:
This kind of business is very 'click' in our place. That is to say, it
works. Salt, too, would have been a good business. Many Chinese
people have salt farms and have become rich 74
70 Ibid.
71 Baltion, Emilio, interview
72 Ibid.
73 Flores, R.. interview
74 Morante, Samuel, interview
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When asked if the Mindoro group had become too dependent on
foreign money, Morante shrugged. Some in the group depended on foreign
money, some did not, he said. For himself, however, independence for the
Mindoro group made him want to quit but he believes the Lord encouraged
him to continue and he has become convinced that independence is God's
will. He said:
Before independence we trusted more in man than in God.
Independence has made us rely on God.75
This is a sentiment echoed by Rey Flores, head of Bethany's
churches in Mindoro. He said:
Our faith in God is more than before because everyday we have to
have faith in God because of the situation. I was not happy when
we received our independence but independence has been
challenging.76
Freeman himself is philosophical about the experience. He said:
[Mindoro] was Bethany's first experience with indigenization.
Bethany has learned much. We waited to indigenize until there was
not a single American left in the community but we continued the
project as though Americans were there. That is not the way to do
it. Indigenization begins in the planning phase before the first
missionary hits the ground. A missionary should be a facilitator,
not a colonist.77
Bethany's goal in this process is to create a national religious
organization in the Philippines which is not only self-propagating and self-
governing but also self-supporting. Building a business has not proved to
date to be the most effective means to that end, at least in the Philippines, a
point to which we will refer again in Chapter Nine.
Let us now take a look at Bethany's church planting programme as
implemented by their Isabela team. As of September 1993 the Isabela team
had planted six churches and begun eight outreaches. Deciding where to
begin a new church is a multi-step process. It starts when Bethany team
members hear (usually from someone in a village where they are already
working) about another barrio which needs a church. Betania will not go to
75 Ibid.
76 Flores , R., interview
77 Freeman, T., third interview
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a village which already has a Protestant church but if on a visit to the barrio,
the team finds there is no Protestant church, then team members will
conduct a survey of the barrio, rating each household on its openness to the
idea of introducing a church. These surveys are usually conducted by six
people who go out in teams of two. Based on the results of this survey, the
missionaries will decide whether or not to try to establish a church in the
barrio.
After they have chosen a village, Betania conducts house-to-house
visitations, offering a short Bible quiz which, when finished, allows the
participant to purchase a Bible for a peso. In this way the church planters
try to make friends with people in the village. Members of the church
planting team then move into the barrio, finding families with whom they
can live. Each village has a barrio captain through whom these kinds of
arrangements can be made.78
This strategy was developed as a consequence of a series of national
surveys which Bethany conducted with DAWN (Discipling A Whole
Nation) in the late 1980s. Lasting three years, these surveys enabled
Betania to determine that two-thirds of the barrios in the Cagayan River
Valley had no Bible study or Protestant church. This meant that 670 barrios
in the region where Betania was working were still without adequate
instruction in the gospel.79
In the beginning Bethany tried to train elders in the churches they
established to act as church planters themselves. It was hoped that those
elders would be able to move from barrio to barrio setting up new churches.
However, Betania discovered that Filipino society is not so mobile as North
American society from which the missionaries had derived their
expectations. The elders were too tied to their own barrios to enable them to
move easily from one barrio to another, but Betania discovered that young
people had great freedom to move80 and so occasionally sent these young
people who wanted to be church planters to be trained at schools established
by other Protestant missions. This created a problem, for once the schools
had trained the young people, the denominations owning the training
schools often wanted to keep the young people for themselves.81
Therefore, in order to train the young converts as church planters, the
Isabela team determined to open their own school. Land was acquired in
78 Eliason, S., interview
79 Freeman, T. first interview
80 Knudtsen, Steve, int erview; Freeman, T., first interview
81 Eliason, S., interview
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1986.82 Named the Victorious Life Training Center,83 the school was
fully operational by 1991,84
The school, or training centre as Bethany prefers to think of it,
comprises fourteen buildings on two-and-a-half acres. The centre offers a
three year training programme with eleven subjects per year. Two major
courses are offered in the first year. The first of these is called the
discipleship course. It involves three months of academic work and three
months of practical work. The second course is called the evangelism
course. It involves one week of classroom work alternated with one week
of practical work. Both of these courses are six months long. To
complement these two major courses, modular classes are also offered.
These classes consist of one, two, or three week long intensive study
courses. In the modular classes Bethany's distinctives are taught by
Bethany teachers but other courses can be taught by outsiders. The modular
nature of the classes facilitates this arrangement and relieves the school of
the expense of maintaining a large on-campus staff. The outside teachers
come from the Wesleyan Church, the Christian and Missionary Alliance,
and the Church of God World Mission, a Pentecostal group. However, it is
hoped that as Betania graduates more of its own students, these graduates
can be used to teach the modular courses.85
Edgar Ramos Tapaoan is a graduate who has the option of teaching
such a course in the future. He likes modular courses very much as they
encourage the small school's use of specialists. He said:
After a modular course you go out immediately to apply what
you've learned. This gives you immediate experience. While
studying you are feeling what it is to be involved in pioneer work so
when you graduate you know exactly what to do. This makes
Bethany's school very different from other Bible schools.86
During the second year, students have six weeks of classes, then are
assigned for forty weeks to a new church planting location. Here the
students live with a barrio family and are engaged in actual church planting
work. In this situation the students are expected to pay for their own
support. This pattern is repeated in the third year.
The students are recruited almost exclusively from Betania's own
82 Freemani T. first interview
83 "A Brief History", p. 2. The name in Ilokano is Ti Pagsanayan Ti Naballigi A Biag.
84 Knudtsen, S., interview
85 Knudtsen, S., interview
86 Tapaoan, Edgar Rames, interview
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work. While students from outside Bethany's doctrinal background are
sometimes accepted, the general experience has been that they do not
integrate as well into the programme as do Bethany's own converts. The
students pay US $166 for their first year of tuition, a fee which covers
about a third of the actual cost of educating the student, and US $75 each
year for the following two years, a fee which covers about two-thirds of the
cost of the student's education. The students are trained primarily in
evangelism and church organizational skills. Classes are taught in Ilokano
which is the third largest language group in the Philippines. And the
students are encouraged to evangelize the barrios.87
Bethany has made the barrio the primary focus of their work since
their decision in the early 1980s to move from the urban centres and into the
barrios. Traditionally barrios have been career steppingstones for young
Filipino pastors as they move up to larger more prosperous churches.
Betania does not want its church leaders to use the barrios as career
steppingstones because Bethany believes that the practice denies dignity to
village people. Instead Bethany seeks to make the barrio an end in itself.
To do this Betania is developing its students into a sort of church planting
corps in which its graduates will move into an area, establish a church, train
elders to run the church, and then move on to another barrio. Tim Freeman
points out that such a model for developing indigenous leadership demands
growth. He said:
We try to be a pacesetter, idealistic, not to stick around after the job
is done and create a cushy place for ourselves.88
Graduated church planters are given an allowance but Bethany
refuses to subsidize them with foreign monies. Instead their allowance
comes from three indigenous sources: (a) the training centre facilities are
rented to other groups, preferably but not always for religious functions,
and 10% of the gross from the rent goes to the church planting fund; (b) a
twenty-acre rice field was purchased in 1993 and 15% of the gross from
rice sales goes to the fund; (c) 40% of the offerings collected from the
Isabela churches go to the fund.89
Edgar Ramos Tapaoan's work in Gappal, one of Cauayan's sixty-
six barrios, illustrates how Betania's church planting works in actual
practice. Gappal (originally spelt Dappal) was founded within the memory
87 Knudtsen, S., interview
88 Freeman. T., first interview
89 Knudtsen, S., interview
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of its oldest living resident, a man said to be between 97 and 114 years old.
The first three families to settle in the area were named Agcoili, Viernes, and
Acacio, and came from Vintar, Ilocos. Gappal in 1993 had a population of
approximately two thousand. The wooden house rented by Edgar Tapaoan
and an American, Dirk Reichardt, whom Tapaoan is training, was built in
1937 and was during World War II occupied by the Japanese, who used it
as a local headquarters. Tapaoan inherited the work from the Knudtsens
who had begun it in mid-1990. As of August 1993 Bethany still classified
the congregation in Gappal as an out-reach rather than as a church but it was
hoped that the status of the assembly could be up-graded to the level of a
church before the end of that year. The flock consisted of forty-one regular
adult attenders and thirty children.90
Tapaoan first came to Gappal in January 1992 and had worked there
for a year-and-a-half by the time I spent a couple of days there in late
August 1993. Though involved in visitation and teaching a discipleship
class for members on Saturdays (he hoped to begin another in September
1993), Tapaoan saw his major task as training elders and getting funding so
that land for a church building could be purchased. He was also involved in
training both Reichardt and his own sister who was in her third year as a
student at the Victorious Life Training Center, and who was living with
another family in the village. He was planning revival meetings which were
scheduled to run from September through November 1993. He led a
weekly prayer meeting (its time and place changed as the participants
decided)91 and is in charge of the Sunday morning service. There was no
Sunday evening service. Concerning his living arrangements, Tapaoan
said:
While starting a church it is very important to stay with the people
rather than to go in and out of the barrio. In this way the people will
see that you are real serious with the work and will be more
interested themselves. If you are not going to stay but come only on
Sunday, then they will probably not come for the services.92
His sentiments were echoed by Reichardt who said:
90 Reichardt, Dirk, interview. These expectations were fulfilled and the assembly did
become a full church by the end of 1993.
91 Ella Ortiz, wife of barrio captain Jose Lito Ortiz, described how everyone in a prayer
group took turns hosting a meeting. Though one of the leading women in her
community and certainly one of the richest, she occasionally hosts prayer meetings in her
own home though she remarked somewhat wryly that her relatives did not like it.
92 Tapaoan, Edgar Ramos, interview
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It is important to church planting to live in the barrio and to identify
with the people as much as is expected.93
Reichardt explained that to go beyond what was expected could lead to
misunderstandings. He himself uses a small motorcycle instead of a bicycle
because people expect it. And neither he nor Tapaoan eat on the same level
as many of the people in the barrio. In part that is because so many of the
people are very poor, but Reichardt also pointed out that it could result in a
serious loss of face for the family with whom one stayed if while there one
lost weight.94
In discipleship training Tapaoan involved class members in running
the meetings. They handled the service, led the singing, and led the
prayers. Tapaoan also described visitation as very important. Though he
said it was still too early to apply discipline, the church planter could during
visits become aware of people's needs and backgrounds, counsel them and
pray for them.95
Tapaoan stressed that the programme is centred on the elders, not on
the pastor. Elders are licensed as ministers and can do anything a pastor can
do except perform marriage ceremonies, which they would be prohibited
from doing by Filipino law.96
It takes four to five years to train an elder. In the training, two types
of material are used. Both types were developed by Anglican missionaries
who served with the South American Missionary Society in the barrios of
Chile. The first is a three book discipleship course "Ti Nawadwad A Bing"
which came out in 1988. The second is a six book series called P.N .P. or
"Panangijuro iti Nakristianoan a Panagidalan", a basic pastorial course
acquired through SEAN (Study Extension for All Nations). The Alliance
Centers for Theological Study, a subsidiary of the Christian and Missionary
Alliance, handles the American English translation of this material. Bethany
has translated the English versions into Ilokano. Because Bethany was not
comfortable with all the doctrinal positions taken in the SEAN material,
particularly any suggestion that human beings because of the Fall have
inherited a "pro-sinful nature", Bethany translated the material in such a way
that in the actual exposition of the texts Bethany instructors can slant the
contents towards Bethany's doctrinal position. For example, the phrase
"the sinful nature" which appeared in the SEAN books was rendered by
93 Reichardt, D., interview
94 Ibid.
95 Tapaoan, E.R., interview
96 Ibid.; Freeman, T., first interview; Flores, R., interview
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Bethany translators as "the flesh". SEAN agreed to all the translation
changes which Bethany made though, as Freeman noted, not without
occasional wrangling.97
In addition to these two pastoral, training courses, Bethany has also
produced an llokano concordance of the Bible, a Bible dictionary in
Ilokano, and a song book and accompaniment tapes entitled "Kankanta Ti
Naballigi A Biag" all of which came out in 1990.98
Before they can begin such training, men and women who are
candidates to be elders must have completed two other courses which are
required of all Bethany Church members. The first is an eighteen week
discipleship course. The second is a seven week course using a workbook
entitled "Ti Lubong Dagiti Es-espiritu Iti Filipinas" which also came out in
1990 and is based on Rodney L. Henry's book Filipino Spirit World. In
his book Henry argues that both Catholicism and Protestantism in their
Western forms deal effectively with issues of ultimate concern but do not
adequately address the day-to-day issues that comprise the textures of
Filipino life. At this level an amalgamation of "animistic" and Catholic or
Protestant beliefs has developed, what Henry calls "folk Catholicism" and
"folk Protestantism", which provide a theology for ordinary activities.
Henry also argues that while Catholicism has traditionally been tolerant of
this kind of arrangement, Protestantism must be less so if it is to be true to
its own nature. This course ends with a renunciation of spiritist practices
and cultic ideas as well as other religions like Buddhism. This renunciation
culminates with an affirmation that Jesus's victory is already assured.99
In this formal training neither church members nor elders are given
specific instruction on Bethany's version of victorious living. However,
Bethany's "message of the cross" teaching is presented through seminars
which are given two or three times a year and which may also address
issues of prophecy. Furthermore an expanded version of Hegre's
Victorious Fife seminar notes has been translated into Ilokano and is used as
97 Freeman. T., first interview
98 "A Brief History", p. 2
99 Freeman, T., first interview. The summary of Henry's position is based on my own
reading of his book. While I recognize that the term "animistic" is now considered out-
of-date, it is the one Henry uses. It is also a word commonly used to describe the original
religious beliefs of the Filipinos. One can see it so employed in both the Encyclopedia
Britannica (1981) and the Encyclopedia Americana (1977). Douglas J. El wood in
Churches and Sects in the Philippines refers to the '"animistic spiritism' of the pre-
Spanish tradition." (Chap. 3. p. 32). Therefore, since the purpose of this thesis is to
discuss the missionary work of Bethany and not to examine in any detail the original
religious beliefs of the Filipinos, and since the word "animism" or "animistic" is
commonly used to describe the original Filipino beliefs, and since Henry uses the word, I
have decided to use it here but, following Elwood's lead, have put quotations around it.
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an instructional text for a course on victorious living required at the church
planting school. This assures that the graduates are familiar with the
teaching, and they are expected to use their knowledge in their evangelism
and preaching.100
In all this work Tapaoan gets a great deal of support from the Isabela
team. He said:
One thing I really like in Bethany is that it is a team work. You have
to be where God is calling you. You don't have to do something
that is not your gift. The team encourages us to be in the right place.
Also if we want to do something special like an evangelistic rally or
a revival meeting, we can call in a specialist from the team. We have
access to the team's resources. Also students from the school can
help us and that helps the students.101
Concerning his own future, Tapaoan said he had several options.
He could teach at Bethany's school or go on for further study, either with
the Fellowship of Independent Fundamentalist Churches of the Philippines
(FIFCOP) mission whose Christian school of theology he attended between
1988 and 1991 before he enrolled in Bethany's church planting school, or
with some other Bible school. He could also continue to pioneer churches
and possibly do some modular teaching for Betania. If he chooses to
pioneer another church, he will have a great deal of freedom to choose the
region where he will work, though if the ministry team did not agree with
his choice, he would have to reconsider. The ministry team in 1993
consisted of sixteen members who were drawn from among Victorious Life
Traning Center graduates, the school's staff, and the missionaries
themselves. They reach decisions by majority vote.102
It is worth noting that despite Tim Freeman's idealistic expectation
that Betania's future leaders will not use the barrios simply as career
steppingstones, and despite the fact that Tapaoan did not begin the Gappal
work himself but inherited it from the Knudtsens, pioneering another barrio
church was clearly not an immediate priority with Tapaoan. It was only one
possibility among several options, and not even the first possibility he
discussed. For a young man, even one with an intense sense of God's
puiposes for his life, a Christian vocation seems to require more than being
a member of a church planting corps whose outreach does not extend
beyond the barrio.
100 Freeman, T., interview
101 Tapaoan, E.R., interview
102 Ibid.
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Because indigenization has since 1987 become a primary focus of
Bethany's ministry and because so many aspects of that programme were
first tried by Bethany in the Philippines, it is appropriate to close this section
with an inquiry into the status of Bethany's efforts to indigenize their
ministry in the Philippines as of August-September 1993.
With the Mindoro school closed, Betania Mindoro is concentrating
its energies on training elders who, as part-time pastors and Christian
workers, will support themselves by their secular employment. Able to do
everything a pastor can do except perform the marriage ceremony, their
primary jobs include visitation, preaching, and leading cell groups. These
cell groups, which contain between four and fifteen members (after the
group reaches fifteen members, it divides into two smaller groups), study
the Bible as the Holy Spirit leads them under the guidance of a group leader
and an assistant. They meet once a week, moving from house to house.103
Though the use of elders as church planters was not initially
practicable, the Mindoro group has tried to resuscitate the idea, employing a
programme developed by The Bible League in the late 1980s. Initially
conceived as a three-year training programme which was financed with a
declining subsidy,104 it was later modified to one year. For this year the
participating church-planter receives a full salary (approximately 1,600
pesos or US $68 per month) and follows The Bible League's approach to
church-planting with the expectation that by the end of the year when the
subsidy ends the new church will be able to support itself.105 Because the
brother of The Bible League's Philippine leadership is a good friend of
Bethany in Mindoro, six of Bethany's trained elders who at the time did not
have churches of their own volunteered for the programme.106
In 1987 when the Mindoro group became independent, they had
only nine churches and no outreaches. By mid-1993 using The Bible
League's system they had thirteen churches with a total of about four
hundred members (both adults and children) and six outreaches. These
churches are spread through San Jose, Magsaysay, and Rizal. Of the
money the churches collect, 30% of each church's treasury goes to the
church itself. 20% of what is left goes to the elders in the church and the
rest is put into a central fund to be used by all the pastors.107
At the height of Bethany's participation nine of Bethany's elders
103 Flores, R., interview
104 Freeman, T., letter dated 15 May 1994, p. 4. See Appendix F.
105 Ibid., letter dated 27 January 1995, p. 1. See Appendix F.
106 Ibid., letter dated 15 May 1994, p. 4. See Appendix F.
107 Flores, R., interview
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were involved.108 By the end of 1994 two of these elders had become full-
time pastors. The rest had withdrawn from the programme and turned the
work over to others. Several complained that The Bible League did a poor
job helping the elders start churches. Also since the churches were begun in
very poor areas, it was quite difficult to build a church which could afford a
full-time professional pastor. It is probable that they would be better served
by lay-elders after the Bethany model but that reintroduces the original
problem that such elders are tied to their barrios by financial constraints.
For these reasons Bethany has no further plans to involve more of their
elders in The Bible League's scheme.109
The Mindoro school, which is now operating as a factory, has
acquired four acres of rice paddies, one acre close to the compound and
three further away. The rice grown on these acres is used by the compound
residents themselves for food. Samuel Morante, Mindoro's business
manager, would like to expand production in the factory but is hampered
due to a lack of capitalization. However, he remains optimistic about the
future of the business.110 There has been some talk among the permanent
staff in Mindoro of re-opening the school and using it as a centre for lay
leadership training but Bethany generally believes this would not work as
well as their current practice of training lay leaders in the barrio church
itself. The Cauayan staff hopes that Mindoro will eventually decide to rent
its facilities to other groups for seminars as a way to raise money.111
An announcement posted in the lobby of the Bethany Missionary
Church in Minneapolis in July 1993 read:
In April 1992, Bethany Fellowship Philippines, Inc. was officially
turned over to a governing board made up mostly of Filipinos. Dirk
Reichardt and two other Bethany missionaries also serve on this
board.
Bethany is also preparing to turn the Betania Christian Foundation
over to the Filipinos. The BCF has nine members, six of whom are
Filipinos and three of whom are North Americans.112 This new
108 Freeman, T., letter dated 15 May 1994, p. 4. See Appendix F.
109 Ibid., letter dated 27 January 1995, p. 1. See Appendix F. When I spoke with him
in September 1993 Emilio Baltion expressed concern that this might be the outcome. He
said. "What is important in successful church-planting is leadership training. It would be
very hard for a barrio church to support a full-time pastor/church planter. So we want
layleaders who will stay in the barrio."
' 10 Morante, S., interview
' 1 ' Baltion, E., interview
112 Knudtsen, Alberta, interview
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membership is smaller than the original which varied between thirteen and
fifteen. It meets once a month to oversee and coordinate Betania's
activities.113
It is possible that the entire Cauayan operation could be turned over
to the Filipinos by 1997 or 1998,114 meaning that in less than twenty years
a work begun by foreign missionaries would have been completely turned
over to nationals. Alberta Knudtsen believes that much of the credit for this
success must go to Emillo Baltion.115
Contrasting Bethany's efforts in this direction with a similar
programme pursued by the Wesleyan Church with which he was a pastor
from 1972 when the Pilgrim Holiness Church (his original denomination)
and the Wesleyan Methodist Church merged until he joined Bethany as a
church planter in 1989, the Rev. Baltion said:
The basic pattern is about the same but in the Wesleyan Church
when we became indigenous, all missionaries left. This was not
good. The missionaries should have stayed and worked as partners.
We could have encouraged one another. They could have used
U.S. missionaries to continue to open new areas in cooperation with
Filipino missionaries, each group supporting its own missionaries.
In this regard what Bethany is doing is superior to what the
Wesleyans did.116
The continuing development of autonomous but interdependent
national organizations is very much the direction of Bethany's future work.
Tim Freeman described it this way:
Keeping national organizations autonomous will enable us to
overcome tendencies toward fragmentation. We are trying to create
an international association in which each organization has an equal
say. As time goes on Bethany Minneapolis will contribute less and
less in the international council. Structural equality and rough
economic parity is the only basis by which an international
association can be built.117
To help them achieve such economic parity among their missions,
Bethany subscribes to the services of an independent research organization
called Overseas Research Council. This council investigates living
standards around the world and suggests levels of income which would in
113 Flores, R., interview
114 Knudtsen, A., interview
1 13 Ibid.
116 Baltion, E., interview
117 Freeman, T. , first interview
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different countries create a standard of living parity. Because spending
patterns of North American missionaries have been extensively researched,
those patterns are used as a standard. Bethany had hoped that an
international pooling fund that it was planning to develope through a
proposed investment scheme called Mission Reality would have been able to
provide equal support packages for members of multi-national teams sent to
cross-cultural situations, but with that idea having now been abandoned,
Bethany must find another source of income if it hopes to finance these
kinds of missions organizations. Concerning the potential problems
inherent in this approach, Tim Freeman said:
We are not going to put together teams of ethnics with widely
differing standard-of-living expectations.118
Emilio Baltion is enthusiastic about the future of such partnerships.
As a Filipino who has worked with a variety of U.S.-based mission
groups, he offers a broad perspective.
Growth in an indigenous church is slower but more steady with
more loyal members. Heavily subsidized churches might grow
faster but when the subsidy stops, they often lose members quickly.
I am glad the Americans came over here and started the work, but
their work is now our work....I would strongly recommend
partnership between foreign missionaries and the nationals. The
sending mission should not handle everything. Local people should
participate, should learn to stand on their own so that they
themselves can begin to help others. This is the way to have healthy
missionary work.119
He sees joint ventures for overseas missionaries, that is missionary
enterprises where churches from two or more countries will pool their
resources to send missionaries to an unreached area in another country, as a
very distinct possibility for mission organizations to consider.120
118 Ibid.
119 Baltion, E., interview
120 Ibid.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: Bethany in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean
Section 1: Historical Background
When Christopher Columbus on his second voyage to the New
World anchored off the west coast of Puerto Rico on 19 November 1493,
the island was inhabited by between 30,000 and 50,000 Taino Amerindians
who called it Borinquen. A farming and fishing people of the Arawak
nation, the Taino had arrived on the island from the Orinoco River basin in
what is now Venezuela and had initially prospered, but when Columbus
came they were already under growing pressure from the war-like Caribs of
the Lesser Antilles. The arrival of the Spanish put an end to the Carib raids
but did not ease the pressure on the Taino who by the 1580s survived
primarily in the mountains. They were eventually absorbed by the Spanish
settlers.1
Having claimed the island for Spain, Columbus named it San Juan
Bautista (St. John the Baptist) and left it. Juan Ponce de Leon who had
served as one of Columbus's subordinate officers returned in 1508 from
Hispaniola in the west, landed at what is now called San Juan Bay and
established a settlement south of the bay. He named the settlement
Caparra,2 a name still found among some of San Juan's southern suburbs.
Caparra was renamed Ciudad de Puerto Rico in 1511. In 1521 the capital
city was founded at its present location and given the name San Juan, and
the island itself came to be called Puerto Rico.3
Early on gold promised to be a source of wealth but the mines
played out in a few decades. In 1515 sugarcane, which has been a major
crop ever since, was introduced from Hispaniola and the first African slaves
followed in 1518.4 However, the island would not develop a true
plantation economy until after 1830.5 Besides sugar, its other main crops
would be tobacco which was introduced in the early seventeenth century
and coffee which was introduced in the eighteenth.6
It has been said that geography is history. The observation is
' Encyclopedia Americana (1977), Vol. 22, "Puerto Rico: 6. History" by Earl Parker Hanson, p. 787;
Encyclopedia Britannica (1981), Vol. 15, "Puerto Rico" by Arturo Morales-Carrion, p. 259
2 Ibid.
3 Americana (1977). p. 787
4 Ibid.
5 Britannica (1981). p. 259
6 Americana (1977). p. 787: Britannica (1981). p. 259
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certainly true in Puerto Rico's case. The island's position as the most
eastern of the Greater Antilles and the fact that its harbor is probably the
finest in the Caribbean made Puerto Rico a natural prize for nations who
sought to break Spanish dominance of the region. From the end of the
sixteenth until the early eighteenth century, the island was attacked again
and again, primarily by the English who actually held San Juan for several
months in 1598 but also by the Dutch and the French. Under constant
threat, San Juan became the most fortified place in the West Indies.7
Despite its military significance, Puerto Rico remained for the first
three centuries of its Spanish history a rather backward colony. Before its
ports were opened to foreign trade in 1804, the island had been dependent
on smuggling for most of it commercial intercourse. Such an illicit
economy had done little to encourage the establishment of responsible
governmental institutions. However, with the opening of its ports to trade,
Puerto Rico began to develop a level of administrative independence. In
1807 La Gaceta. the island's first newspaper, was founded. In 1808 Puerto
Rico achieved representation in the Spanish Cortes, the country's national
legislative body. By 1869 the island had become a Spanish province,8 a
status the Philippines coveted but never achieved. By 1897 Puerto Rico had
won a charter from Spain which granted it a fully autonomous
government.9
For Puerto Rico the Spanish-American War which broke out on
21 April 1898 was little more than a series of skirmishes. No major damage
was done to the island or to San Juan which was bombarded on 12 May by
Adm. William T. Sampson.10 When the Americans finally came ashore,
opposition was light and sporadic. Puerto Ricans generally expected the
Americans to bring even greater political freedom so the welcome the
islanders gave the soldiers was for the most part friendly.11
Puerto Rico was ceded to the United States as one of the provisions
of the Treaty of Paris which was signed on 10 December 1898, and which
brought the Spanish-American War to a close.12 According to Article X of
that treaty:
7 Ibid.
8 Americana (1977). p. 787
9 Ibid.: Britannica (1981). p. 260
10 Americana (1977). pp. 787-788
11 Britannica (1981). p. 260
12 Americana (1977). p. 788
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The inhabitants of the territories over which Spain relinquishes or
cedes her sovereignty shall be secure in the free exercise of their
religion.13
Implicit in the treaty was the American principle that the institutions of state
and church should be separate.
The military remained in charge of Puerto Rico until 1900 when the
Foraker Act set up a civilian government and opened the way for free trade
between the U.S. and Puerto Rico. The Act allowed for a popularly elected
unicameral legislature controlled by a governor who was appointed by the
President of the United States. Because so much power was in the hands of
federally appointed officials, many interpret the Foraker Act as a backward
step in Puerto Rico's struggle for political rights. However, those
provisions of the Foraker Act were only temporary. Of more long-term
significance to Puerto Rico were the economic provisions of the Act. Two
which are still in place are particularly important. The first provides for
duty-free trade between the island and the mainland. The second exempts
the island from paying federal taxes. Under these provisions, the sugar
industry which had fallen into severe decline during the last decades of
Spanish rule began to prosper again. By 1920 seventy-five percent of the
population of Puerto Rico were dependent on sugar production and
export.14
In 1917 many of the political provisions of the Foraker Act were
superseded when the U.S. Congress passed the Jones Law. Under the
Jones Law Puerto Ricans became U.S. citizens and a bicameral legislature
was created for the island.15 The Jones Law also made explicit the implied
separation of church and state under Article X of the Treaty of Paris.16
Due partly to political frustrations which developed under the
Foraker Act, partly to American attempts to Americanize Puerto Rican
institutions, and partly in reaction to the wealth and political power of the
sugar barons, movements intent on challenging the status quo began to
form. During the Depression years of the 1930s these movements grew
stronger and began to coalesce into political parties. The Nationalist Party
championed independence for Puerto Rico. The Republican Party
campaigned for Puerto Rican statehood. The Socialist Party struggled to
implement economic and social reforms. But it was the Popular Democratic
13 World Christian Encyclopedia (David B. Barrett, editor), "Puerto Rico", p.580
14 Americana (1977). p. 788: Britannica (198 P. p. 260
15 Britannica (1981). p. 260
16 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 580
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Party headed by Luis Munoz Marin and formed shortly before the 1940
election which won that election and made Munoz president of the Senate
and unquestioned leader of Puerto Rico.17
Using a hitherto unenforced provision of the Foraker Act which
limited to five hundred acres land holdings of partnerships and
corporations, Munoz launched a programme of land reform, and through
"Operation Bootstrap," beginning in 1942 sought to promote industrial
development. As a consequence Puerto Rico's net per capita income rose
from $121 in 1940 to $1900 in the mid-1970s,18 giving Puerto Ricans the
highest per capita income and the highest standard of living in Latin
America.19
Harry Truman in 1946 appointed Jesus T. Pinero as the first native
Puerto Rican governor.20 In 1947 the Jones Law was amended by
Congress and Puerto Ricans were allowed to vote for their own governor.21
Munoz was elected in 1948.22 He would serve four consecutive terms as
governor.23
On 15 July 1952, Puerto Rico became a commonwealth.24
According to Article II, section 3 of the constitution it adopted that year:
No law shall be made respecting the establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof. There shall be complete
separation of church and state.25
Despite the attempt by nationalist extremists in 1950 to assassinate
President Truman and Governor Munoz and despite their spectacular assault
on the U.S. House of Representatives in 1954 during the Tenth Inter-
American Congress in Caracas, Venezuela, calls for national independence
have not attracted large numbers of Puerto Ricans. In the short term most
seem to prefer improved commonwealth status though seeing statehood as
inevitable at some future point.
Hard hit in the recession of the 1970s and plagued with high rates of
17 Britannica (19811. p. 260: Americana (19771. p. 788
18 Americana (1977), p. 788
19 Britannica (1981). p. 259
20 Ibid- - P- 260
21 Americana (1977). p. 788
22 Ibid., p. 789: Britannica 11981). p. 260
23 Americana (1977). p. 789
24 Britannica (1981). p. 260
25 World Christian Encyclopedia, p. 580
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violent crime and unemployment (which usually runs at about twice the
U.S. rate), the island nevertheless remains prosperous and politically stable.
These factors coupled with the island's proximity to the U.S. mainland and
its legal guarantees of religious freedom have made Puerto Rico particularly
attractive to missionaries.
In 1898 even before the hostilities between Spain and the United
States came to an end American Protestant churches signed an agreement to
respect the integrity of one another's work on the island. In 1899 the
Baptists, the Disciples of Christ, the United Brethern, the Presbyterians,
and the Lutherans arrived and began to proselytise. They were followed in
1900 by the Methodists and in 1909 by the Seventh Day Adventists. In
1916 Puerto Ricans who had been working in Hawaii and had attended
Assemblies of God churches there returned to Puerto Rico bringing
Pentecostalism with them. The Pentecostal Church of God which apart
from Roman Catholicism is the largest denomination on the island had its
origins in that return.26 In short, Puerto Rico with a population which in
1970 had reached 2,712,03327 is well churched.
Section 2: Bethany in Puerto Rico
Bethany opened its work in Puerto Ric in 1964 28 That was the
year Ted Hegre and Rich and Carol Dalhan went to San Juan and purchased
property in the suburb Caparra Terrace.29 They intended to establish a
literature ministry on the island in spite of the fact that when they arrived
there were already five Christian bookstores in operation. This number
would increase until by 1978 there were more than eighty. Some of these
had been started by churches and most were small. One man even sold
books from the trunk of his car.20
Lee Lindsay, Bethany's first missionary to Puerto Rico, moved into
the Caparra Terrace property in 196531 and set up a bookstore in the living
room. He was soon followed by Rolf Garborg who began to build up a
26 Ibid. pp. 579-580
27 Bntanruca (1981), p. 259
28 This is the date given on the chart Cathy Brokke provided. The date given in Burten L. Goddard's
The Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Missions. "Bethany Fellowship, Inc.", p. 78, is 1965. I am
assuming that Cathy Brokke's date is the date the property was purchased and the Goddard date is the
date the property was occupied.
29 Steiner, Nita. interview
30 Carlson, Charles and Beverley, first interview
31 The Encyclopedia of Modem Christian Missions (Burton L.Goddard, general editor), "Bethany
Fellowship, Inc.", p. 78
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clientele by selling books door-to-door.32 Bethany later expanded the
work by setting up bookracks in hardware stores, pharmacies, and other
businesses. The bookracks were never very profitable and, because
Bethany had to deliver books to each business, were hard to maintain. To
complicate the situation further the bookracks were to become a sore point
between Bethany and other bookstores as Bethany became the dominant
book distributor on the island. Despite the relatively small volume of
business the bookracks did, the other stores viewed them as unneeded
competition. Finally in early 1979 Bethany closed down all its bookracks,
giving any soiled or discoloured books from the racks to Bruce Fowler, an
independent missionary from Oregon who had developed a ministry in
Bayamon Prison and who had established close links with Bethany.33
During these years the Libereria Betania (Bethany Bookstore) grew
from the living room of Lindsay's home into a missionary compound that
dominated a half-a-block of Calle 13. Consisting of the bookstore itself,
offices, a warehouse, and living quarters which could, counting permanent
residents, student interns, and guests, house up to thirty people, the
compound became a missionary nerve centre for the entire island. By the
end of 1979 Thorkelson, a journalist for the Minneapolis Star, would write:
A bookstore and literature ministry in Puerto Rico reportedly
distributes more Christian [by which is meant Protestant] literature
than any other agency in the Spanish-speaking world.34
But the reach of this ministry went far beyond sales figures,
impressive as those were. Bethany was willing to cooperate with a variety
of other missionaries and missions and would often donate literature to aid
them in their work as the case of Bruce Fowler mentioned above illustrates.
Concerning Bethany's assistance, Fowler writes:
I was very grateful to Bethany for the way that they opened their
hearts and resources to some of the guys in the prisons with whom I
was working. They provided HUNDREDS of Bibles (expensive
study Bibles in Spanish) and other evangelical books which were
extremely helpful to me in getting the Gospel into the prisons.35
32 Steiner, N., interview
33 Carlson, Charles and Beverley, first interview
34 Thorkelson. Minneapolis Star Saturday Magazine CI December 1979), p. 8
35 Fowler, Bruce, letter dated 15 January 1994. See Appendix F.
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Fowler made little rolling libraries with the donated books which he could
take from cell to cell, giving the inmates easy access to the material.36
Bethany's relationship with Fowler lasted until he returned to Oregon in
1984 to earn a doctorate in psychology.37
Joe Linder became director of Bethany in Puerto Rico in 1975,
taking over from Garborg.38 It was not a job he wanted and, although the
bookstore prospered under his leadership, it was not a job in which he ever
felt comfortable. He often asked to be replaced by someone else but
because things were going so well on the island, the home staff in
Minneapolis did not take Linder's requests as seriously as they should have.
Finally in 1980 Linder quit due to stress and eventually severed all ties with
Bethany. He and his family as of 1993 were living in California.39
Forrest Gearhart, pastor of the Wesleyan Church in Guaynabo, a barrio
near San Juan, described events this way:
We were blessed by Bethany in my early years at [the Wesleyan
Church in Guaynabo]. We really were their people & there was
freedom and fellowship. I think we helped many of their young
people in those early days, giving them the outreach they needed,
kind of a break from the limitations of community living. The
quality of candidates reflected the changing scenes/mores of
American youth as time went on. More of them had deeper personal
problems that the conformity of their life-style couldn't solve. I'd
like to get in touch with Joe & Joanne Linder. They were great
people and came to grips with some of this when they left Bethany.
Joe gave me credit for helping him formulate his thinking, but I was
not aware of it at the time - we never talked about it. His father-in-
law [DePree] blamed me for their leaving & when he was appointed
Director of Betania de P.R. our church was off limits as soon as he
had gotten a grip on things & was in control. We left P.R. soon
after that, but his positions caused the collapse of Bethany in P.R.40
After Linder left in 1980 the compound was managed by a
committee of three: Rick Heyer, Rick Hoag, and Faith Matters.41 Business
continued to boom with sales of more than a million dollars in the fiscal year
of 1980-81 42
The late 1970s and early 1980s also saw further expansion of
Bethany's other forms of outreach. Students doing their internship in
Puerto Rico were often useful here. Some worked with Bruce Fowler in
36 Carlson, Charles and Beverley, first interview
37 Personal knowledge
38 Steiner, N.. interview
39 Mcleod, Allan and Joan, casual conversation with Joan in Maringa, Brazil.
40 Gearhart, F., letter dated 7 October 1993. See Appendix F.
41 Steiner, N., interview
42 Personal knowledge
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the prisons. Bruce Fowler also arranged for others to teach a Bible study at
the Hogar Esparanza, the Salvation Army's half-way house in Caparra
Terrace a block-and-a-half from the Libereria Betania.43 Fowler had
arranged through S.A. representatives to use the facilities for prisoners who
were being parolled from Bayamon. Then Fowler was able to convince the
Salvation Army and Bethany to allow Bethany interns to come to the Hogar
to teach Bible classes. One such intern was Steve Eliason to whom we have
referred in Chapter Seven and who taught Romans at the Hogar Esparanza
from February through August 1979. The experience was so positive for
him that it settled for him his decision to go into missions work. Two of the
men who attended Eliason's class in the Hogar Esparanza, William Hopson
and I, were saved. Hopson eventually returned to his native California and
entered the ministry.44
Bethany also handled VIDA Sunday school material for nine
hundred churches a month in Puerto Rico, selling material directly to the
churches. It was not very profitable but Bethany did it as a service.
Occasionally prisoners would write letters of thanks to publishers who had
donated books to Fowler's rolling libraries. Fowler would bring those
letters to Betania and Betania would post them.45 These small examples of
the ways Bethany used its literature distribution ministry to expand its
original outreach could be multiplied many fold. They are illustrative of
Bethany's cooperation with other missions and also of Bethany's modus
operandi. As we saw in Chapter Seven on the Philippines, Bethany tends
to solve problems on location as they arise. Their approach to missions is
opportunistic and immediate rather than categorical. We will explore this
point in Chapter Ten on Bethany's missions theory.
In 1982 Ed DePree was sent from Minneapolis to take over
management of Betania de Puerto Rico.46 DePree's arrival was the
beginning of serious administrative difficulties for the Puerto Rican
compound. Tom Shetler who spent his internship year in Puerto Rico at the
bookstore saw some of the conflict. His wife Sue had been an intern in
Puerto Rico under Joe Linder during 1978-79 but returned to Puerto Rico
with Tom after they married in 1981 so that Tom could do his internship
year. Sue Shetler described Joe Linder's management style as "laid back".
43 In March-April 1981 the Hogar Esparanza was moved from Caparra Terrace into Old San Juan.
This was an unwelcomed development for many of the beneficiaries of the programme and also ended
Bethany's Bible studies there.
44 Personal knowledge
45 Carlson, Charles and Beverley, first interview
46 Steiner, N., interview
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In her opinion, Ed DePree's was not. He accused Sue of not being in
submission to her husband or to him. He accused many people of not being
in submission.47 There was sharp conflict between Ed DePree on one side
and Faith Matters and Mary Acevado on the other. This conflict eventually
forced the two women to leave Bethany.48 Tom Shetler observed that there
was a sense of insecurity in DePree's leadership, that DePree had trouble
with strong personalities, especially in women.49 Gearhart suggests that
DePree was somewhat immature.50
Nor did Depree always get along with Loren Garborg (Rolf
Garborg's brother) who ran the South America, Mexico, and Caribbean
Mission until he resigned in 1986. From 1986 until July 1988 Cathy
Brokke oversaw the outreach in Puerto Rico. She was replaced by Richard
Jacobesen.51 Ed DePree left Puerto Rico in 1989 and Dick Johnson took
over the Libreria Betania until it was sold to Dr. Angel Riveria in May
1991.52 That ended Bethany's literature ministry on the island, a ministry
founded upon a distribution programme that only twelve years before had
been described as the largest of its kind in the Spanish-speaking world.
However, Bethany's missionary presence in Puerto Rico did not end.
From the very beginning the Dalhans had hoped that Bethany
would be able to start a school in Puerto Rico. In 1984 a school was begun
in Betania's Caparra Terrace property. The planned programme, which was
based directly upon the Bethany programme in Minneapolis, even included
a year-long internship. When the school which was named Escuela de
Misioens Betania or School of Bethany Missions began, there were two
students (both women) and five teachers: Nita Steiner, Dick Johnson, Rick
Heyer, Damaris Avila, and a neighbor. After the first semester one of the
students quit because she found the live-in nature of the community too
alien, but the other student, Lianny Justinia, asked to remain and Bethany
decided not to close the school. However, Betania did begin to restructure
the education programme in order to make it more reflective of Puerto Rican
needs.
In 1985 Betania's school had four students. In 1986 the school
opened for students who wanted to study but could not live on the
compound. Arrangements were also made through Puerto Rico's
47 Shetler, Tom and Sue, interview
48 Personal knowledge
49 Shetler, Tom and Sue, interview
50 Gearhart, F., letter dated 7 October 1993. See Appendix F.
51 Jacobsen, Richard A., letter dated 24 February 1995. See Appendix F.
52 Steiner, N., interview
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Immigration Department for foreign students to attend, a plan difficult to
realize since Puerto Rico's immigration laws are very strict, due in large
measure to the island's prosperity which makes it an attractive destination
for poorer Caribbean peoples. However, the school's application was
successful and since 1986 students from Santo Domingo, Ecuador, Costa
Rica, and Peru have enrolled for study.
When Nita Steiner left to teach at Bethany in Minneapolis in the
summer of 1993, she was the last North American missionary at the school.
The school is now completely in the hands of Puerto Rican nationals. As of
August 1993 the school had fifty students and offered ten basic courses,
teaching missions and Bethany's theology of the crucified life. One of the
school's graduates has gone to Peru to work with children and two have
gone to Mexico to work with the Pame Amerindians. Many other graduates
are getting involved in short term missions. As is the case with Bethany's
school in Minneapolis, the school in Puerto Rico has begun to attract older
students, many of whom are married.
Nita Steiner pointed out that as of 1993 between 25% and 30% of
Puerto Rico's population are members of evangelical churches and that
Puerto Rico has some excellent Bible schools. It is not Bethany's intention
to compete with any of these schools. Instead Bethany tries to co-operate
even to sharing staff. Indeed, Bethany teachers have occasionally been
invited to other schools to teach the crucified life.53
The school no longer has a live-in programme. All the courses it
offers are night courses. Students choose the courses they want and pay
according to how many credit hours they are taking. Because the school is
well known and many dedicated Christians want to teach there, there is no
shortage of instructors. The instructors are given a stipend from student
tuitions. Bethany in Minneapolis owns the property but allows the school
to use the facilities without cost.54
We see then that the story of Bethany's outreach in Puerto Rico is
mixed. They came to develop a literature ministry in an environment which
was soon to be saturated with Christian bookstores. Yet in this highly
competitive environment they developed their own business so successfully
that by the early 1980s they dominated the field. Then during the rest of
that decade under Ed DePree, Bethany watched its literature ministry decline
until by 1991 the fellowship decided to sell the store and get out. However,
in the midst of this collapse Bethany missionaries on the island were able to
53 Ibid.
54 Telephone conversation to Nita Steiner made at 2:20 P.M. on Wednesday,4 May 1994.
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actualize the Dalhans' early dream of establishing a school, and when the
last North American missionary left, that school was in full operation. To
the very end Bethany missionaries proved adept at exploiting opportunities,
even when those opportunities came in the course of failure.
Although Puerto Rico was its first venture in the Caribbean,
Bethany soon followed with four others. Two bookstores were opened,
one in St. Thomas in 1967 and one in St. Croix in 1968. In 1976 an early
attempt at church planting was begun in Les Cayes, Haiti. Two years later
in 1978 a literature distribution project was attempted in the Dominican
Republic. None of these efforts enjoyed anything like the success Bethany
had known in Puerto Rico. The Haitian attempt at church planting under
Jack Holman's direction ended in failure and was abandoned in 1984. The
bookstore on St. Thomas was shut after Dave Duane its proprietor left
seeking a better environment for his daughters who were getting old enough
to attend high school.55 The property itself was destroyed by Hurricane
Hugo in 1990 as was the bookstore on St. Croix. Neither store was rebuilt.
The literature distribution project in the Dominican Republic was also
eventually closed but was replaced in 1983 by a water purification project
headquartered in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.56 The Caribbean is the only area
in which Bethany had sold off its assets, with the exception of the Puerto
Rican property.57
Bethany's success in Puerto Rico is clearly a consequence of Puerto
Rican desire for Protestant literature. Bethany's subsequent collpse is
consequent to a massive failure of management. It is less clear why
Bethany had such limited success on other islands though one suspects in
the cases of St. Thomas and St. Croix that the population was simply too
small to support a bookstore. In Jack Holman's case in Haiti the failure
may have been due to inappropriate discipling applied in the context of two
very different cultures.58 About the Dominican Republic I have no
information at all. But whatever the reasons, we can say for certain that
Bethany enjoyed some success in the Caribbean for approximately a quarter
of a century and that when it finally withdrew it left behind a school which
may endure longer than its literature ministry did.
55 Brokke. H., first interview
56 The address for this ministry can be found in any recent issue of TheMessatre of the Cross.
57 Brokke, H., second interview. As of 1995 Riveria and Bethany were still negotiating over the sale
of the Puerto Rican property.
58 This is speculation but it is based on a conversation I had with Jack Holman in the summer of
1981 while he was embroiled in disputes with the Haitians and was visiting the Libereria Betania in
Puerto Rico.
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CHAPTER NINE: Developments in Bethany Missions Abroad
Section 1: Developments in North American Missions from 1945
through 1994
Charles W. Foreman in his paper "A History of Foreign Mission
Theory in America" which he delivered at the annual meeting of the
American Society of Missiology in 1976 described four distinct periods of
American missionary activity and theory: 1810 until 1890 when missionary
work was dominated by the theological foundations laid by the Puritans and
adapted by Jonathan Edwards and his student Samuel Hopkins; 1890 until
the outbreak ofWorld War I in 1914, a period characterized by great
optimism and a fecundity of ideas; the period between the wars in which
cynicism, disillusionment and emergent isolationism coupled with a
growing public attack on missions forced missionary theorists into a more
apologetic and defensive role where criticism of America and a greater
appreciation of other cultures became the norm; and the post-World War II
period which is the period we are considering.1 The first thing that struck
him about this latest period was the rise of the conservatives, a rise he
interpreted as a reaction to liberalism. He believed that its key theorists,
though Biblocentric, evidenced considerable growth and development when
compared with those in the nineteenth century who had defended similar
views.2
In Chapter Two we traced the rise of conservative evangelicalism
both on the mission field and on the American domestic scene after World
War II and described some of the other developments in North American
missions during the Cold War decades. We discussed the shifting focus of
missionary work as it was defined by the National Council of Churches of
Christ U.S.A. and the World Council of Churches (e.g. their growing
concern with issues of social and economic oppression at the expense of
more traditional evangelism), and the increasing anti-American rhetoric that
accompanied this shift in mission focus among mainline organizations
during the Cold War. In this regard we referred to the increasing emphasis
on "holistic evangelism" among both mainline and conservative evangelical
missions as well as their growing reliance on dialogue as a missionary tool.
And we also observed that missions were becoming increasingly
1 American Missions in Bicentennial Perspective (R. Price Beaver, editor), "A History of
Foreign Mission Theory in America" by Charles W. Foreman, pp. 70-103
2 Ibid-, pp. 103-106
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interdenominational. Meanwhile within the United States itself these
decades saw unparalleled social changes, a waning secularism, and a re-
emergence of a vital interest in things spiritual.3 In Chapter Four we noted
the impact of the charismatic movement and how after Vatican II it helped to
facilitate rapprochement between the Roman Catholic Church and Protestant
churches of almost every stripe, and we saw how shared social concerns
provided opportunities for Catholics and Protestants to forge political
alliances, a reality that further encouraged tendencies toward
rapprochement.
At the same conference where Charles Foreman spoke, J. Walter
Cason read a paper in which he described several trends in post-World War
II missions that appeared to him to be particularly significant. As so many
others have been, he was impressed by the growing reliance of missionaries
on dialogue and social involvement,4 but he pointed to other trends as well:
the increase of short-term assignments over life-time commitments,5 the
declining emphasis on theological training for missionaries,6 and
denominational mergers which tended to increase the scope and complexity
of mission boards.7
To this list Dana Robert adds the breakdown of the ecumenical ideal.
She writes:
The ecumenical movement...had [between 1964 and 1974] so
modified the definition of mission that confusion over its meaning
was widespread in mainline churches.8
She argues that the confused situation created by the expanded definition of
what missions meant helped to facilitate the rise of the conservative
evangelicals and destroyed any prospect for a "top-down, unified witness."
Pluralism existed and had to be acknowledged.9 She also observes:
3 Such spiritual interest went far beyond the perimeters of traditional Christian
confessions, and it has often proved very eclectic. It has also occasionally attracted the
attention of the mainstream media. For one recent overview of some of the various
expressions of this spiritual quest in America, see Newsweek. 28 November 1994, "In
Search of the Sacred", pp. 38-45.
4 American Missions in Bicentennial Perspective. "U.S. Conciliar Protestant Concepts
of Mission, 1950-1976" by J. Walter Cason, p . 244-245
5 Ibid., p. 241
6 Ibid., p. 242
7 Ibid.
8 The International Bulletin of Missionary Research (October, 1994), "From Mission to
Missions to Beyond Missions: the Historiography of American Protestant Foreign
Missions Since World War II" by Dana L. Robert, p. 146
9 Ibid.
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[T]he future of world Protestantism belongs more to Pentecostalism
than to the old "mainline."10
To add to the mix, Louis J. Luzbetak, summarizing the direction
taken by American missions over the last two centuries, sees a progression
which he describes as being
from less and less ethnocentrism to more and more genuine cross-
cultural sensitivity...from dependence, to independence, to
interdependence; from subjugation, to liberation, to..."mutual
enrichment".11
We can see then that the last fifty years have witnessed some marked
changes in missionary work. However, these changes do not suggest a
particularly liminal period for missions. Rather the directions of the
currents indicate a remarkable homogeneity, especially when one considers
how liminal social realities have been in most of the societies that sent
missionaries out during those decades. The rise of the conservatives has
not produced a period of renewed conflict with liberals, though doubtlessly
the old suspicions and antagonisms remain. Instead we have entered an era
of remarkable denominational cooperation. Part of this cooperation has
been created by the liberal/conservative split itself as cross-denominational
bonds have been forged between liberals (or conservatives) of one
denomination and liberals (or conservatives) of another. People may
discover in such cross-denominational relationships greater doctrinal
agreement than they find among those in their own denominations. If
ecumenism has failed, interdenominationalism has triumphed.
Of course as we mentioned in Chapter One this interdenominational
comfort level may also reflect the declining importance of theology. It may
be that most believers are simply less aware of doctrinal distinctives and the
importance of those distinctives than they were in the past. But it may also
indicate that the distinctives are in fact less important than they were in the
past, that the issues have changed. The role that liberal and conservative
ideas play in creating cross-denominational relationships indicate that this is
the case and so does the charismatic phenomenon.
The trans-denominational nature of the charismatic movement is
10 Ibid., p. 152
11 American Missions in Bicentennial Perspective. "Two Centuries of Cultural
Adaptation in American Church Action: Praise, Censure , or Challenge?" by Louis J.
Luzbetak, S.V.D., p. 332
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most revealing and suggests parallels with other periods. Emmanuel
McCall discussing the impact of the Great Awakening on the question of
whether or not African slaves had souls observes:
While white churchmen were debating whether or not blacks had
souls or should be evangelized, God was moving in the religious
movement called the Great Awakenings....Once it was discovered
that the slaves were caught up in the religious phenomena of
conversion, shouting, barking, religious laughing, etc. there was no
longer a question of whether or not the slave had a soul. The
question which slavers were confronted with was "what do we do
with them?"12
Today the charismatic movement could be an agent of the same kind of
sensitizing. If glossolalia is an evidence of the presence of the Holy Spirit,
and if people across the denominational spectrum have that experience, the
proposition that any particular denomination has a monopoly on salvation
becomes difficult to defend.
Hence we see in these changes the creation of a broad consensus
among missionaries of all traditions, a willingness to set aside past
differences for the sake of the work today. The collapse of the unified
witness attempted by the ecumenical movement and implemented from the
top down has not been followed by a cacophony of gospels. It has instead
been replaced by an accord reached at the bottom. Douglas J. Elwood
observes:
[TJhe greatest potential uniting force in Protestant Christianity today
is the common, though often unrecognized or unacknowledged,
convictions of sincerely separated Christians.13
Cross-cultural concerns have always been important to the
missionary enterprise and have become even more so. The rise of short-
term assignments is, as we shall see, a consequence of changing political
realities and affects about equally everyone committed to foreign missions.
One response to this convergence of cross-cultural realities with political
ones has been an increasing use of natives backed with foreign money as
the primary instruments of evangelism. K.P. Yohannan, head of Gospel
for Asia, calls this native missionary movement "the third wave" of
12 Ibid.. "Black Christianity in America",by Emmanuel L. McCall, p. 255
13 Elwood, Douglas J., Churches and Sects in the Phillippines. Chap. 3 "Implications,
Trends, and Prospects", p. 43
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missions.14 In Revolution in World Missions he argues that what the
unevangelized world needs is not foreign missionaries but foreign money to
support local missionaries. His arguments in support of his position
revolve around questions of practicality. Indeed, it would seem that
practical questions, especially in the United States, have tended to take
precedence over theoretical ones, and there would seem to be a remarkable
homogeneity in this development.
In Chapter Five we discussed some of the changes that had occurred
in Bethany as a consequence of forces both internal and external to the
organization. In this chapter we will be examining changes that have taken
place among Bethany's missions overseas and comparing and contrasting
them with changes that have characterized post-World War II North
American missions. In the following chapter we will examine how these
trends and others related to them have influenced Bethany's theory of
missions.
Section 2: Developments in Bethany Overseas
In Chapters Six, Seven, and Eight, we have investigated Bethany's
work in Brazil, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico and the Caribbean in some
detail. However, Bethany has a far wider network of missions than is
compassed in those chapters. Besides the headquarters in Minneapolis and
the water purification project headquartered in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida,
Bethany has opened two other outreaches in the United States, both
bookstores. The first was begun in Thief River Falls, Minnesota, in 1969.
It was closed in April, 1993, but the other store opened in Hialeah, Florida,
in 1975 is still operating.
In 1972 Bethany opened a Bible school in Matehuala in Mexico.
This was followed by a bookstore in Mexico City a year or so later. Since
1986 Bethany missionaries have been involved in church planting activities
in various parts of the country. Many of these church planters are Mexicans
who have been trained at the Matehuala Bible school. The school, like so
many other Bethany schools, is supported by a factory which originally
made campers and toppers for pick-up trucks but now makes wooden
plaques from pine and is experimenting with the possibility of
manufacturing customized pine furniture. Training Mexicans for
missionary work, the school takes students whose ages run from 15 to 40.
14 Yohannan. K.P.. Revolution in World Missions. Introduction, p. 19; Chap. 19
"Lord, Help Us Remain True to You", p. 170
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Most are referred to the school by pastors or else are respondents to
advertisments placed by Bethany in young people's Christian magazines.
Originally the programme was four years long just like the one in the United
States but in 1989 Bethany reduced the programme to a two year course
with a summer outreach to provide cross-cultural experience for the
students. An optional internship year is also offered. With this reduction of
years from four to two, Bethany has raised the educational requirement for
prospective students. Before matriculating, all must have a grade school
education. The school has approximately a 10% drop out rate. Of the
students who graduate, more than 50% go into full-time Christian work and
most of the remainder are involved in some kind of part-time service. Some
Bethany graduates work with their original churches, others start their own
churches. There are so many independent churches in Mexico that there has
been no move among Bethany graduates to start their own denomination but
changes in Mexico's constitution since 1992 may force the independent
churches to align with established denominations. In a related development,
Mexico is planning to issue a missionary visa which will require
missionaries entering the country to belong to established denominations.
Such a requirement should it become law may force Bethany to forge ties
with the Assemblies of God or to form their own denomination.15
In 1975 Bethany opened a literature distribution centre in Semarang,
Indonesia. This was followed in 1982 by a bookstore in Surabaya, Jawa
Timur, and in 1988 by another bookstore in Yogyakarta. By 1991 Bethany
had moved into Irian Jaya with a literacy and health programme and was
involved in church planting.
In 1980 the Fellowship started an outreach in Osaka, Japan, which
has over the years moved from teaching English to church planting and
which has also lead to other centres being established. The marriage of Jon
Dugan, one of LeRoy Dugan's sons, to a Japanese woman named Hiromi
Shimoji has facilitated Bethany's work in Osaka.
In January 1982 Grayling and Sandra Trees who had trained in
Bethany after working in France with Youth With A Mission opened an
outreach in Nimes, then moved to Le Puy in November 1983 where they
opened a coffee shop and later started a church. They lived there for six
years before moving to Montreuil where they are currently living.16 In
15 Kojetin, D., interview
16 Information established in two telephones calls to Grayling Trees made on Thursday,
19 January 1995, the first at 1:45 P.M. and the second at 2:40 P.M.
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1987 Bethany also established a missionary training centre in Vory and a
teaching and children's ministry in Paris in 1992.
In 1987 Bethany opened a School of Missions in Singapore and
since 1990 has moved into Santander, Spain (1990), Vienna, Austria
(1991, the effort was abandoned in June 1993), Ljubljana, Slovenia (July
1992), and Nigeria and Albania (both in 1994). Relief work was also
attempted in Afghanistan in 1994 but had to be abandoned that same year
due to the instability of the situation there.
A chart which Cathy Brokke provided and which lists the fields in
alphabetical order can be found in Appendix L.
As Bethany's mission fields have expanded, as the organization has
become more global in its outreach, as it has learned from its mistakes and
its successes, its approach to missionary work and its ideas about that work
have changed. Elaine Linder, one of the original members of the
Fellowship, pointed to the acceptance of the idea of short-term missionaries
as an example of such change. She said that Bethany in the beginning sent
missionaries to a place expecting them to stay there until they either retired
or died. Now the Fellowship has come to realize that God often moves
people around, teaching them and allowing them to share with others what
they have learned. No one, Mrs. Linder observed, knows the whole truth
and that is one of the reasons God moves people from field to field.17
Several factors were involved in legitimating the idea of short-term
missionaries among Bethany members. Political circumstances affect visa
applications and can change. Paul Strand described how changes in
Indonesia's visa policy in 1978-79 resulted in a drop in the number of
missionaries working in that country from 3,600 to approximately a
thousand, mostly through attrition.18 Sometimes missionaries themselves
when home on furlough elect not to return to the field. Willy Harder, one
of Bethany's early missionaries to Brazil, came home for a six months
furlough in 1976 and never went back. He was, as he put it, simply burned
out. He remained at Bethany in Minneapolis from 1977 until 198019 and
was elected to full membership in Bethany on 15 January 1979,20 but left
the following year to take a job in private industry.21
Sometimes a missionary organization may choose to abandon a
17 Linder. E.. interview
18 Strand, P.. third interview
19 Harder, W., interview
2(1 Strand, H., interview
21 Harder, W., interview
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particular field and move its missionaries to other locations. When
Hurricane Hugo destroyed Bethany's centre in St. Croix, Virgin Islands,
the Fellowship decided not to reopen the operation. When the Puerto Rican
operation was closed, missionaries were transferred to Hialeah, Florida, or
went to Minneapolis to join home staff.
Sometimes evolving cultural patterns facilitate such a shift. Phyllis
Alsdurf writes:
In the early days of the fellowship, stress was laid on members
making a lifetime commitment. But in response to the mobility of
our culture, Bethany has become more flexible in that regard.22
But according to Cathy Brokke, Bethany's recently adopted policy
of indigenization is the most important component behind the change. She
said:
Indigenization is a definite factor in the move to shorter term
missions. In fact, it is the main factor. We expect missionaries who
go as career missionaries to go for the rest of their lives but not
necessarily to one place 23
To date this has happened only rarely as Bethany's policy is new, but it
does indicate how the acceptance of short-term missionaries as a practical
reality is partly consequent to a change in mission policy which expresses
that cross-cultural sensitivity to which Louis J. Luzbetak referred at the
beginning of this chapter.
The indigenization programme adopted in 1987 under Alec Brooks
has been characterized by Bethany's efforts to transfer to nationals
themselves ownership and/or control of those overseas institutions Bethany
itself has developed. The effort was inspired partly by the need for the
Minneapolis headquarters to reduce its costs, but Bethany also sees it as a
way of facilitating the spread of the gospel. Their use of the term
indigenization to describe what is in practice nationalization expresses
Bethany's expectations concerning the evangelistic potential of the process.
As we shall see in Chapter Ten, Bethany uses (albeit implicitly) an
Augustinian model of evangelism. This model assumes that the
indigenization or contextualization of the gospel message happens naturally
because the gospel itself is innately culturally relevant. But nationalization
which involves training personnel in administrative skills, turning over
22 Charisma & Christian Life. Alsdurf, p. 106
23 Brokke, C., second interview
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ownership of businesses and properties, setting up oversight committees,
and the like, is a process that must be pursued in a deliberate way.
Furthermore, as we argued in Chapter Six, Bethany understands
nationalization as an important step on the road to a fully indigenized
gospel. Control of the means of production and distribution precedes or is
part of the control one exercises over the ideas one spreads. This is not to
say that Bethany entirely ignores the cultural dimension of indigenization.
As we have seen, Bethany is very much involved in translation work, and
one of the reasons Bethany has sought to expand its ethnic base beyond its
original northern European constituency is because Bethany believes
ministry from a diverse base makes indigenization easier.24 But it is to say
that at least at this stage of the nationalization-indigenization process,
Bethany is more immediately concerned with the best way to facilitate a
transfer of power than it is with the best way to facilitate the enculturation of
ideas.
The perception that nationalization and indigenization are closely
related processes is certainly not unique to Bethany. At the All Philippines
Congress on Evangelism held in Manila in 1970, three years before Bethany
missionaries first arrived on the islands, Arsenio Dominguez, the
Philippines Director of Christian Nationals' Evangelism Commission, Inc.,
with headquarters in San Jose, California, delivered a paper in which he
argued:
There is a dire need for good evangelical literature written by
Filipinos in our dialects; also for some written by Filipinos in
English for the Philippines.25
Dominguez saw Filipino leadership as an important prerequisite in the
evolution of such national literature because in his view missionary presence
inhibited Filipinos from developing their full potential as leaders.26 The
solution as he saw it was that power should be transferred from foreigners
to Filipinos, that Filipinos themselves should "instigate this transfer", and
that nationalization was the key in this process. Dominguez wrote:
24 Freeman, T.. first interview
-5 Evangelical Missions Quarterly. Summer/1971, Vol. 7, No. 3, "The Evangel and
Nationalism" by Arsenio Dominguez, p. 216
26 Ibid., pp. 217-218
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Church institutions and programs still foreign administered should
be nationalized. The sooner the better....This is right for the sake of
Filipino dignity.27
It was also, he believed, inevitable.28
However, nationalization itself was primarily important for its
evangelistic potential. Dominguez wrote:
If developing a national church were just a matter of mere pride
in our culture and in our nation, then it would not be worth
considering seriously. But what is at stake is...that we build a
strong and distinctly national church, so that our compatriots
throughout the nation can easily identify themselves with our
churches as being truly Filipino. Only this way will we be able to
reach our full potential for winning the unsaved or our country. A
foreign-looking, foreign-sounding, foreign-dominated church will
not appeal to those outside Christ. But one that is both fully
Christian and fully Filipino will 29
The perception that Mr. Dominguez has articulated, that
nationalization and indigenization are two sides of the same coin, is very
close to Bethany's. In his letter dated 20 April 1994 (see Appendix F) Tim
Freeman writes:
I do not consider indigenization to be a technical word. The same is
true of "nationalization." A word is only true to its usage, and these
words are being used in the broader missions world to represent
many variations to the dynamics of foreign-local interaction.
Dr. Met Castillo, one of the foremost evangelical Asians involved in
spearheading cross-cultural missions among Asians themselves,
recently told me that he does not even use the word "indigenized" or
"nationalized" anymore. He uses the phrase "culturally
appropriate." Perhaps this is what I was trying to express when you
were here.
The phrase "culturally appropriate" as suggested by Dr. Castillo is
helpful. Though the programme is still quite new, Bethany expects that the
local leaders will interpret its message of the cross in ways which are
appropriate to the local situation. We have sketched elements of this in
Chapters Six and Seven.
A third area in which Bethany's mission strategy has changed is in
27 ibid., p. 218
28 Ibid
29 Ibid-. P- 221
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its shift from being a service mission to being a church planting mission.
Harold Brokke said that the origins of this change can be traced to the first
half of the 1980s but stressed that Bethany never had a policy against
church planting.-30 Darby believes the shift was occasioned by the
particular nature of Bethany's pastoral training. Many of Bethany's
graduates, he observed, could not fit comfortably in other churches or other
missions organizations, a situation which propelled Bethany in the direction
of church planting.31 In Chapter Four we discussed those theological
tensions which would have propelled Bethany in the direction Darby is
indicating. George Foster, while identifying Larry Darby as the major
impetus behind the new direction, thought that Charles Easterday was also
an important source of support for Darby's efforts. Easterday became
interested in church planting while attending the Lausanne Congress on
World Evangelization in 1974.32 Andy Unseth suggested that a circular
letter from Donald McGavran of the Center for World Mission which
crossed Alec Brooks' desk in 1986 stimulated Brooks' thinking in that
direction,33 and Brooks agrees that this letter was a primary factor in
encouraging Bethany's move toward church planting.34 Doubtlessly all
these factors and more fuelled the change. However, Dugan, in discussing
this change, referred to a survey drawn up by the Bethany home office and
mailed to Bethany's overseas personnel sometime around 1987. According
to that survey, 80% of the respondents neither preached or taught the
gospel. Only in Japan and the Philippines were Bethany personnel directly
involved in church planting. Although Dugan recognized that church
planting was occurring in Brazil, he also pointed out that it was being done
by Brazilians who had studied in Bethany's schools there but not by
Bethany missionaries themselves.35 The results of this survey conducted
in the early years of Bethany's shift from service to church planting indicate
just how deeply Bethany had been committed to support ministries. But the
results also show that a shift toward church planting is well underway. It is
a shift which, as we have seen, is transforming Bethany into a
denomination overseas.
Bethany has also changed its policy toward supporting its own
30 Brokke, H., second interview
31 Darby, L., first interview
32 Foster, G., second interview
33 Unseth, A., first interview
34 Information conveyed in a telephone conversation with Alec Brooks between 3:35 and
5:10 P.M. on Saturday, 15 January 1994.
35 Dugan, L., interview
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missionaries. As Steve Eliason noted, the original idea was for the
Fellowship to provide 100% of the support its missionaries needed. But he
went on to say that often the support was very minimal and did not actually
cover everything.36 Of course as Bethany put more and more missionaries
in the field, funding shortages increased. The situation became even more
acute as Bethany, pursuant to its 3-2-1 plan (referred to in Chapter Three),
approached its goal of having two hundred missionaries on the field by the
year 2000.37 As Brooks said, Bethany has begun to believe that its growth
should not be tied to its ability to provide the full financial support of the
missionaries it sends.38 This introduces the question of just how efficient a
means for raising missionary support Bethany's communal lifestyle is. The
chart on the next page shows how much money on average each Bethany
staff member has generated each year for missions gives us a means of
determining Bethany's efficency as a fund raising mechanism. The funds
we are considering are not monies given by a church congregation but are
monies earned through the sale of manufactured items and books. These
funds are designated for missions and are dispersed in accordance to
decisions either by the Board of Trustees or Bethany staff throughout the
year. Monies given by the Missionary Church as some of those funds
would come from outside the community are not included.
The following figures were derived by dividing the number of
homestaff into the amount of money Bethany as a single corporation gave
yearly. They do not take into account money which might have been given
privately by anyone on homestaff. For a statement of the number of staff
on each particular year and the gross amount given each year, see Cathy
Brokke's letter dated 24 June 1994 in Appendix F.
A look at the figures confirms that not only has Bethany been an
efficient way of raising money but also that it has grown more efficient over
the years. The annual increases have not been even. There have been years
when the level of giving dropped (1960, 1967, 1989 are examples) but the
overall trend is unmistakable and dramatic, from $663.52 per person in
1958 to $20,182.13 per individual in 1993. Clearly the problem has not
been that Bethany's efficiency as a fund raising orgainzation has been
lacking or has faltered but rather that the number of missionaries and the
cost of maintaining them has risen.
36 Eliason, S., interview
37 Nielsen, Dan, interview
38 Telephone conversation with Alec Brooks on Saturday, 15 January 1994
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AVERAGE GIVING PER YEAR PER INDIVIDUAL IN DOLLARS
1958 - 663.52 1976 - 6699.54
1959 - 754.44 1977 - 6004.24
1960 - 663.82 1978 - 5706.34
1961 - 752.01 1979 - 6002.24
1962 - 652.84 1980 - 5829.01
1963 - 1145.33 1981 - 5241.01
1964 - 1365.32 1982 - 6416.65
1965 - 2265.23 1983 - 6098.37
1966 - 3438.79 1984 - 5466.95
1967 - 2635.34 1985 - 5805.65
1968 - 3140.82 1986 - 10,934.41
1969 - 3149.94 1987 - 12,762.75
1970 - 4009.90 1988 - 13,125.54
1971 - 4641.66 1989 - 9446.75
1972 - 3548.24 1990 - 10,066.38
1973 - 5561.53 1991 - 16,585.89
1974 - 5731.54 1992 - 19,921.47
1975 - 5930.67 1993 - 20,182.13
Obviously most individuals are not in the position to give
$20,182.13 to missions in a year or even to give $663.52, the lowest
amount on the table. This level of giving is only made possible through
Bethany's communal lifestyle and the commitment of the people involved.
Yet the number of missionaries has since the mid-1970s significantly
outstripped the number of home staff involved in raising the funds and the
disproportionate ratio is even more pronounced if one factors in children as
well. As a consequence Bethany beginning in 198939 began to require
their missionaries to raise a portion of their own support. The level of
support they are required to raise is related to the length of time they have
been with the organization. Missionaries who have been with Bethany for
longer periods raise less, those who have been with Bethany for shorter
periods raise more. Brooks said that Bethany believes that allocating to
missionaries the responsibility of raising part of their own support would
make them more involved with the 3-2-1 plan, would give them more
independence, would help them to build a larger prayer base, and hence
would encourage the growth of overseas churches.40
39 Clower. James, interview
40 Telephone conversation with Alec Brooks on Saturday, 15 January 1994
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been with the organization. Missionaries who have been with Bethany for
longer periods raise less, those who have been with Bethany for shorter
periods raise more. Brooks said that Bethany believes that allocating to
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make them more involved with the 3-2-1 plan, would give them more
independence, would help them to build a larger prayer base, and hence
would encourage the growth of overseas churches.40
The missionaries I interviewed seem to feel that the new policy is a
good one. Steve Eliason spoke for many when he described deputation as
faith-building and told how it encouraged responsibility for one's self and
one's own financial decisions.41 The Plummers believe that learning such
responsibility is much needed. They described how when they began to
pioneer their work in Curitiba in Brazil, they had to learn to use money,
having had no experience doing that in the community. Angus Plummer
said that they did not even know how to write cheques, and his wife Karen
remarked in agreement:
No one in the Fellowship really knows what anything costs. We
started to see what it costs to live, what it costs to do all those things
we thought were free.42
Dan Nielsen who has worked in the Altonia community since 1970
observed that Bethany has always taught living by faith but that due to their
dependence on the Fellowship, Bethany's missionaries have never really
had to do that. However, he is not sure that raising one's own support is
the best way to teach faith principles since one must have the money one
needs before going to the field. He thinks that sending missionaries to the
field even though they have not yet raised their full support might be an
even better way to teach them to live by faith.43
Other missionaries feel some concern about the change since over
39 Clower, James, interview
40 Telephone conversation with Alec Brooks on Saturday, 15 January 1994
4' Eliason. S., interview
42 Plummer, Angus and Karen, second interview
43 Nielsen, D.. interview
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the years they have not built up that network of supporters which one needs
for long-term, full-time mission work and, having depended so on the
community, have lost many of their contacts outside. James Clower hoped
that shorter periods between furloughs would allow missionaries to touch
base with their supporters more frequently than they could have before.
Originally, he said, missionaries went on furlough every five years but
since 1985 they have begun to go every four years.44
According to Mike Chatterton, Bethany is planning other
changes. First, Bethany intends to create opportunities for home staff
members to go out to a foreign mission field to minister for three to six
month periods. In this way it is hoped that more people on staff will
become more directly involved in missions.45 This programme would also
help to counter insular tendencies within the community.
In his thesis Paul Strand discusses the need to reinstitute a system of
mentoring between older and younger members of the staff as well as
between the staff and the students 46 Mike Chatterton noted that twenty
years ago the staff was much more involved with the lives of the students
than it is currently and hopes that the earlier situation can be recreated.47
Andy Unseth expressed similar concerns and hopes. He described how
counselling for students has been drastically reduced and how it is
hampered when it does take place by Bethany's doctrine of sanctification
which can, he believes, look like a short-cut. While Bethany is looking for
students without serious problems, students who will be good missionary
material, Unseth, like Gearhart in Chapter Eight, noted that due to the
changing social conditions in America, many of those who graduate from
high school have serious problems. This is a reality which, he thinks, may
force Bethany to revive its counselling role.48 Tim Freeman in the
Philippines began organizing accountability groups among the missionaries
there in the hope that such groups will bring about the kind of situation
Mike Chatterton envisions for Bethany in Minneapolis and which
Minneapolis seems interested in emulating. The members of Freeman's
small groups get together regularly to encourage one another and to share
their spiritual struggles.49
44 Clower, J., interview
45 Chatterton. M., interview
46 Strand, P., M.A. thesis, pp. 130-131
47 Chatterton. M., interview
48 Unseth, A., second interview. See footnote 24 in Chapter Five.
49 Tim Freeman described aspects of these groups for me on many occasions during my
time in the Philippines. He found his inspiration to organize the groups by reading of
similar organizations in early Methodism in Britain.
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In the beginning of this chapter we described some of the
developments in North American missions since World War II. It is
appropriate to close the chapter with a discussion of how Bethany fits into
those post-war trends.
Post-World War II North American missions were marked by the
rise of the conservatives. Bethany was part of that rise, something that no
doubt helped the organization attract students and missionary candidates.
From one perspective this conservative rise could be interpreted as a
triumph of the "traditional gospel" over the "social gospel", but in fact
conservative dominance created a situation that was more nuanced as
mainline churches began to re-emphasize traditional evangelism and
conservative missions began to address social concerns. David Stowe in
Chapter Two described this as a move in the direction of a more "holistic"
missions approach. Bethany missionaries as we have seen in the case of
Brazil have not been unaffected by this move toward "holistic" missions.
We have seen how in the post-World War II world missionaries
have been much more involved in dialogue with non-Christian faiths. This
is a trend that has not noticeably affected Bethany. But since Bethany tends
to view non-Christian faiths as creations of Satan, it should not surprise us
that Bethany missionaries stand as an exception to the trend toward
dialogue. Dialogue as it is generally understood in this context is intended
to bring about greater understanding between faiths and greater appreciation
of alternative traditions. Such concerns play little or no role in Bethany's
universe. Non-Christian faiths are to be opposed, not appreciated.
However, Christian interdenominationalism has also been a post¬
war trend, and here Bethany is firmly committed. Indeed, the years have
tended to distance Bethany further and further from its Lutheran roots and
toward a much stronger interdenominational identity. Publishing, as we
have seen, has contributed significantly to this process. But Bethany's
commitment is to interdenominationalism. not to nondenominationalism.
After all, Bethany's witness and its move toward church-planting has
occasioned the rise of another denomination, a development to which
Bethany has not been averse.
We have seen, too, how the charismatic/pentecostal tradition has
risen to dominance in Third World mission fields and how Bethany's early
embrace of charismatic worship has been an important factor both in its
success in these mission fields and its move in a more ecumenical direction.
But Bethany has not let the charismatic movement define it in the way other
organizations have. Ecstatic worship has been only one of several factors
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which make up Bethany. In this regard we can see publishing as perhaps a
more powerful force for ecumenism in Bethany than the charismatic
movement has been.
Short-term mission assignments which have become the norm for
other missions organizations since the end of World War II have also
affected Bethany. But while short-term missions have been accompanied
by a lessening emphasis on theological education for other missionaries,
Bethany has continued to stress theological and biblical training. Here
Bethany is an exception. Partly this is because, as Cathy Brokke pointed
out, Bethany still expects its missionaries to make life-time commitments
although they are no longer expected to spend their lives in one place.
Partly, too, it is because Bethany has, since its inception, had a distinct
theological message. As this "message of the cross" has been so central to
Bethany's self-identity, it is not surprising that Bethany's College of
Missions should dedicate a good deal of time to training its prespective
missionaries in that message.
Like most other missions in the post-war era Bethany has been very
concerned with cross-cultural issues. They see their purpose as proclaiming
the gospel, not as changing cultures.50 However, there is no evidence of
any theory of cultural development in Bethany's teaching. Hence it remains
unclear how exactly Bethany views culture, and it is tempting to wonder if
Bethany's concern about cross-cultural issues is more lip-service than
genuine. While individual Bethany missionaries may be deeply and
critically immersed in cross-cultural questions, I found no evidence of it,
nor did the college's limited curriculum lend itself to such a programme.
Bethany's cross-cultural concerns, though doubtlessly sincere on a
superficial level, do not seem to be deeply rooted and are more a result of
Bethany's desire not to cause unnecessary offence to those they evangelize
than they are expressive of any interest in cultures for their own sake. Such
lack of interest is probably a contributing reason why Bethany has not
become involved in dialogue with other faiths. Bethany's missionaries are
not scholars and their approach to missions is not a scholarly one. Nor is
their outreach to the scholarly. It is far too early to tell what the results of
such a cross-cultural approach will be, but it looks ripe for "unintended
consequences".
Finally, while Dana Robert is correct to say that pluralism is here
50 As explained by Cathy Brokke in a telephone conversation between 3:15 and 3:20
P.M. on Thursday, 26 January 1995.
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and must be acknowledged, it is also worth pointing out that the pluralism
we are acknowledging seems as ready to cooperate as it does to compete.
Ironically this willingness to cooperate seems to have resulted in a general
unified witness which we have described as "the rise of the conservatives",
a witness that has come not from the top down in the tradition of liberal
ecumenism as portrayed by R. Pierce Beaver in the 1960s, but from the
bottom up. It is a witness that has been forged by missionaries themselves
as they have sought common cause with one another on the mission field,
discovering those things which bind them together and overlooking those
things which separate them. It is a witness forged democratically and seems
more concerned with asserting as true that which is traditional and familiar
than it does with spreading the new and radical. This emerging consensus
has shaped Bethany in two ways: it has caused the organization to mute its
inherent revivalism, and it has encouraged the organization to stress its
cooperative side. Bethany is part of the pluralism that must be
acknowledged but it is also part of the ecumenism that is emerging.
In the next chapter we will look at Bethany's theory of missions,
attempt to understand how these trends have affected that theory, and try to
classify their theory along the broad continuum of contemporary ideas.
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CHAPTER TEN: Bethany's Mission Theory
Donald A. McGavran and Alan R. Tippett define mission theory as
follows:
Mission theory describes what mission, its chief ends, governing
principles and methods essentially are. Each theory, rising from
biblical and theological grounds, is formed in the light of what
seems necessary and possible at that particular period. The warp of
the theory is biblical; the woof is contemporary conditions.1
Obviously, given such a defination, we would expect mission theory to
change over time and to reflect the various historical periods out of which it
was formulated.
The period of missions we have been considering begins at the time
K.S. Latourette's seven-volume A History of the Expansion of Christianity
closes. On 31 December 1944, the year to which Latourette brings us in his
final volume, Bethany Chapel, from which Bethany Fellowship was born,
voted unanimously to send and support one hundred missionaries. As we
have seen, the decades between 1944 and 1994 when Bethany was
expanding were decades of radical change for Christian missions. The rise
to dominance of North American evangelicals, the birth of the state of Israel
and its effect on millenarianism, the proliferation of vigorous indigenous
churches, the charismatic movement, Vatican II, the Cold War between East
and West and the eventual victory of the West, all contributed in significant,
if divergent, ways to the shapes Christian missions would assume even as
they affected the ideas that underlay those shapes.
Latourette describes the period between 1914 and 1944, a period
bracketed by the two World Wars, as a time when Christianity advanced as
through a storm. During those decades the Western powers with which
Christianity had been associated saw their global dominance unravel, and
Christianity as an important contributor to European culture eclipsed,
though Latourette suggests that the faith in Europe had been invigorated by
its cultural marginalization.2 However, by the end of the era Christianity
had been established as a stronger global presence than previously.
1 Concise Dictionary of the Christian World Mission (Stephen Neill. Gerald H.
Anderson, John Goodwin, editors), "Theory of Missions" by Donald A. McGavran and
Alan R. Tippett, p. 595
- Latourette, Kenneth Scott, A History of the Expansion of Christianity. Vol. VII
Advance through Storm. Chap. 16 "A Brief Summary of the Course Thus Far Traversed",
p. 464. He says, "In Europe the faith, while numerically weakened by losses, was
probably more vigorous because of the testing which had stimulated the inner vitality of
the church to resistance and fresh expression."
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Although its spread had been uneven, affecting primarily those people
whose cultures had been most disrupted by contact with the West, it
nevertheless was better rooted outside the confines of Western Europe than
at any other time in history.3 While nowhere dominant, it was when
considered globally a growing factor in human affairs.4 And this,
Latourette points out, had been achieved without any major shift in
missionary tactics.5
Christianity, as we have seen, continued its uneven advance during
the Cold War as Western missionaries concentrated their efforts on Latin
America, sub-Saharan Africa, and non-Communist Asia. However, there
was a marked shift in strategy and theory among missionaries. We have
already indicated the major divisions in this shift as we have described the
rise of the conservative Protestants, how their emphasis was distinguished
from that of the mainline churches, and how approaches to missions
developed on either side of that broad division enriched each other. It is
now time to consider how Bethany understands its special task within the
larger picture.
Section 1: Poles of Tension Within the Gospel
Christianity is both prophetic and incarnational, that is it proclaims
the word of God in opposition to society but it also must be translated and
retranslated across time and into cultures. As a prophetic faith it demands
repentence and conversion. As an incarnational faith it creates a localized
church where people can feel at home.6 Like Jesus it appears in a particular
place and sees things from a particular point of view7 but it also embodies a
reality and message which subverts and transforms that point of view. As
Latourette describes it:
Christianity is basically so revolutionary that it is never fully at home
anywhere.8
Andrew Walls points out that Christianity embodies simultanously
3 Ibid., Chap. 15 "The First Three Post~19!4 Decades: A Summary", pp. 409-41 1
4 Ibid., p. 414
5 Ibid., Chap. 3 "The Processes by Which Christianity Spread. Modifications and
Developments in Organization and Methods", pp.39, 64
6 Walls, Andrew F.. Missionalia. 10 (3) 1982, "The Gospel as the Prisoner and
Liberator of Culture", p. 97
7 Ibid.
8 Latourette. K.S.. The Unquenchable Light. Chap. 1 "The Initial Advance", p. 6
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both an "indigenising" and a "pilgrim" principle.9 Lamin Sanneh sees the
same reality in a slightly different way. He says:
Christianity is parallel to culture, but it is not completely
proportionate to it. The religion is not culture, but it is not other
than culture.10
Part of the tension in missions is created as these two principles struggle for
dominance in the mind of the missionary and the missionary attempts to
disentangle what is cultural from what is essential.
The faith can and must be inculturated to become intelligible, but
once it is inculturated those elements which are merely cultural can become
confused with those elements which comprise the gospel's transcultural
core. This puts the faith at risk in two ways. If inculturation is too
thorough, the faith can become extinguished. As Latourette puts it:
Those forms [of Christianity] which conformed so much to the
environment that they sacrificed this timeless and placeless identity
died out with the passage of the age, the society, and the climate of
opinion to which they had adjusted themselves."
It also means that Christianity can become a vehicle for so-called cultural
imperialism. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. argues that a missionary can become a
key if sometimes unwitting agent of such imperialism as one culture assualts
another. He observes:
Cultural imperialism means purposeful aggression by one culture
against the ideas and values of another. The mere communication of
ideas and values across national borders is not in itself
imperialism....Such communication becomes aggression only when
accompanied by political, economic, or military pressure.12
Such pressure has been associated with periods of Christian
advance. Latourette specifically identifies imperialism as a chief agent of
Christian propagation in what he calls its second great stage of advance
9 Walls, Missionalia. 10 (3) 1982, "The Gospel as the Prisoner and Liberator of
Culture", pp. 97-98
10 Sanneh, Lamin, Translating the Message: The Missionary Impact on Culture. Chap.
1 "Mission and the Cultural Assimilation of Christianity: the Hellenistic Factor", p. 53
11 Latourette. A History of the Expansion of Christianity. Vol. VII, Chap. 18 "A
Conclusion of the Whole Matter", P. 492
12 The Missionary Enterprise in China and America (John K. Fairbank, editor), "The
Missionary Enterprise and Theories of Imperialism" by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., pp. 363-
364
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from 950 to 1350.13 And imperialism as we have already noted was a key
factor in the expansion of the church from the sixteenth century on. The
problem, as Schlesinger reminds us, is that while political and economic
imperialism are essentially utilitarian and rely for dominance solely on tests
of relative strength, cultural imperialism posits one set of values as
inherently superior to another.14 Because such a perception suggests that
the people holding those superior values are in fact superior, that their
dominance is not the consequence of an accident of relative strength that can
be corrected in time, cultural imperialism is even more humiliating than
political and economic imperialism. Schlesinger goes on to say:
Of all forms of cultural defeat, the religious defeat would
presumably be most humiliating of all.15
This kind of assault, as Schlesinger shows, creates a double-sided problem.
He says:
Cultural aggression not only threatened the self-image of the violated
nation but fed the self-righteousness of the intruders.16
Not only are such attitudes fraught with the gravest moral
consequences for both the violated and the intruder, they can also spawn a
backlash within the penetrated culture that might threaten to undo all the
missionary sought to accomplish. For such reasons Walls cautions us:
No group of Christians has therefore any right to impose in the
name of Christ upon another group of Christians a set of
assumptions about life determined by another time and place.17
Of course the difficulty lies in distinguishing exactly which
assumptions are historically determined and which are not. In a culture like
Western culture which has over the last two or three centuries assumed that
historical conditionedness and relativity are universal and that in
consequence questions the very possibility of absolutes, the difficulty can
assume the most extravagant dimensions. In an attempt to resolve this
13 Latourette, The Unquenchable Liaht. Chap. 3 "The Second Great Age of Advance", p.
36
14 The Missionary Enterprise in China and America (Fairbank, editor), "The Missionary
Enterprise and Theories of Imperialism" by Schlesinger, p. 365
15 Ibid., p. 366
16 ibid., p. 372
17 Walls. Missionalia. 10 (3) 1982, "The Gospel as Prisoner and Liberator of Culture",
p. 98
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dilemma, Andrew Walls has formulated four convictions and responses
which he believes provide historic Christianity with a firm underlying
coherence. They are (a) the worshipful response to the God of Israel; (b)
the conviction that Jesus of Nazareth has ultimate significance; (c) the
conviction that God is active where believers are; and (d) the conviction that
believers constitute a people of God transcending time and space.18 These
four affirmations are broad enough to embrace a vast array of Christian
traditions and revealing enough to provide the observer of those traditions
with an excellent point of departure for analysis, so we shall pause a
moment to make some comments about them.
We should notice first that non-Christian religious traditions claim to
worship the God of Israel. Most prominent among these are Muslims and
Jews. Second, the perception that God is active where one finds believers
certainly does not exhaust Christian assumptions about the extent of God's
activity. As creator God worked before there were people and part of
God's work is specifically to create believers. Furthermore, many non-
Christian traditions believe that the God they worship is active where
members of their tradition are. Nor is the conviction that believers
constitute a community of God that transcends time and space unique to
Christianity. The only specifically Christian belief on Walls' list is the
belief that Jesus of Nazareth has ultimate significance.
We should also notice that Walls in phrasing that belief has
employed two interesting expressions: "Jesus of Nazareth" and "ultimate
significance". Both expressions have peculiar resonances in twentieth
century theological discourse. Paul Tillich as a major theologian who has
borrowed from both the neo-orthodox and the liberal traditions is illustrative
here. Walls' phrase "ultimate significance" is reminisent of Tillich's own
description of religion as the way people express their ideas about, and
responses to, their own ultimate concerns. And like Walls, Tillich uses the
phrase "Jesus of Nazareth". But unlike Walls, Tillich does not see Jesus of
Nazareth as having ultimate significance. As a historical figure Jesus of
Nazareth is of no particular concern to Tillich. What has ultimate
significance for Tillich is Jesus the Christ, for Jesus the Christ is the highest
revelation of God. This division between history and symbol that is
demonstrated in the distinction Tillich makes between Jesus of Nazareth and
Jesus the Christ is typical of much of twentieth century theology. Hence it
is striking for Walls to apply ultimate significance to Jesus of Nazareth.
18 Walls. A.F.. Evangelical Review of Theolopv. 9 (31 1985, "Culture and Coherence in
Christian History", pp. 222-223
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Walls' use of the phrase suggests that, unlike Christians in liberal or neo-
orthodox traditions, he takes the Jesus of history very seriously indeed.
While Walls in the passage we are discussing uses "Jesus of Nazareth" and
"Christ" as equivalent terms and while he insists that the ultimacy of Jesus
cannot be encapsulated in any credal formula, he would nevertheless
recognize the canonical Scriptures as the sourcebook for all valid theology19
which means that he would recognize how supremely important a proper
understanding of Jesus of Nazareth is, and of course such an understanding
is precisely what creeds attempt to secure. We will return to this point later
in this chapter.
Another way of confronting the issue of Christianity as a vehicle of
cultural imperalism is to argue that Christianity because of its translatability
played no such role. Lamin Sanneh is a key spokesman for this position.
Sanneh points out that as a rule Western missionaries were quick to
apprehend the limitations and dangers of imposing Western ideas on their
converts.20 He further challenges the contention that Christian missions
acted as surrogates for Western colonialism by suggesting instead that
precisely because language and culture are so nearly synonymous, the
decision by missionaries to use the vernacular as the medium for the gospel
"was tantamount to adopting indigenous cultural criteria for the message."21
By equipping the gospel with terms familiar to local converts, missionaries
ensured that those converts were able to participate in the gospel in ways
that were appropriately indigenous and authentic. Hence the practice of
translating the gospel into the local language meant that converts to the
gospel could become confident enough to assume the initiative when it was
passed to them.22 It also meant that missionaries would probably be
unable to perpetuate values unique to their own cultures if they were
successful in translating the Scriptures into local languages and teaching
local converts to read their own language.23 Furthermore, missionaries
might genuinely appreciate the host culture and not wish to change it. As
we noted in the last chapter, this could be particularly true when the
missionary was uncertain about the nature and destiny of his or her own
culture. Hence the work of missionaries rather than destroying a local
19 Wails, Missionalia. 10 (3) 1982, "The Gospel as Prisoner and Liberator of Culture",
P. 102
20 Sanneh, Lamin. Translating the Message: The Missionary Impact on Culture.
Introduction, p. 5
21 Ibid., p. 3
22 Ibid., p. 4
23 Ibid., pp. 5-6
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culture might actually help to prepare the ground for a revitalization
movement within the host culture. Sanneh observes:
Examples abound in our own age of missionaries who by dint of
sheer application acquired the necessary equipment for penetrating
and exploring the veins of truth and beauty to be found in other
cultures. Whatever their motives, such missionaries were laying the
foundations of indigenous revitalization to which the Christian cause
could be tied.24
Sanneh believes that the capacity of Christianity to act as an agent of
revitalization rather than as an agent of cultural oppression and destruction is
tied directly to Christianity's translatability. He says:
The language question lay at the very heart of the mission of
Christianity and served to underpin the world of pluralism that came
into being in the church. The spread of the religion thus turned on
the revitalization of the immediate cultural setting. This gave
Christianity an eclectic appearance It would bring consistency
into the discussion if we were to substitute "translatability" for this
eclectism.25
And, as Sanneh goes on to argue, Christianity as an agent of revitalization
probably helped to shape the forces of nationalism.26
Besides the question of cultural imperialism, there is also the
question of how the church planted by the missionary is to be related to the
sending organization. Toward the end of the last century, Henry Venn, an
Anglican clergyman who was secretary of the Church Missionary Society in
London, and an American named Rufus Anderson began to argue that the
goal of missions should be to work toward their own demise. Missionaries
were to move into an unevangelized region, establish a church which was
self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating, and once that church
was fully functional, the missionaries were to leave it under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit and move into an unevangelized region to begin the work
anew. Such a three-self church was believed to be important for the dignity
24 Ibid., Chap. 1 "The Birth of Mission: The Jewish-Gentile Frontier", p. 25. Sanneh
has adopted the idea of revitalization from an article "Revitalization Movements" by
Anthony F.C. Wallace of the University of Pennsylvania which appeared in American
Anthropologist in 1956. Although there are several well known difficulties with
Wallace's thesis (for example, in his search for uniformity Wallace is willing to discount
local differences, and he seems to assume that on a fundamental level there is no essential
difference between human history and natural processes and that all societies are basically
conservative), Sanneh finds the idea useful for buttressing his argument.
25 Ibid., Chap. 2 "Mission and the Cultural Assimilation of Christianity: the Hellenistic
Factor", p. 69
26 Ibid., pp. 71, 77
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and full equality of the converts, as increasingly necessary as the number of
converts grew beyond the effective influence of the mission agency, and as
a requirement in the process that Western missionaries needed to undergo in
order to divest themselves of their "colonial complex". However, as
Stephen Neill points out:
Later experience has placed many question-marks against Henry
Venn's formulation. Any such sharp separation between Church
and mission as is implied in Venn's solution seems to lack
theological foundation in the New Testament. And the first attempts
to carry out the principles of Venn's dictum proved almost wholly
disastrous.27
What is more, during the Cold War the three-self ideal proved an effective
theological and political argument for justifying the isolation of churches in
Communist countries. One of the most egregious examples of such a
misuse of the three-self concept is found in the People's Republic of China.
Nevertheless the ideal has much to recommend it and it remains a motivating
force in some mission organizations. Bethany, as we have seen, attempts to
apply it in the Philippines.
As we have observed, Christianity embodies a tension that is created
between two poles within it, both of which express legitimate and roughly
equal aspects of the faith. On the one side we have a religion which seeks
converts within a culture. To achieve that end Christianity is incarnational
and translatable. It identifies with culture in order to fashion an independent
and indigenous church. In the process it may even engender movements
within a culture which revitalize that culture. However, while performing
this role Christianity puts itself at risk. There is the danger that believers
will begin to confuse Christianity with culture and identify it with the
familiar status quo. When that happens the evangel can become an agent of
national chauvinism and cultural imperialism.
On the other side, Christianity seeks converts who are not of this
world. As Latourette puts it:
From the standpoint of Christian affirmation, the most important
"effects of Christianity on its environment" lie " beyond history."
The environment with which Christianity primarily deals is human
lives, and these, so Christians have always confidently declared,
have only barely begun this side of what men call death and have
their finest fruitage the other side of the grave.28
27 Neill, Stephen, A History of Christian Missions. Part II, Introduction, p. 221
28 Latourette. A History of the Expansion of Christianity. Vol. VII, Chap. 1 "ByWay
of Introduction", pp. 1-2
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As such the religion is a pilgrim faith. It performs a prophetic role in culture
and its essence is not cultural at all. Even its worldly dictates are too
revolutionary to be fully contained by any culture. In this mode Christianity
runs the risk of marginalizing itself, of making itself unintelligible, of
becoming associated not with Christ's yea but with a life-denying nay (II
Cor. 1: 19-20).
To meet these twin risks, Christianity must, to paraphrase Charles
Simeon, affirm both extremes rather than seek a mean between them. As
Walls puts it:
It is not possible to have too much of the localizing and indigenizing
principle which makes the faith thoroughly at home, nor too much
of that universalizing principle which is in constant tension with it,
and which links that local community with its "domestic" expression
of faith in the same Christ of Christians of other times and places. It
is possible only to have too little of either.29
It is now time to examine Bethany's theology of missions, and attempt to
fix its general location between the two poles we have been discussing. As
we do this we will be paying some special attention to what Bethany means
by indigenization.
Section 2: Bethany's Theory of Missions
When I first approached Bethany for information about their mission
theory they were not very clear on exactly what it was that I wanted. That
there could be a theory underlying their approach to missions was an idea
that was alien to them. After talking over the telephone to Cathy Brokke
briefly about mission theory, she suggested that Tim Freeman who was on
leave from the Phillipines might be able to provide me with some kind of
response. After describing to Mr. Freeman what I wanted, I agreed to send
him some material on the subject which he would read and discuss with
Cathy Brokke. The document "The Mission Theory of Bethany Fellowship
Missions" (see Appendix K), is authored by Tim Freeman and approved by
Cathy Brokke as representative of Bethany's view. However, as Tim
Freeman is quick to point out in the document itself Bethany has not
consciously worked through any specific mission theory. Developing such
a theory has not been a priority for the organization and may not become
29 Bible translation and the spread of the Church (P.C. Stine, editor), "The Translation
Principle in Christian History" by Andrew F. Walls, p. 27
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one. But Freeman also notes that Bethany does have "an inherent mission
theory" and he has taken some pains to attempt to delineate it.
Freeman begins by saying that Bethany has always been motivated
by what it understands as obedience to Christ's Great Commission. As
found in Matthew 28:19-20 and Mark 16:15, Bethany understands Christ's
command to involve both proclamation of the good news and instruction
concerning its consequences. The goal is not to convert entire cultures so
much as it is to win individuals within cultures and to establish churches.
Bethany's obedience to Christ's commission, though of itself sufficient to
justify what Bethany does,30 is coupled with compassion for the lost and a
desire to see God glorified.
Initially Bethany believed that all Christians were expected to
respond to the Great Commission, that if a special call was needed, it was a
call of exemption. LeRoy Dugan is still a vocal proponent of this view.
But because of what Freeman calls "missionary burnout" (see page 3 of the
document) Freeman admits that Bethany has in practice become more
selective about who it sends to the field. Not everyone who volunteers is
considered suitable. Candidates are screened to see whether or not they
have the spiritual gifts and pyschological makeup Bethany believes will
enable them to perform effectively as missionaries.
Freeman observes that Bethany's aim in missions has become more
focused, that over the years Bethany has begun to work more toward
church planting and not just for individual conversions. Toward this end
Bethany has become more involved in training foreign nationals to be
evangelists and church planters in the hope that a fully indigenous church
will be the result. Pursuing such aims, Bethany has become more
sophisticated, getting involved in translation work in a variety of languages,
developing leadership training courses for local people, and focusing their
literature toward evangelism.
The central point of Bethany's indigenization programme is to
transfer to the nationals themselves ownership and/or control of those
overseas institutions Bethany itself has developed. The effort, which
became Bethany's official policy under Brooks in 1987, was inspired partly
by the need of the Minneapolis headquarters to reduce its costs, but Bethany
also sees it as a way of facilitating the spread of the gospel. This is because
control of the means of production and distribution precedes or is part of the
control one exercises over the ideas one spreads. This is not to say that
30 As explained by Cathy Brokke in a telephone conversation between 3:15 and 3:20
P.M. on Thursday, 26 January 1995.
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Bethany entirely ignores the cultural dimension of indigenization. One of
the reasons Bethany has worked to expand its ethnic base beyond its
original northern European consitituency is because Bethany believes
ministry from a diverse base makes indigenization easier.31 But it is to say
that at least at this stage of the process as it has been initiated by Bethany,
the more immediate concern is with the best way to facilitate the transfer of
power than it is with the best way to facilitate the inculturation of ideas.
Besides, as Sanneh has argued, Christianity may by its very translatability
lend itself naturally to inculturation whether or not missionaries are directly
or even consciously involved. Indeed, it may occur so naturally that
outsiders fail to notice it. As Walls has pointed out, in Sierra Leone the
introduction of the gospel created a new culture, the Krio culture, in which
"European and African elements were inextricably blended"32 even though
to Europeans what appeared to be going on "was the wholesale adoption of
European institutions."33 While none of this is explicit in Bethany's
approach to indigenization, Christianity's nature as a translatable faith
would suggest that explicit efforts to indigenize its concepts would not need
to proceed much beyond rendering the gospel in the local language and
Bethany is very much engaged at that level.
From the beginning, as Freeman points out, Bethany has worked to
create centres which are self-supporting. This has not been easy and now
commands much less of Bethany's attention. Bethany has sought other
ways of supporting its own missionary teams (members of the teams now
raise part of their own support, for example, and while Mission Reality was
dissolved, the idea it embodied may still prove useful), but Bethany
considers self-supporting centres "a good idea for sustaining indigenous
works" (see page 4 of Freeman's document). Bethany's reluctance to
abandon completely the idea of self-supporting centres can be explained as a
consequence of its efforts to get away from supporting indigenous workers
as much as it has in the past.
Bethany does not expect that everyone will be converted or that
world structures will be transformed and bring in the millennium. Instead
Bethany is working to complete a task it believes must be (but may not be)
completed before Christ returns. However, Bethany does expect that a
"significant" number of people will be converted. By significant number,
31 Freeman, T.. first interview
32 Religious motivation: biographical and sociological problems for the Church
historian (D. Baker, editor), "Black Europeans, White Africans: Some Missionary
Motives in West Africa" by Andrew F. Walls, p. 339
33 Ibid., p. 340
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Freeman apparently means that there will be believers from every tribe,
tongue, kindred, and nation to welcome Jesus when he appears (see page 3
of Freeman's document).
In so far as Bethany becomes involved in social programmes, it
tends to view these programmes as adjuncts to evangelism and not as the
primary purpose of evangelism. An improved life for converts is only a
possible secondary consequence of the gospel. Belief might well involve
one in personal hardship. It may provoke persecution and create social
turmoil but that is no reason not to convert. Bethany is not trying to
improve lives in this world so much as it is trying to save lives for the world
to come.
In this context Bethany missionaries understand conversion to
involve a deep personal experience with Christ which they describe as being
"born again". Furthermore, to be born again is, as we saw in Chapter
Four, only the first in a series of experiences, each following the other in a
prescribed order to reinforce and deepen the faith of the believer. Such a
conversion, in Bethany's view, must be evidenced by confession coupled
with a crisis experience that is followed by an obvious rise in personal
moral standards and behaviour accompanied by further crisis experiences in
the context of continued confession.
Seeking such a conversion Bethany assumes what Elizabeth Tyson
called an Augustinian model of contextualisation or inculturation, words she
uses as synonyms. Building on Augustine's assertion that all souls are
restless until they find their rest in God, such a model of contextualisation
assumes that only the God of the Christians is the universal remedy for such
universal restlessness. This makes the "simple gospel" innately culturally
relevant for "its timeless message of saving power" is perennially
appropriate.34 If the gospel is explained in the hearer's own language, the
hearer will understand and be able to respond to it.
We see then that obedience, compassion, and a desire that God be
glorified are what motivates Bethany. Responding to such promptings,
Bethany sought in the beginning to aid other missions but eventually
developed a church-planting programme of its own. Bethany hopes that by
turning over to local converts ownership and/or control of those churches
and overseas institutions its missionaries have pioneered, the work that
Bethany has begun will continue to prosper long after Bethany missionaries
34 Tyson, Elizabeth Dodge. An Analysis of Neopentecostal Mission Theology (Ph.D.
thesis for the University of Edinburgh, 1991), Chap. 3 "Theology of Mission: Biblical
and Theological Foundations", p. 95
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have gone. To bolster this work Bethany puts its material and its message
in the language of those it is trying to reach. It expects those converts its
missionaries win to express their allegiance to Christ by confessing his
lordship, having a crisis "born again" experience, and then living
subsequent lives marked by consistent moral conduct. And it understands
the gospel it preaches as innately culturally relevant and perennially
appropriate.
This basic theoretical construct allows Bethany a good deal of
practical flexibility. Bethany is no longer committed to the community ideal
overseas or to any particular church form. Its missionaries are willing to
accept various understandings of the sacraments and are even able, as we
have seen in the case of the Philippines, to put their own interpretation of
the gospel (Hegre's message of the cross) in the background for the sake of
winning converts, working on the assumption that after those converts have
been won, there will be sufficient time to instruct them concerning Hegre's
ideas.
Section 3: An Analysis of Bethany's Mission Theory
Before we can attempt to fit Bethany's missions theory between the
poles of tension we described in Section A, we need to look more closely at
two aspects of that theory: Bethany's use of the term "indigenization", and
the "Augustinian" model of contextualisation which Bethany employs. Let
us begin with indigenization.
The adjective indigenous is used to indicate that something
originates in or is characteristic of a particular region or country, that the
item in question is innate or natural to an area. For something to be
indigenized means that it has become so much like an original part of the
environment that it can no longer be easily distinguished from that which is
native. Missionaries, because they are involved in a cross-cultural
enterprise where ideas are to be communicated from one people to another,
often speak of the importance of indigenizing the gospel in order to facilitate
evangelism. To indigenize the gospel is to translate its message not just into
the local language but also into the local thought-forms so that local people
can more readily grasp its meaning and importance and so that it will seem
less alien and less threatening to local culture and customs. Indigenization
occurs naturally as people reflect upon and appropriate concepts or practices
from other cultures, but the process can also be advanced by missionaries
themselves as they learn about local ways of thinking and begin to tailor the
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gospel to fit those ways. Successful indigenization occurs when the
essence of the gospel has been translated from one cultural matrix to another
and yet no part of the essential gospel message has been lost or
compromised.
It is clear that what Bethany is describing as indigenization both in
the Philippines and in Brazil is more nearly akin to what others might call
"nationalization", that is the transfer of control or ownership of an enterprise
from foreign to national hands, than it is to indigenization as we have just
described it. Tim Freeman readily admits this in his letter dated 20 April
1994 (see Appendix F). On the second page of that letter, Freeman, after
philosophizing about the word for four paragraphs, says;
So, what did I mean by the term indigenization? Yes, I was simply
using a popularized term for a sense of nationalizing the work here
(whatever that means!). If nationalization is simply the transfer of
power to locals on a financial and decision-making level, then that's
not all that I meant. We have already seen a limited transfer of
power in the shaping of theological concepts as well as other kinds
of power sharing. The ecclesiology that has developed here is not at
all the same as that of the home office. Neither is it a prepackaged
ecclesiology, something we brought with us when we came. The
way that Bethany Fellowship Philippines "does church" and "thinks
church" is quite a different animal, so much so that we have a hard
time explaining it to visitors.
Freeman's observation suggests that in one sense his substitution
of indigenize for nationalize is trivial. Indeed, one could argue, as we have
earlier, that because indigenization is a process natural to Christianity,
turning over institutional power to the locals is an important first step along
the way to a fully indigenized church and hence an integral part of
indigenization, an argument which, as we saw in the last chapter, has been
embraced by others.
Tim Freeman describes how nationalization is already shaping the
theological concepts of Bethany Fellowship Philippines and uses
ecclesiology as his example. One is reminded of Antonio Vargas's remark
in Chapter Six that as Bethany's church in Altonia was taken over by
Brazilians, it became less Lutheran (though one wonders how "Lutheran" it
ever really was) and more charismatic.
Yet from another perspective something more interesting seems to
be going on. One suspects that Bethany personnel have not really thought
much about the term "indigenous", at least in the abstract. When Freeman
does "philosophize a bit" about "so-called indigenization" he has nothing
very profound to say and seems to understand the problems with which the
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gospel might confront an unevangelized people primarily in terms of alien
ethics and values. Revealingly Freeman says:
The process of doing what we're doing isn't something that we've
dichotomized into little neat compartments for evaluation purposes.
It is wholistic. Rather than try to explain, I'll try to illustrate it ....
One would have liked an explanation involving assumptions, procedures,
and principles, but such an approach would be alien to Bethany. Instead,
Freeman provides an illustration in which a problem is presented
(denominations form around missionaries because those missionaries have
money, but the denominations begin to collapse as soon as the missionary's
funds are exhausted) and a solution (the elder-pastor idea upon which
Bethany's Philippine church is constructed) is proposed. This is the natural
way for Freeman to answer the question because it is exactly the way the
process happened. Bethany missionaries evolve their solutions in situ as
they confront specific problems. They do not come to the field with ready-
made explanations and answers to anticipated problems. This seems a very
inefficient approach and yet it seems to work for Bethany. The question is
why, and that brings us to the second aspect of Bethany's theory we want
to consider: the Augustinian contextualisation model.
The "Augustinian" model as described by Tyson and affirmed by
Bethany as descriptive of their approach seems inadequate as a universal
missionary formula. There are simply too many issues it fails to address.
Primary among such issues is the matter of relevancy. The Augustinian
model simply asserts that the gospel is innately culturally relevant, but it is
not. Before the gospel can be relevant to people, those people must be
asking the kinds of questions that the gospel can answer. Such questions
are themselves shaped by a host of factors including culture and life
experience. They are also often engendered by an incipient or even fully
formed agnosticism. After all, if one is entirely satisfied with one's
religious beliefs, one seldom questions them deeply, and to one who is not
in the process of questioning, the missionary has little to say. This is why
missionary faiths have a tendency to spread during times of cultural
disruption. During such times old answers lose their credibility and people
seek new solutions.
If Bethany has found the Augustinian model to be effective, it may
be because their missionaries are going to regions that have already been to
a significant extent Christianized. A look at the list in Chapter Nine bears
out such a suspicion. With the exceptions of Indonesia and Japan, all of
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Bethany's successful outreaches have been in countries which have a firmly
established Christian tradition, generally a Catholic one. This is especially
true of the three areas we have considered: Brazil, the Philippines, and
Puerto Rico, areas in which Bethany has claimed high levels of success and
which it sees as representative in various ways of the work it does.
Because the peoples in these countries already have some familiarity, even if
it is only a cultural familiarity, with Christian assumptions, they are likely to
be more predisposed to ask the sorts of questions Bethany is prepared to
answer. It is probable that much of Bethany's success is attributable to the
work that Catholic orders have done in these regions for centuries.
In the middle of the last century some Protestant missionaries,
especially among the British, saw Islam as a possible ally in the evangelistic
enterprise. The argument as developed by men like Reginald Bosworth
Smith and Edward Wilmont Blyden (an Afro-West Indian) turned on the
moral benefits and civilizing potentialities of Islam. It was believed that
Islam was more effective than Christianity in breaking down indigenous
traditions and substituting monotheism. Therefore the Protestants should
work with the Muslims, allowing them to prepare the ground for Protestant
seed. In practice this failed and by the beginning of the twentieth century
most Protestants were looking at Muslims as rivals rather than allies.35 But
the model with its dynamic view of how faiths interact is an interesting one
and may prove enlightening in our evaluation of Bethany.
One suspects that in Protestant missions as represented by
organizations like Bethany the Reformation goes on. As the last of the
Muslims were driven from the Iberian peninsula at the end of the fifteenth
century and Portugal and Spain began to build their empires, their goal was
the extension not just of Christianity but of Christendom. Under the
Portuguese Padroado and the Spanish Patronato, the spirit of chauvinism
which had been honed in its centuries long struggle to win back Christian
homelands from Muslim invaders and then fanned by the winds of the
Counter-Reformation blossomed. Powered by this chauvinism Christianity
provided an ideological impulse to empire that transcended the merely
utilitarian. The union of empire and church for the Spanish and the
Portuguese (as it did later for the British and the French) birthed a crusade
to expand European civilization. Andrew Ross observes:
35 Scottish Journal of Religious Studies. 5 (2) 1984, "Islam and the Sword: Some
Western Perceptions 1840- 1918" by Andrew F.Walls, especially pp. 93-94 and 97
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The Spanish empire was very different from that of Portugal, it was
one of actual conquest, occupation and forced hispanicisation on the
ground. The Spanish presence was not simply one of a crusading
mental attitude, but of crusading conquest.36
The Spanish, being far stronger than the Portuguese, were able to impose
their culture with greater effectiveness but the motivation of the two
kingdoms was the same. And the overall pattern of Christian advance was
one which Schlesinger would describe as cultural imperialism. Native
cultures were suppressed and/or destroyed and Hispanic Catholicism was
imposed. The Catholic advance, seen in these terms, was analogous to an
Islamic one. To be Mexican, Chilean, or Filipino was to be Catholic. The
identity between nationality and church was not so strong in Brazil because
Brazil courted immigrants in a way few other countries have and because
the Padroado was less effective than the Patronato - but it was still there.
In this context Protestant missions represented a powerful threat to
the integrity of the culture the conquistadors had forged because
Protestantism due to its Christian assumptions was a viable alternative to
Hispanic Catholicism. Hence, as modernity which bore the impress of the
Reformation began to erode the dominant cultures of these Hispanicized
lands, Protestant missions have prospered. As David Martin puts it:
The spread of evangelical Christianity in Latin America is contingent
upon the breakdown of the organic unity of a given religion and
national identity, and the general deregulation of religion.37
Catholicism has provided Protestantism with a base on which to build, and
Protestantism, itself shaped in a revolt against what was to become Roman
Catholicism, proved most adept at building on that base. What the Muslims
in Africa did not do for the Christians, the Catholics in Latin America and
the Philippines did for the Protestants.
This is precisely why Protestant missions have enjoyed such
success in these areas. Theirs is not a mission in Paul's sense of preaching
the gospel where the name of Christ is yet unknown (Romans 15:20). It is
more akin to a mission where one plants and another waters (I Cor. 3:6). It
is the Catholics, not the Muslims, who have prepared the ground for
Protestant seed. And it is also why Bethany has seen so much achievement,
yet needed to take so little time in formulating a mission theory or an
36 Ross, Andrew C., A Vision Betrayed. Chap. 10 "Whence Came the Vision?", p. 204
-l7 Martin, David, Tongues of Fire: the Explosion of Protestantism in Latin America.
Chap. 1 "Anglo and Latin: Rival Civilizations, Alternative Patterns", p. 13
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understanding of non-Christian cultures. They are reaping a harvest which
another has sowed and then neglected. To a significant extent Bethany has
built on both the success and the failure of the Catholics.
Section 4: Bethany's Place Between the Incarnational and Prophetic
Poles
Because Christianity is never fully at home in any culture, it can
never, if it is to be true to itself, be fully indigenized. Hence, rather than
thinking of indigenization as an end in itself, we should think of it as an
open-ended process. This is what Walls is talking about when he says there
can never be too much of the indigenizing element, only too little. Given
this perspective it is more helpful to think of the kind of missions work we
have been discussing in this thesis not as a pioneer element but as another
step along the indigenization road. Organizations like Bethany are valuable
precisely because they develop potentials in what others have done. In this
way Bethany contributes to the process of Christian diversification which,
as Walls reminds us, "is the necessary product of the Incarnation."38
We can also think of missions organizations like Bethany as agents
not only of cultural revitalization in the sense that Sanneh means it (although
they may certainly play such a role) but also of Christian revitalization.
Roger Finke and Rodney Stark in The Churching of America 1776-1990
argue that sects, a nomenclature under which they would classify Bethany,
have played just such a revitalizing role in U.S. religious history. They
believe that such sects have borne the major responsibility in the churching
of America and are the engines of America's religious vitality. They argue:
Rather than being a source of secularization and religious decline,
pluralism strengthens religion.39
And they see Christian sects as the primary source of America's pluralistic
religious heritage.
We have seen in Chapters Three and Four how Bethany from its
origins within the Lutheran church saw itself as a vehicle of Protestant
revival. Its message was not directed at general society or even at the liberal
tradition within Christianity so much as it was directed at conservative
38 Bible translation and the spread of the church (Stine, editor), "The Translation
Principle in Christian History" by Walls, p . 25
39 Finke, Roger; Stark, Rodney, The Churching of America 1776-1990. Chap. 6 "Why
Unification Efforts Fail", p. 205
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Protestants who, in Bethany's view, needed to be awakened to a more vital
Christian experience. We have also seen how this prophetic message was
not particularly welcomed among the groups in which Bethany sought to
place its missionaries. The unwillingness of the conservatives to hear
Bethany's message of the cross eventually propelled the organization into
establishing its own overseas missions outreach, a decision which would
ultimately spawn Bethany denominations in nations as far removed from
one another as Brazil and the Philippines. There is an ironic twist here
which we should note: Bethany's message to conservative Protestants
became muted as Bethany's predisposition for cooperation in evangelism
gained the ascendency. But that prophetic message was then re-focused on
Catholics. It did not matter that the message had become muted. Its
emphasis on the role of humans in the salvation drama made it a message
Catholics would be predisposed to hear. Hence Bethany missionaries by
proclaiming a gospel that was related to but distinct from the dominant
version were able to assist in both the further incarnation of Christianity and
its strengthening.
However, there is a second movement in Bethany's programme of
evangelization. As we saw earlier in this chapter, Walls has argued that
Christianity has four distinguishing features that become manifest in
whatever culture Christianity is incarnate. Of these four we stressed the
second, the belief that Jesus of Nazareth has ultimate significance, as having
the most importance for the faith. This emphasis of Jesus of Nazareth has
two consequences that are pertinent to our inquiry. First, the emphasis
works to differentiate Bethany from Catholicism. For Bethany, despite its
Pelagian tendencies, Jesus remains the sole mediator of grace, while for
Catholics grace, though ultimately derived from Christ, can be mediated in a
variety of ways including non-Christian religions, the sacraments, and the
prayers of the church visible and invisible. Second, the emphasis also
forges a bond between Bethany and other conservative Christians. The
belief that Jesus incarnate in history is what really matters creates a strength
within the faith that is both enduring and flexible.
In another place I have argued that Christianity's extraordinary
capacity to evidence constancy amid change mirrors processes in the natural
world and that this is what we should expect from a religion that views God
as the logos who is both creator of the universe and the guiding personality
of history. Christianity's power to endure, to change, and yet to remain at
some basic level always the same is possible precisely because it was born
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and is shepherded by the Creator God active in history.40 Despite the
limitations in Bethany's soteriology, it is Jesus of Nazareth they confess,
Jesus who as an event in history was born, lived, died and rose two
thousand years ago. It is that Jesus and not one's interpretation of him who
is finally important. And (another of the several ironies we have uncovered
in this story) it is that Jesus who unites conservatives across a host of
Christian traditions including the Catholic and Protestant ones.
It is now time to summarize what we have said in this thesis and to
draw our conclusions.
40 Carter, Ben.M., Unity in Diversity. Chapter 5 "The Spirit of Truth and Pluralism"
and Chapter 6 "Nonlinear Systems: Constancy Amid Change", pp. 35-51, also see
Chapter 7 "The God of Surprises", p. 53
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: Conclusion
In the Preface I referred to a series of questions which I hoped to
answer in the course of this investigation. Those questions were: (a) is
Bethany active in spreading far-right political ideas along with the Christian
gospel? (b) how efficient is Bethany as a vehicle for generating missions
funds and to what extent has Bethany's involvement in the world of
business affected it both as a training centre for missionaries and as a
sending organization? (c) what is distinctive about Bethany's theology, how
has that theology developed, and how has it been affected by Bethany's
involvement in missions? and (d) how resilient is Bethany and how likely is
it to survive as a missionary fellowship into the twenty-first century? I also
mentioned that because the research had been intentionally open-ended, I
had made discoveries which I had not anticipated but which were as
interesting and significant in understanding Bethany as were the answers to
the original questions I had asked. As this thesis has unfolded all of these
questions have been explored, and an entire chapter has been dedicated to
examining Bethany's theology. I will not review here the conclusions
drawn in that chapter but I will address each of the other questions and also
explore an aspect of Bethany that has become apparent but which has not
been specifically addressed, that is Bethany missions as an example of
"nation-building" rather than an example of "empire-building".
First, despite its origins in a country that was undergoing wrenching
change, despite its engagement in a world polarized by the Cold War, and
despite the politically conservative convictions of most of the members of its
home staff, Bethany's missionary programme seems strikingly apolitical.
Larry Darby, one of Bethany's missionaries to Brazil, mentions Communist
sympathies in a Methodist church there, and Bethany in the Philippines had
some direct contact with Communist insurgents through Eniego, yet
Bethany missionaries in the Philippines never seemed to take the threats
against Eniego very seriously and were more concerned initially about the
dangers posed by Muslim radicals in the south than they were about those
posed by Communist forces in the north. Beyond these two minor
examples the Cold War seems hardly to have affected Bethany at all in any
direct way although as the defining geopolitical reality of the second half of
the twentieth century it clearly did, by closing off huge sections of the globe
to missionaries, predetermine to some extent where Bethany's graduates
would be sent. But when they went to evangelize, the concerns of
Bethany's missionaries have always been more traditionally theological than
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they have been political. Bethany's missionaries sought converts to
Protestant evangelicalism, not to political causes, and Bethany's prophetic
voice when it was raised was directed against "bad" Protestant theology,
particularly dispensationalism. In its early years Bethany saw Catholicism
as a greater long-term threat than communism, and Hegre was quite willing
to cite the Communists as a model of commitment Christians might learn
from. One often hears North American evangelical missions organizations
described as institutions with far-right political agendas and vast financial
resources for furthering those agendas, but one looks in vain for that sort of
thing in Bethany. Instead one discovers sincere and committed Christians
who have dedicated themselves to the spread of the gospel as they
understand it and have done so at significant personal sacrifice. Bethany
was simply not formed with a political agenda in mind and has not adopted
one as it has evolved.
We have noted in our story the current politicization of North
American evangelicals around social causes like abortion, but such
politicization is a relatively recent phenomenon. How it may affect missions
like Bethany in the future is uncertain, but to date its impact seems to have
been minimal save as a vehicle for breaking down anti-Catholic prejudices.
While it may be the case that some missions because of their need of
funds have been co-opted by outside monied interests with explicit political
goals, such is not the case with Bethany, a point that leads us to our second
observation. Bethany worked hard from the beginning to create an
infrastructure for the support of missions and has, as we saw, built a very
efficent instrument for generating mission funds. From the mid-1950s
Bethany's giving to missions has increased steadily with few reverses.
Such success has been due in part to low labour costs (Bethany's students
provide most of Bethany's manpower), in part to the willingness of
workers (both students and staff) who closely identify with Bethany's goals
and are willing to go the extra mile in support of those goals, and in part to
the prosperity of the United States. Indeed, some developments in the
United States and internationally affected Bethany's economic base very
directly. Construction of the interstate highway system helped to create a
market for trailers, a market which was blighted by the fuel crisis in the
1970s. Bethany's decision to manufacture trailers as a way of financing its
missionaries, and its decision to abandon trailers and explore other options
like solar power were occasioned by such external factors. Furthermore,
Bethany's early decision to concentrate on publishing religious literature
rather than accepting general printing orders as they did initially, while not
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antithetical to Bethany's ultimate goal, was expedited when the printers'
union expressed its concerns over Bethany's atypical arrangement with its
workers. As a result the progress of Bethany's system of economic support
was hastened though not changed by the growing power of unions during
that period.
Bethany, in true Lutheran fashion, believes God to be immediately
present in all of life's particulars. In intimate relationship with the believer,
God guides and blesses so long as the believer is obedient. God reveals
things, often of a very practical nature, to believers. God empowers
believers and provides for their needs. Spirituality is a dynamic quality and
associated with victory, life, and growth. The age of miracles has not
passed. Healings, wonderful deliverances, and providential signs are an
expected part of the lives of the faithful. Yet God uses secondary means as
well to bless His people, and business is as legitimate an example of such
secondary means as is medicine. If one is sick, one prays for and expects
healing but one may also feel quite free to consult a physician. In the same
way, if one needs funds, one may engage in business in order to earn them,
praying that God will bless one's efforts. The Bible, replete with patterns
which show believers how they should live, encourages Bethany in its
perception. Paul and Barnabas worked to support their mission (I Cor.
9:6), and Paul as tent-maker is an example upon which Bethany drew when
deciding to construct trailers.
In business Bethany has shown that it can make very tough-minded
decisions from within the context of its spirituality. When the success of its
publishing arm began to distort the fundamentals of community life,
Bethany over a period of years took a series of increasingly radical steps to
correct the problem. Bethany has no theological difficulty with buying and
selling in order to raise money for its work. God's command to spread the
gospel requires the means for doing it. A financial infrastructure for
generating those means is as legitimate as relying on the generosity of the
faithful, and is probably more efficent. From Bethany's perspective, a
business conducted honestly by the principles of good stewardship and for
the glory of God should be expected to prosper, and Bethany's ventures
have.
Where there are problems, those problems would seem to revolve
around the issue of compromise and around the fact that the number of
missionaries Bethany can support is limited by the profits Bethany
generates. We have referred to the issue of compromise in Chapter Four
when we discussed the distinction Bethany makes between publishing as a
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business and publishing as an arm of missions. As an arm of missions
publishing enables Bethany to distribute its message far beyond the
immediate reach of its missionaries. As a business publishing is able to
handle orders from Christian organizations whose message might even be
considered demonically inspired. Dispensationalism was our example.
However, as we saw, this side of publishing has its own inbuilt standards.
Bethany will not publish obscene material or material that is submitted by
groups it considers to be cults. Such standards mean that compromise can
be transformed into ecumenical cooperation and, as we saw, publishing has
indeed been an important vehicle for achieving such cooperation.
The problem of Bethany's profits limiting the number of
missionaries Bethany can support is reminiscent of the problem mainline
denominations face when they support their missionaries out of yearly
budgets. The size of their budgets automatically caps the number of
personnel such mission boards can send. The "faith mission" principle of
many evangelical boards whereby missionary candidates are required to
raise their own support enables those boards to send potentially unlimited
numbers of missionaries out under their banners. Significantly as the
number of missionaries Bethany sends has expanded beyond Bethany's
ability to finance them, Bethany has been moving toward the "faith"
principle and is requiring its missionaries to raise a greater percentage of
their own support.
Bethany has been less successful in building such financial
enterprises overseas for several reasons. In the case of Brazil and the
Philippines, economic realities have been less conducive to the kind of
success Bethany has enjoyed in the States. Bethany's publishing company
in Belo Horizonte has been successful, but seminaries like the one in
Altonia have had to struggle to achieve financial independence from Bethany
in Minneapolis. In the Philippines the less auspicious financial environment
was further complicated by a series of managerial mistakes made by Eniego,
by the home office in Minneapolis, and by Tim Freeman. In Puerto Rico
mismanagement seems the primary reason for the ultimate decision to sell
the bookstore in Cappara Terrace. The island had shown itself capable of
supporting a vibrant religious book trade and is by all accounts still doing
so. Until Ed DePree arrived, Bethany was a dominant player in the Puerto
Rican market but under DePree Bethany's marketshare dwindled.
Bethany has generated the bulk of its financing through its own
enterprises. Money is not given by outsiders who might use the funds to
manipulate the recipients. And though the extent of Bethany's resources is
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impressive, Bethany's pockets are not deep enough to maintain overseas
organizations in perpetual dependency. Bethany's purpose is not to build
an overseas missionary empire that it can manipulate financially, but even if
that were Bethany's aim, it lacks the economic power to achieve such a
goal. Instead Bethany seeks to nurture independent outreaches around the
world which will, Bethany hopes, cooperate as equals with the mother
organization in Christian evangelism.
This brings us to our third point: America's frontier experience is a
more fruitful vehicle for understanding Bethany than is Europe's colonial
one. The view that Western missions were fundamentally shaped by the
colonial enterprise is a view that owes more to the European side of that
endeavour than it does to the American. Hence, to interpret North American
missionary efforts as though they were mere extensions of European ones is
to fundamentally distort the contribution of North American missions.
Some perspective is helpful here. It was not until the dawn of the sixteenth
century that the Americas became generally accessible to European powers.
These powers carved the Americas into colonial holdings and maintained
those holdings for almost three centuries before the United States was
created. Securing its legal existence by the Treaty of Paris (1783) and
reorganizing itself around a constitution in 1788, the United States did not
begin seriously to challenge the European and Mexican imperial presence
until the nineteenth century. Spreading westward, it moved into those
territories with the intention of converting them from their subject status into
a democratic nation. This nation-building exercise is what characterizes the
frontier experience. Those holdings such as territory purchased in 1822 in
West Africa by the American Colonization Society as a home for freed
slaves from the U.S., or the three territories acquired from Spain in 1898,
which could not be incorporated into the United States itself, were made
independent. Here, too, nation-building was the articulated policy.
The frontier with its emphasis on nation-building captures the
essence of how Bethany missions have developed. A comparison of
Bethany's work in Brazil, which was never an American possession, with
its work in the Philippines and Puerto Rico, both of which were, is
instructive. When Bethany built its fellowship in Minneapolis, the work
had all the earmarks of the American frontier: an isolated property in a
sparsely settled region with few regulations was acquired and developed.
Those involved in the work were largely on their own and limited primarily
by their own initiative and imagination. Brazil, lending itself to this kind of
frontier enterprise in a way that the Philippines and Puerto Rico never
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could, was where Bethany tried with only modest success to reproduce its
original Minneapolis community. Yet if the word colony has any meaning
and is to be applied to Bethany missions, it would have been more
appropriate to use it to describe the compound in Altonia prior to 1987 than
to the work in either the Philippines or Puerto Rico, and Altonia by 1987
was only one of several Bethany enterprises in Brazil. Indeed, Brazil, as
we have seen, was where the idea of establishing a series of Minneapolis-
style communities outside the United States died. Between Puerto Rico and
the Philippines, it was Puerto Rico which had the closest ties to the U.S.
and yet Bethany's store there has closed. And in the Philippines two very
different attempts at missions, one relying on the initative of Filipinos and
the other on a group of Bethany students pursuing an idea of their own,
have gone in very different directions. In both cases the home office
offered encouragement, advice, and support but did not seek to pursue a
policy intended to keep either work dependent. It was the Filipinos and not
the home office or Freeman's group in Luzon who opposed becoming
independent. From the Filipino point of view Americans were their primary
source of funds, and without American support there was no point in
continuing. They were, as Emilio Baltion observed, committed to the work
but hampered by their dependence on American financial support. The
Americans, once they became more immediately involved, worked actively
and successfully to terminate the Mindoro group's financial dependency.
Bethany's policy is not to create a series of dependent clones but to
encourage groups that it has sponsored overseas to become independent and
productive. Where situations of long-term dependence have occurred, as in
the Mindoro outreach, they have been anomalies which the home office
sought to correct. In Brazil Bethany has developed an extensive range of
projects and then turned them over to the nationals, and, as their decision to
abandon their medical centre in Altonia demonstrates, Bethany has been
careful to avoid acting in ways that would inhibit local people from creating
their own needed institutions. In fact, in Altonia the Brazilians themselves
commented on how readily Bethany's missionaries accepted being under the
authority of Brazilians. George Foster, Bethany's Area Director for South
America, used his position in Belo Horizonte not to consolidate his own
power, although he could easily have done so, but instead worked to
encourage cooperation among Brazilians and began to substitute Brazilians
for missionaries with the goal of reducing Bethany's influence. The
Mcleods' ministry in Maringa, which could easily have become a clique of
Bethany graduates looking to the Mcleods for guidance, has instead
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developed into something far more broad-based through which the Mcleods
can exercise a ministry precisely because they are not closely associated
with any particular church. Angus Plummer, born and raised in Brazil, is
content to remain in the background at the Recanto de Pas while working to
get the surrounding community involved in outreach to unwed mothers.
And even someone as potentially domineering as Larry Darby counts his
success not in the number of followers he can claim but in the number of
people who have enjoyed achievements either in the business world or in
the religious sphere by using principles he taught them. Finally, Bethany
even gave Youth With A Mission property Bethany was developing in the
Brazilian state of Rondonia. The point was to create a Christian institution
to train Brazilians, not to control the institution. Believing YWAM could
run it better, Bethany turned the school over to them.
While Bethany can be criticized for exercising considerable control
over the Mindoro group in the Philippines, it was not control which
Bethany sought. Bethany adopted the policy reluctnatly and only after
Eniego failed to take authority over a situation he himself had created.
Bethany's control was intended to be temporary, a necessary step in
creating a viable organization before relinquishing authority. Also it should
be noted that the control Bethany finally did assume was not dictatorial.
Even though Mindoro representatives did not enjoy an official voice on the
board of the Betania Christian Foundation, they were able to apply sufficent
non-official pressure that eventually the board bowed to their wishes much
to the later regret of everyone.
In Puerto Rico the story is much the same. Even though Bethany
was operating a business and was able to achieve a dominant place in an
economic niche on the island, it used its success not to squeeze out the
competition but as a basis for cooperation with its competitors. Nor is
Bethany attempting to use its school to competitive advantage. Instead the
Escuela de Misioens Betania has sought ways to cooperate with other
evangelical institutions.
Such consistency of purpose is no accident. It is very much an
expression of how Bethany has come to understand its role in the mission
field. One recalls Tim Freeman's remark in Chapter Seven that a
missionary should not be a coloniser but an enabler, a remark that seems to
capture the essence of Bethany's understanding of its task. Doubtlessly
such an understanding is the fruit of several centuries of missionary work
and can claim a biblical foundation, and without question it is practically a
prerequisite for doing missions in the modern world where visas limit one's
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stay in a foreign country, where nationalism is the reigning political
mythology, and where short-term mission work has become the norm. And
just as certainly it was not a part of Bethany's original vision. In the
beginning Bethany believed that committed missionaries went where they
were sent and stayed there for the rest of their lives. But such an
understanding, far more amenable to nineteenth than to twentieth century
realities, has been superseded by a more realistic one and Bethany personnel
have worked productively to bring the new vision to pass.
Bethany's literature ministry has proved peculiarly adapted to this
role. Indeed, Hegre's early appreciation of the possibilities latent in
Bethany's small press seems oddly prescient. An emphasis on publishing
has meshed nicely with the needs of a new and educated middle class in
underdeveloped countries. Running a publishing company does not require
the same level of education as running a hospital (more of this later). And if
one plans to set up a school or training centre in a targeted region, a
publishing company producing literature for one's students is a convenient
adjunct. Education, especially since World War II, has been a productive
field of missionary engagement, and publishing has allowed Bethany
considerable presence in education.
Bethany has demonstrated a very American pragmatism and
flexibility, but has done so within the context of a theological paradigm that
gives its pragmatism a solid doctrinal footing. Emerging in a region where
conservative evangelical traditions were very much alive and seeing itself as
a source of revival for such traditions, we might have expected Bethany to
be aggressively ideological, yet this is not the case. Two possible
explanations for this ideological flexibility suggest themselves. First,
conservative Protestantism has never been as theologically exclusivist as
many of its detractors have claimed. Traditions as disparate as
dispensationalism and pentecostalism have existed comfortably under the
conservative umbrella and have borrowed from and enriched one another.
At least in the United States, to claim to be a conservative Christian is to
reveal far more about one's beliefs concerning the historicity of scriptural
accounts than about the doctrines one holds consequent to accepting those
accounts. Interpretation, as always, allows for considerable doctrinal
elasticity.
Second, Bethany members made great sacrifices in order to establish
and develop the organization. Such sacrifices demand success, and
pressures for success have throughout history produced a willingness to
compromise. Only the fanatical or the very wealthy can afford the luxury of
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rigidity, and Bethany is comprised of neither. For people to remain
committed over the long run, they must have some objective criteria to
justify that commitment. The goal of sending and supporting one hundred
missionaries was initially sufficent but was also obviously self-limiting. If
Bethany was to endure beyond the first generation, it needed to expand its
vision, a need that itself would encourage organizational adaptablity.
Communal societies are nothing new in America but most of these
societies have failed to endure. Either they lacked a rationale that could
provide a durable justification for their existence or they understood
themselves as social experiments and examples to the larger society and
were as a consequence restricted in their scope. But neither qualifier applies
to Bethany. The fellowship, as Alec Brooks pointed out, did not see itself
as a social experiment and was not an example to anyone. It was instead a
means to an end: the sending and supporting of missionaries. Later the
means and the end would become so closely identified that the community
through its very success could become a self-perpetuating entity, but by that
time Bethany's vision had begun to expand and the fellowship had entered
into its second generation.
Finally, as we have related the Bethany story we have uncovered a
series of paradoxes, two of which we have yet to mention. First, Bethany
as a communal society dedicated to missions is strangely reminiscent of
Catholic mission societies. Between 1872 and 1958 a number of missionary
orders, both clerical and lay, were founded by the Catholic church. Many
of these were organized in the United States, and most of those that were
not soon had branches operating there. While these societies were celibate
and sexually segregated, and while not all of them were communal, they are
as a group more nearly akin to Bethany than anything of which I am aware
in the Protestant world. Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity are a
case in point. Growing out of the Missionary Cenacle Apostolate, founded
in 1909 by a Vincentian priest from Boston named Thomas Augustine
Judge and one of the earliest lay apostle movements in the United States,
Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity are a recognized religious
community with a boys' school that since 1923 has functioned exclusively
as a preparatory seminary for boys intending to enter the priesthood as
Trinity missionaries. Formally organized as a clerical religious
congregation of diocesan rank in 1929, the group was in 1958 raised to the
status of a pontifical congregation. One of the primary focuses of Trinity
missionaries is countering anti-Catholic proselytization, and they have been
especially concerned with Mexican, Italian, and Puerto Rican immigrants.
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Much of their work has been concentrated in the south and southwest
United States and in Puerto Rico.1 While the parallel with Bethany is not
exact, it is striking that what was originally a lay community should have
produced a clerical congregation whose special concern is training
missionaries to counteract anti-Catholic proselytization. In that sense
Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity have pursued a course not
unlike the one followed by Bethany which was formed by a lay Bible-
study-turned-church and whose missionaries, as we have seen, have often
sought their converts among Catholics.
Indeed, in its withdrawal from the world in order to become actively
involved in evangelizing the world, in its empasis on death to self as
fundamental to genuine spirituality, in its expectation that victory over sin
is, within a community context, achievable in this life, in its hierarchical
structure coupled with an egalitarian ideal enforced by a common
commitment, and in the profound religious dimension of its community that
is evidenced in a daily round of worship, study, and work, Bethany harks
back to the cloisters. That such an organization should have emerged from
within a Protestant tradition which was originally militantly hostile to the
whole idea of a communal religious life has a peculiar resonance in this
modern age.
Rejecting religious communities, the Reformers substituted for them
the idea of personal vocation. God had placed people in their various social
stations, hence one's obedient and conscientious excution of one's social
and economic duties had genuine spirituality. Yet as the Reformation
receded and society became more secularized, the idea of a vocation did not
provide a growing number of committed lay Protestants with a sufficiently
spiritual outlet. As the Reformation coincided with the discovery of the
Americas and Australia, and the opening of Asia and Africa, and as these
events were a prelude to Europe's establishment of global empires,
worldwide missionary outreach suddenly became possible. The missionary
call thus became an alternative vocation for nonprofessional religious lay
people who felt God's hand on their lives in a peculiarly urgent way.
Hence mission work became a Protestant alternative to Catholic
monasticism. By reuniting the religious community with the Protestant
missionary call, Bethany presents us with something unusual and exciting.
The ever-rising cost of missions coupled with the profound secularization of
1 The New Catholic Encyclopedia (1967), Vol. IX, "Missionary Servants of the Most
Holy Trinity" by H. Marshall, pp. 921-922
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modern democracies may be creating an environment for which Bethany can
provide a useful adaptive model, for Bethany in its community life
underlines the spiritual nature of mundane labour at the same time that the
fellowship creates an efficent vehicle for raising mission funds.
Second, in a world which demands more and more education,
generally of a very specialized sort, for those who wish to pursue
interesting and meaningful careers, Bethany offers an exciting option for
persons whose educational attainments are more modest. Bethany has
never put a high priority on education as such. A high school diploma, a
commitment to a conservative understanding of the Scriptures, and a
willingness to learn what Bethany has to teach, are sufficent prerequisites
for those who would go into the world as Bethany missionaries (see
"Membership in the Mission" requirements in Appendix C). This is not to
say that Bethany missionaries have no more than this. Coming from
diverse backgrounds, many claim advanced degrees. But it is to say that
extensive education is less important to Bethany than it is to other successful
modern international organizations. Interestingly, having a lower
educational level does not seem to have hampered the outreach of Bethany
missionaries. Why this should be is unclear. Perhaps it is because Bethany
missionaries have not had to unlearn so much theory in order to
communicate basic Christian ideas, or perhaps it is because as part of a
people's movement Bethany provides a forum where the common people of
North America can share their faith with the common people of other
nations. John Kayser has investigated such possibilities while examining
criteria which may predict success for North American evangelical missions
and states:
[C]ourses in church-planting and cross-cultural evangelism tend to
be theory-bound and inadequate for the realities of the field. Once
on the field, missionaries may find that parameters of knowledge,
assumption, and experience change so that what was understood as
acceptable ministry knowledge and skill no longer fits.2
Describing "a certain tentativeness" toward cross-cultural projects that is
"likely to occur" among missionaries who have acquired a high level of
identification with national cultural vaules, Kayser concludes:
- Kavser. John G.. Criteria and Predictors of Missionary Cross-Cultural Competence in
Selected North American Evangelical Missions, (thesis for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh, 1994), Chap. 6 "Interpretation of Findings",
p.412
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[A missionary's] very sensitivity to nationals can cause enough
internal pressures to hinder making close national
friends....[Njationals did not seem to mind frankness, as long as
there was genuine interpersonal enjoyment. Apparently too much
sensitivity to personal, interpersonal, and cultural values can be a
hindrance to effective, competent ministry.3
Bethany's experience may illustrate his point. But whatever the reasons
Bethany missions to date have been strikingly productive despite the
comparatively lower education level of its missionaries although of course
we have no way of predicting if this will continue to be true.
This study has suggested a number of questions which must due
to a lack of data remain for now unanswered. For example, we have noted
that Bethany's theology is one of its defining characteristics, has been a
contributing factor to its development, and yet has played an inconstant role
in that development. In the Philippines Hegre's message of the cross is not
stressed as part of Bethany's evangel although church planters are trained in
the doctrine and are expected to teach it after their churches are established
and to use it in counselling their parishioners. In Puerto Rico Bethany sold
a great amount of literature which had nothing to do with Hegre's teaching.
And even in Minneapolis itself the message was neglected after Hegre's
death although as of 1993 the Fellowship was taking steps to correct that
deficiency. We have also noted certain aspects of Bethany's theology
which appear from an evangelical standpoint to be problematic. And we
have discussed the tension in Bethany's view of the Holy Spirit's role in
overseas churches and in the believer's life, particularly how Bethany has a
more confident belief in the efficacy of the Holy Spirit's work in keeping
the church than in keeping the believer, a belief made even more problematic
when one remembers how in Bethany's view of history the church due to
the Devil's wiles has become largely apostate. How these various factors
will be developed in the future and whether or not they will result in a
rethinking of Bethany's soteriology cannot with confidence be predicted
although we might expect that in time Bethany's message of the cross will
become less distinctive.
And what is true of Bethany's theology is true of a host of other
questions. Whether the fall of Communism will draw Bethany out of Latin
America and eastern Asia and toward eastern Europe and western Asia, how
the closing gap between developed and underdeveloped countries and the
growing volatility of global markets will effect Bethany's future funding of
Ibid., p. 411
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missions, to what extent Bethany might become engaged in sub-Saharan
Africa or the Islamic world, are all issues to which at this time we can only
respond with a shrug. Bethany has shown itself to be a creative and flexible
mission and to be tough enough to make the kinds of decisions missions
must make if they are to survive. That Bethany will endure for the
foreseeable future seems probable but what it will look like in twenty years,
or whether it will become a major mission organization or remain a fairly
small but interesting example of potentialities in North American outreach
remains unknown. Doubtlessly a follow-up to this study in twenty or
twenty-five years would be most instructive.
It has been our purpose in this thesis to cast some light into a field of
missionary outreach that has to date remained, despite its obvious
importance in determing the shape of contemporary missions, remarkably
obscure: conservative Protestant North American missions. To this end we
have employed Bethany Fellowship Missions as an example both of the
extraordinary variety to be found among conservative Protestant missions
and as an example of their coherence and interrelatedness. In many ways
Bethany is atypical of the genera, yet by its very uniqueness it has many
lessons to teach us. Not the least of which is a cautionary one that should
serve to temper our generalizations about such missions.
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APPENDIX A: The Connection Between WEC and Bethany and the Role
Played by Norman Grubb
As the three letters from WEC at the end of this appendix make clear,
and as has been shown in this history, there was a very real link between
Bethany and WEC, Ted Hegre and Norman Grubb. WEC preaching inspired
Ted and Lucille Hegre's commitment to Christ. WEC counsel helped the
Hegres correct a divisive situation within the community when it was housed on
Blaisdell Avenue. A WEC spokesman suggested principles for organizing a
Bible school which Bethany consciously adopted. But beyond these few
particulars it is not clear precisely how Bethany's link with WEC affected
Bethany's development.
Certainly there was a friendship between Norman Grubb and Ted
Hegre. After all, it was Grubb who inspired Hegre's missionary vision and
who wrote the Forward to Hegre's book. And without doubt the link between
Grubb and Bethany endured even after the rift in the 1960s occasioned by
Grubb's theology. Cathy Brokke's letter dated 16 February 1995 (see
Appendix F) states that Harold Brokke and Norman Grubb corresponded until
shortly before Grubb's death and, as can be seen from John Bunting's letter in
this appendix, Harold Brokke visited Grubb some months before Grubb's
death. But did that link between Grubb and Bethany's leaders have any
significant impact on the way Bethany evolved? Probably not. Bethany moved
away from Grubb when some of the more questionable aspects of his theology
came to light, and while they remained loyal to him as a person, they were
careful to keep that loyalty on a non-institutional level.
A look at the problem posed by Grubb's theology will help us to
understand Bethany's concern.
In the first five chapters of his autobiography Once Caught. No Escape
(1969), Grubb describes how he became a Christian, met and married C.T.
Studd's daughter Pauline, and became influential in WEC due to his
relationship with C.T. Studd. Prior to his marriage, Grubb, a veteran ofWorld
War I, had taken a B.A. at Cambridge in a one-year course offered especially to
those who had served, but Grubb had not been much interested in the theology
taught. He was, however, a member of Cambridge Intercollegiate Christian
Union and had a hand in starting Inter-Varsity Fellowship.
Between 1919 and 1930 Grubb spend several tours as a missionary in
Africa, sometimes going with Pauline and sometimes without her, but always
working either directly or indirectly with C.T. Studd. During these years he
translated the Bible into Bangala, the trade language of the region where he
worked. These years also saw a rising tension between WEC and C.T. Studd,1
1 For an in-depth description of these tensions see William McAllister's thesis Politics-
Economics. and the Problems of Protestant Church Leadership in Africa: the Case of the
a tension which eventually resulted in WEC's dismissal of both Grubb and
Studd.
Later the committee which had dismissed the two men withdrew from
WEC themselves and began a new mission and Grubb, after C.T.
Studd's death on 16 July 1931, began to rebuild WEC. He also became very
successful at writing Christian biography.
Then in the sixth chapter of his autobiography Grubb describes how in
1935 he lost his faith after reading William James' Varieties of Religious
Experience. Grubb began to believe that God was not really there, that God
was just a psychological phantom or projection. Only a very few in Grubb's
inner circle knew of his crisis of faith.
For a year Grubb dropped out ofWEC and attempted to revive his
Christianity. In the course of this spiritual odyssey he began to read Christian
mystics, then other mystics. By the end of 1936 he had regained a belief in
God, but the God in which he now believed was no longer the God of
traditional Christianity. Instead Grubb conceived of God in very pantehistic
terms.
This is clear as a selection of passages from Grubb's Who Am I? which
came out in 1974 will illustrate. Grubb writes:
[T]he first great fact is that the whole universe is spirit.2
The universe is He in manifestation. The universe is spirit slowed
down to the point of visibility.3
There is only One Person in the universe. There is only God. The
universe is God in manifested forms.4
[T]he universe is this One Living Person, and everything and everybody
is He in some manifested form, whether good or evil, whether positive
or negative...5
...Him The Only One in all activity, not two powers but one. Not a
dichotomy, but a unity.6
Unevangelized Fields Mission/Communate F.piscoplae Evangelique Au Zaire, (presented for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, 1986), especially
Chapter 2B "History of the Heart of Africa Mission to 1931".
2 Grubb, Norman, Who Am I?. Chap. 2 "There is Another Dimension", p. 13
3 Ibid., Chap. 3 "Spirit is the Only Reality", p. 16
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., p. 17
[T]he real I is not this human I at alll! It is He, of whom my I is an
outer form...He...is the Real One living, and I...am...really an
expression of Him.7
God is spirit, matter is only a condensed form of spirit...8
[Tjhere is only God in the universe, [any particular] situation is God in
disguise...9
And there are many such passages.
Because his theological training was limited, Grubb probably never saw
what from a Christian standpoint was wrong with his concept of God. Indeed,
early on in Who Am I? he addresses the charge that he is a pantheist. He argues
that he cannot be a pantheist because pantheism is idolatry while he is a
Christian,10 an argument which reveals the role language plays for Grubb.
Names, it would seem, could easily substitute for concepts.
As Grubb knew Christian forms of expression so well and used them so
naturally, those with whom he worked were initially unaware of what had
occurred. In 195711 Grubb, who was at the time the International Secretary for
WEC, a post he held until 1965, moved permanently with his family to the
United States to act as WEC's North American Secretary. It was not until the
early 1960s when Grubb began writing explicitly theological material for his
magazine Union Life that his friends and associates had to confront what had
happened almost three decades before.
During the next few years Bethany began to distance itself from Grubb
even though Harold Brokke and others believed that Grubb's problem was
primarily traceable to an injudicious use of language, language Brokke says
Grubb later amended.12 But Who Am I? which came out in 1974 gives no
indication that Grubb had amended anything. Indeed, he describes his vision of
God with what can only be called keen enthusiasm. And writing about his
feeling after he had turned over leadership of the North American headquarters
but was still International Secretary for WEC, Grubb writes:
[A] change came over the overriding interests and objectives of my
7 Ibid., Chap. 18 "Be Yourself", p. 94
8 Ibid. Chap. 20 "The Key to Everything", p. 106
9 Ibid., p. 107
10 Ibid., Chap. 3, p. 17
11 Grub, N., Once Caught. No Escape. Chap. 6 "The Continuous Challenge of Faith", p.
187. C.J. Nicholas in his letter in this appendix gives the date as 1963.
12 Harold Brokke stressed this in my first interview with him. See, too, his letter dated 5-
12-1995 in Appendix F.
remaining years [with WEC]. I suppose it was gradual; but more and
more 1 had become settled in my understanding of the meaning of life
and the key to living. A big claim, but it had just become that for me. It
was like a jigsaw puzzle with the pieces at last in place and the whole
picture completed.13
These words written in 1969 do not sound like the words of a man who is
uncomfortable with what he believes.
One suspects that Grubb found the reactions of others to his beliefs both
baffling and painful. After all, he had been through the crucible of doubt,
wrestled with issues of meaning that to him seemed central to the faith, and
emerged as a man of faith. Yet the faith he professed after the experience was
not the same as the faith he professed before. It had been transformed. He had
been energized by the transformation, yet those with whom he worked so
closely seemed unable to embrace the vision that sustained him.
In this regard it is interesting to note that although Hegre and Grubb
were friends and Grubb had been an influential figure in Bethany's early
development and had stayed in touch with Bethany's leadership until months
before his death, there is no mention of Bethany in Grubb's autobiography.
There is a passing reference to friends in Minnesota14 and the last chapter of the
book compresses thrity-eight years into forty pages, years which embraced his
period of doubt, World War II, and his move to the United States as well as the
ones in which Bethany would have figured, so his silence may mean nothing.
But it may also point to a rift that was far deeper and more traumatic than
Bethany personnel like to admit.
In any event we can be fairly certain that WEC's influence on Bethany
after the first few years of Bethany's existence was minimal, and that despite
his friendship with some of Bethany's leaders, Grubb's influence on the
general development of the organization was peripheral at most and certainly
came to an end by the early 1960s.
13 Ibid., p. 203
14 Ibid., p. 206
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I can confirm that there was a real fellowship link with Bethany Fellowship
in Minneapolis and Norman Grubb but I doubt that there is much evidence of
that in our archives here at this Headquarters.
Norman Grubb moved over to live in the States about 1963 and it was during
that early period in the States that the relationship grew. Further more
Norman Grubb kept all his correspondence with him. He is still alive even
though he is 97. It would be difficult to get anything from where he lives
in Pennsylvania. I suggest you write to our USA HQ, Box 1?07, Fort Washington,
PA 1903^, USA , and see whether they can help you.
In the meantime I will pass on your letter to the Secretary of the Trustees.
He is in Albania at the moment and does not corne back until the end of the
month. He would be able to tell you whether it is worth your while making
the journey down from Edinburgh.
Sorry we can't be of more help at this particular time,
Yours sincerely,
y
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Your letter to Mr. Tom Marks regarding Norman Grubbs association with
Bethany Fellowship was given to me when I visited his home earlier this month.
I am not aware of any written material concerning the subject but 1 do re¬
member that Mr. Grubb was in close fellowship with Ted Hegre who founded Bethany.
Last year when I was visiting Mr. Grubb I met H.J. Brokke, Dean of Bethany
School of Missions. His address is: A Division of Bethany Fellowship, Inc.
I also house the library of Norman P. Grubb. If Mr. Brokke advises you of
anything written, please let me know if I can be of service.












Lear Mike Carter, Oct. 27th. 1993
A copy of your letter has beer, passed to me concerning the
relationship between Norman Grubb and Bethany Fellowship.
I do not know of any material in our archives here that would
throw any light on the matter. I have been a close associate of
Norman's for jb years anc visit him here on this compound
frequently.
The relationship such as it was was simply a most happy one but
in no way official. Mr. Grubb was a very enthusiastic supporter
of Bethany ana knew the founder Ted Hegre, as I did. The contact
was purely one of encouraging Bethany in the progress of their
work and as a farely frequent speaker at the fellowship, as was "I.
They were not in close contact of latter years especially after
Mr. Kegre died.
Now the only thing I could suggest is that you write to Bethany
for any light they could throw on your need, but 1 doubt they
would be able to share anything more than what I have cone.
I trust your thesis goes well. I take it you are an Englishman
(Bcottish, perhaps? ; as I am . Tver,- gcoc wish and sorry to be
of such little heis. »
L. Whittle•
APPENDIX B: Earliest Issue of "The Message of the Cross" (1943)
1
I
The reason rcr one lack of understanding, snc confusion regarding theceeper truces of tne Cross of Christ is that in rrnny cases there hasnot yet ceer. a definite creek with sin. There are many who have nottotally renounced self. ):any, many are still making nrovision for thetlasn. He •'-til never he able to understand the deeper truths of God'sWere until ~c corns to tne end. of ourselves and make a full surrender..he hungry ne hath filled 111 eooo thinss. and the rich he hath sentemntv awav".
* "THREE ASPECT? OF THE CROSS Cr C-RIST"
* See Chart
When t 06 ap 0 S t le Paul c.-r.e to Cor inth, he carre not with "excellencyof spe ec h or o f wise err" bu i 7-iih the determination, "not to know any-ir.ing ? *T. or.r therr, but J - s Chris t and Him croc ifie d". Paul'e deter-mine ii n 778 S ~i or 10 neve a r. ir.iel lectuel kr.oTiearre or.lv, but an exoer-i.Tenia n kr.cv:le dge cf Jesus 2no Hi s Cross. This is "T:ct wS need today,z o kn o 7' i ii our experience the s:-l7?-ior. i-1 is our s in Jesus Christand Hi TL crucif iec.
T0 6 yr 0 S Sare of the Cross r egarcing our ju^iification has been cuiteclearly presented, out there is much confusion regarding the deepermeaning of the Cross. Passages ir. °cripture such as "ye are dead","I cie daily", "ye have put off the old man", "the old man was cruci-:ted" , "make tc die the doings of the body", "deny yourself", "freefrom sir.", "sinncth not", and others are not understood. It is forcms reason that many Christians are still living defeated lives whilewe are plainly cold chat "He always giveth us the victory through ourLord Jesus Christ".
The Message of the Cross is a monthly publication and will be sent to
anyone upon request. Cur sole purpose ir. editing this paper is tolift up the Lord Jesus that we might all see Him and lay hold of thefull and correlate redemption that we have in Him. From time to timewe will include articles and testimonies from various writers andtrust that we might all come to know Jesus in such a way that throughpassionate devotion to Him be challenged to give not only our heartsbut also our lives in glad abandonment to Him who gave His ALL for us
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Nicollet at 57th St. Minneapolis 9, Minnesota
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Nicollet at 57th St. Minneapolis 9, Minnesota
Phone: CO. 2852
• T.A. HDC-RD, Pastor
Reba Heglund, Parish Secy.
The Message of the Cross is a monthly publication and will be sent to
anyone upon request. Cur sole puroose in editing this paper is to
lift up the Lord Jesus that we might all see Him and lay hold of the
full and complete redemption that we have in Him. 'From time to time
we will include articles ar.c testimonies from various writers and
trust that we might all come to know Jesus in such a way that through
passionate devotion to Him. be challenged to give not only our hearts
but also our lives in glad abandonment to Kim who gave His ALL for us.
* " THREE ASPECT"? OF THE CROSS 0" C-RIST"
See Chart
When the apostle Paul came to Corinth, he came not with "excellency
of speech or of wisdom" cut «ith the determination, "not to know any¬
thing among them, but Jasus Christ and Him crucified". Paul's deter¬
mination was not to have an intellectual knowledge onlv, but an exper¬
imental knowledge of Jasus ar.d His Cress. "his is nhat we need today,
to know in cur experience the s"lv=*iou t;.°t is ours in Jesus Christ
and Him crucified.
The Message of the Cross regarding our justification has been quite
clearly presented, but there- is much confusion regarding the deeper
meaning of the Cross. Passages ir. °cripture such as "ye are dead",
■^1 die daily", "ye have put off the old man", "the old man was cruci¬
fied", "make to die the ccings of the body", "deny yourself", "free
ftorn sir.", "sir.r.cth not", and others are not understood. It is for
this reason that many Christians are still living defeated lives while
we are plainly cold that "He always giveth us the victory through our
Lord Jesus Christ".
The reason for the lack of understanding, and confusion regarding the
deeper truths of the Cross cf Christ ie that in many cases there has
not yet been a definite break with sin. There are many who have not
totally renounced self. Many, many are still making provision for the
flesn. will never be able to understand the deeper truths of God's
^ord until we come to the end of ourselves and make a full surrender.
"The hungry he hath filled with good things, and the rich he hath sent
empty away".
-2-
Pcr the hunzrv, for those ^ho re-1 ly ^snt a deeper life fox
those --ho "hunzer arc thirst after righteousness" we ere setting forth
the '-ore of the Cross ir thre: aspects. ""e trust th=t the Lord "-ill
use it to crins about the fulfillment of His promise, that, "they shall
Vj g "1 5d".
1. Christ crucified TCR us. This aspect of the Cross of Christ deals
with the ur.reger.erate rear., making possible the forgiveness of his sins.
2. Christ crucified AS us. The Cross of Christ dealing ~"ith tne "old
man", making possible breeder, from the oo~cr of sir..
3. Christ crucified IT us. This aspect cf the Cross o* Christ deals
with the physical m=r., makinz possibl- the control of the natural.
I. CHRIST CRUCI?~T ?CR US. This aspect of the Cross deals "'ith the
unrcser.era.te mar.. The m = n dead ir. his trespasses =ni sins. The pur¬
pose is to make possible the fcrziveness of sinc.
/
The He ly Scirit bezins to convict rr.ar. cf his sins. He re'j? = ls unto
him that he is lost, outside of the fellowship cf Cod, subject to
eternal death. As the sinner responds to this conviction and begins
to ccr.fcsa his sir.s the Holy Spirit through the Tore shoe's him that
"Christ died for our sins" - 1 Cor.15:3, end that "His o~n self bare
our sins in His body on the tree that we having died unto sins might
live unto righteousness". This is the first work of the Cross and the
Holy Spirit points the way, the only way of salvation. He reveals to
the sinner that God's plan is to save his people FR0M their sins, not
in their sins. Therefore he must recent and forsake his sins and be¬
lieve that Christ died for our sins.
Salvation is no z i r b e J. 1 iV ~ i r. ** n d octrine o r confessing a creed but in
becoming united v i u r p o ir c Tpn'• } - - ■. C Q-1-e U But first re mus t make
a definite deci p cr. tc c 11; > o o p: ^ p forsake sin. "I f w5 confess our
sin a he is felt ;-f u 1 n c 11 yhteouo to forzive us our sins and to C1 C 8 r. S £
us from all ur.r i rr "rteou 0 ? s". That is our side of it and if "-e v-il 1
do ih•;t ?n: ?ccCO t iiC"Su ? a s our ce r*onal S° viour, G od will apply unto
us the -"orh of oh e Cro ss an; reger.erate us, Tahs us
" born again" . " And
you oi: re naee 5 live *"h e r. ye were d e a ~ i u trespasses and sin". Sel¬
vsiicr. is in a o e rsor. sr. c tzar Per so.i is J e pus Chri st.
ls this all 3of. car do for us' To fo rgive us of our sins7 No, it i s
rot all th81 Tod car do, ror it it al 1 - 3 t '-j wants to do. He me +
the sir.'.er' c reed, his chi?- re-d ard perhecs the- onlv need as he SoPTT
it 3i trat o i~c, vhich •'•?.s to be save b from th .• guilt =nd penalty 0"
sir. This 1 s "ust the herirrirr of T oc' s "'Ork c r d r. ? r. soon kr ow? L r a u
he reeds a C eepcr *"orh of rrsce ir hi s lite a r d it is roT" th.pt the ^ ol y
Soirit car 27eve a I ur.tr hi v. a dearer rr.ear.ir.r of the Cross of Christ •
II. OK?.: ST i-i -70IF!ED AS US. It is to the Crn stian who has been d 0 f —
i r _ u w _ y sa. v 0" d, vhc hncs that his sin s are for , "ho knows tha t he
has .'asns i n his heart that Tod car. reveal the deeper meaninz of Cal-
-yST'.T t Q 27 istisr soor finds that he ha p othe r needs besides the for-
oivenes ? of sirs. "p0 ras e*"oe*"ie^cec a corver sior.. He wgs spiritually
dead rc- he is alive, bur he scor. discovers that though his sins a r e
forgiven ye 1 sir. still h°s power over hirr. ard therefore "he canr.ot do
the things that he would". He loves *p T -run ct L>- ' - and His will, yet he
finds h.imse 1 : ir. ccubage so he cairnot perfsctl y obey Goc. There is a
conflict within, the "flesh lusteth against the Soirir end the Spirit
against the flesh". He doesn't have abiding joy. Surely he has joy
at times but his experience is much up and down. The great tragedy in
the Christian world is that many are told that this is the normal
Christian experience, therefore many lose heart anc go back to the
world.
Cod in His redemption through Jesus Christ has something much better
then this. We need not be in bondage to the flesh and to sin and to
Satan or the ""-orlc. There is a way out. The way out is through death.
To the soul that really hungers and thirsts for righteousness, to the
soul that seeks for a way out, Cod reveals that Jesus not onlv died
70?. us but He died AS us. "One died for all therefore all died... that
t n e v the t live sr.ouid no longer live ur.tc themse Ives but 'ur.to him" , 2
Cor'. 5 ; 1 o . Your' c Id mar. w=s crucified with Him — Rom.5:6. We are dead,
Col. 3 . i Th i s i s God's truth and it is His truth for all in the same
wav that Jesus Ch rist died for every soul that 1 ives, but we know that
only ... 0 se "'ho c e finitely accent Him as their Saviour are saved.
Those that are saved arc- saved becr-ue*. of what Jesus has done. The
terms, that is our side, is repentance and faith. God's side is to re¬
generate us. It is the same here- in this deeper aspect of the Cross
of Christ. Christ's death as us happened almost two thousand years
ago. This can become real in our experience when we will meet His
terms; "And they that are of Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh
with the passions and the lusts thereof", Gal.5:24. Our part is to
crucify the flesh, that is, to hand the flesh over, hand ourselves over
to God so that He car. make the Cross real in our experience. Jesus
laid down the same terms. "If any man would come after me, let him
deny himself and take up his cross, anc folio1'-' me", Matt. 16:24. We
must deny ourselves, that is, give up all rights to ourselves. Here is
the root of sin in our experience - our rights, man's right to himself.
It is for this reason th=t man becomes so easily irritated, jealous,
;ouchy, impatient, anxious, proud, angry, - it is because he has not
denied himself. T. r~\- v-/ deny our salve s is to make a full surrender to Christ
To 1itsr=liy h? .AC >_/ur pelve s over oc Hi rc that He might crucify the "old.
n* 5 r "
^ V qpj.- old m ? n ^rs cruc if ied ^i th him. Christ a s our represent-
etive bore us t 0 Ce 1 v a r y.
rrhere 7-c ^ere crucified, t here wg died,
there "'? re b u r j_ 3 d end ? r far ? s Cor is concerned H e is through with
this "old rr. 1! "*■ f* re vil 1 rive Hin. o e r^ p s i°b' - "*"■ 3 king ar. absolute
surrender, He
"
T:a.k e th.1 P repl in our experience. Then csn reck—
on ourselve s de 3 d ur.oo sir. ) but - live unto God. Ther e pre tany th^t
ohink rhet xhi P i - c 3 i 1V dvine. The context very p1inly tells us
s d~ 11 n i -m <w. "n T ~ " s c- xc •? rienc c. Th "• o r e c e e d ir.r verse, ^oiren?
C . K , ilhb 3 S C h r i so diec uT-•-/-» C ir. on ce, ever, so rec kon ve yourselves
dead unto s - r- t! w is rr.uso b •hi C 3 ef ini to crises exper ience, p definite
bre^k v*ith C"' "* — y 3 d t -f >- ,T> b r c- a k "* i t h bond pre to the ti- . t^ this
is ? dri 1 expe r i c r. 0 n -.** 4 — V- u s it i s be ceusr -•? have not utterly denied
self, he ve r.ot r tr, Q Q -."i c c 11 t h p o e h=ve, We =re still making oro-
vision some^her 0 f 0 r the f "i r> sh. it y -1 no provision for the flesh to
■f'. -r u -j -
i ui. ::: i.;0 lus t s thereof" 3 Horn. 1 3:14.
The principle i« the same here as it was in Justification. It :
a matter of getting rightly adjusted to what Jesus has already ;
God's redemption ir. the Person of Jesus is full and complete. !
: or us to come »r.d take. Many come end take only the forgivenei
sins. Some come and take a little deeper measure of victory bu"
rants us to nave the full value of the de=th of Jesus. God's t;
spread, all things are ready. His invitation is "Come", and"act
dead to sine, Vv- v?Q rr i 11 p. 1 s o be able t
Wc- will be li t« rally "delivered out of t:
translated in to the kinmdom of the Son o:
truth which i s posit ional for o 3_ 1 *T"i 11 Ti'
ience. We wi 11 have a. right t o sav "no"
a right to sa y "no" to Satar.. We will h
claims of the •old li fe. "If the Sor. she.
freed indeed"
to your faith be- it unto you", 5,'=tt. 9:29. If me till but deny our¬
selves and forsake all that ~e have and abandon ourselves fully to God,
He'. mill make the Cross real in our experience. This is the ^ork of
the Holy Scirit and ^e rill find then are not only "dead to sins",
and if ~e are Christians at all our attitude r.ust be that of being
eckor. ourselves dead to TIN,
hoc kinsdor. of ca.rkness and
is love", Col.I:13. This
become re=l in our exper-
t-°*i^r.. ^0 trill have
The second aspect of the Cross is God's provision for the "old man".
This provision is death. It is to be willing to die to the old life
and all that pertains to it and to trust the Holy Spirit to make it
real in our experience. It ic to "put away... the former manner of life
that maxeth corrupt after the lusts of deceit; anc put on the new man,
that after Goc hath beer, created in riehteousness and holiness of truth']
Eph-4:22,24.
III. CHRIST CRUCIEIEE IN. US. "And he said unto all, If any man would
come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and
follow me", Luke 9:23. This is the aspect of the Cross which deals
with the physical man. It is here that we have a daily application of
the Cross-. It is not a daily dying to sin but a daily bearing of the
Cross. This is necessary for two reasons. Hirst, for the control of
the body and second, for the sacrifice of the body.
1. The Control of the 5ocy. The apostle Raul says, "I keep under my
'body and bring it into subjection", 1 Cor.9:27. In the old life, -under
the dominion of the OLE xAN which was energized by Satan, the body was
an instrument of sir.. It was not sir. but an instrument of sir.. It
was under the w-^-y management. Through the »*orki::r of the Cross the
second aspect, that old management comas to sr. end. P:c-r. wg are will¬
ing to part -ith the old mar. and ~rke a full eur:y,;-r to Christ, God
-"ill mate real ir. cur experience, "the old mar. crucified -ith him".
Tr.is is not a state of grace from -hied, —s cannot fall therefore we are
tola "neitr.er present your members unto sir. as instruments of unright¬
eousness" but to "present yourselves unto Goc as- alive from the dead
and your members as instruments of righteousness -unto God", Rom.6:13.
Tne cody itself **»s not bad, it -a«? simply under the wrone disposition.
Ir. place of the wrong disposition, the "old man", God gives us the dis¬
position of Jesus. This aspect of the Cross of Christ is to keep the
body under control. The body h=s appetite?, desires, urges, and pass¬
ions tnat are not —rong in themselves but "ill become w—onr if thsv are
not controlled by the Holy Spirit. It is for this reason w= must bear
a daily Cross.
We are told tne same thing res: a rains Christ in Rom.13:3, that "Christ
also pleased not himself". Josus, of course did not have a sinful
nature, yet He too must bear a daily Cross, to keep His body under the
control o: tne Holy Spirit. He lived or.ly to please Goc. This Cross
was not seen out it was a Cross nevertheless.
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right live. It is this ch-t p-ul rep.os in 1 Cor.15:31, he said, "I
die daily". The content is very rl-ir. th-t he refers h"*ra to ohysical
depth. This is no: regarding sin, this is regarding hia physical body.
He is "illirg t - .c-zsrc hi? body or hit life t* de"-~h daily. The pre—
ceeoing ver = .t r?ys, "~r. stand ir. jeopardy ever" hour". The following
verse seys, "after the r.pr.ner of ran I fought ""ith -ild bear.tr at
Zuhesus". It -ould require the greatest stretch of the imagination and
the greatest liberty in exegesis to apply this as the death to sin. He
does not ?t all refer to sin her-: but to his "illingress to sacrifice
his life that moors night live.
"But r.e h've this treasure in earthen vessels thrt the exceeding great¬
ness cf the eo-'c-r -?y be -f tod and frm: ours." Ives. ..—o ""ho live
hi*' T - J" - O I Q - -C . . n 2 — 'f- o o- no o — ■[»•'-) 2*V Q p p
or. 4:7-122 It is r: only that our body
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This is to certify that pursuant to a notice having been duly made, and given as
provided by law, posting said notice at least fifteen days prior to the time of the meet¬
ing, which notice was signed by five legal voters and worshippers of said society, a
meeting of all persons entitled to vote, was held at 4948 Third Avenue South, City of
Minneapolis, County of Hennepin and State of Minnesota, on Thursday the 21st day of
June, 1945, at 8:00 o'clock P.M., for the purpose of organizing and incorporating a
Religious Society, electing trustees and to perfect an organization as a religious corpora¬
tion, as provided by law, as stated in the Notice of said meeting. That at the said time
and place as aforesaid, they organized themselves by electing by plurality vote, T.A. Hegre,
as President, and M.F. Johnson, as Secretary of said meeting, and said President and
Secretary then and there duly determined the qualifications of the voters at said meeting.
That thereupon and thereafter an election of trustees of said corporation was then
nd there duly had by plurality of vote, and that at said election, V.D. Lovestrand and
H.C. Strand were elected for a term of three years, R.J. Dahlen and M.F. Johnson were
elected for a term of two.years, and T.A. Hegre, was elected for a term of one year, each
to serve until their successors were elected and qualified.
That the voters at said meeting adopted as a name by which said trustees of said
corporation and their successors in office shall hereafter be known as, Bethany Fellowship
Incorporated, of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
That the voters at said meeting adopted a constitution for the government of said
corporation, wherein among other things it is provided for the election of five trustees,
each elected for a term of three years, which process shall be followed at all annual
elections of trustees subsequent to this first corporation meeting, said trustees to be
so classified that the term of office of one third thereof shall expire each successive
vear.
It was determined that this corporation shall be an independent organization for the
purpose of conducting of Religious worship and for the training of religious workers and
other activities incidental thereto.
.--Testimony Whereof, we, the undersigned, respectively, President and Secretary, of
jid meeting have hereunto set our hands and seals this 21st day of June, A.D. in the
"^^ear of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-five (1945).
In the presence of







On this 21st day of June, 1545, A.D. before me a Notary Public, within and for said
County, personally appeared, T.A. Hegre, and M.F. Johnson, respectively, President and
Secretary of the meeting mentioned in the foregoing Certificate and acknowledged that
they executed the same freely and voluntarily for the use and purposes therein set forth
as such President and Secretary.
Edward 0 Serstock Edward 0. Serstock,
Notary Public Hennepin County, Minnesota,






V D Lovestrand being first duly sworn, upon oath doth say; that at the City of Minnea¬
polis, County of Hennepir. and State of Minnesota, and on the Fifth day of June, 1945, he duly
posted a written notice signed by five of the stated members of a Religious Society, which
written notice stated the time, place and object of a meeting to be held by said society on
the Twenty-first day of June, 1945 A.D., at 8:00 o'clock P.M., which said notice remained
.osted for more than fifteen days prior to the date of said meeting as fixed by said notice
to wit; from the Fifth day of June, 1945, to and including the Twenty-first day of June, 1945
in a conspicious place where said society statedly meet for service, at 4948 Third Avenue
South, in the City of Minneapolis, County of Hennepin and State of Minnesota. That said




Notice is hereby given that the undersigned of lawful age, stated members of a Religious
Society who have been considered as belonging thereto, do hereby call a meeting of said
society to be held at 4948 Third Avenue South, City of Minneapolis, County of Hennepin, State
of Minnesota, Thursday the Twenty-first day of June, 1945 A.D. at 8 o'clock P.M. for the
purpose of organizing a religious corporation and electing trustees of said corporation in
the manner prescribed by the general Statutes of Minnesota for the year of 1927.
Dated June 5, 1945, A.D.
Addresses:
4948 Third Avenue So., Minneapolis 9, Minn.
4720 Portland Ave. So., Minneapolis 7, Minn.
4704 - 5th Avenue So., Minneapolis 9, Minn.
4253 - 10th Avenue So., Minneapolis 7, Minn.







Further affiant sayeth not.
V. D. Lovestrand
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 21st, day of June 1945.
Edward 0. Serstock
Notary Public Hennepin County, Minn.







This is tc certify that pursuant to a notice having been duly made,
and river, as provided by law, posting said notice at least fifteen days
prior tc the tine of the meeting, which notice was signed by five legal
voters and worshippers of said society, a meeting of all persons entitled
to vote, was held at 4943 Third avenue South, City of Minneapolis, County
of Hennepin and State of Minnesota, on Thursday the 21st day of June, 1945,
at 6:0C o'clock P.M., for the purpose of organizing and incorporating a
Religious Society, electing trustees and to perfect an organization as a
.or., as proviaec. cy law, as stated in tne r.otice saic
meeting. That at the said time and place as aforesaid, they organized
themselves by electing by plurality vote, T. A. Kegre, as President, and
M. P. Johnson, as Secretary of said meetin
and there duly itsr.i.r.s: en; .uaiifications of the votersSecretary then
he"Z Sc.lC IT;9 2 tir.I.
That thereupon and thereafter nr. election of trustees of said corpo¬
ration. was then and there duly had by plurality of vote, and that at said
election, I. Lcvestrar.d and H. C. Strand were elected for a tern of
tares years, n. ... ana ... r. vC.'ir.scn were eiectec for a tern of two
years, ar.d f. ... Fer.re, was elected for a tern of one year, each to serve
until their successors were elected and cyualified.
That the voters at said nee tint adopted as a name bv which said trust-
S c.L v
oe nr. own
successors in office shall hereafter
iliowsnip Incorporated., of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
g adopted a constitution for the govern¬
ment of s^id corporation, wherein a-.onp other things it is provided for
the election of five trustees, each elected for a tern of three years,
which process shall be followed at all annual elections of trustees sub¬
sequent so this first corporation meeting, said trustees to be so class¬
ified that the tern of office of one third thereof shall expire each
successive year.
It was determined that this corporation shall be ar. independent organ¬
ization for the purpose of conducting of Religious worship and for the
training of religious workers and other activities incidental thereto.
IK EZSTIMOHY '..EuPEC?, we, the undersigned, respectively, President
and Secretary, of said meeting, have hereunto set our hands and seals this
21st day of June, A. Z. in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
fortT-five (1945).
In the presence of
P.. J. Lahlen (Sirned) : T. A. Hegre (Sianed) (Seal)
President
1-1. C. Strand (Sinned) : il. ?. Johnson (Qi.cned) (Seal)
Secretarv
COih. _ i GF r.u irlll
On this 21st day of June, 1945, A.. L. before me a Kotary Public, within
and for said County, personally appeared, T. A. He,are ,
and 11. P"■ Johnson respectively, President ana Secretary of
the meeting mentioned ir. the foregoing Certificate and acknowledged that
they executed the same freely and voluntarily for the use and purpose
therein set forth as such President and Secretary.
(si.tr.ed) Edward 0. Serstock,
Edward 0. Serstock
Kotary Public Hennepin County, Minnesota
(KOTAJIIa.L seal) L'y Commission expires March 21, 1S52
T 0
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Kotice is here's;, given that the undersigned of lawful age,
stated members of a Religious Society who have been consid¬
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4948 Third Avenue So.,
4720 Portland eve. So., i.iinnea
47 04 5tn Avenue So., Linnsavci
4Z55 10th r.venus So,, Minneapolis 7, hi
4449 liokomis Avenue Sc., Minneapolis 7,
nr. e ape J. is 9, .unr..
clis 7, Linn.
c; C "7 nr.
Subscribed and s.vorr. t c befb:
u— S c . S . ^ cay Ox uune 1 4 c .
(sinned) £dward J. Ser stock
Notary Rubl ic Hennepin C cunt
My Comissi or. expires ..a.r c n




coi.oriTUTio:: of r-th^y ikc.
article I. Kane: The name of this religious corporation is SLTHA2-;
FLLLwwBHI?, IHC., of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Article II. uocsrinal Basis: We believe and confess that God's Word
such as it is contained ir. the canonical books of the
■'Id and l.'e.v Testa_T.er.ts, is the source and guide for
faith, doctrine, and life.
We accept the Lutheran Church's Confession of Faith as
being in cor.for.uity with C-od's Word.
Article III. Purpose: The Bethany Fellowship Inc. is a fellowship of
believers ur.ited and joined together for the "furtherance
of the Gosoel", both here and abroad.
An ticj.e Me Veership and Suffrage:
(A) Tr.e fellowship shall consist of regular members and associate
me'doers and sustaining menders who have been legally acceptedand v/no have not later withdrawn or beer, expelled.
(B) Requirements of individuals seeking regular membership:1. Must believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and be living in
personal fellowship with Him
3. huet coir-nit his life to God for the fulfillment of Christ's
coar.and as found in:
"Matt. 26:15,15 - . All authority hath teen given to me
in heaver, ana on earth. (IS) Go ye therefore, and make dis¬
ciples of all the nations, baptizing them into the name of
the P'ather and of the oor. and of she Holy Spirit."
Mark lc:15 - ". . Go ye into ail the world, and preach
the gospel so the whole creation."
.vcts 1:5 - "But ye shall receive power when the Holy Spirit
_s cose upon you: and ye shall be my witnesses both in
Jerusalem, and in ai_ Judea and Samaria, and unto the utter¬
most part of she earth."
We willing zc commit all "possessions and goods" to the
fulfillment of "the furtherar.ee of the Gospel" both here
and abroad, as did the early church recorded in:
Acts 2:44-4" - "ar.d ail that believed were together and
nad all chir.gs in common; (45) and that sold their possess¬
ions and goods, and parsed them so all, according sc as any
mar. had need. (45) and day by day, ccntinuir.r stedfastly,•'•-Sr. or.e accord in she temple, and breaking cread at home,they sook their food with gladness of heart, (47) praisingW-oc, and having favor with all the people. .ir.d the Lord
added to them day by day these that were saved."
acss 4:32-55 - "And the multitude that ceiieved were of
one hears and soul: and not one of them said that aught ofthe things which he possessed was his own; but they hadall things common. (35) And .rith great power gave 3;heapostles their witness of the resurrection of the Lord■Jesus: and great grace was upon them all. (54) For neitherwas there among them any that lacked: for as many as were
(C) ft £ uirerents of indivi cu ax s seekin.r a c soc i ate •* *> o — *—, ft V> ship:
. ...ust believ e in t v. o T ord Jesus C hri s t arc. be ]_ 2. vinr-: in
personal fell Gv; ohio ' i in iix m.
2 . must comni t his 1 ■i -"'ft to God for the ful fi 11ment of Christ's
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Matt. 23:1 £,19 - ii All author X o t natr. oe e n r iver. unto me
in heaven ano on earth. (19) C-o ye there for e and make dis-
ciples of ail the n a t ions , bapti Z ing them in to the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy St ir i 4- pu .
hark 15:15 it t Q ~ O "" nto all the 7/ or 1 w j and preach the
acsoel to the whole creation.1
Spirit is cons upor. you: and ye shall be rr.y v/itresses b<
ir. Jerusale.r., and ir. all Judea and Samaria, and unto the
uttermost oart of the earth."
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•- ft V- c n¬ nc t tne ap.. li cant shall t e ac.ru. 11 s c as
a or coat i 0n. 0 r . fce i t n. e sat isfactor co.iple on of a
pr obati o r. L c> X of si X ( 6) .ton ths, the p 6--073r i p shall amain
deci Q o T a t ./o — c hir d s major! ty vote V o — — o or net th e
. „ . n
dv./l i c an c an. b 5 «a T z ted as a "fully accepts rb If ray"* p r
(?) Adri s s 1 on of .-.ssociate members :
x • r.oiu c an ts - cr &s b oc. a u6 me srs.iii) must
^ecior. nrecior ft-i— c: Trust \ s s na _L 1
then investigate to see if the applicant .tests with the
requirements as stated in the Constitution. If the re¬
quire. tents are satisfactorily net by the applicant, at
the folio.vir.g business nesting the Fellowship shall de¬
cide bt a two-thirds majority vote whether or not the
aoolicant shall be admitted as an associate member.
() Admission of sustaining members:
1. Vinoever contributes 11.00 or :er year to the yellow-
is acnitted as a sustain!nv r.ier.ber.
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; regular members of ei'uhers-sex who ar
:ars of are or over, have 'the right
itters of this corporation,
i associate members of either sex who





1. Ir. the fellowship it is to be desired that the decisions
usually be made by waiting upon the Lord until there is
unity cf .wind and spirit in the bond of peace a.nong all
members. be trust that there nay be always a free sensing
together of the leading of the Lord and ar. eager willing¬
ness to do His will, for "My sheep hear My voice and they
folio.v re."
2. Resolutions are adopted by a two-thirds majority voite.
V. business Meetings:
The power and authority of the corporation are exercised at
the business meetings which shall consist of voting nenbers and
•whose resolutions shall be valid when the meeting has been
called ir. a le/al manner. Seven (7) voting members shall con¬
stitute a ^uorum.
The annual business meeting shall be held the second Monday in
January, quarterly meetings shall be held the second Monday in
April, July, and October.
Special meet!:, a ~a-v- *Ce called by the Director. Special meetings
may also ce called when five (5) voting members request the Direc¬
tor in writ!:-.,- r.o cell a meetin:.. Reason for special meeting
must be statec;.
The chai:.:.ar. or the meeting shall be the Lirector or ir. case of
his absence, t.:,s vice-rresider.t.
.cle
(A) ri i 5c wCi" ( president)
Secretary
board cf trustees consisting of five (5) members to ser
for c yrirs. (This Board tc annually elect its own pres¬
ident, vc e-or esid ent, secretary, financial secretary, and
trassure.". )
: cxt v ^
- ^
— y TAe i5t: .a r.y ; ; 11o.; ship shail ce aire cted under Tod *0V a worker
elected th-: corp oi" at i o r. anc. r.us u fulfilj. the quail f ic ation s
set roti:. yimo thy 3: i — t ar.u. _ — tus 1:5-9 (I n. 5:1 ~ - y •
c) The director ia the spiri tual leader of the cor por a wi on, and ad-
visor to all other boards , c orrci 11 e e s and ofTic es of the corpor-
ation. .-e rr.av he assis te d by contit tees appoin ted hi:nself.
The
(F)
coustititio:; of --- . ."m. < .1 i' I— !_/._) <0
VI ce-president shall ore side at ou
;nc e of the Dire ccor. He shall be '
; 1 n n for a cer:: of one ~-oJ war.
na crecary shall carefull y record t!
na ss meetings and sha11 perfern al
LT/1C ent upon his office . He shall b-
, i ng for a tern of one ar.
DO ard of Trustees:
i. The Board of Trust ees shall havi
and real property of the coroor<
2. The Board of Trust ees sna 1 j. ex a.
of those applying for ad.ci ssior.
ship Inc., and co tne uecnar.y u;
shall ce made ac a raeetinn of t:
Pare 4
cosiness -tas-etmrs :r. cne
clUwU c-.l
cn&rge c: a^- personal
c ion.
ine the qualifications
tc the Bethany Fellov;-
u s s. R e c omne ndat i on
he Fsilovshin.
Article Property:
(A) The property of the corporation cannot be disposed of except
by a resolution adopted by a two-thirds majority vote at a 1 e,~al
meeting. (In case of a division, the property shall remain
the possession of that part of the corporation which remains
faithful to this constitution.)
(B) Any mender who has withdrawn or has been expelled loses his
C'.vnershio in the cor conation.
Article . sczoume :
:iiowshio zealously watches over the ouritv of doctrine
and life of its members arm vner. anyone ;s overtax;
trespass, at strove:
restore such a one.
the soirit of meehr.ess and lev:
(B) ','1 tn tn.is pur ..ose in .01r.c., it is i or ci a:
cromer ce:ore cue eiio.vsrip 01crcuc ;irs
rrivatelv ;c ad.ionish hir. -in love.
n anyone to accuse a
:avin~ sought
(C) _f such tior :aiis, rue Cc may oe croumc ce.ore un e
Board of Trustees which thereupon, after careful consideration
snaii. seen tnronn au_'.or.it.on ar.c conviction rone ..ore ci
Bod co crin.r the errir.r one co confession and reoer.car.ee.
_ .. d .. . w ...^
by his life, the Fellowship shall without delay strive in Christ¬
ian earnestness and love to assist the fallen one to repent¬
ance by the admonition of the '..ore of C-od and prayer in his
c e r. a 1 f •
(Z) If these methods fail the Board of Trsutees shall submit the
matter to the Fellowship together with its proposal as to the
nrooer course to be our sued. The .means the Fellowship may
.oy are:
1. Admonition and intercessory era;
the assembly of the Fellowship.
the Tirector in
Article IX. Change of Constitution and Amendments:
(A) Amendment to this Constitution can be made only at a regular
business meeting after said amendment has been presented in
writing at the previous regular business meeting. All changes
or amendments require a two-thirds majority vote.
ffy
A neetinc of the members c f the above named religious
ccrr Cr a c - OTi V/£S CUJ.V Calhed and v: a s held on October 8,
1951 at the principal off ice o f said ccrroration; tnac
c. CUorun of said rr.e.hoersh ip be ing pre sent and amotion
nac. e , seconded, and duly carr c. ed, a:~.enaed the cor.sti-
tution of said corporation by adding thereto the foi- j
lowing article to be numbered as Article bo. X. :
i
Ir. case of dissolution of the
corporation, all of the as sets of
the corporation shall be turned over
to a similar tax exempt co rporation,
to be selected by the Board of Directors
of this corporation or by the last re-
rr.air.ing members thereof.
I, the -undersigned, V. X. Lovestrand, oeing duly sworn,
state that I served as secretary of the above named
corporation at its annual meeting duly held on January
15, 1552, chat a quorum of said membership being present,
and ± hereby cer u — i y tna t un foregoing amendment was
made to the Cons tution of s aid corporation, and that
j. nav e c cnpared tr: e forecoin with the original and that
the s is a irue and corre c t copy thereof.








Section I. Principal Office. The principal office of the
corporation shall be in the City of Bloomington, State of
Minnesota.
Section 2^ Registered Office. The address of the registered
office ox tne corporation is located in City of Bloomington, County
of Hennepin, State of Minnesota, the Post Office address ior which
is 6820 Auto Club Road, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438. The
registered office need not be identical with the principal office of
the corporation and may be changed from time to time by the
Board o'f Trustees.
Section yL Other Offices. The corporation may have other
offices at suen other places within ana without the State of




Section Members. The members of the corporation shall be
these maiviGuais who nave been legally admitted in accordance
with these Bylaws and who have not later withdrawn or been
expelled.
Section 2^ Qualification For Membership. Each individual
seeking memoership must meet the following requirements:
A. Each individual seeking membership must believe in the
Lord Jesus Christ and be living in personal fellowship with Him.
5. Each individual seeking membership must commit his or
her life to God for the fulfillment of Christ's command as found
in: Matt. 28:18,15 - "...All authority hath been given to me in
heaven and on earth. (19) Go ye therefore, and make disciples of
all the nations, baptizing them into the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit."
Mark 16:15 - "...Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel t
the whole creation."
Acts 1:8 - "But ye snail receive power when the Holy Spirit is
come upon you: and ye shall be my witnesses both in Jerusalem,
and in all Judea and Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the
earth."
C. Each individual seeking membership must be willing to
commit all "possessions and goods" to the fulfillment of "the
furtherance of the Gospel" both here and abroad, as did the early
church recorded in:
Acts 2:44-47 - "And all that believed were together and had all
things in common; (45) and they sold their possessions and goods,
and parted them to all, according to as any' man had need. (46)
And cay by cay, continuing steadfastly, with one accord in the
temple, anc breaking bread at home, they took their food with
gladness of heart, (47) praising God, and having favor with ail the
people. Anc the Lord added to them day by day those that were
saved."
Acts 4:32-35 - "And the multitude that believed were of one
heart and soul: and not one of them said that aught of the things
which he possessed was his own; but they had ail things common.
(33) And with great power gave the apostles their witness of the
resurrection of the Lord Jesus: and great grace was upon them all.
(34) For neither was there among them any that lacked! for as
many as were oossessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought
the prices cf things that were sold. (35) And laid them at the
apostles' feet: and distribution was made unto each, according as
any one had need."
Section 3. Admission. Applicants for membership must notify
the Director and tnen suomit* application forms approved by the
members of the corporation. The Board of Trustees shall then
investigate to see if the applicant meets the requirements as
stated in the Bylaws. If the requirements are satisfactorily met as
determined in the sole discretion of the Board of Trustees, the
regular members of the corporation snail decide, by the vote of
two-thirds (2/3) of such members present and entitled to vote at a
meeting of such members, whether or not the applicant shall be
admitted as a probationary regular member. After satisfactorily
completing a probation term of twelve (12) months, the members
shall again decide, by the vote of two-thirds (2/3) of such members
present and entitled 'to vote at a meeting of such members, whether
or not to admit the applicant into full membership.
Section 4. Place of Meeting. All meetings of the regular
members o: this corporation shall be held at its registered office
unless some other place for any such meeting within or without
the State cf Minnesota be designated by the Board of Trustees in
the notice cf meeting. Any regular or special meeting of the
members of the corporation called by or held pursuant to a
written request of regular members 'shall be held at its registered
office.
Section F. Annual and Informational Meetings. The annual
meeting of the memoers ol this corporation snaii oe held on the
second Monday in the month of January. Informational meetings
may be held from time to time at the call of the President. At the
annual meeting such members may change the number of Trustees
which shall constitute the entire Board of Trustees, shall elect
Trustees to fill vacancies on the Board of Trustees, shall elect the
President from among the members of the Board of Trustees, and
shall transact such other business as may be appropriate for action
by such members. If an annual meeting of membe'rs has not been
held, or the required business has not been transacted thereat, one
or more members may call a special meeting of members by
delivering to the President, a Vice President or the Secretary a
written demand for a special meeting stating the purposes of the
special meeting. Within seven (7) days after the receipt of such
written demand by the member, such officer shall cause a special
meeting of members to be called and held on notice between ten
(10) and sixty (60) days after the receipt of written demand, all at
the expense of tne corporation.
Section 6. Soecial Meetmcs. Special meetings of the members,
for any purpose or purposes appropriate for action by members,
may be called by the President, or*by the Board of Trustees or by
any five or more members by delivering to the President, a Vice
President or tne Secretary a written demand for a special meeting
which demand shall state the purposes of the meeting. Within seven
(7) days after the receipt of such written demand, such officer
shall cause a special meeting of members to be called and held on
notice between ten (10) and sixty (60) days after the receipt of
written demand, ail at the expense of the corporation. Subject to
the foregoing, such meeting shall be held on such date and at such
time and place and for such purpose as shall be fixed by the
person or persons calling the meeting and designated in the notice
of meeting. Business transacted at any special meeting of members
shall be limited to the purpose or purposes stated in the notice of
meeting. Any business transacted at any special meeting of members
that is not included among the stated purposes of such meeting
shall be voidable by or on behalf of the corporation unless all of
the members have waived notice of the meeting.
Section 2i Notice of Meetings. Except where a meeting of
members is an adjourned meeting and the date, time, and place of
such meeting viere announced at the time of ad]ournment, notice
of all annual and special meetings of members stating the date,
time, and place thereof, and any other information required by law
or oesired by the Board of Trustees or by such other person or
persons calling the meeting, and in the case of special meetings,
the purpose tnereof, shall be given to each member entitled to vote
at such meeting not less than five (5) nor more than thirty (30)
days prior to the date of such meeting. Notices of meeting shall be
given to each member entitled thereto by mailing a copy thereof to
such member properly addressed according to the last available
corporate records, by handing a copy thereof to such member, or
by any other delivery that conforms to law. Notice by mail shall be
deemed given when deposited in the United States mail with
sufficient postage affixed.
Alternatively, at the option of the Board of Trustees, if the
number of members of the corporation equals or exceeds 300,
notice may be given oy publication of notification of the meeting
in a newspaper" of general circulation published in the county of
the corporation's principal place of business for three successive
weeks prior to the date of the meeting. Such notification shall
state the date, time, and place of the meeting and, in the case of
a special meeting, the purpose thereof.
Any member may waive notice of any meeting of members.
Waiver of notice shall be effective whether given before, at, or
after the meeting and whether given orally, "in writing, or by
attendance. Attendance by a member at a meeting is a waiver of
notice of that meeting, except where such member objects at the
beginning of the meeting to the transaction of business because
the meeting is not lawfully called or convened and does not
participate thereafter in tne meeting, or objects before a vote on
an item of business because the item may not lawfully be
considered at that meeting and does not participate in the
consideration of that item at the meeting.*
Section 8^ Quorum. Twenty percent (20%) of the members of
the corporation entitled to vote at a meeting shali constitute a
quorum at a meeting of members for the purpose of taking any
action other than adjourning such meeting*. If less than twenty
percent (20%) of the members are present at a meeting, the
members present shall constitute a quorum for the soie purpose of
adjourning such meeting and may adjourn the meeting to such
date, time, and place as they shall announce at the time of
adjournment. Any business may be transacted at the meeting held
pursuant to sucn an adjournment and at which a quorum shall be
represented, which might have been transacted at the adjourned
meeting. If a quorum is present when a duly called or held meeting
is convened, the members present may continue to transact business
until adjournment, even though the withdrawal of a number of
members originally present leaves less than the number otherwise
required for a quorum.
Section S. Voting, At each meeting of" the regular members
every memoer shan oe entitled to one vote in person in ail
matters of the corporation. There shall be no right to vote by
proxy or to cumulate votes. All questions regarding the
qualification of voters and the acceptance or rejection of votes
shall be decided by the presiding officer of the meeting. The
regular members snail take action by the affirmative vote of
two-thirds (2/3) of the members present and entitled to vote
except where a different vote is required by lav;, the Articles of
Incorporation, or these Bylaws.
It is desired that decisions be made by waiting upon the Lord
until there is unity of mind and spirit in the bond of peace among
ail members. It is trusted that there will always be a free sensing
together of the leading of the Lord and an eager willingness to ao
His will.
Section 10. Action Without Meeting by Members. Any action
required cr permittee to be taken at a meeting of the members
may be taken without a meeting by written action signed by all of
the members entitled to vote on such action. Such written action
shall be effective when signed by all of the members entitled to




Section 1. General Powers. The policy-making powers of the
corporation shall De vested in the Board of Trustees of the
corporation, which shall have charge, control and management of
the policies, property, affairs and funds of the corporation,
determine compliance with the corporation's stated purposes,
appoint ana dismiss the officers of the corporation, and do and
perform all acts and functions not inconsistent with the Minnesota
Nonprofit Corporation Act or the Articles of Incorporation or these
Bylaws, all as may be amended from time to time. The Board of
Trustees shall be responsible for the spiritual oversight of and have
ultimate fiscal and financial authority for all constituent
corporations of the corporation. The Board of Trustees shall
examine the qualifications of each person applying for admission as
a member of the corporation and present its recommendation to the
members at a meeting of members. The Board of Trustees is
authorized to take all actions with respect to the property of the
corporation, real and personal, which may be necessary for the
accomplishment of the purposes set forth in Article II of the
Articles of Incorporation, including but not limited to the mortgage,
lease, granting of easement, pledge or sale of any such property!
Section 2^ Number, Tenure and Qualification. The number of
Trustees wnich snail constitute the whole Board of Trustees may
be changed by the members at any annual meeting of members;
provided, however, that no decrease in the number of Trustees
which shall constitute the whole Board of Trustees shall effect the
removal of any Trustee prior to the expiration of the term for
which such Trustee was elected to the "Board of Trustees. There
shall be no cumulative voting for trustees. Each Trustee shall be
elected at the annual meeting of members and shall held office for
a period cf three years and- thereafter until his or her successor is
cuiy elected and qualified, unless a prior vacancy shall occur by
reason of his or her death, resignation or removal from office. A
trustee may be removed with or 'without cause at any time by the
vote of two-thirds (2/3,. of the members present and" entitled to
vote at a meeting of such members. The notice of the annual or
special meeting at which the removal of one of more trustees is to
be considered must state that such removal is one of the purposes
of the meeting. To be eligible to serve as a Trustee, the candidate
must be a member of the corporation at the time of election and
thereafter during the term as trustee ana must be less than 71
years of age at the time of election.
Section 3. Compensation. Trustees shall not receive
compensation for acting as such. The corporation shall be entitled
to purchase officers' and trustees' liability insurance without
obtaining reimbursement of all or any part of the premium without
violating this Bylaw.
Section 4^ Regular Meetings. The annual meeting of the Board
of Trustees shall oe held immeaiately after, and at the same place
as, the annual meeting of members. At the annual meeting, officers
of the corporation, except the President, shall be elected and such
other business shall be transacted as may be properly brought
before the meeting. Other regular meetings of the Board of
Trustees may be held at such time and at such place as shall from
time to time be determined by the Board of Trustees.
Section 5. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Board of
Trustees may Toe called 5y or at the reouest of the President, or in
the President's absence by a Vice Presiaent, or shall be called by
the Secretary on the written request of any two (2) or more
Trustees. The person or persons authorized to call special meetings
may fix the time and place, either within or without the State of
Minnesota for any special meeting.
Section £. Notice of Heetmcs. Five (5) days written notice of
ail meetings oi tne PoafH oi Trustees shall be given to each
Trustee. S'aid notice shall specify the date, time and place" of the
meeting and shall include proposed agenda items, in the event that
notice is given by mail, such notice shall be mailed at least five (5)
cays prior to the meeting and shall be deemed delivered when
deposited in the United States mail properly addressed, with
postage thereon prepaid.
Notices given by telegram shall be deemed to be delivered
when the telegram is delivered to the telegraph company properly
addressed ana prepaid.
No notice shall be given more than thirty (30) days before
any meeting.
Any Trustee may waive notice of any meeting. The
attendance of a Trustees at any meeting shall constitute a waiver
of notice of such meeting, unless his or her attendance is for the
express purpose of objecting to the transaction of , business on
grounds that the meeting is not lawfully called or convened.
Section ~L Quorums and Voting. A majority of the Trustees
then in omce shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business at any meeting of the Board of Trustees. If a quorum
shall not be present at" any meeting of the Board of Trustees, a
majority of the Trustees present may adjourn the meeting from
time to time without further notice. The act of a majority of tne
Trustees present at any meeting at which there is a' quorum shall
be the act of the Board of Trustees, except as to any question
upon which any different or greater vote is required by the
Articles cf Incorporation, these Bylaws or Minnesota Statutes.
Section £± Committees. The Board of Trustees, by a resolution
approvec ny tne atnrmative vote of a majority of the Trustees then
holding office, may establish' one or more committees of one or
more persons havmc the authority of the Board of Trustees in the
management of the cusiness of the corporation to the extent
provided in such resolution. Such committees, however, shall at all
times be subject to the direction and control of the Board of
Trustees. Committee members need not be Trustees and shall be
appointed by the affirmative vote of a majority of the Trustees
present. A majority of the memoers of any committee shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at a meeting of
any such committee. In other matters of procedure the provisions
cf these Bylaws shall apply to committees and the members thereof
to the same extent they apply to the Board of Trustees and
Trustees, including, -without limitation, the provisions with respect
to meetings and notice thereof, absent members, written actions
and valid acts. Each committee shall keep regular minutes cf its
proceedings and report the same to the Board of Trustees.
Section Sh Action in Writing. Any action required or
ermittea to be taken aT~ a meeting of the Board of Trustees may
e taken by written action signed by all of the Trustees. The
written action is effective when signed by all of the Trustees,
unless a different effective time is proviaed in the written action.
Section 10. Meeting bv Means of Electronic Communication. A
conference among Trustees, or among members of any committee
designated by the Board of Trustees, by any means of
communication through which the participants may simultaneously
hear each other during the conference, constitutes a meeting of
the Board, or the committee, if the same notice is given of the
conference as would be required for a meeting, and if the number
of persons participating in the conference would be sufficient to
constitute a quorum at the meeting. Participation in a meeting by
that means constitutes personal presence at the meeting.
Section 11. Vacancies. Any vacancy occurring on the Board
of Trustees may be filiec by the affirmative vote of a majority of
the Trustees remaining in office, even though said remaining
Trustees be less than a quorum. Unless a prior vacancy occurs by
reason of death, resignation, or removal from office, any Trustee
so elected shall hold 'office until the next annual meeting of"




Section L. Number. The President (who may also be referred
to as Director) 01 tne corporation shall be elected by the regular
memDers of the corporation. The other officers of tne corporation
shall be elected by the Board of Trustees and shall include a Vice
President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer. The Board of Trustees may
also appoint such other officers and assistant officers as it may
deem convenient or necessary. Except as provided in these Bylaws,
the Board of Trustees shall fix the powers, duties and compensation
of ail officers.
Section 2. Election and Term of Office. The President shall
be elected at an annual meeting c-f regular members and shall hold
office at the pleasure of such members. The other officers shall be
elected at each annual meeting of the Board of Trustees and shall
hold office at the pleasure of the Board. An officer shaii hold
office until a successor shall have been duly elected unless prior
thereto such officer shall have resigned or been removed from
office as hereinafter provided.
Section 3. Removal and Vacancies. The President may be
removed witn cr witnout cause at any time by the vote of
two-thirds (2/5) of the regular members present and entitled to
vote at a meeting of such members, and any vacancy in the office
of the President shall be filled by the regular members. Any otherofficer or agent elected or appointed by the Board of Trustees may
be removed with or without cause at any time by the vote of a
majority of the Board of Trustees, and any vacancy in any such
office shaii be filled by tne Board of Trustees.
Section President. The President shall be the chief
executive omcer ci tne corporation, shall have general and active
management of the activities of the corporation, and shall see that
all orders and resolutions of the Board of Trustees are carried into
effect. The President shaii be the spiritual leader of the
corporation and advisor to all committees and offices of the
corporation and shall preside at all meetings of members. The
President, shall have the general powers and duties usually vested in
the office of the President and shall have such other powers and
perform sucn other duties as the Board of Trustees may from time
to time prescribe. The President must be a member of the Board of
Trustees and may not hold office as President after he or she is no
longer a member of the Board of Trustees or reaches 71 years of
age.
Section EL Vice President. The Vice President shall have such
powers ana perform sucn auties as the President or Board of
Trustees may from time to time prescribe. In the absence of the
President or in the event of the President's death, inability, or
refusal to act, the Vice President shall perform the duties of the
President, ana, when so acting, shall have all the powers of and be
subject to all of the restrictions upon the President. The Vice
President need not be a member of the Board of Trustees.
Section 6k Secretary. The Secretary shall attend all meetings,
except Executive Sessions, of the Board of Trustees, shall be
responsible for the recording of all votes and the minutes of all
proceedings of the Board of Trustees in a book to be kept for that
purpose and shall be responsible for all documents and records of
the corporation. The Secretary shall give or cause to be given
notice of all meetings of the Board of Trustees and of the members
of the corporation, shall mail to all members of the Board of
Trustees and of the corporation within thirty (30) days after each
meeting copies of all said votes and minutes of said proceedings,
and shall perform such other duties and have such other powers as
the Board of Trustees may from time to time prescribe. The
Secretary need not be a member of the Board of Trustees._
Section 7. Treasurer. The Treasurer shall be responsible for
the care anc custody of the corporate funds and securities of the
corporation and shall cause to be disbursed the funds of the
corporation as may be ordered from time to time by the Board of
Trustees. The Treasurer shall have such powers and perform such
other duties as the Board of Trustees may from time to time
prescribe. The Treasurer need not be a member of the Board of
Trustees.
Section 8. Other Officers. Any other officers appointed by
the 5cara o: Trustees "shall hold office for the term established by
the Board of Trustees and shall have such powers, perform such
duties and be responsible to such other officer as the Board of
Trustees may from time to time prescribe.
ARTICLE V
Indemnification
Section Standard. The corporation shall indemnify any
former or present Trustee, non-trustee member of a Board
committee, or officer made or threatened to be made a party to a
threatened, pending, or completed civil, criminal, administrative,
arbitration, or investigative proceeding, including a proceeding by
or in the right of the corporation, by reason of the former of
present official capacity of the person against judgments, penalties,
fines, including, without limitation, excise taxes assessed against
the person witn respect to an employee benefit plan, settlements,
and reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees and
disbursements, incurred by the person in connection with the
proceeding, if, with respect to the acts or omissions of the person
complainea of in the proceeding, the person:
(a) Has not been indemnified by another organization or
employee benefit plan for the same;
(b) Acted in good faith;
(c) Received no improper personal benefit;
(d) In the case cf a criminal proceeding, had no reasonable
cause to believe his or her conduct was unlawful; and
(e) Reasonably believed that the conduct was in the best
interests of the corporation, except that, in the case of any
liability asserted against or incurred by the person in or arising
from his capacity, while a Trustee, non-trustee member of a Board
committee or officer of the corporation, and at the request of the
corporation, as a director, officer, partner, trustee, employee or
agent of another organization or employee benefit plan, the person
must only have reasonably believed that the conduct was not
opposed to the best interests of the corporation. If the person's
acts or omissions complained of in the proceeding relate to conduct
as a director, officer, trustee, employee, or agent of an employee
benefit plan, the conduct is not considered to be opposed to the
best interests of the corporation if the person reasonably believed
that the conduct was in the best interests of the participants or
beneficiaries of the employee benefit plan.
The termination of a proceeding by judgment, order,
settlement, conviction, or upon a plea of noio contendere or its
equivalent does not, of itself, establish that the person did not
meet the criteria set forth in this Section.
Section 2_. Advances. If any former or present Trustee,
non-trustee member of a Board committee, or officer is made cr
threatened tc be made a party to a threatened, pending, or
completed civil, criminal, administrative, arbitration, or
investigative proceeding, including a proceeding by or in the right
of the corporation the person is entitled upon written request to
the corporation, to payment or reimoursement by the corporation of
reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees ana disbursements,
incurred by the person in advance of the final disposition of the
proceeding: (a) upon receipt by the corooration of a written
affirmation by the person of a good faith belief that the criteria
for indemnification set forth in Section 1 of this Article have been
satisfied and a written undertaking by the person to repay ail
amounts so paid or reimbursed by the corporation, if it is
ultimately determined that the criteria for indemnification have not
been satisfied, and (b) after a determination thai the facts then
known to those making the determination would not preclude
indemnification under this Article. The written undertaking required
by clause (a) is an unlimited general obligation of the person
making it, but need not be secured and shall be accepted without
reference to financial ability to make the repayment.
Section 3^ Determination of Eligibility. All determinations of
whether mcemnification of a person is required because the
criteria set forth in Section 1 of this Article have been satisfied
and whether a person is entitled to payment or reimbursement of
expenses in advance of the final disposition of a proceeding as
provided in Section 2 of this Article snail be made:
(a) 3y the Board of Trustees by a majority of a quorum.
Trustees who are at the time parties to the proceeding shall not
be counted for determining either a majority or the presence of a
quorum;
(b) If a quorum under clause (a) cannot be obtained, by a
majority of a committee of the Board of Trustees, consisting
soleiv of two or more Trustees not at the time parties to tne
proceeding, duly designated to act in the matter by a majority of
the full Board including Trustees who are parties;
(c) If a determination is not made under clause (a) cr (b),
by legal counsel who has not represented the corporation or the
person whose indemnification is in issue, selected either by a
majority of the Board of Trustees or a committee by vote pursuant
tc clause (a) or (b) or, if the requisite quorum of the fuii Board
cannot be obtained and the committee cannot be established, by a
majority of the full Board including Trustees who are parties;
(d) If a determination is not made under clauses (a) to (c),
by the members excluding the votes of members who are parties to
the proceeding; or
(e) If an adverse determination is made under clauses (a)
to (d), or if no determination is made under clauses (a) to (a)
within 60 days after the termination of the proceeding or after a
request for an advance of expenses, as the case may be, Dy a
court in the State of Minnesota, which may be the same court in
which the proceeding involving the person's liability took place,
upon application of the person and any notice the court requires.
Section 4^ Insurance. The corporation, acting through the
Board of Trustees, may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf
of a person who is or was a Trustee, non-trustee member of a
Board committee, officer, employee, or agent of the corporation, or
who, while a Trustee, non-trustee member of a Board committee, or
an officer, is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a
director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of another
organization or employee benefit plan against any liability asserted
against and incurred by the person in or arising from that capacity,
whether or not the corporation would be required to indemnify the
person against the liability under the provisions of this Article.
Section Disclosure. If this corporation indemnifies or
advances expenses to a person in accordance with this Article in
connection with a proceeding by or on behalf of the corporation,
the corporation shall report'the' amount of the indemnification or
advance and to whom and on whose behalf it was paid to the
members m an annual report covering the period when the
indemnification or advance was paid or accrued under the
accounting method of the corporation.
ARTICLE VI
Discipline
Section L. Purpose. The corporation zealously watches over
the punny of doctrine and life of its members, and when any
member is overtaken in any trespass, it strives in the spirit of
meekness and love to resto're such member.
Section Z Private Admonition. With this purpose in mind, no
member may accuse another memoer before the corporation or its
members without first having sought privately to admonish him or
her in love.
Section 3. Board Consideration. If such admonition fails, the
case may oe brougnt beiore the Board of Trustees which, after a
careful consideration, shall seek through admonition and conviction
by the Word of God to bring the erring one to confession and
repentance.
Section <L Further Assistance. If a member of the corporation
causes c::ence in the corporation 5y his or her life, the
corporation shall without delay strive in Christian earnestness and
love to assist the fallen one to repentance by the admonition of
the Word of God and prayer in his or her behalf.
Section jh Consideration by the Members. If these methods
fail, tne -oarc 01 trustees snau suiomit tne matter to the members
together with its proposal as to the proper course to be pursued.
The means the members of the corporation may employ are:
A. Admonition and intercessory prayer by the Director and
President in the assembly of the members.
B. Expulsion from the corporation, which requires the
vote of at least two-thirds (2/3) of the members present and
entitled no vote at a meeting of members, after the erring member
has been given due chance to defend himself or herself.
ARTICLE VII
Contracts, Loans, Checks, and Deposits
Section jL Contracts. Subject to any approval that may be
requirec ox the memoers by the provisions of applicable lav;, the
Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws, the Board of Trustees
may authorize such officers or agents as they shall designate to
enter into contracts or execute and deliver instruments in the
name of and on behalf of the corporation, and such authority may
be general or confined to specific instances.
Section 2^ Loans. No loans shall be contracted on behalf of
the corporation, ana no evidence of indebtedness shall be issued in
its name unless authorized by the Board of Trustees. Such
authorization and approval may be general or confined to specific
instances.
Section 3^ Checks, Drafts, Etc. All checks, drafts or other
orders lor tne payment 01 money, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness issue'd in the name of the corporation shall be signed
by such officer or officers, agent or agents of the corporation and
in such manner as shall from time to time be determined by
resolution of the Board of Trustees.
Section 4. Deposits. All funds of the corporation not
otherwise employed shall be deposited from time to time to the
credit of the corporation in such banks, trust companies or other
depositaries as the Board of Trustees may select.
ARTICLE VIII
Miscellaneous
Section _M Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the corporation
shall begin on the first day of January and end on the last day of
December in each year.
Section 2h Seal. The corporation may, at the discretion of the
Board oi Trustees, nave a corporate seal.
Section 3. Amendments. These Bylaws may be altered or
amended oniy Toy a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the members
present and entitled to vote at an annual or a special meeting of
the members after said alteration or amendment has been (a)
approved by the Board of Trustees or proposed by five or more
members in a signed petition filed with the Secretary, and (b)
presented in writing at a previous annual or special meeting of
the members.
The undersigned, Secretary of Bethany Fellowship, Inc., a
Minnesota nonprofit corporation, does hereby certify that the
foregoing Bylaws are the Bylaws adopted for the corporation by
its members at a meeting held on the day of
, 1989.




ARTICLE I. Name and Address
The name and address of this church is Bethany Missionary
Church (hereinafter referred to as the "Church"), 6900 Auto Club
Road, Blooming ton, Minnesota.
ARTICLE II. Articles of Incorporation
!
| The Articles of Incorporation of Bethany Fellowship, Inc. (the
" Fellowship'1 ) , a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, as they may
from time to time be amended, are incorporated herein and made a
j part hereof, and .if there are any provisions in these Bylaws
which are inconsistent with those Articles of Incorporation of
Bethany Fellowship, Inc., the Articles of Incorporation of
Bethany Fellowship, Inc., shall supersede.
ARTICLE III. Confession
(A) Bethany Church is an orthodox, evangelical Protestant
congregation that subscribes to the Apostles Creed and
confesses that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments are the Word of God. These are revealed for
salvation by the Holy Spirit and, therefore, the ultimate
standard for faith and life.
(B) Statement of Faith
1 We believe the Bible to be the only inspired,
infallible, authoritative Word of God.
2. We believe that there is one God, eternally existent
in three persons: Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
3. We believe in the deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, in
His virgin birth, in His sinless life, in His miracles,
in His vicarious and atoning death through His shed
blood, in His bodily resurrection, in His ascension to
the right hand of the Father and in His personal return
in power and glory.
4. We believe that for the salvation of lost and sinful
man, regeneration by the h'oly Spirit is absolutely
essential.
5. We believe in the present ministry of the Holy Spirit
by whose indwelling and empowering the Christian is
enabled to live a life of godliness and effective
service.
6. We believe in the resurrection of both the saved and
the lost; they that are saved unto the resurrection of
life and they that are lost unto the resurrection of
damna tion.
7. We believe in the spiritual unity of believers in our
Lord Jesus Christ.
ARTICLE IV. Purpose
(A) To make known the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the
people of the surrounding community.
(3) To encourage, exhort and nurture the church congregation
towards a deep spiritual commitment and to help them find
and live in the center of God's will through the power of
the Holy Spirit.
(C) To pray, give and send missionaries around the world in
response to the Great Commission as given in Mark 16:15
and in Matthew 28:19.
ARTICLE V. Membership and Voting
(A) According to Scripture, only those who have put their
faith in Jesus as Lord and Saviour are members of His
Body, the Church. Thus, the local expression of the
Church should consist of those whose life and testimony
witness to their faith in Christ and fellowship with God.
(B) The voting membership of Bethany Church will be made up of
those, 18 years and cider, who are accepted by the Elders
and the voting membership of the Church.* This membership
is valid until it is withdrawn by the individual or by the
Elders .
(C) The requirements for membership in Bethany Church:
1. Faith in Jesus Christ as personal Saviour and Lord.
2. Baptism in the Christian faith.
3. Support of the Articles of Faith and purpose as
presented in this Constitution.
(D) Procedure for applying for membership:
1. Notification to the Elders of the desire for
membe r ship .
2. Screening of the applicant by the Elders based on the
requirements of Article V, Section C.
3. If the requirements in Section C are satisfactorily
met, the applicant's name will be announced to the
congregation at a regular Sunday service and voted on
at the next scheduled business meeting of the Church. A
simple majority vote of the members present is required





Those "embers who are errant will be cour.selec
accordance with Matthew 18:15-18.
isiness Meetincs oi Cher c'r.
Church business rr.eetincs shall consist of voting members
whose resolution shall be valic when the meeting has been
called in a legal manner. Fifty (5C} voting members shall
:on:
meetings are legally called when
e .
nave o e e r
announcec a: a regular serv
Special meetincs may be called by the pastor or, curing a
pastoral vacancy, by the Board of Elders. Special meetings
shall likewise be called by the pasror when ten voting
rr.embers request the same in writing ireleasing the reason,
for the meeting. The meeting shall be held within thirty
;30) days of such a request.
: h a i r m. a n for the meetings shall be selected by the Board
Eld^r = • in the case of absence t h 6 pastor shall
isice.
; annual business meeting of t he Church shall be helc
i second Tue sday ir. January. Quarte riy meetings shall be
d the secor. c Tuesday in April, Jul y and October.
I. Pas to r s , Elders and Officer s c f the Church
• tors
Seiectic n of the past c r ( s) shall be the
respensibil ity of the Trustees of Bethany Fellowship,
Inc. For t h e off ice of pastor, Bet hany Fellowship, Inc.
s 'r. 511 cno "•c e a person who acce o t s these Bylaws and who
haS t n ° y rt c essary qualificatic r, s a s set forth in I
7 i ro t h v "• • 7 , 5:19-21 and Titus 1 : 5 _ c _
The senior pastor is the spiri t tc . leader and shepherd
of the Church, on. the 3oard of E leers and ex-officio
adviser to all other Boards, com.mi ttees anc offices cf
the Church, as well as of all subs iciary societies of
the Church. The senior pastor s h a I 1 be accountable to
and an ex-o fficic member cf th e Bo arc of Trustees of
Bethany Pel 1owship, Inc.
The pastor(s) shall be called and assigned by the Board
of Truscees of Bethany Fellowship, Inc. to the Church.
A letter cf call shall be sent to the paster by the
Board of Trustees wherein shall be named the mutual
duties of the pastor anc the Church as follows:
a. Teach the Word of God in its truth and purity.
b. Publicly and privately live a life becoming to the
office and the sacred ministry of the Word.
c. Ensure that the sick and needy in the Church receive
pastoral care.
d. Carefully oversee the instruction of the young in
the doctrines of our Christian faith.
e. Comply with all the rules and usages of this
Church as set forth in its constitution.
f. The Church obligates itself as a Christian Church to
assist the pastor(s) by word and deed according to
opportunity and ability both in the exercise of this
office and the maintenance of church order and
salutary discipline. The Church agrees to pay the
pastor promptly and faithfully the salary as stated
in the letter of call or as later amended.
4. If the pastor wishes to resign, notice shall be given
to the Board of Trustees of Bethany Fellowship, Inc.
and to the Board of Elders of the Church.
5. If the Church requests the pastor's resignation, said
request must be approved by the Board of Trustees of
Bethany Fellowship, Inc.
(B) Elders
1. The board of elders will consist of ten (10) or more
members with three (1) year terms, one third (1/3) to
be elected each year.
2. Elders are appointed by the pastor(s) and the board of
elders and confirmed by the voting members. They shall
assist the pastor(s) in the spiritual care of the
church and, together with the pastor(s), pr in case of
a vacancy in the pastoral office, constitute the Church
Board and shall watch over the spiritual condition of
the church, look after applications for membership to
the church and appoint-the Nominating Committee.
(C) Officers
1. The secretary is elected for one (1) year by the
membership and shall carefully record the minutes of
all business meetings of the Church and perform all
other duties usually incumbent upon the office.
2. The treasurer is elected for two (2) years ana shall
record the financial status of the church and be
responsible for timely reporting of contributions and
expenses. The treasurer shall assist and be part of the
budget committee of the deacons.
3. The board of deacons will consist cr six (6) or more
members elected for three (3) years, one third (1/3)
to be elected each year.
The Board of deacons is elected by the membership and
shall have oversight of the personal and real property
of the Church to assure needs are brought to the
attention of the Church. They shall prepare an annual
budqet and submit it for approval to the Bethany
Fellowship Board and the church membership. They shall
administer the Benevolence Fund.
4. All officers are elected with a simple majority vote of
the members present.
5. The Nominating Committee shall be made up of two (2)
or "more Elders and Deacons and shall be responsible
for drawing up the list of candidates (other than
eiders) for each office prior to the Annual Meeting.
The list of nominees shall be printed in the church
bulletin one Sunday prior to the business meeting when
the election is held. They shall serve for a term of
one (1) year .
ARTICLE VIII. Property
All property, buildings, land, furnishings, et. al . are now
owned by Bethany Fellowship,Inc. and all improvements, changes,
additions and sale of this property are the sole responsibility
of the Bethany Fellowship, Inc. Board. The Church, through the
voting membership, can submit recommendations for additions to
and changes of the property to the Bethany Fellowship Board for
approval.
ARTICLE IX. Amendments
(A) Amendments to these Bylaws can be made only at a regular
business meeting after said amendment has been presented
in writing at the previous regular business meeting and
presented as an insert in a Sunday service bulletin. All
amendments require a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the
membership present at the meeting and voting.
(B) 3ylaws involving the calling of a pastor and church









The undersigned President and Secretary of Bethany Fellow¬
ship, Inc., a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, do hereby
certify (i) that by unanimous written action of the Board
of Trustees of said corporation dated June >*? , 1985, amendment
of Articles IV, XI anc XII of the Restated Articles of Incorpor
tion of this corporation were proposed by resolution of said
Trustees setting forth the proposed amendments and directing
that the same be submitted for adoption at a meeting of the
members, and (ii) that at the regular quarterly meeting of
members held October 14, 1985, notice of the meeting of members
stating the purpose of such meeting having been given to
each member entitled to vote on the proposed amendments and
to each officer and Trustee of the corporation, it was resolved
by a two-thirds majority vote of the members voting on the
resolutions that Articles IV, XI and XII of the Restated
Articles of Incorporation of .the corporation be amended as
provided by the following resolution:
RESOLVED, That Articles IV, XI and XII of the Restated
Articles of Incorporation of Bethany Fellowship,
Inc., a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, be, and
they hereby are amended in their entirety to read
2 S I O J. lows :
ARTICLE IV
Membership and Suffrage
The membership shall consist of members who
have been legally accepted and who have not later
withdrawn or been expelled. All fully accepted
members of either sex who are twenty-one (21) years
of age or over have the right of suffrage in all
matters of this corporation. Other rules and pro¬
cedures for membership are set forth in the Bylaws.
There shall be no right to vote by proxy or to
cumulate votes.
Amendments to these Articles of Incorporation
can be made only at an annual meeting or a special
meeting of members, as defined in the Bylaws, after
said amendments have been presented in writing
at the previous annual or special meeting of members.
All amendments require a two-thirds majority vote
of the voting members present and voting.
If the corporation is dissolved, all remaining
assets of the corporation shall be distributed
to a corporation, trust, foundation or other organiza¬
tion which is exempt under the provisions of Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
as amended, or under such successor provision of
of the Code as may then be in effect.









The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me
this /</ day of , 1 985 by C D,
President of Bethany Fellowship, Inc., a Minnesota nonprofit






| . JOAN FRAZERHURST |
§V&3ra NOTARY PUBLIC ■ MINNESOTA |
| ScSt' HENNEPIN COUNTY |
s My Commission Expires Apr S '99! >
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The foregoina instrument was acknowledged before me
this / </ day of^f, 1 985 by //. £. J7~^?'T*'D
Secretary of Bethany Fellowship, Inc., a Minnesota nonprofit
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THIS AGREEMENT OB CONSOLIDATION (hereinafter called "this
Agreement" ) dated this i\~" day of —j m y r between
Bethar.y Belicvship, Inc., a Minnesota nonprofit corporation
(hereinafter called the "Fellowship"), and its Trustees, or a
majority thereof, and Bethany Missionary Church, a Minnesota
religious association, (hereinafter called the "Church"), and its
Elders, or a majority thereof (sa.ic corporations' names herein¬
after sometimes called together the "constituent corporations"),
WITNESSETH TH ~"" :
WHEREAS, the Fellowship is a nonprofit corporation duly ^ yy
organized and existing under Chapter 117 of Minnesota Statutes, L/j
the Minnesota Nonprofit Corporation Act, having been O
incorocratec cn June 5, 1945; anc
r—i
• «■
WHEREAS, the Church is a nonprofit corporation duly crga- ^
nizec ana existing under Chapter 315 of Minnesota Statutes, "" s-'
having been incorporated cn April 20, 1943; and
WHEREAS, the Trustees, cr a majority of them, of the
Beiicvship and the Elders, or a majority of them, of the Church
respectively deem it advisable for the welfare and best inter¬
ests cf said corporations, fcr the best interests of respective
members of each of said corporations that the said constituent "
corporations consolidate into a new corporation on the terms end
conditions hereinafter set forth in accordance with the prcvi-
such consolidation;
NCW, CHERSECES the Darties hereto, subject to the approval
of the respective members of each cf the constituent corpora¬
tions as required by lew, in consideration of the premises and
or the mutual covenants ana agreements contained herein a.nc cf
the benefits to accrue to the parties hereto, have agreed and
hereby co agree that the Eellcvship ana the Church, the constit¬
uent corporations, be consolidated into a single nonprofit
corporation which shall be known as Bethany Eellowship, Inc.,
pursuant to the laws of the State of Minnesota, and do hereby '
agree upon, prescribe and set forth the terms and conditions of
the consolidation, the mode cf carrying the same into effect,
The Articles of Incorporation of the new corporation
Bethany Fellowship, Inc. shall be as follows:
.-.eel stereo Office
a. The name of this corporation, existing under
.Minnesota Statutes Chapter 317, the Minnesota Mcnprof:
Corporation Act, shall be Bethany Fellowship, Ir.c.
b. The recisterec office of this corporation




a. To exalt the Bore Jesus Christ by
proclaiming the full salvation wrought or. Calvary;
which includes the forgiveness of sins, purity of
heart anc a fruitful' life expressed in obedience to
his command, "Go ye into all the world and preach the
Gcsoei to the whole creation."
D . To concuc:
J
the sacraments and to carry out the regu
of a church, as well as ether practices
orcan.izations .
religious services, to administer
r activities
relicious
c. To establish, maintain and operate a Bible
and hissicnary Training Institute and ether schools
for the teaching and training of missionaries and
ministers of the Gospel and Christian leaders and
workers in ether professions and occupations of life.
To call, crcain, commission and send forth such
ministers, missionaries and religious leaders and
workers.
c. To be a fellowship of believers united and
joined together for the "furtherance of the Gospel"
both in the homeland and in foreign countries.
e. To be a r.cnorcfit, interdenominational,
religious fellowship and church.
f. To curchase prcoerty, real, personal or
mixed or to receive the same by gift, bequest, cevise
or otherwise, and to own, use, operate, mortgage,
lease, or dispose cf the same ana to do all other
necessary acts with respect to saic property and
furtherance of the aforesaid purposes.
g. To encage in any other activities deemed
necessary for the accomplishment of the aforesaid
purpeses.
3. Doctrinal Statement
The doctrinal statement cf Bethany Fellowship, Inc. she
be as fellows:
a. We believe the Bible to be the inspired, the
only infallible, authoritative word cf Goc.
b. We believe in the Father, Sen and Hciy
Spirit, cn.e true Goo.
c. We believe in the deity of cur Bcrd Jesus
Christ, and His virgin birth, in His sinless life, in
His miracles, in His vicarious ana adenine death
through His shed blood, in His bocily resurrection, in
His ascension to the right hand of the Father, and in
His personal return in power and glory.
c. We believe that m.an was created in the image
of C-oc, that he was tempted by Satan and fell, and
that the Bible clearly states that all have followed
Adam's example and voluntarily sinned and thus have
become sinful; repentance towards God and faith in
-1 -
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Jesus Christ and regenereiion by the Hoiy
abscluteiv necessary for salvation.
.• ?r-ir:r
e. We believe that it is the will of God that
each believer should be sanctified through identifica¬
tion with Jesus Christ in His death and resurrection,
through the agency cf the Holy Spirit, be separatee
frcm the world and sin and fully consecrated tc the
will cf Goc thereby receiving power fcr holy living in
effective service.
f. 'We believe in prayer for the sick in. the
name of the Lcrc Jesus Christ, and that the ar.nointing
with oil, as set forth in Jaines 5:14 is tc be
oracticed bv the Church in this present age.
c. We believe in that "blessed hope" the
personal pre-milienial return of our Lcrd and Savior,
Jesus Christ. We believe in the bodily resurrection
of all men, each in his order: the saints unto the
resurrection of life, the lest unto the resurrection
of damnation.
h. We believe that the Scriptures clearly teach
that all believers should manifest lives of faith and
wholehearted consecration to Christ and His Gospel,
give themselves continually to prayer and intercession
and especially fulfill the Great Commission to go into
the world as witnesses of the Gospel to every nation.
This we believe, is the sole business of the Church,
making no worldly alliances to affect its progress.
We believe that the power of Gog is sufficient to meet
every need arising out cf service to him according to
tpirS "wjurirc • r// 5 WILL.
c u f ~ e r a c e




persons wno nave been legally accepted into
the Fellowship and who have not later withers
expelled. Such persons shall be members of r:
as determined by the provisions of Articles cf Incorporation and
Bylaws cf Bethany Fellowship, Inc. with regard thereto, and as
such shall also be members of the constituent corporation, herein
referred to as the Church. The provisions of the Bylaws of the
Church with regard to membership and sufferage in the Church
shall remain in full force and effect until such time as such
Bylaws are properly amended according to the provisions therein
for amendment. Whereupon the amended provisions of such 3ylaws
2-112
of the Church regarding membership £nd sufferage in the Churc.n
shall control.
5. Cvrat.Ch
The duration shall be perpetual.
6 . beet, i res
The new corporation shall hold its meeting at such time ana
olace ana uten sucr. notrce as drrectec oy ...tr: 3}*r.vs sai^. ■ ■o"
corporation cr Chapter 317 of the Minnesota Nonprofit Corpora¬
tion Act. Meetings of the Church shall continue to be held
acccrcinc tc the crovisicns of the Bylaws cr the Church with
recard thereto.
/ . Manacerent
The manaoernent of the new corporation shall be vested rn
the Board of Trustees of 3ethany Fellowship, Inc. Such Board or
Trustees shall be determined by and shall have the responsibili¬
ties of and authority as granted by the provisions or the Bylaws
of Bethany Fellowship, Inc. with recard thereto. In addition,
the Beard cr Trustees shall be responsible for the pastoral
oversight of the Church. The names and addresses or the nrst
Board of Trustees of the new corporation are as follows, and the
term of each of the members of the first Board of Trustees snail
expire at the annual meeting immediately following the date set
forth below:
N';r° -"e^r ~xoi red
Alec D. Brocks 12/31/89
5820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 35428
Gary L. Jchnscr. 12/31/91
6620 Auto Club Roac
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
Richard L. Easrerdav 12/31/89
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
Lance C. Wubbeis 12/31/89
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
Harold J. Brckke
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 554 38
12/31/90
2^1,1
H. ?. Verner Godt 12/31/90
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
A. Nor,t,an Carlson 12/31/91
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
Lowell A. Lindsay 12/31/91
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438
8 . Liabi1itv
No member, trustee, director or officer of this corporation
shall have any personal liability for any obligation of the
corporation.
9. Stock
The corooration shall have no caoital stock.
10. Nonprofit Status
This corporation is organized as a nonprofit organization.
The corporation shall pay no dividends or other pecuniary gain,
directly or indirectly, to its members, trustees, directors, or
officers, as such, nor shall any part of the net earnings of the
corporation inure to the benefit of or be distributable to its
members, trustees, directors, officers, or ether private per¬
sons. Except that the corporation shall be authorized and
empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered
and to make payments and distributions in furtherance of the
purposes set forth herein. No substantial part of the
activities of this corporation shall constitute the carrying on
of propaganda or attempting to influence legislation end the
corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in, any
political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office,
nor shall the corporation engage in any transaction or carry on
any other activity which is not permitted to be carried on by a
corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or the
corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal
Revenue law).
11. Amendment
Auriendments to these Articles of Incorporation can be made
only at an annual meeting or a special meeting of the regular
members, as defined tin the Restated Bylaws of Bethany
-6-
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Fellowship, Inc., after said amendments have been presented in
■writing at the previous annual or special meeting of the regular
members. All amendments require a twc-thirc's (2/3) majority
vote of the voting members present and voting.
A53HCLH "T
By I £ v s
The Restated Bylaws of the new corporation 3ethany Fellow¬
ship, Inc. as identified as Appendix A ana approved by the
parties hereto in connection with the approval of this consoli¬
dation shall be and remain as the Bylaws of the corporation
until altered or repealed according to the provisions for
amendment set forth in such Bylaws, except that the provisions
of the Restated Bylaws of the Church as identified as Appendix 3
and approved by the parties hereto in connection with the
approval of this consolidation with.regard to membership and
sufferage, meetings, officers ana trustees, discipline, ana
procedures for amendment shall remain as the Bylaws of the
Church until altered or repealed according to the provisions for
amendment set forth in such Bylaws.
ARTICLE IV
Consolidation
At the time that the consolidation shall become effective:
1. All of the property, assets, rights, privileges,
powers, franchises and immunities, both of a
public and of a private nature, of each of the
constituent corporations so consolidated into the
new corporation shall vest in the new corporation.
2. All debts, liabilities, obligations, restrictions
and duties of the constituent corporations shall
become the debts, liabilities, obligations,
restrictions and duties of the new corporation.
The liabilities of the constituent corporations
shall not be affeeted, nor shall the rights of
creditors or of any persons dealing with said
corporations be impaired by the consolidation,
and any claim or action or proceeding pending by
or against either of the constituent corporations
may be prosecuted to judgment as if the consoli¬
dation had not taken place, or the new corpora¬
tion may be proceeded against or substituted in
its place.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of
paragraphs 1. and 2. above and the fact that
ownership of ail assets of each of the constitu¬
ent corporations shall vest in the new corpora¬
tion, the corporate existence of each of the
constituent corporations shall continue in the
new corporation for the purpose of co-plying with
the covenants under any outstanding contracts,
trusts, indentures, or similar agreements or
undertakings. The corporate existence of the
Church shall continue in the new corporation fcr
the purpose of continuing in the Church the
respective right to manage and operate its
related functions and activities, except insofar
as the ultimate financial ana fiscal authority
and spiritual oversight respecting the same shall
be vested in the new corporation ana its Beard or
Trustees. In furtherance of such continuation of
the corporate existence of the Church for such
management ana operational purposes, the previ¬
sions of the restated Bylaws of the Church
dealing with the determination of membership and
with the qualification, terms and election of
Elders ana other Officers shall continue. It is
the intent of the parties to this Agreement that
the Church will continue as an autonomous cor¬
porate entity for the purpose of its respective
functions and related activities including
appointment of ail committees of the Church,
direction of the life of the Church including
programs end community outreach, responsibility
for stewardship and development of an annual
budget for submission to and approval by the
Board of Trustees of the new corporation, insofar
as such mode of operation is consistent with the
attainment of the basic purposes of this agree¬
ment of consolidation, including the improved
coordinated ana more efficient management of said
operations within the expanded scope of such
consolidation. Except that the assets and
property of the Church and the pastoral oversight
of the Church anc its respective functions and
activities shall as of the date of this consoli-
dation become the responsibility of the 3oard of
Trustees of the new corporation.
gSTICLE v
With the attempt for autonomous operation as set forth in
paragraph 3 of Article IV in mind, the parties agree:
1. The present Elders and Officers of the Church will
continue as Elders anc Officers of such constituent corporation
after the date of consolidation and until their successors are
elected and qualified in accordance with the previsions of the
Restated Bylaws of said corporation.
2. The name Bethany Missionary Church shall be changed to
Bethany Church.
ARTICLE VI
If at any time the new corporation shall be advised that
any further assignments, deeds, assurances, undertakings or
other documents or things unnecessary or desirable to vest in
the new corporation the title to any of the assets, properties,
or other rights or benefits of the Church, the proper Officers
and Elders of said corporation shall and will execute all proper
deeds, assignments, assurances, undertakings or other documents
and co all other things necessary or expedient to vest full
title thereto in the new corporation or otherwise carry out the
purpose of this agreement.
ARTICLE VII
Dissolution
In case of dissolution of the corporation, all of the
assets of the corporation shall be turned over to a similar ta>;
exempt corporation, to be selected by the Beard cf Trustees of
this corporation or by the last remaining regular and associate
members thereof.
-RTTCLE VTTT
This Agreement of consolidation shall be submitted for
consideration and vote by the members of each of the constituent
corporations at separately held meetings thereof, upon notice as
required by the laws of the State of Minnesota and the Articles
end 3ylaws of the corporations, and if adopted by the requisite
vote of the members of each of the constituent corporations,
then those facts shall be certified in this agreement by the
President or a Vice President and a Secretary or an Assistant
Secretary of each of the constituent corporations, and such
agreements shall be executed and acknowledged by such officers
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on behalf of each constituent corporation ana filed for record
in the office of the Secretary of State of Minnesota, all in
accordance with the applicable provisions of the Minnesota
Nonprofit Corporation Act; and the said officers shall take all
other action or execute such ether documents as may be necessary
to make this agreement of consolidation effective. The effec¬
tive date cf the consolidation shall be the date and time at
which the aforesaid filing in the office cf the Secretary of
State of Minnesota is completed, but it is intended by the
parties that except as insofar as it is provided otherwise by
law, the time of consolidation for accounting purposes shall be
deemed to be at on ->m\i S .
IN NTTNSSS NHEKEOF, the constituent corporations, parties
to this agreement of consolidation, have caused the respective
seals to be affixed and this agreement to be signed by their
respective Presidents or Vice-Presidents end attested by their
respective Secretaries or Assistant Secretaries, and the majo¬
rity of the Trustees and Elders of each of said corporation have





The foregoing, being the President and Secretary of
Bethany Fellowship, Inc., a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, co
hereby certify that this Agreement of Consolidation was adopted
in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 317 of Minnesota
Statutes and with the corporate documents of Bethany Fellowship,
Inc., by a vote cf at least 2/3 of its members present at a
roeeting of the membership which was called, pursuant to due








The foregoing, beinc the President snc Secretary of
Bethany Missionary Church, a Minnesota religious association, do
hereby certify that this Agreement of Consolidation was adopted
in accordance with the orcvisions of Chapter 317 of Minnesota ..
Statues and with the coroorate documents of Bethany Missionary
Church, by a vote of at least 2/3 of its^jtembers present at a
meeting of the membership which wasrb£/^ecj, pursuapf to
notice thereof, on 1 i ilgPJ
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES 0? BETHANY FELLOWSHIP
These principles and practices in part will be repetition of the constitution and
by-laws. These principles and practices are not in any sense to be considered a
substitute for the constitution and by-laws but rather an enlargement, giving more
detail to those points which we believe are essential should our Fellowship continue
in harmony and effectiveness.
Every applicant must read and subscribe to the constitution, by-laws, principles and
practices. Every member each year must publicly declare his acceptance and adher¬
ence to the constitution, by-laws, principles and practices. Any deviation from
these principles will be considered just ground for membership reconsideration. It
is absolutely essential that the Bethany Fellowship, Inc. and Bethany Fellowship
Missions do not drift from their original vision, calling, commission, policies,
principles and practices.
The Bethany Fellowship was organized in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1945 by five
families who were members of Bethany Missionary Church. The possibilities of
the Christian life in sanctificaticn challenged them greatly, as well as the
unfinished task of missions. Although all enjoyed above average positions in
secular work, they were not satisfied. They felt that the results of their
Christian service were too meager. It seemed to them that too much of their
income was spent on ordinary living expenses. They came to the conclusion that
if they would pool their resources and band together, they would have more time
and money for the Lord's work. They therefore sold their property and gave all
that they had to the newly-formed organization, Bethany Fellowship, Inc.
They purchased a large house, called it Bethany House, and made that a deeper
life and missionary center. Evening classes £or missionary candidates were
inaugurated.
Soon this little group grew larger and the house of about thirty rooms was found
to be too small. They bought a farm in Bloomington, Minnesota, moved there in
1946, and began a building program which continues to this day.
A Bible and Missionary Training Institute began that year. The student body
numbered twelve the first year. The next year the number increased to twenty-
four. It has increased from that time on until it has reached the number of
125 which seems tc be the largest number we can continue if we want to maintain
the family spirit and follow each missionary candidate personally in his
Christian work after graduation.
The original policies have been maintained to this day. Members must transfer
all their property and possessions, personal and real, present, and future, to
the Fellowship. The organization continues as a Fellowship with a strong
emphasis on what is generally known as the "body principle." While we did not
try to duplicate the examples given in Acts 2 and 4, it is evident that these
principles obtain (Acts 2:44-47; 4:32-35). This policy has been singularly
successful and blessed of Goc, and the result is as expressed in Psalm 133.
I. ORIGIN
II. PURPOSE AND PLAN OF OPERATION
A. To exalt the Lord Jesus Christ by proclaiming the full salvation wrought
on Calvary which includes the forgiveness cf sins, purity of heart, and
a fruitful life expressed in obedience to His command, "Go ye into all
the world and preach the gospel to the whole creation."
B. To establish and maintain and operate a deeper life and missionary
center, a Bible and missionary training institute, educational
institutions, and other schools for the teaching and training of
missionaries and ministers of the Gospel and Christian leaders and
workers in other professions and occupations of life; and to call,
ordain, and send forth such ministers, missionaries, and religious
leaders and workers; to establish churches, orphanages, medical
clinics, hospitals, or whatever helpful and charitable institutions
may be necessary; to publish and distribute Christian literature;
to produce and broadcast Christian radio programs; to also establish
and maintain agricultural and industrial establishments for teaching
of skills and trades and which income would revert to the benefit of
the religious, educational, charitable, and other departments of the
organization.
III. MEMBERSHIP AND SUFFRAGE
A. The Fellowship shall consist of regular resident members, field members,
and associate members, 21 years of age or over, who have been legally
accepted and who have not later withdrawn or been dismissed.
Requirements of those seeking regular resident membership:
1. Must believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and be living in personal
fellowship with Him.
2. Must commit his life to God for the fulfillment of Christ's
command as found in:
Matt. 28:18, 19 "All authority hath been given unto me in
heaven and or. eartn. Go ye therefore, and make disciples of
all the nations, baptizing them into the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit."
Mark IS:15 "Gc ye into all the world, and preach the gospel
to the whole creation."
Acts 1:S "But ye shall receive power, when the Holy Spirit
is come upon you: and ye shall be my witnesses both in
Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and unto the utter¬
most part cf the earth."
3. Must commit all possessions ana goods to the Fellowship for the
fulfillment of the furtherance of the Gospel both here and abroad
as did the early Church as recorded in:
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Acts "And all that believed were together, and had all
things common; and they sold their possessions and goods, and
parted them to all, according as any man had need. And day by
day, continuing stedfastly with one accord in the temple, and
breaking bread at home, they took their food with gladness and
singleness of heart, praising God, and having favor with all
the people. And the Lord added to them day by day those that
were saved."
Acts U:32-35 "And the multitude of them that believed were of
one heart and soul: and not one of them said that aught of the
things which he possessed was his own; but they had all things
in common. And with great power gave the apostles their witness
of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus: and great grace was upon
them all. For neither was there among them any that lacked:
for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them,
and brought the prices of the things that were sold, and laid
them at the apostles' feet: and distribution was made unto each,
according as any one had need."
(More details given in Guiding Principles, paragraph
"Group Finance.")
U. Must accept without reservation the constitution and by-laws and
the principles and practices cf Bethany Fellowship Missions.
B. Admission of regular resident members
1. Applicants for regular resident members must notify the president
and international secretary and then submit two written applica¬
tions using the form approved by the Fellowship, one to be sent
to the international secretary and one to the president of the
mission division being applied to.
2. Applicants must be approved.by Bethany Fellowship, Inc. in
Minneapolis.
3. The board of trustees shall then investigate to see if the
applicant meets the requirements as stated in the constitution.
If the requirements are satisfactorily met by the applicant, the
Fellowship shall decide at the next quarterly cusiness meeting
by a two-thirds majority vote whether or not the applicant shall
be admitted as a probationary member. After the satisfactory
completion of a probation term of twelve (12) months, the Fellow¬
ship shall again decide, by unanimous vote, whether or not the
applicant can be admitted as a fully accepted member.
C. Suffrage
1. All fully accepted regular resident members of either sex have
the right to suffrage in all matters of the Fellowship.
2. All fully accepted field members (non-resident) of either sex
have the right to the floor at combined membership meetings.
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D. Resolutions
1. In the Fellowship it is to be desired that the decisions usually bs
made by waiting on the Lord until there is unity of mind and spirit
in the bond of peace among all the members. We trust that there
may be always a free sensing together of the leading of the Lord
and ar. eager willingness to do His will, for "My sheep hear my
voice and they follow me."
2. Resolutions are adopted by a two-thirds majority vote.
3. A resolution to change the status of a probationary member to fully
accepted membership requires unanimous vote.
IV. BUSINESS MEETINGS
A. The power and authority of the corporation are exercised at the business
meetings which shall consist of regular voting members whose resolutions
shall be valid when the meeting has been called in a legal manner. A
majority of regular resident voting members shall constitute a quorum.
E. The annual business meeting shall be held the second Monday in January.
Quarterly meetings shall be held the second Monday in April, July, and
October. The combined meetings of regular resident and field members
should be scheduled to be held when the international secretary is
present.
C. Special meetings may be called by the president. Special meetings may
also be called when five (5) regular resident members request in
writing the president to call a meeting. Reason for special meeting
must be stated.
D. The chairman of the meeting shall be the president or, in case of his
absence, the vice-president.
V. DISCIPLINE
A. The Fellowship zealously watches over the purity of doctrine and life
of its members, and when anyone .is overtaken in any trespass, it strives
in the spirit of meekness and love to restore such a one.
B. With this purpose in mind, anyone is forbidden to accuse a brother
before the Fellowship without first having sought privately to ad¬
monish him in love.
C. If such admonition fails, the case may be brought before the board of
trustees, which Thereupon, after a careful consideration, shall seek
through admonition and conviction bv the Word of God to bring the
erring one to confession and repentance.
D. If a member of the Fellowship causes offence in the Fellowship by
his life, the Fellowship shall without delay strive in Christian
earnestness and love to assist the fallen one to repentance by the
admonition of the Word of God and prayer in his behalf.
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E. - 'If these methods fail, the board of trustees shall submit the matter
to the Fellowship together with its proposal as to the proper course
to be pursued.
F. The means of discipline which the Fellowship may employ are:
1. Admonition and intercessory prayer by the president in the
assembly of the Fellowship.
2. Expulsion from the Fellowship which requires at least two-thirds
majority vote after the erring one has been given due chance to
defend himself.
VI. AFFILIATION
Each mission division under Bethany Fellowship Missions shall be affiliated
with Bethany Fellowship, Inc., in Minneapolis. The international secretary
shall be a regular member even though he is not continually resident. De¬
cisions regarding policy should not be made without the knowledge and
approval of the international secretary. .
VII. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Under guiding principles we will give consideration to the following:
Doctrine, Discipline, Group Guidance, Group Finance, Activities,
Personnel, Betrothal and Marriage, Resignation or Dismissal, and Furlough.
A. Doctrine
The doctrine is as stated in the constitution. Members must either
possess the experience of entire sanctification or be seeking it with
ail their hearts. He recognize sanctification as having two sides:
negative ana positive. The negative side is the heart cleansing, the
removal of all sin. The positive side is the baptism and filling
with the Holy Spirit. We believe that the fruit of the Spirit is an
evidence of this wonderful blessing. Every regenerate person has the
beginning measure of the fruit of the Spirit, but entire sanctification
greatly increases a person's capacity and effectiveness.
We also believe in the manifestations of the Holy Spirit, which are
generally called the gifts of the Spirit. We believe that every person
who has been entirely sanctified, that is, cleansed from all sin and
baptized anc filled with the Holy Spirit, should be a channel for the
manifestations of the Holy Spirit. We do not believe that any par¬
ticular gift of the Spirit is to be considered as an exclusive and
infallible evidence of this experience. In John 16 Christ says, "When
he is come...he shall glorify me."
We do, however, believe that a person should desire earnestly and should
seek seriously that proper relationship with the Lord, Jesus Christ so
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that the gifts cr manifestations of Kis Spirit will be in evidence, and
that continually. This will greatly increase the person's effectiveness
and the quality of his fruit as a Bible Christian. "We believe, however,
that manifestations of the Spirit may be largely unconscious to the
person himself.
We could also add here that we believe that the sanctified life is the
normal Christian life. We do not believe that a person should excuse
sin because he is not sanctified. Really, every regenerate Christian
quits the sinning business. I John 3 makes it very plain that a truly
born again Christian does not habitually practice sin. We believe that
one who has repented of his sins and received Jesus Chrism as Lord and
Saviour has ended the sin business as far as committing habitual sin is
concerned.
We also believe that every regenerate person should seek entire sancti-
fication for power from on high for Christian living and for Christian
service. Ke might add here that there is a great difference in habitual
sin and occasional stumbling while endeavoring to walk in obedience
and holiness.
This Fellowship must continue to be interdenominational as far as
ordinances are concerned. We must net allow ordinances to divide, but
each should be permitted to be "well assured in his own mind." But
for the sake of unity there should be an endeavor to work in harmony
and to eliminate the possibility of questions in the minds of those
we are seeking to save and establish in the Christian life.
We believe that all members of the Fellowsip be strongly urged to follow
the mainstream of Christian revelation and not be caught up in side
eddies which may contain truth, but may be truth pushed to the point
where the interpretation is in danger of becoming error. We must guard
against this so as to maintain the unity of the faith and love which
has been made possible for us through Christ and His redemption and
through the person and work of the Holy Spirit.
B. discipline
One phase of discipline has already been considered, but we would add
that a person who finds himself at variance with the general teachings
and practices of the Fellowship should reconsider whether or not he
or she belongs to this band of people called together in Christian
love and unity. If a member has some questions and problems which he
is seeking to resolve, the Fellowship should exercise long suffering
anc patience. But if a member should cause division (and we are told
to mark those that cause division—! dmans 16:17: "How I beseech you,
brethren, mark them that are causing the divisions and occasions of
stumbling, contrary to the doctrine which ye learned: and turn away
from them"), then the only course to follow is to recommend a separa¬
tion. This we trust will never happen, but provision must be made to
guard the unity of the Fellowship.
The only basis on which members can be accepted is that they come
under the full discipline of the Fellowship. The disciplines, of course,
is not exercised by a single person, but by the Fellowship itself.
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A member's time belongs tc the Fellowship; that is, being a
member is a full-time job. Therefore, it is expected that all
members work the normal working hours of the cay plus extra time
when necessary. This applies to both men and women. Women
with children are expected to work a minimum of four hours per
day; the remainder may be spent on her own personal housework,
laundry, and care of the children, Men, of course, always give
their full time to the activities of the Fellowship.
Normally there will be time available in which a person is free
to do as he pleases (in the Lord). But in times of emergency,
cf course, there will be nc free time. No outside work or public
ministry is permitted without approval of the Fellowship.
Every member cf the Fellowship will be expected to attend every
meeting cf the Fellowship. If it is impossible for a person to
attend, exception will be made only by permission from the
president.
If a person finds his work load lighter than the average, he
should, without being asked, offer"to cooperate with others who
have greater responsibility. If there are questions concerning
this, the president or a department leader should be consulted.
Group Finance
Group finance is a very important factor in the Bethany Fellowship, Inc.
and Bethany Fellowship Missions. All members assign all their property,
present and future, to the Fellowship treasury. This includes insurance
policies, legacies, or any property, personal or real.
Any funds receivec in lieu of service—that is, for performing work or
sales, of any sort, including preaching or teaching, is considered earn¬
ings and must be turned into the Fellowship treasury.
If a fully accepted member should resign, it is not possible for him to
recover any contribution he had made to the Fellowship, whether financial
or material. This point must be carefully considered by every applicant.
In case a probationary member is net fully accepted as a member, the
board of trustees may be authorised'tc make a partial return cf what he
has contributed.
Personal gifts may be received, but we must distinguish between gifts
intended for personal use and gifts of support which the donor intends
to contribute for the person's living expenses such as food, housing,
etc. Those given for support must be turned into the Fellowship; but
that which is designated for his own personal use may be retained by
the person himself.
Allowance
An allowance '-ill bo issued enc! month as the coniitior of the
treasury perr.its. A certain amount is issued for each adult,
plus a graduated amount for each child
The allowance spate:?, should le considered careful!". In any
Fello—ship that ia established in another country which nay
have a different culture than the "totes, as sc' ocl
reouirer-.er.es and expenses nay be different, it should be
carefullv considered.
Other Tdlowships outside cf the "tares should carefully "eiah
the allowance systen and should arrive at a fiyure that would he
equivalent to that of iathnny Fellowship in Minneapolis as far
as huyin.' peer is con.cerr.e-.
Chancer in. this allowance would tale place only in case of
inflation where the dollar value wculd char.ee. The acuivalent
in other countries should \.c based on. the dollar and. its
huyir.- power.
One extra allowance -.ay be issued at Christmas time and at
vacation, tina. This c or. be discussed at the staff r.eetin.p with
the international secretary "resent. Or it ray he that sufficient
personal rifts '-ill ' e received so that extra allowances will r.ot
be necessary.
Doctor, dentist, and hospital bills
The Fellowship considers doctor and. hospital rills the came as
any otner personal bill (such as ciothns etc.). The individual
should learn ho- to trust the Lord to supply funds for all oer-
sor.al needs. "da in faithful who promise.". *'y Cod shall sunply
every naed of yon.ro accord in- to hi ■" riches ir. elorv in Christ
Jesu".
1 'c rust bo ertrenrbv careful that wc ho net adopt the -olicy of
"Let the Fellowship oay for it." Thin would, le the le®innir.e
cf t'.-.e en of z'tc "elio'-rhi" I;, case of -cat sudden, sichr.ess
or accident which * ould require a lar^a our of ".or.ey for the
doctor or hcs'wto.1, the Fcliovshio would feel burdened and nerhaos
te nov". to halo in case the individual ccul" not yet throurh
alone to the lord 'or the sunrlv of this need. This, however,
would be no different than 'f id: any T'-"d or of the church whether
actually in the Fellowship or not for we ar- tol-' to bear one
another ? burdens.
This help, however, is by no moans automatic, and we must in every
possible way guard ourselves from the idea that the Fellowship pays
our bills. It gives loving assistance in time of extreme need, and
this should be in no way considered any different from any assistance
that would be given to any ether person whe has been called to worship
and serve the risen Christ with us, whether, as we mentioned before,
he be a member of Bethany Fellowship or Bethany Fellowship Missions
or not.
We beli eve a vital part of our training cf missionaries and other
Christian workers is training them to live by faith. Therefore, it
is absolutely essential that we learn this ourselves..
We do encourage all to seek the lord for healing it. case of sickness.
This should always be cone first before seeking any other aid through
means or services of a doctor. Vie dc believe that healing is the
real solution to not only doctor and hospital bills but also for a
richer, deeper walk with the lord. However, if one should feel led
to call a doctor or go to a hospizal, we can not and must net criticize
in any way. The individual must get the leading from God himself.
The lord may sometimes lead in a way that.seems contrary to us, so
rather than criticize or judge, we join in prayer that God's will be
done.
The presenr policy of Bethany Fellowship in Minneapolis is to supply
one-half of hospital, doctor, dentist, and oculist's bills and eye
glass cost as the person supplies the other half. That is, if a
persor pays $5.00 the Fellowship will add $5.00 so the payment would
be $10.00.
This is our present policy, but it may nor be a permanent thing. We
do not believe that it will ever be advisable to supply the entire
cost of these services. Room always must be left for faith. If we
are going to encourage our students to live by faith, we must live
by faith ourselves.
Scripture states: "Seek ve first the kingdom of God, and his right¬
eousness; and all these things shall be added unto ycu" (Matt. 6:33).
We must notice tnat this Word doss not say, "Seek ye first the kingdom
of God and all these things shall be added unto ycu," but "Seek ye
first the kingdom, of Goc and his righteousness." There is a very
definite relationship between righteousness and supply of personal
needs. A temporary short supply shouldn't causa a persor. to ccme
under condemnation, but it should cause him to open his heart and
mind :o the Lord for His searching gaze. One thing is certain: if
we have certain obligations we must be faithful in taking cars cf
these before we incur new financial obligations. We should always
be ready to make any adjustments that the Spirit of God indicates
to be in order. Above ail, we must choose to believe God and to trust
Him to supply our needs according to His promise.
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Group Guidance
Rom. 12; I Cor. 12; Eph. 4; Acts 13:l-u ought to be carefully studied.
These passages present what we call the body principle. A person joining
the Fellowship be cores a merrier of the bocy. No one is to be independent
Guidance may be received from tne Lord, but we believe that if it is
really from tne Lord, it will be also given to the Fellowship body.
Therefore nc person should seek membership in the Fellowship unless he
is willing to submit to group guidance.
Staff members receive their guidance as a body. However, any staff mem¬
ber may follow whatever guidance he may receive, if he is sure it is of
the Lord, but he will do this as an individual and not'as a staff member.
We know that in the last analysis one will stand alone at the judgment
seat of Christ. (We believe that the Lord prefers to speak to the body
rather than to individuals when it comes to guidance concerning service
and fellowship ir. Christian labor.) Therefore we believe that guidance,
as far as a person is concerned, will generally come through the Fellow¬
ship, either through its leaders, its beard of elders (or trustees or
whatever the term may be called), or its director. Or a person himself
may feel strongly drawn to certain service. This can be shared and held
before the Lord, ar.d the Fellowship will wait for confirmations or, in
certain cases, rejection.
Bethany Fellowship, Inc. and Bethany Fellowship Missions accepts new
members only those who feel called to the Felloviship as permanent members
The president or the board of administration will appoint positions cf
work in the Fellowship. A special person or committee may be delegated
to appoint the work of the women.
Any question may be brought up at the Fellowship meeting and it will be
carefully discussed, but it is obvious, of course, that things must be
brought up in the proper spirit. It would be well that things be
prayed anout carefully before they are discussed from the floor.
It is to be desired that all decisions be made by unanimous consent.
Two-thirds majority is sufficient tc carry a notion in case cf impos¬
sibility cf coming tc a unanimous consent and unerc it is necessary to
make a decision immediately. It is,- however, preferred that where
unaniminity does not obtain, the question be tabled until the next
meeting, or even longer if necessary.
Group guidance is considered cne cf the most important principles of
the Fellowship, anc if one has any questions concerning this, he ought
tc carefully look into it before apply for membership.
E. Activities
This point has been somewhat considered in other paragraphs, but the
activities of the Fellowship, of course, are: evangelism, preaching and
teaching, literature work, Bible School, agriculture, manufacturing,
construction, maintenance, housekeeping. Wo person goes off on his own
but rather receives his commission from the Fellowship, either by the
president or by the board of administration, or by one responsible for
assigning the work. If any person has questions or problems concerning
the work he is engaged in, he is perfectly free to share it with the
president, the board of administration, or ever, with the staff, but he
must be prepared to submit to the staff decision. Again we must state
here that independence is not ir. order.
F. Personnel
The personnel is made up of the voting resident staff members and the
probationary members. The probation time is twelve months. Members
must attend all the staff meetings except when excused. We must
emphasize again that the personnel is considered a body with Christ the
Head.
G. Betrothal and Marriage
Betrothal and marriage comes under Fellowship business since it might
be that a person would want to become engaged to one outside of the
Fellowship. Before marriage could be consummated, it would, of course,
be necessary for such a one to also apply for membership. If that
person is not eligible for membership and if betrothal is consummated
in marriage, it would then be necessary for the member to withdraw from
membership.
H. Resignation or Dismissal
The procedure for resignation and problem of dismissal have been dis¬
cussed in other paragraphs. It is sufficient to state here that if a
person dees net believe in and adhere to these principles, it would be
in order for that person to withdraw from membership. In case the
person is seeking the Lord with all his heart anc there would be hope
for future agreement, the Fellowship should exercise longsuffering and
patience. But if the person should cause division (see Romans 11:17),
the only possibility in such a case would be dismissal. This, vie are
sure, would be for the best good of both parties. When a person con¬
tinues in a place where he finds himself not in agreement with the
doctrine or principles or practices and does not adhere to the policies,
bitterness generally is the result, and of course this is not to be en¬
couraged. When Amy Carmicnael was asked the secret of a successful Fel¬
lowship, she said, "Guard your gates." Bethany Fellowship, and every
division of Bethany Fellowship Missions, should carefully guard the
gates. We must guard and preserve the unity of the faith.
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I. Furlough
Furlough time should be granted periodically to those on foreign fields.
We must, however, be careful that not too many are absent on furlough
at the same time. The time spent on the field before furlough is five
years.
Since the members of Bethany Fellowship Missions will not have to give 6mo.
for deputation work for the Fellowship with the idea of raising funds
for support, we believe that the furlough should be a maximum of six
months. Business organizations generally have a much shorter period
unless they work in an extremely difficult climate. The furlough
traveling costs should perhaps be partly provided by the'person himself,
exercising faith for this important item, and partly provided by the
Fellowship. The supply of funds for the furlough or part of the pro¬
vision for furlough will be an added assurance that furlough time is in
order.
J. Missionary Property
The mission property should be in the name of the mission. In certain
cases where it is held in the name of an individual, he must make pro¬
vision for its disposition in case of death. Therefore, a will should
be carefully made out so that there will be no problem with the estate
following death. Buildings on mission stations and mission property,
even though built by private money, shall belong to the mission. Vehicles,
musical instruments, projectors, tape recorders, and other articles sup¬
plied by the mission to individual missionaries to assist them in the
work should be regarded as mission property. All property must be held
in trust by a board of trustees or organization.
RELATIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT
Everyone of course, shall be subject to the government laws, and regulations, and
should urge this duty upon national Christians.
The president or ether duly elected person appointed for this purpose is the legal
representative of the Fellowship before the government. Where there are likely to
be cases of local emergency, the president can give the otner members the right
tc take local action with local authorities.
One must not get involved in local politics. V.'e are called to preach and teach
Jesus Christ and not tc get involved in local political problems.
FINAL REMARKS
The Bethany Fellowship Inc. constitution and Bethany Fellowship, Inc. principles
and practices should be read by each member each year in order that he may ever
keep true to the object of the Fellowship and the principles and methods by which
alone, it is believed, that object car. be attained. The exact meaning of any
point in the principles and practices or any questions not covered by it shall be





The following declaration must be signed in duplicate by each applicant after
prayer and careful consideration. The sheet attached to principles and practices
is to be kept by himself, the second to be returned to the secretary at headquarters.
I have read diligently the literature of Bethany, especially THE WILL OF GOD YOUR
SANCTIFICATION and THE CROSS AND SANCTIFICATION, and the constitution and principles
and practices.
I desire to work wholeheartedly along the lines therein laid down.
It is my Intention to submit to all regulations set forth therein.
I desire henceforth to deny myself for the sake of Christ and His work.
It is my purpose to make this my life work.
I am willing to endure hardship, inconvenience, sickness, travel and even death,
if necessary, for the fulfillment of Christ's command to preach the Gospel to
every creature.
I shall ever seek in true humility to be a loyal, prayerful, unselfish, and loving
helper in the Fellowship.
Signed
Date
Two copies of this declaration have been signed by me. One has been retained, the
other returned to headquarters.
MEMBERSHIP IN THE MISSION
This section will outline the steps, procedures, requirements and information you need to
become a missionary with Bethany Fellowship Missions.
A. PREREQUISITES FOR APPLICANTS
1. Spiritual/Personal Prerequisites
You must:
a. Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and be living in personal fellowship with
Him.
b. Commit your life to God for the fulfillment of the following New
Testament commands:
Matthew 28:18,19 - "All authority hath been given unto me in heaven and
on earth. Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing
them into the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit."
Acts: 1:8- "But you shall receive power, when the Holy Spirit is come upon
you: and you shall be my witnesses both in Jerusalem and in all Judea and
Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth."
Romans 12:1 - "Ibeseech you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God,
that you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
which is your reasonable service.
c. Be willing to endure hardship and accept the living standard most suitable
for effective Christian service in the country of appointment.
d. Be a member of good standing of a local church.
2. Professional Prerequisites
a. We prefer that you be experienced in the ministry you are called on to
perform.
b. The gifts of the Holy Spirit should be in evidence in your life to perform
the ministry effectively.
3. Educational Prerequisites
a. You should have theological, professional or technical training beyond high
school for the ministry or work anticipated.
b. Consideration will be given to those lacking formal training but who have
proven ministry or work experience.
c. Graduation from Bethany College of Missions is preferred and may be
required at the discretion of the directors.
4. Material Prerequisites
a. You should be free of debt and financial obligation before being accepted
by the mission as a candidate.
b. An approved pay-back plan for a debt may be considered by the mission.
5. Social Prerequisites
a. Good social adjustment at home may indicate you have a reasonably good
chance of adjusting to the new and different social customs in the country
of your appointment.
b. Social maturity and appreciation of differing social customs and racial
differences.
6. Physical Prerequisites
a. You must be in excellent health.
b. Physical handicaps may not hinder a person from being an effective
missionary, but some diseases and weaknesses probably will.
c. You must satisfactorily pass a complete physical examination by a practicing
certified M.D. to be accepted for missionary service.
If you are interested in becoming a missionary
with Bethany Fellowship Missions,
please write to the personnel director:
Mrs. Elizabeth Strand
Bethany Fellowship Missions
6820 Auto Club Road
Minneapolis, MN 55438
STAFF APPLICATION PROCESS
1. An individual interested in membership must make a formal written request to an
officer of Bethany Fellowship Inc.
2. The president and/or COO will then conduct an interview with the applicant. Ques¬
tions will be asked about previous experience, education, family, financial obligations,
motivation and commitment. The applicant will also be asked to write down his/her
vision and plans for the future and how they relate to his/her desire to join Bethany.
3. After the interview, the applicant will be given a Statement of Faith and a list of
membership prerequisites which are fundamental for membership.
4. At this time the applicant's name will officially come to the board, who will then have
the opportunity to review the material the applicant has written in response to ques¬
tions asked by the president and /or COO.
5. If the board senses that this person is a likely candidate, it will authorize the appli¬
cation forms be sent. At this time an unofficial announcement will be made to the staff.
6. After references are contacted and all forms are completed and returned, the board
will decide whether or not the candidate will be recommended to the staff for proba¬
tionary membership. The board will also consider any input from the staff at this time.
7. If the staff votes to accept the candidate as a probationary member,- he/she will be
notified in writing by the president.
BETHANY FELLOWSHIP, INC.
MEMBERSHIP EXIT POLICY
Bethany Fellowship requires a minimum of three (3) weeks written notice from any
staff member who intends to leave. For those members who give this notice, the
following would apply:
* The individual can remain in his/her living accommodations for two months
after their resignation date.
* Medical and dental benefits will be extended for those two months, provided
the individual is living at the Fellowship.
* The individual will be allowed to work at the Fellowship, and be paid the
normal rate.
* Bethany Fellowship would, at some time during the grace period, give an exit
allowance of $3,000.00 per individual staff member for those that complet¬
ed five to ten years on staff and $5,0000.00 for those that have been on
staff for more than 10 years and have executed a Severance Agreement and
Release. (These are pre-tax dollars.)
If the three-week written notice is not received, this policy does not apply.
This policy represents Bethany Fellowship's current policy. The Fellowship re¬
serves the right to amend or eliminate this policy at any time.
—Memo to; STAFF
Date; June 15, 1990
A number of people asked for a copy of the info rmation Don
Imsland presented at the staff meeting Kay 21. I thought
everyone would like a copy.
Alec
A.D.Brooks/Bethany Fellowship/6820 Auto Club Road/Minneapolis,MN 55438
areas of administration and management.
Another important aspect of the management plan is the creation a Community
Council. In describing the Council on May 21, I failed to communicate its
function as a "public forum" for the staff. This aspect is described in the attached
materials.
If you have questions about the management plan, I would be pleased to discuss
them with you. You can reach me by calling 921-2305. You could also address









Dale: June 7, 1990
To: Staff of Bethany Fellowship Inc.
From: Don Imsland, President, Imsland Associates, Inc.
Subject: Presentation to the Staff on May 21, 1990 regarding the
Management Plan for Bethany Fellowship Inc.
The attached materials are a summary of the information presented to the staff on
May 21 regarding the management plan for Bethany Fellowship Inc.
The purpose of the management plan is to improve communications and lines of
responsibility among the president, board of trustees, division heads and staff.
An important part of this plan is the creation of a new position referred to as the
Director of Administration. This position is intended as an aid to the President in
areas of administration and management.
Another important aspect of the management plan is the creation a Community
Council. In describing the Council on May 21, I failed to communicate its
function as a "public forum" for the staff. This aspect is described in the attached
materials.
If you have questions about the management plan, I would be pleased to discuss
them with you. You can reach me by calling 921-2305. You could also address
your questions to Alec Brooks or Jim Dahlen, or 10 members of the Board of
Trustees.
OFFICE OF THF PRFSIDENT
The President serves as chair of the Board of Trustees. In this role, he works closely with the
Executive Committee and calls meetings of the Board, sets the agenda, and presides over the
meetings. The President ensures that the Board is pursuing the purposes of the corporation as
set forth in the Articles of Incorporation, and guides the Board in making policy decisions
consistent with the mission of the corporation.
The President serves as chief executive officer of the corporation. In this role, he carries out
policy decisions of the Board and ensures that all divisions and other functions are effectively
carrying out the mission of the corporation. The President is responsible for assigning leaders
to all divisions and other functions, and is responsible for ensuring that these leaders are
carrying out their responsibilities in an effective manner. The President monitors the work
environment by periodically visiting divisions and other functions.
The President serves as the spiritual leader of the corporation. In this role, he oversees the
spiritual life of the corporation and ensures that the doctrinal position as set forth in the
Articles of Incorporation is being maintained. The President represents the corporation at
national and international meetings of Christian leaders where matters of world evangelization
and missions are being considered.
The President is responsible for maintaining the training function of the corporation. In this
role, he oversees the work of Bethany College of Missions and assists in developing strategies
consistent with the mission of the organization. The President represents the corporation and
the College at national and international meetings of Christian educators where matters of
biblical and missions education are being considered.
The President is responsible for maintaining the sending function of the corporation. In this
role, he oversees the work of Bethany Fellowship Missions and assists in developing strategies
consistent with the mission of the organization. The President represents the corporation and
the missions division in foreign countries where Bethany Fellowship missions are located or are
being considered.
The President is responsible for maintaining the publishing function of the corporation. In this
role, he oversees the work of Bethany House Publishers and assists in developing strategies
consistent with the mission of the corporation. The President represents the corporation and
the publishing division at national and international meetings of Christian publishers where
literature related to Bethany House Publishers is being presented.
The President is responsible for establishing an effective management process and for selecting
and maintaining an effective management team. In this role, he oversees the work of the
divisions and assist division heads in carrying out their mission. The President may have an
official role with respect to specific divisions (e.g. Pastor of Bethany Missionary Church,
President of Bethany Fellowship Missions, etc.). This official role does not include
responsibility for day to day operations.
The President is responsible for official meetings of the corporation, including the annual
meeting. In this role, he presides over meetings, presents status reports on the work of the
corporation and its divisions, and brings before the membership major policy issues which
might affect the life and work of the members.
r
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION
The Director of Administration serves as executive assistant to the President. In this role, he
assists the President in performing his duties as chairman of the Board of Trustees and chief
executive officer of the corporation. The Director assists the President in the overall
management of the organization including the official meetings of members.
The Director of Administration assists the President in preparing for meetings of the Board of
Trustees. In this role, he assists in the preparation of agendas and background documents, sends
notices and other information on a timely basis, oversees any special arrangements and assists
the President with any action resulting from these meetings.
The Director of Administration assists the President in preparing for meetings of the Executive
Committee. In this role, he assists in the preparation of agendas, sends notices and other
information on a timely basis, oversees any special arrangements and assists the President with
any action resulting from these meetings.
The Director of Administration participates in meetings of the President and individual division
heads. In this role, he prepares any materials requested by the President, confirms all
meetings with division heads, and assists the President with any action resulting from these
meetings.
The Director of Administration chairs the Management Committee composed of all division heads.
In this role, he prepares agendas, presides over the meetings, and oversees the resolution of
management issues.
The Director of Administration chairs the Community Council composed of members selected by
the Board of Trustees. In this role, he prepares agendas, presides over the meetings, and
oversees the resolution of community issues.
The Director of Administration serves as director of personnel for the corporation. In this role,
he establishes effective personnel practices, oversees policies relating to staff utilization and
outside hiring, coordinates staff evaluation and skills training, coordinates "entrance" and
"exit" interviews with staff, and assists the President in selecting personnel for key positions
within the organization.
The Director of Administration serves as director of Fellowship Services. In this role, he
oversees maintenance of buildings and property, telephone and food services, construction of
new facilities, and purchase and sale of property.
The Director of Administration assists the Treasurer in overseeing the accounting and budgeting
process, and in preparing financial reports to the President and Board of Trustees.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE IS COMPOSED OF THREE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
INCLUDING THE PRESIDENT. MEMBERS ARE ELECTED AT EACH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BOARD
FOR A ONE YEAR TERM. THE BOARD MAY DESIGNATE THE OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION AS
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE HAS THE FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITIES:
TO ACT ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ON MATTERS WHICH CANNOT BE
DELAYED UNTIL REGULAR BOARD MEETINGS;
TO SET THE AGENDA FOR REGULAR AND SPECIAL MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES;
TO OVERSEE IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICIES AND RESOLUTIONS APPROVED BY THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE'S RESPONSIBILITY IS LIMITED IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CANNOT ESTABLISH OR REVISE OFFICIAL POLICIES OF THE
CORPORATION;
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CANNOT ACT ON BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION
REGARDING THE PURCHASE OR SALE OF PROPERTY;
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CANNOT APPROVE EMERGENCY EXPENDITURES
GREATER THAN THE LIMIT SET BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE IS CHAIRED BY THE PRESIDENT, REPORTS TO THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, AND MEETS ON A MONTHLY BASIS OR AS NEEDED.





OF THE PRESIDENT AND DIVISION HEADS*
THE PRESIDENT WILL MEET WITH INDIVIDUAL DIVISION HEADS ON A MONTHLY BASIS OR MORE
OFTEN AS NEEDED. THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION MAY ALSO ATTEND AT THE
DISCRETION OF THE PRESIDENT; DIVISION STAFF MAY ATTEND AT THE DISCRETION OF THE
DIVISION HEAD.
THE PURPOSE OF THE MEETINGS IS:
TO REVIEW THE MISSION OF EACH DIVISION;
TO REVIEW THE STRATEGY FOR CARRYING OUT THE MISSION;
TO IDENTIFY BARRIERS WHICH PREVENT THE MISSION FROM BEING ACCOMPLISHED.
THE ROLE OF EACH DIVISION HEAD IS:
TO ESTABLISH THE AGENDA;
TO CHAIR THE MEETING;
TO IMPLEMENT DECISIONS.
THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT IS:
TO SUPPORT THE WORK OF THE DIVISION;
TO IDENTIFY ANY POLICY CHANGES WHICH WOULD HELP THE DIVISION ACCOMPLISH ITS
GOALS, AND PROPOSE THESE CHANGES TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
"Division head refers to the head of Bethany College of Missions, Bethany House Publishers, Bethany
Fellowship Missions, Bethany Fellowship Services, and Bethany Missionary Church.
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE'
THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE IS COMPOSED OF THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION, ALL
DIVISION HEADS OR THEIR DESIGNNATES, THE TREASURER AND THE DIRECTOR OF PRINTING.
THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE HAS THE FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITIES:
TO ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES WHICH HAVE BEEN APPROVED
BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES;
TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE MANAGEMENT ISSUES WHICH AFFECT THE WORK OF THE
DIVISIONS AND THEIR STAFF, INCLUDING STUDENT VOCATIONAL TRAINING;
TO MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION AMONG ALL DIVISIONS REGARDING MANAGEMENT
POLICIES AND THEIR APPLICATION.
THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE IS CHAIRED BY THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND MEETS
ON A MONTHLY BASIS OR MORE OFTEN AS NEEDED.
THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION SERVES AS LIAISON TO THE PRESIDENT REGARDING THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF MANAGEMENT POLICES.








'The Management Committee is a committee of managers and not a committee to manage the
organization.
COMMUNITY COUNCIL
THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL IS COMPOSED OF THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND SIX STAFF
MEMBERS SELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES; A MINIMUM OF ONE BOARD MEMBER
SERVES ON THE COUNCIL.
THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL HAS THE FOLLOWING RESPONSIBILITIES;
TO ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT COMMUNITY POLICIES WHICH HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES;
TO CONDUCT REGULAR "PUBLIC FORUMS" FOR STAFF MEMBERS ON MATTERS OF
IMPORTANCE TO THE STAFF;
TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE COMMUNITY ISSUES WHICH AFFECT THE LIVES OF STAFF
MEMBERS, THEIR FAMILIES, AND OTHERS INCLUDING MISSIONARIES ON LEAVE AND
STUDENTS;
TO COORDINATE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES INCLUDING PREPARATION FOR
HOLIDAYS,SPECIAL EVENTS, ETC.
THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL IS CHAIRED BY THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND MEETS AS A
COUNCIL ON A MONTHLY BASIS OR AS NEEDED; SUCH MEETINGS ARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION.
THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL CONDUCTS PUBLIC FORUMS FOR STAFF MEMBERS ON A REGULAR
BASIS IN RESPONSE TO THE NEEDS OF THE STAFF; SUCH MEETINGS ARE CONDUCTED AS AN
OPEN FORUM WHERE STAFF ARE ENCOURAGED TO EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS AND CONCERNS.
MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL SERVE AS FACILITATORS FOR PUBLIC FORUMS; ALL
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL ARE REQUIRED TO'PARTICIPATE IN SUCH MEETINGS.
THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION SERVES AS LIAISON TO THE PRESIDENT REGARDING THE
RECOMMENDATION OF NEW COMMUNITY POLICIES.
STAFF MEETINGS
STAFF MEETINGS INCLUDE ANNUAL MEETINGS OF MEMBERS, QUARTERLY MEETINGS OF
MEMBERS, AND PERIODIC INFORMATIONAL EXCHANGES OF MEMBERS.
ANNUAL MEETINGS:
ANNUAL MEETINGS OF MEMBERS ARE HELD AT A PRESCRIBED DATE AND TIME FOR THE
PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING THE BUSINESS OF THE CORPORATION INCLUDING THE ELECTION OF
THE PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. THE PRESIDENT PRESIDES
OVER THE ANNUAL MEETINGS.
QUARTERLY MEETINGS:
QUARTERLY MEETINGS OF MEMBERS ARE CONSIDERED INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS AND ARE
HELD FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING A REPORT ON THE STATUS OF THE CORPORATION AND
ITS DIVISIONS. THE PRESIDENT PRESIDES OVER QUARTERLY MEETINGS AND MAY CALL ON
VARIOUS DIVISION HEADS FOR REPORTS. QUARTERLY MEETINGS ARE HELD IN JANUARY
(ANNUAL MEETING), APRIL, JULY, AND OCTOBER OF EACH YEAR.
INFORMATIONAL EXCHANGES:
INFORMATIONAL EXCHANGES ARE HELD ON A PERIODIC BASIS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
DISCUSSING ANY ISSUE OF CONCERN TO MEMBERS. THE PRESIDENT MAY PRESIDE OVER
THESE MEETINGS, BUT NORMALLY THEY WOULD BE CHAIRED BY A MEMBER OF THE COMMUNITY
COUNCIL. SUCH MEETINGS WOULD REPLACE THE MONDAY NIGHT STAFF MEETINGS.
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It has become clear that there is a difference of philosophy at
the Fellowship regarding the importance of the community.
Some see it as a scaffolding which was necessary for the building
of our divisions, which has now become a hindrance to the growth
and development of these divisions and therefore should or could
be discarded.
I see the community as the structure around which our divisions
are built and by which the assignments from the community are
carried out. Just as every member should be committed to the
community and its reason for being, so every division must be
seen as the means by which the community presently carries out
its purpose, which is to do all it can to fulfill the Great
Commission.
Some have suggested that the community is a means to an end and
is therefore not essential. I say that the divisions are the
community's means to its end, and if the community ceases to
exist, so will the means.
I don't believe we should have a place where people are trained
to be missionaries, from which people are sent and supported as
missionaries and where literature is published. Rather, I
believe we should be a place of training, sending, supporting and
publishing or whatever else God may lead us to adopt as a means
of fulfilling the Great Commission.
We should not allow any division to overwhelm or undermine the
community. The divisions are to be what the community does at a
given time to carry out its purpose, and these should be
governed, shaped and determined by the community. If we allow
others to come in and control our divisions, we will become
simply the "hewers of wood and drawers of water." In other
words, the community members will simply become the servicers of
the a ivisions.
I question the wisdom of allowing any division to grow beyond our
capacity to staff, manage and run it. I am not opposed to very
selective hiring of non-members, but this should be done in a way
that does not change the nature of the community or deprive
fellowship members from being given the opportunity to identify
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and develop new skills in the light of new challenges. In other
words, we should seek to do what we can do to the best of our
ability, by God's grace, and we should not do anything that will
weaken and eventually destroy the community.
For instance, I am not opposed to accreditation, but it should
not be achieved at the cost of the governance, leadership,
staffing or nature of training we can give.
I realize there are those who feel differently from me about the
importance of the community, and that is surely their privilege.
There are those who believe that my way of thinking will not only
inhibit the growth of our divisions, but it will lead to their
demise and to a small community of a few older people. These
folks may be right, but this is where I stand on the importance
of the community.
You need to know what I believe as you consider the question of
my leadership, because the kind of community I see is one I will
be happy to be a part of and to do my best to lead. If this is
not the kind of Fellowship you want for the future, then you will










The Board of Trustees decided to establish a study committee to
conduct a comprehensive review of the relationship between
Bethany House Publishers and Bethany Fellowship and to consider
the tax implications for Bethany Fellowship in the light of that
relationship. The study committee will report its findings to
the Board.









The committee is charged with the following responsibilities:
1. To review the political and tax climate for tax exempt organi¬
zations with particular emphasis on "unrelated business
income."
2. To review the relationship between the central mission of
Bethany Fellowship Inc. and the purposes of Bethany House
Publishers.
3. To identify alternative future relationships between Bethany
Fellowship Inc. and 3ethany House Publishers.
4. To examine each alternative as to its implications for Bethany
Fellowship Inc. in terms of its mission, its divisions, and
its members.
5. To present a report to the Board of Trustees which includes
specific recommendations and time lines, including considera¬
tion of review by all of the Fellowship members.
The report should be completed and presented to the Board by no
later than November 30 with progress reports given by July 6 and
September 7.
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If there is some reason you are not able to serve of this
committee, please let me know. I will be in touch with you
letting you know when the committee will first get together.







A. C BROOKS. PPESIDEN*
August 7, 1990
Dear Staff: </U&t tA
The week after next a number of the College of Missions faculty C'y^-
and staff will be meeting to discuss the nature and direction of ^ J.
the College. However, because this is not simply an issue of CLlLP/^Y
concern to a few but to all of us as staff members, I want you to —^
know what I believe should be the nature and direction of the
College of Missions.
In keeping with the purpose of Bethany Fellowship to train, send
and support missionaries, I believe the College of Missions
should be a place to train men and women who are clearly called
to be, or who are interested in discovering what it means to be,
cross-cultural missionaries. Just as a School of Nursing is for
those who want to be nurses and a School of Engineering is for
those who want to be engineers, so a College of Missions should
be for those who want to be missionaries, either from a clear
sense of God's call or a willingness to be in a place where that
call can be made clear.
While we cannot expect that every prospective student will have a
clear sense of where and in what capacity God wants him to serve,
all of them should understand the purpose of Bethany College of
Missions and the nature of the training they will receive here.
We obviously cannot guarantee that all of the students who train
in our College or graduate from it will become cross-cultural
missionaries. However, there should be no doubt in their minds
as to their obligation to be involved as completely as they
possibly can in the fulfilling of the Great Commission in
whichever way God directs them. It should be our prayer and our
purpose to do all we can to insure that if they are not truly
Great Commission Christians when they come, they will be when
they leave, and that many of them will become cross-cultural
missionaries.
I believe all of the courses, classes, conferences and other
activities of the College should be designed and directed with
the purpose of providing the best missionary training we can.
When necessary, we will augment our faculty with guest lecturers
or adjunct faculty who can teach courses we are not able to or
provide whatever experience we lack.
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If we are to succeed as a College of Missions, all of us must be
committed to the training, sending and supporting of missionaries
so students realize they are being trained within a community of
people, all of whom are committed to the same goal and all of
whom are involved in their training, whether in the classroom,
work place or through the less formal contacts we have. While
some of us will be more involved in the lives of the students on
a regular basis, all of us must be involved in some way—by the
way we live our lives before them, by working along side of them,
by praying with them in our corporate times of prayer and for
them in our private prayer times, and by how we respond to the
Word of God as it is preached.
We should encourage all of our students to participate in short
term cross-cultural ministries in this country and overseas
during their training. To enable them to do this, we should set
up a scholarship fund to provide financial resources for those
who qualify. We should review our vocational program to see if
we can find ways of releasing them for a summer of service.
We could try to find a way to insure that all who study with us
for at least two years are able to spend at least one summer in
cross-cultural ministry. We could also set up trips over
Christmas vacation into places like Mexico, for example. These
could be led by staff members, as could the summer outreaches. I
realize that to do these we would need to make adjustments in our
program, which may not be easy, but I believe if we commit
ourselves to doing this and ask God to show us how, he will.
What about accreditation? I believe that the pursuing of
accreditation should be put aside for now. However, if at some
time in the future we are convinced that it is necessary in order
for us to adequately train students to be missionaries, we should
seriously consider pursuing it then.
Our concern now should be to train as best we can what I would
call journeymen missionaries rather than specialists who need
training in particular fields or skills or who need accredited
degrees. If these are needed, they can be gained elsewhere
before coming here or by building on what they receive here.
This is what a number of our graduates are now doing. Many of
them are finding good acceptance of their work done here in
undergraduate programs and some of them in graduate programs,
particularly if combined with overseas missionary service.
It may well be that we will not find large numbers of men and
women willing to be part of such a college. However, my primary
concern is not with numbers but with the kind of persons we
accept and seek to train. If we believe this is of God, then we
can trust him to direct students to us who share this vision and
want such training— training provided at low cost because a group
of people are committed to the Great Commission and are willing
to live and work together and make whatever sacrifices are
necessary to make such training possible.
-3-
This is the vision I have for Bethany College of Missions. I
would like to know if it is the vision that we as a Fellowship
have and to which all of us are either committed or are willing






ALEC D. BROOKS. President
November 13, 1990
Dear Staff:
The past few years have been years of great change for us and
change is never easy to make or accept. It can, in fact, be very
painful, as we well know.
When I became director of the Fellowship, I did not anticipate
the changes we would undergo .in the years ahead, but as the
changes have developed, I have sought as best I could, and by
God's grace, to lead the Fellowship through them and into the
future.
It was my hope and prayer that we could come through this time a
stronger and more united Fellowship. That, however, is not the
case. I am sorrv to say that under my leadership the Fellowship
has become divided and to a much lesser degree is now divided
over my leadership.
We are divided about the nature and necessity of community, the
kind of college we should have, the church, its worship, pastoral
ministry ar.d whether or not we should be required to attend it,
the nature and direction of 3ethany House Publishers and the
mission ar.d its goals. I realize the degree to which we are
divided about any or all of these is not the same for each one of
us; it is rrue, nevertheless, that we are divided over them.
It was my hope and prayer that by having Mike Chatterton, and
then Don Imsland consult with us about what and how to change and
how tc manage and structure the Fellowship better we would be a
more united and stronger Fellowship. I also thought that if I
set forth clearly my views of the nature and purpose of the
Fellowship as a whole, and the college in particular, I could'
also help to draw people together, but this has not seemed to
help.
I have wanted to see issues resolved, wounds healed and our
moving together to meet the challenges of and take the
opportunities for world evangelization. Regretfully, I realize I
have not succeeded in achieving these goals. This has not been
an easy conclusion to reach or accept because, while I did not
seek leadership in the Fellowship, having been given it, I have,
by God's grace, sought to do as well as I could.
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I have wrestled with the dilemma of not being able to lead the
Fellowship as effectively as needed during these times of
challenge and change. I have also tried to cope with the mental,
emotional and physical distress that this has caused me. I have
not been able to resolve the dilemma, nor am I coping well with
the distress.
If I were to allow this to continue, you, Joanie and I would only
suffer more harm. Therefore, for your sake and ours, I feel it
is both good and necessary for us to request and be granted a
year's leave of absence beginning January 1, 1991.
Different times call for different kinds of leaders, and it has
become more and more clear to me that at this time in its life
the Fellowship needs the kind of leadership I am unable to
provide. Therefore, I believe it is now time for the Fellowship
to choose new leadership which will bring fresh vision, insight,
wisdom and energy to the task.
Joanie and I are asking for a leave of absence to provide us with
the opportunity for renewal of heart and mind. At the end of
that time, you and we together can determine if God would have us
return to serve the Fellowship in some capacity.
We love this place and its people and will always be grateful for
the opportunity of living among you and serving with you. You
have given us so much in return for so little. Thank you and may




ALEC D. BROOKS, President
November 26, 19SO
Dear Staff Members,
The board has discussed Alec and Joanie's request for a
leave of absence with much thoughtfulness and prayer. I'm sure
all of you have been praying about this matter and how it relates
to present decisions and the future of our Fellowship.
As a board we met together with Alec concerning his letter
and decision. We recommended he consider this time away from the
Fellowship as a Sabbatical year. He did not request this, rath¬
er, it was the board's suggestion. A Sabbatical includes such
things as rest, education, travel and or other pursuits consist¬
ent with its purpose. It is a provision to help a person be
refreshed and ready to serve in his calling and duties.
Since Armand Swenson was runner-up for the board in the last
two annual meetings we decided to appoint him to take over the
position left vacant by Gary. This term will last until the
upcoming annual staff meeting in January.
The board appointed Harold Brokke as vice-president.
Another important item we' acted on was a proposal by the
missions committee. This is a plan to make it possible for all
of us to see, on a regular basis, what the Lord is doing through
the outreach of Bethany around the world. This proposal will be
presented in detail in the near future.
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Thanks for your letters. I would have replied sooner but have been busy with classes
and study. By the way. Asbury is in Kentucky, not Connecticut. Fortunately, zip codes
work.
The changes in our doctrinal statement do not reflect any significant changes in our
beliefs. Ted always felt that the NAE Statement of Faith was sufficient for any literature
that we made public, i.e. catalogs, M.O.C.. etc. Fie was concerned that people
recognize that we were an evangelical community, not some aberrant sect of
Christianity. In our internal documents, our beliefs were more nuanced in terms of the
gifts of the Spirit or sanctification,
I was happy with this. Flowever. there were those who felt that we should be more
specific in stating what we believed so that students considering our college would
have a better idea of just what we believed and taught This was of particular concern
to some of our faculty. Some suggested that we were not being fully honest if we did
not spell out our doctrinal positions in more detail. Others were concerned that if we
didn't clearly state our positions we would open ourselves to doctrinal drift. While I
understood these concerns. I was not too happy with doing this because I feel that the
more you attempt to define yourself the more you separate yourself from others. I was
also not interested in trying to come up with some statement that said everything that
could be said to clarify everything we believed. You could write a volume and still not
satisfy everyone. Also. I felt we needed to be more generic in some of what we said
because not everyone in the Fellowship believes the same thing about something like
the nature of Christ's Second Coming, for example, nor are they expected to.
But, in order to satisfy those who were concerned for the reasons above, we spelled
out in more detail our position on sanctification and the work of the Holy Spirit. This is
reflected more in the college material. Because we weren't doing this in response to a
major concern throughout the Fellowship we didn't go through everything to ensure
uniformity, so I am sure that some of our literature still reflects the NAE statement.
To try and explain the law suit would require me to write more than I am prepared to.
Some details I cannot discuss because that was part of the settlement. If you want
more details. I suggest you call me because I can talk about it more easily than trying
to write about it. Suffice it to say that it was a complex and difficult thing to deal with
because of the nature of the person who brought the suit. The suit itself should never
have been considered by the courts. How can a court of law decide who is a Lutheran
and who is not? How can a court of law decide what constitutes Lutheranism when
there are so may different expressions of Lutheran beliefs among various Lutheran
communities, some of whom will not even fellowship with each other? We did not
settle because of any wrong doing on our part, because there was none The situation
was nothing less than bizarre The woman's son was a member of our staff. Eric
Burgdorf. and that was part of the problem.
Well, if you think it is important to know more, call me. Our number is 606-858-8428,
and Monday or Saturday mornings are good times to call. We are five hours behind
you
We are enjoying our time at Asbury. It is a pleasant community to be a part of. both
academically and spiritually. Joanie is enjoying auditing a couple of courses that I am
taking as well as working and singing in the choir. Kentucky is a beautiful state and the
area around Wilmore is particularly nice. We are hopeful that winter will be milder than
in Minnesota.
Greetings to Salma. Tell her that Mrs. Hegre is in the hospital with a fractured vertebra




Here is most of the information I said I would send. I trust it is of help. I have asked
our folks in publishing to pass along anything they have that profiles the average
buyer of Christian books. If, and when, I get something I will pass it along.
COPA stands for Council on Post Secondary Accreditation. Jim Engle is the name of
the professor from Eastern College we consulted on accreditation. He spent the day
with us on Nov. 10, 1990. The name of the management consultant who was such a
great help to us is Steve Holbrook. He was well known in Christian management
circles until his death from cancer a couple of years ago.
It was good to talk with you. I trust that your study and the writing of your thesis go
well. Give my love to Selma. Tell her that Mrs. Hegre was in the hospital for




APPENDIX F: Other Letters arranged by author and date
APPENDIX F (a): Diane M. Becthel
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Greetings from Sao Paulo.
I have been digging through our historical files locking for your information.
First- let me explain that in Brazil the "letter of the law" and what actually
happen- in practice can be two very different things.
According to the law:
I,aw number 941 of October 13, 1969
which was regulated by decree number 66,689 of June 11, 1970
established the right for religious workers to receive permanent visas
for residency in Brazil.
Law number 6815 of August 19, 1980
which was regulated by decree number 86,715 of December 10, 1981
established a new process for religious visas. Being: the granting of
a one year visa, a one-year renewal of that visa, and after these
2 years of residency in Brazil, the possibility of trnasferring to a
permanent visa status.
IN PRACTICE, what we saw happen over the past 25 years was
Through about 1976 permanent visas were being granted without problems.
From approximately 1977 we saw a great "bogging down" of visa requests.
The law had not changed, and visas were not being denied - the process
had simply slowed down to a snail's pace, with some not getting answers for
up to 2 years. The last permanent visa I personally know of that was
granted to missionaries was in February of 1980.
Approximately April of 1980 our lawyer suggested to beat the slowdown, that
we petition the government for 2 year temporary visas instead of the
permanent visas. We began to do this, and had a number of visas granted
with only a normal delay of approximately 4 months. (Remember the law had
not changed!)
Mike Carter - Page 2
In early 1982 the Brazilian government began granting only 1 year temporary
visas to missionaries. This policy continues today. IF the missionary
has the needed schooling and jtf he is invited to Brazil by a legally registered
mission or church, this 1-year missionary visa has been granted in anywhere
from 1 to h months. We also have never seen a missionary denied the 1-year
renewal or the transfer to permanent visa. The renewal and the transfer of
status often take 1 year to process, but the missionary is legally in Brazil
while he awaits the answer to these visa requests.
You mentioned Wycliffe. Let me explain that work in the indigenous areas is a
very different matter. In addition to a visa to be in the country, foreigners
need specific permission from FUNAI (the government branch that controls and
protects the indians) to work in the indigenous areas. I also believe that for
many years Wycliffe people did not enter Brazil on missionary visas, but rather
on work contract or cultural visas. Also, Wycliffe has had a number of contracts
(some 5 years, some 2 years) for their work with the indians. From what I understood,
the Brazilian government did not pull people out of the tribes, but rather did not
renew contracts as they expired.
Let me also mention that since about 1977, our lawyer has asked that we include
a statement in our letter inviting a missionary to work in Brazil (used for the
visa request) saying that the missionary will not be working in an indigenous
area.
I don't know where you got of figure of as many as 500 visas being granted to
missionaries in a year. The highest figure we have ever quoted for evangelical
missionaries in Brazil was 3,200. So, the number of evangelical missionary
visas granted would have been more in the neighborhood of 50 or so per year.
A family counts as 1 visa. The catholics, mormons, and J.W.'s have lots of
missionaries in Brazil. The Family (formerly the Children of God) has also
had a number of foreigners in Brazil over the years.
I hope this information is helpful. Let me know if there is something else
I can do for you. Greetings to Selma.

















I'm enclosing the questionnaires that were returned
to us. As you can see, even tho-ugh we put a copy in
each mail box, our rate of return wasn't too great..
I hope it will be of some help to you.
Regional Directors
PAL'l stka\:n










I have put in a guest room reservation for you from
July 6-25. Perhaps you could confirm that these are
the correct dates.
You asked how I envision the project. Of course,
the main purpose of the project is for you to write
your thesis. However, I believe that the
information you gather will be a resource for us in
any future research or writing that we do. We're
not in the process of writing a book at this time,
but I hope sometime in the not too far distant
future we will have a writer for such a book.
George Foster is located here at the home
headquarters now. He is a gifted writer and perhaps
he will take on the project. Right now he is
editing the magazine, The Message of the Cross.
You mentioned that you will be visiting Brazil and
the Philippines and asked for suggestions about
visiting other places. You surely would see a
different type of missionary work in the other
countries you mentioned and it would give you an
added perspective on the work of Bethany Missions.
I would say it depends somewhat on what you can
afford both in time and dollars. You will be able
to do some research by talking with missionaries who
were once overseas and now live in Minneapolis.
Willy and Judy Harder were in the first group of
missionaries that went to Brazil. Dave Renich was
involved in starting the headquarters and print shop
in Belo Horizonte in Brazil. Arlin Harder was the
manager of the publishing house in Belo Horizonte
for a number of years. Stan Harder was the manager
of our bookstore in Mexico City and could give you
information regarding that literature ministry.
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Bruno and Mary Ranchon and Deb Cheney are here from our Bible
School in Vorey, France. They will be returning to France this
fall. Rich and Karen Craven will be returning on furlough from
Brazil May 1. Rich has been the leader of our oldest center in
Altonia from the beginning.
So you will oe able to do quite a lot of work right here.
Love and greetings to Salma.


















I trust you had a pleasant and worthwhile trip to the Bethany Missions
centers in the Philippines and Brazil. You covered a lot of miles in a short
time
I received your letter with your questions. Here is the information I could
gather:
Teardrop trailers were manufactured in 1947. (Only 4 of them.)
Bethany Crusader trailers were manufactured 1948- 1951.
Teepee Campers were manufactured 1957 - 1980.
Currently resident at Bethany are:




Candidate ^nL nor': Others 10
There are 31 missionaries on furlough living on campus.
Your letter arrived while Harold and I were on a trip to China, Pakistan,
and Japan. I'm sorry for the delay We traveled with Armand and Nonie
Swenson and had a great time visiting our people in that part of the
world
I trust all is going well in writing up the material. I would be interested in
seeing a copy of your first draft.
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I'm glad to hear that you had a good conversation with Alec. He had read through
your manuscript and was in a position to give clarification and suggestions. So 1
am alad that worked out..
Now about your questions The percentage of Bethany graduates who are with
2nd wcrk with other missions is fifrv fiftv. I sm enclosing 2 current
missionary list. You will notice that the total number of missionaries with
Bethany Fellowship Missions is one hundred thirty-four and the number serving
with other missions is one hundred thirty-nine. We have a few with Bethany
Missions who didn't graduate from the College of Missions in Minneapolis so it's
an approximate percentage Of the total number of graduates who at one time
were missionaries. 66% went with Bethany Missions (some are no longer
missionaries).
You asked if we have a particular theoretical framework or approach to missions
in which students are trained or if there is a model for doing missionary work that
is peculiar to Bethany. The standard for Bible schools described by Dr. Morris of
WEC is one that we have traditionally used particularily for the schools in Brazil,
that is to combine academic training with practical evangelism and a work
program. However we have no policy that dictates that this is the way each school
must be set up. Methods will vary in each country. We have found that this
model is an effective method of training because it not only gives them the
academic training, but gives practical application in both the area of ministry and
work. We have schools that are not designed according to this model. The school
in Puerto Rico is an evening and weekend school. The school in Singapore is set
ud on a modular svstem. We are in the process of revising the structure of the
school in France to better fit the culture of that countr\.
El*
You mentioned that Professor Walls wondered how' potential missionary
candidates found out about Bethany during the early years of the school. During
those years. Ted Hegre did a considerable amount of travelling. He was asked to
conduct series ofmeetings on victorious Christian living. This was a source for
students. The very first students came from Minnesota where they had had first
hand contact with Bethany Fellowship, but soon the word spread through Ted's
meetings and also as students went to various churches for their practical service
assignments. There were no high powered promotionals. Rather, word of mouth
by students, graduates, church members, and conference guests brought in
students. As graduates applied to various missions, those missions became aware
of Bethany's training program. This also helped to spread the word.
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You asked how Bethany's vision of missions has changed over the years. Perhaps I would say the vision
has remained the same, but the method of fulfilling the vision has changed. The vision all along is to
reach the world for Christ in the most effective ways. In the beginning, the methods were mainly
through Bible schools and literature ministries. In the last years we have branched out into direct
evangelism and church planting. As we have sought to reach people in the restricted access countries we
have had to be creative in the ways we work in these countries. This has caused us to work through relief
and development agencies and teaching English.
You may be interested to know that Tim Freeman was just through here enroute to Brazil. He
accompanied George and Dolly Foster to Brazil for the purpose of working with Bethany Brazil's newly
formed missions sending agency. We have recently developed a new international teams intiative
whereby we will assist mission centers to send out graduates of their Bible schools to other countries as
missionaries. Because Brazil is the oldest and largest field and has many Bible school graduates who
want to be sent as missionaries, this is our first project. In order to accomplish our goal of sending two
hundred missionaries during this decade we believe that internationals will make up a considerable part
of that number. Tim will be returning here on his way back to the Philippines.
1 also want to say Mike, that I appreciate your previous letter and your honesty and openness. As you
continue to walk with the Lord. He will give you more and more victory. 1 think of the quotation from
Brother LawTence, the mystic of old. admonishing us to "practice the presence of God". The
knowledge that Christ is in us and that our body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, although we know it to
be a fact, needs to be a truth we are continually aware of. I have found this to be a great source of
wisdom, strength, and victory. May God bless you both as you walk with Him.
I trust that this has given you the additional information you need. Do feel free to write again if there are






















I am sorry that it has taken me so long to respond to your request for
information. Some of the information has been difficult to obtain.
You know about the "tyranny of the urgent" — I'm afraid that has been
~ > <4 v«Ar> /■) i~ ..roll It-l liiliS.JUltS.Sr ilk) V » Sril.
I am enclosing the figures we have been able to obtain so far. Barb
Lindsay has gathered the information regarding the number of staff
members and the amount contributed to missions. You will notice that
we were able to tell you the number of staff we had from 1945 to 1994
but there are gaps in the amount contributed to missions. When 1
return from my trip, I will try to get the rest of the figures for you.
1 am enclosing a copy of the letter written to Ted Hegre regarding his
request for ordination. Paul Strand and his father have looked for the
letter of rejection to Bethany Chapel's application to join the Lutheran
Free Church. They've concluded that there was no such letter written,
but that a rejection of the request for ordination was somehow tied to
the rejection of the request for membership in the synod. Being Hal
Strand was involved in the church at that time, he is the best resource.
This took place, of course, before Harold was a member of Bethany
Fellowship. I suggest that any further questions regarding this should
be directed to Paul.
Harold is in the Philippines where he is teaching Daniel at the Bible
school in San Jose. Mindoro and in Cauayan. From there he will go to
the conference of the Asia missionaries in Penang. Malaysia. 1 am
leaving tomorrow for Vienna. Austria for the conference of the Europe
missionaries. I will go from there to Penang. Malaysia for the Asia
conference. Harold and I will be able to come home together on July
11.
I trust you had a good trip to Israel. I'm sure it was a wonderful
experience.
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On May 3 ]. Paul Strand was elected president of Bethany Fellowship. You know that
Harold retired on April 8 and Paul as vice-president took over. It is difficult being an
interim president so we are glad the staff went through the election process and he now is
an elected president.
Paul comes to that position with a wealth of experience. After growing up in the
Fellowship and graduating from Bethany College ofMissions, he graduated from the
University ofMinnesota with a Bachelors of Science degree in Secondary Education.
Following that he served with Bethany Fellowship Missions in Indonesia as field leader
for fifteen years. In 1982 he was appointed as the regional director for Asia. In 1986. he
and Elizabeth became part of the home staff at Bethany. Paul was given administrative
duties in the College of Missions, taught several courses in BCOM. and continued his
responsibilities as director of the BFM Asian fields. Last year Paul completed his course
work and received an ivI.A. degree in Intercuiturai Studies at Fuller School ofWorld
Mission. It was the desire of the staff to have an international director of Bethany
Fellowship who would have a strong missionary vision and Paul certainly fits that role.








































1977 1 15 690,488.36
1978 1 17 667,641 .92
1979 1 17 702,263.00
1980 1 14 664,507.77
1981 116 607,957.37
1982 117 750,748.91




















3 - 31 - '44.
Dear Pastor Dahie
lour recommendation of T. A. Hegre for ordination
received some time ago, is a matter that must be acted, on
by the Board of Oganization, Dr. Burntvedt and my self.
As the Foard of Organization did not meet until the last
of the month, my answer bas been delayed.
The board met March 27th# and the following resolu¬
tion was adopted: "v.hile the Board recognized that there
was no direct appli c?: oic-n t or ordination, from Mr. Kegre,
it nevertheless gave the matter consideration and passed
a resolution to the effect that it does not encourage Mr.
Hegre to seek ordination in the Lutheran Free Church. The
action was taken in view of a number of implications invol¬
ving the 3ethany chaple versus losedale Church, and related
matters".
The above is a paragraph, in Dr. Burntvedt's letter
received yesterday. I did not attend the meeting as 1 have










In reading through the manuscript you sent me some time ago there are a few
things I thought I should mention to you. Some of the things concern details
but 1 feel they are worth mentioning.
Page 15 You state that Harold Brokke and his wife, Cathy, joined the
organization in 1947 when Harold graduated from college. Actually he came
in 1947 and I joined two years later when we were married in 1949.
On that same page 15 at the bottom of the page you say that the Training
Institute opened in 1947. It actually opened in the fall of 1948 when Bethany
moved to Bloomington
Page 46 at the bottom of the page Ted Rye came to help us get the printing
operation started but I don't believe he was ever a staff member.
Page 55: You mention colleges that accept Bethany credits. Crown College
and Azuza Pacific College are two separate colleges.
Page 5S: At the top of the page you say that T A Hegre passed the leadership
to Alec Brooks The.date should be 1980 rather than 1990
Page 611 feel that Faith Matter's assessment of Bethany is very biased and
not accurate. Perhaps she saw some of the qualities she describes in
indiv iduals she knew but I don t believe it was true of Bethany as a whole
There w ere many dedicated unselfish people who gave of themselves far
beyond an eight hour dav. and still do What she describes may have been
true of a few individuals but certainly not true of Bethanv as a whole
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Page 69: In the second paragraph you mentioned a new corporation. Mission Realty.
This corporation never materialized. It was dissolved a few months after it was
incorporated
Page 74 You mentioned that I denied that Hegre had a doctorate. I would definitely
prefer that you did not include my first reaction in vour paper. According to mv
understanding he had an honorary doctorate, but not an earned doctorate.
Page S7: I don't think that vou can say there was a Darting of the wavs between Bethanv
and Grubb. My husband continued correspondence with Norman Grubb until close to
the time of his death. We understood his burden for proclaiming the truth of "Christ in
you" and may not have been comfortable with a few terms in the way he expressed his
theology.
Page 102: This addresses a point of doctrine of which I am not an expert. However. I feel
very uncomfortable with the implication that we, like the Marxists, believe in the
perfectibility of human behavior. This is definitely not true. We believe that every
person endorses sin and becomes sinful and the heart of each of us is "desperately
wicked" and needs regeneration. Although we believe we are born fallen rather than
sinful at birth we believe every person sins and therefore becomes sinful. (Harold says
this is a very important point).
Page 103: The statement "that if we are not healed, it is because either through weakness
of faith or else unconfessed sin(s). we fail to appropriate healing". In my years of contact
with Hegre I cannot believe that this was his belief. None of us were condemned with
guilt if we were not healed. Though lack of healing could be because of weakness of
faith or as a result of unconfessed sins, it certainly not necessarily so
Page 104: In the middle of the page you mentioned that Hegre insists we have no
essential sin nature. I think this gives a wrong impression because even as a child begins
to sin his nature becomes controlled by sin and he becomes morally depraved and needs
regeneration.
Page 105: I'm a little surprised by your saying that Hegre's schema offers little peace
because I personally found great peace in the message of the cross. I experienced God's
power to keep me as never before when I accepted Christ's death and resurrection as
mine. The emphasis was not on me but on Christ and what He could do in me and for
me. To say, "the believer is always threatened, never secure. For Hegre. salvation
remains a constant struggle of certain outcome and against very powerful foes" is
certainly not what we have experienced. Because of the strong emphasis on Christ's
power and sufficiency. His indwelling, His anointing, His constant presence. His
promises, I found my position in Christ very secure. (Harold says that this page. 105. is
an erroneous approach to what we believe).
Page 113: It seems to me that Bethany has not drifted far from the Lutheran
understanding of justification if we mean justification by faith through the grace of God.
This is what Martin Luther taught and what we believe.
Page 1S7: Actually this begins at the bottom of page 1S6 where it mentions Darbv
resigned his position at WEC and joined staff at Bethany's work That should be in
Coronel Fabriciano in Brazil. Darby was never in Altonia.
On page 229 you again mention Mission Realitv which is no longer in operation.
I believe the paper I have contains only the first two chapters of your manuscript. Would
you be able to send us a copy of the remainder of your paper0 What a tremendous lot of
work you have done on this. Mike11
Harold and I leave on February 19th for Brazil and will return March 14th. As you know
the seasons are opposite from ours therefore the Bible institutes are opening their school
terms at this time of year Harold has been asked to speak at each of the school opening
conferences in our three Bible schools.












I note you've been reading my book, A Guide to Understanding Romans
and you have some questions as to my use of the term "probation" to
describe the state of the justified believer.
On page 63 of the book where the heading is "The Blood of Jesus
Manward", I believe this is the core of just i fication--that we're
not only forgiven but that we are accepted in the beloved and the
condemnation of sin has been completely removed. God deals with us
in divine favor and love.
Also you might want to review page 76--the middle of the page to
the end of the page as to another statement of justification by
faith.
Earlier in the book (page 27) I used a quotation from a man who
wrote about "the missing note in present day preaching" by R.
Sheldon. I can't give you anything about his background. He
makes a contrast between a reprieve, that is a delayed sentence,
and a man who is set free but lives in the condition of a
probation. He is no longer held in prison. He is free but he must
be proven. I don't take that idea as being the essence of
justification but, it does explain the warnings the Bible directs
to believers throughout scripture.
One of these warnings given by Paul, is directed to Christians in
Rome. It concerns their walk, "not according to the flesh but
according to the Spirit." He says in verses 12 and 13 -" Yo u are
debtors, not to the flesh to live after the flesh for if you live
after the flesh ye shall die, but if by the Spirit you put to death
the deeds of the body you will live. For as many as are led by the
Spirit of God they are the sons of God." This is spoken to
Christians. "Grace" is the key word used as to the source of
justification. But the misuse of grace is always a possibility
(not a necessity). Hence we read about these warnings in the New
Testament.
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Is this an adequate explanation or does it need more
Blessings or. you and Salma.








Edinburg. # H8 9 EW
Urmea Kingdom
Dear Mike,
Hal Strand will answer your letter on some of the things you wanted to know about
contributions etc. You will get a letter from him in the near future.
Sorry I failed to get back to you sooner. When I first got your letter, I wondered how to
get the information you requested. I decided not to call the headquarters of the church
because that would be "ancient" history and people are not aware of this.
Finally I did call Hal. What he told me was that the church, called Bethany Chapel did
seek to be accepted by the Lutheran Free Church. This was the Church that had been
home to some of the charter members. Bethany Chapel's preaching was directed at
the issues of sanctification and the commitment to world missions. This emphasis was
not according to some of the convictions of the Lutheran Free Church. It was not a
matter of teaching bad doctrine, it was a matter of emphasis . Thus when Bethany
Chapel's application was brought up.some of the leadership did not accept the
emphasis we had at Bethany and so the Bethany application was turned down.
Likely this was providential. The small new church was free to pursue its calling and
fuifiii wnat the Lord wanted to do through Bethany.
I think it was a wise thing on the part of Ted Hegre and the eldership that they did seek
this affiliation. It shows they were not exclusive or spiritually a free-wheeling group.
They wanted to be a responsible body of believers. I believe the Lord accepted that as
a good attitude and certainly gave His blessing to the new church and fellowship that
came out of it.
I hope this fills in some of the information you need. The Lord bless both of you.
Yours L"
Harold J Brokke







Thanks for your letter and also for the Christmas greetings. May
the Lord lead you in the research you're doing on Bethany missions
and issues that relate to it.
I am more and more convinced that the focus of Scripture is this;
that whatever the Holy Spirit does--convicts of sin, leads to
repentance and true faith, grants forgiveness and regenerates us,
these are His works. However in all these he has one goal in mind
(that's not heaven alone) but the reality of our union with Jesus
Christ (finally called "the marriage of the Lamb"). "He that is
joined to the Lord is one spirit" and He Himself becomes our
"wisdom, righteousness, sanctificat ion, and redemption". This is
not a doctrine alone but rather Himself operating through our lives
and bodies. This, I'm sure you realize is the great goal of all
Biblical and theological signposts.
The Lord bless you this Christmas season and in the year to come.
May His blessing abide and rest upon both of you. Continue to
pray for us at Bethany in our present dynamics of change and
preparation for a greater thrust of men and women to the nations!
Yours^in Christ/s Victory
Harold J. Brokke
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My wife has shown me your letters and some of the
manuscripts you have sent. You are a thorough and
able writer.
I dictated a letter to you about 4 months ago. I read
it and decided it was not well dictated and put it
aside. Then I have taken three trips. One to Brazil
and two tc a Christian group in Valley forge,
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Revelation. Hence I failed to get around to sending
you a letter.
I have some comments as to a few phrases I picked up
in your discussion on Bethany's theology. I'd like
tc share a few with you.
I'm scrrv I don't have the page numbers for some of
these quotes.. But the first ones are:
You say that we use phrases such as, "we must slay
the old man." and that we "must forge our personal
victory" Also you interpret that our emphasis is
somewhat "pelagian". I've been at Bethany a long
time and I know we have called people to act on God's
Word, but never without the knowledge that God's
grace is at the roots of our obedience.
Jesus Himself spoke directly to man's will when He
said, "Repent for the Kingdom of God is at hand." He
also said, "If any man will come after me, let him
deny himself, anc take up his cross and follow Me."
If what Ted Hegre wrote is "pelagian" , then what
Jesus said is "pelagian" also. The truth is of course
very obvious: God is entirely up-to-date in all of
His dealing with us. His grace is present and He call
cn us to respond in obedience. It is expressed in
Isaiah 5:4 "What more could have been done to My
vineyard, that I have not done in it." God Himself
has laid the foundation for the grace to be obedient
when we humble ourselves.
I also want tc say something about Norman Grubb's
writings. _You have given many quotes from his
writings and then indicate that it sounds rather
pantheistic. Ted Hegre in letter to him has shared
his concern with Norman G. as to some of the terms he
used tc describe our union with Christ. Grubb was
greatly concerned for the lack of understanding of
our union with Christ. It is that truth that is the
coal and purpose of Jesus' redemption. He tended to
be rather radical in his concern that people
transact with the Lord in terms of Gal. 2:20 and John
15. He was not a pantheist nor was he a Hindu in his
philosophy. He believed that God was transcendant . He
believed that there is only one Image of the
invisible God. . .Jesus Cnist. He did not believe in
transmigation cf souls. He did not teach Karma, or
Dnarma, or any incarnation but the one we confess in
our Messiah. He did believe in the need of Jesus
Sacrifice and His resurrection. He did not believe in
Universalism. He believed in the reality of Heaven
for the redeemed and inthe "lake cf fire"" for
the unrepentant. He did not believe the Hinduistic
philosophy that God and nature are one, and can be
worshipped. He believed in the Christ of Col.1:15-27.
If I can find a booklet Norman Grubb.wrote in his
90's. I'll enclose it. His chapter on the truth of
our union with Christ is valuable but I would not use
the same terms he does. He does however deal with
some truths that need emphasis.
I don't know if you intend to publish this manuscript
or not. It contains some valuable insights and
history. However when I read some of the analysis as
to what we believe, teach and write about, and how
we relate to the evangelical world...it sounds as if
we are something like a doctrinal hodge-podge. If I
were a young person looking for a Bible school, I
might say to myself, "That's not my kind of Bible
College. "
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tnat these concerns I've expressed need to be at
least considered in the light of what represents our
reasons for existing as a Fellowship. I've learned
many years ago that you cannot safely "serve" an
organization but rather you serve Christ within an
organization. This I have done for 48 years and it
has been a great blessing to serve the Lord here. It
has been no mistake. May He bless you and your wife
as you find the spot and place to serve Him now and
in the future.
Harold J Brokke
APPENDIX F (d): Bruce Fowler
about many things, particularly psychological and theological.
Actually, it was a study on the correlation (contrasts mostly)
between psychology (arena of the soul) and theology (arena of the
spirit) and how those two disciplines related. I believe that
theology as most of us know it, is more directly related to TRUTH
(that which sets us free - Jn. 8:32- which is what psychology
tries to do but can't) while psychology is a subjective response
in a sloppy, human (even corrupted) way to what God has already
perfectly revealed through His Word and His Personal Encarnation.
Bethany Fellowship. I can't stall any longer. Guess I'll
have to make up something. I was particularly impressed
(for the most part) with how Bethany adapted to the needs and
culture of Puerto Rico. There was quite a contrast between those
North Americans who hid behind the high walls of the missionary
complex of Bethany Fellowship, and the majority who worked hard
at being we11-integrated into the Puerto Rican ways of thinking,
feeling, and relating. Many of their front-line people were
themselves, Puertoriquer.os. Compare it to, say, the Salvation
Army whose personnel and organization was basically indigenously
Puerto Rican (or at least that was my impression). It seems to
me (as an outsider from both Bethany and Salv. Army as well as an
outsider to the Puerto Rican society) that Puerto Rico and her
culture molded and shaped much of Bethany's nature and function
in the culture while Salvation Army was interested in doing the
molding rather than being the moldee. I suppose there were lots
of factors that affected that though. (Like the contrasting
natures, history, and purposes of the two organizations.) Wou^ld
you say in your intimate relationship with both the S.A. and
Bethany that Salv. Army was in the business of giving cups of
cold water and Bethany was there to tell in Whose Name it was
being done? There were many other organizations (Youth With a
Mission, for example) whose goal and visions were much the same
as Bethany's, who came and went, and were - in some ways, not
nearly as effective as Bethany. I appreciated their stability,
their solidarity to the vision and purpose, and their commitment
to do what they were called to do in spite of whatever it might
cost. The objective personal commitment to the vision and task
of Bethany coupled with the intensity of the subjective
commitment to Jesus and following Him was impressive to me. As
far as writing down some things about our work in Puerto Rico,
maybe I'll just include a couple of those old booklets (remember
them?) of some of the testimonies that relate to our work there.
I don't feel like I've done a very good job at addressing the
topic of my impressions of Bethany. Perhaps if you had specific
questions or topics of concerns that could be addressed I could
try again. I was very grateful to Bethany for the way that they
opened their hearts and resources to some of the guys in the
prisons with whom I was working. They provided HUNDREDS of
Bibles (expensive study Bibles in Spanish) and other evangelical
books which were extremely helpful to me in getting the Gospel
into the prisons. Many of the Bethany personnel — especially
the full-time, long-term staff, spent significant parts of their
lives, energy, and schedules Investing caring concern in those
guys who were the forgotten rejected of society behind bars...and
were, as you knew, quite intrumental in helping them personally
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to become oriented to society when they were scheduled to get out
on parole. Remember the term "Am igo-y-consejero"? Many of the
Bethany personal were "friend-counselors" (parolee sponsors) of
my guys when they got ready to get paroled, and invested in them
over and over again,even after they got "burned" by guys coming
out and exploiting their good grace and sharing heart.
Well, at this point in the day, it would seem preferable for
me to consider stopping and getting this sent to you, rather than
continuing to add more that I would like to chat about. After
all, we have all eternity to catch up o n re m i n 1 s c Ln c e.s and pro¬
jections. A quick word about our family: ^Curtf'is 'is married to a
girl he met while going to Airplane mechanics school, and he now
has two children, the older one, (Kimberly) now 17 was about 8
when Curtis married her mother; and another daughter, Crystal,
now 7 yrs. old. Curtis lives here in Salem and works in New
Guinea repairing helecopters.. He will be working in Indonesia
next year. Our next-oldes Christine) now is married to a
banker in New York, has provided us with two more grandchildren
(4-countem-4) and is very much involved in church, family, and
each other. Craig (now 20) is majoring ln Psychology and
international business at Greenville College (his 2nd. year
there) ln preparation for being a missionary somewhere in the
world. He continues to believe that God has called him to remain
single (we'll see!), unless you count his "marriage" with the
game of soccer. He made 2nd. team all-American this year and is
really good at playing the "Sweeper" position. He is the most
completely bilingual of all of us, having maintained his Spanish
almost as fluently as his English. Cathy (almost 19) graduated
from a private Christian High School in New York this last year.
She is living with us, working, and has aspirations of someday
being the wife of a friend of hers who now happens to be a dairy
farmer in New York. This guy (Aaron) is inheriting a farm and
living in a house that has been in his family for 6 or 7
generations. He's a so1id-in-the-Lord guy who graduated with her
last year. Judy and I have been doing more and more counseling
together as a team (mostly marriage counseling), and have been
doing seminars o *v marriage and family, parenting, and related
themes all over (Asia, Australia, many states). I wa$ blessed by
what you said, Mike, about your marriage to Salma ("I can see how
she is very right for me") and I echo that concerning Judy and
me. At least, it looks like after 30 some years our marriage
might make it, anyway.
I'd be interested in hearing more about China from you. My
couple of visits there sure opened my heart to what God is doing
there. By the way, I suspect that you and I were ln Hong Kong at
the same time —March 1 9 9 0 . Wonder if we could be in the same
place at the same time again and actually see each other. I'd
love to sit down with you and talk face to face.
You are much-love^ highly-honored, and greatly appreciated.
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Thanks for your two letters. Yes, 1 was gone for more than a month, and the first
letter did arrive during my absence. Still, 1 did receive it when I returned. So, thanks
for the generosity in allowing the assumption that the letter was lost!
I'm glad that your professors enjoyed the parts that concerned the Philippines. Yes,
we really did try and be open with you. We want your research to be factual and to be
useful. I'm glad that the project is proceeding on schedule so far.
I wonder who owns the term "indigenization?'" 1 suppose that the intellectuals of the
mission world would like its meaning to be static and well controlled so it can maintain
a precision in its usage. I do not consider indigenization to be a technical word. The
same is true for the term "nationalization." A word is only true to its usage, and these
words are being used in the broader missions world to represent many variations to
the dynamics of foreign-local interaction.
Dr. Met Castillo, one of the foremost evangelical .\siarts involved in spearheading
cross-cultural missions among Asians themselves, recently told me that he does not
even use the word "indigenized" or "nationalized" anymore. He uses the phrase
"culturallv appropriate." Perhaps this is what 1 was trying to express when you were
here.
*****
I can't help but philosophize a bit myself at this point about so-called "indigenization."
I have often wondered why one must alternativelv think like a wandering Aramean, an
OT Israelite, a Hellenistic Jew, and a First Century Christian to be able to get the
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essense of what God is trying to communicate to us through the scriptures? Why can't
1 read the Bible like your basic Anmrikano or Ilokano and still get the same depth of
understanding from it? .Alas, this is not to be.
.As a missionary, I have to communicate these truths to people who have "who-knows-
what" kind of culture. To top it off. Filipinos have a strong dose of some kind of
Catholicism all mixed in there with it. Is this kind of Catholicism now part of the so-
called "indigenous culture.'" It wasn't four centuries ago.
I have to bring the Gospel in with a certain set of values attached to it. Christianity is
chock full of ethics, and it's up to the missionary to communicate litis in a way dial will
be meaningful to the people. Even if a missionary botches this task badly, in 100 more
years it'll all just be part of the "indigenous culture" for the next guy to have to
muddle through who's come to straighten out the mess.
I could think in circles all day long at litis rated
So, what did I mean by the term indigenization? Yes, 1 was simply using a
popularized term for a sense of nationalizing die work here (whatever that means!). If
nationalization is simply the transfer of power to locals on a financial and decision¬
making level, then that's not all that I meant. We have already seen a limited transfer
of power in the shaping of theological concepts as well as other kinds of power
sharing. The ecclesiology that has developed here is not at all the same as that of the
home office. Neither is it a pre-packaged ecclesiology. something thai we brought with
us when we came. The way that Bethany Fellowship Philippines "does church" and
"thinks church" is quite a different animal, so much so that we have a hard time
explaining ii to visitors.
The process of doing what we're doing isn't something that we've dichotomized into
little neat compartments for evaluation purposes. It is wholistic. Rather than try and
explain. I'll illustrate it:
Most rural missions go about making a denomination (or association, etc.) something
like this: they send over a foreign missionary, who promptly hires dissatisfied pastors
from other groups with a similar theological bent. The pastors try to do missions the
same way the}' always have, while the missionary provides the funds to pay workers.
The}- put up a training institute of some type, and try and station pastors in the rural
ar^as. Finding that rural churches cannot afford to support their pastors, they
institute some type of subsidy system. This is supposed to be phased out, but in the
meantime, there's still foreign money available, so more students are trained and more
workers are sent out under the same tavorable financial arrangements. The circle of
growth expands outward until the money starts running short. Eventually the
missionary finds that he cannot continue the organization's growth unless he cuts back
subsidy to the oldest churches. The center (the core of leaders and first churches)
begins collapsing, and pastors and whole churches may defect. The pastors who leave
then go out looking for a newly arrived missionary who has lots of money and wants to
start a new denomination (or association, etc.). The cycle is destructive, and self-
repeating. (note: Koreans are doing this in a big way in the Philippines right now, so
it's not just a "Western sin.'"
I have stylized this, but it is from much personal experience. Bethany Mindoro was
started this way. I spent much time trying to turn it around, but it's hard. I am now
consulting with the board of a pentecostal group that is going tlirough the same
painful process. They are stagnating at around 25 churches. My Filipino associate,
Mil Baliton. was consulting with a similar group two weeks ago. The patterns are all
too familiar to us. One large denomination announced a few years back that it was no
longer going to plant village churches because "there was no money in the barrios."
We were not ignorant of all of this when we first arrived in 1981, but didn't know quite
how to deal with these patterns. We decided early on that the center collapses out of
most groups because they are trying to support full time pastors in villages where
there is not enough money to do so. Since most definitions of an "organized church"
inherently (and many times without even expressing the thought) contain the premise
that an organized church must have a full time paid pastor, man)' groups shy away
from tire villages and go to the cities where life is easier and money flows more
abundantly. We did not want to do this.
We instituted the elder-pastor idea to try and avoid the collapse of the center. None of
our local church pastors receive a salary: 1 can put forth a strong argument that they
in fact PAY for the privilege of serving as an elder, as they often are among the
strongest tithers in our churches. They also donate large portions of their time to the
work of the church, when they could be using that time to help earn a better life for
their families. The elder-pastor concept is not just methodology here - it is sacrosanct
theology as well. We don't ever want to forget that New Testament leadership is
inherently plural, not just in methodology but in theology. I did not think that way
when 1 came to the Philippines. Who has shaped the theology of whom?
One more illustration: we sent our first group of young people off to study at other
Bible schools throughout the area in an attempt to not have to reinvent the wheel. We
thought, "training is training,"' and we can do training much more cheaply if we don't
have to-jnvest in buildings, faculty, etc. This effort failed, even though we tried four
different Bible schools! The theology varied from pentecostal to wesleyan to baptist,
but the ecclesiologv was invariably the same: professional pastor centered. Our
students came back with a poison flowing through their hearts and began to denounce
our elder-pastors as being men of little worth. It took us more than two years to undo
the damage.
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As I think back to our conversation together, I did in fact mean nationalization more
than indigenization. We see our Filipino brethren as partners in tire process. We now
have almost 20 separate works (villages) but we do not see a coming collapse or
slowdown of the growth of this ministry.
Most of our members are farmers and unskilled laborers, but the}' are developing a
global vision. The}' understand the concepts of international partnerships and the
importance of working together within the worldwide bod} of Christ. There is very
little backlash against foreigners because we foreigners have not given them loads to
carry that we ourselves are not willing to carry. The programs are reproducible and
they are in fact reproducing them and at times changing them entirely if that's what it
takes to make programs effective.
Enough said. Mv comments were not dichotomistic and were not meant to be taken
apart and put into little boxes. 1 trust that you can explain it to those over you in a
spirit of the "blue-collar missionary" who is both task oriented and theologically
driven. We see a job to be done and are trying to accomplish it with the tools that we
have available to us.
Feel free to write me back if there are still things that are't clear.
Steve Knudtsen just arrived back last week from his six month furlough. I took most
of his jobs from Itim while he was gone, so I was really struggling for a while there. It
slowed down the development of the International Teams program a bit, though I was
able to take a trip to the States and Brazil this past January/February. I enjoyed being
with the Brazilians, and found that they are looking at l.T. as a prototype of how the
mission will operate in the future. We have good people there, and the}' want to be
involved in partnersliip for the Kingdom of God. I feel like I was well received there.
I also was able to give a 12 hour seminar on cross-cultural leadership development
while I was there. I was apprehensive if it would help them with some of the
organizational struggles they're going through, but was pleasantly surprised that the
seminar helped induce a spirit of openness between both .American and Brazilian
participants concerning the nature of leadership within the Bethany mission there and
what the future should look like. .Also while I was there, Carlos Paiva, a Brazilian, was
elected president of the Brazilian mission (another Brazilian, Cicero, is already in
charge of the churches). This means that .American missionaries now directly report to
a Brazilian in command. .An interesting change....
Bless you Mike! Greetings to Thelma!
May 15, 1994
Dear Mike and Salma.
Thanks for the copy of "Chapter 5. Section B." I thoroughly enjoyed reading them and was happy to get the
opinion of an person outside of the processes that we're using to earn on the work here Before giving my
thoughts. I need to return to your first letter of Feb 6 and finish answering it:
Thanks for the article called "Steps to nationalizing literature ministries" by Alfred Johnston, and published in
the January 1980 EMQ. I had not read this before, but I am well acquainted with the ministry of the PCLI
(Philippines Christian Literature. Inc.) We have a branch right here in Cauayan. and 1 was on the advisory
board that helped to set it up We've also worked with OMF publishers, the "parent" organization, as we've
published two books through them so far ("both in llokano, one is a hvmnal and the other a course called
"Lubong dagiti Es-espiritu." or "llokano Spirit World") PCL1 has since changed its name to PCBS. Inc
(Philippine Christian Book Stores. Inc.).
I noticed the careful way that they went about nationalizing the PCLI, and appreciate the fruit of it It's still a
strong ministry and doing well. They pursued a very linear process, but obviously paid attention to some very
important "holistic" factors, such as personnel development power sharing and vision, and ongoing
fellowship between the mission and the national organization. Their experience is very similar to ours in
some ways:
We turned power over to Filipinos before there was any clamor to do so and before there were any crises.
•» We wailed until the organization was stable and was showing a sustainable pattern of growth
■» We prepared for the turnover, developing in the process a board that was truly representative of the major
constituencies of the organization (missionaries, elders, and Filipino church planters).
■» We left them adequate resources to carry on the work, even investing in a nee farm to give them
additional income.
■» We have created an ongoing partnership between the missionaries and the Filipinos, embodied in two
separate organizations that liaison together in a spirit of trust and fellowship
In your letter to me dated February 6, you asked me. "When you spoke of South American Missions, did you
mean the South American Missionary Society'1" Yes.
Now for your letter of April 28: your points about "racism or chauvinism" in academic circles are interesting
We are seeing the fruit of this kind of philosophy in the United States Wc are no longer encouraged to use the
melting pot approach to nation building. We have fallen into petty and destructive arguments that largelv
hang on each minority group's desire to get a piece of the special interest pic. Democracy seems to be a good
thing until the minorities (whether racial. afTinity based, or otherwise) discovery that thev can bend the will of
government to meet the perceived needs of their special interest group Democracy then fragments and
splinters while gov 't trvs to make everyone happy by giving each group their own special rights. In fact, no
one is made happv by such deals, and each time one group is appeased, it merely ups the ante for each and
every other group, who then clamor for the same "right" to be given to them We thus end up with nations
inside of nations.
The early church seemed to be very successful in "breaking down the dividing walls" (Ephesians 2) that
separated one people from another Historians have pointed out that the church was known far and wide for
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its incredible hospitality and love. This seems to me to be one of the key reasons why the church's growth
exploded so dramatically within the Roman Empire, which was full of anything but love, unity and hospitality .
"Us and them"' type thinking seems to be pervasive in our scientific approach to indigeneity Here in Isabela
we are still in a honeymoon of "us" type thinking "Us thinking" comes from power slianng. trust and
common vision (it seems to mc, at least). I think that "us thinking" erodes over a period of time because each
party starts to lake the other for granted, and no one watches jealously over the important areas of partnership,
trust and vision We have to be careful of this in Isabela It' s also a lesson to me as I enter into the arena of
international ization
The ideals of unity in Ephesians chapter 2. which Paul expresses as "the mystery of his will" in the previous
chapter, are cnucal to creating an international fellowship of missionaries On this level, the concept of
indigenization has no bite We are no longer talking about a minority group pioneering the Gospel into a
cultural majority. Internationalization, to me. has more kinship to "nation building" than to "cross-cultural
missions " The ideal is that the two groups would become one The practical way to approach this is to
develop vet a "third culture" which becomes the dominant culture of the organization. Thus all members have
to flex in order to feel at home Bethany, of course, has a nordic feel to its culture that is difficult for many
people to adjust to This is obviously an obstacle to internationalization, and something that 1 hope we'll have
the courage to confront.
These thoughts may not have anything whatsoever so do with your dissertauon. but they are things that I've
been thinking about these days. Tour comments on indigenization have caused me to think this whole area
over afresh
The following are my comments on the chapter:
1 haven't seen any studies done by our group that demonstrate hard growth rates for our church movements.
Sometimes I wonder if we should commission one. Since we're relatively new to church planting as a
mission, our data may not be of the same type across the board , and may be difficult to compare. A new
church planting effort, for instance, will obviously not have as many churches as an older one.
You said that "the growth of Bethany's church in Brazil has been rapid while in the Philippines growth has
been somewhat slower." (page 2). Brazil has been a work for 31 years, has four educational facilities for
training pastors, and takes fully 50% of the world mission budget for Bethany Fellowship Missions Its church
planting program came at a time when there was already a number of graduates of Bethany schools who could
be tapped as pioneer workers The rapid growth could be a statistical blip (though 1 hope not) caused by the
build up of pressure of a number of years of neglect by the mission in the area of church planting
You mentioned that the "Brazilians themselves have been the primary facilitators of Bethany church growth.
Indeed, there was something almost spontamous about this growth." (Page 5) The Americans did not have a
vision for forming an association (or denomination) of churches. It was interesting to me during my trip there
in February to hear them talking about how many pastors they had supplied to a "sister denomination" there (it
is some kind of a Methodist group, if I remember rightly). It seems that Bethany had the resources for training
and kept the tuition for their students quite low through subsidy, but this denomination had a good church
planting program, including funds to support pioneer church planters. There are apparently more churches
that have been started by its graduates through this other denomination than have been started by Bethany
The impetus, though, for forming a Bethany denomination came from both Americans and Brazilians, as I
understand it. The American missionaries were being challenged by the church planting emphasis that was
making inroads into our missions philosophy , and they didn't want to be left out. The Brazilian pastors whose
churches were independent longed for a proper covering The two sides had dovetailing agendas. The first
head of the denomination was Pat Dugan, an American, but he was appointed by the mission The first
election brought Circcro. a Brazilian, into the position.
On page six you talk of the Cauayan group's decision to work primarily among the bamos I agree that the
barrio dwellers arc more conservative, and agree with your analysis. I would sav that the reasons we have not
had such quick growth in Cauayan are as follows: (1) the conservative nature of the bamos, as vou have
already pointed out. (2) our refusal to recruit workers from other organizations (Balitons are a notable
exception), (3) our requirement that an American needs to complete at least one church planting cycle before
he can go on to another ministry (e.g. training of Filipino church planters). (4) our choice to use villagers, the
elders, to run the churches, as opposed to using the tradmonal technique, namely subsidizing full time Bible
school graduates to run the churches.
Cauayan is intentionally a slow ship that's building up steam. We have developed the program from scratch
for the exclusive purpose of becoming an engine for rural church planting. We believe that our program is
self-reproducing and does not depend on the presence of significant outside funding for its success 1
personally believe that we will come into our own when the number of churches reaches forty It is at that
point that the careful foundation we have laid will prove its worth: many organizations top-out at around 30
churches because they begin to implode under the weight (the limit) of what their subsidy programs are able to
support Ours does not depend on subsidy in that way, so can inherently rise above such limitations
We need to look carefully at funding practices of outside missions Outside subsidy for pastors and church
planters provides an initial KJCK to growth, but has the seeds of stagnation built right into it It is common
practice for a mission to provide a declining scale of subsidized support for pastors - theoretically, a pioneer
worker receives 100% of their support needs for the first year, 75% for the second year. 50% for the third year,
and then only 25% for the fourth year. The idea is for the local congregations to begin to tithe so they can
eventually lake on 100% of the pastor's salary. This program is good for the towns and cities, but is an
unmitigated disaster for the rural areas. Barrio churches cannot support pastors at a level that is
commensurate with their pastors' financial expectations, especially after the pastor mames and begins a
family
Missions that use this subsidy practice had better stick with the towns and cities. It does not work in poor
areas as long as the pastors have expectations of a lifestyle that's higher than what the congregation can
themselves afford to give.
Fast startup growth can be an illusion of health. We need to look at the policies that undergird the
organization, the ministry philosophy that guides them. The Cauayan group has only been in the Philippines
since 1981. We placed our first missionaries in the barrio for church planting in mid-1983, and didn't
dedicate our first church until third quarter 1985. We have been church planting for 11 years, and have had
churches for more than 8 years Is this enough time to properly evaluate a program'' 1 think not. Even
DAWN (The Disciphng A Whole Nation movement) will not commission a study on a group of churches until
they reach at least a size of forty congregations. Part of this is the knowledge that it is difficult to ferret out the
real potential of a movement until it has shown a bit ofmettle and longevity
I don't think that our facility in Cauayan is technically a "missionary compound." as you call it on page 8 Wc
call it a "training center" and for good reason. Wc dedicated it in 1987, but it was only in 1991 that a
missionary couple moved there Only one American couple lives there, and there was an emotional debate two
y ears ago as to whether we would even allow that This couple should be moving off-campus within two more
years They will be the only missionary couple to have ever lived there The facility was envisioned to be a
training center, and the presence of the office and of a missionary family living there is definitely an aflcr
thought
On page 9. the correct name of the association is "Association of Bethany Churches." or "ABC." On page 10,
the phrase should read, "eleven outreaches were begun bv students between 1972 and 1983." not "1982 and
1983." This is probably just a typo. On page 10. you state. "Eniego. under threat of assassination" — it's
ambiguous, and sounds like his own staff was threatening to assassinate him! It was actually due to a threat by
the New People's Army (the NPA), the military arm of the CPP (Communist Party of the Philippines). It is
unknown whether this was a genuine threat, or just a convenient excuse that Arsemo used to get out of a work
that he fell more and more powerless in.
On page 10 you stale. "The Mindoro group had revived the use of elders, despite the skepticism of the team in
Cauayan. and found that it produced results." This is an ambiguous statement. We in Cauavan arc certamlv
not skeptical of the use of elders! I am still skeptical, however, that they are using their elders propcriv. 1 am
almost positive that they do not take the training of elders seriously. Twice we've sent Mindoro leaders to
Singapore to attend the lay leadership training course sponsored by Haggai Institute, and twice Mindoro has
tried to start lay leadership training for ciders, only to abandon it within weeks Here is my assessment of why
Mindoro has experienced strong church growth between 1991 and 1993: they had previously trained a number
of workers who could not be supported because of the economic problems in the organization In the late
1980s, The Bible League began experimenting with ways to help train and support church planters, and they
developed a three year support and training program with a declining subsidy attached to the program. The
brother of the Bible League's Philippine leadership is a good fnend of Bethany in Mindoro. so we were able to
get 6 of our trained pastors (who didn't hold churches at the time) accepted into their program. This has been
mildly successful as far as subsidy programs go. and we have now had three more of our people accepted into
their program. That explains how they were able to open up six new outreaches I am glad that they have
been able to do this, though, as I feci it helps them put some unused potential in the trenches where it belongs.
Without the Bible League's subsidy . I am sure that this growth rate would be slowed down significantly, if not
practically halted
Your introduction describing the Cauayan group on page 10 might read better if it said. '"The Philippines
Team arrived in the Philippines in 1981 and proceeded to spend a year in language and culture acquisition
among the Ilokanos They moved to Cauayan in June of 1982 and opened up their first church planting work
there in August of 1983. They began lav-leadership training in 1985. and opened up a school to train church
planters in 1991 By 1993 they had elders running the six organized churches, and had student, missionary ,
and Filipino church planters working in eight outreaches to nurture them and bring them to the status of full-
fledged churches."
On page 11 you said that only the barno elders in Mindoro were involved in church planting. My
understanding, as 1 stated above, is that church planting was being spearheaded most visibly by the six trained
pastors who had been accepted into the church planting program of The Bible League. I'm not quite sure who
gave you the information that it was the laymen who were planting churches there. I will ask around and try
to get a more accurate picture when 1 visit there with Pastor Brokke on June 24 - 28.
On page 12 you stale, "using local people as church planters has produced more striking results for Bethany
than has using foreign missionaries who have a clear strategy." 1 agree that the use of locals for church
planting is far more effective than the use of foreigners. Coupling the phrase "foreign missionaries" with
"clear strategy" makes it sound like it is better not to have a clear strategy . This is debatable. I would like to
sec the growth rates for the next 10 years before such a statement would be considered legitimate.
Bethany Mindoro graduated a little more than a hundred students, and has 13 churches Bethany Brazil has
graduated hundreds of students, and has less than 30 churches Cauayan has graduated 6 students as of the
gathering of your information (3 more just graduated in May) and has 6 churches The work in Mindoro is 24
years old. with the school existing for 22 of those years (by the way. they are reopening the school in June of
this year) Brazil has 5 Bible schools/seminancs. and has been in existence in Brazil for 31 years. In
Cauayan. we have a school that has been in existence just 3 years At some point, any reasonably sound work
conducted in a responsive area will experience a surge of growth You have described such a surge for both
Mindoro and Brazil, and 1 am very happy to see that and pray that these growth rates will continue. Cauayan
has not hit its stride, as you infer at the top of page 12: "as the Cauayan team becomes more skilled and as they
train more students, the number of churches will rise more rapidly."
Your hypothesis seems to be that locally initiated church planting programs are healthier than those that are
formulated bv outsiders I agree That is why we in Cauayan arc relentlessly turning over responsibilities to
Filipinos We have potential leadership in Cauayan that will just be hitting its stride in four more years.
Aside from the Baiitons. our next oldest fuilume Filipino church planter is only 25 vears old. Mindoro also
has voung leadership, but they are in their mid-thirties or a bit older, and have families None of our Filipino
church planters on the field are even married. Cauayan is still in a beginning position.
I appreciate your working to get the details correct on your thesis, and I'm happy to continue to help in that
vane. I like what I read so far, though I wonder if comparing Cauayan to the two other works is possible at
this point. Outlining the differences of approach is good, but can we yet know which approach is the most
effective0 .
TV." Ygc
Mav the Lord bless vou as vou put all this together. v - - i. * I . .
^KkU.L'x.v' V : Y_v_
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APPENDIX F (g): Jack Holman
>
Gen 11emen ,
Late last week, after 1 heard that we had decided to call our degree a
Bachelor of Arts degree, I made some phone calls and asked other schools
about this. I talked with Florence Ualbert, the registrar at Bethel
Seminary, Marilyn Weldon of SPBC, an admissions counselor at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School, and Randall Bell of AABC.
My question to all of them was the same: "How would you view a transcript
with the termi 'BA' printed on it, yet was lacking not only accreditation,
but necessary general education courses as well, eg. history, math, science,
phy. ed. ect." Based on their responses the only conclusion that 1 can come
to is that our using the term BA may be legal, but it is not ethical. We
will be giving potential students the impression that we can give them what
an accredited college can give them only we can do it for a whole lot less
money!
Florence Walbert at Bethel Seminary said that the term BA carries a carries
a generally accepted meaning in education today and we are not free to
redefine it without our credibility as an institution suffering. Randal
Bell told me that it is true that the exact definition of "BA" is not a
black and white issue. He also told me that some states are more strict on
its definition than are others, But he also told me that the term certainly
does have at least a generally accepted definition across the educational
spectrum today and it would appear to me that our definition simply doesn't
cut it. 1 told Mr. Bell that I feared the credibility of our institution
would suffer if we adopted this BA title and he was quick to inform me that
my fears were "justified and had some foundation to them."
If we insist on using this designation <BA) then I would like to suggest
that we spell out to our potential students exactly what that term will
mean to them. This should be done BEFORE THE STUDENT GETS HERE. While it's
true that our catalog tells the reader that our school is non-accredited,
the person who reads that statement may not have the slightest idea as to
what that will mean for him or her personally. My fear is that five years
down the road the student will find out what it means when he tries to get
into a graduate program somewhere and is practically laughed out of the
admissions office! We simply must be up front about this. This could be
done in a letter from the admissions office in response to the first inquiry
we oet from our ads. My fear is that if we don't do this it will appear as
though we are lurinq students into the program under false pretenses.
We have already seen the necessity of this very issue in terms of the <
"vocational program." Although we certainly were not trying to
intentionally deceive anyone by using the term "vocational", we came to
realize that that the term itself, carries a generally accepted definition
to those outside of Bethany. We also came to realize THAT GUR PROGRAM
SIMPLY DID NOT LIVE UP TO THAT DEFINITION, hence we saw the need to change
its name or we would become guilty of misrepresentation of the term. The
exact same thing applies to our using the term Bachelor of Arts. That term
also carries a generally accepted definition in the educational world today.
If we use it, it will appear that we are offering the same thing other
schools are offering when we know that simply isn't the case. I fear this
"BA" dc-s i gnat i on will only wind up coming back to haunt us in one -form or
another.
1 realize that some of us might say that my argumentation against calling
this degree a BA seems to be based on the possibility of certain
difficulties that our graduates might encounter as they try going on for
graduate work and since our purpose is not to prepare students for graduate
school we can still call our degree a BA without misrepresentation. The
problem here is that we might know what our purpose is in calling our degree
a BA, but that kid coming into our program doesn't! If our purpose is not
primarily academic but missio1ogical, if we don't want to giue students an
overly "academic impression" why call our degree a BA in the first place?
If academics isn't our goal, then why use a commonly accepted academic title
that will convey something to the student that does not reflect our goal AS
WE UNDERSTAND IT? Furthermore, the fact is that some of our graduates will
attempt go on for graduate studies and we owe them some kind of counsel that
will clearly explain to them that they will need two additional years of
undergraduate study af ter they leave our program to make up credits that we
never offered. In fact, forget getting into graduate school for the moment-
--even if our graduates never want to get into a graduate program let's
suppose all they want to do is get an accredited undergraduate degree. IT
WILL STILL TAKE THEM 2 MORE YEARS after Bethany. It seems to me that we are
clearly under obligation to explain to our potential students exactly what
they are, and are not getting when they come to Bethany.
If we are uncomfortable with the B. Th. designation, I would suggest we
offer a Four Year Diploma, for that's exactly what it is.
Thank you,








Cathy Brokke asked me to look over the part of your manuscript
which deals with Puerto Rico. It seems quite accurate with one
exception. On page 202, last paragraph there are a few details out of
order:
1 Rolf Garborg was the head of the Puerto Rican outreach for a
number of years prior to Joe Linder being handed the position of
director.
2. Rolfs brother, Loren Garborg, was later appointed over the
Bethany's outreaches in South America, Mexico and the Caribbean. In
or about 1986, Loren resigned from Bethany Missions. The
relationship between Loren Garborg and Ed DePree was not always
the best, but most of the significant changes happened during Loren's
tenure as leader.
3. From 1986 until mid 1988 Cathy Brokke gave oversight to the
outreach in Puerto Rico
4 In July, 1988 I was brought back from Brazil to take over as regional
director for Bethany Missions in Mexico and the Caribbean. It was
under my direction that we went through the decision process to sell
the bookstore business as well as expand the school of missions.
5. "Dissolution of the bookstore" seems to be misnamed. The
bookstore certainly is not the same as when Bethany missionaries and
interns ran the business. The business and name were sold to Dr.
Angel Rivera. It continues to function at the Caparra property under
the name of Libreria Betania and continues to distribute books.
Please give me a call, or drop me a letter if you want further
clarification. I appreciate your documenting this ministry outreach.
During its years of success it was a vehicle for the Holy Spirit reaching
into the lives of many people.
^Richard A. Jacobsen
CC. Cathy Brokke
ROAD, MINNEAPOLIS, MX 55438 PHOX'E 612-829-2492 FAX 612-829-2753
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Your letter concerning Bethany Fellowship was received, and I will
try to answer it. The topic is a fascinating one, and, as a former
Church History professor, I would enjoy reading the results of your
research.
The AFLC was organized in 1962 by a remnant of the former Lutheran
Free Church. I looked back at the LFC annual reports for the early
1940s, but could find no mention of either Ted Hegre or the new
congregation. Rev. Ernst Dahle was the pastor of Elmwood Lutheran
Church, and I decided to try that route for information by visiting
with one of our pastors, Rev. Christian Oswood, who has roots in
this congregation. The following is a compilation of the little I
know plus the results of my conversation with the aforementioned
pastor.
The "home congregation" of Bethany Fellowship might be identified
as Rosedale Lutheran Church (currently Faith Lutheran Church -
AFLC) in south Minneapolis. There were special meetings conducted
there by Evangelist Joseph Stump, a colorful personality who
testified that he was converted after serving for many years as a
Lutheran pastor. My source believes that it was during these
meetings that the movement began which resulted in Bethany.
The theological problem, from the standpoint of the Lutheran Free
Church, seems to have been the influence of "Holiness theology" on
the movement, perhaps of the Veswick variety. This also strongly
influenced Dahle and the Elmwood congregation, and Rev. Oswood
spoke of ties to an- English organization called W.E.C. There may
have been some Pentecostal tendencies, too, or at least a suspicion
of such, and I know personally that Bethany was at the forefront of
"charismatic renewal" here in the Twin Cities during the early
1960s.
September 21, 1994
Mr. Ben M. Carter
Page 2
During the 1980s Bethany Missionary Church was still listed in the
telephone directory under the Lutheran heading, but currently it is
identified as "interdenominational." I recall reading about a
lawsuit against them during this period of time, with a woman
claiming that her family had been lured into the congregation under
false pretenses. The man who was identified as the current pastor
(a son-in-law of Hegre?) claimed that he was not a Lutheran and
seemed unaware that the church was listed as such. I never heard
the results.
Hopefully these ramblings will be helpful to you in some small way.
Please let me know if I can help you further. Another source that
comes to mind is the Luther Seminary archives in St. Paul Minnesota
(for the Lutheran Free Church board minutes), and I would be glad





P.S. Bethany Fellowship has never been affiliated with any Lutheran
church body, including the AFLC.
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The delay was because I did not know who you are. I should
have asked our son sooner, I guess that you met Terri when she
was on internship in P.R.
Now that we are on the same frequency, let me answer your
questions. Yes, you may stay on campus and use Altonia as your
base to visit other bases and works in Brazil. Brazil is larger
than continental USA. We have three schools, each very diferent
from the other. The school in the south was started and is being
run by graduates of our other school (third generation from
Bethany). We have a publishing house in the city of Belo
Horizonte in the state of Minas Gerais and book stores in key
cities of the nation. We have churches in 40 diferent locations
from the extreem north to the extreem south. Get a map, you will
need it to see what you are getting into.
I am including some maps that will give you an ideia of
where we have works and the distance from one to the other. What
am I saying? It will mean lots of traveling but come, it will be
worth while. The coordinator of all the churches lives here in
Altonia.
How much time do you have available for this trip? I would
suggest that you come to MaringA, in the state of ParanA and
someone could pick you up at the airport there. Give us your
flight number and date. Other options could be to come to
Curitiba or Foz do Iguacu, all in the state of ParanA.
Our (Bet&nia) telephone number is (446) 59-1220. We have a
FAX machine at this same number - just say slowly "FAX please"
and the operator will switch you to the FAX line. When you hear
the FAX signal, proceed with your transmition.
Mike, our Mike and Terri are asking if Selma is going to be
with you?




The landmass of Brazil is about equal to that of the continental United States.
It is divided into five regions: North, Northeast, Centralwest. Southeast and
South. There are 26 states, plus the Federal District which includes the nation's
capital: Brasilia. And there is one territory, the Island of Fernando de
Noronha, off the Northeast coast. Capital cities and Bethany mission centers
appear on mop.
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APPENDIX F (k): Faith Matters
Nov. 5, 1993
Dear Mike and Salma,
It sure was good to get your birthday greeting and letter. Other than my family
and one other couple who phoned from the states/ no one else has remembered my
birthday this year. Either the friendships are fading or everyone else is just
as busy as I am! (I'll choose to believe the later).
First I'll try to bring you up to date in response to the questions you asked.
Dulce was in California for two months with her sister and family. Her sister was
not able to have the operation because when they opened her up/ they said that her
heart had enlarged too much and was too weak. They said that she'll need a heart
transplant in 5 years. Everyone here was praying for her, and the Lord really
touched her. She is doing very well now.
Dulce's absence for two months was a blessing in disguise. Even though she
was missed in the store, I was forced to hire a girl full time for my office, and
we've kept her on ever since. It was just getting to be too much for me to handle
after finishing my post office job each day. It doesn't look like I'll ever be
able to quit my gov't job. It pays much better than the bookstore could ever pay—
especially with all the fringe benefits. So I have to settle for hiring others to
do what I'd rather be doing. The return on my investment will depend almost entirely
on the talents and motivation of others. So far there is little profit, but at least
we are paying our bills and providing jobs for the local economy. Dulce does quite
a bit of personal counseling in her office, so that necessitates extra help in the
store. But nobody can sell like she does. The sales are up 40% over the first year,
but seem to be leveling off, so I guess we'd better start some advertising again.
There is so much more that could be done. We have never started the radio program
because we just don't have time, money, or personnel.
Dulce, another mutual girlfriend, and I just got back from a quick 10 day
vacation to Minnesota and South Dakota. We visited my family and make a quick
trip to Bethany for church on Sunday morning. Not very many familiar faces were
in the audience, so I didn't really get a chance to talk to many people. It was
the first time back in 13 years for Dulce, so she was quite surprised at the changes.
-l guess it is a very troubling time in their history. Maybe you know more about
it than I do. I've been out for 10 years now, and being away and establishing my
own life has made Bethany take a very back burner. I could almost say that I knew
something like this would eventually happen, they just got sucked up into the
materialistic environment they are surrounded by, and that is very hard to resist.
By the way, yes, Joanne Linder is the daughter of DePree.
As to my recollections of life at Betania in Puerto Rico, it's not a big issue
with me anymore, so it is even kind of hard to think of what to say that might have
any impact or value. The father of Jeanne Coleson (do you remember her—she used to
be the librarian at Wesleyan Academy when you were janitor) is very interested in
community life groups and was impressed by some things I said about my experiences
in Bet,.any. He wanted me to write a few paragraphs also, but I never did. Now I can't
even remember what I told him.
Let's see if i can organize my thoughts...-We were supposed to be exemplifying
the doctrine of "death to self" in our communal living based on Acts 2:4,5. But
in reality, there was just as much selfishness inside Bethany as anywhere else
in the world. People did not put the needs of others above their own. After a person's
8 hours of daily work was finished, everyone retreated to his own private quarters.
Of course, individuality was stifled. We were expected to conform, not to question
authority. The persons with leadership abilities could not last long in that kind
of environment, so eventually the good leaders left, and all that remained were
autocratic leaders and followers just looking for a secure life. Instead of producting
mature, responsible adults, Bethany produced people unable to think for themselves,
lacking confidence in their own abilities. Paying everyone equal wages for unequal
work and responsibility produced little motivation to do a good job since you weren't
adequat^/ rewarded for your efforts. It would have been better to pay normal wages
and then see if people would voluntarily live sacrificially and contribute their
excesses to the Lord's work.
Do my recollections seem too negative? If so, it is because I can't think
of any reasons to justify such a lifestyle. I no longer interpret Acts 2:4,5
to mean fellowship living.
Well, I'm trying to do this at work, and I've got to quit and do some
ther things, but I'll try to get this into the mail today.
Greetings to Salma.





Time & life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10C20
21 2-522-1 21 2
May 12, 1994
Dear Mr. Carter:
Thank you for your letter in response to our April
4 article about relations between the Koreas. The
statistic you queried -- to the effect that 54,246
American soldiers died in the Korean War -- was
taken from The World Book Encyclopedia. Another
of our reference sources, the Encyclopedia Ameri¬
cana , gives the same figure, and explains that of
those, 33,629 (the figure you quote) were killed
in action, while a further 20,617 died of injuries
or disease. We are happy to have had the opportu¬
nity to clarify this point.
Once again, thanks for your interest in our re¬
porting, and best wishes.
Sincerely,





A Time Wcrner Comoonv
APPENDIX G: Report of the International Teams Committee
Report of the International Teams Committee
June 12, 1993
Proposal Outline
1. The purpose of the partnership:
To form an association between Bethany Fellowship Missions and its daughter
organizations around the world to develop an international network of cross-cultural
missionaries. The goal of this partnership will be obedience to and fulfillment of the Great
Commission, extending God's kingdom in areas that are foreign to all of the sending
groups.
2. The nature of the partnership:
The partnership will be composed of autonomous sending agencies who join together to
develop international teams from within the worldwide Bethany family. These teams
would work cross-culturally among the unreached and "less-reached" peoples of the
world. The partnership, therefore, could be termed an "association." It could be named
something like "The International Association of Bethany Mission Agencies."
3. Governance within the partnership:
Leadership of individual agencies would be chosen by the agencies themselves.
Each sending agency would choose representatives to serve on a governing body. The
name is not final, but for purposes of this proposal will be called "The International Teams
Council." This council would deal with issues relating to international teams and
cooperation between Bethany agencies. Initial representation on this council would be
from our present leadership, especially from our area directors, and from non-North-
Americans in leadership positions on our fields.
4. Financial responsibility of the partners:
•f &
All sending agencies will contribute funds to the partnership to be used in an "International
Pooling Fund." This fund will be controlled by the International Teams Council, which
will decide allocations to international missionaries based on policies to help insure fair
access by all Bethany agencies as they have need.
Missionaries sent out through the partnership would raise a percentage of their support
within their own home country. Funds raised through the home country would not need
to pass through the Association, but would need to be reported. For purposes of parity
within the organization, Bloomington's support package information should also be
available to the Association.
5. The office of the partnership:
The Partnership would hold office outside of the United States. This will be necessary so
the Association will not be dominated by the Bethany office in Bloomington.
6. How to begin:
We should begin with a pilot project that we believe will suceed. We should start small,
with only a team or two, and work our way up gradually.
This pilot project would be a multi-cultural team sent to work among a relatively open
people group. Ifwe instead choose a difficult field, our inexperience may magnify the
problems inherent in working with international teams and may cripple the work. Even
economics should be factored in so that we don't have great disparity in our initial teams
as regards to life style. We will better know how to deal with more complex set-ups later
on, but at first we should send out people who have a proven track record, then "set them
up for success" in order to have a good model for others to follow later on.
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The Following is the fall report of the International
Teams Committee:
Introductory Statement:
BF Missions began as a sending agency for North American graduates of Bethany College of Missions,
and has operated that way for 30 years. Many non-North-Americans have come to Christ through the
ministries of BFM throughout the world and have been used of God in their home countries. A few hat e
had cross-cultural experience with other missions, notably OM and YAVAM. We have also trained non-
Norlh-Americans for cross-cultural ministry through Bethany's schools of missions in Puerto Rico and
Singapore. All of this has served to increase our burden to see non-North-Americans sent out cross-
culturally through the worldwide Bethany family.
TTW (two thirds world) missions is expanding at a very rapid rate. In many of today's pioneer mission
fields, TTW missionaries as well as other non-North-Americans have proven even more effective in
ministry than traditional Western missionaries. This trend is both exciting and biblical. Bethany
Fellowship Missions need not be left behind in this mote of God around the world. BFM has many non-
North-Americans as the fruit of its ministry who are poised to enter the world missionary force. Our
people have been held back by the lack of sending agencies, lack of finance, and lack of experienced
international missionary teams to enable them to be effective cross-cultural disciplers.
There is much to gain as we work together as the global body of Christ.
The International Teams Committee has looked at other missions who have successfully internationalized
(WEC int'l, OMF Int'l, OM, and YWAM). We have taken stock of our own dislinctives and goals as a
Mission. We believe this is the lime for Bethany to begin taking steps towards internationalizing the
Mission.
Here are the main questions we asked ourselves and the committee's
thoughts on each one:
1. Preparation
a) What qualifications are needed for non-North-American missionaries?
International missionaries will work in an area that is cross-cultural both to them and to all the sending
agencies concerned.
We suggest that Bethany Fellowship Missions' work be defined in terms of sending Mvrkers Mho are
cross-cultural to the target people in an area that is also cross-cultural to the Slission. As a mission, for
example, we wouldn't commission a missionary: to plant a church in Bloominglon, unless that church was
to be cross-cultural to the organization.
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b) What tvpe of orientation do international missionaries need?
Disparity of education and training between missionaries in the same team brings difficulty. Operation
Mobilization has found this to be such a problem in their international teams that they now publish a
standard training curriculum that all candidates worldwide must go through before being assigned on an
OM team.
Within Bethany, almost all of our people come through Bible schools. All our schools don't have the
same curriculum, though. Some do not vet offer much in the way of cross-cultural missions training. We
should require some type of standardized cross-cultural training for all our candidates worldwide. During
the initial startup phase of internationalization, we may need to link up with other sister missions so our
candidates can receive adequate training. For instance, though w e are looking at the possibility of starting
a one-year cross-cultural training program in Brazil, we could send our first candidates through OM's 5
month course there until such time as the school is ready.
We need to set up an office, or an adjunct to an office, that w ill function as an ongoing training
department for our missionaries. There are so many resources av ailable in the United States. This
department can work to upgrade our missions program among international missionaries as well.
We may also need to bring key leaders back to the States to shape their thinking and extend their training
so that our cross-cultural training centers around the world ha\ e a similar degree of competency attached
to them. Perhaps the mission or the foundation could fund some of these programs.
We should contact Raymond Windsor and Bill Taylor with the WEF Missionary Training Committee to
see what they feel is necessary for missionary training. We should also contact OM for more information
about their cross-cultural training course.
2. Authority Issues
a) The formation of an international governing bodv:
This would be called "The International Teams Council," and would be composed of representatives from
each agency. Each of the Association's area directors should be on the Council as well. The council will
not have a director, but rather will be served by an International Teams Coordinator.
A constitution and by-laws will need to be drawn up to give balance and accountability to this structure. It
should cover points such as: the purpose and function of the International Teams Council, elections,
qualifications of officers, terms of office, functions of the officers, authority issues, membership within the
Council by the individual agencies, etc.
When the leaders on the Council travel, they will represent the worldwide vision of Bethany and will have
a relationship to all of Bethany's missionaries, though they will of course relate best to the missionaries
from their own language and culture area.
bl Who chooses who goes?
It's obvious in an Association that each individual agency will choose their own candidates. However,
appointees must attain a standard as set by the International Teams Council if our on-lhe-ground teams
are to be successful. It would seem that each agency would certify that their appointees are up to the
standard. If an agency consistently sent out missionaries who were underqualified, the International
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Teams Council would assist that agency, offering special training to bring it back up to the international
standard.
c) Who is the sendi-^- bodv7
The sending body will always be the individual sending agency connected with the missionary's heme
country.
til Who are the leaders on the field?
The International Teams Council would be in charge of appointing field and team leadership on those
teams that have international composition. It doesn't seem that it could work any other way. On mono-
cultural teams, the sending agency could appoint the leadership within the framework of guidelines
published by the International Teams Council.
e) Who takes the pastoral role in the ori-the-ground teams0
The area directors take the primary pastoral role for international teams.
An international representative serving in a pastoral position could also help in this function, visiting
fields and encouraging trainers.
The heads of the individual missionary agencies should have travel privileges associated with the job.
They should go out representing the Association but to especially encourage their own people.
The pastors of the international missionaries may want to visit the fields from time to time. It would be at
their own expense. We should not discourage these visits, but we do need a policy.
f) What would be the "trade language" on the teams?
English is the main language used throughout OMF's and OM's fields. We feel that it should also be true
with Bethany's international missionaries. Lf it's required for leadership (as we feel it should be), then we
must provide opportunities for people to learn English.
3. Funding
a) We need a funding model to assist in supporting non-North-American missionaries
We discussed pooling on the field and concluded that it doesn't really work well for our purposes. It too
often produces contention. The missionary with complete support ends up with less than needed. It's not
a system that we feel would work for us.
We recommend that Bethany begin an International Pooling Fund to help support our international
missionaries.
b) The concept of an International Pooling Fund:
The International Teams Council would propose a yearly budget to Bethany Fellowship Missions, which
the Bethany Board would need to approve.
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There will be practical limitations on the total yearly amount of the pooling fund that Bethany
Bloomington can give. The International Teams Council should work with Bethany Fellowship Missions
to determine w hat the ceiling should be, and to work out a formula for the growth of the fund in the
future.
.Ail BF agencies would contribute to the Association's pooling fund. A system will have to be divised for
implementing a fair arrangement to determine how much money each agency will contribute.
Contributions to the fond could be a percentage of each particular agency's annual income.
What would be the pooling fund component as a percentage of total support needed? One possibility is to
peg the pooling fund component of an international's support needs as follows:
1. Determine a team's target support for each family unit.
2. Calculate the support raising potential of each sending country involved.
3. Agencies in poorer countries would be allowed to raise only a portion of the family's target support
according to their capabilities. The rest of the target support would come from the pooling fund.
4. Set a ceiling amount for the maximum allowed subsidy for any given family unit.
Some problems need to be w orked out. For example, France has a strong economy, but only a small
percentage of evangelicals. Should this be factored in as well?
c) Who would disburse from the pooling fund?
The International Council will disburse funds based on their approved budget that will be finalized at the
Council's yearly meeting.
dl How does the sending field fi e, home churches, etc.") feel ownership?
The agencies that will be created in our traditional "receiving fields" should be very tightly lied into the
local churches. People wall tend to give money to people instead of agencies. We need to encourage as
direct a financial link as possible between the local churches and the missionaries being sent out.
What about deputation? Some nations don't have a culture of deputation. The deputation model will be
our mainstay, but we need to have flexibility as to funding methods from country to country.
Each agency will need to determine just how much it can expect its missionaries to raise in terms of total
support from within the country. One possibility is to peg this to an intangible such as the concept of
"effort" -- How much effort does it take for a North American to raise S 1,000? With the same amount of
effort, how much money can an appointee in another country raise? We do not want to set our
expectations for them so high that we arbitrarily limit the numbers of internationals that can be sent.
Each agency will be responsible for the following support needs for their missionaries:
Medical, retirement, MK education, home country taxes, furlough fares and furlough expenses
e) How would issues of parity be handled on the field?
Should all Bethany missionaries adopt the same support levels? This is a difficult area. Here are two
scenarios:
1. A scenario for achieving a rough parity. If it takes, for example, the same amount of effort for a
TTW missionary to raise S200 that it takes an American to raise S2.000, shouldn't a TTW
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missionary only have to raise l/10ih of what it takes to keep an American family there? The
pooling fund could make up the difference.
2. A second scenario would be to maintain different support lev els. We would simply expect TTW
international missionaries working in expensive fields to live much more simply than their
American counterparts.
It seems that individual agencies need to be given at least some degree of responsibility for helping to set
missionary support levels. Since the International Teams Council would have 3 ceiling on assistance that
could be given to any missionary family, less-wealthy agencies would ask their people to get by on less.
This seems practical, though it does not offer parity.
Should we even try for parity at all? Wh2t happens w hen an international goes overseas, gets his standard
of living and expectations raised, then goes home to retire? It will not be easy for him to make the step
down. It would therefore seem best for the individual agencies to set their own support standards.
Agencies would send out their missionaries irrespective of w hat other agencies are giving their
missionaries, and then allow for the principle of mutuality to go into action on individual fields. If a TTW
international missionary has a medical need, for example, and his agency has only a meager insurance
poolicy, the other missionaries on that team could voluntarily help out. Mutuality will be an important
concept if we are not to strictly stick with a principle of parity.
f) Other suggestions concerning finances:
How can we help nationals raise funds? A suggestion was given concerning the possibility of starting a
division within Bethany like Partners International, in w hich some staff would be assigned full lime to
raise money for the division within the U.S. This would be a major departure from our present thinking.
Instead of supporting individuals directly, should we be giving instead to the overseas sending agency
(e.g. Brazil)? Although this is a possibility, this may increase the feeling that the local agencies are
beholden to Bethany Missions in Bloomington.
Conclusion:
We feel that this is the time for Bethany Fellowship Missions to internationalize. It wall be a painful yet
rewarding process. Some of our w orks have become somewhat dependent on us as a Mission for their
needs. As our daughter organizations begin to operate with us on the level of equality, there may be a
time of discomfort, but this will give way to increased effectiveness as an organization.
The Holy Spirit is doing a new thing, and we want to be part of this move of the Spirit worldwide. We on
the Internationalization Committee commend this report to Bethany Fellowship Missions in the
expectation that there is much God wants to do in us and through us as an organization that we've only
begun to see. Perhaps the suggestions in this report will help us move closer into what God has prepared
for the future.of Bethany Fellowship.
International Teams Coordinator
Job Description
The coordinator's supervisor will be the missions director of Bethany Fellowship
Missions. The following are the job responsibilities of the International Teams
Coordinator:
1. Provide vision for development of the international teams concept.
2. Study existing models (e.g. WEF) and work with consultants and lawyers to determine
where and how to register the 1TC.
3 Develop criteria for developing mission sending agencies within the ITC umbrella.
4. Determine which of the potential sending countries are ready for developing a sending
agency, and encourage the selection of leadership and a target date for application to
the ITC for each one.
5. Study training svstems through WEF's mission commission to help develop an
international standard of preparation for missionary candidates.
6. Identify target areas for fielding international teams.
7. Constitute committees as needed for the International Teams Council (i.e. legal,
finance, membership, training, etc.)
8 Ex-officio of all ITC committees
9. Travel: The first visit is to be made when leadership is identified and a formal request
has been made for assistance in beginning a sending agency. The second visit will
finalize the membership application and certify that the mission is operating within ITC
standards. During the first visit, the coordinator will ensure that the standards of the
ITC (International Teams Council) can be implemented, establish checks and balances
for administration, look over the plans for selection and training of candidates, and
look into the financial situation in the country to begin a process of determining
support levels.
10. Review all applications for international missionaries to be sent out through the ITC.
11. Visit each sending agency once a year.
12. Visit with each international team once a year
13. Convene and lead the yearly meeting of the ITC.
14. Meet twice yearly with area directors who have international teams under their
jurisdiction.
15. Oversee the preparation of the ITC annual budget.
16. Represent Bethany Fellowship Missions and the ITC at international conferences as
required.
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First steps to developing the International Teams concept for
Bethany Fellowship Missions
1. Develop an effective communications system with the home office and with the fields
that have immediate potential for starting sending agencies
2. Enlist the WEF's help in developing an adequate model for the association
3. Develop criteria and standards for autonomous sending agencies.
4 Determine which sending agencies should be started first.
5. Research to determine where and how to register the international teams association.
6. Study training systems through WEF's Mission Commission to help develop an
international standard of preparation for missionary candidates
7. Develop a budget for the association, including a growth projection over a period of
the next several years.
8. Lay out a schedule of travel for the next 18 months
9. Identify two or three likely places for deployment of the first international missionary
team
Phasing into fulltime status as the International Teams Coordinator:
July to October, 1993:
October to March 1, 1994:
March, 1994 onwards:
Research and travel for laying the foundations of the 1TC
Assist in running the Philippines team while Knudtsens are
on furlough
Travel an average of once a month in the position of
coordinator
(as of June 24. 1993)
4. Financial responsibility of the partners:
All sending agencies will contribute funds to the partnership to be used in an "International
Pooling Fund." This fiind will be controlled by the International Teams Council, which
will decide allocations to international missionaries based on policies to help insure fair
access by all Bethany agencies as they have need.
Missionaries sent out through the partnership would raise a percentage of their support
within their own home country.
5. The office of the partnership:
The Partnership would hold office outside of the United States. It is important that our
daughter organizations perceive themselves as equals in the process. Locating outside of
the U.S. is a significant symbolic step in this direction.
6. How to begin:
We will develop agencies in some of our fields that are ready to take this step (e.g. Brazil
and Mexico). We should begin by fielding an international team as a pilot project. We
should start small, with only a team or two, and work our way up gradually.
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The Following is the full report of the International
Teams Committee:
Introductory Statement:
BF Missions began as a sending agency for North American graduates of Bethany College ofMissions,
and has operated that way for 30 years Many non-North-Americans have come to Christ through the
ministries of BFM throughout the world and have been used of God in their home countries. A few have
had cross-cultural experience with other missions, notably OM and YWAM. We have also trained non-
North-Amencans for cross-cultural ministry through Bethany 's schools of missions in Puerto Rico and
Singapore. All of this has served to increase our burden to see non-North-Amencans sent out cross-
culturally through the worldwide Bethany family
TTW (two thirds world) missions is expanding at a very rapid rate In many of today's pioneer mission
fields. TTW missionaries as well as other non-North-Americans have proven even more effective in
ministry than traditional Western missionaries. This trend is both exciting and biblical. Bethany
Fellowship Missions need not be left behind in this move of God around the world. BFM has many non-
North-Americans as the fruit of its ministry who are poised to enter the world missionary force. Our
people have been held back by the lack of sending agencies, lack of finance, and lack of experienced
international missionary teams to enable them to be effective cross-cultural disciplers.
There is much to gain as we work together as the global body of Christ.
The International Teams Committee has looked at other missions who have successfully internationalized
(WEC mtT, OMF Int l. OM. and YWAM). We have taken stock of our own chstmctives and goals as a
Mission. We believe this is the time for Bethany to begin taking steps towards internationalizing the
Mission.
Here are the main questions we asked ourselves and the committee's
thoughts on each one:
1. Preparation
a) What qualifications are needed for non-North-American missionaries'7
international missionaries will work in an area that is cross-cultural both to them and to all the sending
agencies concerned
We suggest that Bethany Fellowship Missions' work be defined in terms of sending workers who arc
cross-cultural to the target people in an area that is also cross-cultural to the Mission. As a mission, for
example, we wouldn t commission a missionary to plant a church in Bloomington. unless that church was
to be cross-cultural to the organization
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Teams Council would assist that agency, offering special training to bring it back up to the international
standard.
c) Who is the sending body0
The sending body will always be the individual sending agency connected with the missionary's home
country.
dl Who are the leaders on the field7
The International Teams Council would be in charge of appointing field and team leadership on those
teams that have international composition. It doesn't seem that it could work any other way. On mono-
culniral teams, the sending agency could appoint the leadership within the framework of guidelines
published by the International Teams Council.
e) Who takes the pastoral role in the on-the-ground teams0
The area directors take the primary pastoral role for international teams.
An international representative serving in a pastoral position could also help in this function, visiting
fields and encouraging trainers
The heads of the indrvidual missionary agencies should have travel privileges associated with the job.
They should go out representing the Association but to especially encourage their own people.
The pastors of the international missionaries may want to visit the fields from time to time. It would be at
their own expense. We should not discourage these visits, but we do need a policy.
f) What would be the "trade language" on the teams1'1
English is the mam language used throughout OMF s and OM's fields We feel that it should also be true
with Bethany's international missionaries. If it's required for leadership (as we feel it should be), then we
must provide opportunities for people to learn English.
3. Funding
a) We need a funding model to assist in supporting non-North-American missionaries
We discussed pooling on the field and concluded that it doesn't realh work well for our purposes It too
often produces contention. The missionary with complete support ends up with less than needed It's not
a system that we feel would work for us
We recommend that Bethany begin an International Pooling Fund to help support our international
missionaries
b) The concept of an international Pooling Fund:
The International Teams Council w ould propose a yearly budget to Bethany Fellowship Missions, w hich
the Bethany Board would need to approv e.
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There will be practical limitations on the total yearly amount of the pooling fund that Bethany
Bloomington can give. The International Teams Council should work with Bethany Fellowship Missions
to determine w hat the ceiling should be. and to work out a formula for the growth of the fund m the
future.
All BF agencies would contribute to the Association's pooling fund. A system will have to be divised for
implementing a fan arrangement to determine how much money each agency will contribute.
Contributions to the fund could be a percentage of each particular agency's annual income.
What would be the pooling fund component as a percentage of total support needed? One possibility is to
peg the pooling fund component of an international s support needs as follows:
1. Determine a team's target support for each family unit.
2. Calculate the support raising potential of each sending country involved.
3. Agencies m poorer countries would be allowed to raise only a portion of the family's target support
according to their capabilities. The rest of the target support would come from the pooling fund.
4. Set a ceiling amount for the maximum allowed subsidy for any given family unit.
Some problems need to be worked out For example. France has a strong economy, but only a small
percentage of evangelicals. Should this be factored m as well0
c) Who would disburse from the pooling fund?
The International Council will disburse funds based on their approved budget that will be finalized at the
Council's yearly meeting
d) How does the sending field (i.e. home churches, etc.) feel ownership9
The agencies that will be created in our traditional "receiving fields' should be very tightly tied into the
local churches. People will tend to grve money to people instead of agencies. We need to encourage as
direct a financial link as possible between the local churches and the missionaries being sent out
What about deputation? Some nations don't have a culture of deputation The deputation model will be
our mainstay , but we need to have flexibility as to funding methods from country to country
Each agency will need to determine just how much it can expect its missionaries to raise in terms of total
support from within the country. One possibility is to peg this to an intangible such as the concept of
"effort' - How much effort does it take for a North American to raise SI.000° With the same amount of
effort, how much money can an appointee in another country raise0 We do not want to set our
expectations for them so high that we arbitrarily limit the numbers of internationals that can be sent.
Each agency will be responsible for the following support needs for their missionaries:
Medical, retirement. MK education, home country taxes, furlough fares and furlough expenses
e) How would issues of pantv he handled on the field0
Should all Bethany missionaries adopt the same support levels0 This is a difficult area. Here are two
scenarios
1. A scenario for achieving a rough parity If it takes, for example, the same amount of effort for a
TTW missionary to raise $200 that it takes an Americano raise $2,000. shouldn't a TTW
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missionary only have to raise 1/1 Oth of w hat it takes to keep an American family there0 The
pooling fund could make up the difference
2. A second scenario would be to maintain different support levels. We would simply expect TTW
international missionaries working in expensive fields to live much more simply than their
American counterparts
It seems that individual agencies need to be given at least some degree of responsibility for helping to set
missionary support levels. Since the International Teams Council would have a ceiling on assistance that
could be given to any missionary family, less-wealthy agencies would ask their people to get by on less.
This seems practical, though it does not offer parity
Should we even try for parity at all0 What happens when an international goes overseas, gets his standard
of living and expectations raised, then goes home to retire0 It will not be easy for him to make the step
down. It would therefore seem best for the individual agencies to set their own support standards.
Agencies would send out their missionaries irrespective of what other agencies are giving their
missionaries, and then allow for the principle of mutuality to go into action on individual fields. If a TTW
international missionary has a medical need, for example, and his agency has only a meager insurance
policy, the other missionaries on that team could voluntarily help out Mutuality will be an important
concept if we are not to strictly stick with a principle of parity.
f) Other suggestions concerning finances
How can we help nationals raise funds0 A suggestion was given concerning the possibility of starting a
division within Bethany like Partners International, m which some staff would be assigned full time to
raise money for the division within the U.S. This would be a major departure from our present thinking.
Instead of supporting individuals directly\ should we be giving instead to the overseas sending agency
(e.g. Brazil)? Although this is a possibility , this may increase the feeling that the local agencies are
beholden to Bethany Missions in Bloomington.
Conclusion:
We feel that this is the time for Bethany Fellowship Missions to internationalize It will be a painful yet
rewarding process Some of our works have become somewhat dependent on us as a Mission for their
needs As our daughter organizations begin to operate with us on the level of equality, there may be a
time of discomfort, but this will give way to increased effectiveness as an organization.
The Holy Spirit is doing a new thing, and we want to be part of this move of the Spirit worldwide We on
the Internationalization Committee commend this report to Bethany Fellow ship Missions in the
expectation that there is much God wants to do in us and through us as an organization that we've only
begun to see Perhaps the suggestions in this report will help us move closer into what God has prepared
for the future of Bethany Fellow ship
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APPENDIX J: Questionaire for Bethany Staff (completed in the
spring of 1993)
Question 1 was asked in an effort to get the individual being questioned to
identity a subjective perception. Questions 2 through 7 and 9 and 10 were
based on characteristics identified by Jerome L. Himmelstein in his chapter
"The New Right" which appeared in Part I of The New Christian Right
(Robert C. Liebman and Rober Wuthnow, editors). Questions 8 ar.d 13
were drawn from observations made by Grant Wacker in his chapter
"Searching for Norman Rockwell" in Piety and Politics (Richard John
Newhaus and Michael Cromartie, editors). Question 11 was based on a
discussion of the Citizen's Committee for the Right to Bear Arms and Gun
Owners of America by Himmelstein and Margaret Ann Latus in their chapter
"Ideological PACs and the Right to Bear Arms" in The New Political Right.
However, because those lobbies are less well known than the National Rifle
Association, I substituted the NRA for them when I formulated the
question. Question 12 was based on a position taken by Jerry Falwell in his
chapter "Agenda for the 1980s" in Piety in Politics. Questions 14 through
18 were based on the five fundamentals as identified by Willard B.
Gatewood on page 12 of the Introduction to his Controversy in the
Twenties.
BETHANY QUESTIONAIRE




Inbetween conservative and moderate - 2
2. Do You support the Equal Rights Amendment?
Yes-6
No - 31
Did not answer - 2
Replied with a question - 1
3. Do you support the unborn child's right to life?
Yes - 39
No - 1
4. Do you support federal Affirmative Action programs?
Yes - 0
No-31
Did not answer - 17
Responded with a question - 4
5. Did you support the Panama Canal Treaty?
Yes - 4
No - 17
Did not answer - 19
6. Do you support prayer in public schools?
Yes - 38
No - 0
Responded with a question - 2
7. Do you believe that scientific creationsim should be taught as an
alternative to evolutionary theory in public schools?
Yes - 35
No - 3
Did not answer - 2
8. Are your views on feminism generally favorable?
Yes-6
No - 25
Did not answer - 4
Responded with a question - 5
9. Do you believe that a strong defense is vital to U.S. security?
Yes -35
No-2
Did not answer - 1
Responded with a question - 2
10. Do you view secular humanism as a serious problem in the United States?
Yes - 39
No - 1




Did not answer - 8
Responded with a question - 4
12. Do you believe that laws regulating pornography are too permissive?
Yes - 39
No - 1
13. Do you think that American morality is declining?
Yes - 40




15. Do you believe in Christ's virgin birth and deity?
Yes - 40
16. Do you believe in Christ's substitutionary atonement?
Yes - 40
17. Do you believe in the bodily resurrection of Jesus?
Yes - 40
18. Do you believe in Christ's personal, premillennial, and imminent second
coming?
Yes -34
Responded with a question - 6
APPENDIX K; Bethany's Missions Theory
January 27, 1994S
Dear Mike,
Greetings in Jesus' name! I'm truly sorry that it took me as long as it did to get the information together
for BFM's "mission theory ." If it had been contained in a document that I could have gotten my hands
on. I would have sent it right away. I did end up spending several hours on preparing this document, as I
wanted you to get something substantial and not just something that was thrown together. I'm also
hoping that the work I've put into this can be useful to us as a Mission. It could be the beginning of a
dialogue towards a better understanding of some of our presuppositions about mission work that really
haven't been discussed thoroughly Obviously I don't mean to say that we've never given consideration to
mission theory per se We have done quite a bit of thinking about strategy and how it comes out of our
understanding of missiology and theology, but we've never structured it this way. Doing so may help us
understand our motives and actions a bit better.
It's too bad that you don't have a better way to communicate with us than letter or phone. I was sorry that
you had to spend so much time on the phone just to get this document. It must be very expensive. Does
the University not have a fax machine that students can use9 If not, perhaps you can list your name with a
local fax service. You will find that it's much more economical than the telephone! I am thinking of this
because of the nearness of your scheduled departure. If you want to get this all finished up by August you
may have more occasion to contact us for further elaborations. Fax is a reasonable way to do this quickly
and economically (you may also want to consider electronic mail if your University has an Internet site).
We have one unfinished bit of conversation from the Philippines: I had taken exception to the San Jose.
Mindoro group's indication that they were using laymen for church planting It wouldn't have been a big
deal except that you used that information in your evaluation of the potential of the works in both Cauayan
and San Jose. When I was in San Jose in October '94 (teaching a missions class for ten days) I talked to
Rev Flores about the matter. Here is an update:
Rev said that they did have a few laymen enroll in the Bible League's church planting program. This
program involves subsidizing a church planter in training over a period of one year while the person is
involved in planting an actual church. The subsidy is a full salary (approximately 1,600 pesos per month
for a family, or $68 at present exchange rates) for a full year. During this time the church planter follows
the prescriptive Bible League approach to church planting. The assumption is that after a year the church
should be on its own and the planter should be receiving a salary from the church. The Bible League then
enrolls a new batch of church planters and repeats the process
Our laymen who participated in this program worked at planting churches for this one year period. Two
of the laymen have since become full time pastors. The others have withdrawn and turned the church
over to other workers. They have gone back into the work-a-day world but are still active laymen in their
respective churches Bethany presently has no laymen involved in the church planting program and Rev
doesn't see that there will be many laymen who go through this type of program.
Note that this doesn't represent a failure on their part. It was something that they tried since they had the
volunteers. They presently don't have any lay volunteers. Several there have complained that the Bible
League program doesn't do a good job of helping the planter start a church. The immediate withdrawal of
the subsidy after the one year mark may do more harm than good The churches they are starting are in
very poor areas that I feel would be better served by "lay-elders" than by professional pastors. Lay-elders
don't require a salary , so can continue with the work longer.
At present Rev tells me that most of their pastors work at least part time outside of their churches and
many of them work fulltime. which means that pastoring has become a part-time proposition. That is
okay, of course, but it means that a single pastor is no longer likely to be effective in that location without
help from some others who would be willing to give their time We have the same thing happening in
Cauayan. but we typically have two to three lay-pastors (or lay-elders) over one church, which lightens the
load on any one worker (Philippines churches typically see their pastors as "do alls," including janitorial
services!).
This additional info doesn't necessarily invalidate your conclusions, but needs to be taken into account
You may be interested to know that San Jose is also sending out two or three missionaries with Bethany
Fellowship International Teams in 1996 What they lack in material resources they make up for in zeal. I
have the highest respect for our co-laborers there.
I enjoyed talking with you on the phone. Carol and 1 will be at Bethany until the middle of July, when we
return to the Philippines to continue to oversee the ministry of International Teams. Steve Eliason is now
the team leader in the Philippines. Carol and I will be locating in a different part of the island upon our
return, though we will continue to teach at Cauayan's School of Church Planting and will continue to do
translation work for our training program. This July BFM hosts the first meeting of the Int'l Teams
partnership with participants coming from six nations: the U.S., Puerto Rico (a nation in many ways),





The Mission Theory of Bethany Fellowship Missions
January 26, 1995
Tim Freeman, International Teams Coordinator
Introduction:
The mission theory of Bethany Fellowship Missions has not been consciously worked through. We are
more familiar with "vision statements." "purpose statements," "philosophy of ministry," and the like.
This paper is an attempt to begin to quantify BFM's mission theory in its beginning years and how it's
matured and/or changed over the course of the Mission's 32 year history. This is not an offical document
and may not do justice to the diversity that's represented within a Mission with more than 23 centers (or
teams) located around the globe.
Since BFM has a training institution strongly associated with it. the use of a textbook for the Introduction
to Missions course may have some bearing on the mission theory that our students take to the field with
them. The missions textbook used in the College of Missions for many years has been Robert Hall
Glover's 1946 book. The Bible Basis ofMissions. The mission theory in this book is conservative
evangelical. It is only in the last few years that we have begun using another textbook for this course.
Presently we are using the Perspectives course as our text for Introduction to Missions. Perspectives is too
broad a work to represent any particular mission theory.
Charles W. Forman, in his essay, A History ofForeign Mission Theory in America (chapter 5 in American
Mission in Bicentennial Perspective. R. Pierce Beaver, editor. The American Society of Missiology, 1977)
states that "There have been four major themes that have run through the whole pattern of thinkers...the
motive, the aim, the method, and the hope of Christian Missions (page 111,112)." It may be helpful to
look at these four elements as a basis for the mission theory of Bethany Fellowship Missions (BFM):
The motive ofmissions:
Preaching about missions in BFM circles has always revolved around the elements of obedience to the
Great Commission, recognition of the lostness of men and women outside of the family of Christ, and a
desire to see Jesus Christ receive "the reward of His sufferings." These can be summed up as obedience,
compassion, and the glory of God (or love for God)
Some Bethany leaders have insisted that all Christians are called to be missionaries by virture of the fact
that the Great Commission was given to all men They would say it is legitimate to insist that those who
"stay behind" are the ones who need a definite call from God to do so This may partly reflect the
beginnings of the Fellowship, w hen the five families who joined together had already committed
themselves to going to Ecuador as missionaries, and later realized that God was instead calling them to
stay in the States for the purpose of training, sending, and supporting missionaries
The insistence on a definite call to stay behind is heard less and less today in Bethany circles. Our
philosophy at first was to send out any missionary volunteers who insisted they were willing to "preach,
pray, or die at a moment's notice" (a WEC phrase that is still heard from time to time in the Mission).
We found, however, that we had not adequately screened those we accepted, and we began to see an
increased missionary attrition rate. Today we insist that all who go are screened thoroughly and have the
spiritual gifts and the psychological makeup to enable them to be successful on the field We would say
today that not all who volunteer to become missionaries should be sent to the field.
The aim of missions:
This is an area that has become more focused as BFM has matured in the past 32 years. At first our
missionaries were sent out to "do good works" for Christ in foreign lands, with the ultimate goal of
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winning men and women to the Lord. This was often done through Bible schools and literature works.
These were not necessarily tied in to the goals and objectives of the national churches in an area. Church
planting was done but was not the primary enterprise of the Mission
Today our goals are often highly focused on church planting and equipping national leaders to continue
the work of spreading the gospel in their community or people group. We do not see our missionaries as
the only ones who can be effective in cross-cultural ministry. Several of our areas have begun to see the
training and sending of two-thirds world missionaries as an effective avenue of reaching the world's
remaining unreached people groups
We would be in general agreement with Rufus Anderson in saying that our aim is "more precise and
limited in the form of planting the church in each land which would then be able to cam' forward the
mission among its own people (Forman. p 112)."
The method ofmissions:
Bethany Fellowship Missions has the following "objectives" (which loosely correlate to our general
methodology):
1. Send missionary teams to evangelize and to plant churches among unreached peoples and urban
centers.
2. Train nationals for life and ministry
3. Publish and distribute Christian literature
4. Assist in the development of national ministries ("cooperate with nationals who desire to reach out to
their own and other people")
5. Reach out in mercy to the suffering
Source: Bethany Fellowship Missions brochure, circa 1992
Over the years our methods have become more focused We are more engaged in church planting and
discipling efforts than we have ever been before. We are still committed to literature development. Many
of our literature projects in our newer fields are very specifically related to evangelism (producing tracts),
tools for the church (hymnals, assisting Bible translation), and training (TEE courses). Our training
institutes more often concentrate on strategic training for church planting and missions Our assistance in
developing national ministries is beginning to focus on developing missionary sending agencies in Two-
thirds world countries. Our relief and development ministries are often closely linked to evangelism and
church planting.
We have a strong social conscience that is subservient to our focus of spiritual transformation.
The hope of missions:
We are participants in the AD2000 Movement and DAWN 2000. but we do not necessarily expect the
world mission force to finish the job of planting a church in every unreached people by the year 2000. We
believe strongly in the goal of starting at least one strong indigenous church in every remaining unreached
people group, but we are not trying to achieve this goal at the expense of quality evangelism
We do not believe that the missions movement will be successful in converting everv soul or of
transforming national governments and other world structures. We do believe, however, that the gospel
will be preached, or effectively communicated, to every person and every group before the Lord's return.
We do expect Christianity to continue to move agressively into every area of the world and for the harvest
of souls to be significant.
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Bethany's contextuaiization model:
We agree that the "simple gospel" is innately culturally relevant, and certainly agree with the statement,
"Only the God of the Christians can fill the spiritual void in all humanity (from a thesis by Elizabeth D.
Tyson. An Analysis ofNeopenlecosta! Mission Theology, University of Edinburgh. 1991)."
Points of contact and disagreement with Christian mission thinkers of the
past:
Samuel Hopkins and "universal disinterested benevolence": Hopkins theorized "we should do the will of
God with no thought of reward on earth or even in heaven, and with no limits on those who [are] to be
helped (Forman, p 71)." The willingness for a missionary to sacrifice himself to the greater good of the
Kingdom of God. or to the mission task, has long been a lynchpin in BFM's philosophy. One unintended
by-product of this way of thinking has been missionary burnout. Though this philosophy is still present
within BFM to a degTee. we have done much in the way of initiating missionary care. We expect
missionaries to work hard, but we also expect them to know their limits so they don't burn out. The issue
of obedience to the Great Commission is still very strong in our organization today.
Rufus Anderson: We agree with Anderson as to "the decisive importance of the founding of an
indigenous church and of the shaping of all policies toward that goal." And also that foreign missions
"must have a limited objective, namely, to establish a church which would itself take over responsibility
for mission in its area, enabling the foreign mission to close its own work there and move on to new fields
(Forman, p. 78)." We do find, however, that it is not always to the new churches' advantage for a
missionary to withdraw too soon. Missionaries can be a sounding board as the church grows and
develops, and also can help to integrate the new movement into the worldwide body of Christ. Not all of
BFM's fields are involved directly in church planting. Many of our newer fields, however, see church
planting as their main objective.
Arthur T. Pierson: Stated that world evangelization "would not be done with the expectation that all
people would be converted but that there would be an outgathering from the nations of those separated and
consecrated to God. No Christianizing of the nations should be thought of before the end of the age
(Forman, p 88)." This adequately expresses Bethany's position in this area. We do believe that we can
expect to see believers from every tribe, tongue, kindred, and nation before the coming of the Lord.
Robert E. Speer "World evangelization [is] a true obligation but the purpose of foreign missions [is] just
to establish the churches which [will] release the power for this task (Forman. p 89)." We agree with this
to a point since we are very concerned with raising up viable indigenous churches in unreached areas.
However, we feel there is an ongoing place for cross-cultural missionaries after churches are established,
namely in the areas of training and as a bridge between the new churches and the larger body of Christ.
Speer also was concerned about "the importance of building the indigenous church, and gave much
attention to the needs of the national church, its right to organize in its own way. to be the responsible
evangelistic agent in its own land, and to express the faith in its own style without any imitation of the
West or domination by foreign missionaries (Forman. p. 92)." BFM would agree that this is a good ideal.
The reality is that missionaries tend to have a strong influence on many aspects of a new church. In the
past we have tended to hold on to our works a bit too long, but now are seeing ways to build effective
leadership in a shorter time frame.
Bishop William Taylor: "Advocated the spreading of missionaries widely and rapidly to all lands,
expecting them to find support through local employment (Forman, p 89)." The early days of Bethany
Fellowship Missions had this type of emphasis. We felt that we could send out missionaries to begin local
centers that could support themselves through income-generating projects. They could then concentrate
on ministry without worrying about support from the United States. In practice, only our work in
Indonesia has become self-supporting in this fashion We have spent much capital in seed money for the
raising up of income generating projects, but few have succeeded to the point where they make a sustained
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profit large enough to support an entire work. Today, supporting our missionary teams through local
income generating projects is not our modus operandi, but we do see income-generating projects as a good
idea for sustaining indigenous works, though we seldom give large amounts of seed-capital for such
projects.
John Nevius: "Mission work should be determined by ... what would strengthen the local church for
evangelism. There should be no institutions of Christian service except those that the local church might
maintain. Careful training of lay leaders by the development of Bible classes throughout the church
should be the principal concern of the mission. Indigenous evangelists should ... never [be] employees of
the mission (Forman. p 90)." While we do place a strong emphasis on strengthening the local church and
avoiding subsidies for worker's salaries, we would not be as strong on these issues as Nevius. We do at
times employ a declining subsidy for church planting, depending on the field In years past we did much
more in the way of supporting indigenous workers, but we have seen the wisdom of being careful to avoid
creating dependencies using this method. The church seems to grow stronger with less subsidy.
John R. Mott: "He introduced a new factor by his predominant emphasis on planning and strategy for the
world as a whole. His conception ... was to develop ... a plan which would recognize the unreached
regions and the untouched classes and would assign responsibility for each class or area to a particular
mission so that there would be no over-lapping (Forman, p. 91)." BFM is very concerned about planning
and strategizing and is participating in AD2000, the Adopt-A-People Clearinghouse, and other planning
bodies. As with most post-World War II missions we do not respect comity boundaries, but we are very
concerned with our relationships with other missions and denominations. We are participating in
partnerships with other organizations where we feel that this will result in increased effectiveness for the
body of Christ.
Edward Pfeiffer: "The aim was clearly the establishment of indigenous churches which would continue
mission work in their own countries. The methods appropriate to missions were seen to be spiritual only,
education and medicine being seen as forms of indirect evangelism (Forman, p. 94)." We agree that
social programs open the door for evangelism in many cases, but they are not evangelism per se. If
anything, social programs can be effective pre-evangelistic tools.
Conclusion:
There are views of other mission theorists that could be compared with BFM's inherent mission theory,
but the eight that w ere selected for this review help to bring out some of the nuances in the way Bethany
views mission.
The development of a true mission theory has not been a priority of the organization, and perhaps will not
become so. We do recognize, however, that we do operate with an inherent mission theory that most of
our missionaries subscribe to as they move about in doing their business. Perhaps this paper can be a
springboard for seeking to develop a more consciously expressed theory.
APPENDIX L: An Alphabetical List of Bethany's Missions
(Information provided by Cathy Brokke in a

















































vocational trainina and aariculture
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counseling
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Mexico City bookstore 1973 or 1974
Matehuala. S.L.P Bible school 1972
Queretaro, Queretaro church planting 1986
Ixmiquilpan. Hidalgo church planting March 1992





Cauayan. lsabela church planting
Bible school
June 1982





















Hialeah. Florida bookstore 1975
Thief River Falls.
Minnesota
bookstore Oct 1969 April 1993
VIRGIN ISLANDS
St. Croix bookstore 1968 1990
due to hurricane
St Thomas bookstore Sept. 1967 1990
due lo hurricane
APPENDIX M: Bethany Syllabi
THEOLOGY I
COURSE SYLLABUS
Bethany College of Missions
Interim January 4-21, 1994
8:30-10:00; 10:30-12:00 Room 302
Alec Brooks, Instructor
College of Missions Office
Office Phone # 2530, Home Phone #2414
Office Hours by appointment
Course Description
The study of the existence, person and attributes of God, and the person
and work of Jesus Christ.
Course Objectives
To strengthen the student's faith by studying the evidence for the
existence of God. To deepen the student's faith by studying the nature of
God as revealed through his natural and moral attributes, and by studying
the person of Christ, His divine and human natures, and the work of Christ,
His atonement and resurrection.
Textbook
What Christians Believe by Johnson/Webber
Supplementary Reading
THE EXISTENCE AND NATURE OF GOD
Bilezikian, G.; Christianity 101
Cottrell, J.; God the Creator
Cottrell, J.; God the Redeemer
Cottrell, J.; God the Ruler
Finney, C.; Finney's Lectures on Systematic Theology
Fretheim, T.; The Suffering of God
Lewis, C. S.; Mere Christianity
Morris, T. V.; Our Idea of God
Theo. I Syllabus 2 A. Brooks
Peterson; Evil and the Christian God
Pinnock, C.; The Grace of God and the Will of Man
Pratney, W.; The Nature and Character of God
Purtill, R.; Reason to Believe
Smail, T. A.; The Forgotten Father
THE PERSON AND WORK OF CHRIST
Brown, H. O. J.; Heresies
Craig, W.; Knowing the Truth of the Resurrection
Driver, J.; Understanding the Atonement
Erickson, M.; The Word Became Flesh
Habermas, G.; The Resurrection of Jesus
Kelly, J. N. D.; Early Christian Doctrines
Lidgett, J. S.; The Biblical Doctrine of the Atonement
McDonald, H. D.; Jesus—Human and Divine
McDonald, H. D.; The Atonement of the Death of Christ
Morris, L.; The Lord from Heaven
Neve/Heick; A History of Christian Thought
Requirements
1. Active participation in class discussions.
2. Completion of all writing and reading assignments and tests. Papers
must be typed, double spaced, approximately 1500 words in length and
are to be turned in during class on the date due. The content of the
papers must show familiarity with the assigned reading.
Policies
1. Attendance: as per college policy, on the fourth absence the student's
grade will drop one-third of a grade point, and so on for each additional
absence. Students are expected to be on time for class; consistent
lateness will be treated the same as an unexcused absence.
2. Final exam: there will be no final exam.
3. Classroom conduct: please do not bring food or drink to class. Men,
please do not wear hats in class.
4. Plagiarism and academic dishonesty policy: plagiarism (passing off the
ideas or words of another as one's own) or dishonesty of any kind
automatically subjects the student to a "F" for the respective





BETHANY COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
SPRING 1994
11.10A.M.-12.00 Noon, Mon., Wed., and Fri.
Room
M.S.THIRUMALAI
BCOM Office 8.00 - 11.00 AM
BOOM Library 1.00 - 5.00 PM
Phone 2391/2124
COURSE DESCRIPTION
A description of the basic concepts, beliefs and practices of folk religion as found in animistic,
pantheistic, polytheistic and deistic societies, with emphasis on methods of preaching the gospel to
these peoples and countering such beliefs and practices.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
1. Students will acquire a knowledge of the basic concepts, beliefs and practices of folk religion in general.
2. Students will acquire specific knowledge of folk/popular religion and its function in Buddhism,
Hinduism, and Islam.
3. Students will develop a basic understanding as to how the early church fathers and modern
missionaries encountered and fought against folk religion. And how they used some aspects of
folk religion to communicate the gospel.
4. Students will acquire a knowledge of the specific methods of communicating the gospel to those who
practice folk religion.
Van Rheenen, Gallyn. Communicating Christ in Animistic Contexts. Grand Rapids. MI.:Baker Book
House. 1991.
REQUIREMENTS
1. The student should have normally completed the course PHI 133 Major World Religions.
2. The student will read the text and other articles assigned to be read, and participate in class discussion.
3. There will be three tests, covering the topics prior to each test. The tests will consist of
objective type and short answer eliciting questions.
4. The third test will be conducted during the final examination week.
TEXT
GRADING
3 TESTS, each having a maximum of 32 points.








After three absences from class for any reason, a student's semester grade will drop at the rate of one-
third of a grade for every subsequent absence . (See class attendance policy in BCOM Catalog a
in the Student Handbook for details.) Three tardies will equal one absence.
Tests
All the tests must be taken to pass the course. No exemption will be given.
Late tests will not be given without the prior permission of the instructor.
Grading Scale






It is recommended that students keep a record of scores received on all tests so that they may be able to
calculate their grades at any point in the semester.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. Albright, W.F. From the Stone Age to Christianity. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1957.
2. Brown, Peter. The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity. Chicago, 1981.
3. Gehman, Richard J. African Traditional Religion in Biblical Perspective. Kijabe, Kenya: Kesho
Publications. 1990.
4. Harper, Edward B. Religion in South Asia. Seattle: 1964.
5. Hsu, Francis L.K. Under the Ancestor's Shadow: Chinese Culture and Personality. New York, 1948.
6. Ingam, John M. Folk Catholicism in Central Mexico. Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press, 1986.
7. Kitagawa, Joseph M. and Miller, Alan L. (Eds. and Translators) Folk Religion in Japan: Continuity and
Change (by Hori Ichiro). Chicago, 1968.
8. Kretzman, P.E. The God of the Bible and Other "gods." St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1943.
9. Lin Yu Tang. From Pagan to Christian. Cleveland: World Publishing Co. 1959.
10. Molnar, Thomas Steven. The Pagan Temptation. Grand Rapids, ML: W.B.Eerdmans Publishing Co.
1987.
11. Nida, Eugene A. and Smalley, William A. 1959. Introducing Animism. New York: Friendship Press,
1959.
3
12. Overmeyer, Daniel L. Folk Buddhist Religion: Dissenting Sects in Late Traditional China. Cambridge.
Mass., 1975.
13. Parshall, Phil. Bridges to Islam: A Christian Perspective on folk Islam. Grand Rapids, Ml.: Baker Book
House. 1983.
14. Stacey, Vivienne. Christ Supreme over Satan. Lahore, Pakistan: Masihi Isha'at Ljama. 1986.
15. Tambiah, Stanley J. Buddhism and the Spirit Cults in North East Thailand. Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 1970.
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF LECTURE MODULES
1. Introduction to the characteristics of "religions" of Pre-literate Societies.
2. What is Animism? An Anthropological description of its characteristics and structures, and the Biblical
Position.
3. What is Pantheism? An Anthropological description of its characteristics and structures, and the Biblical
Position.
4. What is Polytheism? An Anthropological description of its characteristics and structures, and the Biblical
Position.
5. What is Idolatry? An Anthropological description of its characteristics and structures, and the Biblical
Position.
6. The concept of Tradition, Types of Traditions (Verbal and Nonverbal: oral and written; Scripture and
Tradition; Tradition and Religious Originators; The Formation of Traditions; The Role and
Function of Tradition in society).
7. The distinction between Great and Little, or Elitist and Folk Traditions: an Anthropologcal Perspective.
8. What is a Peasant Religion? A sociological Perspective.
9. Characteristics of Popular Religion ana Popular Religiosity.
10. The Role and Function of Folk Religion within established Religions.
11. The de'inition and role of Supernaturalism in Folk Religion:
i. Myth, ii. Ritual, iii. Symbolism, iv. Taboo, v. Wrtchcraft, vi. Sorcery, vii. Other forces of Evil,
viii. Exorcism, ix. Magic, x. Divination, and xi. The Occult.
12. The Role and Function of the Agents of Super naturalism in Folk Religion:
i. Shamans, ii. Priests, iii. Oracles.
13. The Saints and their veneration, the Image worship, the Icons, and Mariolatry - in the Roman Catholic
and Eastern Orthodox Churcnes. Their origin, processes of spread and elevation as creed.
14. The Role and Function of Religions-not-in-use in fostering Folk Religion: The religion of ancient
Greece and Rome in the Western world in modern times.
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15. Specifics of Folk Islam.
16. Specifics of Folk Hinduism.
17. Specifics of Folk Buddhism.
18. Specifics of Folk Judaism.
19. How to guard against the creeping in of Folk Religious beliefs among the new Christians?
i. Lutheran Position - Solo Scriptura, Literalness, etc.
ii. The Pauline theology of general and specific revelations.
iii. The function of general revelation in evangelization of peoples practicing folk religions: various
approaches.
iv. Some exemplary methods adopted by the missionaries.
SCHEDULE OF TESTS
Test No. 1 February 28, 1994.
Test No. 2 March 30, 1994.
FINAL TEST During the Exam Week in May, 1994.
SCHEDULE OF VIDEO (Dates to be announced)
1. Divine Horsemen: The Living Gods of Haiti.
2. New Gods.
3. Ritual Dimension: Primal Religions, Part I.
4. Ritual Dimension: Primal Religions, Part II.
5. Bahia: Africa in the Americas.








Alec D. Brooks, Instructor
Phone: 2530 (home-2414)
Office Hours: by appointment
Course Description:
An introductory study of the person and work of the Holy Spirit, the nature, mission and government of
the Church and the Biblical concept of election, as time permits.
1. To gain insight into the person and work of the Holy Spirit as revealed in Scripture and
experienced in the life of the believer.
2. To discern from Scripture the nature and mission of the Church, and the nature and purpose of its
leadership.
Textbook:
Johnson/Webber, IVhaf Christians Believe
Suggested Supplementary Reading:
The Holy Spirit:
Cummins, T. E., Through the Eternal Spirit.
Bickersteth, E. H., The Holy Spirit.
Finn:-' 'Smith, The Premise the Spirit.
Willie-*" J. R., Renew.:' ~'"clogv Tel. 2.
Dunn, I. D. G., Jesus and the Spirit.
Carter, C. W., The Holy Spirit, A ISeslcvan Perspective.
Green, M., 1 Believe in the Holy Spirit.
The Church:
Kung, H., The Church.
Snyder, H. A., The Community of the King.
Snyder, H. A., The Problem of Wineskins.
Wiley, H. O., Christian Theology Vol. 5.
Berkhof, L., Systematic Theology.
Means, J. E., Leadership for Christian Ministry.
Election:
Shank, R., Elect In the Son.
Forster, R. Maston, P., Cod's Strategy In Human History.
Pinnock, C. H., The Grace of Cod and the Will of Man.
Hodge, Systematic Theology.
Steel & Thomas. The five Points of Calvinism: Defined, Documented and Defended.
Klein, W. W., The New Chosen People.
Punt, X., What's Good About the Good News.
Objectives:
Theo III Syllabus 2 A. Brooks
Requirements:
1. Active participation in class discussions.
2. Completion of all writing and reading assignments. All papers must be typed, double spaced,
aproximately 1000 words in length.
Policies:
1. Attendance: as per the College policy, on the fourth absence the student's gTade will drop one-
third of a grade point, and so on for each additional absence.
2. Final exam: there will be no final exam.
3. Classroom conduct: please do not bnng food or drink to class. Men, please do not wear hats in class.
4. Plagiarism and academic dishonesty policy: plagiarism (passing off the ideas or words of another
as one's own) or dishonesty of any kind automatically subjects the student to a "F" for the respective
assignment or test, and potential dismissal from the course.
5. Assignments: no plastic covers or any type of binding on papers. Simply staple pages together.
Papers are to be turned in during class on the date due.
Grading Criteria:
Late assignments will not be accepted without prior approval. The final grade will be the average of
all grades received on assigned papers.
Course Schedule:
The Holy Spirit:
Read pp.148-186 in What Christians Believe;, Johnson/Webber; pp. 87-115 in Christianity 101,
Bilezikian; and pp. 271-306 in Renrwal Theology, Vol 2. Reference should be made to these and
other sources used in the preparation of your papers.
Submit the following papers:
1. The deity and personality of the Holv Spirit established from Scripture. Due Feb. 7.
2. The work of the Holv Spirit in the life of the believer. Due Feb. 28.
The Church:
Read pp. 325-369 in What Christians Belirve, Johnson/Webber; pp. 54-72 in The Community of the
King,, Howard; pp. 215-243 in The Kingdom'of God, Bright; pp. 31-121 in Leadership in Christian
Ministry, Means; pp. 9-17, 54-83, 107-122 in Spiritual Authority, Nee; pp. 194-257 in ]esus and the
Spirit, Dunn; and pp. 323H09 Renewal Theology, Vol 2, Williams. Reference should be made to
these and other sources used in the preparation of vour papers.
Submit the following papers:
1. The nature and mission of the Church. Due March 21.
2. The nature and purpose of Biblical leadership. Due April 11.
3. The nature and purpose of the gifts of the Spirit. Due May 9.
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Tuesday and Thursday, 8:00-9:30 AM
Thomas C. Cornell, PhD - . ' ; Office Hours: 10:45-12:00 AM
Basemea{, Classroom Building _ Tuesday and Thursday and by .
Office Phone: 829-2528 .. By appointment
Course Description The purpose of this class is to equip all learners with the perspectives, the skills, and the
resources they need to successfully learn another language and to minister effectively in another culture.
3 credits; Required.
Course Objectives
> To develop a comprehensive understanding of language and its subsystems.
> To learn the basic features of those subsystems with special reference to phonetics and phonology,
morphology and syntax, the structure of grammars, the classification of languages and the process of
first and second language learning.
> To develop beginning skills in the techniques of linguistic fieldwork and language learning.
Textbook
William O'Grady, Michael Dobrovolsky and Mark Aronoff,
Contemporary Linguistics: An Introduction. (Second Edition)
St. Martin's Press; 1989 Paper.
Bibliography
The textbook includes an adequate set of references for the work of a beginning student. The BCOM libra
holdings are also relatively strong in this area.
Policies
All students are expected to complete all assignments in order to receive any credit for the course! Students a
also expected to attend all sessions-without ex cent ion. Class attendance policy will be as described in the BCD
catalogue, Page 32. Plagiarism is abhorred and will not be tolerated in any form. The date for the fin
examination in this course will be set by the Academic Dean and will be adhered to.
Requirements
All students must complete seven tests on dates indicated in the class schedule and all assigned problems. Ea
student will also complete a fragment of a description of a language chosen for field work illustrations.
Grades
Final grades will be based on the following formula:
Tests - (seven @ 50) = 350 points
Problems - = 250 points






11:10—12:00, M., W., F„
Room 304
Alec D. Brooks
Phone: 2530 (home: 2414)
Office Hours: by appointment
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The structure and dynamics of marriage and the family, including dating, engagement, child rearing,
aging, divorce and remarriage, will be examined in the light of scripture.
OBJECTIVES
1. To familiarize students with the scriptural teaching basic theories and research findings on
marriage and the family.
2. To help students develop an awareness of the challenges facing families today.
3. To help students explore and understand their own family experience and develop Christian values
about family life.
Grunlan, Stephen A., Marriage and the Family.
SUPPLEMENTARY READING
Balswick/Balswick, The Family
Christenson, Larry, The Christian Family
McDonald, Cleveland, Creating a Successful Christian Marriage
Piper/Grudem, Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood
De Santo, Love and Sex Are Not Enough
Backus/Backus, Empowering Parents
Clark, Stephen B., Mar, and Woman in Christ
Wilson, Ken, The Obedient Child
Duty, Guy, Divorce and Remarriage
Heth/Wenham, Jesus and Divorce
Cornes/ Andrew, Divorce and Remarriage
Never, Werner, Man and Woman in Christian Perspective
REQUIREMENTS
1. Active participation in class discussions.
2. Completion of all writing and reading assignments. All papers must be typed, double spaced. Papers
should be approximately 1000 words in length and are to be turned in during class on the date due.
3. Use the Modem Language Association format. Style sheets are available in the library.
1. Attendance: as per the College policy, on the fourth absence the student's grade will drop one
third of a grade point, and so on for each additional absence.
2. Final exam: there will be no final exam.
TEXT
POLICIES
3. Classroom conduct: please do not bring food or drink to class. Men, please do not wear hats in class.
4. Plagiarism and academic dishonesty policy: plagiarism (passing off the ideas or words of another
as one's own) or dishonesty of any kind automatically subjects the student to a "F" for the respective
assignment or test, and potential dismissal from the course.
5. Assignments: no plastic covers or any type of binding on papers. Simply staple pages together.
Papers are to be turned in during class on the date due.
GRADING CRITERIA
Late assignments will not be accepted without prior approval. The final grade will be the average of
all grades received on assigned papers with consideration given to class participation.
COURSE SCHEDULE
1. Read Part II "Dating and Courtship" in Marriage and the Family, Grunlan, and Part II "Marriage:
The Foundation of Family Life" in The Family Balswick/Balswick, and pp. 90-133 in Love and Sex
Are Not Enough, De Santo.
Write a paper discussing dating, courtship and partner selection from a Christian perspective. Due:
September 24.
2. Read pp. 155-175, 223-249 in Marriage and the Family, Grunlan, and Part 4 "Sexuality: Identity in
Family Life" in The Family, Balswick/Balswick.
Write a paper on the essentials of a Christian philosophy of sex. Include your thoughts on
contraception. Due: October 15.
3. Read pp. 127-152 in Marriage and the Family, Grunlan, and pp. 58-128 in Divorce and Remarriage,
Comes, and pp. 35-52 in God and Marriage, Bromiley.
Write a paper on the Bible's teaching on marriage and singleness. Due: October 29.
4. Read Part III 'Parenting: The Expansion of Family Life" in The Family, Balswick/Balswick and
Empowering Parents, Backus/Backus, pp. 15-26 in The Obedient Child, Ken Wilson.
Write a paper on the goal of parenting and the place of discipline in achieving that goal. Due:
November 19.
5. Read pp. 319-336 in Marriage and the Family, Grunlan, and pp. 259-272 in The Family,
Balswick/Balswick, and pp. 288-309 in Divorce and Remarriage, Comes.
Write a paper on how a Christian should view divorce and remarriage. Due: December 17.





Monday, Wednesday, Friday 8:55-9:45 a.m.
larold Brokke Campus Phone 2531
Home Phone 2413
Thomas C. Correll Office Hours: 11:15-12:00
Plassroom 101 Mon., Wed., Fri., & by
Dffice Phone: 829-2528 appointment
SOURSE DESCRIPTION:
The first part of this course will be devoted to a study of God's purpose and
activity as revealed through Israel's responsibility to the nations in the Old
Testament and the mandates entrusted to the Church in the New Testament.
The second part contains an introduction to the historical, cultural, strategic,
geographic, and practical dimensions of that world mission's mandate.




C. Gordon Olson. AT,at in the World is God Doing? The Essentials of Global Missions: An
Introductory Guide. Global Gospel Publishers, 1989.
John Piper, Let the Nations Be Glad: The supremacy of God in Missions
Baker, 1993 "
Reserve -
J. Herbert Kane. Christian Missions in Biblical Perspective. Baker Book House. 1985.
OBJECTIVES:
1. To learn the Biblical bases for Christian missions.
2. To trace the theological roots in Old and New Testament Scripture for the commitment to Global
ministries.
3. To understand the development of Christian missions in the Gospels, the Acts,
and the Epistles.
4. To survey tine history of Christian missionary activity since the time of the Apostles.
5. To introduce the processes of missionary encounter with other selected cultures.
6. To review and assess the structures of missionary recruitment, training and sending in the
contemporary' world.
DEVELOPING A CHRISTIAN WORLDVIEW
PHI 235
Course Syllabus
Bethany College of Missions
Fall 1993
10:15-11:05 M., W„ F.
Room 301A
Alec D. Brooks, Instructor
Phone: 2530 (home-2414)
Office Hours: by appointment
Course Description:
An introduction to the nature and tests of a worldview and the contrast between a
Christian worldview and naturalistic and new age worldviews.
Objectives:
To encourage students to develop a Christian wrorldview and think Christianlv
about all of life.
Required Texts:
Blamires, Harry; The Christian Mind.
Walsh/Middleton; The Transforming Vision.
Suggested Reading:
Holmes, Arthur; Contours of a Christian World Vireo.
Lewis, C. S.; The Abolition of Man.
Sire, J.; The Universe Next Door.
Blamires, Harry; The Secularist Heresy.
Schlossberg, Herbert; Idols for Destruction.
Nash, Ronald; Faith and Reason.
Gill, David; The Opening of the Christian Mind.
Hitchcock, James; What is Secular Humanism.
Newbigin, Lesslie; Foolishness to the Greeks.
Geisler/Watkins; Worlds Apart.
Noebel, David; Understanding the Times.
Tucker, Ruth; Another Gospel: Alternative Religions and the New Age Movement.
Requirements:
1. Active participation in class.
2. Completion of all reading and writing assignments. All papers must be typed,
double-spaced.
3. Use the Modern Language Association format. Style sheets are available in the
library.
Policies:
1. Attendance: as per the College policy, on the fourth absence the student's grade
will drop one-third of a grade point, and so on for each additional absence.
2. Final exam: there will be no final exam.
3. Classroom conduct: please do not bring food or drink to class. Men, please do
not wear hats in class.
4. Plagiarism and academic dishonesty policy: plagiarism (passing off the ideas or
words of another as one's own) or dishonesty of any kind automatically subjects
the student to a "F" for the respective assignment or test, and potential dismissal
from the course.
5. Assignments: no plastic covers or any type of binding on papers. Simply staple
pages together. Papers are to be turned in during class on the date due.
Grading Criteria:
Late assignments will not be accepted without prior approval. The three papers will
contribute 75% to the final grade, and the two book reports will contribute 25%.
Course Schedule:
Read the required texts and submit a book report on each text consisting of a
summary paragraph of each chapter. Due October 29.
Read pp. 2-63 in Contours of a World View, Holmes; pp. 13-75 in The Universe
Next Door, Sire; pp. 11-72 in Worlds Apart, Geisler and Watkins. Reference is to be
made to these and other sources used in the preparation of your papers.
Submit the following papers each approximately 1000 words in length.
1. What is a world-view and how does it affect our values and actions? Due
October 1.
2. How does the Biblical world-view contrast with secular and new age world-
Hews? Due November 19.
3. Blamires says there is no longer a Christian Mind and that the prime mark of the
Christian Mind is that it cultivates the eternal perspective. What does he mean
by these two statements? Due December 10.
INTRODUCTION TO
TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES
COURSE SYLLABUS
BETHANY COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
Spring Semester, 1994
10:30-12:00, Tuesday & Thursday
Mary Beth Groff
Home Phone # 861-5560
Office hours by appointment
Course Description
This course gives students a practical foundation in teaching English cross-culturally. Students
will learn how to teach specific skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing and will have
the opportunity to practice teach. Attention will also be given to the various TESOL career
opportunities around the world.
Objectives
To study the nature of language learning and the structure of English in particular. To learn to
assess language learner needs and design lessons to meet those needs. To understand the various
skill areas of English and how 10 teach them. To provide models and experience in teaching ESL.
To introduce the field of TESOL and the opportunities it presents.
Texts
Paulston, C. G. & Bruder, M. N., Teaching English as a Second Language: Techniques and
Procedures.
Bibliography
Baker, Ann & Goldstein, Sharon, Pronunciation Pairs. New York, NY: Cambridge University
Press, 1990.
Celce-Murcia, Marianne & Lois Mcintosh (eds.) Teaching English as a Second or Foreign
Language. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House Publishers, 1979.
Freeman, Daniel, Speaking ol Survival. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1982.
Fromkin, Victoria & Robert Rodman, An Introduction to Language. New York, NY: Holt Rinehart
& Winston, Inc., 1974.
Kasser, Carol & Silverman, Ann, Stories We Brought With Us: Beginning Reading lor ESL.
Engelwood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1986.
Long, Michael H. & Richards, Jack (eds.) Methodology in TESOL: A Book c' headings. Rowley,
Mass.: Newbury House Publishers, Inc., 1987.
Longman dictionary of Contemporary English. White Plains, NY: Longman Publishing Group,
1 987.
Morley, Joan, Improving Aural Comprehension: Teacher's Guide and Student Workbook. Ann
Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, 1972.
TESOL Syllabus 2 M. B. Groff
Paulston, Christina & Bruder, Mary, Teaching English as a Second Language: Techniques and
Procedures. Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown & Co., 1972.
Raimes, Ann, Focus on Composition. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1978.
Robinson, Barbara, Focus: An ESL Grammar. New York, NY: St. Martin's Press, 1989.
Seal, Bernard, American Vocabulary Builder.
Requirements
1. Complete all reading assignments prior to the due date.
2. Participate in class discussion on assigned readings.
3. Be prepared to take six unannounced quizzes on assigned readings.
4. Write a one-page paper on a personal experience.
5. Pass four tests (including a mid-term and a comprehensive final).
6. Present an original English lesson to the class.
7. Examine 7 ESL text books and complete analysis forms on each.
Policies
Attendance: Two absences are allowed from a Tuesday-Thursday class. Grades will drop a half-
grade for each absence after that. Attendance is required for the full hour-and-a-half that class
is in session. A student will be considered absent if more than 15 minutes late.
Grading
Assignments and exam due dates are indicated on the attached reading list. Late assignments will
not be accepted and late exams will not be given without prior permission from the instructor.
Failure to meet an extended deadline will result in an 'F' for that particular grade.
The following grading scale will be used:
1000-950 A 810-800 C
940-930 A- 790-770 C-
920 -910 B + 760-750 D +
900-880 B 740-720 D -
870-860 B - 71 0-700 D -
850-830 C+ 690 & lower F
Assignment grades will be valued as follows in the final grade for the course:
1. Test - 30% total, 300 points
Feb. 15 test - 7%, 70 points possible
March 17 mid-term - 7%, 70 points possible
April 1 Attest - 7%, 70 points possible
Final Exam - 9%, 90 points possible
2. Presentation - 30%', 300 points




Ahlstrom, Sydney E., A Religious History of the American People. Yale
University Press, 1972
Anderson, Gerald H. (editor). Studies in Philippine Church History.
Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 1969
Baker, D., Studies in Church History. Vol. XV: Religious Motivation:
Biographical and Sociological Problems for the Church Historian.
Basil Blackwood, Oxford, 1978
Barr, James, Fundamentalism. SCM Press, 1977
Beaver, R. Pierce (editor). American Missions in Bicentennial Perspective.
The American Society of Missiology, 1977
American Protestant Women in World Mission: History of the First
Feminist Movement in North America. William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1980
Bebbington, D.W., Evangelicalism In Modern Britain. UnwinHyman,
London,1989
Berger, Peter, The Heretical Imperative. William Collins Sons andCo.,
1980
Brauer, Jerald C., Protestantism in America. SCM Press, 1965
Brokke, Harold J., A Guide to Understanding Romans. Bethany
House Publishers, 1964
Brumback, Carl, Suddenly...From Heaven. Gospel Publishing
House, Springfield, Missouri, 1961
Carter, Ben M., Unity in Diversity. University Press of America,
Lanham, Maryland, 1991
Clodfelter, Michael.. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Vol. II 1900-
1991, McFarland, Jefferson, North Carolina, 1991
Colombo, Furio, God in America. (Kristin Jarratt, translator),
Columbia University Press, New York, 1984
Danker, William J., Profit for the Lord. William B. Eerdmans,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1971
Diamond, Sara, Spiritual Warfare: the Politics of the Christian
Right. Pluto Press, London, 1989
Edwards, Jonathan, Some Thoughts on the Present Revival of
Religion in New England. The Works of Jonathan Edwards. Vol. I,
The Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh, 1992
1
Elwood, Douglas J., Churches and Sects in the Philippines.
Silliman University Press, 1967
Fairbank, John K. The Missionary Enterprise in China andAmerica.
Harvard University Press, 1974
Finke, Roger; Stark, Rodney, The Churching of America 1776-
1990. Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, New Jersey,
1992
Fowler, Robert Booth, A New Engagement. William B. Eerdmans,
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